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PREFACE

This collective volume is intended to serve as a stimulating but

critical guide to that rapidly growing group of scientists who must
resort to physical methods of research for the solution of biological,

medical, and agricultural problems.

Each chapter provides an authoritative orientation with respect

to one general research method. To achieve this end, each chapter

covers the following points: (1) the fundamental principle of one

method, its underlying assumptions, and perhaps a simple mathe-

matical outline of the theory involved; (2) the tj'^pes of problems for

which the method offers promise of a unique solution or a helpful

approach; (3) the demands made on apparatus, materials, and
technical skill; (4) the limitations of the method in some detail;

and (5), briefly, its outstanding accomplishments to date. After

reading any chapter, a scientist should be able not only to appraise

the potentialities of its method with reference to his own biological

problem, but also to understand the limiting factors that must be

given recognition in the proper design of critical experiments.

The book should prove useful in a wide variety of advanced

courses, particularly for collateral reading assignments aimed at the

mature student. Each chapter can be read as an independent unit

without regard to its position in the volume.

References to commercial sources of equipment and materials have

been included by the several authors as a convenience to the reader.

Listing of a product and its source does not necessarily constitute

an endorsement nor does failure to list a product indicate its inferiority

in any way.

My thanks are willingly expressed to the several authors for their

kind cooperation at all stages of the work. Others who offered

helpful suggestions during the planning stage include: Dr. L. R.

Blinks, the late Dr. S. C. Brooks, Dr. C. S. French, Dr. D. R. God-
dard, Dr. W. M. Stanley, Dr. Otto Stuhlman, and Dr. Maurice

Visscher. Most of the editorial work was accomplished while I was
Professor of Physics at Iowa State College. C-onsecjuently, I feel

most indebted to the Department of Physics at Iowa State College
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for facilities and secretarial assistance ; and particularly to Professors

Jay W. Woodrow, Gerald W. Fox and Percy H. Carr for their en-

couragement. At the Navy Electronics Laboratory, the cooperation

of Dr. R. J. Christensen has been very helpful.

Navy Electronics Laboratory Fred M. LTber

San Diego, California

December, 1949
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Few scientists, even on a holiday, would undertake deliberately to

conduct a meaningless experiment. But most critical scientists will
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subscribe, I believe, to the assertion that numerous research articles

are either meaningless or destined to be fruitless. Some published

evidence exists to support this statement (see Sect. H) and if scientists

were less courteous to their fellow workers, there probably would be

much more.

The freedom to exercise scientific curiosity experimentally in a

laboratory is a priceless heritage of modern science. This freedom,

unexploited in ancient times and even denied during the middle ages,

should be guarded zealously; it should not be jeopardized by careless

indulgence and irresponsibility on the part of some investigators.

To be valuable, contemporary research must place increasingly

greater stress on the careful analysis, design, and often on the co-

operative execution of experimental programs. To point a finger at

some of the pitfalls which needlessly embarrass too many naive experi-

mentalists is the aim of this introductory chapter. The writer is

conscious of some of its limitations, but would welcome constructive

suggestions from any source for its improvement. Specific examples

and illustrations particularly are solicited. It is a pleasure to ac-

knowledge my indebtedness to several of the sources mentioned in

the bibliography and especially to an inspiring lecture by T. S. Hamil-

ton {22).

A. APPROACHES TO IMPORTANT DISCOVERIES

To prescribe what must be done to avoid meaningless or fruitless

experiments is relatively easy compared to the task of outlining a

procedure for selecting the most meaningful and important problems.

Were this not true, science would be much further advanced. No
attempt will be made in this chapter to outline any such procedure,

for reasons which probably are or will become obvious to the reader

very soon. It is felt, however, that the time which could be saved by

avoiding fruitless experiments might result in appreciably increasing

the number of important discoveries. Some widely held, but conflict-

ing, viewpoints on how to make fundamental discoveries will be pre-

sented now for the purpose of background to the fundamental re-

search situation.

1. Accidental Approach

Not infrequently in the past, important scientific discoveries have

been made by workers who were not trained to look for them. The
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idea is rather widespread that great discoveries are largely accidental

in nature and that they may happen to almost anyone. The accidental

theory of success in research has been strikingly epitomized in a recent

remark by an American beer baron. AVith business booming, the

baron had permitted himself the luxury of subsidizing a capable

microbiologist, but subject to an annual appropriation. At a year-

end conference on the budget, to which the laboratory superintendent

had invited the microbiologist, the question of a renewed grant was up

for consideration. But the baron quickly settled the matter. "Keep

him on," he said with a flourish, "you never know when he might

stumble onto something."

To ascribe the tremendous achievements of modern science to an

unending series of accidental discoveries not only is placing "Lady

Luck" on a very high pedestal but also is unfair to professional

scientists. However, whereas an occasional important discovery

may be accidental, most meaningless experiments are the result of

inadequate planning and/or careless execution. While it may be pro-

fessionally embarrassing for some to admit that an epochal discovery

has been made in a backwoods attic laboratory by a novice with

crude equipment and a high school education, it would seem down-

right disgraceful to be forced to acknowledge that many research

experiments are not adequately designed by supposedly well trained

investigators.

Another type of accidental approach is involved in the contention

that experiments that are wrong ultimately lead to the great advances

in science. The thought here is that the large amount of careful work

required to prove an experiment incorrect results itself in fundamental

contributions. This becomes secondarily a hybrid situation which

includes incidental elements of the type discussed in the next section.

However, the provocative incorrect experiment must be considered

accidental—unless eventually efficiency experts deliberately publish

such articles in order to stimulate research.

2. Incidental Approach

Important discoveries in science in recent years usually have been

made by qualified investigators deliberately engaged in experimental

research. Oftentimes it has happened that the important advance

was merely a by-product, however, of the original problem under

investigation. To this extent, then, the discovery is incidental. If

the reader prefers to call it accidental, I believe he will concede that
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it is a type of accident that does not happen to just anyone. It should

occur most frequently to investigators who are alert to the unusual

and who are able to perceive quickly the possibilities in the unexpected

observation {cf. Fig. 1). The fact of X rays, for example, represents a

phenomenon that might have been discovered by anyone of perhaps a

few hundred experimental scientists at the time, but almost incon-

1.

I /

y-

"Now, I sort of lose the gist of it here."

Fig. 1. An unexpected observation often leads to significant advances. (Cour-

tesy The New Yorker.)

ceivably by one of the billion contemporary laymen. According to

this approach, great discoveries are favored by the hard work of

numerous careful observers who are also resourceful.

3. Deliberate or Direct Approach

A considerable part of the motivation of research workers is

doubtless the hope of making a really important discovery. In some

scientists this purpose expresses itself as a deliberate, direct attempt.

An investigator in this category analyzes every proposed problem

primarily on the basis of its possible importance. Much can be said

in favor of such a critical attitude. At the least, it prevents a worker

from embarking on programs in which he has too little faith, the type
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undertaken merely with the hope that something worth while will

result. The observer who is looking for something specific seems to

have a greater chance of seeing it than an observer who is just looking.

An investigator with a strong conviction that the natural world

operates on simple laws has a stronger incentive to work doggedly to

discover them than an individual who lacks faith in their existence.

Absolute devotion to a particular problem, however, must surely end

in failure in a great many cases; the number of relatively important

discoveries are but a fraction of one per cent of the number of experi-

mental attempts.

The striving for important discoveries, for the "order-of-magni-

tude" advances, therefore carries a high degree of risk. Some scien-

tists are much better situated than others with respect to assuming

this extra hazard. Apart from the mental adjustment and the in-

testinal fortitude demanded, there is usually an economic or timing

factor. This is clearly true with most problems for graduate students.

Beginners generally feel the need for early successes, but it can hardly

be said that they gamble less than their older colleagues. The stu-

dent's gamble, however, is often on his professor's judgment rather

than deliberately on the problem.

This type of approach doesn't seem well suited to workers who
need the frequent stimulation which results from minor successes.

The great-gamble type of experiment is not necessarily devoid of by-

products and incidental data which are of themselves valuable, pro-

vided the time and effort are expended to make them so. But the

latter procedure detracts at once from the effort that can be put on the

main purpose of the problem or on the next logical attempt at an im-

portant discover3^ Perhaps few scientists are entirely free to pursue

their own desires in the matter.

4. Organized or Controlled Approach

In commenting on the influence of Francis Bacon on the scientific

revolution, Mees (4, p. 81) has stated that "Bacon over-estimated the

ease with which scientific knowledge can be obtained, and he fell into

an error in which he is followed by many today^the error of believing

that scientific research can be organized like an engineering project

and that the way to make scientific discoveries is to plan to make
them." A great many scientific contemporaries share this view with

Mees and are distrustful of too much "direction" of scientific research

programs. President Conant of Harvard University has been (luntod
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as saying, "There is only one proved method of assisting the advance-

ment of pure science—that of picking men of genius, backing them

heavily, and leaving them to direct themselves."

It should be emphasized that we are discussing approaches to

important discoveries—without knowing in what direction they lie.

The danger inherent in an organized or controlled approach is

simply that of concentrating too much effort blindly in too few direc-

tions, thereby possibly missing altogether a really fundamental dis-

covery. A strategic break-through on the research frontier would

seem to become increasingly probable when many independent in-

vestigators are engaged in the search, each on his own initiative.

Furthermore, the morale and efficiency of research talent might be

lessened tragically by any large scale attempt at organized planning.

Now that research scientists have achieved a very considerable mea-

sure of success, it is to be expected that efficiency experts will hover

about their laboratories to tell them how to plan their experiments

—

if not, indeed, to control their investigations completely.

B. ANALYZE THE PROBLEM

Scientists resort to experiment when ciuestions or problems arise

which cannot be disposed of satisfactorily in any other way. Problems

may be relatively trivial so that their experimental solution can be

found in a matter of hours and at small cost in terms of time and

money; or they may be exceedingly complex so that only a very ex-

tensive investigation requiring years of effort can conceivably result in

a satisfactory elucidation of the difficulty. A current example of the

latter type is the cancer problem. A broad problem such as this can

be approached from many angles. There may even be more than one

satisfactory solution. I believe that most experimental scientists

expect without doubt that a solution will be found eventually. In the

meantime numerous aspects of the problem present themselves and it

is clear than an unlimited number of experiments could be performed

to collect factual data. When ultimately an acceptable scientific

answer is found, much of this experimentation will be regarded in all

probability as having been quite useless. The bulk of the attempts

will not have served any critical function. But how can such mean-

ingless investigations be avoided? I believe that a careful analysis of

the problem would do much to eliminate a large percentage of these

fruitless experiments.

What constitutes a careful analysis of the problem? So many
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factors are involved that there is no single well marked groove or

alley that can be followed blindly. A complete solution of a broad

problem may require step-by-step progress through the various stages

of what is often called the "scientific method." These stages have

been enumerated recently by Northrop {3, p. 28) as follows:

(a) Discover the basic theoretical root of the problem.

(b) Select the simplest phenomenon exhibiting the factors involved in the

difficulty.

(c) Observe inductively these relevant factors, either by the method of ob-

servation, the method of description, or the method of classification.

(d) Project the relevant hypotheses suggested by these relevant facts.

(e) Deduce logical consequences from each hypothesis, thereby permitting

it to be put to an experimental test.

(/) Clarify initial problem in the light of verified hypotheses.

(g) Generalize solution to the problem by means of a pursuit of the

logical implications of the new concepts and theory with respect to other sub-

ject matter and applications.

Individual investigators often pursue a very limited phase or

aspect of a broad problem; for example, a number of scientists have

devoted a lifetime of research to the purely descriptive phase of the

cancer problem. This is most essential, but it constitutes only one

part of the whole. In any event, an investigator should realize clearly

how his individual research may contribute toward a general solution

of the problem. The failure to view one's experimental work in the

light of the broad over-all situation may result in the prosecution of

numerous fruitless experiments.

1. Look for Basic Difficulty

You may wish to refer to the theoretical basis of a problem as its

heart, its core, or perhaps its quintessence. That a problem exists at

all would seem to indicate that a fundamental difficulty of some kind

is present. The object is to uncover it, to understand its nature, in

order that a solution may be obtained. No attempt will be made to

set forth rules as guideposts to the heart of a research problem. Even
hints as to how to grope for it cannot be given, but prolonged and
serious reflective thought about the nature of the difficulty is highly

recommended. A strictly armchair approach probably will not be

sufficient. Many problems cannot be analyzed adequately until after

extensive preliminary observations of a descriptive type are available.

Not infrequently, exploratory investigations of the experimental
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variety must be condiu'ted before it is profitable to try to lay bare the

heart of the difficulty. This information may, of course, have been

published already by others and thus be accessible.

In the process of arriving at the theoretical basis of a problem,

there may be an intricate interplay between fact and fancy, between

ideas and experimental data, between hunches and lucky observations,

and between intuition and blunders. Most scientists do not record

the tortuous paths traversed in the pursuit of their discoveries. The
fact that some famous scientists have been responsible for several

basic discoveries discounts the cynical view that scientific progress is

purely an accidental process.

External stimulation of the thought processes should not be

neglected in an effort to achieve an insight into problematical situa-

tions. Apart from the stimulus that derives from germane conversa-

tion and from browsing in likely fields of literature, a conscious effort

should be made to broaden one's contacts with other, and perhaps

remote, domains of scientific endeavor.

2. Focus Attention on Relevant Facts

"It is to be noted that it is the analysis of the problem which

provides the criterion for selecting out of the infinite number of facts

in the world the few that are relevant," to quote Northrop (3, p. 34).

To proceed willy-nilly to collect irrelevant facts is not regarded as

good scientific procedure, although it may occasionally result in a

solution. There is also a possibility that the necessary and relevant

facts already exist in the literature. Even after an armchair analysis

has led one to the basic root of the problem, there may be several

other factors that will have an important bearing on whether a given

individual should undertake an experimental investigation. Some of

these will be discussed in later sections.

To be most fruitful, experiments should be undertaken only to

solve bona fide problems. Unless based on a genuine problem, an

investigation lacks purpose and directive force. Only chaos can

result from an attempt to record all possible facts. Even Charles

Darwin, whose chief service to science was the production of a mass of

descriptive evidence that evolution has occurred, has said, "How odd

it is that anyone should not see that all observations must be for or

against some view, if it is to be of any sei'vice." It is the problem that

determines, for example, with what precision measurements are to be

made and how extensive an experiment is to be. The discontinuous
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nature of experimental data demands that some appropriate interval

of time be chosen as a guide in making observations. The value of

this interval must be determined by the nature of the problem itself.

In making observations, the scientist selects some of the facts for

attention; he does not attempt to record all of them. Scientific facts

represent relatively only a very small number of all the facts that

could be observed. Although scientists deliberately choose certain

facts for observation, the selection must be made on the basis of proper

criteria and in an impartial manner according to the unwritten code

called scientific honesty. The choice is not one of mere caprice nor can

it be purely arbitrary in order that the facts may fit into some pre-

conceived scheme. To be accepted as fact, experiments must be re-

producible by others.

The ability to distinguish readily the critical factual items in an

experimental situation is the mark of a capable scientist. Although

good scientists must be opportunists in the sense of making the most

of unexpected observations, they must also simulate bloodhounds and

not be distracted constantly by irrelevant facts of an inconsequential

nature.

3. Discard Meaningless Questions

Scientific experiments are undertaken in order to answer questions

concerning nature. To state that an experiment is meaningless

either implies failure in securing an unequivocal or satisfying answer

to the question, or it suggests that the question itself is without

meaning. In a philosophical sense, one can defend the thesis that

seriously propounded questions concerning nature always possess

meaning. Only when a specific point of view is adopted does it become

possible to define questions as meaningless or to assign a scale of

values to them. One such point of view has been expounded by
Bridgman (1, p. 28), who classifies questions as meaningless unless

they can be answered by means of ''operations." For instance, it

means nothing to ask whether a star is at rest or not. To laboratory

workers, "operations" connote experimental manipulation and ob-

servation. From this standpoint, for example, the question of whether

there was once a time when matter did not exist possesses no meaning.

Presumably in the same category is the question whether a rabbit and

a mouse experience identical sensations to the color red. But all

questions that could be answered in terms of operations would be

meaningful.
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In a narrower sense, many potentially meaningful questions may
be meaningless at a given time or to a particular worker because

methods or equipment might not exist with which he could con-

ceivably perform the necessary "operations." An example: Are

there mountains on the other side of the moon?
A recent discussion of what constitutes meaningful questions with

respect to experimental science has been given by Churchman (5),

who elaborates and extends the concept outlined by Bridgman.

4. Appraise Relative Importance of Problems

Individuals are constantly appraising the relative values of the

several experimental sciences and of the more limited fields of in-

vestigation within specific branches of research activity. It is only

natural that serious consideration be given to the possible significance

of a proposed research program and its importance as related to the

broader aspects of science and other human endeavor. The task is not

an easy one. If history has taught any lesson clearly concerning the

ultimate value of research to society, it is the fact that such values are

unpredictable in advance. This results in part from the unexpected

by-products of experimental studies but in large measure from the

autocatalytic nature of cumulative scientific knowledge. Hence, a

conscious steering of basic research by society would seem to con-

stitute an unwise procedure, if not an unconscious boomerang. Even

scientists, far from claiming omniscience either as individuals or as a

group, are not qualified to render a priori decisions regarding the

eventual value or meaning to society of scientific questions.

Even though society cannot render a verdict in advance as to the

ultimate significance of scientific questions, it can often appraise the

experimental results. For example, an experiment can be relatively

fruitless to society if it constitutes merely a repetition of an earlier

published finding or if it is not made available to the public at all, as

is true of much commercial research, thus leading to further duplica-

tion of effort. Where results are not readily comparable to related

investigations and where experiments are not carried to satisfactory

and unambiguous conclusions, they may likewise possess little mean-

ing to others. The basic reason for the abundance of meaningless

experiments is simply the failure of numerous experiments to supply

an unequivocal answer to the question. Results that are presumably

satisfying to the investigator himself, at least in some degree, are

often unconvincing to scientists generally.
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5. Choose Initial Problem Wisely

For the individual contemplating a scientific research career, the

choice of a first problem is a matter of extraordinary importance. This

first problem often determines the course of a life's work. If it is an

unfortunate choice, it may even result in the individual's turning to

other fields of endeavor, perhaps forsaking research entirely.

All too often the selection of an initial problem represents the

culmination of a haphazard procedure. Not infrequently, the prob-

lem derives as a consequence from the choosing of a research pro-

fessor. Although this method has often worked out to the benefit of

the beginner, still it should not be accepted as a routine matter—the

percentage of failures is too great. Instead, a very real effort should

be made to appraise the relative merits of the various problems under

consideration on the basis of specific criteria. The final decision

should be deliberate on the part of the individual ; it should not be

made for him by default or otherwise. In addition to the thoughts

expressed under the various subdivisions of this chapter, many of

which have a bearing on the selection of a problem, a few comments
especially applicable to the beginner may be helpful. Apart from his

possible immaturity and lack of experience, a beginner usually suffers

also from time limitations. Therefore, a problem should be attractive

not only for its own sake but also for its prospect of completion within

a reasonable and rather definite length of time.

The following excerpts from an article by Livingston (S3) are very

germane and cover some suggested criteria for judging a proposed

research problem for the beginner

:

"There are still those who maintain that any piece of scientific investiga-

tion carefully done and published must of necessity bear great fruit in future

years, but such views are usually met with in those who do not seriously at-

tempt to keep up with the progress of the current literature of their science.

"The problem chosen should be circumscribed, definite and specific.

At the same time, it must be appreciated how this particular problem is re-

lated to other similar specific questions, the whole series covering some
broad and general field. It frequently happens that a problem which at-

tracts and fascinates a graduate student is far too broad to be rationally

attacked, sometimes the mere breadth constitutes an attractive feature and

throws a false glamour over the entire proposition. Such a question should

be separated into partial questions and these attacked singly. The attempt-

ing of too broad and, hence, too indefinite a problem in his earlier years of

research has worked lasting injury upon many a man of science.
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"The ideal problem for a beginner should be capable of statement, on a

priori grounds, in the form of several alternatives; all the logically possible

answers to the questions may be advantageously erected into hypotheses,

and these may be tested in order. This sort of a problem conduces to logical

thinking and must leave its sterling mark upon the mind in later years.

Furthermore it is economical of energy and time, and the end of the chosen

piece of work is more or less clearly in view at the beginning. To bring a

problem into this condition requires, of course, a large amount of thought at

the outset. . .

.

"The satisfactory problem must, of course, be capable of e.xperimental

treatment with the knowledge and facilities which are available. The be-

ginner should not be called upon to devote too much time and energy to the

devising of methods and the obtaining of apparatus. If he be misled in this

he almost surely becomes more interested in the methods than in the results

obtained by their employment. This does not imply that the methods to be

used should all be familiar to the worker at the start, only that they should

be accessible in the literature, so that he need not actually devise them.

"Apparent importance to the science as a whole is a very important

criterion in our series. For the best results in all ways, the selected question

should be one that interests both the theoretical and the practical worker. . . .

The question of the theoretical importance of a given problem is not so easily

settled as is that of its practical weight; it requires something of a prophet to

judge rightly in this regard. A good way to attack this question is to ask,

will any chapter of the science (as it stands at present) be fundamentally

altered by the proposed study? ... A superficial study of a little-known

relation is often as important in the development of a science as is a research

upon the details of a better-known and already more thoroughly analyzed

phase. Such superficial studies are the work of pioneers ; they are adapted

only to the exceptional beginner in research."

6. Pursue Type of Research That Comes Naturally

Within the framework of the general aim that dominates all

scientific work, there may be various subsidiary purposes peculiar to

individual types of investigation. Some specific examples are

:

(a) To test the limits of application of a general theory.

(6) To explore a new field for its possibilities.

(c) To create an instrument of measurement.

(d) To develop or improve some experimental methofl.

(e) To determine constants with a high degree of precision.

A worker who excels in doing experiments of the highest accin-acy

might not be very successful in exploratory investigations which do

not utilize this special talent fully. Scientists accustomed to making
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all observations personally often feel uncomfortable in administrative

research positions where such duties are delegated to assistants. It

seems sensible to devote one's efforts in a manner that will prove most

fruitful eventually, especially since there is great need for all types of

scientific activity.

The beginner must face the question as to whether he should engage

in scientific research at all. Natural talent in this direction should be

the criterion. Some help in arriving at a decision may be obtained

from aptitude tests. Such tests may give an indication not only of

general research aptitude but also of specific types of investigation in

which the individual is most likely to succeed. It seems increasingly

clear that many types of research will be done in the future by co-

operative teams or groups. If an individual is not inclined to be co-

operative, he should select his research field carefully in order to avoid

problems requiring this qualit5^

C. REFRAIN FROM UNDUE REPETITION OF WORK
OF OTHERS

1. Keep Abreast of Current Developments

Scientific literature has increased in bulk to the point where it is

becoming increasingly difficult to avoid entirely the unwitting repeti-

tion of experiments. At the same time it has become perhaps more

important to devote scientific energies to the new and unexplored. It

is always disturbing when exciting and seemingly original research

ideas turn out upon further inquiry to have been studied by others

years ago, yet the disappointment should be easier to bear if it occurs

before rather than after the unknowing duplication of previous work.

Where research programs involve substantial amounts of time and

money, a fairly extensive library search relative to past achievements

along the same line should be considered as certainly justified if indeed

not obligatory. Whether exliaubtive searches into the literature are

conducted depends both on the idiosyncrasies of the individual and on

the ease with which such information can be obtained. Some in-

vestigators rarely enter a library, while others may spend too much
time in reference work. Unless a genuine attempt is made to search

the literature for past achievements, it is difficult to justify a research

program. To repeat from ignorance experiments already satisfac-

torily perf(jrmed and reported is not conducive to scientific progress.

The time is long past when one could hope to keep abreast of the
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advances in even his own field of research by browsing occasionally in

a library or by depending on the receipt of reprints from the w^orkers

themselves. Accordingly, one should plan to make systematic use

of some or all of the following categories of assistance wath reference

to his special field of research {19, p. 74): (a) index journals; (6)

abstracting journals; (c) annual reviews and yearbooks; {d) recent

advances series on specific topics; and (e) review journals. For those

without experience in library research, a list of "guides" to-the litera-

ture in the various sciences is included in the bibliography {13-18).

These contain helpful suggestions as w^ell as source lists of specific

reference materials for the individual sciences.

In connection with reading the older literature, a word of caution

may be helpful, particularly with reference to numerical data. Over

the years, a marked change has taken place in the value of the numeri-

cal physical constants that enter into various computations. Hence,

recalculation is in order before making comparisons with many of the

earlier results. Common usage for w^ords and symbols also change.

A good example to illustrate the point is the recently suggested change

in nomenclature involving the use of l and d instead of I and d for

labeling the amino acids and sugars {25). The opposite name from

the one formerly employed results in some cases, to the confusion of

the uninitiated. Nomenclature changes for the genus and species

of microorganisms, especially bacteria, are not infrequent and are

likewise confusing.

There is no unique way of keeping in satisfactory contact with

research currently in progress, particularly w'here investigative

activity in an experimental field is world-wdde. With respect to

investigations under way wdthin one's own country, valuable informa-

tion can be gleaned from attendance at scientific meetings and perhaps

from correspondence, but, with the exception of very limited fields,

the coverage will be inadequate at best. There has been an increasing

tendency to organize scientific workers into small groups on the basis

of their interest in specialized fields of research. Recent examples of

this are such organizations as the Electron Microscope Society, the

Society for X-ray and Electron Diffraction, and the Phycological

Society. Informal symposia on specialized topics of active research

interest are becoming increasingly frequent and should go far tow^ard

keeping scientific specialists up-to-date. The proceedings of such

symposia are often published, but only after an appreciable lapse of

time. There seems to be some danger that the great effort required to
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keep informed may limit seriously the total research accomplish-

ments.

2. Shun Negative Experiments

Most investigators at one time or another have repeated experi-

ments previously reported by others, usually because it was felt that

the conclusions of the original experiments were incorrect. Occa-

sionally, however, the importance of a particular finding is such as to

render its earU^ confirmation highly advisable. Some investigators

hesitate to attempt any repetition of earlier experiments as a matter of

policy, feeling that a confirmation contributes nothing new and that

a contradiction cannot be reported unless it is based on an exhaustive

and extremely careful study. Since positive experimental results

normally carry much more weight than negative, a greater than usual

burden of proof is therefore placed upon the investigator who attempts

to establish negative results in opposition to a previously reported

positive finding. Nevertheless, it is very important to discredit

erroneous findings at the earliest opportunity.

The repetition of an experiment for the express purpose of dis-

proving previously published results is not advisable unless a worker

is prepared to repeat the investigation in the painstaking and thorough

manner necessary to convince the skeptical. Serious thought should

be given in advance to the essential factors that constitute a satis-

factory negative experiment. On what critical points must the

eventual decision, regarding the facts to be accepted, be determined?

In the history of science there have been a number of instances in

which established investigators in a field have failed to acknowledge

their own published mistakes. This constitutes a fault that is very

difficult to condone especially in a scientist. Since other workers are

prone to amass more and more evidence confirming the original mis-

take, the meanness of one man can thus lead to a great number of

otherwise needless and perhaps completely fruitless experiments.

D. RECOGNIZE EXPERIMENTAL LIMITATIONS

1. Theoretical Considerations

All research methods are subject to certain limitations and the

realization of this fact can often result in a saving of experimental

effort that can then be directed into more profitable channels. These
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boundaries may be either of an experimental or of a theoretical nature.

Some are specific and apply to narrow regions or to particular tech-

niques; others are general and may encompass an entire field of

scientific investigation. An example of the latter is contained in the

broad generalizations of the first and second laws of thermodynamics.

The first law expresses the well known principle concerning the con-

servation of matter and energj^. The second law is something of an

oddity in that it is a negative statement which tells what cannot be

""" 'K^^^
£*^ '^^i>'^^

"He swore he had a pedigree a mile long, and I,

like a fool, believed him!"

Fig;. 2. An experimental scientist should not depend on hearsay. (Courtesy

Liberty Magazine.)

done and is therefore not subject to experimental confirmation. For

centuries, however, individuals have tried diligently but vainly to

disprove it by their ingenious attempts to attain perpetual motion, in

other words, a method of obtaining something for nothing. Such

people are now referred to as "perpetual motion cranks." They have

been ignored by orthodox physicists for a long time, but their recurrent

stories still make newspaper copy.

Of more restricted application but yet an excellent illustration of a

boundary imposed by physical theory is the theoretical resolving

power of the optical microscope. This somewhat arbitrary limit has

been confirmed repeatedly by experiment and tested so thoroughly
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that it seems an inexcusable waste of time to attempt to discover

additional elements of structure in biological materials when the

structural details are clearly beyond the theoretical capabilities of tht

optical instruments employed. Nevertheless experimental efforts to

do so continue to be made and to be reported from time to time by

workers who are not aware of the limitations or who believe that

structural details can be demonstrated in violation of the theory.

Such purported structural elements invariably turn out to be diffrac-

tion patterns or i-elated artifacts. How much more profitable if the

same time were spent in other directions, perhaps with an electron

microscope, in which case the theoretical resolving power is several

hundred times greater.

There is admittedly some danger in following too slavishly boundary

conditions that may be imposed by theory, particularly where theories

have not been well established. In research, it must be recognized

that "fences are built for those who cannot fly." At the same time

one should avoid wasting energy needlessly by flying against an im-

penetrable barrier.

Knowledge of the theoretical and experimental limitations to the

accuracy of a research method or technique has not always been

readily accessible to the laboratory worker. Frequently the bound-

aries have been recognized only after the expenditure of valuable time

in a fruitless experiment. Hence, one of the chief aims of this book has

been the presentation of information with respect to the limitations of

the methods discussed in the various chapters.

2. Instrumentation and Technique

In discussing the research applications of electromagnetic theory,

Ernest O. Lawrence used to take great delight in pointing out what

could be done if one possessed infinite experimental skill. While con-

ceding that some laboratory scientists are most ingenious, I doubt if

any would boast of having infinite experimental skill. Consequent!}'

it is usually essential to take into consideration the experimental

limitations of a research method. Since barriers to experimental

progress today may not exist tomorrow, a recurring evaluation of the

limitations is indicated.

Great strides in instrumentation have occurred in recent years,

even though the biologist's prayer for a twin-dial light source "box,"

with one dial for wavelength and the other for intensity, has not yet

been answered. Waves of progress in research frequently follow the
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introduction of a new tool or a markedly improved instrument.

Therefore great efforts toward the elimination of experimental limita-

tions in research seem highly justified.

Where improvements in instrumentation must be of a radical

nature in order to secure a really significant advantage, it may not be

worth while in a given research program to struggle for a minor gain.

For example, the increase in resolving power of the optical microscope,

which was obtained at great cost and inconvenience by developing

quartz lenses for the ultraviolet region, represented a predictable but

relatively minor gain (although it is a valuable instrument for other

reasons). The radical improvement in resolution, amounting to

several orders of magnitude, was found three decades later in a com-

pletely different type of instrument, the electron microscope.

The accuracy of instrument calibration in critical experiments

must be checked by the experimenter. The purchase of a high

quality instrument from a manufacturer of integrity does not relieve

an investigator of the responsibility of verifying the correctness of its

calibration. The calibration may be a function of time, position,

temperature, or abuse. Nominal values are often given, as for the

magnifying powers of microscopic objectives and eyepieces, it being

assumed that the user will make an adequate calibration under the

exact conditions employed. For many types of laboratory apparatus,

it is possible to have calibrations certified by the National Bureau of

Standards. In any event, the question of calibration accuracy must

be considered in all careful experiments.

Since most research is done in locations where representatives from

the various branches of science can be sought for expert guidance

without undue inconvenience, it is regrettable that greater advantage

is not taken of the opportunity. By consulting more freely with

colleagues about the implications and the possibilities of research

problems, errors could be avoided and the general quality of the in-

vestigations improved. Certainly in an age of specialization, one

should have no feeling of inferiority or embarrassment in seeking the

help of specialists. When interested in highly specialized problems,

however, an investigator may well discover that the specialists that

he needs to consult are not available in his own institution. This

situation is especially liable to arise where the experimental limita-

tions of a method are determined by the intricate details associated

with recent laboratory instruments and their critical adjustment.

In that event, research may often be expedited by a personal visit to
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another laboratory. Capable administrators should be able to provide

funds for this purpose, basing their decision on the value of the trip

in forwarding the worker's research program.

E. CHOOSE BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL CRITICALLY

1. Select Best Genus and Species of Organism

The relative success of numerous investigations depends in large

measure on a fortunate choice of biological material. As an example,

one may cite the genetic studies with the fruit fly, Drosophila.

Whether the original choice of Drosophila for this important work was

primarily accidental or based on careful considerations of its im-

portant attributes, I do not know, but the choice has proved to be

eminently successful. In addition, an element of luck has since

favored its selection in that one of the most important characteristics

of Drosophila from the cytogenetic standpoint, the existence of the

giant salivary gland chromosomes, was not brought to the attention

of geneticists until comparatively recently.

While it is clear that certain organisms would not be convenient

for genetic experimentation, as for example elephants whether white,

gray, or pink, it must be noted that the ultimate qualities of an

organism which may possess decisive significance for a given type of

investigation are often revealed only after careful study. This may
justify a preliminary survey of some duration to discover the best

biological material before embarking on an extensive research pro-

gram. For individuals relatively unfamiliar with experimental

organisms, as perhaps physicists who may be working in this border-

line field, consultation with several competent experimental biologists

is recommended. Since it is not uncommon for a biologist to spend all

of his scientific career in the detailed study of a single organism or of a

group of closely related organisms, he is in a position to offer in-

valuable guidance.

The choice of an organism may be determined largel}" by eco-

nomic factors. Certainly such factors have dictated the scientific

study of numerous cultivated plants and the domestic animals. The
widespread use of small laboratory animals for nutritional studies has

been based in large measure on size considerations for economic

reasons, but their similarity to man in nutritional response has also

been a significant item. Other important considerations are: the
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length of the hfe cycle, relative treetlom from infection, and favorable

development and behavior in captivity.

Other factors being equal, the most favorable organism from the

standpoint of the particular type of experimentation should be

selected. Since other things are usually not equal, the occasion is

rare when the choice of an experimental organism should be based

solely on its favorable characteristics or response for one specialized

type of investigation. Some of the decisive contributory factors will

be discussed in succeeding paragraphs.

2. Select a Widely Used Organism

Of the large amount of biological experimentation, probably more

than 99% is done on less than 1% of the known species of organisms.

Quantitative studies, whose significance depends largely on the

critical use of special physical methods, are conducted usually on a

few standard biological materials. Most genetic studies involving

physical agents for the production of mutations, for example, are made

on Drosophila melanogasier and on Zea mays. Nutritional studies are

confined largely to white rats, although use is made also of white mice,

rabbits, guinea pigs, and other domestic animals. Monkeys and

dogs are less frequently objects of study, but are important in that

their response often closely parallels that of man. A list of the bio-

logical materials most commonly employed for quantitative investiga-

tions of various types would be surprisingly brief.

In initial or exploratory studies of some supposedly new phenom-

enon, it may be thought that the choice of biological material is

relatively immaterial as far as the outcome of the experiment is con-

cerned. In that event, it would seem most logical to select a very

widely used organism. The latter course probably would be advisable

even if some slight experimental disadvantage were incurred. As a

consequence, the information obtained can be readily evaluated by

any one of a large group of experimenters, enabling them to make

direct comparisons with other reactions of the same organisms. This

course also favors the wider dissemination of the results of research by

increasing the potential audience to include those working with the

same organism on other problems even though not closely related in

nature. The increased value which attaches to an experiment owing

to such intercomparisons will probably exceed any apparent tem-

porary advantage that would be gained by the casual employment of a

relatively unknown genus or species of organism. As an example.
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Auerbach, in investigating the production of chemical mutations b.y

the use of mustard gas, did not select a genetically unknown organism,

perhaps the tsetse fly, but chose the best known and most widely used

genetic material

—

Drosophila. His results were immediately com-

parable to similar effects produced by X rays and other mutagenic

agents.

There is a rather obvious danger inherent in any unanimous choice

of a single organism for a given type of investigation. Important

discoveries are likely to be overlooked. For example, the guinea pig,

for which vitamin C is essential, stands almost alone among mammals

with respect to this nutritional characteristic. The discovery of the

vitamin nature of nicotinamide probably was long delayed because

rats only were used as the experimental material and most strains of

rats do not require it as a dietary ingredient. The later use of dogs

and monkeys led to the discovery.

To avoid the systematic errors which may arise from the use of a

single biological material, diverse organisms must eventually be em-

ployed. Since many laboratories are not adequately equipped to

provide such broadened facilities, perhaps this later phase may be

done more conveniently elsewhere by some other worker. Many
confirmatory experiments are of this type.

3. Select a Genetically Constant Organism

The poet that rhymed: "A primrose by the river's brim, A
j^ellow primrose was to him. That and nothing more" was certainly

not deploring a lack of knowledge concerning the relative abundance

of its dominant versus recessive genes or to what extent the primrose

was homozygous for either. Much of the older biological literature

possesses dubious quantitative value owing to the fact that inadequate

control was maintained over the genetic constitution of the experi-

mental material. Workers in experimental biology today, however,

must become increasingly cognizant of the laboratory importance of

using organisms with known genetic constitutions. This point should

be stressed all the more in a book of this character since the physical

methods discussed may be employed by individuals not fully con-

versant with the biological variables.

This genetic problem is relatively simple, though not always easy,

in the case of bacteria and other unicellular organisms since cultures

may readily be obtained from a single parent. In this manner one can

be assured that all of the organisms possess a common heritage. Even
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here it is necessary to avoid species or strains knowii to be highly

variable in their characteristics since this variability is probablj^ best

explained at present on the basis of easily mutating genes.

With higher organisms it is much more difficult, if not impossible,

to secure a pure line. Much progress has been made in the case of

standard laboratory animals in that thej^ have been inbred over a few
hundred generations. Likewise some plant materials are rather well

known genetically. Even though vigor and disease resistance in these

hgihly inbred strains may be unfavorable, still their use is indicated

in numerous experiments where otherwise the detection and the inter-

pretation of the experimental effects might be jeopardized or com-
promised.

To employ a single inbred strain to study an experimental effect is

not sufl&cient, however, if generalized conclusions are to be reached.

It is then necessary to use several inbred strains which span the type

of reaction or effect under investigation. This is analogous to the

situations, mentioned in the previous section, in which the use of

diverse biological materials are indicated.

Several unique solutions of the genetic problem have been found

for higher plant and animal experimentation. One of these is the

widespread use of tissue cultures. Although the tissue culture method
was developed for its superior advantages with respect to environ-

mental control, the elimination of the genetic constitution factor is

clearly of great importance. Not only numerous types of animal

tissues can be cultured almost indefinitely, but also various plant

tissues. A second solution is available for those plants which may be

propagated by cuttings, tubers, grafting, and related methods. With-

out passing through a sexual cycle, they thus achieve a constancy in

their genetic constitution. The possibility of eventual changes is not

completely eliminated, however, since random mutations may occur

in somatic tissue.

F. CONSIDER TIME A FACTOR

Once upon a time, when research progressed at a much slower

pace, a scientist could attack a problem in a leisurely fashion without

being disturbed unduly by the thought that another investigator

might find the answer first. At a somewhat later date in the history of

science it was customary for individuals to stake out claims and

reserve to themselves for rather indefinite periods of time the privilege

of conducting investigations on certain limited aspects of a subject.
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This was relatively effective in avoiding duplication of effort in some
fields, but it is not a very practicable procedure today, although the

custom still exists to some extent on a courtesy basis. As a conse-

quence of the competitive activity in modern research, the time factor

must be seriously considered when designing an experimental pro-

gram. Otherwise results may be obtained only after the same ex-

periment has been performed by someone else. Certainly it can be

said of a large percentage of all research problems that if they were

not investigated by one group of individuals, they would be studied bN'

another group, and within a comparatively short time. In fact it is

not at all unusual for practically simultaneous publication to occur

independently in different parts of the world on essentially the same

research problem.

1. Time and Equipment

Time and equipment may interact in several ways to determine the

fruitfulness of an experiment. The use of obsolete apparatus, for ex-

ample, may result in the production of obsolete data. This would be

an obvious waste of time. Equipment may become obsolete because

it is not sufficiently accurate, lacks desirable resolution, or it may be

inefficient and time-consuming compared to modern apparatus.

Since time is one of the most valuable assets of research workers,

some effort may well be expended on methods of conserving it. The
use of recording equipment might be mentioned in this regard. On
the other hand, it is not worth while to develop automatic instrumen-

tation for just a few measurements. The purchase of commercial

apparatus from which the sources of error and inefficiency have been

removed (in other words, the "bugs" have been eliminated) usually

means an appreciable saving in research time. It is to be regretted

that much high quality research talent has had to be devoted in the

past to the development of often low quality apparatus. This false

economj% which in effect robs science of many fruitful experiments, is

an indication of poor administration.

Many research problems cannot be attacked to advantage because

instrumentation is still inadequate. It is therefore debatable whether

an investigator not well qualified in instrumental development should

undertake such problems. It is quite likely that his efforts might be

more fruitfully spent in other directions, especially when indications

already exist that satisfactorj'- apparatus may become available in the

foreseeable future.
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The advisability of inaugurating co-operative research programs
should at times be given serious consideration. There are occasions

when research problems, or perhaps only limited phases of an investi-

gation, can be studied to great advantage at another institution with
equipment already in operation. It is regrettable that this is not done
more frequently and that institutional administrations do not have
provisions that would readily facilitate co-operative research arrange-

ments. Postdoctoral fellowships have done much to realize this ob-

jective for a selected group.

The various marine biological laboratories have been successful in

providing research facilities that have been widely used for investiga-

tions during the summer months, the expenses often being defrayed in

part by the worker's home institution. Not only specialized equip-

ment, perhaps unavailable to the investigator at home, but also

specialized biological materials that can be studied to advantage only

at a marine location, combine to make this a very satisfactory arrange-

ment.

The current trend toward more expensive and elaborate apparatus

is making it correspondingly more difficult for scientists in some in-

stitutions to explore the research fields of their greatest interest. In

some cases, financial arrangements could be made with the service

laboratories of a neighboring university or other scientific institution

in order to overcome this handicap. With modern communication

facilities it should be readily possible, for example, to have specimens

for electron microscope obserA'-ation prepared at one institution and

the photographs taken at another. The same can certainly be said for

analyses of stable isotope samples by the mass spectrometer. In fact,

many types of analyses might well be made by commercial labora-

tories at a financial saving to the sponsoring research institution, when
all the hidden charges are considered.

2. Time and Personnel

Just as the time factor may have an important bearing on the out-

line of an experimental program from the standpoint of the equipment

available for expediting research, so it likewise has an influence rela-

tive to the question of personnel. Some research problems can be met

efficiently only by relatively large research groups. Individuals

should hesitate to undertake problems by themselves where it is clear

that progress can be at best extremely slow, especially if the risk is

great that the same problems may be concluded first by a group that is
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better pr-epared to expedite them. It seems inci-easiugly likely that

future research will requii'e more co-opei-ation between individual

scientists rather than less.

Some experiments by their very nature impose demands on time

which exceed the human life span. Where investigations of this kind

must end with the hfe of the experimenter, the scientific returns may
not be commensurate with the investment in time and energy. It is

therefore partly meaningless to inaugurate such long range experi-

mental programs unless facilities can be assured in advance for their

continuance into the indefinite future. Examples of this type of in-

vestigation occur in the field of experimental genetics where life cycles

are long, as for elephants, turtles, and certain species of trees. In the

same classification are many of the observational problems in the

field of human genetics, which suffers under the great handicap of not

being an experimental science. Since it is conceivable that it may

become an experimental science in the future, perhaps many problems

in the field should await that time.

G. SATISFY IMPORTANT TECHNICAL DEMANDS

1. Design Experiments

In the words of Fisher, who has wTitten an excellent book on the

design of experiments (7) : "It is possible, and indeed it is all too fre-

quent, for an experiment to be so conducted that no valid estimate of

error is availal^le. In such a case the experiment cannot be said,

strictly, to be capable of proving anything. Perhaps it should not, in

this case, be called an experiment at all, but be added merely to the

body of experience on which, for lack of anything better, we may have

to base our opinions."

To make the best use of statistical methods, it is not sufficient to

attempt an analysis subsequent to the recording of experimental ob-

servations, but the experiment must be planned from the beginning

with the demands of the statistical analysis in mind. As a conse-

quence numerous economies often can be effected in the conduct of

experiments without an accompanying decrease in the reliability or

the significance of the results. An example of this type of application

is the determination of the most efficient number of organisms to

serve as controls and for the various parts of an experiment in order to

achieve comparable accuracy throughout. Moreover, it is possible

that a careful analysis of the schedule for an investigation wdth respect
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to statistical factors may indicate in advance that the execution of the

program as originally planned is not likely to yield meaningful results.

Assistance in designing experiments may be obtained from the several

books listed in the bibliography (7-11) and from professional stat-

isticians.

Experimental work should be planned on a scale adequate to yield

unambiguous results. Halfway attempts are uneconomical, often

quite futile, and may be misleading. In exploratory investigations,

the planning usually is not elaborate, but even preliminary experi-

ments should be conducted in an efficient manner.

2. Control Environmental Factors

Adequate quantitative control of the various environmental con-

ditions constitutes the most difficult part of many biological experi-

ments. While it may be relatively simple to hold one or two condi-

tions constant at any one time, the problem rapidly grows in com-

plexity when several factors must be controlled simultaneously.

Since the potentially variable factors are numerous, it is rarely pos-

sible to regulate all of them in a completely satisfactory manner. The

alternative procedure of employing a statistical method of control,

discussed in some detail by Fisher (7), should not be overlooked; it

may enable a simultaneous evaluation not only of the various en-

vironmental factors separately but also of their mutual interactions.

Since it is almost never possible to control all the physical and

chemical factors to the extent that one would like, it may prove de-

sirable to select and control the particular environmental influences

likely to exert the greatest effect on the results of a given investigation.

Examples of physical factors could include such items as tempera-

ture, humidity, light intensity, electrical and acoustic fields, static

pressure, and perhaps still others. With regard to chemical influences,

it will probably be necessary to control the chemical composition of

,the medium including its hydrogen ion concentration. Since it is

well known that biological systems may be very sensitive to exceed-

ingly small quantities of essential elements or compounds, the control

of the chemical environment often constitutes a limiting factor in an

investigation.

Great care is required to insure the point-to-point uniformity of a

particular environmental condition throughout a system containing

biological materials. The mere installation of a humidistatically

regulated container, for example, does not necessarily guarantee that
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the humidity remains constant at each point in the system. A similar

difficulty is met with regard to the uniformity of any of the several

factors that may be subject to regulation, whether it be the concentra-

tion of the chemical constitutents of the medium or the absorption of

radiant energy at various depths in a tissue.

In experimental research, where an attempt is made to achieve

control of numerous variable factors, it would appear only logical to

make the observations objectively Avherever possible. In fact, this has

been done rather widely. For certain classes of observations this

striving for objectivity can be pushed to the point of diminishing re-

turn. It would be quite uneconomical, for instance, to insist that all

data be recorded automatically.

Photographic observations are quite readily made and conse-

quently have played a valuable role as scientific evidence. In the use

of the biophysical methods discussed m this volume, however, the

photographic evidence itself will usually require an objective quanti-

tative analysis. A case in point is the densitometric analysis of

photographic negatives for various purposes. Although comparisons

are often made subjectively, a distinct advantage is gained by using

an objective type of microphotometer. Automatic recording equip-

ment is becoming increasingly available so that such variables as

temperature, hydrogen ion concentration, and atmosphei'ic gas com-
position can be continuously registered during an experiment. The
same is true of a number of electrical quantities. Especially valuable

in this connection is the use of cathode ray oscillographs for recording

transient phenomena. For light measurements, the use of a ther-

mopile or photocell together with a recording galvanometer has made
it easy to eliminate the subjective factor. Motion picture photog-

raphy is becoming increasingly useful.

The weaknesses of photoelectric and photographic methods of

recording information must not be glossed over lightly, however.

They can yield biased data. Insufficient attention has been given to

their shortcomings on the part of some biologists in the past. The
color sensitivity of a photocell may differ markedly in wavelength

range and in relative value from that of the human eye, for example

;

and books have been written to explain what every scientist needs to

know about the behavior of photographic emulsions.

3. Enij>loy Standard Units of Measurement

During the exploratoiy stage of research in a new field, it often

happens from necessity that many measurements are made which are
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based on makeshift or arbitrary units. As an example, the earher

investigators of the biological effects of X radiation could not measui-e

the radiation dose in unique fundamental terms but had to resort to

lengthy statements of conditions whose value in turn depended on the

particular commercial brand of X-ray tube employed. This un-

satisfactory procedure persisted for mamy years, although it was clear

that the available information was insufficient to permit an accurate

quantitative analysis of the data or to enable other workers to du-

plicate the experiments. Quantitative progress was thus curtailed

until a standard unit of measurement was adopted. For current re-

search to be published in this field without relating the measurements

in a knowTi way to the roentgen unit, however, would appear to be

inexcusable. Considering the great amount of time and effort de-

voted to the conduct of a scientific investigation , it is certainly foolish

not to take the additional steps that may be necessary in order to

record the measurements in a reproducible unit known or available to

all. Another pertinent illustration is the measurement of a liquid dose

or ration in terms of drops. Although rather accurately reproducible

by the original investigator, it becomes quite hopeless for others to

duplicate measurements satisfactorily unless they are specified also in

some absolute unit.

Many investigations of a biophysical nature require the use of one

or more physical or chemical constants for the computation of the

data. Therefore, it should be realized that the accepted values of

these "constants" are subject to change. The atomic weights of the

elements are revised almost annually and other fundamental quan-

tities likewise must be periodically subjected to review. The ac-

cepted value of the electronic charge, for example, has changed by

nearly three-fourths of one per cent during the past twenty years.

Thus the data and computations of numerous studies which have been

based on the older values, should be altered by a similar amount. An
investigator not only must be alert to the best values of the moment

for a given constant but also must consider how the revised values

will influence the results of earlier investigations of similar problems

with which he may wish to make comparisons.

Since present experimental research is very heavily indebted to

the existing scientific foundations built by others, it is obligatory on

all to make available the results of their work in an intelligible form.

Among other things, this demands a statement of the numerical values

of the physical constants that have entered into the calculations.
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Without tlii^, future workiM-s will not be ahle to use llie data in a

strictly (|uantitative sense.

4. Use Appropriate Degree of Acciiraey

In almost any experiment, some of the factors usually can be

measured with a high degree of precision, others with an entirely

satisfactory accuracy, while perhaps still others with only a com-

paratively crude subjective estimate. Since the various factors should

all be measured with al^out the same order of accuracy, it is often

somewhat ridiculous to go to great lengths to measure one item very

precisely while other items in the same experiment are little more

than guesses. If the same relative precision is to characterize all as-

pects of a particular investigation, an increase in the accuracy of the

least precise items in an experiment should be the first point of attack

in any effort to improve the over-all accuracy.

Although quantitative measurements constitute the basis of ex-

perimental science, the necessity for accuracy may be overempha-

sized. The development of quantitative spectrographic analysis, for

example, probably was delayed many years because physicists

stressed the possible sources of inaccuracy in the method; however,

they did not recognize that it had other tremendous advantages over

existing methods and that the accuracy available was sufficient for

numerous applications. Today a useful technique of quantitative

analysis even employs a modified Bunsen burner as a source.

Extreme accuracy can often be obtained if one is willing to pay an

extreme price. Unless the extra effort can be justified in terms of

relative usefulness of the data either in the same or other experiments,

one should not go to extremes. For example, one might embark on a

program to determine the melting points of all organic compounds to

a precision of a himdredth of a degree, but would this serve any

justifiable purpose either theoretically or experimentally in the fore-

seeable future?

H. ANALYZE DATA OBJECTIVELY

Experimental data should usually have the benefit of analysis by

statistical methods. By definition these methods are especially

adapted to the elucidation of quantitative data affected by a mul-

tiplicity of causes. Since much biological experimentation yields

data wherein the organisms or sj^stems studied are influenced by
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numerous causes, both known and unknown, it is almost essential to

resort to a statistical analysis. That proper evaluation of the data is

not always made has been shown quite strikingly in a survey by

Dunn {12), who analyzed 200 articles in the field of medical physiol-

ogy, selected at random from American journals prior to 1930.

Dunn concluded:

"(a) In over 90 per cent statistical methods were necessary and not used.

"(b) In about 85 per cent considerable force could have been added to the

argument if the probable error concept had been employed in one form or

another.

"(c) In almost 40 per cent conclusions were made which could not have

been proved without setting up some adequate statistical control.

"(d) About half of the papers should never have been published as they

stood : either because the numbers of observations were insufficient to prove

the conclusions or because more statistical analysis was essential."

This disgraceful indictment refers to a condition which existed twenty

years ago, but there is still reason to stress the value of a statistical

analysis of research, data even though scientific workers generally

have become increasingly statistics-conscious in the past two decades.

If such a waste of research time and money as indicated in the study

by Dr. Dunn were to continue, it might ultimately lead adminis-

trators to impose regulations that would not only curtail freedom of

investigation but also stifle research initiative.

Statistical methods furnish a valuable tool in the conduct of ex-

perimental research for a number of reasons. CompHcated sets of

observations often can be described briefly and in simple terms. The

use of an objective criterion of accuracy furthers a critical attitude

toward experimental techniques and serves as a check on their re-

liability. Distinctions between significant and nonsignificant experi-

mental differences can be established in terms of an objective tech-

nical index. Thus meaningless and unwarranted conclusions can often

be avoided, saving both embarrassment and the time of other workers

in fruitless attempts to confirm the results. Not the least important

benefit from a careful statistical analysis of research data is the con-

fidence created in the results on the part of the original investigator.

Statistical methods, as valuable as they are conceded to be, are

not a panacea for all the ills that befall experimentation. Their use

demands that the original data be of high quality. The observations

must be made meticulously and recorded accurately, with neither

sins of omission nor commission. It may be not only valueless but
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also quite misleading to treat poor observations statistically. Infinite

experimental skill would make statistical analysis unnecessary, but

even infinite statistical skill would possess little value if only bad ex-

perimental observations were available.

Errors, by their very nature uncertain things, may be classified

into several categories. The expression "standard error" refers to a

mathematical concept employed as a measure of variation in connec-

tion with the Gaussian error curve. It is applied to that class of

errors that are presumed small and accidental in nature, and that

possess a given symmetrical distribution about a mean value. The
usual statistical formulas are strictly applicable to this class of errors

only. Other categories are known as constant errors, systematic

errors, and blunders. An example will bring out the distinction. In

Millikan's measurements on the electron by the oil drop method, the

value of the charge seemed to change with the size of the oil drop.

This apparent variation was discovered later to be due to a "syste-

matic" error, which was introduced into the calculations through the

use of an inadequate equation for the rate of fall of tiny spherical

bodies in air; this error was eliminated before Millikan published his

final results in 1917. However, it was not discovered until 1928,

when Birge carried out a careful recomputation from the original

data, that the published value for the electronic charge was in error

because its initial calculation involved an obsolete value for the ve-

locity of light and, further, was based on the mistaken assumption

that the international volt is identical with the absolute volt. These

two "constant" errors amounted to —0.004 and were nearly as large

as the standard error. (The "probable error" was stated in this ex-

periment as ±0.0038.) Ten years later (1938-39) improved viscosity

determinations for air were found to exceed the best value available

to Millikan by moi-e than one-half of one per cent, thus revealing

another "constant" error. Although the most acceptable value for

the electronic charge has changed through the years, it should be noted

that the experimental data with the original estimate of statistical

error retain their worth in spite of the large corrections made from time

to time as "constant" errors have been discovered.

Large errors, or shall we say blunders, come in still another cate-

gory. Frequently they occur during the recording of observations

or they may appear in publications as typographical errors. Sta-

tistical criteria do not apply, obviously, but sometimes an error of

this type may be revealed during mathematical analysis of the data.
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Often in routine determinations, as for example a quantitative chemi-
cal analysis, it is customarj^ to run merely a duplicate set of obser-

vations. The variables are fewer in this case and more nearly under
control. The purpose of the duplication is primarily to avoid gross

mistakes or blunders and not to attain that increase in the reliability

of the observations that would accrue from a decrease in the standard

error. Where the time consumed in repeating a set of measurements
may be unreasonal)ly long owing to the complexity of an experiment,

it may not be worth while to proceed beyond a single repetition.

More can be gained oftentimes by taking increased precautions to

eliminate possible sources of systematic and constant errors and by
exercising meticulous care in making and recording the observations.

The records usually should be complete even though the observations

may not be fully understood at the time. The importance of schedul-

ing critical check experiments as a safeguard against unwitting blun-

ders probably cannot be stressed too highly.

I. SECURE EFFECTIVE PUBLICATION

To be meaningful, according to the viewpoint adopted for this

chapter, experimental research should contribute factual information

that will be of value in correlating, explaining, or predicting behavior.

But "facts," in the words of Midgley {21), "are still, and probably

always will be, determined by vote." No matter how completely

convinced a research worker himself is that he has found a new fact,

it does not become generally accepted as such unless and until it re-

ceives the favorable vote of a "scientific jury." The more complete

and the better established the experimental evidence, the better are

the chances of having the results of research readily accepted, but this

in itself is not sufficient. It must be considered also an essential

duty, inescapably obligatory on the part of the research scientist, to

present the evidence forcefully to the "jury."

It is helpful to write in a language that can be read with ease by
the majority of the specialists in a field. For this reason chemical

research was published primarily in German during the past century.

Chemists who felt they had made an important contribution which

might be concealed by their native language, perhaps Russian o)'

Swedish, would not only write their articles in German but also pub-

lish them in a German periodical. It is entirely possible that a scien-

tific article published in Chinese might well be lost for a number of
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years as far as the main body of scientific workers was concerned,

although absti'actiiifi; journals have done much to avoid such occur-

rences. An illustration of this language difficulty has occurred in

connection with the important discovery of the chromatographic

method b,y the talented Russian botanist Tswett. Although Tswett

realized the importance of his discovery and even published a com-

prehensive book on the subject in 1910, this new experimental tech-

nique remained practically unnoticed until two decades later—the

Fig. 3. 'Facts are still, and probably always will be, determined by vote'

Midgely (^1). (Courtesy E. T. Churchman.)

book had been published only in Russian. The first English language

book on chromatography, a translation of a revised German treatise,

did not appear until 1941 {2^).

The unfortunate selection of a title can be effective in preventing

the wide reading of a scientific article. This seems to have been true

of the early articles on the conservation of energy by Joule and

Mayer {26). An unsatisfactory title can result in improper indexing

and perhaps may lead to its exclusion from the appropriate abstracting

journal. Although titles usually must be brief, and cannot possibly

convey the entire content of most articles, some thought should be

given to their creation in order that they may serve their pui-pose in a

reasonably effective manner.
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Just as it is advisable to write in a widely used language, so it is

desirable that the articles appear in journals where they will be

noticed by interested scientists. The historic work of Gregor Mendel,

now considered the foundation of modern genetics, was effectively lost

to the scientific world for over thirty years presumably because it was

pubhshed in an obscure journal. When Mendel's paper was resur-

rected finally in 1900, it was found desirable to reprint it in a journal

of wider circulation. The reader may wish to speculate on how far

the cause of science was retarded by the failure of Charles Darwin

to read Mendel's paper, although the paper had appeared sixteen

years before Darwin's death in 1882. Thus Darwin died without

knowing the mechanism by which the variations, which he had stud-

ied for nearly a hfetime, are inherited.

In the prolific scientific literature of our day, articles can be ef-

fectively lost merely by appearing in an inappropriate journal even

though the j ournal itseK is well known in another field. In particular,

it is clearly poor policy to publish scientific research of universal inter-

est in journals possessing only local circulation. The distribution of

reprints to interested individuals is becoming an increasingly difficult

and ineffective procedure, and should not be considered a desirable

alternative in comparison with initial publication in an appropriate

journal.

Theses and dissertations that are printed in hmited editions, often

for private circulation to a restricted list of institutions, do not pro-

vide an adequate form of pubhcation in the experimental sciences.

It is customary in this country to extract any original contributions

contained in dissertations and publish them separately in scientific

periodicals of wide circulation. In a number of universities, reprints

of the articles from the latter type of publication are accepted in lieu

of typewritten theses. The publication of original research in a

memorial volume also seems unwise unless the volume constitutes

a special issue of an established periodical in the field of interest.

Individual workers naturally vary in their preferences as to the

type of journal in which they wish to present their results. It may

be that one worker is interested only in convincing his immediate

superior, perhaps an individual without a high degree of scientific com-

petence. Others are looking beyond the bounds of local or state lines.

Preferences often depend on the kind of research and on the nature

of the institution where it is conducted. Generally speaking, how-

ever, universal recognition is sought for universal tmths. Although
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very rare, cases have arisen in which laboratory workers have pre-

ferred apparently to present their evidence directly to the public by
submitting their experimental results initially to the newspapers.

This is frowned upon by most scientists and is not recommended, even

though there may have been a few instances in which it was seemingly

necessary to do so owing to the closed minds of those on the "scien-

tific jury."

Fig. 4. An early historical example of effective publication (after von Guericke).

A conscious attempt to select the most appropriate medium of

pubhcation should always be made. Whether an article will be ac-

cepted for publication by the journal chosen may depend on subjec-

tive as well as on objective factors. Therefore, to some extent, an

element of luck or chance is involved. Most articles are submitted

to one or more independent referees for approval prior to acceptance.

These referees are fellow scientists acting in good faith, one should

assume, and in the interests of science. Before becoming bitter

about a rejection slip for a manuscript, it is well to consider not only

the probability aspect just mentioned but also the possibility that

perhaps, after all, it was a fruitless experiment from the standpoint of

some of the factors discussed in this chapter. Remember, too, that

it is a rare manuscript that cannot be improved by constructive

criticism.
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Since most scientists are also human, it is to be expected that

the reputation of a scientific worker, just as the character of a witness,

will weight the decision of even a scientific referee. Where workers

are publishing for the first time and consequently possess only a local

reputation, it is customary for the work to be sponsored by a known
scientist. The importance of a reputation for publishing reliable

scientific information is difficult to overestimate. In their enthusiasm

or desire to establish priority, some workers have a tendency to pub-

lish results based on insufficient data. One need not assume that

such individuals are intentionally dishonest, but merely that they are

lacking in caution, if not in experience. When an individual once

establishes an vmsatisfactory reputation, it may be extremely difficult

for his work to find acceptance even though his subsequent contribu-

tions may be excellent and appear in leading scientific periodicals.

The reputation of a scientific institution may also be considered an

important part of the evidence. It has been stated, for example, that

scientists of a well known institution regarded any work done elsewhere

as having two strikes against it already. Although most scientists

would not care to make such statements publicly, it seems evident

that some really pay little attention to scientific publications coming

from certain quarters. This attitude is regrettable in that competent

scientific workers may well exist in almost any institution.

The question of effective publication concerns also the related

additional elements of time and space. The frequency and length

of research articles by an individual investigator are often a matter of

comment. Some thoughts on this sul:),ject have been recorded in a

satirical vein by Clark {20), in the interests of a more mature ap-

proach, who contends it does make a difference how thin authors

slice their scientific papers.

In the presumably faster tempo of present day scientific research,

it is rather doubtful that any scientist could withhold publication

until he had amassed such complete evidence as, for example, that of

Roentgen in reporting the discovery of X rays. Roentgen furnished

such complete proof that nothing fundamentally new regarding the

physical behavior of X rays was discovered for a period of sixteen

years, even though hundreds of papers on X rays were published

during that interval. Roentgen quickly got a favorable verdict from

his fellow scientists, partly because of the complete and convincing

evidence in the ])ublication itself, but mostly because his results were

readily reproducible within a matter of days in laboratories all over
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the world. On the other hand, some papers are needlessly subdi\ided

into a ridiculous number of smaller units. Some discretion in this

matter seems indicated in the interest of a favorable reputation

among fellow workers as well as for the economical and orderly ad-

vancement of science.
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A. GENERAL

1. Definition of Osmotic Pressure

When two phases, one consisting of a pure solv^ent and the other

consisting of a solute dissolved in that solvent, are placed in contact

with the opposite sides of a semipermeable membrane, that is, a mem-
brane permeable to the molecules of the solvent but impermeable to

the solute molecules, it is observed that a movement of the solvent

(osmosis) occurs across the membrane. The direction of movement
(if the membrane plays no part other than that of a barrier to the

solute) is from the side of the pure solvent toward the side in contact

with the solution. The net movement of the solvent molecules can

be stopped (i.e., brought to an equilibrium state wherein the passage

of solvent molecules in each direction across the membrane is equal)

39
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by the application of mechanical pressure to the solution side of the

membrane. This mechanical pressure, which will be exactly equal

to and opposite in sign to the difference in the diffusion pressure, or

escaping tendency, of the solvent in the two phases, is called the os-

motic pressure of the solution. It is a measure of the extent to which

the thermodynamic activity of the solvent molecules has been reduced

by the presence of the solute molecules in the solution. The osmotic

pressure of a solution may be defined as the mechanical pressure that

must be applied to the solution in order to bring the solvent in the

solution to the same escaping tendency, chemical potential, or partial

molar free energy value characteristic of the pure solvent at the same

temperature.

The osmotic pressuie of a solution is one of the so-called colliga-

tive properties of the solution, others being the lowering of the freez-

ing point, the elevation of the boiling point, and the lowering of the

vapor pressure. These properties are all reflections of the lowering

of the thermotlynamic activity of the solvent b}" the solute and are,

in dilute ideal solutions, proportional in degree to the number of par-

ticles, ions, molecules, etc. of solute present per unit number of moles

of solution. When the solute concentration is sufficientlj^ dilute and

the entire effect of the solute upon the activity of solvent is due to an

ideal entropy of mixing, and if the effect upon any one of the colhga-

tive properties can be measured for a solution of known weight com-

position, the molecular weight of the solvent being known, the num-

ber average molecular or particle weight of the solute can be deter-

mined. In any case in which the effect upon any one of the colliga-

tive properties of the solution can be measured, the corresponding

effect upon any other colligative property can be calculated.

2. Origin of Osmotic Pressure

Many attempts have been made to arrive at a kinetic explanation

of osmotic pressure and the other colligative properties of solutions,

but none has proved entirely satisfactory in a quantitative sense.

Van't Hoff observed the analogy between the laws describing osmotic

pressure versus solute concentration and those describing gas pressure

versus gas concentration and conceived the idea that osmotic pressure

results from a bombardment of the membrane by the solute molecules

in a fashion similar to the pressure of a gas arising from the kinetic

bombardment of the walls of the containing vessel by the gas mole-
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cules. The fact that the postulated pressure of the sokite molecules

is restricted in its manifestation to the region occupied by the solvent

{i.e., no such pressures are actually existent upon the walls of a vessel

containing the solution) has tended to work against the acceptance of

the completeness of the analogy. Others have pictured osmotic

pressure as resulting entirely from solvent bombardment, the numbei-

of solvent molecules reaching the side of the membrane in contact

with the pure solvent beng pictured as greater than that from the

solution side because of the cross-sectional area occupied by solute

molecules on the solution face of the membrane. However, it is

pointed out that the effect of the solute is not proportional to the size

of the solute molecule but only (in dilute solutions) to the number
present per unit volume of the solution. If it is assumed, however,

that the solute in some way causes a decrease in the solvent pressure

in the solution and that this decrease is proportional to the number of

solute particles present per unit of solvent molecules, we arrive at a

basis for the thermodynamic treatment of osmotic pressure together

with that of the other colligative properties of the solution in which

these effects are related quantitatively to the escaping tendency or

fugacit}'' of the solvent in the solution compared to that of the solvent

in the pure state. There is still to be answered the question as to the

actual kinetic mechanism by which this decrease in solvent fugacity is

brought about. In the absence of a satisfactory kinetic picture it is

necessary only to bear in mind that, for some reason connected with

the presence of solute molecules, the partial free energy, escaping

tendency, or activity of a molecule of solvent is lower in the solution

than in the pure liquid, and that the transfer of solvent from pure

liquid to the solution, whether through a membrane semipermeable

to the solute or through the vapor phase (which also may be regarded

as a medium permeable to solvent molecules but impermeable to

solute), will occur with a loss of free energy and will, therefore, be a

spontaneous process. External pressure applied to the solution will

cause an increase in the vapor pressure of the solvent in the solution,

i.e., increase its escaping tendency, activity, or partial free energy.

Where a membrane separates the 2 phases and when this pressure is

just great enough to bring the activity of the solvent in the solution

to that of the pure solvent, no further net transfer of solvent will

occur across the membrane and the ajjplied pressure will be a measure

uf the osmotic pressure of the solution.
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3. Importance of Osmotic Pressure Determinations

The determination of the osmotic pressure of solutions has two
realms of primary usefulness in biophysics. The first is in plant and
animal physiology, where the osmotic pressure is of chief interest and
importance because of its capacity to influence the distribution of

fluids and solutes, to which the membrane may be permeable, across

semipermeable membranes in the organism. Where isolated cells or

tissues are being subjected to studies while immersed in solutions, it is

usualh^ essential that the surrounding solution be of the same osmotic

characteristics as the fluids that bathe them in their normal habitat.

When fluids are to be injected into the blood stream, intercellular

spaces, or into the cells themselves, a mininuim of discomfort or shock

to the organism will occur when the osmotic properties of the solution

approximate those of the fluids in the locus of injection. It is neces-

sary for the biologist to know, with a fair degree of approximation,

the osmotic pressure of the extra- and intracellular fluids of the speci-

men with which he is working. Because the body fluids usually con-

tain a variety of osmotically active solutes for which a semipermeable

membrane would be difficult to obtain, osmotic pressures are seldom
measured directly in such cases, but are calculated from measurement
of the freezing point depressions, the vapor pressures, or a complete

chemical analysis of the solutions under consideration.

The quantity osmotic pressure is commonly employed in physiology

to express numerically the difference in degree to which the activity-

of the solvent may in any particular case be maintained across cellu-

lar or tissue membranes in the body and as a measure of the concen-

tration work (5) required to bring about this difference. When solu-

tions of imequal composition exist in dynamic equilibrium on the two
sides of a cellular or tissue meml>rane, it can general!}^ be assumed

that the membrane has performed work in bringing about and main-

taining this difference. The minimum amount of work required can

be calculated as the summation of the concentrationworks orminimum
free energy changes for all the components of the two solutions, and

will be given by the expression

:

W,nin = ^nUT In (C'b/C'a)

where Cb and ('a icfer to the concentrations (more accurately, the

activities) of any individual component in solution B (taken as the

final solution) and solution A, respectively, n is the number of moles

of the component transferred from solution A to B, R is the gas con-
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slant, T is the absolute temperature, and 1' is a summolion sjnnbol

that indicates that the vahie of Wmin reefers to the concentration work

for all components of the solutions, algebraic signs being taken into

consideration. Osmotic work is that part of the total concentration

work that involves changes in solvent concentration alone and is re-

lated to the observed osmotic pressure difference, tto, between the

solutions b}' the relationship

:

woV, = RT In (Na/Nb)

where Vi is the partial molar volume of the solvent and A^'a and A^b

refer to the mole fraction of solvent in solutions A and B, respectively.

Osmotic pressure, therefore, will give information concerning the

concentration work done on the solvent alone by a tissue membrane,

but will tell nothing about the concentration work performed by the

membrane on the various solutes that may be present. It would be

erroneous to assume, in a system containing a tissue membrane across

which there exists no osmotic pressure difference, that no concentra-

tion work is being performed by the membrane.

The second realm of usefulness of osmotic pressure measurements

in biophysics, and one that usually makes use of the direct measure-

ment of the quantity, is in the determination of number average

molecular weights of the naturally occurring high molecular sub-

stances, such as proteins, gums, etc. With such solutes, because of

their relatively huge molecular dimensions, it is quite easy to obtain

membranes completely impermeable to these particles while easily

permeable to the molecules of a solvent. It is also readily apparent

that, because of their high molecular weights, these substances must

show only small effects upon the coUigative properties of their solu-

tions. An examjile will illustrate why osmotic pressure measurements

are resorted to in preference to those of the other colligative proper-

ties. One gram molecular weight of any solute dissolved in 1000

g. of water will, for dilute solutions obeying the ideal solution laws,

depress the freezing point of the water 1.86 °C., elevate the boiling

point 0.54 °C., and depress the relative vapor pressure of the water

by 0.018. The osmotic pressure for such a solution would amount to

22.4 atmospheres (about 1700 cm. of mercury or 23,150 cm. of water)

at 0°C. For a protein of a molecular weight of 45,000 dissolved in

water to make an approximately 1% solution (1 g. of protein to 100

g. of water) the freezing point depression would amount to 0.00041 °C.,

the relative vapor pressure lowering would be only 4 parts in a mil-
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lion, while the osmotic pressure at 0°C. would amount to 51.4 cm. of

water. Absolute freezing point depressions can be measured, with

highest refinements of technique, to within an accuracy of perhaps

0.0025 °C. The vapor pressure of water at, say, 25 °C. cannot be

measured with an accuracy exceeding about 1 part in 10,000. The
osmotic pressure, however, can be estimated to perhaps 0.5-1.0 mm.
of water. It is obvious that with such a protein solution the freezing

point depression or the relative vapor pressure change would be un-

detectable but that, where direct measurement of osmotic pressure

can be accomplished, this method will yield results of a sufficiently

high order of accuracy to be usefid for the purpose of calculating the

molecular weight of the solute. (Boiling point elevation measure-

ments, while of about the same degree of accuracy as freezing point

depression measui'ements, are of little value for biological systems

and substances because of the many changes that may occur in such

systems when heated.) Because of the slight effect produced per

molecule on the relative vapor pressure or freezing point these

methods when applied to the determination of molecular weights of

solutes are most valualjle only when the molecular weight of solutes

is less than about 4000.

While the classical works of Morse and Frazer {32,33) and of

Berkeley and Hartley {24) showed that osmotic pressure measure-

ments of high accuracy can be made on solutions containing low

molecular solutes, they also emphasize the great difficulty encountered

in preparing membranes semipermeable to such solutions. In gen-

eral, it is the conclusion of experimental studies that for solutes of

molecular weights less than about 10,000 to 15,000 it is very difficult

to prepare membranes sufficiently semipermeable to allow for de-

pendable measurements of osmotic pressure. On the other hand,

for a solute of molecular weight 500,000, dependable extrapolation of

data to an intercept value requires measurements at concentrations

for which the observed osmotic pressure is less than 0.5 mm. of water

and values so obtained become inaccurate because the probable error

of the measurement approaches or exceeds the actual measured

value. It is clear, therefore, that the usefulness of direct osmotic

pressure measurements in the determination of molecular weights

will be confined to those solutes having molecular weights between

10,000 and 500,000 and will be of true significance for this purpose

only if the solute is homogeneous. Molecular weights calculated

from osmotic pressure data obtained on a mixture of nondilTusible
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solutes will constitute a number average molecular weight of the com-

ponents of the mixture but will give little information concerning

either the range of the molecular weights of the components or the

relative amounts of the various components present. The number

average molecular weight obtained from osmotic pressure measure-

ments is nevertheless of considerable value in following the degree of

polymerization during the preparation of high jiolymers. The

values of molecular weights obtained from osmotic pressure measure-

ments will be dependable in many cases only when calculated from

extrapolated values of the osmotic pressure/concentration relation-

ship obtained at infinite dilution and when such extraneous effects as

may arise from a Donnan membrane equilibrium are avoided or taken

into account.

The use of membranes impermeable to high molecular substances

but freely permeable to other solute constituents of a solution makes

possible the determination of the fractional effect of the higher molec-

ular constituent upon the colligative properties of the solution. This

circumstance is taken advantage of in the estimation of the so-called

colloid osmotic pressure (oncotic pressure) of blood or of other bio-

logical fluids that commonly contain both high and low molecular

solutes, and also constitutes an important reason why direct osmotic

pressure measurements of the molecular weights of high molecular

substances is to be favored over the other methods mentioned above,

i.e., freezing point and vapor pressure methods. It is often difficult

to prepare proteins, gums, etc. entirely free of low molecular impuri-

ties. On a weight basis these low molecular solutes will have a rela-

tively great effect upon the colligative properties of the solution and,

even though present in very small amounts by weight, will lead to

large errors in the values of the molecular weight of the high molecular

component when calculated on the basis of the total effect upon the

properties of the solution obtained by freezing point depression or

vapor pressure decrease measurements. In the case of osmotic pres-

sure measurements, with membranes such as those referred to, the

low molecular substances distribute themselves at equal concentra-

tions on both sides of the membrane; this leads to no contribution

by them to the observed osmotic pressure.

B. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Before considering methods and their possible applications in

biophysics, it seems desirable that a short summary of the theory in-
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volved be presented. No attempt will be made to cover, in an ade-

quate manner, the many ramifications of osmotic theory but some
mention of the factors that determine the validity of osmotic meas-
urements under various conditions must be considered prior to a dis-

cussion of methods. This summary will be limited to a brief exposi-

tion of: (1) the osmotic pressure relationships in dilute solutions of

low molecular substances where this property and the other colliga-

tive properties of the solutions approximately obey the ideal solution

laws as set forth by van't Hoff and Raoult, (2) the osmotic pressure

relationships in more concentrated solutions and in solutions of high

molecular substances, and, finally, (3) the effects of Donnan mem-
brane equilibria upon the osmotic pressure relationships in solutions

of colloid electrolytes. In the following theoretical section, subscript

1 refers to the solvent and subscripts 2 or higher refer to solute com-

ponents of the systems under consideration (1).

1. In Dilute "Ideal" Solutions

A satisfactory mathematical treatment of the laws governing

osmotic pressure and the other colligative properties of dilute solu-

tions has been derived on the basis of thermodynamic considerations

alone. The definition of osmotic pressure given above is arrived at

on this basis. When equilibrium has been established in an osmotic

cell consisting of a pure solvent phase separated from a solution

phase (containing the same solvent) by a semipermeable membrane,

an excess pressure equal to the osmotic pressure, tt, will prevail upon

the solution. The work required under this condition to transfer one

mole of the solvent from an infinite volume of the solution into the

pure state is equal to ttFi, i.e. : H*''*^ '^ "&" ('*<:i''iu^**hc^f ( ^\e,^i

ttVi = — AFi

where Vi is the partial molar volume of the solvent and A^i is the

work required to accomplish the transfer under reversible conditions

and is called the partial molar free energy change of the process. AFi

is related to the fugacity of the solvent in the solution, /i, and to the

fugacity of the solvent in the pure state, /i °, as well as to the vapor

pressure of the solvent in the solution. Pi, to the vapor pressure of the

solvent in the pure state. Pi °, and to the activity of the solvent in the

solution, tti (referred to the pure solvent as the standard state), by

the equation:

i
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AFi = RT In (/,//i°) = RT In {P,/Pn = RT In ay

The partial molar free energy change for such a process is related

also to the partial molar heat content change, A7?i, and the partia

molar entropy change, AS'i, by the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation:

AFi = A^i - T^S^ (1)

For "perfect" or "ideal" solutions, the mixing of the components (in

the liquid state) will have occurred without any deviation from addi-

tivity in heat content or in volume, i.e., the heat of dilution is zero

and the partial molar volumes will not change with concentration.

The total change in free energy will be due to an entropy of mixing

that, in cases in which the molecules of the components are of com-
parable dimensions, will approximate an "ideal" entropy of mixing

in that the activity of a component in the mixture will be changed

from its activity in the standard state in a manner proportional to its

mole fraction. This relationship is illustrated in Raoult's law, which

states that:

(Pi° - Pi)/P:° = n^/ini + n^) = N^ or

Pi/Pi° = n,l{n, + n^) = N, (2)

where Pi° and Pi are the vapor pressures of the solvent in the pure

liquid and in the solution, respectively, rii and Hi are the moles of

solvent and of solute in the solution, respectively, and Ni and N2 are

the mole fractions of solvent and solute in the solution. Under these

circumstances

:

^F = RT In .Vi = RT In Oi (3)

Then, in ideal solutions:

ttFi = -RTlnNy

In very dilute solutions, most of which approach "ideality," the

partial molar volume, Vi, approximates closely the actual molar

volume, Fi, and we can write:

ttFi = -RT\n Ni (4)

and since A^ + A^2 = 1

:

xFi = -RTlnil - Ni)
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which upon expansion of the logarithm gives the relationship

:

ttFi = RTiN2 + }4 Nl + HNl^ ...) (5)

In dilute solutions, higher terms than the first in A''2 may be ig-

nored and:

ttFi = RTN2

Furthermore, at high dilution. A''! becomes A'ery nearly unity, Vi can

be considered equal to the molar volume of the solution, V, and N2/V
is equal to the concentration, C2, of the solute in moles per unit vol-

ume of the solution. Under these conditions:

TT - RTC2 - RTic/M^) (6)

where c^ is the concentration of the solute in grams per unit volimie

of solution and 71/2 is the gram molecular weight of the solute. In

this equation, if C2 is expressed as grams per milliliter of solution, R
has the value of 82.07 milliliter atmospheres and ir is the osmotic

pressure in atmospheres. Equation (6) is a form of the van't Hoff

equation and is the limiting or ideal law describing the relationship

of the osmotic pressure of a solution to the molar concentration of the

solute.

The other colligative properties of a solution can be utilized in

the calculation of the osmotic pressure as follows:

From equation (2) it is seen that, in the "ideal" solution, P\/Pi° =
N-i, from which, by substitution in equation (4):

RT ^ 1\ RT , Pi°

Where water is the solvent, at 0°C., the osmotic pressure, in atmos-

pheres is:

X = ^'^^^^ ^^^
In^ = 1245 X 2.313 log^ = 2807 log^18 /^i i 1 -t 1

In a molar solution, the value for Pi°/Pi = 1.018, log 1.018 = 0.0078,

and:

TT = 2807 X 0.0078 = 22.4 atmospheres

In ideal solutions at high dilution it can be shown that the de-

pression of the freezing point, AT" = Tq - T, of the solvent in the solu-

tion is given by the equation

:
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AT = -{RT,T/Lf)\nN, (7)

where Tq and T are the freezing points in degrees absohite of tlie i)ure

solvent and of the solvent in the solution, respectively, Lf is the molar

latent heat of fusion in calories, and R is given in calories per degree

per mole and has a numerical value of 1.9864. One calorie is equal

to 41.3 milliliter atmospheres and, when Lf is expressed in milliliter

atmospheres, R has the same value as in the preceding equations,

i.e., 82.07.

From equations (7) and (4) we find

:

TT = LfAT/ToV^

When water is the solvent, and Lf is expressed in milliliter atmos-

pheres—L/(H20) = 59,200 milliliter atmospheres^

—

Vi is 18 ml. and

To is 273 °K. Then:

59,200 X AT
T —

273 X 18
= 12.06 AT

The molar freezing point depression for water solutions is 1.857 °C. =
AT. Then:

TT = 12.06 X 1.857 = 22.4 atmospheres

2. In Actual Solutions

Many solutions, when sufficiently dilute, obey the van't Hoff law

(equation 6) but deviate from this relationship to an increasing de-

gree as the concentration of solute increases. Agreement is com-

monly found to maintain through a wider change in concentration if

C2 is measured in grams per unit weight of solvent rather than in

grams per unit volume of solution.

Deviations from van't Hoff's law in actual solutions may be traced

to failure of either of two fimdamental assumptions made in the

derivation of this relationship. In the first instance, van't Hoff's law-

may fail, even in "ideal" solutions (where equation 3 holds), because

the higher terms in A^2 (equation 5) become increasingly important

as concentration of the solute increases. It is repeatedly observed,

particularly in studies of the osmotic behavior of high molecular sub-

stances in solution, that the rate of increase of osmotic pressure with

concentration increases more or less markedly with concentration.

Often the excessive increase in the osmotic pressure with increase in

concentration is greater than can be accounted for on the basis of
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equation (5). In many cases it is not possible to attain a dilution

sufficient such that the 7r/c2 relationship becomes constant, but as has

been shown by Ostwald (6) it is usually possible to obtain osmotic

pressure measurements at concentrations sufficiently dilute so that

when t/c2 is plotted against C2 a straight line (constant slope) is ob-

tainable that can be extrapolated to C2 = 0. It has become common
practice to assume that the value of t/c2 at C2 = obtainable by this

procedure can be inserted in the van't Hoff equation to yield a de-

pendable value of M2, i.e.:

limit (Tr/ca) = RT/M2 (8)

This treatment of the experimental results is based upon the assump-

tion that in all such cases the systems are acting as "ideal" as a limit-

ing law, i.e., that In ai = In Ni at infinite dilution.

While in many instances this may approximate the truth, there

is also the probability that in others this assumption will be unten-

able. Certainly there are many systems in which In ai (= AFi) is

not definable entirely in terms of an ideal entropy of mixing. Other

entropy factors may arise from failure of the molecules when in a

solution and surrounded by unlike molecules to retain properties,

such as volume and heat capacity, identical to those exhibited when
they are surrounded by like molecules. Also the partial molar heat

content term in equation (1) will not be zero in solutions where dilu-

tion is accompanied by evolution or absorption of heat, or by devia-

tion of volume from additivity. Such changes constitute evidences

of differences in the play of intermolecular forces between similar

and dissimilar molecules. Of great importance is the likelihood that,

when molecules of very great difference in size and shape are mixed

in solution, the entropy of mixing will not be described by the rela-

tionship, — aS/R = In tti = In A^i, but by some more complex rela-

tionship. For example, Flory (7) and Huggins (8) have derived equa-

tions in which, on the basis of statistical considerations wherein flex-

ible long chain polymers are pictured as acting kinetically as seg-

ments rather than as single units per molecule, they describe the ac-

tivity of solvent in a solution in the following terms

:

In a, - In Ki + fl - y) V2 + M1-2 (9)

where Vi and V2 are the volume fractions of solvent and solute, re-

spectively, in solution, Vi and V2 are the partial molar volumes of the
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components, mi is a constant characteristic of a given solute-solvent

system at a given temi)era.ture, and aj is the thermodynamic activity

of the solvent. The factor, ni, which may be considered constant

at low pol>'Tner concentrations (25 g. per liter or less), appears to de-

pend strongly upon forces acting between solvent and solute mole-

cules, i.e., solvation forces. It is dependent in part upon the heat

of mixing (A^^ term) and in part on the departure from perfect ran-

domness of mixing of molecules in the solution ( AS term other than

that of ideal mixing). AVhen /ii = and F1/F2 = 1, Fi is equal to

A^i, and equation (9) reduces to equation (3). With flexible long

chain molecules as the solute, however, Huggins concludes that equa-

tion (9) will better define In Ui, and by a procedure analogous to that

used above in the derivation of the van't Hoff law, he arrives at the

following equation as describing the osmotic relationships in solutions

containing such molecular species as solute

:

TT RT
,

RTd, ^^. ^ ,

RTd,
2 .~ ^ IvT

'^
lyTfi (/2 - Mi)c2 + i

C2 + ...
C2 M2 Midi 3 Midi

where di and d^ refer to the densities of solvent and solute, respec-

tively, Ml to the molecular weight of solvent, and the remaining

terms have the same connotation as above. From a plot of the term

:

T _ RTdi 2

C2 3 Midi
^'

versus C2, the intercept would yield a value of RT/M^ (and hence ikfa)

and Ml could be calculated from the slope. Thus:

limit (^ _ RTdicl\ _ RT
""^^

\c, 3 Midi) M2 ^ ^

It is obvious that values of M2 obtained with equations (8) and (10)

from a given set of osmotic pressure data will differ to a degree that

will be a function of the extent to which the values of Vi/ V2 differ

from unity and the extent to which /xi differs from zero.

This short discussion of the osmotic pressure relationships in ac-

tual solutions, while necessarily fragmentary, will serve to empha-
size some of the limitations of interpretation imposed upon such

studies. Thus, while it is possible to calculate the values for the

various colligative properties for a given solution from the determined

value of any one colligative property {i.e., the value of ai determined
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by one method of measurement will agree with that determined by
any other) it is not possible to predict from such a determination

what the value will be at any other concentration than that upon
which the measurement was actually made unless the system is either

(a) known to obey the laws of ideal dilute solutions or (6) some

knowledge is available as to the actual dependence of ai upon concen-

tration. For example, the observation that a red blood cell or a

muscle tissue slice swells as an "imperfect osmometer" may mean,

as is usually assumed to be the case, that the membrane of the cell

is not acting in a strictly semipermeable manner to the solutes within

and outside the cell; but it should not be forgotten that another

possible explanation may be that the cell solute contents do not affect

the activity of the solvent in a manner described by the ideal solution

laws. This would be the more probable the greater the percentage

of the total effect due to high molecular solutes within the cell.

Again, where osmotic pressure is used to measure the molecular

weight of a solute, particularly where the solute is a high molecular

substance, a determination of the osmotic pressure at a single concen-

tration of the solute may be insufficient. Determinations must be

made at several concentrations of increasing degrees of dilution such

that when a plot of 7r/c2 versus d is made, a dependable extrapolation

can be attained for the value of 7r/c2 at Ci = 0. Even then the calcu-

lated value for M2 obtained by inserting this value of t/c2 into van't

Hoff's equation will be in error if the relationship In ai = In iVi cannot

be safely assumed to hold at infinite dilution for the system under

study.

3. Donnan Membrane Equilibria

In the foregoing discussion of osmotic pressure theory, it was as-

sumed that the solutes involved were nonionizing substances or, if

capable of ionization, that the membrane used was impermeable to

all ions so derived, in which case the osmotic pressure would be the

summation of the osmotic increments due to each species of particle

present in the solution. Many naturally occurring high molecular

compounds such as proteins, gums, etc., for which osmotic pressure

methods are commonly emploj^ed in the determination of their

molecular weights, are electrolytes. These substances in solution are

capable of ionization, yielding polycharged ions of high molecular

weight, to which a membrane may be impermeable while it is com-

pletely permeable to the small ions (counter ions).
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In an osmotic cell containing such a colloid electrolyte as solute

the small "counterions" will tend to reach a condition of equal con-

centration on either side of the membrane but fail to do so because of

the electrostatic attraction for the impermeable component from

which they are derived. This situation will, in turn, influence the

distribution of other small ions in the system. At equilibrium there

wall exist a difference in small ion distribution (as electrostatically

neutral electrolytes) on the two sides of the membrane that will re-

sult in an added increment of osmotic pressure over that due to the

nondiffusible (high molecular weight) ions alone.

For illustrative purposes, let us consider a protein that has been

titrated with sodium hydroxide to some pH value alkaline to the iso-

electric point of the protein (i.e., at such a pR that H+ and OH" ions

are at insignificant concentrations). The protein salt in solution will

ionize to a protein ion bearing 22 negative charges per molecule and

to 22 Na+ ions per molecule (22 may be called the "valence" of the

protein). If this protein salt is dissolved, at a molar concentration

C2, in, say, an aqueous sodium chloride solution of molar concentra-

tion Cs, and placed in one compartment (1) of an osmotic cell and the

sodium chloride solution (concentration C3) placed in the other com-

partment (2) and a pressure is maintained in compartment 1 such

that no change in volume of the fluids in the two compartments

takes place up to the time when equilibrium is reached, it will be ob-

served that a concentration change will have occurred with respect

to the sodium chloride. The concentration of sodium chloride in

compartment 2 will be greater than at the beginning of the experi-

ment, while in compartment 1 it will be less than originally. Donnan

(11) was the first to point out that this phenomenon is the result of

the circumstance that the thermodjmamic condition for equilibrium

in such a system requires that the products of the activities of the dif-

fusible ions be the same on both sides of the membrane, that is

:

(aNa+)i («ci-)i = (aNa+)2 (ac\-)2 (11)

At equilibrium, assuming the activity coefficients of the ions to be

unity, [Na+]i will be equal to the sum of that derived from the pro-

tein salt and from the sodium chloride present and will therefore

(electrical neutrality in each solution being maintained) be greater

than the [Cl~]i. In compartment 2, however, [Na+]2 = [Cl~]2.

From equation (11), the relationships [Na+]i > [Na+]2 and [Cl-]i <
[C1-J2 must hold at equilibrium so that [NaCl]2 > [NaClJi will also
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be true. A concentration increment, x, of sodium chloride will have
moved from compartment 1 to compartment 2, as equilibrium is at-

tained. The final concentration of [Na+J2 = [Cl~]2 will be (C3 +
x), while the final concentration of [Cl~]i will be (C3 — x), and of

[Na+]i will be {C3 — x -\- Z2C2). From equation (11), letting activi-

ties equal concentrations, at equilibrium:

(Cs- x + Z2C2)iCs - x) ^ [C3 + xY

and:

X = z^C^Cz/i^ Cs + Z2C2) (12)

The observed osmotic pressure at equilibrium, ttq, must be the sum
the osmotic pressure due to the protein ions, tt^, and that due to the

unequal distribution of diffusible ions, ttj.

TTo = TT, + TT, = RTC2 + RT[Z2C2 + 2(C3 - x) - 2{C, ^ x)] =

RTCi + RT{zoC2 - 4 a:) (13)

Combining equations (12) and (13)

:

TTo = RTC', + RT ,, Z^^'' ^, ^ RTC', + RT ""'"'

(4 C3 + 22C2) " 4 C3

Since Ci = W2/V0M2, where W2 — weight of protein in grams, ilf2 =
molecular weight of protein, and Vo = volume of 1 kg. of solution

when W2 = 0, we can write

:

_RTvh( zlw2 \ , ^.

as the expression describing, for ideal solutions, the relationships be-

tween the osmotic pressure, the valence of the protein (22), and the

initial concentration of the salt {C3) (in solutions of uni-univalent

diffusible electrolytes). From this expression it is clear that, the

lower the value of 22 and the higher the value of C3, the less will be

the importance of tt^, the osmotic increment due to the unequal dis-

tribution of diffusible ions, relative to that due to the protein ion,

TTp. For this reason, it is the common practice, when the molecular

weight of a protein is to be calculated from osmotic pressure measure-

ments, to conduct the experiment at a pH value close to the isoelectric
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point of the protein (value of 22 near zero) and in solutions of salts

of fairly large C3 values {e.g., 0.1-0.4 M in sodium chloride). Under
these conditions the value of the second term in equation (14) should

become negligibly small. There are instances, however, in which a

protein may become agglomerated or even precipitated when brought

to its isoelectric point or when salt concentrations become high. Also

the isoelectric point of a protein may shift when salts are added to the

solution. In the former case, erroneous and erratic values for tt^

would be encountered ; in the latter there is lack of certainty as to

the pH value at which z^ is zero.

If 02 is kept constant (pH constant) and C3 is kept constant while

W2 is varied, the procedure employed by Scatchard, Batchelder, and
Brown (47) may be used to obtain the molecular weight of the high

molecular constituent. If it is assumed that equation (14) holds as

a limiting law {i.e., the protein in solution acts ideally at infinite dilu-

tion), when TTo/w^ versus w^ is plotted, both the second term (due to

TTj) and any nonideal properties of the protein itself in solution will

disappear in the limit of infinite dilution {w^ = 0), that is:

limit (tt/wz) = RT/V0M2
wi—>-0

and the intercept value of ir^/wi will yield acceptable values of ilf2-

Deviations of actual solutions from ideality are marked in most
instances; a discussion of the relationships involved is too complex

to be included here. Reference should be made to papers by Adair

{10,11) and Scatchard {9).

C. METHODS FOR MEASURING OSMOTIC PRESSURE

1. Indirect Methods

When it is desired to know the osmotic pressure of solutions con-

taining solutes of low molecular size for which it is not feasible to pre-

pare membranes to which these solutes are impermeable, or when the

solutes, though present mainly as micelles to which the easily obtain-

able membranes are impermeable, exhibit a tendency to dissociate

upon dilution into smaller solute molecules that are diffusible (such

as soaps in water solution), it is not possible to employ direct methods

for such determinations. Indirect methods, involving the measure-

ment of other colligative properties of the solutions, from which the
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osmotic pressure can be calculated, must be resorted to in such in-

stances. The more commonly measured colligative properties that

may be studied for this purpose are the depression of freezing point

and the depression of vapor pressure of the solvent in the solutions.

As has already been pointed out, these methods are not of sufficient

precision to detect the effects of most higher molecular weight sub-

stances upon the colligative properties of the solvent with the accu-

racy required for the calculation of the molecular weights of these sub-

stances. On the other hand, these methods are useful for body tissue

fluids where the degree of precision required in determining the abso-

lute effects upon the colligative properties of the solvent may not be

so exacting and where, because of the presence of low molecular

components, direct measurement of osmotic pressure is not feasible.

Determination of Freezing Point Depression. For general

purposes, a freezing point determination is made by placing the

sample, solvent or solution, in a tube surrounded by an air jacket

(which acts to retard the heat exchange between bath and sample)

immersed in a freezing mixture, the tube being fitted with a ther-

mometer graduated to hundredths of a degree (Beckmann type)

and a stirrer. As the sample cools it is stirred to minimize under-

cooling. When the sample is a pure solvent, the degree of under-

cooling is not important since the liquid remaining in equihbrium

•with, the separated solid is still pure liquid but, when the sample is a

solution, the final liquid phase will be a more concentrated solution

than before the solid (solvent) phase appears, and the observed freez-

ing point will be lower than the true value (for the original solution)

by a factor related to the degree of undercooling, the heat capacity of

the solution, and to the heat of fusion of the solvent. Undercooling

must be absolutely avoided or must be corrected for. It is difiicult

to avoid undercooling, especially when colloidal components such as

proteins, etc. are present in the solution. Where it can be safely as-

sumed (a) that the change in the freezing point depression with con-

centration is a linear function of concentration within the small con-

centration change resulting from separation of solvent (solid) due

to undercooling, (6) that no heat of dilution is involved, that is, if it

can be assumed that the solution is acting as an ideal solution, and (c)

that the solid separating consists only of the pure solvent component,

correction of the observed freezing point depression. A', to yield the

true value for the original solution. A, may be obtained bj' the rela-

tionship :
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A = A'
(^ - 3

where s = specific heat of the sokition, u = the observed undercool-

ing in °C., X = latent heat of fusion of the pure solvent, and a =
weight of solvent in a gram of solution. Since, for actual solutions,

the above assumptions are only approximate under the most favor-

able circumstances, it is necessary that undercooling be avoided for

most accurate results. Since undercooling is almost impossible to

avoid, and frequently, w^hen body or tissue fluids are involved, may
be of large magnitude, it is obvious that this method should not be

considered more than approximately exact. Unless the volume of

solution employed in the determination is large, further corrections

would have to be applied (in case of undercooling) for the specific heat

of the mercury in the thermometer bulb, for the specific heat of the

stirrer wire used, and probably for the energy added by the mechanical

process of stirring while the solution warms up from the temperature

of undercooling to the final temperature at which A' is read.

A second method for estimating freezing point depressions of dilute

solutions, susceptible to considerably greater accuracy, is one intro-

duced by Adams {12-14)- In this method, samples of the pure

solvent and of a solution are placed in highly lagged vessels (Dewar

flasks) and brought to temperature equilibrium with the solid phase of

the pure solvent present in each. The temperature difference is

measured very accurately by use of a thermocouple (or thermopile)

and at this stage a sample of the solution is removed for analysis.

The accuracy of this method is dependent upon the exactness with

which the temperature difference can be estimated and the accuracy

of the analysis of the equilibrium sample of solution. With careful

work the temperature difference may be obtained within an error of

perhaps 0.0025 °C. For use in the determination of the freezing point

depression of a tissue fluid such as blood serum, an analysis for some

component (e.gr., chloride) of the original sample of serum would have

to be made. The serum would then have to be concentrated by re-

moval of water and a series of freezing point determinations made
such that the equilibrium concentrations (again followed by chloride

determinations on the equilibrium samples) studied would span a

range on either side of that of the original sample. A plot of the ob-

served values of A versus chloride concentration, with interpolation

to the chloride concentration of the original serum, should yield as
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accurate a value of A for the original serum as is obtainable by any

freezing point method. A disadvantage of the use of freezing point

methods, generally, when biological fluids are being examined, is the

fact that relatively large volumes of fluid must be employed.

Vapor Pressure Methods. While many methods have been de-

vised for the determination of the molecular weights of solutes by

measuring their effects upon the relative vapor pressures of the

solvents, the accuracy claimed for these methods is in general not

very high even when carried out, as is required for highest accu-

racy, at or near the boiling points of the solvents. Such tempera-

tures can seldom be employed in biophysical measurements. The

vapor pressure method that has attained the highest degree of pre-

cision and one that was specifically devised for use with biological

tissues and fluids is the so-called thermoelectric method of Hill {15).

The apparatus as modified by Baldes {16) consists of a sensitive

thermocouple, the thermojunctions of which are made in the form of

loops. Upon one loop is placed a drop of the sample, e.g., blood serum

of unknown relative vapor pressure, and upon the other loop is placed

a drop of a reference salt solution (of known relative vapor pressure)

,

which is also used to moisten a filter paper lining the air-tight chamber

in which the thermocouple is placed. The whole assembly is placed

in a water bath of constant temperature. Condensation onto (or

evaporation from) the drop of unknown will cause the thermojunc-

tion upon which it rests to become warmer (or cooler) than the other

junction and the temperature difference is determined by the deflec-

tion caused in a sensitive galvanometer connected to the leads of the

thermocouple. The instrument is calibrated by using a series of

solutions of known relative vapor pressures, placing them successively

on the junction later to be occupied by the unknown. The principle

involved is, thus, essentially the same as that of the wet bulb ther-

mometer in the determination of relative humidity. Roepke and

Baldes {17) have studied this method and emphasize that, because

it is a dynamic method (readings depend upon the rate of evaporation

or condensation upon the junctions), any or all of the following cir-

cumstances may lead to error in determinations in which tissues or

body fluids are used as unknowns in an instrument calibrated with

simple electrolyte solutions: (a) surface films, (6) difference in coef-

ficient of diffusion of water in sample from that in reference solution,

(c) greater nonsolvent volume in sample than in reference solution,

{d) difference in shape of drops, owing to surface tension differences,
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(e) difference in heat of condensation, (/) thermochemical reactions

in sample (particularly in intact cells), and (g) presence of volatile

solutes. While the possible importance of these sources of error will

vary with the nature of the sample being studied, these authors con-

cluded that, if the "osmotic pressure of a sample of blood differed

from that of the reference solution by 10 per cent, the osmotic pressure

as determined with the thermocouple would be in error by less than

0.2 per cent."

This method, in the hands of a careful and meticulous worker,

probably constitutes the best available means for determination of

the osmotic pressure of solutions, containing low molecular constit-

uents, when the determination must be made on the solution without

change in concentration and at temperatures above the freezing

point of the solvent. For example, the state of aggregation or dis-

sociation of detergents in water solution is a function both of the

concentration and of the temperature of the solution, there existing

both molecular and micellar components of the detergent in the solu-

tion. Measurements made with the freezing point depression method

yield information with regard to the state of the solute only at or near

the freezing temperature of the solvent. Effects of change in tem-

perature of the solution upon the dissociation-association properties

of the solute cannot be studied by this method. Direct osmotic

pressure measurements are very difficult to make on such systems

because of the difficulty in obtaining semipermeable membranes that

will be impermeable to the low molecular components. This vapor

pressure method can be employed on such systems with considerable

success (18). It is quite probable that similar variations with con-

centration and temperature may obtain in biological systems. This

method, when the measurements are made at body temperature,

eliminates the possibility of errors arising from these possible varia-

tions.

2. Direct Methods

Plasmolysis Method. Where isolated cells or small tissue

specimens are being investigated, the simplest and most direct

method for determining their osmotic properties is by the plasmol-

ysis method commonly attributed to de Vries. By placing speci-

mens in a series of solutions of varying concentrations of some solute

or mixture of solutes, the osmotic pressures of these solutions being

known, and observing, with a microscope, which solutions cause the
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least change in volume of the specimen, the osmotic pressure of the

solution contained within the cells can be obtained. Solutions of

osmotic pressure greater than that of the specimen contents (hy-

pertonic solutions) will cause shrinkage (plasmolysis) of the cells

due to passage of water out of the cell interior while solutions of os-

motic pressure less than that of the specimen (hypotonic solution) will

allow swelling of the cells. That solution with the same osmotic

pressure as the cell contents (isotonic solution) will cause no change

in its volume. It is essential to bear in mind that the validity of the

results of such determinations will depend upon the efficiency with

which the cell membrane acts in a semipermeable manner both to the

solutes contained in the cell and to the solute components of the test

solution. This is usually a point of considerable uncertainty. If the

membrane were permeable to solvent but completely impermeable

to all solutes both within and outside the cell, the relative activity of

the solvent on the two sides of the membrane would be the sole de-

termining factor for the passage of solvent. On the other hand if

the membrane were completely permeable to all molecular species

both solutes and solvent, and if the diffusion constants of the solute

components in both solutions were of about the same magnitude,

again little or no net transfer of solvent would occur when the two

solutions were isotonic. If, however, the membrane possesses a dif-

ferential permeability to various solute components or if the diffusion

constants of various solute components were very different, some

transfer of solvent would occur even though the two solutions bathing

the opposite sides of the membrane were initially isotonic. It can

generally be assumed that water will move across the membrane with

greater ease than will any of the solutes, so that, if the observations

are based on the initial trend, more reliance might theoretically be

placed upon them than when the observations are made at equilib-

rium. A disturbing circumstance exists, when initial changes in

volume are being employed in such determinations, in that membrane

potentials (electrical) that may occur across the membrane can,

through electroosmotic effects, constitute the most important factor

determining the initial passage of water across the membrane (21).

Anomalous osmosis resulting from the performance of work by ex-

penditure of electrical energy in such cases would destroy the vahdity

of these results when interpreted as due to osmotic forces alone.

Many cell membranes, however, appear to act as truly semiperme-

able when the solutes of the test solution are not greatly divergent
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in nature from the solutions bathing the cell in its natural habitat,

and equilibrium measurements may be reliable in such cases. Some
cells are so perfect as osmometers, their membranes being readily

permeable to water but impermeable to other small molecular species,

that they have been employed successfully in the determination of

the molecular weights of solutes. De Vries was able to determine the

molecular weight of rafRnose by plasmolysis experiments with the

cells of Tradcscantia discolor. Overton compared the concentrations

of solutions of sugars and amino acids that would just cause plasmol-

ysis of the cells of Spirogyra and found them to be closely propor-

tional to the molecular weights of these solutes. The subject has

been reviewed by Lucke and McCutcheon (19) and Luck^ (20).

Osmometers. The direct determination of the osmotic pressure

of a solution for the purpose of estimating molecular weights of

solutes, must rely, for dependabihty, upon the use of a membrane
which is impermeable to the solute the molecular weight of which

is desired, but which is readily permeable to the solvent and to any

other solute con.stituents that may be present in the solution.

Membranes should be of uniform properties as to thickness and

porosity and subject to easy and uniform reproducibility. The ex-

tensive investigations of Manegold (22) have furnished much infor-

mation on the production of such membranes. Collodion membranes

can be readily prepared in the forms required for use in the various

osmometers described, and such membranes have been found gener-

ally satisfactory for measurements of the osmotic properties of high

molecular substances in aqueous solutions. Cellulose membranes

regenerated from cellulose nitrate or viscose are obtainable commer-

cially (as unwrinkled material that has never been dried or treated for

waterproofing) or may be regenerated from cellulose nitrate by a

method such as that described by Montonna and Jilk (23). Such

membranes have been used successfully for solutions in organic sol-

vents. A primary limitation to the use of any such membranes is

that the molecular size of the solute under stud,y must be great enough

so that the membrane will not allow diffusion of the solute through its

pores. If the porosity of the membrane is not known, analysis for

the solute in the external phase, at the end of a determination, should

always be made to be certain that the membrane used has acted

dependably in this regard. Carter and Record (40) describe a

method by which commercial nonwaterproofed viscose can be pre-

pared as membranes of various degrees of porosity for use in aqueous
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or organic solvents. From the standpoint of the time required to

make the measurements, it is advantageous to use a membrane with

the highest obtainable degree of porosity for the solvent, so long as it

is completely impermeable to the solute under consideration.

The great profusion of osmometers described in the literature can

be classified broadly into two types. Those that measure, at equilib-

rium, the pressure difference developed across the membrane in a

liquid column or head resulting from an influx of solvent into the

solution are called static elevation osmometers. Those that measure

the instantaneous diffusion pressure of the solvent through the appli-

cation of an external pressure to the solution side (or a negative pres-

sure to the solvent side) of the membrane which is just sufficient to

prevent flow of solvent into the solution are called dynamic equilib-

rium osmometers. Further variations in the construction and mode
of operation of the osmometers employed by various investigators

are due primarily to (a) the shape of membrane employed, (b) the

magnitude of the pressures that they are designed to measure and the

devices used to measure the pressures, (c) the volumes of solution and

solvent required to fill them, and (d) the manner in which surface

tension effects are eliminated or corrected for. Arrangements for

stirring the solutions to hasten equilibrium and attachments de-

signed to minimize evaporation are often included in the design of

the osmometers, particularly in the static elevation type.

The static elevation osmometer has the advantage of simplicity

of construction and operation but the disadvantage that the length

of time required for making a measurement is relatively great.

Since the pressure difference is developed by a movement of solvent

into the solution, the concentration of the latter will be changed dur-

ing the course of equilibration. This is usually minimized by start-

ing the determination with a pressure on the solution approximately

equal to the equilibrium pressure expected (determined usually by

a preliminary run) and by using a capillary tube in which the column

of liquid giving rise to the pressure is allowed to develop. Measurement

or calculation of the surface tension pull exerted on the liquid in the

capillary must be taken into account in obtaining the effective pres-

sure at the membrane. Allowance for density differences between

the solution and solvent must likewise be made. The use of a flat

membrane leads to a somewhat greater degree of accuracy in esti-

mating the active pressure than is the case with the saclike membrane,

especially where very small osmotic pressures are being measured.
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There exists a wide variety of choice among the static elevation types

of osmometers described in the Hteratiire (32-47).

The dynamic eqiiihbrium osmometer, first used by Berkelej^ and
Hartley in their studies on sucrose sokitions in which they obtained

results in accurate agreement with those obtained by the static ele-

vation method of Morse and Frazer with the same solute, has the

advantage of rapid determination of the osmotic pressure, but this

type of instrument is somewhat more difficult to fill and operate than

are most of the static elevation apparatus. It has the limitation

also that, unless the activities of all diffusible components other than

the solvent are equ^l across the membrane when the osmotic pressure

is measured, the values of osmotic pressure so obtained are of no value

in the calculation of the molecular weight of the nondiffusible com-

ponent. In those cases, however, in which it is known that no dif-

fusible component other than the solvent is present in the system, or

where it is known that the activities (concentrations) of such dif-

fusible components are exactly equal in the two solutions on the op-

posite sides of the membrane, this method allows for a much quicker

estimation of the osmotic pressure due to the nondiffusible component
than does the static method. Many of the static elevation type os-

mometers utilize an applied constant external pressure approximately

equal to the osmotic pressure to be expected at equilibrium, thus

minimizing the degree to which solvent transfer across the membrane
must occur during the attainment of the final equilibrium. Most
dynamic equilibrium type osmometers can be readily adapted in

their use to the static elevation procedure. Descriptions of a number
of osmometers emploj^ed primarily in the dynamic equilibrium pro-

cedure can be found in references given under this heading {24-31).

Since the type and specific construction of the osmometer that

will prove best adapted to a particular problem will necessarily vary

with the properties (molecular size, whether electrolyte or nonelec-

trolyte, solubility, amount available, etc.) of the solute, it is recom-

mended that the investigator, in light of his particular problem, con-

sider in detail the characteristics of a number of the instruments to

which reference has been made. When the objective of the experi-

ment is to obtain the molecular weight of a high molecular material

from osmotic pressure measurements, it is necessary to bear in mind

that some form of extrapolation to very low or zero concentration is

almost always necessary. The osmometer selected must be capable,

therefore, of yielding accurate values of osmotic pressure through a
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range of pressures and at sufficiently low concentrations of solute to

make such an extrapolation dependable. Osmotic pressures as low

as, or even lower than, 10 mm. of water will often be necessary. At

such low pressures, surface tension differences between solvent and

solution, and their effects on the capillary rise of the liquids in the

capillary tubes that may be employed for creating the hydrostatic

head at equilibrium, must be taken accurately into account as must

also density differences between the solutions. The osmometer

should be so constructed that it can be held in a constant temperature

bath accurate to 0.02 to 0.01 °C. in order to eliminate as far as possible

fluctuations due to density changes and surface tension changes as

well as osmotic pressure changes with temperature.
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A. FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES

1. Sedimentation in Uniform Field of Force

Under the influence of gravity, particles suspended in a liquid of

lower density tend to settle to the bottom of the containing vessel.

If there were no other disturbing influences, each particle would sedi-

ment at a rate governed primarily by its size, shape, and density.

If all the particles in a very dilute suspension were identical, they

would sediment at the same rate, and if in a vertical column of fluid

the starting concentration were uniform, those particles originally at

the surface would form a sharply defined "rear line of march" or

moving boundary, which would demarcate the supernatant fluid and

the sedimenting phase. Until the boundary has reached the bottom

of the vessel, the number of particles piling up there would increase

at a regular rate, while the concentration in the region between the

boundary and the bottom of the vessel would remain uniform and

constant. If a preparation under such conditions contained two

groups of particles of two different sedimentation rates, there would

be formed two different boundaries, the increase in the concentration

of the suspended phase at each boundary representing the concen-

tration of the respective component. In general, multiple boundaries

would represent discrete particulate components, and in typical cases

would probably be associated primarily with differences in particle

size. On the other hand, a group of particles having a continuous

gradation in size, shape, or density within a limited range would sedi-

ment at varying rates and thus exhibit a spreading or blurring of the

boundary about the mean position, the amount of spread increasing

in a regular manner with the displacement of the boundary from the

meniscus.

In actual practice, a boundary representing a monodisperse system

is not infinitely sharp because of the thermal agitation or Brownian

movement of the particles. The boundary becomes progressively

less well defined with time because of this superimposed diffusion

across the boundary. Also, the particles approaching the bottom

of the vessel do not all proceed in a regular fashion to be incorporated

into a closely packed sediment. There is no sharp demarcation be-

tween the sediment and the sedimenting phase, but rather a transi-

tion zone in which the concentration is graded from that of the sedi-

menting to that of the sedimented phase. However, when the rate

of sedimentation is rapid enough in comparison to the diffusion proc-
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ess, there exists for some time, between the diffuse boundary and the

transition zone, a region ("plateau" region) in which the concentra-

tion remains nearly constant and uniform throughout. This circum-

stance permits one to obtain a measurement of the true sedimentation

rate in spite of the diffusion, for it is known from the nature of the

diffusion process that the position which the boundary would have

had in the absence of diffusion is simply the level at which the con-

centration is one-half that in the plateau region (/, p. 6).

Practical measurements that can be completed in a matter of

hours with gravitational force alone are in general limited to par-

ticles such as red blood cells, etc., in the size range of a few microns

or more. The boundary spreading due to diffusion is for such par-

ticles negligible in comparison to the boundary movement and hence

appreciable inhomogeneity in sedimentation rate is immediately ap-

parent from a lack of sharpness in the boundary. Also, if there are

several components of discrete particle sizes, their respective bound-

aries are relatively sharp and easily differentiated.

2. Sediiiientatioii in Centrifugal Field of Force

The sedimentation behavior of materials in the size range consid-

erably below a micron, such as virus particles and protein molecules,

cannot be studied with gravitational force alone. As a general rule,

the smaller the particle size, the slower the sedimentation and the

more pronounced the diffusion process. When the diffusion rate is

sufficiently high in comparison to the sedimentation rate, a boundary

does not become well enough differentiated for analysis. In contain-

ing vessels of practical size, no distinct supernatant zone relatively

free of particles becomes established before the diffuse boundary be-

gins to grade into the transition zone with the consequent loss of any

well differentiated plateau region. Furthermore, even if diffusion

were not a complicating factor, the time required for a determination

of sedimentation rate would be too long for practical purposes in most

cases.

The use of high centrifugal forces instead of gravity permits ap-

plication of the method to relatively small particles, although the

range is still limited by the same basic considerations. For example,

although modern ultracentrifuges are capable of developing cen-

trifugal forces in excess of 250,000 times gravity, application of the

boundary method Avith any degree of precision is still limited in the

case of monodisperse preparations to materials having molecular
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weights above several thousand. In the case of paucidisperse prepa-

rations that would show multiple boundaries in the absence of dif-

fusion, molecular weights generally must be well above 10,000 to ac-

complish noticeable differentiation. Also, the smaller the particle

size, the greater the uncertainty of differentiating the amount of

boundary spreading due to diffusion and the amount due to inhomo-
geneity of sedimentation rate, and the greater the necessity of acquir-

ing separate diffusion data for making the comparison. Generally

speaking, diffusion can hardly be considered a negligible factor in the

analytical centrifuge until a size range at least as high as that of the

larger viruses (above 50 m/x roughly) is reached.
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Fig. 1. Three curves illustrating the concentration

distribution of slowly sedimenting material at eighty-

minute intervals after boundary has cleared meniscus

sufficiently to permit measurements of position.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the general character of the sedimenta-

tion process in the centrifuge and the method of analysis are similar

to those described for a gravitational field, except for certain condi-

tions imposed by the nonuniformity of the centrifugal field. Since

the field is radial, the containing vessel or cell in an analytical centri-

fuge is made sector-shaped (SO), having two fiat walls that, if ex-

tended, would intersect along the axis of rotation, while the other

two side walls are perpendicular to the axis. Thus, particles origi-

nally close to any of these walls continue during sedimentation to pur-

sue an average course parallel to the wall, so that there is no sedimen-

tation against or away from the walls to introduce convective dis-

turbances. Also, since in their sedimentation the particles on the
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average follow diverging radial paths and since their rate of migration

increases with the distance from the axis of rotation, the concentra-

tion in the plateau region steadily decreases. However, the true

boundary position at any time is still very nearly the level at which the

concentration is half that of the plateau region at that time. Further-

more, there is a definite mathematical relationship (see Sec. C) be-

tween the concentration of the plateau region and the displacement of

the boundary, so that the initial concentration of any differentiated

component can still be determined by applying a correction factor.

The curves in Figure 1 correspond to behavior of a typical "globular"

protein of 18,000 molecular weight in average centrifugal field of 300,000

times gravity. To first approximation, a similarly shaped larger protein

sedimented to corresponding positions by the same force would show re-

duced boundary spreading inversely proportional to the two-thirds power of

the molecular weight. The time required for sedimentation would be lowered

in the same ratio.

3. Significance of Ultracentrifugal Method

Although sedimentation rate is not of itself an indication of par-

ticle size, shape, or density, it is for a given preparation under ap-

propriate conditions a characteristic constant that may be combined

with other experimental data to investigate these properties. Al-

though average sedimentation rates may be determined from the

proportional amount of material sedimented to the bottom of or

across a certain level of the containing vessel within a known time,

the moving-boundary method is unique in that through a single ex-

periment one can, with proper recording equipment (usually photo-

graphic), study the distribution of sedimentation rates and thus the

number, centrifugal homogeneity, and respective concentrations of

the resolvable components. For the perfection of this method in the

form of the analytical ultracentrifuge, and for numerous demonstra-

tions of its practicability in the study of macromolecules, science is

indebted to the pioneering research of Svedberg and associates

(1,9,13) begun about 1923.

As already indicated, no measurable sedimentation boundary is

established ^vith diffusible materials in centrifuge cells of ordinary

size when the centrifugal force applied is below a certain value usually

dependent primarily on the particle size. However, if steady centri-

fugation is continued for a sufficient length of time (at least one day

for most proteins), an equilibrium is established between sedimenta-
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tion and the backward diffusion. In this steady state condition the

concentration grades from a value below the original at the meniscus

to values higher than the original in the outer zone of the cell. It has

been shown by Svedberg and associates (1) that this concentration

distribution is a function of particle weight and can be employed
directly (see Sect. C) for its determination in the case of monodisperse

preparations. It has been demonstrated (27) that even the simpler

molecules with molecular weights below 100 can be studied by this

equilibrium method. However, its principal application has been as

an independent method for investigating proteins and other macro-

molecules, for which purpose it offers certain advantages by reason of

the simultaneous balancing of the sedimentation and diffusion proc-

esses under identical experimental conditions.

B. ULTRACENTRIFUGES OF OPTICAL TYPE

1. Ultracentrifuges of Vacuum Type

Although the pioneering oil-driven ultracentrifuges of Svedberg

and collaborators (1,13,69) are still in active and fruitful use at Upsala

and several other research institutions, most present day machines

are of the somewhat simpler and more versatile vacuum type. A
commercial ultracentrifuge (89) of this kind suitable for both sedi-

mentation velocity and sedimentation equilibrium measurements,

as well as for preparative work, is available. The complete instru-

ment is slightly more than 6 ft. long, weighs approximately 2400 lb.,

and requires no special foundation by virtue of its own system of vibra-

tion isolation. Size and other pertinent features of the analytical

rotor and its transparent cell have been patterned after those found

to represent the optimum by Svedberg (1). The rotor (Figs. 2 and

3), with a maximum diameter of 7.25 in., is made from a solid piece of

forged Duralumin and is provided with two 1-in. holes located 65

mm. from the axis of rotation and accommodating the solution cell

and its counterbalance. Metal is cut away to give the oval shape,

relieving the stresses in the plane of the cell holes and permittng

higher speeds (6) . The rotor may be operated routinely at speeds up

to at least 60,000 r.p.m., with average centrifugal forces in the cell

up to 260,000 times gravity.

The cell (7) (see Fig. 2) is composed primarily of a Duralumin center-

piece, two quartz discs, two light-limiting apertures of Duralumin (which
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Fig. 2. Analytical rotor for a commercially produced, electrically driven

ultracentrifuge (89) of the optical type. Also shown are assembled cell, counter-

balance, separate centerpiece for fluid column, and sector cups that hold two

quartz windows. (Courtesy Specialized Instruments Corporation.)

Fig. 3. Analytical rotor of Figure 2 shown attached to flexible drive shaft in

operating position. Vacuum chamber and inner refrigerated cylinder shown in

lowered position. (Courtesy Specialized Instruments Corporation.)
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serve as window receptacles also), a threaded Duralumin barrel or casing, and

a screw ring of the same material. The centerpiece, which is generally ano-

dized for chemical resistance, is provided with a sector-shaped slot, 15 mm.
long (in direction of centrifugal force) and a few millimeters wide, that ac-

commodates the fluid. Surrounding the central slotted section are concentric

grooves to promote a fluid-tight seal against thin washers of plastic placed

between the centerpiece and the quartz windows. The assembled cell is filled

with the aid of a hypodermic syringe at the narrow end of the slot through

a small hole, which is then sealed with a thin rubber gasket and a small screw

plug fitting a threaded hole in the barrel. Centerpieces with fluid column

thicknesses (axially) up to more than 12 mm. may be used. Light passing

through a hole in the counterbalance at a radial distance greater than that

corresponding to the bottom of the cell slot furnishes a reference for the light

intensity or the distance from the axis of rotation.

The rotor spins about a vertical axis within an evacuated chamber, seen

in the lowered, opened position in Figure 3. The double-walled steel cylinder

and thick steel end plates, along with a heavy locking device and the steel

walls of a surrounding barricade, furnish protection to the operator and the

equipment in the event of rotor failure. A third, inner cylinder, which im-

mediately surrounds the rotor, can be refrigerated for work at reduced tem-

peratures. Pressures well below 1 ^ of mercury are obtained in the vacuum
chamber by means of an oil diffusion pump backed up by a mechanical

vacuum pump. The rotor is attached by a coupling device to a spring steel

shaft 0.1 in. in diameter, which passes through a vacuum-tight oil gland to the

driving mechanism above the vacuum chamber. Suspension of the rotor by

means of a flexible shaft makes the rotor self-balancing and permits an off-

balance of several grams at the cell without excessive vibration or other ill

effects. The arrangement is an advantage in the event of cell leakage and

also avoids the necessity of extreme accuracy in balancing the rotor. There

is an appropriate damping device to prevent swinging or precession of the

rotor and a collecting system for the few milliliters of oil that escape through

the sealing gland during a run. The temperature of the rotor can be meas-

ured with a thermocouple attached to the rotor before and after a run, and

also during a run by a radiation couple located near the coupling device. At

a speed of 60,000 r.p.m., the rise in temperature of the rotor is of the order of

1°C. per hour if the surroundings are at a temperature near that of the rotor.

By lowering the temperature of the refrigerated cylinder about 10 or 15°C.

below that of the rotor, one can keep the rotor temperature nearly constant

indefinitely.

The driving mechanism consists of a series-wound, brush type electric

motor (115 v.), a high speed gear train, and a system of specially designed

mechanical bearings. The motor, cooled by circulation of both air and

water, develops 1.5 horsepower and will get the centrifuge to full speed within

seven minutes. Deceleration of the rotor to rest is accomplished in a com-
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parable time by reversing and regulating the current through the armature.

Accurate speed control at any of thirty different values isobtained by matching

a greatly reduced speed from the drive against a selected speed controlled by

a constant speed, synchronous motor. Any difference motivates a differen-

tial gear, which in turn actuates the electrical controls that regulate the power

supply to the drive motor. The speed is also indicated by an electrical ta-

chometer.

To permit viewing and photographic registration of the sedimen-

tation according to methods discussed later, light from a mercury

arc is directed upward through the revolving cell and through windows

(which serve as collimating lenses also) in the vacuum chamber

against a 45° mirror near the top of the instrument and thence hori-

zontally through appropriate lenses to the photographic plate at the

right end of the machine. By means of a half-reflecting mirror, some

light is diverted to a viewing screen so that the sedimentation pat-

tern may be viewed at any time, even while photographs are being

taken. The photography is automatic, there being appropriate ad-

justments for preselecting both exposure time and the interval be-

tween photographs. Exposure time is usually of the order of fifteen

seconds.

A smaller (half size), relatively simple air-driven vacuum type

ultracentrifuge patterned after that described by Beams and Pickels

{17) has been commercially produced {91); its resolving power, how-

ever, is rather low {1, p. 47).

Since the description of the first air-driven centrifuge of the vac-

uum type was published in 1935 {19a), several improved designs for

driving mechanisms have been described in the literature. De-

scriptions of or reference to most of these can be found in the publi-

cations of Beams {8) and Pickels {2,4). Of particular interest are the

electrically driven (high frequency induction type), magnetically

supported drive of Skarstrom and Beams {10) and the air-driven, air-

supported "turret" type drive of Pickels {11), which has been in

successful use at a number of research institutions for several years.

2. Svedberg Ultracentrifuges

The original Svedberg ultracentrifuge was a small "optical cen-

trifuge" developed by Svedberg and Nichols {9) at the University of

Wisconsin in 1923. Later Svedberg and Rinde {20) used the machine

to study size distribution among gold sols and proposed the name

"ultracentrifuge" denoting an instrument by means of which sedimen-
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tation in a centrifugal field could be measured quantitatively. How-
ever, it has become common practice to associate the term "ultracen-

trifuge" with any type of high speed centrifuge rather than with the

original connotation of quantitative measurement.

In 1927 Svedberg and Lysholm (IS) substituted an oil drive for the

electrical drive. In the present model (1,13,90) used for sedimenta-

tion velocity measurements a rotor of special steel is driven by oil

under pressure about a horizontal axis and in an atmosphere of hy-

drogen gas at a pressure of about 20 mm. The hydrogen gas is

necessary for conducting away from the rotor the comparatively large

amount of heat developed through friction in the mechanical bearings.

Fortunately, from the standpoint of avoiding temperature gradients

(which would produce convection currents) across the cell in an axial

direction, the rotor is symmetrical about a plane perpendicular to the

axis, having a similar bearing and turbine assembly on either side.

The temperature of the rotor is measured by a radiation thermo-

couple placed about 0.25 mm. from the rotor near the cell hole posi-

tion. Speed is determined by a stroboscope or a frequency meter.

With certain special experiments small rotors with a cell height of

8 mm. and an average radial distance of 3.25 cm. have been operated

at speeds up to 140,000 r.p.m. However, it has been found that for

general purposes the most practical rotor is one capable of operating

at speeds up to about 65,000 r.p.m. with a fluid column approximately

17 mm. long at about 65 mm. from the axis of the rotation. Fluid

column thicknesses up to about 12 mm. are used according to the

concentration and nature of the solute. Cell distortion, leakage,

and cell failure become serious problems as centrifugal forces consid-

erably above 300,000 times gravity are employed. Since the rotor

shaft and the bearings are comparatively rigid in the oil-driven ultra-

centrifuge, dynamic balance is very critical, although a damping de-

vice (1) used in the later models has reduced vibration somewhat.

For use as an equilibrium centrifuge Svedberg and Sjogren (14)

in 1929 improved the early low speed electrical centrifuge by sub-

stituting a direct motor drive for the earlier gear drive. The drive

rotates about a vertical axis and is of a self-balancing type used for

spinning viscose thread in the artificial silk industry. It is fed with

three phase a.c. current of variable frequency from a special generator

and has a short-circuited squirrel cage rotor moving in ball bearings.

The 15 cm. rotor spins in an atmosphere of hydrogen and has an ac-

curate temperature control. The transparent cell and counterbal-
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ance are of the same general character as those used witli the oil-

driven ultracentrifuges. Speeds up to about 20,000 r.p.m. can be em-

ployed. Machines of this type are now commercially available {90).

3. Optical Ultracentrifuges Exposed to Air Friction

Small optical ultracentrifuges, usually less than 5 cm. in diameter,

have been constructed without mechanical bearings according to

principles originally described by Henriot and Huguenard {15). The
rotor is cone-shaped at the base and rides on a whirling layer of air

issuing under pressure from properly directed jets in a cone-shaped

stator. Beams, Pickels, and Weed {16) have pointed out the dif-

ficulties of obtaining normal sedimentation in such centrifuges be-

cause of the disturbing action of convection currents set up by tem-

perature gradients through the rotor. They were able to obtain

sedimentation photographs of hemoglobin, but found that for this

the thickness of the fluid column had to be kept below 1 mm. if

reasonably dilute preparations were used. McBain and Lewis {19h)

and Beams {8) have made various improvements for minimizing the

convection currents, and the former have described novel methods for

photographically recording boundary positions. These "spinning

tops" are relatively inexpensive and could be used in many cases

where more elaborate equipment is not justified. However, from

the standpoint of completely convection-free sedimentation at low

concentrations, they do not approach the ideal of a thermally isolated

system (as does the vacuum centrifuge) and because of practical

limitations regarding the length, axial thickness, and radial displace-

ment of the cell, their resolving power, precision of measurement, and

range of application with respect to solute concentration do not com-

pare very favorably with the ultracentrifuges already described {1,

p. 47).

A small air-driven ultracentrifuge {92) of plastic material spinning

about a horizontal axis on mechanical bearings has been described

by Stern {18). While probably sufficient for some studies, it is not

suited to work with most proteins or with very dilute solutions be-

cause of its limited speed range and its susceptibility to convective

disturbances.

4. Optical Methods

In the first analytical ultracentrifuges, measurements were based

on the light absorption method of Svedberg and Rinde {20). Filtered
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light, usually ultraviolet, and of such wavelength as to be differen-

tially absorbed by solute and solvent, is directed through the revolving

cell. Since the sedimentation occurs radially, the meniscus of the

fluid in the cell would appear to the eye as a fine line curved about the

axis of rotation. The sedimenting boundary is also concentric about

the axis of rotation. A record of the sedimentation is obtained by pho-

tographing at intervals only a narrow cross-sectional strip of the total

annular band (1). A camera lens of long focal length (100 cm.) is

used to avoid errors of parallax and to give good depth of focus. Typi-

cal photographic records are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

A

67,5 MM. TO AXIS
OF ROTATION

MENISCUS
or FLUID

^'r

15

MM.

2k

'III K^

he

LIGHT INTENSITY REFERENCES,

Fig. 4. Sedimentation of a monodisperse, high molecular protein (hemo-

cyanin, approximate molecular weight 3.5 X 10^) as recorded by the ab-

sorption method. Photographs taken fifteen minutes apart with ultra-

violet light; speed, 18,000 r.p.m.

The original absorption method has been largely superseded by

methods {4,21-24) based on the detection or measurements of devia-

tions suffered by light rays passing through regions of refractive index

gradient, such as exists at sedimenting boundaries. The two principal

methods in current use are the Lamm scale method {24,26) and the

cylindrical lens method {4,23). In the first of these a real or opti-

cally projected scale is placed between the revolving cell and a dif-

fuse source of illumination. The equally spaced (not more than a few

tenths of a millimeter) lines of the scale are oriented tangentially with
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respect to the rotor. The scale is photographed through the solu-

tion with a camera of long focal length. In the photographic image

of the scale the lines are found to be still equally spaced in the regions

corresponding to supernatant fluid and the plateau region. How-
ever, in the portion corresponding to a sedimenting boundary the lines

are found to be displaced with respect to some reference line photo-

graphed through the opening in the counterbalance. The amount of

displacement is proportional to the refractive index gradient and

through plotting line displacement as a function of the distance from

the axis of rotation one can obtain a curve that gives the refractive

REFRACTIVE
INDEX METHOD

ABSORPTION
METHOD

Fig. 5. Sedimentation photographs of dissociated hemocyanin

showing double boundary and illustrating connection between absorp-

tion method and cylindrical lens method, which depends on refraction

of light by concentration gradients. Speed, 16,000 r.p.m.; time at full

speed, 2.25 hours; cell thickness, 1 cm.; protein concentration,

0.4%.

index gradient and hence the concentration gradient at all radial posi-

tions in the cell. The correction and interpretation of such curves

are the same as those for the cylindrical lens method, which is dis-

cussed in detail below. The scale method when properly employed is

probably subject to the fewest optical errors of any refractive index

method. However, it does involve a great deal of tedious measure-

ment and computation, which can be avoided through use of the

cylindrical lens method.

In contrast to the scale method, the cylindrical lens method gives

directly by photography a curve of refractive index gradient as a

function of radial position within the cell. A schematic representa-
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tion of the system used on the vacuum ultracentrifuge already de-

scribed and of the optical principles involved is given in Figure 6.

Consider the first arrangement shown, with the thin object diaphragm
placed between the collimating and condensing lenses. All elements

are centered on an optical axis and disposed along it to fulfill the fol-

lowing conditions : light rays from a common point in the slit source

Object plane Image of source

Screen

Horizontal
slit source

Diaphragm with

vertical slit

Fig. 6. Perspective schematic drawing illustrating working principle of cylin-

drical lens method.

are parallel after passing through the collimating lens; the condens-

ing lens forms an image of the slit source in front of the camera lens

as shown; sharp images (A', B', C) of the small holes {A, B, C) in

the object diaphragm are formed on the screen by the camera lens

and the condensing lens when the diaphragm is diffusely illuminated.

Limit consideration to those rays that pass through the small holes.

Each set of rays corresponding to one of the holes may be thought of as

making up a "light sheet" that varies in width as it progresses but is always

parallel to the horizontal slit source. If the light sheet diverging from A to-

ward the condensing lens were deviated downward (by a prism, for example)

from the normal course at A, as indicated by the broken lines, it would
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nevertheless converge at A' by reason of the fact that the lenses have been

positioned to produce such a result. An analogy holds for the other images.

Now suppose, as shown in the second arrangement, that a cylindrical lens

with vertical axis is added to the system in such a position that a point light

source placed at the position of tlie slit image would be sliarply focused as a

vertical line image on the screen. The effect of this lens on each of the original

light sheets is to converge it prematurely, so that it again diverges and forms

a horizontal line image A ^A 2 A3 on the screen instead of a point image. The

vertical positions of the images are not altered by the cylindrical lens. A
downward deviation (broken lines) of the sheet at A would not alter the posi-

tion of the line image. Suppose now that in the vertical plane containing the

slit image a thin diaphragm, provided with a narrow inclined slit, is inter-

posed and centered about the optical axis. Then, of the undeviated rays

through A, only the central one (heavy unbroken line) is able to pass through

the remaining lenses and reach the screen, where it will appear as a point of

light A2', as contrasted to the previous horizontal line A^ A, A3. Since the

undeviated light sheets through A, B, and C converge in a common image of

the light source at the second diaphragm, it follows that B and C will also be

represented at the screen, when there is no deviation at the object diaphragm,

by light points B'2 and C2, which are situated along a central vertical line pass-

ing through Ao. However, if the light sheet from A, for example, is deviated

downward (broken lines) suflficiently from its normal course, then only the

ray (heavy broken line) at one edge of the light sheet will pass through the

remaining lenses, and the light point corresponding to A will appear at Aj.

The horizontal distance by which any light point will be displaced from the

central line C2 A2 is directly proportional to the downward displacement suf-

fered by the corresponding light sheet at the object diaphragm. Light com-

ing from 5 or C is likewise affected. The system is thus able to convert a

vertical deviation of light into a horizontal displacement of a light point on a

screen (or photographic plate) without altering the point's vertical height,

which itself corresponds to a certain level (or certain vertically disposed hole

in example given) in the object.

With the elements of the system arranged as described, the light intensity

and the resolution at the screen can be increased without affecting the opera-

tion of the system by substituting narrow horizontal slits for the holes A, B,

and C. In any one light sheet corresponding to one of these slits, more rays

will then pass through the inclined slit, diverging from it laterally as they

progress toward the camera lens. However, they will be brought to focus

again on the screen since the cylindrical lens has been positioned to ac-

complish this effect. Now suppose, as illustrated in the third arrangement of

Figure 6, that a transparent flat-walled cell containing an immobilized sedi-

mentation boundary is substituted for the diaphragm in such a way that the

maximum refractive index gradient, i.e., the center of the boundary, is in the
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position corresponding to B. The corresponding point B' will be the one

suffering the maximum horizontal displacement from the center line on the

screen. Light coming through the cell below and above the boundar}^ as at

A, is not deviated and the corresponding light points fall on the center line.

Displacements of light points corresponding to successive positions

within the boundary are proportional to the respective refractive index

gradients, mth the result that the light points form a smooth continu-

ous curve on the screen. With the ultracentrifuge there are extrane-

ous gradients due to distortions of the cell, hydrostatic compression

within the contained fluid, and the partial sedimentation of salts or

other materials incorporated in the suspending medium. The height

and shape of the "base Hne" curve (with reference to the undeviated

light through the counterbalance) vary slightly during the course of

B

Fig. 7. Refractive index photographs showing single boundary (A) in a rela-

tively monodisperse preparation of 0.8% hemocyanin, and multiple boundaries

(B) produced by irradiating the same material with X rays.

a centrifugation because of the continued redistribution of the sedi-

mentable material within the medium. Hence, it is necessary to ob-

tain a series of base line photographs during a duplicate run with the

suspending medium alone. The difference (with respect to the un-

deviated light) between the curves obtained after comparable centri-

fugation times with and without the principal sedimenting solute

represents the effect due to this solute. The differential curve will

be nearly symmetrical if the material is monodisperse and the peak

will represent the position of the boundary. There will be a peak

or hump for each differentiated sedimenting component. The area

beneath each peak is proportional to the concentration of the respec-

tive component.
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In the system utilized in the vacuum ultracentrifuge already de-

scribed (89), an opaque strip or bar is substituted for the inclined

slit, so that the deviations of light are indicated by the lateral dis-

placement of a dark band against a bright background. Measure-

ments are taken from both edges of the band and averaged. Ex-

amples of sedimentation photographs obtained with such an arrange-

ment may be seen in Figures 5 and 7.

C. MATHEMATICAL THEORY

1. Sedimentation Constant

Consider a monodisperse suspension sedimenting in a centrifuge

having an angular velocity of w radians per second. If at time t, the

boundary is at a distance x from the axis of rotation, the sedimenta-

tion velocity is dx/dt. The velocity per unit field of force, being a

characteristic constant for the sedimenting material, is called the

sedimentation constant (1) and is denoted by s. Thus:

dx 1 .^ V

dt (jo^x

Sedimentation constants are usually given in S or Svedberg units,

i.e., in units of centimeters per second per unit field of force multiplied

by 10^^ Thus, for hemoglobin s = 4.4 X 10"^^ cm./sec./dyne/g. =
4.4aS. It is often required to correct a value of the constant from one

set of conditions (subscript 1) to some other set (subscript 2). Since

sedimentation rate varies directly as the net centrifugal pull on the

particle and inversely as the resisting force

:

771(0- - P2) /„>,

S2 = Si
—

K^J

mW — pi)

where -q represents viscosity of the medium and a and p represent,

respectively, the densities of particle and medium. It is important

to note that this factor corrects for changes in -q and p only and is not

sufficient unless it can be assumed that these are the only factors con-

tributing appreciab y to the change in rate. To permit direct com-

parison of sedimentation constants, this assumption usually is made

and the values reduced to standard conditions equivalent to water at

20°C. Thus, if the subscript 20 refers to water at this temperature,

the corrected constant (1) is:
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77(0- — P20) /gx
S20 = S ; {6)

1720(0- - p)

2. Frictional Coefficient

In an infinitely dilute solution, the frictional force acting on each

mole of sedimenting material per unit sedimentation rate is called the

frictional coefficient, fs. Thus, if the force is proportional to the

rate, the resisting force per mole in a centrifugal field is given by:

F, = /, -^ = /, SC02 X (4)
at

But Fs must be equal to the net motivating force, F^, which is simply

the difference between their combined centrifugal weight and the

buoyancy exerted by the displaced medium. Hence:

Fc = Mo^^x - ^^^ = Mco^xil - Vp) (5)
a

where M is the molecular weight and V is the partial specific volume

of the solute, equivalent to l/a. From this it follows that:

/. = ^^^^^=^ (G)
s

In the diffusion process, the frictional coeflricient /d for dilute solu-

tions is given by:

/d = RT/D (7)

where D is the diffusion constant of the material, T is the absolute

temperature, and R is the gas constant (8.313 X 10^).

For spherical particles, it is known from the Stokes formula (82)

that the frictional coefficient is related to particle size as follows

:

/o = STdrjN - QwvN (3MF/47riV)'/' (8)

where N is the Avogadro constant and d is the particle diameter.

When spherical particles having a molar frictional coefficient

equal to /o become enlarged (solvated) symmetrically by combining

with some of the suspending medium, the frictional coefficient is in-

creased (83) in proportion to the diameter. Expressed in other terms

:
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in which r is the number of grams of the medium combining with one

gram of the sohite.

An idea of the effect of particle shape on the frictional coefficient

can be obtained from the following expressions (84) '•

For oblong ellipsoids (k < 1):

/ (1 - k'Y^'

^ "
.VMog L+ ^^ - ^^)"

(10)

k

For oblate ellipsoids (k > 1)

:

/ (k' - 1)'/^

/o /v'/' arctan (k^ - 1)'^
(11)

In these formulas k equals the ratio between the equatorial radius

and half the length of the axis of rotation, the particle volume being

the same for / and /o. Also, random orientation of the particles is as-

sumed.

3. Molecular Weight and Particle Size

When conditions are such that fs = fo, it is possible to equate

expressions (6) and (7) and derive the Svedberg formula (1) for molec-

ular weight:

M = RTs/Dil - Vp) (12)

The diameter, d, of spherical particles in dilute preparations may
be computed from the following expression, which is obtained by equat-

ing the net motivating force and the frictional coefficient as given by

equation (8)

:

d2 = l877sF/(l - Vp) (13)

For the equilibrium condition, equating expressions for the trans-

port of material by sedimentation and diffusion leads to the following

equation (/) for molecular weight in the case of a monodisperse sys-

tem:

^ 2RT log (c,AO

(1 - Vp),^\xl ~ x\)

where Ci and C2 are the concentrations at radial distances Xi and Xi.
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Another form (1) better suited for methods based on the measure-

ment of concentration gradients is

:

^ =
(1 - V.Wixl - xl)

^''^

4. Concentration Correction Factor

The relation between the concentration of a particular component
in its respective plateau region at any time t and the original concen-

tration is, as shown by Svedberg and Rinde (20) :

Ct = coixo/xty (16)

where Xo and Xi are the respective radial distances of the meniscus

and the boundary at time t.

D. EXPERIMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

1. Preparation of Material

Under usual conditions most macromolecules are electrically

charged with respect to the suspending medium and this circumstance

tends to decrease their sedimentation rate, by reason of the attrac-

tion and added drag of the more slowly sedimenting ions. The effect

can be very large, amounting to more than 20% in many cases. In

the equations given in Section C for determining particle weights and

sizes, it was assumed that no extraneous forces of this type were ac-

tive. However, it has been shown that the addition of sufficient

low molecular electrolyte is effective in repressing this Donnan effect.

In the case of proteins, the reduction in sedimentation rate by the

charge of the particle will amount to less than 1% if 0.2 mole of

sodium or potassium chloride is added for each 1% protein (85).

Also, it is known that pH, the concentration of the protein, tempera-

ture, high salt concentrations, and even the presence of another pro-

tein may influence the sedimentation constant and these factors must

be considered in any ultracentrifugal study. Another precaution

often neglected is that of "cleaning up" a preparation by filtration or

preferably by differential centrifugation before running it in the ul-

tracentrifuge. Aggregated or extraneous material of high sedimenta-

tion rate which will be precipitated before the boundary being studied

becomes differentiated can introduce error into the original deter-
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minations of particle density, solution viscosity, refractive index in-

crement, and concentration of the principal material.

2. Measurement of Sedimentation Constant

Sedimentation rate is affected very markedly by the concentra-

tion of the material. As can be seen from Table I, it decreases more

than 10% for each 1% increase in concentration in the case of most

serum proteins, even though they are not very asymmetrical. The

effect becomes increasingly pronounced with increasing asymmetry

of the particles. For the sedimentation rate to have any significance

as far as comparison with other values or as far as application to the

formulas in Section C is concerned, it is necessary to make deter-

minations with several different concentrations and extrapolate the

corrected (for viscosity) results to zero concentration. It is generally

desirable to cover at least a threefold range in concentration and to

study the material in concentrations at least as low as a few tenths of

one per cent. In using equation (12), for example, one cannot as-

sume that s and D are affected to the same degree by any given in-

crease in solute concentration {52). All the equations used in ultra-

centrifugation studies apply strictly only to infinitely dilute prepara-

tions and when it is necessary to apply a viscosity correction, as in

equation (2), there is some uncertainty as to whether the viscosity of

the medium or the viscosity of the complete preparation should be

used. Although the problem is of little consequence when extrapola-

tion to zero concentration is made, it seems preferable to use the com-

plete solution viscosity if only a limited number of experimental de-

terminations can be made {52). In any event, the most important

and largest correction generally made is for the change in viscosity

brought about by variations in temperature of the specimen. Since

this generally amounts to more than 2% per degree Centigrade, it is

preferable to know the temperature of the rotor and cell to within a

few tenths of one degree. Another factor that must be considered

is the increase in viscosity of the medium brought about by the hj^dro-

static compression. In the case of aqueous solutions in a 1.5 cm.

column of fluid at 60,000 r.p.m., the average effect on the sedimenta-

tion rate is only about 1%, but with some organic solvents it can be

many times this amount {86). In view of other factors (discussed

later) that probably compensate for the small viscosity effect in aque-

ous solutions, it is doubtful whether any correction should be made.
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In the derivation of equations (12), (14), and (15) it was assumed

that the frictional coefficients in sedimentation and diffusion were

equal. For the equihbrium case, this condition is essentially fulfilled,

since the two phenomena are counteracting each other under the same

experimental conditions. For the same reason, it was the early prac-

tice to determine the diffusion constant from the progressive spread

of the sedimenting boundary in the ultracentrifuge. This method

proved inadequate for several reasons. First, since sedimentation

rate generally increases with increasing dilution, there is a sharpening

of the sedimentation boundary as the particles in the trailing edge of

the boundary continually tend to overtake the slower moving parti-

cles in the plateau region. (Boundary sharpening can also be caused

by slight convective disturbances.) Secondly, a small percentage of

variation in sedimentation rate, as will be caused by slight inhomo-

geneity or aggregation, can produce sufficient spread or distortion of

the boundary's distribution curve to produce a very large error in

any determination of the diffusion constant. Determination of the

diffusion constant is now generally made by separate experiments with

a regular diffusion cell {87,88). Obviously, a great deal of uncer-

tainty regarding the equality of the frictional ratios is removed if

the ultracentrifugation and diffusion studies are done at nearly the

same temperature, in the same medium, and with the same concen-

trations. Another question that immediately presents itself is

whether there might be a preferential orientation of asymmetrical

particles during sedimentation. There are good theoretical argu-

ments (high thermal compared to centrifugally generated energy)

against this for particles in the macromolecular range. Furthermore,

the effect can be tested by centrifuging at different speeds, but no ex-

perimental evidence of orientation has been presented.

Still another factor that may affect the frictional coefficient and

has a direct bearing on the value of p to be used in the equations of

Section C is the increase in p and a due to hydrostatic compression

in the cell. In the case of aqueous solutions in the ordinary ultra-

centrifuge at 60,000 r.p.m., the average increase in the density of the

fluid column amounts to about 0.8% (86). If the sedimenting par-

ticle suffers no contraction in size at all, its average rate ^vill be de-

creased by about 2.5% (assuming V = 0.75) because of the increased

buoyancy of the medium. However, if the compressibility ratio of

the particle is the same as that of the medium, the rate will increase

slightly because of the reduced particle size. It appears logical that
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the latter more nearly represents actuality in most cases and hence it

seems unwise, lacking information about the compressibility of the

particles, to attempt any correction, especially in view of the fact

that the increased viscosity of the compressed medium causes a

shght decrease in rate. Neglect of all compressional effects with

aqueous solutions could hardly introduce an error of more than 1 or

2% under the conditions cited.

Sedimentation rate is usually determined by photographing sedi-

menting boundaries at intervals, reducing each measured incremental

displacement to the computed amount per unit field of force (basing

centrifugal force on the average radial position during the displace-

ment), and averaging all the values obtained. Where multiple

boundaries are not resolved until they approach the bottom of the

cell, the rate must be based on their effective starting time at the

meniscus. An allowance for reflection at the meniscus before clear-

ance of the boundaries can be estimated from runs with monodisperse

preparations of similar particle size and concentration. The correc-

tion is negligibly small when the total sedimentation time is not more
than about three hours. When the position of a diffuse boundary is

taken as the point of half concentration, a slight error is introduced

into the determination of sedimentation rates (as well as into esti-

mates of diffusion constants) by reason of the fact that diffusion is

taking place in a sector-shaped cell. However this error is very small

with the large rotors and cells already described and may be neglected

(^p.22).

3. Determination of Partial Specific Volume

The equations in Section C were derived on the assumption that

V, the partial specific volume of the particle, represents the reciprocal

of its density under experimental conditions. However, this is sel-

dom known with any exactness because of hydration or solvation of

the particle by the suspending medium. This tends to increase both

the partial specific volume (unless p > c) and the frictional coefficient.

In case of proteins, the amount of hydration is usually of the order of

20 to 50%. For particles having molecular weights of about 40,000

this may represent an outer shell of water approximately one mole-

cule in thickness. In case of some larger particles, such as viruses

there appears to be an actual imbibition (53). Attempts have been

made to determine the partial specific volume of hydrated particles

by centrifuging them in media of different densities and extrapolating
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the results to zero sedimentation. Usually salts, sucrose, urea and
other low molecular substances have been used to increase the density

of the media but it has been found that these introduce an uncertainty

because of their apparent ability to alter the partial specific volume
and the frictional ratio by osmotic extraction of water or through par-

tial imbibition of the denser medium (53). Through the use of larger

molecules, such as proteins, with a sedimentation rate that is low in

comparison to that of the material under study these disadvantages

have been largely overcome (61) and the method now appears very

promising, particularly for the investigation of viruses.

In applying the equations for molecular weight (equations 1, 14,

and 15) it is generally not necessary to know the amount of hydration,

as will be shown below. The density of dried or crystalhzed material

can be determined by measuring with a pycnometer the volume dis-

placed by a known weight of substance. If it can be assumed, as is

generally the case, that the density of the material being bound to the

particle is approximately equal to that of the medium, then the partial

specific volume obtained with dried material may be applied to the

above equations. In such an instance the value computed for M
represents the molecular weight of the particles in such a state that

their density is the same as that which characterized the material

when the weight of a sample was determined. The reason the density

of the unsolvated particle may be used is that the frictional ratio in

both sedimentation and diffusion is changed to the same degree in

accordance with equation (9) and also that the net centrifugal force

acting on the particle has not been appreciably altered in spite of its

increased size.

It is important to note that in using equations (2) and (3) one

must know the solvated density of the particle or must assume some

degree of solvation. Fortunately, correction to the differential den-

sity term is seldom very appreciable and probably can be neglected in

most cases.

4. Selection of Equipment and Methods

The first requirement of an ultracentrifuge is that its "resolving

power" be adequately high. This expresses the ability of an ultra-

centrifuge to resolve separate components and is also directly related

to the possible precision of measurement for a monodisperse system.

Svedberg {1, p. 44) has shown that the resolving power is proportional
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to /?7?aj2 (where /; represents the height, measured radially, of the fluid

column, R is its average distance from the axis of rotation, and co is

the angular velocity) and has made a comparison of actual values for

different machines. For general work with most proteins and other

particles of comparable size it is desirable that the resolving power be

as high as possible and, as already stated, it has been found that op-

timum conditions are generally realized with comparatively large

rotors operating at speeds in the nieghborhood of 60,000 to 70,000

r.p.m. Limitations on the resolving power and the accuracy of

measurement can be appreciated by reference to Figure 1. First,

while the boundary is still near the meniscus during an early part of

a run, the diffusion process is not a normal one and measurements

cannot be started until the boundary begins to clear the meniscus.

Also the portion of the cell over which measurements of the boundary's

midposition may be continued is quite limited. Some idea of resolv-

ing power can be had from the observation that, with the vacuum ul-

tracentrifuge already described spinning at 60,000 r.p.m., it is barely

possible to differentiate two equally concentrated "globular" pro-

teins having molecular weights of about 18,000 and 40,000. In such

an instance, where resolution of boundaries is not obtained until the

faster is approaching the bottom of the cell, it is necessary in the de-

termination of sedimentation rate to know the effective starting time

of the boundary at the meniscus. For reasons explained below, this

corresponds to the moment of reaching full speed in the oil-driven

ultracentrifuge or, in the case of the vacuum ultracentrifuge, to the

moment when the rotor has reached about two-thirds of operating

speed, assuming a constant rate of acceleration.

A second requirement is that the centrifuge rotor be able to ac-

commodate fluid columns of relatively great thickness (at least 1

cm.) so that measurements can be made with low concentrations.

Also adequate means must be provided for measuring the temperature

of the fluid to within a few tenths of one degree Centigrade. In the

case of the vacuum ultracentrifuge rotor, which is not very responsive

thermally to its surroundings and for which the temperature rise

during a run is not more than a few degrees, the mean of the starting

and final temperatures may be used for purposes of computation {6).

In many cases it is desirable that the ultracentrifuge be capable of

operation near 0°C. (cell temperature) so as to furnish comparable

experimental conditions for those substances whose diffusion con-

stants must be determined at reduced temperatures for best results.
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And of course operation of the equipment must be smooth enough to

ensure good optical definition in the photographs.

Convective disturbances may be caused by temperature gradients

in an ultracentrifuge whenever these gradients have any component
that is not radially directed so as to produce a positive density gradient

away from the axis of rotation. These disturbances are magnified in

proportion to the centrifugal force and mth a given temperature

gradient are most pronounced with low concentrations of highly dif-

fusible or polydisperse material in large cells (76) . These are exactly

the conditions that must be attained for precise measurements on

particles of low molecular weight, and hence it is of considerable im-

portance to select, especially for such studies, an ultracentrifuge that

approaches the convection-free ideal as nearly as possible. It should

be noted that a sharp boundary does not indicate an absence of con-

vection; its sharpness may in fact be due partly to one or several

circulating currents above or below the boundary, affecting its appar-

ent rate as well as its shape. While viscous drag against the walls of

the cell tends to slow down such convection, only sufficient density

gradient within the fluid (such as exists within a sharp boundary) can

prevent it. Convective disturbances can also be caused by an im-

proper shape or misalignment of the cell (7)

.

In the oil-driven ultracentrifuges of Svedberg (1) the convection

is so pronounced during acceleration of the rotor that no boundary is

formed until conditions become uniform at full operating speed.

This is apparently due to a rapid and continual rise in rotor tempera-

ture because of heating associated with friction from the bearings

(which are integral with the rotor and support its full weight), the

impinging oil (against turbines), and the enveloping hydrogen. To
minimize convection at operating speed, constant and balanced (with

respect to the two ends of the rotor) conditions must be maintained.

With the vacuum centrifuge convection is minimized by reducing air

resistance (pressures of a micron or less) and thermal contact with

the bearings as much as possible. In properly designed vacuum ultra-

centrifuges, no appreciable convection occurs during acceleration.

It is therefore important that such machines be capable of very rapid

acceleration to full speed in order that a boundary be sedimented

away from the meniscus before its concentration distribution becomes

unduly affected by "reflection" from the meniscus. This is especially

important when the starting position of the boundary is used in the

determination of sedimentation rate. It is of interest in this connec-
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tion that a Duralumin rotor can be accelerated almost three times as

rapidly as a steel one because of its correspondingly lower specific

gravity. Also, at full speed it requires proportionately less barricad-

ing to furnish adequate protection to operator and equipment in the

event of rotor failure. And besides presenting a considerably simpler

machining problem, it has the very great advantage of high conduc-

tivity and hence low susceptibility to temperature gradients and con-

vective disturbances.

Selection of an optical system generally resolves itself into a con-

sideration of the various refractive index methods, since they in gen-

eral offer distinct advantages over the absorption method, which

requires knowledge, not too simply or precisely acquired, of the rela-

tionship at every level in the cell between concentration and the cor-

responding amount of photographic blackening in the image of the

revolving cell. As for the refractive methods, the Lamm method
using a real scale is undoubtedly subject to the fewest optical errors.

If an optically projected scale is used, the zonal errors of the pro-

jection system must be negligible or else accurately measured and ap-

plied as corrections. The cylindrical lens method involves the great-

est number of optical parts, each of which must be precisely posi-

tioned and oriented, and is hence most susceptible to error if im-

properly designed or assembled. It is essential that the lenses be of

good optical quality. Apparently most of the disappointments with

such systems have been caused by improper assembly or a lack of

accuracy in the cylindrical lens. Because of the Hmited demand for

precise cylindrical lenses, there are few optical concerns that have

the specialized experience and equipment required for grinding them
accurately. If light is paralleled through the cell (to minimize paral-

lax errors) and if good lenses are used, focal lengths can be relatively

short (of the order of 50 cm. for the camera lens) and the total length

of the optical system can be made as little as 3 m. With any well

designed system of the refractive index type the limiting accuracy is

determined primarily by the optical resolution of the system, and for

measuring the sedimentation rates of distinct boundaries, a good

cylindrical lens system appears to be comparable in accuracy to the

scale method, although the latter may afford slightly greater accuracy

in the determination of the actual distribution of material within a

boundary (25). In general, the very convenient cylindrical lens

method can be made quite adequate for sedimentation velocity stud-

ies, whereas use of the scale method may be warranted for equilibrium

determinations.
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When it is desired to apply the equihbrium method to a particular

preparation, it should be first studied by the sedimentation velocity

method if possible to ascertain the degree of ultracentrifugal homo-
geneity. Unless the material is relatively monodisperse, it is not

ideally suited for study by the equilibrium method, although an

"average" value for the molecular weight can be obtained even with

mixtures (1). Columns of fluid are generally made shorter than for

velocity measurements in order to shorten the time required to attain

equilibrium, which is proportional to the square of the cell height

(radially) and inversely proportional to the diffusion constant (1, p.

56). For example, even with a fluid column only 5 mm. tall, almost

four days are required for a protein having a molecular weight of

40,000 and a diffusion constant of 8 X 10~^

E. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

1. Significance of Frictional Ratio

The frictional ratio f/fo can be obtained for a substance of known
molecular weight and sedimentation constant by comparing fric-

tional coefficients computed according to equations (6) and (8).

It is essentially the ratio between the actual frictional coefficient of a

substance in solution and the value it would have if the particles were

spherical and had an effective density in solution equal to the value

(o- = 1/V) used in the equations. The only density value generally

known is that for the dried, unsolvated material, and hence the de-

parture of the ratio from unity may be due to either or both solvation

and asymmetry of form. Values for some of the serum proteins are

given in Table I. From what is known about proteins, there is, in

accordance with equation (9), some assurance that hydration alone

would seldom account for an increase in the ratio by a factor of more

than about 1.2 or 1.25. By dividing the experimentally determined

ratio by the assumed ratio due to solvation, one obtains a new ratio

that may be used to gain some idea of particle shape through the

application of equations (10) and (11). For example, ratios of 1.10,

1.20, and 2 applied to equation (10) yield length to diameter ratios

of 2.9, 4.4, and 20, respectively.

2. Determination of Homogeneity

Ultracentrifugal homogeneity of a boundary can generally be

judged by comparing its shape and rate of spreading to values ob-
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TABLE I

Molecular Constants of Some Serum Proteins"

Protein 526 D20 F20 Mol. wt. ///»

Fetuin

Calf 3.28-0.0020 X An'' 5.5 O.7I4 50,600 1.60

Cow fetus 3.09-0.0015 X Am 5.0 0.69-2 48,700 1.80

Cow fetus 3.23-0.0020 X An (5.5) O.7I2 49,500 1.61

Serum albumin

Human 4.6-0.0022 X An 5.9 0.736 72,300 1.30

An**
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of spreading due to diffusion alone can also be ascertained, at least

with a vacuum ultracentrifuge, by decelerating to a very low speed

before the boundary reaches the bottom of the cell and allowing it to

diffuse, with negligible sedimentation, at this low speed (see Fig. 7).

With large particles, such as viruses especially, aggregation appears

to be a common phenomenon {54) and may produce either well de-

fined multiple boundaries or a single blurred boundary with the

trailing edge having a rate characteristic of the primary particles.

For the first photograph {A) in Figure 7, the speed of the ultracen-

trifuge was reduced to a very low value, after the required boundary

displacement had been accomplished, in order to minimize boundary
sharpening that occurs during rapid sedimentation and to permit

Iree diffusion of the material for a determination of the diffusion con-

stant. Displacement of base line toward the left in the second picture

{B) is due principally to hydrostatic compression of the fluid by the

centrifugal force.

A boundary may be made more or less sharp and its rate affected

if the primary particles are in equihbrium \vith dissociation or as-

sociation products whose relative concentration depends on the con-

centration of the primary particles {1, p. 28) Many proteins appear

to suffer partial dissociation in concentrations much below 0.5% and

some association in concentrations much above 1%. This limits the

range that can be employed usefully for extrapolating the results to

zero concentration.

3. Accuracy and Limitations of the Method

With an ideal material (high molecular weight and stability) de-

terminations of sedimentation rate can be repeated with an average

deviation of the order of 1% or better when concentrations of at

least a few tenths of one per cent are used and the optimum condi-

tions realizable in actual practice prevail. In most cases the greatest

error probably occurs in the measurement of cell temperature. At-

tainable accuracy necessarily decreases as more diffusible or less

stable material is investigated. In a typical study of the smaller

serum proteins, for example, an average deviation of several per cent

is not uncommon and an extreme difference between individual de-

terminations of as much as 10% is not unexpected. If a sedimenta-

tion constant is to be determined with any degree of precision, at

least several different determinations must be made. Even when a

mean value is based on many careful determinations made with a
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single ultracentrifuge, it is very doubtful whether the value can be

regarded as significant to within less than 1 or 2% in most cases.

Boundaries can be detected and their rates measured (with de-

creasing accuracy) with concentrations as low as about 0.01% in the

case of the larger monodisperse proteins. For molecular weights be-

low several hundred thousand, several hundredths of one per cent

may be required. The concentrations of fully resolved components

can usually be determined from the area under the refractive index

curves to within a few per cent when the value is of the order of 1%
or more, the accuracy depending on the quality of the optical system

and the spread of the boundary. Even when boundaries are not

completely separated, their respective concentrations can be esti-

mated by a method of interpolation (1).

It is not possible to make any general statement regarding the

accuracy of a molecular weight determination by either the velocity

method or the equilibrium method, since so many variables are in-

volved. Discrepancies of at least a few per cent are the general rule

and one is probably not justified in considering the usual determina-

tion significant to within less than 5 to 10%.

4. Representative Applications

Thousands of practical applications of the ultracentrifugal method

have been reported in the literature and bibliographies covering

many of these may be found in the publications of Svedberg and as-

sociates (1,5). Less extensive bibliographies have been given by

Pickels (2). A few typical publications have been listed in the

bibliography at the end of this article. The greatest advantage of

the method seems to have been realized in the study of proteins and

viruses. Table I summarizes representative findings for some of the

serum proteins.

Of interest in the way of pointing out some of the problems that

may be encountered as well as some of the avenues of investigation

that may be explored, are descriptions of the following

:

Splitting of hemocyanin molecules by ultrasonic waves (S2) ; dissocia-

tion of hemocyanin (S3) ; stability in protein systems (61) ; catalytic effect

of papain on thyroglobulin (37) ; interaction of proteins (3S) ; molecular

association of hemocyanin produced by X rays (40) ; effect of ultraviolet

radiation and X rays on serum albumin (43) ; shape of polystyrene molecules

(43) ; splitting of protein molecules by ultraviolet light and X rays (49) ;

influence of pH on stability of equine encephalomyelitis virus (57) ; effects of
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desiccation {29) ; formation of micelles by detergents {30) ; ultracentrifugal

homogeneity of carbohydrates {31); ultracentrifugal behavior of cellulose

{50).

F. PREPARATIVE CENTRIFUGATION AND QUANTITA-
TIVE METHODS BASED ON SAMPLING

1. Preparative Centrifugation

Most high speed (above 10,000 r.p.m.) preparative centrifuges

suitable for the concentration and purification of particles in the size

Fig. 8. Six-inch preparative rotor of Duralumin for routine operation at

50,000 r.p.m. in the vacuum ultracentrifuge. (Courtesy Specialized Instruments

Corporation.)

range below 100 m are of either the inclined tube type {62,63,76) or the

continuous flow type {91), and are operated in a vacuum or under

atmospheric conditions depending on the required speed, capacity,

operating temperature, and degree of freedom from convective dis-

turbances. One of the interchangeable preparative rotors used with

the vacuum ultracentrifuge already described is shown in Figure 8.

In such rotors the tube holes are usually arranged at some angle be-

tween 10 and 45° to the axis of rotation, and the rotor is machined
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from a solid piece of metal (Duralumin) for reasons of strength. For
well designed rotors capable of accommodating between 100 and 400

ml. of fluid, the maximum rotational speed and the maximum force

on the fluid are approximately proportional to the reciprocal of the

rotor diameter {62). With a properly constructed rotor 6 in. in

diameter, one can attain routine operating speeds up to about 60,000

r.p.m. and forces above 200,000 times gravity {62). In such fields

of force all viruses can be separated readily and even particles in the

size range of the serum proteins can be sedimentcd, though not with

so sharp a differentiation. Tubes for containing the fluid are usually

thin-walled and of either Celluloid or metal. In the inclined tubes,

particles (except very large ones of high sedimentation rate) do not

pack against the walls and slide to the bottom of the tube as a

precipitate b}^ reason of their diffusibility. Instead, there is a con-

tinual circulation of fluid caused by the downward movement of the

more concentrated layer of fluid continuallj^ being formed by sedi-

mentation against the outer wall, and the actual precipitation of par-

ticles occurs near the bottom of the tube {76). Most rapid separa-

tion and the greatest capacity of fluid are possible when the inclina-

tion of the tubes is made small (10 to 20°). In Figure 8 are ten

Celluloid tubes inclined at a 26° angle to the axis and having a total

capacity of 130 ml. Tubes are individually sealed by expansion of

rubber plugs in caps and the rotor itself is hermetically sealed with

the aid of two rubber gaskets. A knurled rod, internally threaded at

one end, is used for extracting capped tubes.

High speed angle centrifuges are commercially available {89,93,

94) in a variety of forms. For further discussion of the general field

of preparative centrifugation, the reader is referred to a previous pub-

lication {2). Also, a list of pertinent references (with parenthetical

notes) has been included in the bibliography at the end of the present

article. These deal with design, typical applications, and the prob-

lems connected with preparative centrifugation. Commercially avail-

able centrifuges {91) of the continuous flow type that operate in the

open air have been found practical for the large scale concentration of

some of the larger viruses, and the reader is referred to the original

papers by Mcintosh and Selbie {73), Stanley {74), and Taylor {75)

for discussions of the efficiency of such centrifuges. These machines

are operated by compressed air at speeds up to about 50,000 r.p.m.

and the rotating member through which the fluid passes is essentially

a hollow tube a few inches in diameter.
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2. Sampling Techniques

It is often necessary or advisable to establish a relationship be-

tween the material forming an optically recorded sedimentation

boundary and some biological or chemical activity. To relate the

distribution of some specific property with the boundary, Tiselius,

Pedersen, and Svedberg (77) have provided the optical cell of the

ultracentrifuge with a porous partition near its center. After a

boundary is observed to have passed through this filter, the machine

is stopped and the fluid above and below the partition collected for

analysis. The angle centrifuge has also been employed with advan-

tage for the measurement of approximate sedimentation rates based

on sampling (76,78). With proper technique (79) fluid columns

can be sampled with fair accuracy at any number of levels. Ad-

vantages of the method are that comparatively large samples may be

had for analysis and that it affords a knowledge of the concentration

of a specific property throughout the fluid column. Relatively sharp

sedimentation boundaries can be obtained and approximate homo-

geneity as well as average rate determined. Dilute preparations

that would otherwise be remixed by convection can be stabilized with

a graded concentration of sucrose or some other nonsedimenting ma-

terial {76).

Centrifuges making use of the ''inverted capillary" technique {80)

have also been used with good success in the study of several viruses.

The material to be investigated is placed in small capillaries and the

sedimenting particles are allowed to migrate into a larger reservoir

filled with the same material. After centrifugation, the degree of

sedimentation is estimated by comparing the average concentrations

of activity in the capillaries and the reservoir. Of interest also are

the opaque, air-driven ultracentrifuges of the "spinning top" variety,

possible applications of which are exemplified by the study of Ruben

and associates {81) with radioactively tagged molecules.
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A. INTRODUCTION

There are two chief reasons that a biologist or a biophysicist might

be interested in viscosity measurement. He might want to know

something about the condition of flow of the circulating fluids of an

organism. He would then seek to determine the viscosity of the

blood or the lymph. Such determination can be made rather simply

with ordinary physical methods not peculiar to the student of bio-

logical phenomena. A much more difficult problem is the determina-

tion of the viscosity of the protoplasm within the cells of an organism.

The fact that protoplasm is a colloid and as such is subject to sudden

and sharp changes in viscosity makes it obvious that the student of

cell mechanics should acquire what information he can about the

viscosity of the protoplasm and how this viscosity changes during the

life and death of the cell. No other physical property of the proto-

plasm offers as much hope for the interpretation of vital mechanics as

does the viscosity. A cell may become violently active or may lose

its activity; it may become poisoned, electrocuted, or crushed and

yet such physical properties as specific gravity, electric potential at

the surface, or birefringence may scarcely be affected. Not so the

viscosity. A dividing cell goes through an entire cycle of protoplasmic

107
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viscosity changes and, during division, the viscosity may jump to four

or five times its original value and back again. When muscle and

nerve are thrown into activity, the protoplasmic viscosity almost cer-

tainly changes, and when a cell is subjected to an anesthetic like ether,

the viscosity may be profoundly affected. Indeed, at the present

time, the only plausible theory of stimulation and response is a col-

loidal theory that involves the assumption of marked viscosity change

within the protoplasm. Cells are aroused to activity by various di-

verse agents such as electric shock, ultraviolet radiation, sudden pres-

sure, etc. All these agents could scarcely induce any one type of

chemical reaction, nor could they all directly affect the speed of pro-

toplasmic reactions in any definite way. The fact that the chemical

reactions of cells are affected in much the same manner by widely dif-

ferent physical and chemical agents can best be explained by as-

suming that these varied agents cause some universal type of colloidal

change and that this change influences the reactions, throws them

into gear, as it were. Moreover, if one is to explain physical phe-

nomena like the contraction of muscle protoplasm, one must seek an

interpretation in physical terms. No matter how many interesting

and complicated chemical reactions may be described in muscle cells

or extracts made from them, somehow^ or other these reactions must

be related to physical change in the protoplasmic colloid, either as a

result or a cause. And if we are to study physical change in the

protoplasmic colloid, viscosity is the best index of such changes that

has yet been discovered.

A point that cannot be emphasized too strongly is that viscosity

change of the protoplasmic colloid must be studied directly. It is

true that the protoplasm is made up of proteins, but the colloidal

behavior of the protoplasm is not like that of any known protein.

The very fact that the protoplasm is alive indicates that it must

have peculiarities of colloidal behavior, and, indeed, it has been

abundantly proved that in many important ways the protoplasmic

colloid behaves unlike typical nonUving proteins {cf. 1). Nor is it

permissible to extract pure proteins from a tissue like muscle and

then to assume that the behavior of these purified proteins outside the

cell is like that Avhich they would have within the living muscle.

Thus, the fundamental basis of much of Szent-Gyorgyi's recent work

on muscle is wrong, as can be clearly demonstrated by studies on liv-

ing, intact muscle cells {2).

In the ordinary study of colloid chemistry, major changes in vis-
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cosity such as are involved in the change from sol to gel and back

again can readily be observed. During gelation, the colloidal fluid

in a test tube or beaker suddenly stiffens and, as can be seen at a

glance, it will no longer flow when the tube or beaker is tilted or

turned upside down. But in a cell the protoplasm may change from

a very fluid to a very solid state, and yet, as far as one can see with the

microscope, there is no visible indication of any change whatsoever.

Unfortunately, the literature on protoplasmic viscosity has been

badly confused by the reckless and careless statements of workers

who have not used standard methods of viscosity determination. It

is a simple matter to poke a cell with a microneedle, but, from such

poking, it is not possible even to obtain a correct estimate of the order

of magnitude of protoplasmic viscosity. With a microdissection

apparatus, a cell may be attacked with a fine glass needle. Ordinar-

ily, the distensible cell membrane yields to the pressure of the needle

so that there is an indentation of the needle into the cell. It is very

difficult to determine whether the needle actually enters the proto-

plasm or not. If it does enter, it almost certainly causes pronounced

injury in whatever region it reaches. The needle is of course con-

trolled mechanically, so that one has no sense of the force involved

in moving the needle about. Under such conditions the "measure-

ment" of viscosity is mere guess work.

B. VISCOSITY CONCEPT

People generally distinguish liquids that are thick and heavy from

those that are thin or light. The distinction is made not on the basis

of density but rather of the ease with which a liquid flows or pours,

or on the basis of how easily it may be stirred. Scientifically, liquids

that flow or pour easily and offer relatively little resistance to stirring

are less viscous or more fluid than those that flow with difficulty and

offer marked resistance to a stirrer. As a matter of fact the terms

viscosity and fluidity are rather well established in common language.

The exact definition of viscosity is not so easy to present. The defini-

tion commonly employed is that formulated by Maxwell. A con-

venient wording of this definition is quoted by Barr (5)

:

"The coefficient of viscosity of a fluid is the numerical value of the tangen-

tial force on unit area of either of two parallel planes at unit distance apart

when the space between these planes is filled with the fluid in question and

one of the planes moves with unit velocity in its own plane relatively to the

other."
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If the moving plane were to travel at two or three times unit

velocity, the force exerted on the stationary plane ought to increase

two or three times, and this would be true if no elastic forces were in-

volved. But, if there is an elastic material between the two planes,

as the moving plane traveled at greater and greater speed, part of the

extra force it exerted would be expended in overcoming the elastic

forces of the material between the two planes, and the force exerted on

the stationary plane would not increase proportionately. In such a

system, as the moving plane traveled more rapidly and developed a

greater shearing force, the measured viscosity would be less. Such a

condition is met with in plastic solids such as clay or wax and is also

found in many colloidal solutions. For the case of the plastic solid,

Bingham (4) proposed the term plasticity, and this term has had wide

usage. However, as Barr (3) points out, Bingham does not speak of

plastic liquids, and he reserves the term for solids not continuously

deformable by a small shearing force It is now customary to use the

terms "apparent viscosity" or "anomalous viscosity" for those cases

in which the viscosity varies with the shearing force.

For further discussion of the viscosity concept, see other published

works (5-8, 33).

C. VISCOSITY OF BLOOD

Ordinary methods of viscometry can readily be used in the study

of the viscosity of blood. A standard type of instrument is the Bing-

ham viscometer. The technique of measurement with this viscom-

eter has been described by Swindells (9)

Clinically, it is advantageous to have a viscometer that can meas-

ure very small samples of blood. The Hess viscometer can measure

the viscosity of a single drop of blood. This apparatus can be ob-

tained from most of the well known apparatus companies. It con-

sists essentially of two capillaries of equal bore and equal length

connected by a T tube with a suction bulb. Simultaneously, blood is

sucked through one capillary and water through the other. The
relative viscosity of the blood as compared to the water is determined

from the volume of blood that has flowed through one capillary in

comparison with the volume of water that has flowed through the

other capillary, the viscosity being inversely proportional to the vol-

ume of flow for a given time.

Figure 1 shows the essential tubes of the apparatus. The two
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sets of tubes are filled from the right end up to the zero marks. Then
the same suction is applied to both sets of tubes by means of the bulb

G. When the blood reaches mark 1 (or 3^ or 2) in tube M2, the suc-

tion is cut off, and the position of the water meniscus in tube Mi is

read. The numbers on tube Mi, which is wider than tube M^, repre-

sent volumes of water in the same units as do the numbers on tube

M2. If the blood in tulje il/2 is at mark 1, the number at the water

meniscus in tube Mi is the relative viscosity. Further details of

technique may be found in an article by Bircher {10).

Fig. 1. The Hess viscometer (after Barr, 3).

For clinical studies, no pressure gage is necessary, but if tests at

different rates of shear are desired, the apparatus can be equipped with

an air reservoir and a gage.

D. VISCOSITY OF PROTOPLASM

Occasionally, protoplasm occurs in rather large masses and it is

possible to obtain quantities of living substance that can then be ex-

amined in the same way that any fluid can be studied. Thus, the

protoplasm of slime molds can be obtained in sizable drops and these

drops can then be forced through a capillary viscometer. This was
done by Pfeiffer ill). Pfeiffer also studied protoplasm squeezed out

of cells of the alga Chara, although in this case the protoplasm must
have been mixed with cell sap. In the case of the squid giant nerve

fiber, the protoplasm readily flows out when the fiber is cut. Such

protoplasm can also be forced through a capillary tube, and, in this

way, the viscosity can be studied. Some preliminary studies in this

direction were made by a former student of mine, Mr. L. Nelson, but

nothing has as j^et been published. Undoubtedly, when prot()])lasm

is squeezed out of the cells in which it normally occurs, it undergoes
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changes in its physical state, so that any data obtained from extruded

protoplasm must be regarded with caution, and no certain conclusions

can be drawn from such data as to the viscosity of the protoplasm

before it was squeezed out of the cells that contained it. Some types

of plant protoplasm are in a continual state of flow within their cell

walls, and it might be thought that, from a study of the rate of such

movement, information could be gained as to the relative viscosity

of the protoplasm luider a variety of conditions. Unfortunately,

however, almost nothing is known as to the nature or magnitude of

the forces that govern such protoplasmic flow, so that a change in the

rate of flow following exposure to a given agent or condition might be

due either to a change in the propelling force or to a change in the vis-

cosity (or both).

At the present time, there are only two standard types of method

commonly used for measuring protoplasmic viscosity. In one type

of method, granules or inclusions are moved through the protoplasm

by gravity or by centrifugal force. In the other type of method, the

speed of Brownian movement is used as a measure of viscosity. Heil-

bronn (12) has employed a magnetic method. He inserted small iron

wires into the pi'otoplasm of slime molds and then used an electro-

magnet to rotate them. This method is only applicable to slime mold

protoplasm (or perhaps also the protoplasm of the giant nerve fiber

of the squid).

1. Gravity and Centrifuge Methods

The two most widely used methods for studying the viscosity of

fluids are the capillary tube method and the falling sphere method.

As has been noted, the tube method is not appropriate for living

uninjured protoplasm. On the other hand, the falling sphere method

can be applied to many types of living cells.

The falling sphere method depends on the application of Stokes'

law to the movement of a small sphere through a fluid. Derived

mathematically many years ago, Stokes' law has been widely used

in various fields of physics and physical chemistry. In its original

form Stokes' law is:

W = Qir'qav

in which W is the force pushing the sphere through the fluid, rj is the

viscosity of the fluid, a the radius of the sphere and v its velocity. If
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the sphere is falling under the influence of gravity, the force acting

on it is its apparent weight, that is to say, its volume times the dif-

ference between the specific gravity of the sphere, a, and the fluid, p,

times the gravity constant, (j. Thus:

W = '^iwa^ia — p)g = Girr]nv

so that:

T] = 2g(a — p)a^/9v

and:

V = 2g((T - p)aV9T7

Thus, if we have a sphere falling through a fluid and we know its

specific gravity, its radius, its speed, and the specific gravity of the

fluid through which the sphere falls, we can know the viscosity.

In the original derivation of the law that bears his name, Stokes

assumed that certain mathematical terms, the so-called semi(iuad-

ratic terms, could be neglected. Actually, they can properly be neg-

lected only if the movement of the sphere is slow and its size small.

Thus Raj'leigh in 1893 pointed out that the assumption is warranted

only if vap/ri is negligible compared to unity. This condition is read-

ily met in studies in protoplasmic viscosity, for in protoplasm the

spheres that move are tiny, of the order of magnitude of 10~^ cm.,

and their rate of movement very slow, typically 10~^ cm. per second.

Modern authors agree that the original form of Stokes' law holds if the

Reynolds number (2vap/r]) is small. Barr (3) states that, so long as

the Reynolds number is negligibly small compared with unity, the

original Stokes law holds; if the Reynolds number is less than 0.05,

Stokes' law is accurate to about 1%. Schiller (13) also states that

Stokes' law holds if the Reynolds' number is much less than one. At

higher speeds, when the Reynolds' number is larger, a more exact

formulation has been derived by Oseen. In the studies of protoplasm,

Oseen's law is of no advantage, and the original form of Stokes' law

can properly be used.

The theoretical derivation of Stokes' law involves a number of

assumptions. These are that the motion of the sphere is slow and

that the motion is steady and free from acceleration, that there is no

slip between the sphere and the fluid, that the sphere is rigid, and

that the fluid is homogeneous and extends infinitely in all directions.

As Arnold (14) showed, these assumptions do not affect the validity

of the law for a small particle dropping through a viscous fluid (c/.

also the discussion given by Barr, 3). For narrow tubes, a correction
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is necessary, but such correction becomes unimportant if the diameter

of the tube is more than ten times that of the sphere (4)

The apphcation of Stokes' law to protoplasm is discussed by Heil-

brunn (1,15). In the study of protoplasmic viscosity, the spherical

particles that move through the protoplasm are sufficiently small and

their movement is slow. Nor is one ordinarily troubled by the need

for corrections due to the walls of the cell. On the other hand, there

is one serious difficulty. This is the fact that Stokes' law governs the

movement of a single sphere. The presence of more than one sphere

introduces complications. In protoplasm, there are numerous par-

ticles that move under the influence of gravity or centrifugal force,

and the velocity of any single particle tends to be slowed by the pres-

ence of other particles in its neighborhood. Various attempts have

been made to apply Stokes' law to the movement of large numbers

of spheres, and corrections to the law have been proposed by Cunning-

ham, Smoluchowski, and others. Of these corrections, the only one

that has been used in the study of protoplasm is that of Cunningham

(16). When the Cunningham factor is introduced into Stokes' law,

this becomes:

2g(<T - pY
V =

in which:

46(6* - a^)

(6 - a)2(464 - h^a - Gb^a^ - ha^ - 4a4)

a is the radius of the sphere; 6 is half the distance between t^yo ad-

jacent spheres. But, in making the computation, Cunningham finds

it is better to substitute for 6 a quantity 6', which is equal to 6V 3/2.

As a matter of fact, in most determinations of protoplasmic viscosity,

the biologist or biophysicist is interested in the changes of viscosity

under different conditions rather than in the absolute viscosity. For

measurements of relative viscosity, no attention need be paid to the

Cunningham correction.

Gravity Method. Because of the fact that in cells generally the

particles do not fall under the influence of gravity, the gravity

method has been used only rarely. The technique of the method

is extremely simple. All that is necessary is to watch the fall of the

moving particles with a microscope. The microscope is set up so
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that the stage is vertical (and the tube horizontal). In the original

use of the gravity method, the German botanist Heilbronn (17) ob-

served the rate of fall of starch granules through the protoplasm of

root cells in a bean plant. He then compared the rate of fall of the

same particles in distilled water. He regarded the ratio of the speed

of fall in the two media as a relative measure of the viscosity of the

two media. Actually Stokes' law should have been employed. The
fall of a starch grain through protoplasm is slower than it is through

water, not onty because of the greater viscosity of the protoplasm,

but also because of its greater specific gravity. Moreover, because

starch grains are relatively large in comparison with the diameter of

the tube through which they drop, a correction must be made for the

effect of the container wall. In addition, another correction is neces-

sary because of the fact that many starch grains are falling at the same

time.

There are two other instances in which the gravity method has

been used. In the immature eggs of many animals, there is a large

nucleus, the germinal vesicle, and this large nucleus contains a

spherical nucleolus. In the egg of the lobster, it was found many
years ago that the nucleolus falls under the influence of gravity.

Similarly, the nucleolus can be seen to fall in other types of marine

eggs. Gray {18) measured the speed of fall in the immature egg of

the sea urchin. From this data, on the basis of reasonable assump-

tions as to the specific gravity of the nucleolus and the nuclear fluid,

Heilbrunn (1) calculated the viscosity of the nuclear fluid. Harris

(19) has made accurate photographic measurements of the rate of

fall of the nucleolus, and has recalculated the viscosity on the basis of

these measurements. Because of the fact that the nucleolus is a

single sphere, relatively small in size in comparison with its contain-

ing nucleus, Stokes' law can very properly be used for a determination

of the viscosity of the nuclear fluid. It is necessary, however, to

make assumptions as to the specific gravity both of the nucleolus and

of the nuclear fluid. For relative measurements of the viscosity of

the nuclear fluid under different conditions, no such assumptions have

to be made. All that is necessary to assume is that the specific gravi-

ties do not change markedly during the course of the experiment.

Also, within the past few months, Rieser {19a) has been able to use

the gravity method for isolated muscle fibers. Small oil drops were

injected into these fibers. In most cases the injection itself causes

injury and the oil drops do not move through the protoplasm under
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the influence of gravity. But sometimes, when injury is at a mini-

mum, the injected oil drops rise through the protoplasm, and in these

instances, by measuring the speed of movement, viscosity determina-

tions can be made.

Centrifuge Method. This method has been much more widely

used than the gravity method. The principle underlying the

method is the same as for the gravity method, except that the move-
ment of particles through protoplasm is under the influence of cen-

trifugal force rather than gravity. In using Stokes" law, therefore,

we must substitute for g the term eg, in which c is the centrifugal

force in terms of gravity. The formula then becomes

:

2cg{(r — p)a^
i>
—

9i7

For a given centrifuge, c can be calculated if we know the number of

turns per second (n) and the radius of the circle described by the ends

of the centrifuge tubes (r). Then:

c = A7rhih-/g

One advantage of the centrifuge method is that it makes possible

measurements of viscosity at different rates of shear, for it is only

necessary to vary the centrifugal force in order to obtain a wide range

of forces. This has both a theoretical and a practical advantage.

Often, it may be desirable to know whether or not the protoplasmic

viscosity varies with rate of shear. Practically, one chooses a cen-

trifuge that gives a convenient speed of movement of the protoplasmic

granules.

Generally, the best type of centrifuge to use is a hand centrifuge.

Electric centrifuges do not start or stop promptly, and with them it is

scarcely possible to apply a known amount of centrifugal force for

short time intervals. Years ago, various types of hand centrifuges

were on the market. Now, it is difficult to obtain hand centrifuges

that turn rapidly enough. Such centrifuges may be obtained from

the J. H. Emerson Co., Cambridge, Mass. Any type of hand cen-

trifuge used should be equipped with some sort of a protective device

in case of tube breakage. The head of the centrifuge should be ar-

ranged so as to hold small glass tubes. Ordinarily tubes of about 4-5

mm. outside diameter are used. It is important to have the tube

free from glass dust. The ends of the tubes are sealed in a flame some

time before they are ready for use. If soft glass is used, this can be
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done very rapidly. A large supply of tubes is needed and care should

be taken so that the tubes of any given pair are of approximately

equal weight.

Some years ago, Harvey (20) described a microscope centrifuge,

and, for a time, this apparatus was manufactured commercially.

With Harvey's centrifuge, it is to some extent possible to \yatch

granules moving through a cell under the influence of centrifugal force.

Unfortunately, however, the cells being observed rarely stay in the

field, so that only occasionally is one able to make measurements of

the speed of movement of the granules.

With an ordinary centrifuge, it is necessary to make series of tests

in order to determine the speed of the moving granules. Thus, for

example, in a recent study of the viscosity of the protoplasm of the

egg of the worm Chaetopterus {20a) the centrifuge was turned for

periods of 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 seconds. At the ex-

piration of each test, the eggs were removed and examined under a

microscope. That number of seconds which caused movement of

the granules for a given distance could then be recorded.

For some materials, when relatively high centrifugal speeds are

used, the eggs may be thrown too violently against the end of the

tube, and injury can result. To prevent such injury, the ends of the

tubes may be filled with a small drop of a liquid of specific gravity

somewhat higher than that of the cells being centrifuged. For ex-

ample, w^hen marine eggs are studied, it is convenient to place in the

ends of the tubes a solution of sucrose approximately isotonic with

sea water. A 0.95 molal solution is frequently used for this purpose.

For nonmarine material, such sugar solutions are too hypertonic, and
solutions of gum arable can be used to cushion the cells. It is a re-

markable fact that cells may be exposed to strong centrifugal force

without injury. Some marine egg cells after fertilization will con-

tinue to develop while being vigorously centrifuged. Cells not sur-

rounded by a stiff membrane when centrifuged vigorously for long

times may separate into halves as a result of the opposing pulls of

light and heavy granules moving in opposite directions. But, luitil

such breaking occurs, the cells behave normally.

With the centrifuge method it is a simple matter to obtain relative

viscosity measurements. The protoplasmic viscosity under one set

of conditions is compared to the viscosity under another set of condi-

tions. Measurements of absolute viscosity are much more difficult.

For such measurements it is necessary to know the specific gravity of
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the moving granules as well as the specific gravity of the fluid through

which they move. In order to determine the specific gravity of

granules, cells are crushed and the granules are obtained in free sus-

pension. The specific gravity of the granules is then determined by
centrifuging them in various strengths of sucrose solution of known
specific gravity. In a similar way, one can determine the specific

gravity of the cells as a whole. Then, if one knows the fraction of the

cell occupied by granules, and this can readily be determined, one

can calculate by simple algebra the specific gravity of the fluid

through which the granules move. As a matter of fact, determina-

tion of the specific gravity of granules is not too exact, for it involves

the assumption that, in the sugar solution, the granules do not change

their specific gravity. The granules probably do change their specific

gravity while exposed to the hypertonic sugar solution. However,

the error involved is not very great, and presumably it is not so great

as the error involved in determining the radius of the granules. For

such small objects as cell granules, it is not possible to arrive at an

exact value for their diameter. Unfortunately, the value that is

used is squared in the Stokes' formula. Another difficulty that lies

in the way of exact determinations of absolute viscosity is the fact

that the Cunningham correction, which must be applied (see above),

is not a very accurate correction.

All in all, any measurements of the absolute viscosity of proto-

plasm that have been obtained are not very accurate. Nevertheless,

for the two cases in which measurements of protoplasmic viscosity

have been made by both centrifuge and Brownian movement meth-

ods, reasonably good agreement has been obtained. These measure-

ments of absolute protoplasmic viscosity have shown that the old

notion that protoplasm is a very viscous fluid is wrong, at least for

some types of protoplasm. Older authors had frequently emphasized

the high viscosity of protoplasm, and some indeed had assumed an

arbitrary value of 1000 centipoises. Now we know that some types

of protoplasm have a viscosity of approximately 3 to 5 centipoises.

In some types of cells, various types of granules move under the

influence of centrifugal force. This is a help to the student of proto-

plasmic viscosity. In the egg of the sea urchin Arbacia (see Fig. 2),

there are several types of- granules that move centrifugally. Chief

among these are the small colorless granules. Some larger red

granules, several times as large as the colorless ones, also move cen-

trifugally. Because of their larger size, the red granules move more
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rapidly through the cell, pushing their way through both the proto-

plasmic granules and the smaller granules in their path. The speed

of these larger granules can be used for a determination of the viscos-

ity of the protoplasmic suspension (fluid plus smaller granules). The
value obtained for this viscosity is several times greater than the

viscosity value for the fluid through which all the granules m6ve.

This is what one would expect from our knowledge of the viscosity of

suspensions.
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dence that the changes are real, for it would be hard to assume that,

whenever the heavy granules became heavier, the light granules be-

came lighter to the same degree.

Although most of the information we now have about the viscosity

of protoplasm has been obtained by the centrifuge method, the un-

fortunate fact is that relatively few types of cells can be studied by

this method. The egg cells of various invertebrates, echinoderms,

worms, mollusks, etc., frequently provide excellent material; but not

always. Thus, for example, although the protoplasm of the egg of the

sea inx'hin Arhacia stratifies beautifully and various other types of

sea urchin eggs behave in similar fashion, the eggs of the European

sea urchin Paracentrotus are apparently so full of granules that these

granules cannot be moved into one part of the cell. When this egg

is centrifuged for long times, only a small region of the cell becomes

free of granules. It should be remembered that spherical particles

of uniform size cannot fill more than three-quarters of a given space;

actually 74.05% is the maximum. Presumably some cells have con-

centrations of granules that approach this percentage. This seems

to be true for the Paramechmi cell. Paramecia may be centrifuged

more vigorously for long times, but the granules in the protoplasm

do not move. However, viscosity measurements can be made for

Paramecium protoplasm by studying the centrifugal movement of

food vacuoles. Various types of materials can be fed to the jpara-

meciiim, for example, Chinese ink particles, carmine particles, or

starch grains.

Amoeba is a very useful organism for protoplasmic viscosity stud-

ies. It is the only type of cell in which studies can be made of the

viscosity of both the outer cortex of the cell and the interior proto-

plasm. For such studies, two species of amoebae are used. In

Amoeba dubia, there is a very thin cortical layer, and when this

amoeba is centrifuged, one can study the viscosity of the main mass

of the protoplasm. On the other hand, the related species, A. pro-

teus, has a relatively thick cortex. When this amoeba is centrifuged,

it is easy to study the viscosity of the stiff cortex, but because this

cortex is thick, it is not possible to study the interior. By making

studies of both types of amoebae, it is possible to o])tain information

as to the viscosity of both cortex and interior. In the unfertilized

sea urchin egg, the cortex is very thin ; indeed it is only a single layer

of granules thick. The viscosity of this cortex is so high that it has

not been possible to make viscosity determinations for it. Sometimes
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the thickness of this viscous coiiox increases at the exi)eiisc of the

protoplasm in the interior. Some agents, indeed, cause a progressive

thickening of the cortex, until most of the protoplasm becomes cor-

tex.

Although egg cells and some protozoa are suitable for centrifuge

studies, many other types of cells are not. Attempts have been made

to study the viscosity of protoplasm of frog muscle cells by the centri-

fuge method—without success. Epithelial cells are small and thus

difficult to study. There is no published work on the centrifugal

force needed to move granules through various types of nerve cells.

Many plant cells might provide suitable material. The chloroplasts

can be moved through the protoplasm of the cells of the leaves of

the water plant Elodca. In some algae, various structures can be

seen to move through the cell under the influence of centrifugal force.

Thus, Northen (21) observed the movement of chromatophores in

Spirogyra. Presumably, when these structures are moved through

the cell, their movement is due to a tearing loose from attachments.

Stokes' law" can scarcel^^ be used for such a movement and, although

the information obtained by Northen is of interest in the interpreta-

tion of physical changes in protoplasm, it can hardly give direct or

certain information as to viscosity change in the main mass of the

protoplasm.

2. Brownian Movement Method

Brownian movement of living material has been known for a long

time. As a matter of fact Brown's discovery of the motion was really

a discovery of the fact that movement could occur in nonliving as well

as living material. Soon after the middle of the nineteenth century,

students of protoplasm made observations on the Brownian move-

ment of particles within the cytoplasm and the nucleus, and some of

these workers recognized clearly that the rate of this movement was an

index of the fluidity of the protoplasm. But, in general, the earlier

observations were not very exact. Various conditions were seen to

affect the rapidity of the movement; and indeed sometimes the

movement seemed to cease entirely. Such cessation of movement

could be taken to indicate a marked increase in the viscosity of the

protoplasm.

Fortunately, by the application of Einstein's equation for Brown-

ian movement, it has been possible to obtain more exact estimates of
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the viscosity. Thus Heilbrunn (1928) studied the rate of return of

granules centrifuged to one-half of a sea urchin egg cell. These
granules return to their original position by virtue of their Brownian

movement. According to the Einstein equation for Brownian move-
ment:

Z)/ = {R/N)iTt/3Tr,a)

in which Dx is the distance traveled by the granule in any given plane,

R is the gas constant in c.g.s. units, T the absolute temperature, t the

time, 7] the viscosity, a the radius and N the Avogadro number.

In order to use the Einstein equation it is not necessary to know
the specific gravity either of the granules or the fluid through which

they move.

The Einstein equation was also used by Baas-Becking, Sande

Bakhuyzen, and HoteUing (22) in their study of Brownian movement
of particles in the protoplasm just under the cell wall in the alga

Spirogyra. Using a magnification of 2100 X, they made numerous

records of the movement of individual particles. Such records are

very hard to obtain. "The position of a certain particle was re-

corded on coordinate paper every 15 seconds. At this high magnifica-

tion the procedure is strenuous ; 180 seconds being the physical limit

of observation. Moreover, the particle often disappears behind other

structures." It might be thought that it would be simpler and more

accurate to use motion picture records, but Baas-Becking, Sande

Bakhuyzen, and Hotelling state that such records would necessitate

the use of very thin preparations and that the Einstein equation does

not hold for such thin films.

As a matter of fact, the movements observed by Baas-Becking,

Sande Bakhuyzen, and Hotelling were in thin films. The protoplasm

under the cell wall in the Spirogyra cell is a very thin layer bounded

by two concentric cylindrical surfaces. The particles observed by

Baas-Becking, Sande Bakhuyzen, and Hotelling were only 0.4 fi

in diameter and their movement was rapid. Obviously, they must

have collided frequently with the limiting surfaces of the thin layer

of protoplasm in which they were enclosed. Such collisions would

tend to restrict the amplitude of the movements and they would

tend to make the speed of movement variable and frequently less

than it would have been had no limiting surface been present. Ac-

cordingly, it is not surprising that highly variable values for the ab-

solute viscosity were found by Baas-Becking, Sande Bakhuyzen, and
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Hotelling. Probabl}^, their minimal values for protoplasmic viscosity

represent approximations to true values. Also their relative values

for viscosity at different temperatures are significant.

Doubtless the best measurements of viscosity by the Brownian

movement method are those of Pekarek (23). He follows a procedure

used first by Fiirth {24)- Instead of measuring the exact path of

movement of a given particle, Pekarek determines the time it takes

Fig. 3. Path of a particle in Brown-
ian movement (after Pekarek, S3).

This is diagrammatic, not an actual

record. Numbers 1-10 indicate "pas-

sages" according to Pekarek's method
of counting.

for a particle to cover a given distance to the right or left of its original

position. A microscope ocular with a finely divided series of parallel

lines is used. Each time the particle in Brownian movement covers

the distance between two sets of lines, this is considered a "passage."

Pekarek determines the number of passages for a given time interval.

In counting passages, a particle must pass over a complete space be-

tween two lines. This is illustrated in Figure 3, which shows the
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movement of a particle during ten passages. If the number of pas-

sages for a given time interval is known, the viscosity can be com-

puted from the following formula, due originally to Fiirth:

R Tt
^ — —

^N STraPn

In which rj is the viscosity, R the gas constant, N the Avogadro num-
ber, T the absolute temperature, t the time interval for the total num-

ber of passages, n, and I the distance traveled for a given passage.

Pekarek tested the method for distilled water and found excellent

agreement with the known value for the viscosity. In using the

method, certain conditions must be fulfilled. The cells examined

must be intact and healthy. In the protoplasm studied, there should

be no directed movement, such as occurs in protoplasmic streaming

or in the so-called "Glitschbewegung" found in the cells of certain

algae. The Brownian movement should be random; this necessi-

tates making a sufficient number of observations. Inasmuch as the

Fiirth formula depends on the Einstein formula for Brownian move-

ment, and this in turn depends on Stokes' law, the limitations of

Stokes' law should be noted. The fluid through which the granules

move should be homogeneous, that is to say, the diameter of the par-

ticles should be large in comparison with the mean free path of the

fluid molecules. This condition is easily satisfied. Then, too, the

particles should be spherical. They should not change size during the

course of a determination. The presence of a limiting surface or wall

in the vicinity of the moving particles introduces complications;

hence it is w^ise to study particles in relatively large masses of proto-

plasm. Finally, the number of particles should not be too great,

for if the particles are crowded their movement is retarded.

In view of these various difficulties, it is not a very simple matter

to find material suitable for study. Pekarek determined the vis-

cosity of the cell sap in the vacuoles of various plants. Such meas-

urement was relatively easy by his method. In his studies of actual

protoplasm, Pekarek determined the viscosity of the protoplasm of

an amoeba that did not contain too great a concentration of granules

and was not actively moving. He also studied the protoplasm of the

rhizoids of the alga Cham. For Anioeha protoplasm, he obtained a

value of 5 centipoises, which is exactly the same as that previously

found by Heilbrunn (35) using the centrifuge method. For Chara

protoplasm, Pekarek also found the same value.
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E. RESULTS OBTAINED FROM VISCOSITY STUDY

Numerous authors have studied the viscosity of the blood of vari-

ous mammals. Essentially the same values have been obtained for

the past forty or fifty years. Ordinarily, in recent studies at least,

the Hess viscometer is used. With this apparatus, as noted pre-

viously, measurements can be made at various pressures, but usually

only a single pressure is used, and the viscosity of the blood at this

pressure is compared with the viscosity of water.

Blood plasma and blood serum obey Poiseuille's law, but whole

blood, to some extent, shows an anomalous viscosity. The variation

from Poiseuille's law only becomes significant for very low shearing

forces; this variation tends to become more evident if the capillary

tube through which the blood flows has a small diameter (see Hess,

26). In making comparisons of the rheological properties of various

tjrpes of bloods, Bingham and Roepke (27) prefer to use the fluidity

value instead of the viscosity value. The fluidity is the inverse of

the viscosity, and its unit, the rhe, is l/rj. Recent data on the vis-

cosity of the blood of various mammals and birds are given by Rhiel

(28) and Moll (29).

In clinical diagnosis the viscosity of the blood is sometimes meas-

ured, although such measurements are not thought to have as much

diagnostic value as the results obtained from the other types of meas-

urements. Usually the normal viscosity of the blood (in terms of

the viscosity of water) is taken as 4.5. In cases of anemia and nephri-

tis, the viscosity is lower, and it is usually lower also in leukemia and

malaria. In diabetes mellitus and in jaundice, the viscosity is low,

and this is usually true also in pneumonia. In general, although not

always, when the volume of red blood cells in a given volume of blood

is high, the viscosity of the blood is greater (c/. 30). Under conditions

that induce excessive sweating, most of the loss of water is from the

blood, and such water loss is accompanied by increased viscosity.

In traumatic shock also, there is typically a loss of water from the

blood. Such changes in the total blood volume are usually studied

by measuring the concentration of a dye injected into the blood

stream, by hematocrit studies of the volume of blood corpuscles in a

given volume of blood, by blood cell counts, by refractometer meas-

urements or by hemoglobin determinations. Physiologists and clini-

cians are more accustomed to such techniciues than they are to vis-

cosity measurements, so that ordinarily, in physiological experimen-
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tation and in clinical practice, no measurements of blood viscosity are

made.

It is obvious that any increase in blood viscosity would impose an
added strain on the heart, and this may be an important factor in

some types of distress or disease.

Studies of protoplasmic viscosity have given far more interesting

results than studies on blood viscosity. Earlier biologists and physi-

ologists were forced to guess as to the changes in viscosity and colloidal

state. Muscle contraction was thought by some to involve a sharp

increase in protoplasmic viscosity—a gelation—whereas others de-

cided on the basis of reasoning alone that muscle protoplasm changed
from a viscous and elastic gel to a fluid sol when it was made to con-

tract. Similarly, in other processes, such as cell division, changes

in viscosity were assumed rather than measured. The action of

drugs was explained in terms of viscosity change. Thus Claude

Bernard beheved that ether and chloroform produced their effect by
causing a semicoagulation of the protoplasm.

The introduction of correct methods of protoplasmic viscosity

has replaced the earlier speculations with definite facts. A summary
of this factual information is given by Heilbrunn {1,15). As already

noted, some types of protoplasm have a low viscosity. The values

of the absolute viscosity of such protoplasm are approximately 3-5

centipoises. This is the viscosity of the nongranular protoplasm

The viscosity of the entire protoplasm, granules and all, depends on

the concentration of the granular suspension. In the sea urchin egg,

the entire protoplasm has a viscosity several times as great as that

of the hyaline protoplasm. But, where the concentration of granules

is very high, the viscosity of the entire protoplasm may be very great.

Thus in Paramecium protoplasm, the protoplasmic viscosity may be

several thousands of centipoises.

The interior protoplasm of a cell may have a low viscosity, whereas

the cortical region of the cell may have a very high viscosity, even ap-

proaching infinity. This outer cortex may be very thin, as in some

marine eggs, or it can be much thicker, as in the common Amoeba.

Perhaps in some cells essentially the entire protoplasm has the prop-

erties of a cortex.

In Amoeba, the high viscosity of the cortical protoplasm seems to

depend on the presence of calcium there. If this calcium is in part

removed by sodium or ammonium oxalate, the viscosity of the cortex

decreases sharply, and a similar decrease occurs if the calcium of the

cortex is replaced by potassium as a result of ion exchange.
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When an amoeba is exposed to stimulating agents, such as an

electric shock, ultraviolet radiation, or mechanical agitation, the vis-

cosity of the cortex drops sharply, due apparently to a release of

calcium. The released calcium apparently enters into the interior

of the cell. There it causes first a drop in protoplasmic viscosity,

followed by a sharp increase in viscosity.

Such a sharp viscosity increase seems to occur in all cells when they

are exposed to stimulating agents. Even nerve protoplasm appears

to become much more viscous when stimulated electrically {cj. SI).

The effect is thought to be due to a clotting reaction similar to blood

clotting, and dependent primarily on the entrance of free calcium

ion into the cell interior. It is thought that, when a muscle is stimu-

lated to contract, when a nerve is excited, and when an egg cell

is induced to divide, in all cases a gelation or protoplasmic clotting

occurs and that this clotting is similar in its fundamental aspects to

blood clotting.

Fat solvent anesthetics tend to prevent the clotting reaction of

protoplasm. Apparently, their action is to prevent binding of cal-

cium either in the cortex or the interior of the cell. They cause a

liquefaction of the cortex and they tend to prevent gelation of the

interior.

In addition to the fat solvent anesthetics, various drugs and other

agents have a marked effect on protoplasmic viscosity. At the pres-

ent time, we know something as to the effect of hypotonic and hy-

pertonic solutions, acids and alkalies, metallic poisons, heat, cold,

radiation, pressure, etc. On the basis of the information already ob-

tained, it is possible to draw various conclusions as to the behavior

of the protoplasmic colloid. Indeed our knowledge of the colloid

chemistry of protoplasm is very largely based on quantitative studies

of protoplasmic viscosity.

F. POSSIBILITIES FOR THE FUTURE

The most interesting viscosity change in blood is undoubtedly

the change that occurs when blood clots. This change is not studied

by the ordinary methods of viscometry, but is followed by observing

the length of time it takes for shed blood to transform from a fluid

sol to a gel with some of the properties of a solid. Clotting times of

blood can easily be measured in large tubes, drops, or capillary tubes.

Unfortunately, the student of blood has devised no quantitative

methods for the study of blood clotting within the intact circulation.
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The flowing blood normally contains thromboplastic substances and
substances like thrombin, which promote clotting, and substances
like heparin and fibrinolysin, Avhich tend to prevent or reverse clotting.

Within the intact organism, there is constant danger of blood clot-

ting within the vessels as thrombin and thromboplastic substance

increase in amount. It is probable that small clots frequently form
within the blood stream and are reversed or liquefied before they
cause serious damage. Ordinary methods of blood viscometry do not
reveal the existence of incipient or partial clots in the blood. For,

in order to obtain samples for viscosity tests, the blood is either de-

fibrinated or it is treated with anticoagulants. Such treatment
would mask the existence of clots within the blood.

When tissues of the body are injured, beyond much doubt they
throw into the circulation injury substances that have a thromboplas-
tic action and would therefore tend to induce clotting. This may be,

and probably is, a primary factor in the cause of traumatic shock.

It would be interesting, therefore, to know how the viscosity of the

flowing blood changes folloAving tissue injury. The studies of

Knisely (32) clearly indicate that, following trauma, there is a marked
increase in blood viscosity, presumably because of incipient or partial

clotting. Knisely describes what he calls a sludging of blood as a

result of tissue injury. Knisely 's studies are primarily morphological

and are the result of microscopic study. They emphasize the im-

portance of attempting to make viscosity measurements of blood

within the organism or at least without the addition of anticoagulants.

Although for the past thirty years the interest in protoplasmic vis-

cosity has been steadily maintained, there has been no great enthu-

siasm for the field. For each paper on the viscosity of protoplasm

that has been published, there have been at least dozens on cellular

respiration. And this in spite of the fact that the correlations be-

tween protoplasmic activity and viscosity appear to be much more
satisfactory than any correlations between such activity and respira-

tion. This has certainly been shown true in the study of such phe-

nomena as cell division, anesthesia, and drug action. The reason for

the lack of literature in the field of protoplasmic viscosity is easy to

understand. It is hard, at least in animal tissues, to find cells suitable

for viscosity studies. Until recently no one has been able properly

to measure the viscosity of muscle protoplasm. Fortunately, as

noted earlier, Rieser has developed an accurate method for making
such determinations (19a). In the future this will doubtless yield
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important int'ijrniation. As yet, tlierc lui\-e been no iiecunite studies

of nerve cells, but conceivably the centrifuge method can be used on

the giant nerve cells of annelids. In the past the only animal cells

that have given results that have been useful were marine egg cells

and protozoan cells. The egg cells can be studietl only at marine

laboratories and then only at certain seasons of the yeai". Protozoan

cells are often difficult to handle. If a careful search is made, it

should be possible to discover new types of material for measurements

of protoplasmic viscosity. If this material can be found, the future

for the field would be very bright indeed. The colloidal behavior of

protoplasm is best studied by viscositj^ measiu'ements. If we knew
more about the colloid chemistry of protoplasm, we would be in a

position to provide basic information useful not only for the biologist

and phj^siologist, but also for the pathologist, the pharmacologist,

and even for the clinician. For surely knowledge as to the nature and

behavior of the protoplasmic colloid is of primary importance for all

sciences concerned with the behavior of living organisms.
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Temperature is an indication of the thermal energy level of a

body. Thermal energy will flow of its own accord from a warm ob-

ject to a cooler one. Therefore, temperature is a property that deter-

mines the rate and direction of this heat flow. A large number of

thermal states or temperatures can be differentiated and are char-

acterized by definite phenomena. Any function of matter that

varies continuously with temperature may be used to indicate tem-
perature. The most useful of these include the physical phenomena
of expansion and change of state, and properties such as the change
of electrical resistance of a conductor. The Seebeck effect at the

junction of two dissimilar metals is of great practical importance
in the measurement of temperature.

A. TEMPERATURE SCALES

1. Arbitrary Scales

^'arious temperature scales have been devised to characterize the

infinite number of thermal states between fixed points. The fixed

temperatures most widely used as reference points are the melting

and boiling points of pure substances at a constant known pressure.

In the scales discussed below the steam and ice points of water were

used as reference points.

Celsius Scale. The first thermometric scale was devised by
Celsius. He assigned the value of 100 to the ice point and zero to

the steam point and divided the interval into 100 degrees. "De-
grees Celsius" is a term used in continental Europe at the present

time and has come to denote what English-speaking countries

refer to as Centigrade temperatures.

Centigrade Scale. The Centigrade scale divides the range be-

tween the freezing point of water, arbitrarily called zero, and the

boiling point, arbitrarily called 100, at standard atmospheric pres-

sure, into 100 equal divisions each of which is one Centigrade degree.

This scale can be employed with the decimal system with facility.

The Centigrade scale with several fixed and reproducible equilib-

rium temperatures is the basis of the International Temperature

Scale adopted in 1927 by the General Conference of Weights and

Measures. The Centigrade scale is used almost exclusively in scien-

tific laboratories in this country at the present time, and the Fahren-

heit scale largely in industry.
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Fahrenheit Scale. Tlie same t(niii)oratur(' range as in tlic jjic-

vioiisly (iescrilxMl scales is divided in the Fahrenlieit scale into ISO

equal parts called Fahrenheit degrees. The value of 32 is assigned

to the freezing point of water and 212 to the steam point. It is not

known why Fahrenheit used 32 divisions below the freezing point

as zero, hut it may have represented the lowest temperature he

could achieve with an ice-salt combination. It has also been sug-

gested that his zero was the lowest temperature he noted during a

particularly severe Danzig winter.

Reaumur Scale. The Reaumur scale divides the same funda-

mental int(n'\al from the ice point to the boiling point into eighty

equal intervals of one degree each. This scale is not widely used

but is occasionally seen in biophysical papers.

Convenient formulas for conversion from one to another of these

scales, where C — Centigrade, F = Fahrenheit, R = Reaumur, are:

o
°C V °R V ')

F ^ -^-^ + 32 = -^^ + 32 (1)
b 4

(°F - 32) X 5 °RX5
C =^ - = -^ (2)

2. Absolute (Kelvin) Scale

In measuring temperature by expansion of matter, the magnitude

of a degree depends upon the nature of the i^articular substance used.

Thus, the Centigrade, Fahrenheit, and Reaumur scales are intensive

rather than extensive scales. In these scales there is no fundamental

temperature unit that can be successively applied to measure any

other temperature unit as can be done in the measurement of a quan-

tity such as length. The magnitude of a degree on one part of any

one of these scales may not be compared to the magnitude of a degree

on another part of the same scale. In addition, none of these scales

will accurately describe the full range of theoretical temperatures.

For example, liquid-in-glass thermometers have the limited tempera-

ture range from the freezing point of the exi)anding substance to the

softening point of glass. At low temperatures the phenomenon of

"superconductance" renders electrical resistance thermometers use-

less, and at high temperatures alterations in i)roperties of the metal

used cause the resistance to change, even at constant temperatvu'e,

below the melting point of the metal. Gas thermometry, although
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extending over a wider range than liquid-in-glass thermometers, suf-

fers from the same limitations, i.e., the change in state of the gas and

the softening point of the gas container.

All measurements should ultimately be made in fundamental

units such as mass, length or time, or in derived units such as energy

levels. The development of the absolute temperature scale makes
possible the measurement of temperature in terms of fundamental

units that are independent of the thermometric substance. This

scale is useful throughout the entire temperature range. It was

formerly believed that heat was a material substance that, when added

to a body, made it warmer and, when subtracted, made it cooler.

Experimental studies of Rumford (1798), Joule (1842), and Rowland

(1873) helped establish the concept that heat is a form of energy and

that equivalent relationships may be found between units of heat and

units of mechanical energy. Temperature is the property that de-

termines the direction of heat flow.

From thermodynamic considerations, Lord Kelvin proposed a

scale of temperature that was independent of the expanding or

"working" substance. This scale has more meaning from a physical

standpoint since the zero point of the scale corresponds to conditions

of zero energy of the working substance and represents the lowest

theoretical temperature obtainable. Furthermore, it is a scale to

which measurements of radiant energy as well as mechanical energy

can be referred conveniently. The absolute scale is a purely theoret-

ical one but, since it corresponds closely with the gas thermometer

scale, at temperatures usually encountered, the absolute scale has

wide practical application. The size of the degree on the absolute

scale was chosen equivalent to the degree Centigrade. Thus:

°K = °A = °C -f 273

The absolute scale is particularly important in those investigations

in biophysics involving thermodynamics and heat transfer by radia-

tion.

B. LIQUID THERMOMETERS

1. Miscellaneous Modifications

Alcohol Thermometers. Thermal expansion of alcohol is

about ten times as great as that of mercury under similar condi-
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tions and, therefore, may be used advantageously as the expansile

liquid in a sensitive thermometer below 60°C. In this range an

alcohol thermometer having the same sensitivity as a mercury

thermometer can have a bulb size one-tenth that of a mercury

thermometer of the same size bore. Furthermore, an alcohol

thermometer has less tendency to cool the medium being tested

than a mercury thermometer and may be used at lower temperatures

since alcohol does not solidify until it is cooled to — 130°C. How-
ever, alcohol boils at 78°C. and cannot be used near or above this

temperature except under pressure. The stem of the alcohol ther-

mometer must be kept at the same of at a higher temperature than^

the bulb because of the possibility of condensation on the inner wall.

Mercury-in-Glass Thermometers. Mercury-in-glass thermome-

ters are the most commonly used temperature-measuring instru-

ments in the laboratory. Mercury, when allowed to expand in only

one dimension, expands and contracts linearly with temperature

changes between its solidification and vaporization points (— 39 to

357°C.). In general, mercury-in-glass thermometers are inexpen-

sive, easily calibrated, and can be obtained in many sizes and ranges

for the degree of sensitivity required.

Mercury is confined to a reservoir (bulb) attached to a length of

glass tubing (stem), which is sealed in the upper end after evacuation.

For use at temperatures between 350 and 500°C. the thermometer is

made of special glass with a high melting point and is filled with nitro-

gen under pressure to raise the boiling point of mercury. Either

enclosed (Einschuss) or the more popular etched-stem scales are ob-

tainable. Etched-stem types tend to lose the coloring matter filling

the etched lines and become difficult to read, but they are less ex-

pensive and less bulky. Enclosed-scale types have the temperature

divisions marked on a white background placed behind the stem, both

being enclosed in a glass envelope. The large, well protected scale

of this type is easy to read but may become loose and slip away from

the capillary tubing of the thermometer. Enclosed-stem thermome-

ters need not be discarded if the glass envelope becomes broken since

the latter may be replaced.

It is most important to distinguish between accuracy and sensi-

tivity in a thermometer. Sensitivity, the ability of the thermometer

to respond to temperature changes, depends upon the ratio of the

volume of the bulb to the cross-sectional area of the bore of the tube.

To increase the sensitivity for small increments of temperature, the
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mercury column must he made to travel over a greater distance along

a stem of small bore from a comparatively large mercury bulb. This

requires either a very long stem or an enlargement in the upper end of

the stem into which the mercury can be driven by heat. Accuracy,

the extent to which the thermometer indicates true temperature

values, can be estimated by the correlation between the temperatures

measured by that thermometer and a precise thermometer in abso-

lute units. It is affected by thermal expansion

coefficients of the glass, sensitivity, uniformity of

bore, ease and skill with which the scale can be

read, precisepess of calibration, and many other

factors.

Any thermometer indicates primarily its own
temperature as affected by the environment. A
thermometer that is sensitive to small temperature

-
-^"scafe

*^ increments will, because of the comparatively large

mass of the bulb, have a greater tendency to modify

the temperature of its environment. Hence, in this

regard, a sensitive thermometer may be less ac-

curate than one of smaller mass and it may be

slower to respond to thermal changes.

Beckmann Differential Thermometers. T(;

obtain a thermometer that is both sensitive and

accurate, Beckmann devised one (Fig. 1) which,

although it does not permit absolute tempera-

tures to be read, does give differences in tempera-

Bulb ^^^^ ^'^^^^ ^^^ error not exceeding 0.001 to 0.002°C.

If this type of thermometer were made in the

T^. 1 Tj 1
ordinary manner, the stem would have to be in-

l^ig. 1. Beckmann .-
'

thermometer. conveniently long or a number of thermometers

for different temperatiu'e ranges would be required.

In the Beckmann thermometer the amount of mercury in the bulb,

and consequently the temperature range of the thermometer, can

be altered by driving some of the mercury into a reservoir connected

to the upper end of the stem. It is necessary to "set" the ther-

mometer before using so that the end of the mercury thread is on

the scale in the desired temperature range. This is done by sus-

pending the thermometer in a beaker of water whose temperature

is regulated with the aid of an ordinary thermometer at a level

two or three degrees higher than the highest temperature to be met
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in the experiment. If the top of Ihe mercury cohmm of the

Beckmann thermometer does not rise to the scale {i.e., too httle

mercury in the bulb and too much in the reservoir) the thermometer

should be placed in a second bath at a temperature sufficiently

high to cause the mercury to pass up and form a small drop at the

upper end of the capillary. The thermometer is then inverted and

tapped to collect the merciuy in the reservoir at the end of the

capillary. Next, the thermometer is returned without shaking to

the vertical position, and replaced in the first bath. At this time,

the mercury in the bulb will contract and draw in some of the mer-

cury from the reservoir. When the thermometer has become fully

adjusted to the temperature of this bath the upper end of the ther-

mometer is struck against the palm of the hand in order to break off

the excess mercury from the end of the capillary. The thermometer

is then tested in the temperature range of the experiment. If the

mercury column rises above the scale, too much mercury has been

delivered to the bulb; some of it must be driven into the reservoir and

a small amount shaken off from the end of the capillarj\ Many
Beckmann thermometers are calibrated so that each of these drops

shaken off from the end of the capillary will lower the temperature

range of the scale by approximately one or two degrees. These

drops of mercury may be left in the glass tubing without returning

them either to the bull) or reservoir. Temperature readings are not

affected by so doing.

Clinical Thermometers. A clinical thermometer is essentially a

maximum-reading, mercury-in-glass thermometer. It is made self-

registering by means of a constriction in the bore about 1 cm. above

the bulb. This permits mercury to expand upward freely onto the

scale as the temperature rises but prevents return of the mercury

to the bulb except by vigorous shaking. A clinical thermometer

in which the constriction is too small will have the mercury expand

upward in a series of jerks and, if too large, will have the mercury

retreat into the bulb.

Clinical thermometers usually have an etched stem, and cover a

range of 10°F. (96 to 1()6°F. in intervals of 0.2°) or 6°C. (35 to 41°C.

in 0.1° intervals). In order to minimize thermal response time the

bulb is made small and consetjuently the bore must be quite fine.

To facilitate reading a white backing is placed behind the capillary

(bore) and the clear glass front is molded in the form of a magnifying

lens to increase the apparent ^^^dth of tlie mercury column.
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Maximum-Minimum Thermometers. IMaximum and minimum
thermometers indicate the highest and lowest temperatures at-

tained during an experimental period. One type of minimum ther-

mometer consists of a small glass rod immersed in alcohol. Due to

surface tension the glass rod is drawn along the tube as the alcohol

contracts with falHng temperature. On expansion of the alcohol

with rising temperature, the glass rod remains stationary indicating

the lowest temperature reached.

A maximum thermometer is a mercurj^-in-glass thermometer
that may operate on the stem constriction principle (Negretti and
Zambra's version) as in clinical thermometers, or, alternatively, em-
ploys an index that remains at the highest temperature achieved.

This index may be a small piece of iron (Rutherford's version) or a

thread of mercury separated from the main column by an air bubble

(Phillips' version).

2. Calibration of Mercury-in-GIass Thermometers

The calibration of a mercury-in-glass thermometer is ordinarily

accomplished in the laboratory by comparison with a standard ther-

mometer calibrated and certified by the National Bureau of Stand-

ards. Thermometers with structural defects that may influence the

reproducibility of their readings will be calibrated upon request by
the thermometry section of the Bureau of Standards. These ther-

mometers will not, however, be certified. A certificate is supplied

with each thermometer calibrated and certified by the Bureau, indi-

cating the correction factors for each stem marking under the condi-

tions of calibration. The certificate also contains information for

calculating emergent stem corrections in case it is desired to use a

standard thermometer under conditions different from those of the

original calibration. Waidner and Mueller (i) studied the relative

merits of total and partial stem immersion and concluded that for

ordinary laboratory work more accurate measurements can be se-

cured by partial immersion thermometers. Thermometers gradu-

ated in divisions smaller than 0.5°C. should usually be standardized

as total immersion thermometers. Although the conditions for inter-

comparison of laboratory and standard thermometers may vary,

certain precautions should be taken to insure reproducibility in com-

parison measurements. Among the most important of these precau-

tions are:
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(1) Thermal equilibrium between the standard thermometer and the

comparison thermometer is essential. This may be provided for by a well

stirred water bath.

(2) Before testing, the mercury column in both thermometers should be

raised to the top of the stem before heating in order to insure continuity of

the mercury column. Gentle tapping, with heating and cooling the ther-

mometer bulb, will assist in joining of a separated column.

(5) It is generally desirable to make a comparison under conditions of in-

tended use of the laboratory thermometer.

(4) Calibrate slowl)^ allowing ample time for establishing thermal equilib-

rium at several points in the desired temperature range. Calibration from

low to high temperature is safer and gentle tapping of the thermometer

stems will prevent slight sticking of the mercury column.

(5) Parallax errors in reading can be avoided by use of a good ther-

mometer reader.

(6) Correction factors are then recorded in tabular form or graphed with

temperature on one axis and correction factors on the other. Few thermome-

ters have bores of uniform diameter throughout their length. Thus, the cor-

rection factor will vary at the intervals chosen for the calibration. Interpola-

tions are made for corrections between calibrating points.

Beckmann thermometers, in addition to the above calibration fac-

tors, must be corrected for a "setting factor" if used in temperature

ranges above or below that for which they are calibrated. This is

necessary because the quantity of mercury in the bulb is more or

less than the amount it contained during calibration.

Clinical thermometers may be calibrated in the same manner as

any other mercury-in-glass thermometer but it is usually more im-

portant to test the thermometer at least once a year to see if it is a

''retreater." Because of an over-sized constriction in the stem, the

mercury column retreats into the bulb upon withdrawal of the ther-

mometer from the mouth, rectum, axilla, or skin. Busse (S) recom-

mends testing the thermometer by holding it vertically in a beaker of

water at a temperature of about 39.4°C. while stirring the water with

the bulb. The reading is noted and the thermometer removed and

read again while still vertical. If the second reading is more than

0.1 °C. lower than the initial reading on several successive tests, the

thermometer should be discarded as a "retreater." CUnical ther-

mometers showing a break in the mercury column above the con-

striction probably have air in the bore and should also be discarded.

The Bureau of Standards accepts as tolerances for clinical ther-

mometers readings that are correct within 0.1 °C. at 38°C. and 0.2°
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C. at 41 °C. This means that the readings of two thermometers with
the maximum allowable variation may differ from each other by as

much as 0.2°C. at 38°C. and 0.4°C. at 41 °C., and shows the impor-

tance of using the same thermometer for a patient throughout the

course of an illness. Tolerances for other mercurial thermometers
may be found in the National Bureau of Standards Circular #8, cur-

rent edition, on testing of thermometers.

3. Applications of Liquid-in-Glass Thermometers

Within the range of precision that can be obtained with liquid-in-

glass thermometers—which is generally sufficient for most biophysical

work—this type has the specific advantages of low cost and ease of

manipulation beyond that of any other type of thermometer. They
are easily calibrated and show little deterioration with age and fre-

quent use. If proper consideration is given to size, sensitivity, and
accuracy factors, liquid-in-glass thermometers may be used to

measure (1) environmental temperature and humidity, {B) internal

temperature of animals and plants, (3) temperature of solutions in-

volved in chemical and metabolic processes, (4) temperatures of

water baths, autoclaves, incubators, and low temperature furnaces,

(6) surface temperatures of interfaces, plants, animals, and man
(measurement often being facilitated by rolling the thermometer

over the surface), (6) maximum and minimum temperatures with

thermometers of the self-registering type, and (7) differential tempera-

ture increments with the Beckmann thermometer. The liquid-in-

glass thermometers also serve as laboratory standards for calibrating

electrical thermometers. .

4. Limitations of Liquid-in-Glass Thermometers

From the point of view of biophysical research methods, the most

serious limitation of the liciuid-in-glass thermometer is its lack of sen-

sitivity. Temperature changes of 0.001 °C\ can be measured with

the Beckmann type of thermometer, but it is often desired to measure

temperatures one-hundredth or less of this value. This limitation is

due to the fact that the ratio of bulb volume to bore cannot be in-

creased indefinitely and also to the fact that a sensitive thermometer

requires a considerable amount of heat to produce temperature

changes. A second important limitation is that it is often desirable

to measure temperature changes in tissues without adding appreciable
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thermal capacity to the system. A sensitive thermometer is usually

slow, requiring several seconds or even minutes to reach e(iuilibrium.

This delay is known as thermometric lag and is due to the fact that

heat is exchanged between the thermometer and the surrounding

medium at a rate proportional to the ratio of the thermal capacity of

the thermometer to the area of the bulb exposed. Formulas derived

from differential equations are available for determining thermometric

lag time. If the thermal capacity of the medium is large compared

to that of a thermometer and the rate of stirring is adequate, errors

due to thermometric lag can be ignored. However, lag time is often

important in measurements of air temperature, particularly if there

are rapid changes. A third important limitation is that liquid-in-

glass thermometers often cannot be read in situ so that artifices must

be resorted to, such as constricting the bore of a clinical thermometer.

A fourth limitation is the difficulty in making precise measurements

of temperatures between the fixed points at which the thermometer

has been calibrated and under circumstances that dift'er significantly

from those prevailing during the calibration. According to Busse (3)

this type of thermometer reached its highest development for precise

work some fifty years ago, when electrical thermometers were not

readily available. In that period, individual portions of the scale

were calibrated with mercury threads. Corrections were made for

internal and external pressure, effects of changes in bulb volume (i.e.,

shift in zero reading), and other factors, so that a reproducible scale

from to 100°C. could be obtained. Months of fine workmanship

were spent in making and calibrating a single thermometer of uniform

bore.

C. THERMOELECTRIC THERMOMETERS

Seebeck, in 1882, discovered that in a closed circuit, a small elec-

tromotive force is set up between a pair of bimetallic junctions at

different temperatures. Thermal electromotive force values are

small, of the order of 40 microvolts per degree Centigrade, and are

proportional to the temperature difference between hot and cold

junctions. Bimetallic junctions are called thermocouples and are

extremely useful in determining tem])eratiu-es in biological work.

Frecjuently, several thermocouples are connected in series and are

then called thermopiles. A third dissimilar metal may be used in the

circuit without aft'ecting the thermoelectric force, provided both ends
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of this metal are at the same temperature. Measuring devices such

as galvanometers or potentiometers may thus be inserted in the cir-

cuit without the creation of large extraneous thermoelectric forces.

For precise work, it is necessary to have as much of the external

measuring circuit of the same metal as possible and, for this purpose,

special galvanometers with all-copper circuits are available for use

with copper-constantan thermocouples. It is also advisable to in-

vestigate the parts of the circuit likely to give rise to troublesome

thermoelectric voltages. This can be done by closing the circuit and

placing the hand near switch contacts, soldered connections, etc.

When extraneous sources of e.m.f.'s are discovered in this manner,

resoldering of contacts after careful cleaning and scraping will usually

eliminate the difficulty.

For taking temperatures of small masses, thermocouples are very

satisfactory. They may be constructed of metal plates or wire of

any gage. It is possible to make junctions of extremely fine wire or

metallic films, with the aid of a dissecting microscope. These are

useful in measuring the temperatures of bacterial colonies, insects,

plants, or temperatures within the various organs and blood vessels

of animals and man.

Thermocouple wires should be thoroughly cleaned, and the ends

twisted together and soldered with a minimum of solder. No solder-

ing flux should be used that might cause the couples to deteriorate or

vary in thermoelectric properties with time. After soldering, the

wires should again be cleaned with an organic solvent such as alcohol,

ether, or acetone. The "reference" junction may then be dipped into

enamel, Ambroid, or other material to form a thin waterproof coating.

Another method of protecting this junction is to fill a glass capillary

with melted wax and insert the junction so that it rests within the thin

tip of the capillary. The "reference" junction is then inserted into a

vacuum bottle or Dewar flask to the same depth and relative position

as the bulb of a calibrated mercury thermometer. The thermocouple

and the thermometer are supported by a cork or rubber stopper fitted

into the container. In no case should either of these touch the bot-

tom or sides of the container. Three additional holes in the stopper

will provide for insertion of a funnel, a siphon provided with a pinch-

cock or clamp, and a stirring device. The latter may be rotated by

manipulation of a string looped about the shaft or by an electric

motor. If the stirring is too rapid, mechanical heat may be gener-

ated and alter the temperature within the reference flask.
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The second thermoj unction may be used covered or bare and

mounted in a manner appropriate to the medium into which it is to be

placed. Enameled, double-cotton-covered copper wire and plain,

double-cotton-covered constantan wire are the most useful combina-

tion for general biophysical laboratory use. The wire gage should

be chosen to suit the physical dimensions of the medium the tempera-

ture of which is to be measured. The smaller the caliber of the wire

used, the faster is the response of the couple to thermal changes and

the more fragile the thermojunction. For most thermoelectric pur-

poses gage #28 ware wall suffice; for quickly responding, delicate

thermocouples, gage #40 wire can be used.

Usually thermocouple leads require no additional insulation. If

desired, ho^vever, the cotton covering may be reinforced by dipping

the leads into latex or other pliable material. Excellent protection

from short-circuiting due to insulation wear is afforded by passing

the leads through small bore rubber or plastic tubing. This is easily

accomplished by attaching the tubing to a vacuum pump, drawing a

string through the bore, and then pulling the leads through with the

string. Care should be taken not to stretch the tubing because the

wires are easily broken.

1. Thermoelectric Force

With the standard junction at 0°C. gradual heating of the other

junction will increase the thermoelectric force to a maximum at about

275° C. for a copper-iron junction. Increasing the temperature above

275°C. will decrease the thermoelectric force as shown in Figure 2.

Temperatures above 550° C. will reverse the direction of current flow.

The temperature at which the thermoelectric force reaches a maxi-

mum is called the neutral temperature and that at which it changes di-

rection, the inversion temperature. Each pair of dissimilar metals

has a characteristic neutral and inversion point. The temperature

curve for most junctions may be represented by a parabola for the

full range.

The curve of Figure 2 may be approximated either by experi-

mentally determining the thermoelectric force for a series of M values

betw^een junctions or by using an empirical equation between the

thermoelectric force, E, and temperature:

E = Bt+ (CfV2) (3)
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With the cold junction at 0°C. and the hot junction at t°C. the two

constants, B and C, may be calculated by determining the thermo-

electric force for two different temperatures of the warm junction.

The corresponding temperature may then be calculated for any other

observed thermoelectric force.

Neutral temperature

Fig. 2. Relationship of thermoelectric force to tem-

perature difference between hot aud cold junctions.

2. Measurement of Thermoeiectric Force

Either of two fundamental methods may be employed in a variety

of ways to measure the thermoelectric force. These are: (a) the

galvanometric method, and (b) the potentiometric method.

Galvanometric Method. This is the simpler and less accurate

of the two methods, the thermocouple leads being connected to

terminals of a galvanometer. Sensitive pointer galvanometers are

now available, although for the mo«t sensitive work lamp and scale

galvanometers are required. In some instances, electronic or opti-

cal amplification can be employed and temperature changes as small

as 0.000001°C. can be detected. The absolute limit of sensitivity

is determined by Brownian motion of the galvanometer coils or the

Johnson noise of the resistors in the electronic circuit. For quantita-

tive measurements it is often convenient to arrange the amplification

so that a change of 1°C. corresponds to an even number of scale di-

visions. For example, the amplifying system can be adjusted so
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that 0.1°C. will be equal to 1 cm. of deflection. The accuracy of

measurement made by these methods is limited due to the fact that

the indicating instruments are not built to give linear displacement

throughout their range. Furthermore, the temperature and humid-

ity of the laboratory may be factors affecting the calibration of such

devices.

The selection of the particular galvanometer system to be used

will depend upon the particular experiments. Insensitive, rugged

instruments of the pointer type can be used for large temperature dif-

ferences between hot and cold junctions. In ordering a galvanometer

for a specific purpose, it is important to specify the resistance of the

thermopile in order that the galvanometer may be chosen to give ap-

proximately the correct damping. Most of the modern moving-coil

instruments have magnetic shunts so that critical damping can be ob-

tained for a large range of external resistances

—

i.e., 10 to 300 ohms.

Careful thermal and electrical shielding are required for measure-

ments of verj'- small temperature changes. Introduction of the

breaker type amplifier (the Perkin-Elmer Corporation) has made it

possible to measure voltages conveniently as low as 5 X 10 ~^ v.,

corresponding to 0.0001 °C.

Potentiometric Method. Whereas the galvanometric method
gives a scale reading in direct proportion to the thermoelectric

force flowing through the instrument, the potentiometric method

uses a galvanometer or similar instrument as a null indicator for

balancing the thermoelectric potential against a known potential

in a second circuit, as shown in Figure 3.

The temperature range, sensitivity, and accuracy of the potentio-

metric circuit are determined by the relative value of the various

resistances, the magnitude of the current supplied, and the sensitivity

of the galvanometer. To obtain a standardized, reproducible cur-

rent from the dry cell, the smtch Si is thrown into position 1 and the

cun-ent flowing through the galvanometer is adjusted until the voltage

drop across a standard cell resistor, AB, equals the voltage supplied

by the standard cell. Insertion and use of S2 and a resistance, R, in

the circuit is optional and serves to protect the standard cell. If

switch S2 is left open while coarse adjustment of current through the

standard cell circuit is being made and then closed to short-circuit

the resistance R during fine adjustment of the current, the standard

cell circuit will not be in danger of passing large amounts of current.

Switch Si is then thrown into position 2 and the voltage of the ther-
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mocouple is determined by adjusting the slide wive contact until the

potential drop in resistor BC equals the potential of the thermocouple.

The slide wire is provided with a scale divided into suitable units.

The galvanometer serves only as a null indicator in this type of poten-

tiometer.

Potentiometers may be used with great accuracy. They may be

operated manually or they may be made self-recording. If the stand-

ard junction temperature changes, the galvanometer must be ad-

standard
Cell

Thermocouple

Fig. 3. Potentiometric circuit for thermocouples with standard cell.

justed. It is possible to compensate automatically for these tempera-

ture changes by installing the standard junction within the potenti-

ometer and attaching a bimetallic spring to the control spring of the

galvanometer coil.

A second type of potentiometric circuit for use with thermocouples

is shown in Figure 4 (^). Materials for the circuit are available in

most laboratories and it may be constructed readily at little expense.

It has the advantage of not requiring a standard cell. Basically, the

circuit employs a galvanometer as a null instrument to balance a

known current supplied by a 1.5 v. dr^^ cell against the thermoelectric

current. The current is set at a constant value on the milliammeter

by adjustment of a 200 ohm (coarse) and a 20 ohm (fine) variable

resistor. The galvanometer is brought to the null point on each

temperature determination by means of a 7 ohm slidewire resistance

calibrated to read either in divisions or degrees of temperature. As
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shown in Figure 4, leads to the rotary selector switch and the common
lead to the potentioinetric circuit are of copper (represented by solid

lines). The constantan leads (dotted lines) are shared by the refer-

ence junction and all other junctions to be read against it. It is

advisable to use a second reference junction inserted into the same

vacuum bottle with the first and provided with a switch so that they

Outside Inside
shell shell

junctions junctions

-°^ ~"9 Air in junction

-<^~~JAir out junction
^''^'^ Room air junction„ - T C\UUM1 Ull JUlll-llU

l'
o<^~~j Animal junction

\ ' o^'~-* Animal junction

0'^'"'!' Animal junction

(^'"j Animal junction

Standard junctions

Fig. 4. Potentiometric circuit for thermocouples without standard cell.

ma}^ be read against each other to determine the zero point of the

galvanometer. This will eliminate the effects of extraneous voltages

from thermojunctions that inadvertently occur in the potentiometric

circuit. One of the reference junctions is then used with the other

thermocouples.

3. Calibration of Thermocouples

Tables published by the National Bureau of Standards are avail-

able relating the temperature difference between junctions of the

most commonly used thermocouple metals and the voltage produced.

If thermocouple wire has been purchased from a standard supply

house (Driver-Harris or Leeds and Northrup), the tables published

can be used as a satisfactory calibration. If wire from an unknown

source is used, the thermocouples should be calibrated by comparison

with a mercury thermometer, keeping one junction at constant tem-

perature, e.g., in an ice bath.
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Temperature of the cold junction as well as that of the warm junc-

tion affects the thermoelectric force developed. If the thermocouple

is calibrated with the cold junction at to°C. and is used in an experi-

ment at ^i°C., it may be necessary to add the value (^i — to)k to the

observed temperature. The constant, k, varies with the bimetallic

junction used and the hot and cold junction temperatures. For-

tunately, k (sloi)e of the nearly straight portion of the curve in Fig.

2) is 1.0 for differences of to 50°C. between copper-constantan junc-

tions, to 100°C. between iron-constantan and chromel-alumel

junctions. Thus, a nearly linear relationship exists between tempera-

ture and electromotive force for these junctions in the ranges given

and the observed electromotive force can be considered as proportional

to the A< of hot and cold junctions without use of correction factors.

For precise measurements, even over a narrow range, the parabolic

nature of the curve must be taken into consideration.

Thermocouples may be connected in either series or parallel as

shown in Figure 5. Greater sensitivity can be obtained "from thermo-

couples connected in series (thermopile) as the total voltage increases

in proportion to the number of thermocouples. For certain purposes,

parallel connection is satisfactory since the voltage produced by the

thermopile is then approximately the average of that of the individual

components.

r
—

-1 r--i/111

r—i

^^^

Fig. 5. Two thermocouple circuits. Le/<, series circuit ; 77 g/i/, parallel

circuit. Cold junction on right of each circuit, warm junctions on left.
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4. Applu'alions of Thermocouples

Although ihermocouples can be used wherever Uquid-in-glass

thermometers are apphcable, they have the additional advantages of

small heat capacity and they can be read in situ by remote connection.

This is a particularly important consideration when it is desired to

measure the temperature of a patient in a fever cabinet or during

crj^otherapy (5). Under these circumstances, it is important that

the patient's temperature be recorded from minute to minute.

Fiu'thermore, thermocouples have more than 100 times the sensitivity

of a liquid-in-glass thermometer and are ten times as precise in the

hands of the ordinary observer.

Particular applications of thermocouples to the measurement of

internal temperature may be described to demonstrate the great

flexibility of this method. Some of these are as follows:

Rectal Thermometers. A simple type of rectal thermometer

was described by Hardy and Soderstrom (6) and consists of a single

thermocouple and a galvanometer. The cold junction is immersed

in a Thermos flask in warm water within 3°C. of body temperature.

tSit^

Fig. 6. Circuit diagram of I'cctal thermomotcrs: (G) galvaiiomctpi-; (V)

vacuum Ijottle; (S) rotary switch. Lower rnjhf, construction of rectal tlier-

mometer: (T) rubber tubing; (L) latex coating; {J) thermal junction. After

Hardy, Duerschner, and Muschenheim (7).
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The rectal thermometer consists of a silver tube 25 mm. long, 3 mm.
in diameter and 1 mm. in wall thickness. A small bead of Wood's

metal is dropped into the bottom of the silver tube and the thermo-

junction embedded within it. The leads from the thermocouple are

carried through small rubber tubing. The instrument is particularly

adapted for use in children and laboratory animals. Readings are

made directly from the galvanometer scale which is calibrated in de-

grees Centigrade. To make a reading, the thermometer is inserted

into the Thermos flask with the cold junction and the galvanometer

set to read the flask temperature. The thermometer is then re-

moved and inserted approximately two inches into the rectum.

Reliable readings can be obtained to ± 0.02°C.

For smaller laboratory animals such as mice or guinea pigs, the

junction measuring rectal temperature is embedded in latex rather

than contained in a silver tube. This prevents rupturing the colon

and permits retention in the animal for periods as long as 48 hours

without damage to the rectal mucosa. Figure 6 shows the arrange-

ment for quickly measuring the temperature of as many as ten ani-

mals (7) . More elaborate rectal thermometers are available commer-

cially. These instruments are usually of the recording potentiometer

variety and have a precision of ±0.01°C.

Blood and Tissue Temperatures. Recently, Bazett (8) and

co-workers have described a method for obtaining measurements of

arterial and venous blood temperature by inserting a catheter

containing a fine thermocouple into arteries and veins for consider-

able distances. This technique opens a new field for the measure-

ment of blood flow in various parts of the body and for investigating

more thoroughly the temperature-regulating functions of the hypo-

thalamus. Since these catheters can be inserted without undue

hazard to the subject, studies of the thermal exchanges in the larger

organs of the body can now be made under a wide variety of cir-

cumstances.

Thermocouples inserted in long hypodermic needles are available

on the market for the measurement of intramuscular temperature.

More accurate measurements of intramuscular temperature can be

made by sewdng into the muscle fine wire thermocouples suitably pro-

tected with insulating varnish. In vivo studies of the heat of muscular

contraction in man and animals have been possible with these tech-

niques. Surprisingly wide variations in temperature have been dis-
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covered in the extremities of resting man—^particularly in the regions

of large blood vessels (9). Hill and co-workers {10-12) have used

thermopiles for measuring the heat of nerve conduction and of

muscular contraction and have studied the effects of many variables

upon this heat. Extreme sensitivity is required for these measure-

ments since the temperature changes are of the order of 0.0001 °C.

THERMOCOUPLES
Duco cement

#40 gage wire -

copper-constantan

":zr

-p"^ -ZL

#28 gage wire - copper-constantan
(bare}

Flattened solder
^ T^mum ^—beadIP'

#40 gage wire — copper-constantan
(bare)

#28 gage wire —
copper-constantan

SURFACE PYROMETER

Bimetallic strip

thermocouple

Flattened bead

V pRmiT^
' •"~^-'- Plastic tiolder

DERMALOR

Millivoltmeter
calibrated in

Resistance wire
applicator

Fig. 7. Surface temperature measuring devices. Methods of mounting
thermocouples shown in upper portion of figure, surface pj'rometers in lower

portion. After Stoll and Hardy {IS). See text page 152.

The small dimensions of the thermocouple permit very rapid record-

ing. Response times as short as one millisecond can be obtained

with fine udre thermocouples. Using thermocouples of this type

Adrian {IS) and Bronk illi) have been able to record the rise in tem-

perature due to the passage of an impulse down a nerve fiber.

For studies of the tj'pe just mentioned, no other thermometer has

the flexibility, sensitivity, and accuracy that is necessary. Thus
wherever such temperature measurements are anticipated, the ability

to mak^ thermocouples in the laboratory is desirable. For precision
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thermoelectric thermometry, the reader is referred to the classical

papers of W. P. White {15-17).

Surface Temperatures. One of the most difficult problems from

a technical standpoint is that of measuring surface temperatures.

The thermocouple is the most widely used thermometer for this

purpose. There has been no standard procedure for mounting the

thermocouple on the test surface and it has been tacitly assumed

that simple contact of the thermocouple wire with the surface to be

measured is sufficient. Figure 7 shows several of the methods that

have been used for mounting surface thermocouples {18). Other

TABLE I

Performance of Various Surface Measuring Devices under Experinaental

Conditions (after StoU and Hardy, 18)

Performance under experimental conditions

1.500 W.
lamp

Wind loOO W. wind
Room velocity Infrared lamp velocity

Instrument (normal) 4 ft./sec. radiation radiation 2 ft./sec.

Dermal radiom-
eter Excellent Excellent Excellent Requires Requires

±0.05 °C. correc- correc-

tion tion

Thermocouple
#40 gage wire

(bare) Excellent Fair Good Good Excellent

Thermocouple
#28 gage wire
(bare) Good Fair Poor Poor Poor

±0.15°C.

Thermocouple
solder bead (ad-

hesive tape). . Good Excellent Fair Poor Fair

Thermocouple
#40 gage wire
(glued) . . . Fair Fair Excellent Fair Fair

±0.30°C.

Dermalor resist-

ance thermom-
eter . Fair Good Poor Poor Good

±0.90°C.

Pyrometer strip

thermocouple Very poor Very poor Very poor \ ery poor Very poor

±3.0°C.

Pyrometer solder
'

bead Very poor Very poor Very poor Very poor Very poor
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methods should be mentioned such as sewing thermocouples into a

cotton material stretched over the surface, and attaching the ther-

mocouples to a copper screen wire brought into contact with the sur-

face (19). Since the thermocouple will only measure its own temioer-

ature, it is apparent that it may not be measuring the true surface

temperature when moiuited in any of the ways mentioned above.

Stoll and Hardy (18) have made a partial analysis of the thermocouple

method of measuring surface temperature and, as is seen in Table I,

thermocouple thermometers vary considerably depending upon the

Fig. 8. Application of thermo-

couples to small animal calorimetry.

Double-walled gradient calorimeter

with thermocouples soldered directly

to copper walls. (A) Outer shell, (B)

inner shell, (C) wire animal cage, (D)

thermocouple lead for ingoing air

thermometer, (E) outgoing air thermo-

couple, (F) pan filled with oil for ani-

mal excreta, (G) shell thermocouple

leads, (H) inner top showing window,

thermocouple leads, and rim for air-

tiglit seal to inner shell, (I) outer top

with thermocouple leads.

Air out

Air in

Animal Calorimeter

circumstances under which they are used. It is safe to say that de-

pendable measurements of surface temperature cannot be made with

thermocouples under all the conditions of the biophysical laboratory

and the hospital. This inherent difficulty applies to the measurement
of leaf temperatures, wall temperatures, and interface temperatures

generally. However, circumstances may be such that the approxi-

mation obtained by the thermocouple may be the only practical one,

as, for example, the measurement of the skin temperature of man
under the clothing.

Calorimetry. Thermocouples are indispensable for calorimetry

studies because of their high sensitivity and low thermal capacity.

Recently described gradient calorimeters (4,^0) depend entirely on the

sensitivity and accuracy of thermocouples. In the second calorim-

eter, the measurement of heat loss depends upon the determination

of the temperature difference between two copper C3'linders, the inner
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of which contains the animal under study (see Fig. 8) . The thermo-

couple arrangement for measuring the temperature difference be-

tween the cylinders, temperature of the room, the skin and rectal

temperature of the experimental animal, and air temperature within

the chamber is shown in Figure 4. This tj^pe of calorimeter, because

of the small heat capacity of thermocouple arrangements, permits

measurements of heat loss within periods of ten minutes. A very

recent modification of this technique described by Benzinger (31)

attempts to achieve a total response time of less than one minute.

5. Limitations of Thermocouples

Thermocouples yield less precise temperature measurements than

resistance thermometers. This is not serious for most biophysical

work because the lack of precision is insignificant within the range of

most biological temperatures.

Relative to the liquid-in-glass thermometers, the thermocouple

thermometers are more expensive and more difficult to manipulate.

For the extremes in sensitivity, a delicate galvanometer system is re-

quired. The apparatus is not portable and, for great precision,

the best potentiometers and experienced observers are required (3).

Base metal thermopiles, which are commonly used for biophysical

work, have a tendency to change slightly with age. This requires

troublesome recalibration.

D. RESISTANCE THERMOMETERS

Resistance varies with temperature according to the approximate

experimental law

:

R, = /?,(! + mt) (4)

where R[ and R^ are resistance at temperatures t and 0°C., respec-

tively, and ao is the temperature coefficient of resistance referred to

0°C. The resistance of insulators, electrolytes, and carbon decreases

as temperature rises and is therefore negative. INIetals have a posi-

tive coefficient, the value of which is approximately 0.0038 per degree

Centigrade for a large number of pure metals. The relationship be-

tween temperature and resistance can be applied effectively for three

types of resistance thermometers useful in biophysics. These are:

{1) noble metal resistance thermometers, (2) base metal resistance
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thermometers, and (-i) thermistor or semiconductor resistance ther-

mometers.

All three types consist of a resistance element and an electrical

circuit for measuring resistance changes with temperatiu-e. For

temperatures above 0°C., Callendar (22) formulated the relationship

between temperature and resistance as:

' ' 100 + 5 —- - 1 —

-

(5)
Vi^ioo - Ro/ VlOO / 100

where t is the temperature in degrees Centigrade, Rt is the resistance

of the resistor at temperature t, R^ and i^ioo are its resistance at 0° and
100° C, respectively, and 5 is a constant characteristic of the indi-

vidual thermometer and must be determined by calibration at a fixed

point. The value of 8 usually lies between 1.49 and 1.50°C.

1. Types of Resistance Thernioineters

Noble Metal Resistance Thermometers. Platinum wire is

usually employed in noble metal thermometers. This metal is

readily obtainable in a high degree of purity. Its purity is assured

if the mean temperature coefficient, a, (equation 4) between and

100° C. is not less than 0.00388 and the constant 5 of the Callendar

equation (5) is not greater than 1 .52. The resistor of the thermometer

is usually supported in a framework so that it is protected from strain

and injury. It is enclosed in a protecting tubing or sheath and con-

nected by insulated copper wires to resistance measuring apparatus.

A resistor of this character requires about 2 m. of wire. The wire is

wound into a coil around a frame so that it can expand or contract on

heating, with a minimum of mechanical stress and time lag. The
heating effect of the measuring current should be minimal. Mica

can be used for the mounting frame, gold for the connecting leads in-

side the protecting tube, which may be of metal, glass, porcelain or

fused silica, and copper wire for the leads to the measuring instru-

ment.

Base Metal Resistance Thermometers. Nickel, Nichrome, or

similar alloys are most commonly used in base metal resistance

thermometers. A large number of different alloys with a wide

range of temperature coefficients are available. Selection of a par-

ticular alloy will depend upon cost and the particular resistance-
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temperature characteristic that fits the apphcation for which the

thermometer is to be used.

Semiconductor Resistance Thermometers (Thermistors).

Oxides of manganese, nickel, cobalt, copper, and uranium belong

to the class of chemical compounds known as semiconductors which

are extremely sensitive to relatively minute temperature changes.

A new series of resistance units known as "thermistors" has been

developed by the Bell Telephone Laboratories and may further ex-

10^
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The oxides are usually enclosed within ceramic or glass fired under

accurately controlled temperature and atmospheric conditions. Lead
wires are attached and the resistance unit enclosed or mounted in a

manner suitable to the thermal measuring reciuirements. Stability

Fig. 10. Thermistors made in the form of a bead, rod, disc, washer, and flakes.

(Courtesy Bell Telephone Laboratories.)

tests on thermistor units have disclosed no appreciable change in re-

sistance characteristics through 500,000 heating and cooling cycles.

2. Electrical Circuits for Resistance Thernionieters

Figure 11 shows a diagrammatic presentation of the most com-

monly used circuit for resistance thermometers of the three lead type.

The galvanometer is used in this circuit as a null indicator to show
when the bridge is in balance. Current flows through the galvanom-

eter only when electrical balance is not present. This method is

independent of voltage surges from the current source and a dry cell

or low voltage alternating current with a copper oxide or selenium

rectifier can be satisfactorily used as this source.

A double slide wire Wheatstone bridge is represented in the dia-

gram. Accuracy of measurement is assured by this circuit design,

which places all moving contacts in the galvanometer or batter}^ cir-

cuits. Both slide wires are mounted on a single drum and have re-

sistance values such that, at all points on the slide wire, the resistances

of arms 1 and 2 are equal so that the ratio arms of the bridge will be

equal in resistance. Resistance AB will vary as the dial is rotated

and since arm 1 equals arm 2, the bridge will be balanced when arm 3
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equals arm 4. This condition is obtained when the variable resist-

ance oi AB equals the varying resistance of the detector coil, BT.
Direct temperature readings at T (rather than ohms) are possible

with proper calibration of the slide wire, which constitutes the vari-

able section of the resistance of arm 3.

Although the above circuit is the most generally satisfactory for

ordinary biophysical work, precision resistance thermometry em-
ploying a platinum \vire thermometer requires somewhat different

circuits. The basic operation of precision resistance thermometry

consists in the measurement of the potential drop across the resistance

thermometer as compared to that across a standard resistor. Either

a potentiometer or a bridge circuit can be used. The potentiometer

Arm 3 Arm A
Fig. 11. Commonly used Wheat-

stone bridge circuit for three lead re-

sistance thermometer (modeled after

a Leeds and Northrup circuit).

is a more versatile instrument capable of measuring temperatures

over a greater range than a bridge circuit with equal sensitivity, but

is somewhat more difficult to use. In the potentiometric method

the voltage drop across two resistors carrying the same current is

measured. One of these resistors is a standard of the four terminal

type and the other is the resistance thermometer. Both are con-

nected in series with a battery. Resistance thermometers for use in

the biophysical temperature range usually have a potential drop of

0.1 V. or less and are best used with low voltage potentiometers.

Mueller (^4) states that for accuracy of 0.001 °C. in temperature de-

termination, resistance measurements must be made with an accu-

racy of two to four parts in a million.
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The Wheatstone bridge circuit {25)—as used with the four lead

platinum resistance thermometer—is shown in Figure 12. In this

circuit

:

R1/R2 = Rz/R. (6)

Two observations are required with this circuit to measure the resist-

ance of the terminal element. R\ and R2 are the resistances of the

equal ratio arms. 7?3 is the resistance required to balance the bridge.

Rx is the resistance between the branch points of the thermometer,

the four leads of which are designated as A, B, C, and D. By means

of the slide wire the ratio of the arms containing Rz and 7?^ may be

adjusted to equality within one or two parts in ten million. Once the

Fig. 12. Bridge circuit for four lead,

precision resistance thermometer.

bridge has been balanced, with the battery connected to thermometer

lead C, a commutator with amalgamated contacts is used to switch

the battery to lead B. The positions of thermometer leads A and D
are interchanged, and the bridge is again balanced. Since it can be

shown that:

R,= {D + A)/2 (7)

the reversal of the leads wall cancel out any effects of resistance in the

leads and the true resistance of the thermometer will be obtained.

A small variable resistor is sometimes placed in one of the thermom-

eter leads to equalize the lead resistance in the two positions of the

commutator. Unless it is desirable to determine temperature dif-
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ferences smaller than 0.001 °C., it is unnecessary to make tempera-

ture corrections for the bridge coils, the resistance of which varies

slightly with room temperature.

3. Calibration of Resistance Thermometers

Calibration of the thermometer at fixed points is laborious and for

most purposes it is sufficient to compare the resistance thermometer

to a calibrated mercury thermometer in a stirred bath, the tempera-

ture of which is varied slowly in steps over the desired range. If

greater accuracy is desired, a precise platinum wire resistance ther-

mometer is used. It is usually desirable to keep one of the latter for

use as a laboratory standard and to use base metal resistance ther-

mometers or thermistors—both of which are comparatively inexpen-

sive—for routine temperature measurements.

A graph may be made (as in Fig. 9) of ohms of thermometer re-

sistance against degrees Centigrade for the working temperature

range. It is often feasible to calibrate the slide wire of the bridge or

potentiometer to give readings directly in degrees of temperature.

4. Applications of Resistance Thermometers

Platinum resistance thermometers in biophysics are used mostly

as laboratory standards. Although they may be used over a wider

temperature range and are less susceptible to deterioration than base

metal thermometers, they require an expensive bridge or potentio-

metric circuit and more precise techniques if advantage is to be taken

of their greater precision.

At the present time, base metal resistance thermometers—usually

Nichrome—are used for almost all routine biophysical temperature

determinations in which resistance thermometers are employed.

Beside being inexpensive and easily obtainable, they give satisfactory

readings in the moderate temperature range and will hold a calibra-

tion within 0.02°C. for several years if suitably mounted and pro-

tected.

Some general applications of resistance thermometers are as fol-

lows: (a) Rectal thermometers that are rugged, yet very sensitive to

any significant changes in temperature, may be constructed (26)

(see Fig. 13). (b) Temperature inside the clothing may be obtained

by threading resistance wire into a sewing machine and stitching the

resistance wire directly into the clothing [27). (c) Resistance units
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have been used successfully for many years in the walls of calorim-

eters and in other apparatus for the measurement of air and wall

temperatures, (d) Resistance thermometers have often been used

to measure surface temperatures. One type is the Dermalor of Fig-

ure 7 and a second type has been described by Soderstrom (26).

Bohenkamp (38) measured human surface temperatures by winding

resistance wire around various parts of the subject's body, (e) Re-

sistance thermometers can be used to measure the temperature of

plants, bacterial colonies, solutions, interfaces, and practically every

place where liquid-in-glass or large thermocoui)les are used. Like

thermocouples, they have the advantage over liquid thermometers of

being read m situ either near to or remote from the observer. (/)

Fig. 13. Resistance type of rectal thermometer: (.4) lead; (B) and (C)

leads soldered together at tip of thermometer; (N) insulated nickel resistance

wire wound around three leads; (<S) silver shell; (R) rubber tubing covering

leads: (7") thread liinding rubber to silver shell, .\fter Soderstrom (£6).

Resistance thermometers are particularly adaptable for use with elec-

trical recording apparatus and many direct reading and automatic

recording temperature devices are available on the market.

Thermistors, in addition to many of the above applications, pos-

sibly can be used in rod form for intravascular temperature measure-

ment (Fig. 10). The probe type is useful in measuring ambient air

or liquid temperatures while the disc or pellet type can be easily in-

serted into a metal thermometer bulb. The disc form has also been

sweated onto metal plates to give a low thermal impedance connec-

tion to the object whose temperature is being studied. The large

disc form is enveloped in a paint finish for use in humid surroundings.

Minute beads with response times of less than a second in air and

flake thermistors with time constants from one millisecond to one

second have also been manufactured. These forms are useful for

temperatvn-e determinations of objects that are either inaccessible, in

motion, or too hot for contact thermometry. Radiation from the

object can be focused on the thermistor by means of a concave mirror.
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5. Limitations of Resistance Thermometers

Resistance thermometers have the disadvantage of being much
more difficult to construct than thermocouples for ordinary biophysi-

cal measurement. Also, it is not generally feasible to construct

resistance thermometers of the small size attainable with thermo-

couples. This fact limits their use for the type of measurement re-

quiring very small, sensitive elements as, for example, measurements

of intravascular temperature. The introduction of the thermistor

may permit such measurements although as yet they have not been

so used. Resistance thermometers require more elaborate physical

apparatus than any of the other temperature measuring methods

described. For effective use, they also require a higher degree of

manipulative skill. Resistance thermometers of the base metal

variety may change in calibration with use. Soderstrom has reported

that readings with his nickel resistance thermometers change as much
as 0.2°C. during the first year of use and within 0.02°C. during the

second.

E. TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT BY RADIATION

1. General Principles

For high temperature measurements, optical pyrometers can be

used. These instruments are essentially photometers employing

monochromatic light—usually red—in which the intensity of radia-

tion from a standard source is compared to that from the object

being studied. The intensity is controlled by means of absorption

filters or iris diaphragms interposed into the pathway of the radiation

from either the standard source or the radiating object. These in-

struments are of interest in biophysics principally in the measure-

ment of the heat energy output from furnaces, arc lamps, and other

high temperature sources to which biological material may be exposed.

Of special interest to the biophysicist concerned with determining

temperature of surfaces is the radiometer. The radiometer is an in-

strument that converts incident radiant energy into thermal energy,

which can be measured quantitatively. The detecting element of a

radiometer is usually either a thermopile or a resistance element

(bolometer) connected to a suitable potentiometric or bridge circuit

for measurement.

A crude radiometer can be devised by blackening the end of a
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thermometer, enclosing a thermometer in a blackened sphere, or

blackening a bulb filled with water, alcohol, or ether and noting in

each case the heights to which the thermometric substance rises when

radiation is allowed to impinge on the blackened surface. This type

of radiometer is insensitive and slow, but because of ruggedness and

simplicity has received considerable attention, as, for example, the

Vernon globe thermometer.

The amount of energy received by a radiometer is often so small

that electronic or optical amplification is necessary. This energy de-

pends upon the difference in temperature between the radiometer and

the surface being measured and upon the emissive power of the sur-

face. The net transfer of heat by radiation can be written

:

Hr = SoeMT' - Tt)A (8)

where jF/r — heat transfer in g. cal./sec. So = Stefan-Boltzmann

constant = 1.37 X 10~^^ g. cal./sec./cm. 2, T and To = absolute

temperature of hot object and its environment, ei and €2 = emissivity

of surfaces of radiator and environment with maximum values of

unity, and A = radiating area of object.

A perfect black body has the highest emissive power or emissivity

and is assigned the value of 1. All other objects have emissivities

less than 1. Since the emissive power of an object is equal to the

absorbing power of the object, emissivity can be related to the re-

flecting power (R) of an object with e being equal to 1 — R. This

relationship provides a convenient means for measuring the emissivity

of biologically important surfaces as, for example, human skin, leaves,

animal fur, clothing, etc. Many objects may act as good radiators

for one w^avelength and as poor radiators for others. The human
skin is a good example. It is important that the emissivity used in

the radiation formula be that for the wavelength range in which the

object is radiating. The emissivity for white human skin has a value

of 0.99 in the infrared portion of the spectrum in which the skin radi-

ates—although its emissivity in the visible spectrum would be as low

a,s 0.3.

2. Calibration of Radiometers

The energy calibration for a radiometer can be most easily made
with a radiation standard of the National Bureau of Standards. For

low temperature work in the biological field, the calibration can be ac-
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complished by means of two black bodies (Leslie cubes) at different

temperatures. Two Leslie cubes are employed in order to rule out

the necessity of measuring the temperature of the thermosensitive

elements of the radiometer {29,30).

3. Applications of Radiometers

Radiometers have been extensively used in the measurement of

skin and surface temperature. An instrument of this tyi^e is shown

in Figure 14. The latter measurement is of particular importance

Fig. 14. Hardy dermal radiometer. (Courtesy Baird Associates.)

in bioclimatology. The radiant temperature of the nighttime sky,

the terrestrial surroundings, and the sun are all of importance in

evaluating thermal stress. Experimental investigations of the sensi-

tivity of the human skin to temperature and to pain have involved

the use of radiometric techniques as skin thermometers. As can be

seen from Table I, there is no other instrument as dependable as the

radiometer for temperature measurement of exposed surfaces.
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A new type of radiometer for measuring the radiation temperature

of the outdoor environment has recently been described by Richards

and Hardy (31). This instrument consists of three spheres, black,

white, and polished, into which electrical energy is fed to bring them

all to the same temperature. This gives a measurement of radiation

from which the "wall temperature" of the environment may be com-

puted. «

4. Limitations of Radiometers

The apijlication of a radiometer is limited almost entirely to the

measurement of surface temperatures in biophysics, and for this single

purpose it is beyond question the best instrument. Radiometers

are fragile instruments and require relatively expensive electrical

equipment for measurement of radiation. Emissivity values must

be worked out for each type of surface to be investigated and correc-

tions often must be applied to the radiometric readings due to re-

flected and scattered light.

F. MISCELL4NEOUS TEMPERATURE MEASURING
DEVICES

All the followng temperature measuring devices have some bio-

physical application although limited to some particular problem.

The discussion is therefore brief.

1. Thermoluminescence

Many chemical compounds emit fluorescent radiation within a

narrow temperature range only. Zinc sulfide produces yellow fluores-

cence between and 123°C. The fluorescence of zinc oxide changes

from red to green at 704°C. The quality and quantity of fluores-

cence of the microorganisms found in the slime forming on certain

decaying fish changes to a marked degree as the environmental tem-

perature is altered. Many other substances have other characteristic

fluorescent temperatures and, if these critical points hajipen to fall

near those of some biophj'sical reaction, they may be useful indicators.

2. Dielectric Constant Changes

The dielectric constant of most compounds is a function of tem-

perature. A ceramic capacitor such as titanium dioxide, Ti02, for
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example, undergoes marked changes. A common laboratory sub-

stance, Rochelle salt crystals, exhibits a large shift in dielectric con-

stant between 20 and 30°C. but is destroyed by temperatures over

105°. It is somewhat difficult to use these substances for tempera-

ture determination because resistance losses are large enough to re-

quire separate balancing for a null reading if a bridge circuit is em-

ployed to measure the change in capacitance. The dielectric con-

stant shift can be used to better advantage to measure temperature if

these substances are used as the capacitance part of an inductance-

capacitance circuit or phase shift oscillator.

3. Thermosensitive Magnetic Alloys

Thermosensitive alloys of silicon steel, chromium, and nickel can

be made with Curie points {T^, point at which magnetization drops

to zero) below 100°C. with rapid decrease in magnetization starting

at a temperature value 60% of the Curie point. A coil using a core

of one of these alloys can be employed with an audio-frequency circuit

to measure temperature within the range of 60% (T/Tc) of the Curie

point of that alloy.

4. Thermal Conductivity Cells

Temperature-resistance relationships in wires heated by a con-

stant current or a constant terminal voltage and placed in glass cells

are used to measure pressure, humidity (electric hygrometers), radia-

tion, and temperature and to analyze gases. By determination of

the rate of heat dissipation from the wire to the surrounding medium,

a coil of fine platinum or tungsten wire may be used as a flow meter

for either liquids or gases.

The thermoconductivity principle is also frequently applied in

studies of human and animal physiology. The rate of dissipation of

the heat in the intestine, for instance, may be determined by resist-

ance changes in a heated wire enclosed within the walls of a balloon

placed in the intestine {32) . Similarly, a heated wire lead into a blood

vessel through a hypodermic needle may be used to yield accurate

determinations of the rate of flow of blood.

5. Bimetallic Strip Thermometers

Laminated strips of metals that have different temperature

coefficients of linear expansion are widely used to determine tem-
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peratiirc. Unless specially designed, however, their accuracy usually

is less than 0.1°C. Their use is limited to panel, wall, remote posi-

tion, or other indicating thermometers of the dial type. A combina-

tion of a metal with a high temperature coefficient, such as brass,

and one with a low coefficient, such as Invar, gives the best result.

Bimetallic strips find their widest application as thermostats for

control of constant temperature cells, baths, or rooms. The metals

selected should have low mechanical hysteresis and high tensile

strength so that, when cooled or heated repeatedly, they will warp

to the same degree consistently. Such strips may be used to open or

close electrical contacts or a mechanical valve, or to move indicators.

If more exact temperature changes are required, the strip is used un-

loaded and its movements are followed by means of a wire strain gage

or a change in capacitance between the bending strip and a fixed

plate, or the movements can be followed by means of a phototube

optical system.

6. Thermoscopes

The thermoscopic method is the simplest for measuring tempera-

tures and is employed in the laboratory to designate a certain arbi-

trary temperature, usually for calibration of a calorimeter or electric

furnace. One form of thermoscope employs a small piece of lead,

paraffin, or sulfur placed so that the melting point of any one of these

or similar substances indicates the temperature of another mass

under similar thermal conditions. A hollow metal sphere that would

pass through a given aperture at a certain temperature but not at any

other is another form of thermoscope. If the substance used as a

thermoscope undergoes a change of state at some known "fixed point"

(such as the melting or boiling point of sulfur) this fixed point can be

related to a known temperature scale. Although thermoscopes have

the advantage of simplicity, they have the disadvantage of indicating

only one temperature point and this only momentarily.

G. SPECIAL TEMPERATURE PROBLEMS IN BIOPHYSICS

Temperature is probably the most important universal factor

affecting all life processes. Biophysical research is concerned not onlj''

with temperature determinations on man but on the organisms shar-

ing his environment and temperature factors in the environment it-

self. The general methods available have been described in the pre-
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ceding section. They can be modified to fit almost any biophysical

requirement ranging from quantitative studies of photosynthesis in

plants by highly sensitive, quick-responding thermocouples to deter-

mination of the rectal temperatures of an elephant. Chemical reac-

tion rates are affected to an even greater degree by temperature than

purely physical reactions such as conduction, convection, and dif-

fusion. Photochemical reactions are affected very little. Reactions

involving ionic exchange and neutralization of acid and alkali are so

extremely rapid that temperature changes are immeasurable. In

those reactions that proceed with measurable speed, the importance

of temperature received added emphasis by the publication of the

van't Hoff relationship (1884). It was shown that the velocity of a

chemical reaction is at least doubled by a 10°C. rise in temperature.

This discovery led to the use of the "temperature coefficient" (Qio)

to express the relation of the reaction velocity at a given temperature

to that at 10°C. lower. It became apparent that the van't Hoff rela-

tionship might be used to decide whether certain physiological proc-

esses such as the conduction of a nerve impulse had a physical or chemi-

cal basis. An attempt by Snyder (1908) to decide the nerve conduc-

tion problem was inconclusive because the Qio value of approximately

2 he obtained is borderline between physical and chemical reactions.

In determining temperature effects on the hydrolysis rate of su-

crose, Arrhenius (1889) (33) broadened the van't Hoff relationship by

expressing it as the differential equation

:

f/(log k)/dt - ^i/RT' (9)

where k is the reaction velocity constant, R the gas constant (= 1.98

or roughly 2 cal.), and n'ls a term that Arrhenius at first thought had

no physical meaning but that was later shown experimentally to be a

constant of thermodynamic significance. The term n became known

as the "temperature characteristic" of a reaction. According to the

kinetic theory, the velocity of any chemical reaction is governed by

the number of effective molecular collisions in a given time. In

order for molecules to react, they must collide with relatively great

energy (energy of activation). The temperature characteristic, ii, of

any chemical reaction is defined as the energy required to "activate"

the molecules entering into the reaction and is expressed in calories

per gram molecular weight of reactant.

According to Crozier (34), the temperature characteristic may

represent the critical increment of energy for the formation of active
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molecules of a catalyst. 'Vhv catalysts repeatetllj^ involved in bio-

chemical reactions might thus be identified by determination of tem-

perature characteristics. Although many conijolex systems, involv-

ing serial reactions, have definite temperature characteristics, it is

seldom possible to assign the n value to a ])aiti('ular reaction in the

system.

By rearranging the above equation, the temperature characteristic

of a reaction can be determined by measurement of reaction rates at

1.5

o
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Q
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sion of sucrose by acids or iiivertase, conversion of fat to soap by al-

kali, and many oxidative reactions.

Many physiological processes involve several complex chemical

reactions and the determination of the dominant reaction is the chief

application of the temperature characteristic. The usual procedure

is to study the reaction in a bath, the temperature of which is either

constant or variable at a controlled rate.

Theory of the Master Reaction

Crozier (34,35) proposed that, in a complicated physiological reac-

tion such as cellular oxidation, there may be a slowest step which

governs the over-all velocity of the process. He further suggested

that in this type of reaction, the temperature coefficient of the reac-

tion velocity (Qw) yielded a quantity similar to energy of activation.

This quantity (the temperature characteristic or n) changed in value

on passing from one temperature range to another and these changes

were interpreted as shifts in "mastery" from a reaction with a velocity

constant ki(ni) to a reaction with a velocity constant kiini). Crozier

believed that Ai and A'2 were constants for the rates of formation and

destruction of an enzyme. By dominating the steady state concen-

tration of an enzyme, these constants also regulated the over-all

velocity of the reaction. Many enzymes are common to many dif-

ferent biological species and different life processes. Thus, it might

be predicted that a random distribution of temperature characteristics

for many diverse physiological reactions in different species would not

exist. Rather, well defined modes corresponding to either ki or k2

for various enzymes would be expected. Crozier's plot of fx values

against frequency of their occurrence shows these modes.

The rate of the heart beat might be determined, for example, by a

single type of activation because of the interdependence of the several

reactions involved (35). In any such related chain of reactions, it

would be the slowest reaction that would determine the rate for the

entire process and act as the "master reaction." The chain of reac-

tions associated with muscular contraction, flavoprotein systems, and

cytochrome, are also examples. In these cases in which the Arrhe-

nius plot does not give a straight line, Crozier calls the point of slope

change the critical temperature at which dominancy changes from

one master reaction to another.

Considerable experimental evidence has been collected by Crozier
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and others in support of the "master reaction" theory. Burton (36)

has been the chief critic of the theory, basing his objections on the

law of mass action. He beheves that if one reaction is to dominate

over another in the same reaction chain at one temperature but may
in turn be dominated by another reaction at another temperature, the

temperature characteristic of the two reactions would have to vary b>'

a larger interval than that actually observed. By mathematical

analysis, Burton proposes that the slope of the line of an Arrhenius

plot may result from pace-setting shared by several reactions of dif-

ferent critical increments rather than control by a master reaction.

Both Burton's criticism and Crozier's original suggestions fail to

offer any explanation of an Arrhenius plot with regard to underlying

mechanisms. Johnson, Eyring, and co-workers have extended the

work of other investigators to develop the theory of rate processes.

Additional information on this subject may be found in the book by

Glasstone, Laidler, and Eyring (37).
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A. PRINCIPLES

1. Heat and Temperature

Heat and temperature were still confused in Newton's works. In

1750 Richman formulated a concept similar to what is now known as

heat quantity, namely, mass times difference in temperature, al-

though he used the term ''calor" for this product as well as for tem-

perature. Joseph Black (1728-1799) clarified the relation between

temperature and heat, introducing a term "capacity for heat" for a

concept now known as "specific heat," whereas "heat capacit}^" now
designates the product of specific heat and mass of a body. The his-

torical development of these concepts is given by Mach (1) and by

Maxwell (2). Even today the terminology is still confused in some

pubhcations. "Thermogenic" is sometimes used instead of "calori-

genic" to designate an action that increases the rate of heat produc-

tion. A million calories of net energy in animal nutrition is called a

"therm" (3). This is as unfortunate as the use of the same term

"one therm" for the zero to one degree calorie (4). In some very well

established expressions such as "thermochemistry" and "thermo-

dynamics," "therm" to be sure still retains the double meaning of

dealing with heat as well as temperature, but that is no reason why
such confusion should be carried on in newly coined terms.

Temperature is discussed in another chapter of this book. Heat

(calor) is the product of a difference in temperature and the heat

capacity of a body.

2. Heat Capacity

Once a temperature scale is established, one may determine heat

capacity by mixing substances vnih different temperatures and ob-

serving the resulting temperature of the mixture. The following dis-

cussion is simplified by the assumption that heat capacity does not

change with changes of temperature.

If m grams of water at a temperature Ti is mixed Avith m grams of

water at a temperature T2, the mixture mil have the temperature of

(Ti -1- 7^2) /2. The warm water lost as much temperature as the cold

water gained. If, however, m grams of water at Ti is mixed ^\^th

twice as much water at T2, the temperature of the mixture is closer

to To than to Ti. Generally one may formulate:
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l"'~ I,' = ^' <>•• (T.,„ - Tr)nn = {T, - T„.)m, (1)

Temperature loss times mass of the warm portion is equal to tem-

perature gain times mass of the cold portion. The ability to raise the

temperature of a given amount of cold water is proportional to the

mass of the warmer water.

When different substances are mixed, the relation is more compli-

cated. If, for example, tn grams of water at Ti is mixed with m
grams of steel at T2 the rise in temperature of the water is only }{o of

the loss in temperature by the steel. For a given difference in tem-

perature, therefore, a unit mass of steel has only 3^o as much "ability"

to raise the temperature of a given amount of a cold substance as

does a unit mass of water. To account for this different caloric be-

havior of different substances one uses the concept "specific heat," c.

The result of a mixing trial with two different substances at different

temperatures may then be expressed as follows:

(r,„ - TOwifi = (T2 - TJm^c, (2)

where Ti, T2 — original temperature of components, Tm = tempera-

ture of the mixture, m = mass (in grams), and c = specific heat.

For mixtures of several (0 components one may generally formu-

late :

Tm = ^T{miCjl^miCi (3)

where the product of mass and specific heat (WiCj) represents the heat

capacity. The final temperature of a mixture is thus equal to the sum
of all the products of temperature times heat capacity of the compo-

nents. The latter sum is the heat capacity of the mixture.

To determine specific heats one may formulate from equation (2)

:

m^JTm - 7^1) ,,.
C2 = C\ (4;

yn,{T, - Tm)

The specific heat of water is arbitrarily chosen as unity, thus if the

substance 1 in equation (4) is water, Ci = 1. Heat capacities and

specific heat are then expressed in tenns of the heat capacity of 1

gram of water.

The simplifying assumption that heat capacity is independent of

temperature is only approximately correct. One might define a

temperature scale, say between the freezing and the boiling points of
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water, based on the postulate that the heat capacity of water within

this range remains constant, but this temperature scale would deviate

slightly from the one generally in use, namely, the thermodynamic

scale. Based on the usual temperature scale the heat capacity of air-

free water changes from 1.00738 cal. per gram at 0°C. to 1.00002 at

14°, to 0.99795 at 35°, ts 1.00000 at 65°, and to 1.00697 at 100°C.

(7).

Accurate data on specific heats of numerous substances are com-

piled in the International Critical Tables (5), the Smithsonian tables

(6), and various other handbooks (7).

A number of rules permit the estimation of heat capacities (8).

For monatomic ideal gases, the molar heat capacity is 3 cal. per de-

gree at constant volume and 5 cal. per degree at constant pressure.

For other gases the molar heat capacity increases with the number of

atoms in the molecule. For solid elements the specific heat may be

estimated according to the law of Dulong and Petit, which states

that the product of specific heat and atomic weight of solid elements

is 6.4.

For animals one may estimate:

heat capacity = grams water -1- 0.4 X grams dry matter (5)

Disregarding ash content, one would estimate for an extremely lean

animal with 25% protein and 75% water a specific heat of 0.85 cal.

per gram. For a very fat animal with 30% fat, 20% protein, and

50% water, the specific heat would amount to 0.70 cal. per gram. A
value of 0.8 cal. per gram appears to be a fair approximation for an

average animal and was used by Rosenthal (9) in 1889. Burton (10)

uses 0.83 as specific heat for human beings. Blood has a specific

heat of 0.9 cal. per gram, which is close to the approximation repre-

sented by equation (5).

3. Heat Quantity

Temperature and heat capacity having been established, the

quantity of heat ( AQ) may be defined as the product of temperature

change and heat capacity:

AQ = (To - Ti)mc (6)

where AQ = amount of heat transferred. This equation, however, is

appHcable only over a temperature range in which the specific heat
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may be regarded as constant. When the specific heat changes with

changes in temperature, the heat quantity may be expressed by the

more general equation:

AQ = m f^l^ cr clT (7)

The specific heat (Ct) in this ease is not a constant but is a function

of the temperature.

Usually heat is measured in calories (cal.). In thermodynamics

one uses as a rule the 15 degree calorie {11). This calorie is the

amount of heat that raises the temperature of 1 gram of water from

15 to 16°C. It is almost exactly equal to the "mean calorie,"

nameh^ the amount of heat that raises the temperature of 0.01 gram

of w^ater from the freezing point to the boiUng point at 1 atmosphere

pressure.

Because electrical units can be standardized more easily than the

heat capacity of water, the calorie is now defined on the basis of the

international joule. 1 cal. = 4.1833 international joules. The joule

in turn is defined as volt times coulomb. The volt is 1/1.0183 of the

electromotive force of the normal Weston cell at 20°C., and the cou-

lomb is the amount of electricity that deposits 0.001118 gram of silver

in an electroh^ic cell. This is 1/96494 of the electricity carried by 1

gram equivalent or the charge of 6.24 X 10^^ electrons. Some au-

thors express heat directly in terms of joules (J). It might be advan-

tageous to maintain calories for expressing heat and use joules when

other forms of energy, particularly chemical energy or radiant energy,

are measured calorimetrically.

In much biophysical work heat quantities are given in kilocalories

(kcal.). One kilocalorie equals one thousand calories. Terms such

as "kilogram calories" and especially "large calories" are obsolete

and should be avoided.

4. Latent Heat

The final temperature of a mixture of cold and warm substances

may be the same as the initial temperature of one component. If,

for example, 100 g. of water vnth a temperature of 8° are poured into

100 g. of water which contains a considerable amount of ice and has a

temperature of 0°, the final temperature of the mixture is 0°. The

100 g. of the warmer water being cooled from 8 to 0° lost 800 cal. of

heat. Instead of raising the temperature of the colder water this
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heat melted 10 g. of ice. This heat is, so to speak, stored in the mix-

ture; it can become manifest again when, for example, 100 g. of

steel at an initial temperature of —80° is added to the mixture.

Then 10 g. of water will freeze and raise the temperature of the steel

from —80 to 0°. Between being lost by the warmer water and fi-

nally gained by the cold steel the 800 cal. of heat have passed through

a hidden state, as it were. This state is termed "latent." One dis-

tinguishes thus between "sensible heat," which is observable as a

temperature change, and "latent heat," which produces no change in

temperature but instead is involved in changes of state—solid to liquid

or liquid to gas.

The latent heat is used extensively in calorimetry. Famous ex-

amples are the ice calorimeters of Lavoisier-Laplace and of Bunsen.

5. Chemical Energy

The latent heat of change of state is mainly a matter of the spatial

relations between molecules. A further form of latent heat is in-

volved in chemical changes, that is, changes in the arrangements of

atoms in the molecules. When 1 g. of glucose is oxidized to 1.47 g.

of carbon dioxide gas and 0.60 g. of liquid water, 3.74 kcal. of heat is

produced. This is the "heat of reaction," or in this particular case

the "heat of combustion." For given initial and final states of the

process a definite amount of heat is developed from the oxidation of a

given amount of glucose. This amount remains the same whether the

process takes place as an explosion in a calorimetric bomb or as a series

of enzymic processes such as occur in animal tissues. The generaliza-

tion of this example is known as the fundamental law of thermochemis-

try, the law of constant heat sums, or the law of Hess, who announced

it in 1840.

Three years later Robert Mayer formulated an even broader gen-

eralization including the relation of heat and work. As, in some mix-

ing trials, sensible heat, which apparently disappeared, may be con-

served as latent heat of state, so can mechanical work of motion be

conserved as potential work of position, for example in a swinging

pendulum. When, how^ever, the pendulum is stopped at its lowest

position, its work of motion as well as its potential work of position

have actually been lost. This loss of work is accompanied by the

production of heat. Work of motion can thus become latent not

only as work of position but also as heat ; conversely heat can become
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latent, not only as latent heat of melting or as heat absorbed in a

chemical change but also as mechanical work.

Some agent remains constant in all these changes. I'his agent is

called energy. Work, light, electric potential, and, since Einstein,

also mass are various manifestations of this agent. Heat can be pro-

duced from work or electric energy from heat, but energy itself can

neither be produced nor destroyed ; it can only change the form of its

manifestations. Expressions such as "energy production," rather

frequently used by biochemists, are therefore unsound. The law of

conservation of energy includes, as a special case, the fundamental

law of thermochemistry mentioned above.

On the basis of the law of conservation of energy, or the first law

of thermodynamics, any form of energy may be measured in terms of

any other. Table I gives the conversion factors for various units of

energy.

B. FIELDS OF APPLICATION

For biophysics, calorimetry is applied in research on heat transfer

of organisms. Of equal importance is the application of calorimetry

for the measurement of other forms of energy. Transformations to

any form of energy but heat are as a rule incomplete. The transfer of

any form of energy to heat, on the other hand, can ordinarily be per-

formed easily and completel3^ This unique position of heat among
the various manifestations of energy makes calorimetry particularly

suitable for the measurement of other forms of energy. Of special

interest for biophysicists are the calorimetric measurements of radiant

energy and of chemical energy.

1. Heat Transfer

The knowledge of animal heat transfer is important for the choice

of standard clothing. It is widely applied also in the design of insula-

tion and of heating and cooling devices in houses for man and ani-

mals. Builders of hatcheries, brooders, and poultry houses are par-

ticularly interested in the rates of heat transfer of the birds. Parti-

tional calorimetry—that is, the measurements of radiation, convec-

tion, conduction, and water evaporation as parts of total heat trans-

fer—proves especially helpful. The knowledge of the thermostatic

characteristics of farm animals will be of importance not only for the

care and management of the herds, but also in the selection for breed-
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ing of animals best fit for given climatic conditions. Attempts are

underway to combine the high rate of production and efficiency of food

utilization for meat and milk inherent in our modern western breeds

of cattle wdth the great ability to endure high environmental tempera-

tures, which characterizes Indian breeds (Brahman cattle) . A stand-

ard scale for measuring thermostatic ability would undoubtedly be ad-

vantageous for this breeding work.

2. IMeasiirenieiil of Radiant Energy

Radiant energy is often measured by transforming it into heat

(12). The transformation takes place as a rule in a so-called black

body, and the heating effect is measured either by rotation of a paddle

wheel, as in Crooke's radiometer, by the change in temperature of the

arm of a Wheatstone bridge, as in Langley's bolometer, or as a ther-

moelectric potential of a thermocouple, as in Boys' radiomicrometer

or in Hardy's radiometer for measuring radiation rates of human skin

(13). Measurements of radiant energy are basic in research on photo-

synthesis (14)- They are also important in the study of heat ex-

change of animals and man.

3. Measurement of Chemical Energy

The most widespread application of calorimetry in biological re-

search is the measurement of chemical energy. Among the innumer-

able possible aspects of life, the one that shows life as a transformation

of energy has proved to be particularly fruitful. In the great process

:

radiant energy —> chemical energy -^ heat, the first step is of particu-

lar importance in plant physiology, the second in animal physiology.

From the sun's great stream of radiant energy that flows down to

the level of heat, organisms channelize a streamlet and retard the deg-

radation process to heat, using this radiant energy for the synthesis

of organic compoimds. These compounds in turn furnish energy

necessary for the life of the allotrophic organisms, particularly ani-

mals.

The efficiency of plant production may be expressed in terms of

calories of chemical energy yield per acre or per calorie of radiant

energy received on the ground. Food requirements and perform-

ances of work of man and animals are measured in calories, and im-

portant deductions in biochemistry are based on free energy (11,36).
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C. CALORIMETRIC METHODS

An account of the development of calorimetric methods is found

in Saha's treatise {15). A thorough discussion of the present status

of the subject is found in a chapter by Sturtevant {16).

1. Classification and Choice of Calorimeters

Table II indicates how calorimeters may be classified according

to their major characteristics.

The choice of a calorimetric method may have to be based on cri-

teria different from those used in Table II. The magnitude of ther-

mal effects may have to be considered. The measurement of a man's

rate of heat production requires macrocalorimetry. The study of the

heat of setting concrete even in giant dams, on the other hand, may
well be accomplished by microcalorimetric methods because the es-

sential conditions such as temperature, pressure, and chemical com-

position may be adequately reproducible on a small scale. Availabil-

ity and cost of equipment, skill, and time necessary for the measure-

ment may be other factors involved in the choice of the method.

Heats of combustion of ordinary plant or animal materials may
be accomplished by rather well standardized methods and a number
of bomb calorimeters for this purpose are readily available and ade-

quately described in the catalogs of the supply houses for laboratory

equipment. Even without previous training in physics or chemistry,

normally intelligent people can be taught in a few weeks to operate

these instruments for satisfactory routine measurements, provided

the teacher and supervisor of these technicians has himself sufficient

basic knowledge. For such routine measurements by technicians

with limited training, a calorimeter jacket with high heat capacit}^

and nearly constant temperature (see Sect. C7) is preferable to the

adjustable adiabatic jacket. The three rows of temperature figures

obtained mth the constant jacket in the preliminary, main, and after

period of the measurement can readily be checked, and irregularities

are easily detected, whereas errors in the operation of the adiabatic

jacket may be difficult to trace after the measurement is completed

(see the last paragraph in Section C7).

For the measurement of heat exchange during photosynthesis or

for animal calorimetry no generally followed routine is established

and no standard equipment is available. Good training in physics

and rather well developed engineering ability are among the prerequi-
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sites for leaders of research in these fields, because they have to de-

sign apparatus and develop methods for their particular problems.

Calorimetric frontier work such as myothermic and neurothermic

measurements in periods measured in milliseconds taxes to capacity

a well trained and critical mind of a physicist combined with the in-

genuity of a clever engineer.

2. Adiabatic IVIeasurenients

Adiabatic measurements are those in which there is no energy

exchange with the environment. Typical representatives of adia-

batic apparatus are the ice calorimeters. The heat produced or re-

leased in the instrument is measured by the amount of ice melted.

The result may be calculated as follows

:

AQ = 79.71M (8)

where AQ is the heat developed (in calories) and M is the mass of ice

melted at 0°C. (in grams).

Lavoisier and Laplace measured the amount of ice melted by

weighing the water that ran off from a pack of ice surrounding the

source of heat, such as a guinea pig. The ice pack was surrounded

by a jacket of water and ice.

The amount of ice melted may be measured more accurately by a

decrease in volume. The relation between the decrease in volume

and the amount of ice melted may be stated as follows:

M = AF/i 1000 ^
) = 11.05 A7 (9)

/ V 0.917/

where M symbolizes the amount of water melted in grams, AT' the

decrease in volume of the ice water mixture, 1.000 the density of

water at the freezing point, and 0.917 the density of ice at the freez-

ing point. Substituting this relation for M in equation (8) one finds

finally

:

AQ = 79.71 X 11.05AF = 880.8 AF (10)

The use of the contraction in vohnne by melting of ice as a calo-

rimeter is credited to Hermann, a Russian scientist, who invented this

method in 1834. In 1870 Bunsen applied this principle for his well

known calorimeter, which is used mainly for measuring specific heat.

For a thorough discussion of the precautions necessary in the use of
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Biinscii's ice calorimeter, and ])ailiculaily the use of this apparatus

for microcalorimetr}^, the reader is referred to the recent book by

SwietoslaAvski (17).

Combustion calorimetry by flie vise of the calorimetric bomb
may be classified among adiabatic measurements, even if no adiabatic

jacket is used, because the heat flow between calorimeter proper and

environment (or jacket) plays only a minor role. It is then designated

as "heat leak" and, in the final calculation, figures as a correction

term. Heat leak and coml^ustion caloiimetiv will be discussed in the

following sections.

3. Measurement of Heat Flow through Walls

Instead of preventing heat flow as in adiabatic (calorimeters, one

may measure it on the l)asis of Fourier's law, which, for steady state,

may be formulated as follows:

AQ/At = \SiTi - T,)/d (11)

where AQ/At = rate of heat flow (for example, calories per minute),

X = heat conductivity of insulating layer, d = thickness of insulating

layer, .S' = area of heat stream—in this case, area of insulating surface

layer, 7\ = temperature of inner surface of insulating layer, and Tg =

temperature of outer surface of insulating layer.

By empirical calibration one may determine a heat conduction

constant, L = 'KS/d, for any given calorimeter, and then formulate:

AQ/At = UT, - T,) (12)

This principle of measuring heat flow was applied especially in early

animal calorimetry by Richet and by Rubner (18,19). In their calo-

rimeters the animal room is surrounded by a layer of air (At, Fig. 1).

This air space is surrounded bj' an insulating layer /, which in turn is

enclosed in an outer layer of air, Ag. Each of the two air layers is

hermetically sealed and is connected to the other through a ma-

nometer, M. After an empirical calibration the difference in pressure,

p, between the two air layers indicates the difference in temperature,

Ti — Ts, for the calculation of heat flow.

Instead of using an air thermometer for measuring T< — T„ one

might nowadays advantageously measure this difference with a set of

thermoelectric junctions distributed on the inner and outer walls of

the insulating layer.
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Air entering Air (free of CO^ 8 H^O)
I^Soda Lime \

H3S0,

-:o^^-i
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HgSO^ Sodo HjjSO^
Lime

' VHO vapor CO, produced

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic illustration of respiration calorimeter of Rubner.

Galvanometer

I I
I

Lajuulaaaaaaaa.

Battery Rheostat

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of an electric compensation calorimeter.
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4. Differential Caloriiiietry

Instead of measuring the heat flow from a calorimeter chamber as

described above, one may match this flow by an equal flow in a quasi-

equal second chamber, the "compensating chamber." The rate of

heat production in the calorimeter chamber is then measured by the

rate of heat production in the compensating chamber necessary to

produce an equal "thermal head," Ti — Ts- The arrangement of a

differential calorimeter, also called a compensating calorimeter, is il-

lustrated in Figure 2.

Since, by definition of "quasi-equal conditions" for both chambers,

Ts is the same for both, it is only necessary to match the two inside

temperatures. A galvanometer is connected to thermoelectric junc-

tions distributed on the inside walls of both chambers. It serves as a

null instrument, whose sensitivity may be very high. The heat flow

in the compensating chamber is usually produced by an electric cur-

rent whose intensity and potential drops may be measured very ac-

curately. The rate of heat production in the calorimeter chamber is

then calculated as:

AQ/M = 0.239iE (13)

where AQ/ At is the rate of heat production in calories per second,

i is the electric current in amperes, and E is the potential difference

in volts.

Detailed discussions of differential calorimetry are found in the

literature {20,21). For experiments on a large scale a major source of

error appears to be the difficulty in making the thermal conditions in

the two chambers equal. If this equality for two chambers, used

simultaneously, is not more accurate than the equality of the thermal

conditions of the same chamber used at different periods, ordinary

calorimetry may be as accurate as differential calorimetry. For an

appraisal of the differential method in microcalorimetry the reader

should consult the recent book by Swietoslawski {17).

5. Prevention of Heat Leaks

Instead of measuring the heat flow through the walls of the calorim-

eter, one may prevent this flow or decrease it to a small fraction of

the measured heat, which is then called a "heat leakage."

For experiments of long duration and relatively steady rate of

heat production, heat leakage may be reduced to an insignificant rate
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by good insulation alone {i.e., make L in equation 12 small). This was

accomplished in Capstick's calorimeter for large animals {22).

Decrease or prevention of heat flow through walls may also be ac-

complished by adiabatic jackets. An adiabatic jacket consists of two

concentric metal walls with air or a liquid lietween them. When the

two walls are kept at the same temperature, T, — T^ in equation (11)

or (12) is zero and no heat flows. This condition is accomplished by

a series of thermoelectric junctions distributed over inner and outer
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age is Ihe labyrintli flow jackcl, developed mainly by Swietoslawski

{17). Figure 3 schematically illustrates the ])riiici))le of a labyrinth

flow calorimeter.

Water at the eiivironiaental temperature T,; flows froju the reservoir R
down through the outer shell iSi, returning in a counterflow tin-ough the inner

layer of shell Si to the top. In a similar way the water jiasses the middle

shell ^2 and then enters the inner shell S^. In the inner shell the water takes

up the heat given off by the animal. The difference in temperature of the

water entering the calorimeter (T",) and that leaving the inner shell {T^) mul-

tiplied by the rate of flow is the rate of animal heat loss. Some correction

for changes in moisture content and temperature of the air may be necessary.

The labyrinth flow efTectively reduces heat leakage since it keeps

the temperature of two adjoining walls nearly equal. Most of the

heat that might flow by conduction within the material of the shells

from inside to outside would be picked up by the inflowing water

and thus returned to the interior. The reverse would be true for the

exit manifold whose material therefore should have a low heat con-

ductivity.

6. Measurement of Heat Flow by Circulating Medium

The prevention of heat leaks through the walls does not necessar-

ily make a calorimeter adiabatic. The claim of Auguet and Lefevre

(^4) that their calorimeter for human beings was both perfectly

adiabatic and isothermal is an error. Heat produced in their calorim-

eter is carried outside bj^ a cooling stream of air. The same
method is used in a more recent human calorimeter by Murlin and

Burton {26) . In the classical respiration calorimeter of Atwater and

Rosa {23) the cooling medium is circulating water. Figure 4 illus-

trates the principle of this apparatus.

The subject is surrounded bj^ two concentric walls. The outer wall is

always kept at the same temperature, Tg, as the inner wall so that there is

no heat leakage. The heat produced by the subject is carried away by the

water that flows into the chamber at the temperature T^i and leaves the

chamber with a temperature Tu^g. The rate of flow is measured by the bal-

ance B.

The rate of heat loss in this case may be calculated as follows:

^ . .^ (r„ - T^) (14)
At At
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where aQ/ M — rate of heat loss in calories per second, s = specific heat of

medium, water in this case, in calories per oram per degree Centigrade,

aW/M = rate of flow of the medium, in grams per second, T^.^ = tempera-

ture of outflowing water, and Tu^i = temperature of inflowing water.

If the weight of the water, W, is measured in metric units, s is nearly unity

(depending slightly on the temperature).

Trap for

HgO vapor

Sodo
Lime

HgSO^ Og meter

COj trap

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram showing principle of Atwater-

Rosa, respiration calorimeter.

To the heat carried away by the water must be added the heat

given off as latent heat of water vaporization. For a temperature of

20° this latent heat is:

Q, = 585 W, (15)

where Qc = latent heat of evaporation in calories and We = grams of

water evaporated.

The latent heat of evaporation for other temperatures is found in

the literature {5-7).

The amount of evaporated water is measured by the increase in
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weight of the bottle containing concentrated siiUuric acid through

which the air from the chamber bubbles, as indicated in Figure 4.

Under normal conditions the latent heat of water evaporation

amounts to about one-fifth of the total heat given off by man. Its

share of the total heat loss increases with increasing environmental

temperature, and when the environment is at body temperature all

the heat produced has to be given off as heat of evaporation. The air-

circulating system of the Atwater-Rosa apparatus permits the meas-

urement of carbon dioxide production and of oxygen consumption

as well as water evaporation, as indicated in Figure 4.

7. Bomb Caloriiiietry

The energy content of substances used as fuel for furnaces or

organisms is measured by the heat evolved when these substances are

combusted. Aside from measuring fuel values, however, heats of

combustion serve as the most common bases for calculating other im-

portant data for thermochemistry and thermodynamics, such as heat

of reaction and free energy. Combustion calorimetry is therefore

the type of heat measurement most widely used in bioenergetics.

Among combustion calorimeters, in turn, the instrument best known

and most widely used is the bomb calorimeter, invented by Berthelot

in 1869.

Figure 5 is a schematic sketch of a simple bomb calorimeter. The sample,

F, to be combusted is weighed into a little dish, which is subsequently sus-

pended in the center of the bomb, B. For ignition, one end of a thin iron

wire, /, is clamped to an electrically insulated plug in the wall of the bomb;

the other end of the wire is directly connected to the wall of the bomb. In

many laboratories a weighed cotton thread is hung over the ignition wire for

more reliable ignition of the sample.

The bomb is then closed—as a rule by a heavy steel cap screwed on a lead

gasket, and filled with oxygen to a pressure of 30 atmospheres through valve

V. The bomb is then placed into the calorimeter pail, which contains a

weighed amount, usually 2 to 3 kg., of water, W. This pail, in turn, is in-

stalled inside the calorimeter jacket, /, which is filled with water to provide

a large heat capacity and consequent uniformity of the temperature sur-

rounding the calorimeter water, W. The jacket may be covered with an in-

sulating layer to shield the inside from sudden changes in room temperature.

This precaution is unnecessary when calorimetric measurements are carried

out in a temperature-controlled room. A good stirrer, S, is essential. A
cover. C, to prevent errors from water evaporation is very desirable. The

temperature of the calorimeter water is measured by a thermometer, T,
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which may be of the Beckmann type, or may be an absolute thermometer

graduated to 0.01 °C. in order to permit the estimation of thousandths of a

degree. After a steady thermal state is reached during a preliminary period,

a small electric current is passed through the ignition wire, heating it so that

it burns and ignites the sample.

Temperature leaks during the experiment may be estimated from tem-

perature readings at regular intervals in a preliminary period and a period of

steady change after the combustion. As a rule, five minutes will be suf-

ficient time for each of the three periods: preliminary period prior to ig-

nition, main period just after ignition, and after period, following the main

period.

Fig. 5. Bomb calorimeter in cross section.

A correction for temperature loss may be calculated on the basis

of Newton's law of cooling, which indicates the following relation:

V = K{T - T,) (10)

where V = rate of temperature loss in degrees Centigrade per minute

and K is the cooling coefficient or cooling rate per degree difference.

The difference T — T",. is known as "thermal head," where T is the

temperature of the calorimeter water and T^ is the temperature of the

environment (jacket).

Application of this law leads to the following correction equation

:
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E V = nV. + ;-^ (^V^ +Y.T- nTA (17)
1 z — I „ \ Z 1 /

n

where ^V = total tempemture loss in main period = temperature

correction, n = number of intervals in main period (as a rule, number
of minutes), Va = mean rate of temperature loss in preliminary pe-

riod (degrees Centigrade per minute), Fj = mean rate of temperature

loss in after period, Ta = mean temperature of calorimeter water dur-

ing preliminary period, T^ = mean temperature of calorimeter water

during after period. To = temperature of calorimeter water at ignition

time, Tn = last temperature reading of main period, and T = tem-

perature of calorimeter during main period. This is the calorimeter

correction formula of Regnault-Pfaundler. For its derivation one

has to assume that the environmental temperature Tg, which in a

well constructed calorimeter is equal to the temperature of the jacket,

remains constant. This constancy may be approximated sufficiently

by using jackets of sufficient heat capacity. The requirement may be

estimated as follows:

One may assume for an ordinary bomb calorimeter a cooling coef-

ficient of 0.002° per minute per degree Centigrade (unpublished result

by author). For a duration of five minutes and an increase in tem-

perature of the calorimeter of 5° the temperature loss would amount
to 0.05°C. Assuming a heat capacity of the calorimeter of 2.5 kcal.

per degree Centigrade, the temperature loss represents a heat loss of

0.05 X 2500 = 125 cal. If this amount of heat were to raise the

temperature of the jacket only 0.001°, the jacket should have a heat

capacity of 125 kcal. (125/0.001) or an equivalent of 125 liters of

water. If a change of 0.005°, w^hich amounts to 0.1% of the result,

is allowable, a jacket of 25 liters capacity will do.

Errors from inaccurate assumptions, such as the constancy of en-

vironmental temperature, may be eliminated to a considerable ex-

tent if the calorimeter is calibrated by combusting a reference sub-

stance under conditions similar to those prevailing during subsequent

measurements. Benzoic acid is supplied for this purpose by the

National Bureau of Standards. Salicylic acid is used in the Swiss

Institute for Fuel Investigations.

A more elaborate discussion of the Regnault-Pfaundler formula

and its improvements is found in White's monograph (33). For most

determinations of heats of combustion by bomb calorimetry the old

formula is sufficiently accurate.
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To avoid corrections for heat leakage some bomb calorimeters are

supplied with so-called adiabatic jackets, that is, jackets that may be

heated in an attempt to make their temperature equal to the tem-

perature of the calorimeter water. Such jackets are especially suit-

able for measuring uniform continuous thermal processes such as the

heat evolved by a radium preparation, or during the hardening of

Portland cement. For the abrupt heat production of explosions,

however, such as those in the calorimeter bomb, the advantage of an

adiabatic jacket is doubtful. Even with adequate stirring of the

jacket water and accurate measurement of its temperature, it is dif-

ficult to make the temperature of the inner jacket surface always

equal to that of the outer surface of the calorimeter bucket. Some
of the commercially obtainable bomb calorimeters have adiabatic

jackets even without stirrer. The loss in reliability introduced in

bomb calorimetry mth such devices seems a rather high price for

avoiding some simple calculation of temperature loss.

8. Microcalorinietry

Microcalorimetry deals with small thermal effects. In contrast to

microchemistry, relatively large amounts of material may be involved

in these measurements. Microcalorimeters may therefore be rather

TABLE III

Characteristics of Microcalorimeters

Inventor

Characteristics Ward Hill Lange Whipp {26)

Water equivalent of heat
system, g 50 0.6 1000 1

Number of thermocouples
of main thermometer .. . 31 150 1100 5

Temperature sensitivity,

°C./inm. galvanometer
deflection 4 X 10"^ lO'^ 0.6 X 10-« 3X10-6

Heat sensitivity, cal./mm.
galvanometer deflection . 2 X lO'^ 0.5 X 10-« 0.6 X IQ-^ 3X10-6

Resistance of galvanom-
eter, ohms 8.5 25 25 1

Resistance of thermo-
couples, ohms 11.5 50 75 1

Sensitivity of galvanom-
eter, amp./mm. deflec-

tion 3.5X10-9 3.3X10-1" 10-9 3Xl0-i«

Insulation of couples Organic Organic Organic Glass
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large; thus the twin calorimeter of Giieker for the measurement of

small heats of dilution in dilute electrolyte solutions had a volume of

1 liter for each of the two chambers. The table of Whii)p {36} best

illustrates typical characteristics of some microcalorimeters (see Table

HI).

Common to all these instruments is the use of electric thermo-

couples with a very high temperatiu-e sensitivity of about a micro-

degree per milUmeter deflection of the galvanometer. The greatest

heat sensitivity is reached in Hill's instrument used for measuring heat

production of nerves in milliseconds. A deflection of 1 mm. of the

galvanometer spot indicates 0.5 microcalorie, a microcalorie being

one-millionth of a calorie. This heat sensitivity is about ten times

as high as the corresponding sensitivity in the measurement of oxygen

consumption reached in the Cartesian diver microrespiration appara-

tus, namely, one-millionth of a cubic milliliter of oxygen per milli-

meter of manometer change.

This high sensitivity of microcalorimeters makes processes im-

portant that have no noticeable effect on the result in macrocaloi'im-

etry. Thus Hill attributed large prolonged galvanometer deflec-

tions in his apparatus to "rainstorms" set off in the tiny chambers by

electric charges on nerve-stimulating wires. He also calculated

that a pinch of a rubber tube causing a volume change of one part

in a million would produce an adiabatic temperature change of 10

microdegrees, which in tm-n would make the galvanometer spot travel

50 cm. (^7, p. 119).

Microcalorimeters require special insulation. Dewar vessels are

often used for this purpose. Very accurate regulation of environ-

mental temperature is especially important. Tian (28) has invented

a thermal damping system in which several concentric layers of al-

ternately good and bad heat conductors form a multiple jacket. The
temperature inside this jacket is nearly unalTected by temperature

fluctuations outside, so that the inside temperature represents very

accurately the mean environmental temperature. Trends of envi-

ronmental temperature penetrate the damping system very slowly.

With a Tian damper, Hill Avas able to decrease the "zero creep" of a

thermostat to about 2 microdegrees in ten minutes.

For detailed information and critical discussion of niicrocalorim-

etry the recent book of Swietoslawski should be consulted (/?).

An earlier article by Meyerhof appeared in Abderhalden's handbook

(29).
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9. Partitional Calorimetry and Kata Thermometer

For characterizing the thermostatic behavior of animals a parti-

tion of the total heat flow into its components—radiation, convection,

and evaporation of water—is important. Rubner has already worked
intensively on this problem and has found that for average comfort-

able conditions evaporation accounted for about 20% of the total heat

loss, convection and conduction for 30%, and radiation for 50%.
Such measurements have been extended and refined, especially by
Hardy and Dubois and by a group of biophysicists at Yale University

(30).

Hardy (13) has designed a radiometer that measures radiant en-

ergy after its conversion to heat at a black surface. One thermo-

electric junction is installed on the blackened receiver of radiation

and the other junction of the electric thermocouple is at a point

shielded from the radiation. The difference in temperature, indi-

cated by the electric potential between the two junctions, measures

the intensity of radiation. On the basis of Stefan-Boltzmann's law

of radiation, the radiometer may be used also to measure surface tem-

peratures of animals.

The Hardy radiometer measures the surface temperature of ani-

mals in comparison with the temperature of a reference body. If

this reference body is at the temperature of the entire environment

such as the walls, floor, and ceiling of a room, the heat radiated from

a square centimeter of the animal surface may be calculated on the

basis of the Stefan-Boltzmann law

:

AQ^/A At = a(n - T'r) (18)

where AQr/A At = rate of heat loss by radiation per square centi-

meter of surface area, a — Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 1.37 X
10~^2 cal. per second per square centimeter, Tg = temperature of

radiating surface, in degrees absolute, and T^ — temperature of re-

ceiving surface, in degrees absolute.

In the John Pierce Laboratory at Yale, radiation may be con-

trolled by surrounding the experimental person with copper sheets

that reflect radiant heat received from outside. The temperature of

the walls in radiation exchange with the body may thus be varied in-

dependently of the temperature of the air surrounding the body.

The reverse tendency to the differentiation of the total heat loss

of animals into the various paths is the integration of the thermal

environmental factors into one figure. This integration is accom-
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plislied, to a certain extent, by the so-called Kata thermometer de-

signed to nieasiu-e the cooling power of various environments. A
short historical account of this instrument, with the description of a

new form, the thermointegrator, is given by Winslow and Greenburg

(.31).

A simple form of Kata thermometer is shown in Figure 6A. It is

a thermometer wth two temperatures, ti and /2, marked on its stem.

O

A.

Fig, 6. Schematic sectional diagrams of two
types of Kata thermometer.

The instrument is first heated above its upper temperature and the

time required to cool it from ^i to ^2 is measured with a stop watch.

The cooling power of the environment is an inverse function of that

cooling time.

Another type of Kata thermometer measures the heat necessary

to maintain the temperature of a test body at a given level. Figure

6B shows an instrument of this type. The test body, H, contains

two spirals of enameled copper wire, Cu, which are connected to two

spirals of manganin wire, Mn, to form a Wheatstone bridge supplied

by an electric current from the battery, B. The resistances are

adjusted so that the bridge is in equilibrium, indicated by a null
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reading on the galvanometer, G, when i7 is at a given temperature,

say 37°C. Since the resistance of the copper wire varies with the

temperature, and the resistance of the manganin wire is practically

independent of temperature changes, the bridge is balanced only when
H is at the temperature for which the instrument is adjusted. Since

the resistance of the bridge in equilibrium is a constant, the heat neces-

sary to keep the test body at the desired temperature may be calcu-

lated from the intensity of the current regulated by the rheostat, R,

and read on the ammeter, A.

10. Indirect Calorimetry

Animal calorimetry measures the heat loss of animals. When the

heat capacity and temperature of a body remain constant, the rate of

heat loss is equal to the rate of heat production. In short experi-

ments heat production and heat loss may differ significantly.

Animal heat production is now usually estimated from chemical

measurements. This procedure is known as indirect calorimetry.

It is based on the law of Hess, mentioned above, and deals only with

initial and final conditions, being unaffected by the particular processes

known as intermediary metabolism, which characterize the change.

A given decrease of carbohydrate, protein, and fat in the animal body
and a given consumption of oxygen, accompanied by a corresponding

production of excretory products, such as urea and carbon dioxide,

indicate a definite heat production.

The heat of combustion of the major group of nutrients is given

in Table IV. The heat of combustion is, as a rule, measured in a

TABLE IV
Caloric Equivalents of Nutrients

Substance
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bomb at constant vohimpi (AE). The oxidation in animals, how-

ever, takes place at constant pressure. To obtain the heat of com-

bustion at constant pressure, or enthalpy, AH, one has to subtract

from AE the heat equivalent of the work of expansion against the

atmosphere. For carbohydrates this work is zero since the volume

of carbon dioxide produced is equal to the volume of oxygen con-

sumed. Thus, in this case the enthalpy is equal to the heat of com-

bustion measured in the bomb. In the combustion of fats, a greater

volume of oxygen is consumed than of carbon dioxide produced.

Under constant pressure there is, thus, a decrease in volume, and the

heat equivalent of the work done by the atmosphere in compressing

the sj'stem has to be added to the heat of combustion as measured at

constant volume. The heat equivalent of this work, however,

amounts to only 0.14% of the heat of combustion.

For proteins, the heat production in the calorimeter bomb is

considerably greater than the heat the animal can derive from protein

catabolism. A certain amount of the chemical energy of the protein

is lost as chemical energy in urine. This loss is calculated and the

resulting catabolizable energy equivalents are given in Table IV.

Catabolizable energy or metabolizable energy measures the physio-

logical fuel equivalents of nutrients.

TABLE V
Estimation of Heat Production from Fat and Protein Catabolism

R.Q.:
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amount of carbon dioxide produced and oxygen consumed the part

related to protein metabolism and from the so-called "nitrogen-free

R.Q." of the remaining carbon dioxide and oxygen calculate how much

TABLE VI
Estimation of Heat Production from Fat and Carbohydrate Catabolism
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niiml)er of liters of oxygen consumed. This is in line with Thornton's

rule, according to which the heat of combustion of organic com-

pounds, A/7, is equal to 53 kilocalories times the number of gram

atoms of oxj^gen used in the combustion (32) . The calculation on the

basis of the nitrogen and carbon balance is illustrated by the example,

in Table VII, of a fasting Holstein cow, and compared with the ap-

proximate estimate of 4.7 kcal. per liter oxygen consumed.

D. LIMITATIONS AND ERRORS

1. Instrumental Error

A critical discussion of the instrumental errors in calorimetry is

found in White's book (33). White writes: "It is more important

to be assured that large errors are absent than to have very small

values for the small ones." This is common sense but seems to be

forgotten rather often. To take great pains in reducing errors from

heat leakage by conduction, convection, and radiation to less than

0.01% of the result, when evaporation may cause errors of 1%, would

not be reasonable.

In applying a generally good technique, relatively large errors

may occur by "blunders or unnoted accidents" (33). Such errors

are detected, as a rule, by repetition of the experiment. If two re-

sults of the supposedly same process are relatively far apart, one

makes a third measurement; if the result then is close to one of the

previous measurements, one regards the mean between the two similar

results as the correct result and discards the one that differs as the

outcome of a mistake. This procedure is open to criticism in cases

when the accident cannot be verified. In that case more measure-

ments are desirable to make sure that one is justified in discarding

the result with the greater deviation.

Also in the absence of accidents or blunders, repetition leads to

averages that have a smaller error than a single measurement, but

this decrease in the error of the mean is proportional to the square

root of the number of measurements. To reduce the error of a mean

to one-tenth, one has to make 100 times as many measurements.

Repetition therefore, is not a very effective method for reducing er-

rors.

Increase in accuracy is more effectively accomplished by analyz-

ing the errors, finding the causes of as much of the error as possible,
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and thus reducing the random error, which is that part of the error

for which the causes are unknown. If, for example, the mean error

of a heat determination amounts to 0.3% of the result, one may re-

duce the error of a mean to 0.1% by running nine measurements. If,

instead, one finds that ^^ of the error originates from uncertainties of

water evaporation and discovers a method of avoiding this evapora-

tion error, a single measurement is as reliable—or has as small a

standard error—as the mean of nine measurements before the particu-

lar source of error was discovered and corrected.

2. Sampling Error

Two determinations of the heat of combustion of a sample of coal

or food or similar mixed substances should agree within about 0.5%
(Swiss Institute of Fuel Investigations, personal communication).

The major part of the error of this determination is usually caused by

the lack in uniformity of the samples and only a small part by the in-

accuracy of the calorimeter measurement per se.

3. Biological Variation

White wrote in 1928 as follows: 'Tn most cases today the desir-

able calorimetric precision is less than might be readily attained but

is all that is worthwhile in view of errors elsewhere in the experi-

ment."

Microcalorimeters can now be made with no more than 0.2 to

0.5% error (17). In combustion calorimetry even a crude apparatus

consisting of an open can with water for the bomb, with a hand stirrer,

and thermometer will often give a precision of 1% (33). The Russel

Sage respiration calorimeter for man has an error for oxygen consump-

tion of 1.6% and for heat flow of 0.9% {34)- In alcohol tests the

respiration chamber for indirect calorimetry with cows at California

showed a standard error of 1.2%. The biological variation involved

in the application of these instruments is considerably larger, as a

rule, than the instrumental error.

Following White (33), one may consider an instrumental error

negligible when it does not exceed one-tenth of the biological varia-

tion. A coefficient of variation of 4% was found by us for the four-

hour measurement of the rate of oxygen consumption of normal rats.

For half hour measurements this coefficient amounted to 9%. This is

the variability that results when the inherent variance between rats
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is subtracted from the total variance. To make instrumental errors

negligible in this case they should not exceed 0.4 and 0.9%, respec-

tively.

For human basal metabolism Berkson and Boothby (33) noted a

mean coefficient of variation of 4%. With the standardization pos-

sible in measurements with human beings, one is thus justified in do-

creasing the instrumental error of a respiration apparatus to 0.4%.

If the result is the difference or sum of various figures, the contribu-

tion of the errors of the measurement to the error of the result is given

by the following formula:

el = 26=^ (19)

where c^ is the error of result attributable to summated error of

measurement, and e the error of each measurement.

Even reasonably small relative errors may of course become very

serious when the result is a small difference of large items. If, for

example, the heat of combustion of food has an error of 2% and if the

gain in body substance amounts to only 10% of the energy in the

food, the error of the food analysis alone causes an error of 20% of

the result.

In dealing with the accuracy of the result, one should keep in mind

the degree of accuracy w^arranted by the units in which the result

is expressed. If, for example, a 20% error is inherent in the definition

of an animal's surface area, not much is gained by improving the ac-

curacy of the metabolic rate 1%, and then expressing the result per

unit of the uncertain surface area.

4. Errors in Interpretation

In many cases, as in the one mentioned above, the errors of meas-

urement are far outweighed by mistakes of interpretation. Investiga-

tors in the field of animal bioenergetics rather frequently overlook

multiple correlation in their systems. One deduced, for example, from

his measurements, a relation between body size and metabolic rate of

rats, forgetting that the heavier animals were also the older ones and

that what he described as an effect of body size may have been an ef-

fect of age.

5. Limitations

Berthelot's hope of using heat of reaction as a direct index of chem-

ical affinity did not materialize. The heat of reaction does not permit
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one to predict the direction a chemical process is likely to take.

The "driving force" of a chemical reaction (11) is measured by the

decrease in free energy. A given increase in free energy indicates for

a given process how much work, or electrical or radiant energy, is at

least necessary to make the process take place. The knowledge of

free energy, however, does not permit the prediction of the work ac-

tually required to produce a given reaction, or the work that can

actually be gained from a reaction. The free energy also does not

predict the rate at which a given reaction will proceed. The fact

that glucose has a heat of combustion of 673 kcal. per mole tells us

only that so much heat is developed ivhen 1 mole of glucose combines

with oxygen to form carbon dioxide and water. It does not tell us

whether in a mixture of glucose, carbon dioxide, and water, more glu-

cose and oxygen will be found after a given time with heat absorption,

or more carbon dioxide and water with heat production.

That the combustion of glucose is accompanied by a decrease of

free energy of 688 kcal. indicates a "driving force" in the direction of

oxidation rather than synthesis of glucose. This knowledge, how-

ever, does not enable us to predict whether or not, in a given mixture

of glucose, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and water, combustion at a meas-

ureable rate will take place at all. That question involves the kinet-

ics of catalytic processes, especially enzyme reactions, and is beyond

the limits of calorimetry and even thermodynamics.

E. ACCOMPLISHMENT OF CALORIMETRY
AND OUTLOOK

1. Practical Importance of Heat Transfer

Heat transfer is so universal that hardly any branch of modern

industry could function without the great amount of knowledge on

thermal processes that has accumulated during the last two centuries.

The importance of calorimetry goes even beyond factories and ma-

chines. The planning of houses and clothing, the methods of build-

ing dams and bridges are among the activities that depend on calori-

metric data, many of them available in handbooks. The use of such

data would be simplified if the engineers among the English-speaking

peoples were to follow the example of the engineers of the rest of the

world in regarding engineering as applied physics. This attitude

w^ould lead to a unified terminology in all modern calorimetric and
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thermodynamic tables, and the terms "grains of moisture," "foot

pounds," and "B.T.U." could then be stored in historical museums.

2. Calorimetry as Part of Bioenergetics

Lavoisier demonstrated that animal heat is produced by the com-

bustion of organic comj^ounds in the animal body. This was the

first major triumph of biocaloi'imetry—life may be regarded and

studied as a combustion process. The establishment of such a uni-

fying principle in our knowledge of nature is at least as important as

the discovery of new phenomena.

Half a century after Lavoisier's achievement, calorimetry led to

an even greater generalization. Robert Mayer noted that work could

produce heat or that heat could produce work, and he conceived the

idea that heat and work were different manifestations of a common
agent that could neither be produced nor destroyed—energy. From
the difference in the heat capacity of gases at constant pressure and at

constant volume Mayer calculated the caloric equivalent of work.

Simultaneous measurements of a dog's heat loss, urinary nitrogen

excretion, and carbon dioxide production, carried out by Rubner

(1894), confirmed Lavoisier's theory concerning the origin of animal

heat, and proved that the fundamental law of thermochemistry is

applicable to animal metabolism.

That human work is performed in accordance with the law of con-

servation of energy was demonstrated by Atwater and Benedict

(1899-1903) with the Atwater-Rosa respiration calorimeter. Among
recent accomplishments in biocalorimetry the work of Hill and co-

workers on the heat production in muscle and nerve fibers already

mentioned (27) is particularly famous. The investigation of Bor-

sook and Winegarden (36) also comes to mind. These biochemists

applied the second law of thermodynamics to calculate the minimum
osmotic work involved in the excretion of urine. They noted that

the kidney has a great capacity for w^ork but a low energetic efficiency

of 1-2%.*

3. Outlook

Energy transformation is one of the most general and fundamental

characteristics of life. Biocalorimetry will therefore remain an essen-

tial part of physiology. Nutrition at present is dominated by the tre-

mendous successes of vitamin chemistry. In some courses and text-
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books on nutrition, therefore, energy relationships are dealt with as a

subject of mere historic interest. In these extreme cases, as DuBois

puts it, nutrition becomes synonymous with dietetics. When the

period of predominant expansion is superseded by a period of intensi-

fication of knowledge in nutrition, interest in energy relations will

probably be renewed. Such a tendency is already noticeable since

vitamins and their functions are linked to enzymes, and the impor-

tance of a considerable part of these enzymes is best understood as that

of catalysts required in the metabolic processes that provide the en-

ergy necessary in all manifestations of life.
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A. PRINCIPLE OF QUICK-FREEZING

By freezing living organisms and tissues quickly, it is often possible

to prevent alteration in their chemical and biological characteristics.

Eutectic separation with resulting concentration of components is

avoided. This is in contrast with slow freezing, in which two or more

phases are obtained, the phase to solidify first consisting of solvent

211
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less rich in solute than the remaining; liquid phase. In the case of

cellular materials, disruption of cell walls and the like is usually

avoided. Protein molecules, which frequently are large and rela-

tively labile, are locked in place as a result of quick-freezing and de-

naturation does not occur. Viability of microorganisms is main-

tained. Enzymic changes are retarded if the product is frozen

quickly. In a word, quick-freezing is applied for the basic purpose of

avoiding change.

The speed of freezing of biological materials depends upon several

factors in addition to the temperature of the refrigerant. These addi-

tional factors control the speed of freezing by influencing the rate of

transfer of the latent heat of fusion from the material being frozen

to the refrigerant. Of obvious importance is the extent of the surface

exposed to the source of low temperature. The existence of any in-

sulating barrier is a deterrent to rapid freezing, although many sub-

stances must be protected by a satisfactory type of container of

metal, glass, or other material. Ice itself forms an insulating layer

that retards further freezing. Heat transfer at a liquid-liquid inter-

face is more rapid than at a liquid-gas or solid-gas boundary. The

effect of the latter factor on quick-freezing has been discussed by

Goetz (1), who pointed out that heat transfer from a warm object to

liquid air can be slow in spite of the large temperature gradient, owing

to the formation of a gaseous layer between the liquid air and the ma-

terial being frozen. With liquids, agitation or stirring is beneficial.

B. PRINCIPLE OF DEHYDRATING FROZEN MATERIALS

The objectives and principles involved in the dehydration of

frozen biological materials have been discussed in detail in a recent

book by the author (2). These may be summarized as follows.

First, the temperature is below that at which many labile sub-

stances undergo chemical change. This applies to labile components

in blood, to viruses and most forms of microorganisms, and to other

biologicals and pharmaceuticals.

Second, because of the low temperature, the loss of volatile con-

stituents is minimal. This is particularly important in application to

many foods like orange juice and pineapple juice.

Third, since the product is frozen, there is no bubbling or foaming.

Thus, changes due to surface action such as the surface denaturation
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of proteins, which occurs in chyinj;- their solutions even at low Hciuid

temperatures under vacuum, may often be avoided.

Fourth, in most cases, tiie sohite remains evenly dispersed and dis-

tributed without undergoing concentration as the frozen solvent

sublimes. The remaining dry residue emerges as a highly porous

solid framework, which occupies essentially the same total space as

the original solution. Hence the final residue is not the fine powdei-

with which the chemist is mostly familiar but consists of a friable

interlocking, and spongelike structure. As a result, solubility is ex-

tremely rapid and complete. For example, gelatin dried in this man-

ner, from a solution that had to be prepared in the first place by boil-

ing, becomes instantly soluble in cold water.

Fifth, since the molecules of solute are virtually "locked" in posi-

tion in this way, the tendency for coagulation of even lyophobic sols

is minimal. Even though the lipoid constituents ot dry blood plasma

do not reconstitute perfectly after drying and do produce a slight

degree of turbidity, there is far from complete coalescence. The par-

ticles are small enough to be safe for intravenous injection and do not

cause capillary embolism.

Sixth, din-ing drying the surface of the evaporating frozen ice layer

gradually recedes to leave more and more of the highly porous residue

of solute exposed. Consecjuently, ''case-hardening" never occurs.

A far lower content of moisture may be obtained in the final product

without using an excessively high final temperature. Owing to this

lower moisture content, a greater degree of stability results than is the

case after anj^ other method of dryinji

Seventh, bacteriological growth and enzymic changes cannot take

place under the conditions of freeze-drying. This is important for

foods as well as medical products used in parenteral injection. The
final fully dried product likewise resists bacterial growth and enzymic

action.

Eighth, because of the high vacuum used, in contrast with the de-

gree of vacuum used in ordinary low temperature liquid evaporation,

the amount of oxygen present is extremely small, so that even the

most readily oxidizable constituents are protected.

A decade ago this dehydration process was largely a laboratory

curiosity and most frozen products were stored in a refrigerator to

prevent thawing. As a result of recent advances (2) it has been recog-

nized that by establishing ])roi)er vacuum conditions for lonioval of
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water vapor and by rapid application of heat to the frozen product,

rather than keeping it in an icebox, the process could be made more

practical, with resulting improvement in products. Even while

being heated, products may be maintained at any desired range of

temperatures such as —10° or around — 40°C. simply by regulating

the degree of vacuum and rate of evaporation.

There are two stages in drying by sublimation. In the first, ice

is evaporated from a frozen mass. In the second, moisture is re-

moved from the final dry solid to lower the residual content to a

minimal level. During the first stage, depending on the particular

product, some 98 to 99% of all water is removed. In the second,

the residual moisture content is reduced to 0.5% of the final product

or less; this represents final removal of 99.95% of the original con-

tent of water (assuming 10% solids originally). In the first stage,

temperatures are well below 0°C. Actual temperature varies with

the prodi^ct, as will be discussed later. Upon passing from the first

stage to the second the temperature gradually rises and finally

reaches that of the room or higher, depending upon whatever final

ambient temperature is used.

Basically, during the first stage of drying a maximal rate of evapo-

ration for a given temperature of the frozen product is desirable. To

achieve this under some circumstances it may be necessary to heat the

frozen product but without causing it to soften or melt. At the same

time a maximal rate of flow away from the evaporating surface must

be estabhshed. To accomplish this rapid flow adequate passageways

must be provided for vapor, and this must then be condensed or

evacuated efficiently.

C. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

1. Quick-Freezing Materials for Storage

Frequently in carrying out an investigation with an unknown bio-

logical system, it has not been established whether there are labile

components present or not. Manipulations may extend over a mat-

ter of days or even months. By utilizing quick-freezing and storage

at low temperature at all times when not actually working with

preparations, loss of possible labile components is avoided. This

type of investigation was encountered in studies with the antigenic

structure of Hemophilus pertussis (3). Eventually it was found that
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agglutinogen is heat stable and freezing overnight or at other times

is unnecessary. Of the two toxins present, one was found to be heat

stable and the other extremely labile. By application of freezing

during storage, it was reasonably certain that no possible labile

components were being missed as a result of deterioration during the

rather extended time required to conduct the investigation. Another

advantage in freezing is the prevention of bacterial and other con-

tamination without the use of preservatives, which are frecjuently un-

desirable because of deleterious action.

2. Low Temperature Chemical Manipulations

Cohn {4,5) and co-workers have separated various fractions from

human blood plasma under low temperature conditions. These frac-

tions have been obtained in a high degree of purity and as a result

have been used for many specialized medical purposes. During

World War II, fractions were obtained from plasma collected by the

American Red Cross; for example, serum albumin in high concentra-

tion was used in place of whole blood for osmotic effects, etc. In this

work, Cohn avoided salting out, which is the classical procedure for

separation of proteins, and thus avoided dialysis. Ethanol is used

in various concentrations, and, depending upon the relative solubility

of various blood derivatives under conditions of varying salt content,

pH, and temperature, and with the use of relatively low temperature

(0 to — 10°C.) as well as other means, the proteins are precipitated.

By varying these conditions in proper seiquence, separation into dif-

ferent fractions is accompHshed {5). The Cohn system is, among

other things, an application of low temperature in systems that do not

actually freeze in order to carry out precipitations and other manipu-

lations without chemical alteration, such as denaturation of proteins,

which proceed at room temperature.

3. Preservation of Laboratory Cultures

Drying from the frozen state has become an extensively used lal)-

oratory process during the past ten or fifteen years {2). Preserva-

tion of microorganisms such as bacteria and viruses is widely em-

ployed to eliminate continued subculture with possible variation and

degrading. Neisseria meningitidis (meningococcus). A'', gonorrheae

(gonococcus), Hemophilus influenzae, H. pertussis, Ebeiihella typhosa,

and other similar organisms have been kept viable for a period of
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many years; upon reconstitution growth may bo started again to

produce subeultiu'es of unaltered characteristics.

Influenza virus may be successfully preserved (7) and freeze-

drying is used widely for carrying various strains of the virus in many
research laboratories. Hoffstadt and Tripi (13) report successful

three year preservation of Levaditi and Cutter strains of vaccinia,

herpes simplex, laryngotracheitis of fowls, and Rous sarcoma viruses.

On the other hand, they found inconstant maintenance of viability of

the virus of infectious myxomatosis of rabbits over the three year

periods; whether this was because of nonuniform residual content

of moisture or other cause was not determined. Their culture of OA
strain of Shope's fibroma did not survive the period. Other viruses

that have been successfully kept are those causing hog cholera {14),

rinderpest, ovine ecthyma (sheep scabs), yellow fever, and various

fowl diseases such as laryngotracheitis and fowl pox prepared from

chick embryos.

Libby (15) has used freeze-drying in immunochemical studies with

tagged antigens involving radiotracers, also with tobacco mosaic

virus tagged wdth radioactive phosphorus (P^^). Mice were injected

with the tagged virus, 24 hours later the mice were killed in a Dry
Ice-acetone bath and 3 to 4 mm. sagittal sections were prepared with

a band saw. These sections after freeze-drying were impregnated

with paraffin and 1 mm. sections were prepared with a microtome and

placed in intimate contact with X-ray film for exposure for varying

periods to obtain radioautographs (also see chapter on radioactive

isotopes). In this way it is possible to locate regions and organs of

greatest concentrations of radioactivitJ^

Bacteriophage from many organisms has been dried, including that

of dysentery (19). Harris and Shackell used drying in a glass desic-

cator for preservation of rabic brains (9). Rivers and Ward have

relied widely on freeze-drying in their work with an intradermal vac-

cine for Jennerian prophylaxis (10). Siedentopf and Green (11) have

reported great success in the preservation of modified canine distemper

virus (ferret passage)

.

4. Preservation of Body Fluids and Miscellaneous Products

As a research tool in the laboratory, freeze-drying oft'ei's many
possibilities. The porosity and friability of the dehydrated material

makes it particularly adaptable to rapid and sterile extraction with
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ether, petroleum ether, alcohol, and similar liquid solvents. De-

naturation of the proteins on such extraction is greatly reduced as

compared to extraction of liquid products. Various proteins may be

freeze-dried simply for preservation during the course of an investiga-

tion. For example, many enzymes have been dried without loss in

activity (2). Crystalline beef liver catalase has been dried; the

properties of the dried product compared to those of undried crystal-

line beef liver catalase. Bounce and Rowland (23) report that the

dried material is not crystallizable.

Guinea pig serum may be preserved with no loss in complementary

activity over a period of years, even with storage at room tempera-

ture, in contrast with loss of up to 50% in activity on storage over-

night at 5°C. as a liquid. Diagnostic laboratories and research lab-

oratories may gain the benefit of uniform complement obtained from

a pool of blood from a large number of animals even though only

small quantities are used at a time. By preparing such a large pool

and freeze-drying it in small containers, the product is available as

required.

Many other biological products have been dried successfully in the

frozen state with no change in properties and with the final products

having excellent characteristics of solubiUty. Teague, Galbraith,

Hummel, Williams, and Macy report that the removal of water from

feces, urine, and milk by dehydration in vacuo from the frozen state

permits indefinite preservation of the dry material in an undenatured

form if stored under proper conditions (20). This method of dehy-

dration has many advantages over oven drying. Oven drying, at

70°C. and under, hydrolyzes the soaps in feces, causing exaggerated

values for the free fatty acids and a reduction in the soaps, although

the total free fatty acid plus soap values are the same for both methods

of drying. The nitrogen contents of the Cryochem samples of feCes,

urine, and milk approximate those of fresh specimens. In obtaining

energy data by the bomb calorimeter, the Cryochem-dried material

permits greater accuracy in analyses and economy of time and ma-

terials by eliminating one nitrogen determination and the correction

for nitrogen loss in drying.

Bile has been prepared in dry form, so that a stable product may be

stored ready to dissolve for use in obstructive jaundice. It is believed

that the abnormal bleeding that occurs is due to the failure of the

absorption of vitamin K in the absence of bile in the intestines (21).

Farr and Hiller have reported on the successful drying of heme-
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globin {22). Further details will be found in Section E5 on the in-

fluence of oxygen on the life of frozen-dried preparations.

5. Histological and Cytological Preparations

Freeze-drying has been employed extensively for many years by
histologists and cytologists. The technique as practiced is quite

different from the method used today for biologicals, pharmaceuticals,

microorganisms, and other products discussed. The procedure is

much slower and the products are maintained at lower temperatures

without heating. It is for these reasons, as well as the fact that tis-

sues are generally more difficult to dry than liquids, that the process is

more time consuming and requires more elaborate equipment.

It was nearly sixty years ago that Altmann {17) stated that biologi-

cal materials could be dried without shrinkage at a temperature of

— 20°C. This was published in connection with his cytological work

on bioblasts. Forty years later Gersh {1^2) described equipment for

fixation that involved the use of liquid ammonia to provide the low-

temperature and a diffusion pump and phosphorus pentoxide for

removal of the moisture. With this equipment Gersh was able to

confirrn the value of the procedure for fixation of some organs and

tissues (skin, cartilage, smooth muscle, liver, pancreas). Gersh ap-

plied the technique successfully to the investigation of the excretion of

uric acid and ferricyanide, the chemical nature of intracellular con-

stituents, and of the intracellular distribution of glycogen. Gersh

also used the method for the preservation of vitally, or supravitally,

stained preparations that fade in fixation or are incapable of satis-

factory preservation by other means. He found that fixation of or-

gans other than those just mentioned was less satisfactory and that

central nervous system material is exceedingly poorly fixed. Results

of very interesting investigations on these subjects were then pub-

lished by Bensley, Gersh, Stieglitz, Hoerr, and others during the next

three years {43). Goodspeed, Uber, and Avery reported on interest-

ing applications in plant cytology. They studied particularly the

character of fixation and reported on chromosome structure in Lilium

longiflorum (44)-

6. Commercial Processing of Heat- Sensitive Materials

During the past few years, freeze-drying has been applied to the

production of many medicinal products on a scale that fifteen years
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ago might have seemed fantastic. There are some commercial plants

capable of removing water from the frozen state in terms of thousands

of liters per day. During the war, all the plasma prepared from

blood collected by the American Red Cross for oin- armed forces was

dried from the frozen state for distribution. Some of the fractions

prepared from plasma by the Cohn procedure are freeze-dried.

Convalescent human serum, antitoxins and other antisera, bacterial

and viral vaccines, penicillin, streptomycin, parenteral vitamin prepa-

rations, and other products are dried by this process and are available

commercially. The principles involved in large scale freeze-drying

are the same as on a laboratory scale discussed in this chapter but,

of course, the manner of application varies considerably. This is be-

yond the scope of the present book and fuller discussion may be found

elsewhere (2).

D. EQUIPMENT FOR FREEZING AND DEHYDRATING

1. Sources of Low Temperature

For quick-freezing, Dry Ice (solid carbon dioxide) suspended in a

bath of organic solvent such as ethanol, acetone, or the like is the

simplest and most readily available refrigerant for low temperature.

Fig. 1. Freezing-drying equipment employing solid carbon dioxide (Dry Ice)

for general research. (Courtesy F. J. Stokrs Machine Co.)
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Liquid air or nitrogen may be used for still lower temperature. Dry
Ice in large Thermos bottles is also simple and convenient for storage.

The ice cube compartment of household refrigerators is suitable for

storage of small quantities of product and even for freezing when the

amounts involved are small. For more rapid freezing than otherwise

would be obtained by use of the ice cube compartment, a bath of

Fig. 2. C'lAoclniii Ivpc of equipment for desiccating from the frozen state.

Regenerable desiccant comprising mostly calcium sulfate (Drierite) with a small

amount of silica gel (for small amount of vapors other than water) contained in

baskets within the white tank. Manifold is shown with outlets to which indi-

vidual containers for drying are attached. At the end of drying, the glass tubes

attaching the containers to these outlets are sealed by fusion with a flame. (Cour-

tesy F. J. Stokes Machine Co.)

alcohol may be chilled to a low temperature beforehand. Then by

immersing a glass container of the product in the alcohol a complete

and rapid freezing may be obtained because of the faster transfer of

heat to a liquid. When larger amounts of material are involved,

some of the currently available home freezers are suitable. The

only technical skill required is good judgment in the matter of rotat-
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ing the containers and other manipulations to achieve either rapid

or slow transfer of heat depending upon which type of freezing is de-

sired.

2. Apparatus for Dehydrating Frozen Material

Many of these have been described but all operate basically on

similar principles. Either low temperature condensation or chemical

removal of water vapor under high vacuum is used for laboratory type

equipment. Typical apparatus is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. A
full bibliography of the various published types of apparatus will be

found elsewhere (2). Packer and Scott (46) have reported on a sim-

plified cryostat for the dehydration of frozen tissues. This was an al-

most entirely glass apparatus permitting a dehydration temperature

for the product as low as — 70°C. They claim low cost of operation;

Dry Ice was used for the refrigerant. Suitable lyophile equipment

(24) utilizing Dry Ice condensation and freezing, and Cryochem type

of equipment using a regenerable chemical desiccant (8) have been de-

scribed. Detailed consideration of various principles employed in

applying these methods to medical products was published in 1945

(25). Laboratory apparatus is available commercially in a wide

variety of sizes and types (48)

.

E. TECHNICAL OPERATIONS AND LIMITATIONS

1. Criteria for Quality of Preservation

As far as is known, many frozen-dried preparations such as blood

plasma, penicillin, antitoxins, convalescent serum, some species of

microorganisms, and other products have virtually an indefinite life.

Naturally, time must elapse before the full extent of preservation can

be established for any given product. Accelerated testing may be

carried out by use of higher temperatures such as the rates of deterio-

ration at 20, 50, and 100°C. Higher temperature, however, is not

always an accurate index of what may be expected at ordinary tem-

peratures. There may be a critical temperature level above which

a given product will be almost instantly destroyed. For this reason,

everj^ preparation must be considered individually.

The original properties of some materials may be destroyed in the

process. For example, multicellular organisms are killed. Spiro-

chetes and similar organisms do not survive freeze-drying. In pre-
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paring fibrinogen and prothrombin, there may be inactivation of the

product as a result of loss of carbon dioxide, thus producing alkalinity.

This inactivation may be prevented, however, by buffering the orig-

inal solution quite strongly or by acidulating just before drying.

Lyophilic colloids are well preserved, but lyophobic colloids lose their

original properties more or less in proportion to the extent of their

lyophobic characteristics.

The complementary activity of guinea pig serum is one of the bet-

ter examples of a product with a limited life even though its duration

is extended manyfold as a result of freeze-drying. Refrigeration tests

carried out as long as five years from the date of preparation show

little or no loss, but at room temperature the potency begins to fall

off before this time. A similar situation exists with viruses. The

final residual content of moisture in the product is of utmost impor-

tance in many cases in determining the life of the preparation. In the

case of products in the intermediate class, which have a limited degree

of preservation, the residual moisture is usually more critical than

otherwise. In all cases it is well to try to obtain the final content of

moisture in the range of 0.5 to 1% for maximal life.

Concentrated globulin preparations dissolve very slowly in re-

constitution. Instead of being a matter of minutes, the time may be

extended to one-half hour or more. In this case, however, there is no

loss in biological activity after the product has become dissolved com-

pletely.

With regard to the percentage of viable cells remaining in cul-

tures of bacteria after desiccation there is wide variation, depending

upon the species and also the particular strain ; this frequently may

be as little as 5%, but, since the surviving cells keep well, there is

adequate survival for the purpose of maintenance of stock cultures.

With viruses, there is usually less activity after processing, but,

as with bacteria, the final desiccated product is well stabiUzed and no

further loss occurs during storage (7). Wooley (16) has reported

that lymphocytic choriomeningitis and St. Louis encephalitis after

freeze-drying had been preserved for 378 and 833 days, respectively,

tests for longer periods not having been made.

2. Optimum Dehydrating Conditions

Cultures and Miscellaneous Materials. The actual degree of

vacuum required is a function of the temperature of the material
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undergoing desiooation. It is pressure of water that is important
and this is a question of the vapor pressure of the ice at the tempera-

ture of the product being dried. Air must be removed to a pressure

of 100 to 200 ju of mercury and in efficient commercial installations to

50 fx. Penicillin is usually dried at about — 30°C., where the pressure

is 300 iJL. For blood plasma, —25° or 0.5 mm. of mercury pressure is

suitable and serum can be dried at — 10° or 2 mm. These conditions

must be determined experimentally for each material. A McLeod
gage can be used for measuring total pressure including water vapor,

but it must be suitably trapped (3). Time required for desiccation

depends upon the quantit}^ in the container and depth of the frozen

layer. Plasma in 3C0 ml. quantities requires twenty to forty hours.

Cultures in the small quantities usually dried (0.1 to 0.5 ml.) require

only five or six hours, but usual practice is to allow overnight drying

for convenience.

Viruses are in general more difficult to dry than other substances

and a lower temperature must be maintained during dehydration

than is frequently necessary with many other products, preferably

well below — 20°C. (8). Some bacterial and virus cultures undergo

as much as 95% loss in percentage viability, whereas in certain other

cultures as much as 90% survival is obtainable. The menstruum is

important as well as the rate of drying in obtaining maximum sur-

vival. Delimiting of optimal conditions for the many organisms to

which freeze-drying is applied has been carried out for only a rela-

tively few. In many cases, as for the maintenance of a library of

stock cultures without the necessity for continual subculturing or

animal passage, extended partial loss of viability is not of serious

consequence. Particularly in the case of live vaccines the percentage

of survival is very important and it is here that most work has been

centered (2).

Histological and Cytological Preparations. In the application

of the freezing-drying method to animal and plant cytology (18,45),

tissue is frozen at a very low temperature, such as in liquid air, which

results in killing the tissue. Then it is dried at a temperature suf-

ficiently low to avoid appreciable diffusion or displacement of cell

constituents.

Hoerr (45) and other workers (l) have attempted to improve the

quality of tissue fixation b}^ resorting to more rapid freezing of the

tissue by means of pentane chilled to — 131°C., or isopentane chilled

to —195°. Dehydration was carried out quite slowly with the prod-
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uct at temperatures below —30°, permitting the tissue to warm very

slowly from the freezing temperature to the dehydration temperature.

Paraffin was not used for embedding in microchemical studies. The
lower temperature by-passed the greatest objection to the technique

thus far for cytological studies by making the size of the ice crystals

smaller with rapid freezing so as to reduce the artifacts to below the

resolving power of the microscope. Thus we see that the entire trend

is one of lower and lower temperature for the product.

In Scott's opinion (47) a dehydrating temperature of —20° does

not give particularly good results when one is interested in the elec-

trolytes found in tissues. The reason is, of course, that the eutectic

point of many of the salts normally found in tissue is considerably

lower than — 20°C. Consequently, it is impossible to keep them in a

salt-ice equilibrium at —20°.

The theoretical temperatures of dehydration run as low as —54.9°.

Even lower temperatures would not be out of place. But for prac-

tical reasons it is very difficult to dehydrate tissues in these extremely

low temperature ranges. The vapor pressure of ice becomes very

low and an adequate pressure differential is difficult to obtain. The
dehydration is consequently slowed down tremendously. It would

take about six weeks or so to dehydrate 20 g. of ordinary tissue at

— 65°C. Consequently, Scott (47) set a drying temperature of

— 32.5° and states that this is not theoretically correct but that it is

practical and feasible. In general, Scott found that it gave excellent

results.

3. Production Scale Processing

Because of the larger quantities that must be handled on a produc-

tion scale basis, and in order to carry out freeze-drying at a commer-
cially economical cost, the equipment often is considerably complex.

Mechanical refrigeration for production of low temperatures is em-
ployed. The services of skilled mechanics as well as production

laboratory personnel are required. Many of the products are for

parenteral use and asepsis must be maintained, so that m^uch atten-

tion must be given to the handling of such products in a sterile

fashion. It is not always possible to carry on manipulations in a

closed system, therefore the workers must use surgical technique

with face masks and the other usual precautions. Filtered, dehumidi-

fied air should be circulated and sterile lamps widely distributed

around the working areas.
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4. Kolc of l*rotective Proteins

It has been found that a protective protein greatly prolongs the

keeping qualities of the organisms, as Avell as greatly increasing the

percentage viability. Serum or plasma may be used but first must

be inactivated to remove bactericidal activity. Sterile skim milk

(autoclaved) provides a most satisfactory medium (6). Cultures

grown in liquid medium may be concentrated by centrifugation and

then resuspended in milk. Organisms grown on a solid medium
may be harvested by scraping into saline or milk. If saline is used

the suspension is then added to an equal volume of sterile skim milk.

This mixtvu'e is then distributed into small containers. Usually

large numbers of containers of culture are dried at a single time.

Small quantities per container are ordinarily adequate, as little as

0.05 ml. being satisfactory. It is highly important, however, to use

all-glass containers rather than containers that carry a rubber stopper

exposed to the atmosphere. Otherwise, diffusion of water vapor

through the stopper will quickh^ raise the moisture content of the

culture to a point where viability of many species is not maintained.

Microorganisms preserved in such small amounts are especially sen-

sitive to this condition, hence the necessity of using containers that

may be sealed by fusion of glass.

5. Oxidation as a Factor in Preservation

It is known that some substances after drying from the frozen

state may not retain activity in the presence of oxygen of the air,

even though completely dry and hermetically sealed. Typical of

such products are those of high lipide content. In such a case either

sealing under original vacuum or under an inert gas such as nitrogen

or argon is necessary. Siedentopf and Green {11) report that this is

the case with their distemper virus. It should be pointed out that

release of original vacuum with dry air and subsequent evacuation or

replacement of air with inert gas does not operate satisfactority in all

cases, since oxygen may be absorbed by the highly porous solid matter

and cannot be readily swept out for removal. Also, for distemper

virus the nitrogen must be purified by passage over hot copper (IS).

Farr and Hiller (22) found that application of the method of

freeze-drying to oxygenated hemoglobin solutions resulted in prepara-

tions in which the hemoglobin had lost 25 to 30% of its oxygen-bind-

ing capacity, by change to methemoglobin. However, when hemo-
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globin solutions were first deoxygenated by repeated evacuation of all

gases, so that over 99% of the oxyhemoglobin was changed to re-

duced hemoglobin, the reduced solutions could then be frozen and
dried in ampules and the dried hemoglobin kept in vacuo for months
without methemoglobin formation. In redissolving the reduced

hemoglobin it was necessary to prevent even momentary access of

atmospheric oxygen to the dried material before it was dissolved or

methemoglobin was formed. After the reduced hemoglobin was in

solution oxygenation did not inactivate it and the solution was stable

in air. At 4°C. the solution could be kept several weeks without

significant change.

6. Storage and Use of Products

During storage of dried cultures ordinary refrigeration at about

5 to 8°C. is used. This is not essential in all cases, but carrying out

systematic studies of the effect of temperature on storage of the many
hundreds of strains and different species of organisms of interest is

almost prohibitive. Accordingly, it is safest to rely upon refrigera-

tion, particularly since the volume of such samples is so small.

For removing the dry organisms, the stem of the all-glass container

may be scratched with a file in the usual fashion. Before breaking

the glass tip, the container is wrapped with a cloth impregnated with

antiseptic to prevent the spreading of dry organisms as air rushes in.

Excess antiseptic should first be squeezed out of the cloth, however,

to avoid sucking the liquid into the container when the vacuum is

broken. Sterile water is then added. With a small loop, the proper

culture medium, either liquid or solid depending upon circumstances,

is inoculated. A somewhat longer incubation period may be required

to obtain satisfactory growth of the first culture generation.

F. SOME OUTSTANDING ACCOMPLISHMENTS

1. Virus Research and Distribution of Vaccines

Quick-freezing for storage, and freeze-drying for preservation of

viruses in distribution as viral vaccines has been employed with suc-

cess. Freeze-drying has been applied to vaccinia virus, rabies {9),

canine distemper {11), influenza, herpes simplex, laryngotracheitis

of fowls, Rous sarcoma, hog cholera, rinderpest, yellow fever, and

other viral vaccines, some of them for practical distribution on a fairly
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wide scale. One of the earliest applications of freeze-drying was in

the control of rinderpest (cattle plague) in Africa. The mortality for

this disease is high, sometimes reaching 50 to 75%. In preparation

of the virus the blood of infected animals is laked and centrifuged.

This separates the leucocytes with which the live virus is associated.

Without drying, the virus remains viable and effective as an immuniz-

ing agent for a matter of a few weeks only. However, it survives

freeze-drjdng well and has its life extended to months and years.

Cattle are immunized by the simultaneous inoculation of living virus

and immune serum, this being similar to the practice of immunizing

swine against hog cholera.

The viral vaccine for prevention of canine distemper has been pro-

duced in a small way commercially. Various fowl viruses are pro-

duced by desiccation. Vaccine for the prevention of yellow fever in

man has been successfully produced on a rather large scale. In ex-

perimental work the virus of influenza has been freeze-dried. Vaccine

for intradermal injection for immunizing against smallpox by Jenner-

ian prophylaxis (10) has all been distributed after freeze-drying.

There is some question about the efficacy of this method of immuniza-

tion but this has no bearing on freeze-drying per se (being related to

the nature of the material itself and the method of carrying out im-

munization) .

Munce and Reichel (14) have shown that hog cholera virus of blood

origin, when desiccated under high vacuum and stored in vacuo in

flame-sealed ampules, remained infective after exposure to a tempera-

ture of 60°C. for 96 hours. At 37°, the infectivity was maintained

for 328 days. PhenoHzed liquid virus from the same mixture was

noninfective after exposure to the higher temperature for only five

hours. At 37° the period of infectivity of the dried preparation was

approximately 23 times as long as for the phenolized liciuid virus.

After storage at 20°, the dried virus was still infective in the authors'

last test, which was conducted after a storage period of 1125 days

—

12 times as long as for the corresponding phenolized liquid virus. It

may be pointed out that hog cholera virus, as commercially available,

consists of the phenohzed, defibrinated blood of artificially infected

swine undergoing an attack of acute hog cholera at the time their

virus-laden blood is collected. This virus preparation is freciuently

referred to as "simultaneous hog cholera virus" because it is used

simultaneously with anti-hog cholera serum in the immunization of

swine against hog cholera. The animals would not survive the injec-
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tion of the live virus were they not protected simuhaneously witli tlie

serum. When used in conjunction with anti-hog cholera serum, the

virus possessing high virulence and the proper antigenic properties

stimulates a strong, active immunity of lasting duration. The

product w^hen dispensed as a liquid must be preserved with phenol in

the amount of 0.5%. This agent exerts a virucidal action that gradu-

ally reduces the viability until it is no longer infective. For this

reason, the United States Bureau of Animal Industry has assigned an

expiration dating of only ninety days for the phenolized liquid from

the date of the production (not sale) of the product. Accordingly,

the results with the freeze-dried product are of particular importance,

not only in extending the actual dating, but also in assuring that

the product when used will not have undergone partial deterioration.

Munce and Reichel have also reported that the freeze-dried sam-

ples maintained their infectivity for a longer period after freeze-

drying when stored in flame-sealed ampules than in rubber-stoppered

bottles, in both cases the containers being evacuated.

Although unpreserved liquid virus maintains its infectivity for a

longer period than phenolized liquid virus from the same mixture and

stored at the same temperature, governmental regulations require

the use of a suitable preservative, for obvious reasons. Accordingly,

the results of significance are those comparing the longevity of the

freeze-dried product with the phenolized liquid virus.

2. Bacterial Preservation

Freeze-drying of stock cultures to avoid continual laboratorj^ sub-

culture is a routine practice in most of the more important bacterio

logical laboratories today. The method not only results in saving

of time and labor, but it avoids the variations that occur with so

many organisms after continued laboratory subculturing.

Hammer applied desiccation for the preservation of numerous

viable bacteria (36). Rogers used the method successfully for lactic-

acid-forming bacilli (27) . Swift has used this method of desiccation

extensively in his work with streptococci and pneumococci (28).

Siler and associates at the Army Medical School have maintained

their cultures of the now well known S-58 virulent Eherthella hjphom

without dissociation over a period of many years {29). Preservaticjn

of this strain in this fashion made it possible for Siler and his group

to embark on a program of research lasting over a period of years.
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There would have been little justification for starting without the

assurance tliat at the end they would still be dealing with an organism

of unchanged characteristics. Freeze-drying made this possible.

As a result of this work carried on by Siler and associates, a far better

vaccine for preventing typhoid fever was produced and was available

for use in World War II. This is another major, although indirect,

contribution that freeze-dr3dng made to the great success of American

military medicine during the w^ar. Welch, Borman, and Mickle re-

ported successful application to Klebsiella pneumoniae in unaltered

form (30).

Flosdorf and Kimball reported on extensive use of freeze-drying

with Hemophilus pertussis (6). In this case, agglutinin absorption

w^as used to demonstrate that no dissociation occurs as a result of

drying. The fundamental importance in antibacterial immunity of

the combination of agglutinins with surface antigens of bacteria is

well established. With nonflagellated organisms the use of such sur-

face reactions as agglutination or phagocytosis therefore provides dis-

tinguishing methods of assay for effective surface reactants in either

serum or antigen. Complement fixation and precipitin testing with

soluble antigens are of diagnostic value but do not distinguish sur-

face antigen-antibody combination from phenomena involving other

antigens.

Appleman and Sears (31) reported that legume nodule bacteria

{Rhizohium leguminosarum) retain viability and their ability to nodu-

late plant hosts and to fix nitrogen after four years of storage without

loss. Bacteria tested w^ere isolated originally from alfalfa, lespedeza,

cowpea, pea, soybean, vetch, crown vetch, and clover host plants.

The cultures were gro^vn on asparagus mannitol medium and then

emulsified in sterile water for drying.

Freeze-dried viable cultures of molds and bacteria are now avail-

able commercially in the dairy industry as "starters" for first propaga-

tion in production of cottage cheese, buttermilk, butter acidophilus,

Bulgarian milk, and yoghurt.

3. Preservation of Miscellaneous Products

As has been discussed earlier in this chapter, blood plasma was

preserved on a very large scale during World War II. It represented

the largest application of freeze-drying until that time. Plants were

erected throughout the country for the purpose. The method was

also employed as part of the fractionating procedure in the Cohn
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method of separating the various components of blood plasma. Some
of the fractions were freeze-dried in final form for actual distribution.

Penicillin, streptomycin, and other antibiotics have been freeze-dried

for distribution. Freeze-drying has been applied to the distribution

of many other products because of lability and because at the same
time there is greater ease of control of sterility as well as an increased

rate of solubility. This latter consideration is particularly important

where an ampule of the product must be opened by a physician and
dissolved at a temperature not lower than that of the room and not

above that of the body and made ready for immediate injection.

Rapid solubility frequently determines the suitability of a product for

clinical use. Freeze-dried preparations of hormones, parenteral

vitamin B preparations, enzymes, and other products are finding

continually wide; distribution.

Highly purified tuberculin protein satisfactory for skin testing in

control of tuberculosis has been dried successfully by lyophilization.

Seibert, who has contributed more than anyone else to the chemistry

of tuberculin, has studied the effects of freeze-drying and various

procedures of applying it. She has found no change in this protein

material detectable by some of the most sensitive means available

today (32). Langner and associates have applied freeze-drying to

organisms for extraction and to extracts obtained from them in con-

nection with studies in allergy {33-35). Casals has applied freezing

and drying to various antigens of a nonvirulent nature to be used in

complement fixation tests with central nervous system virus infec-

tions. These have been frozen and dried and distributed to various

laboratories for use in hospital diagnostic work {36)

.

Smallpox and BCG vaccines are dried in the U. S. S. R. with ex-

cellent results for shipment to remote localities {37). Hetherington

has used lyophilized serum, embryo juice, and plasma media for

tissue culture {38) . An adequate supply of material can be kept on

hand for continued use to avoid considerable routine labor and at

the same time provide a constant medium for use in a long series of

comparative experiments. The product has been found excellent in

connection with the growth of cardiac explants for white mice.

Souter and Kark have produced a stable thromboplastin suitable for

use in the Quick prothrombin test {39). Material ready for im-

mediate use vnth the addition of distilled water permits the perform-

ance of the test by the physician in his own office and makes it pos-

sible to carry out the test with greater ease anywhere.
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Considerable exhaustive investigation is being carried on in the

field of food products, such as orange juice, raw ground beef, soluble

coffee, and other products, with the objective of distribution without

refrigeration and the development of reconstituted products having

nutritional characteristics as well as palatability equivalent to the

fresh product {2,40,41).
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A. INTRODUCTION

The problem of the electrical characteristics of cells and tissues

has been of interest to biologists for a great many years. Indeed

it can almost be said that electricity was first discovered as a biologi-

cal phenomenon. For many years biological indicators were used to

detect the presence of electricity, and the strength of a voltaic pile

233
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was tested by the strength of the reaction it could evoke from a frog's

muscle. A heated controversy arose between Galvani and Volta

over the question of whether "animal electricity" was different from

"mineral electricity," and whether the ability of an animal to generate

electricity was one of the fundamental characteristics of life. This

controversy stimulated a great deal of interest in the electrical charac-

teristics of cells and tissues, which persists to the present day.

From time to time it has been postulated that electrical forces or

electric currents are responsible for the function of almost every organ

of the body. These postulates have been not without some founda-

tion, for it was soon found that electric currents were generated not

only by nerve and muscle, but if careful measurements were made
electric currents could be detected around practically every organ in

the body.

The uses of electricity in medical therapy have not been neglected,

and at one time or another it is probable that electric currents have

been advocated as a remedy for practically every disease that af-

flicts mankind. It was not many years ago when a doctor's office

was not complete without a static machine for the administration of

electric treatments, and as recently as 1900 books were being pub-

lished on the best methods of applying electric treatments for the

cure of practically every disease. These were sincere efforts by the

medical profession to find some use for this new discovery. How-
ever, medical quacks found this a most profitable field, and electric

belts or similar appliances are probably still for sale in some parts

of this country.

This situation could not have prevailed if there had been no ele-

ment of truth in these theories and suppositions. Certain of the

electric potentials found to exist in and around cells and tissues are

now known to be of primary importance for the function of the cell,

others are by-products of cellular function, and a great many others

are measurement artifacts. As a result of a number of systematic

investigations, these phenomena are now reasonably well under-

stood, at least from a measurement point of view. There is no real

excuse now for investigators to commit gross errors of measurement

or interpretation as has occurred so often in the past in this field.

Measuring equipment can be obtained that is accurate and inexpen-

sive, and the sources of error are now well understood.

This chapter will attempt to outline some of the potentialities

of this method and to point out some of the commonest sources of

error.
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The field of electrical measurements in biology can be divided

into two general parts; potential measurements and impedance

measurements. In studying the former one attempts to measure

the electric potentials generated by biological cells and from these

deduce something of the functional characteristics of its cells. In

the latter, one measures the way in which an externally applied cur-

rent flows in and around cells in an attempt to learn more about the

structural characteristics of the cells and tissues. Before consider-

ing each of these fields separately, it will be profitable to consider

certain features that both fields have in common.

1. Structure of Cells and Tissues

From an electrical point of view, a living cell consists of an

ionized salt solution called protoplasm, which is a good conductor of

electricity, surrounded by a cell membrane, which is a very poor con-

ductor. The cell is usually immersed in a salt solution, which is a

good conductor. Because of the nonconducting cell membrane and

the conducting solution around the cell, it is very difl&cult to make a

current flow through the cell. The path of least resistance is around

the cell. It is this short-circuiting effect of the intercellular fluid

that makes these measurements so difficult.

A tissue is an aggregation of similarly specialized cells united for

the performance of a particular function. From our present point

of view each cell is a separate entity and is in no way dependent upon
its neighbors. The various cells of a tissue are not all the same size

by any means, and the shapes may vary considerably. Therefore,

except in special cases, we Avould not expect any special electrical

characteristics from a tissue that we would not also expect from a

miscellaneous collection of cells of similar size and shape.

2. Equivalent Circuits

Whenever an electric current is conducted from one point to

another, in any sort of medium, it should be possible to construct

an equivalent circuit, that is to say, represent the circuit in terms of

the basic electrical components. Failure to do this in the past has

resulted in a great deal of erroneous thinking relative to electrical

problems in biology, and many apparently puzzling phenomena ap-

pear quite simple when anah^zed in this elementary way.

An equivalent circuit, as the name implies, is a circuit made up of
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the conventional elements of resistance, capacitance, inductance,

and electi'omoti\e force, which from all points of view is identical

with the circuit under investigation. If one has drawn a correct

eciuivalent circuit, it should be possible to construct the circuit from

conventional components and demonstrate that electrically it is

identical to the unknown. Indeed, if the experimental circuit and
its equivalent circuit were placed in identical sealed boxes with only

the two lead wires protruding from each, it would be impossible by

any electrical measurements to distinguish between them. This

does not implj^ that there is only one possible equivalent circuit.

There may be a number of different equivalent circuits for any par-

ticular experimental circuit that will fulfill the above criteria, and

the one that is chosen is decided by its usefulness.

An equivalent circuit may be either drawn from the known be-

havior of the components of the experimental circuit, or constructed

from impedance and potential measurements. In the first case, the

circuit is obtained by the laws of combination of series and parallel

circuits as demonstrated in elementary physics texts. The latter

case is the subject of this chapter.

In general it is important to draw the equivalent circuit for one of

two reasons. The first is to prevent errors of measurement and to

make sure that the measurements actually represent what they are

supposed to. The second is to aid in the interpretation of the meas-

urements.

While it is usually sufficient to consider only the experimental

circuit when drawing an equivalent circuit, it should never be for-

gotten when making measurements that the measuring equipment is

an integral part of the entire circuit and when necessary its equivalent

circuit should be included in the entire equivalent circuit. An ex-

ample will serve to illustrate the importance of the concept. Many
investigators have tried to produce cellular changes by subjecting

cells to an electric field. A cell suspension is usually placed in a test

tube or other suitable glass container, which is then placed between

tiie poles of a high d.c. potential source. Since we are dealing with

direct currents we can ignore the membrane capacitance of the cells

and represent the cell suspension by two resistances in parallel . The
glass walls of the test tube will act as a dielectric so there will be a

capacitance between the polepiece and the suspension on each side.

Thus the equivalent circuit can be represented by the circuit of Fig-

ure 1. From this it will be seen that there can be no flow of direct
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current in the circuit. Then as far as the resistances of the cell sus-

pension are concerned, from Ohm's law, E = Rf = 0. Thus as far

as the cells are concerned no potential exists across them and the}'

are subjected to no electrical influence. The field is entirel.y short-

circuited by the salt solution. It is no wonder then that such of

these experiments as have been done carefully have shown negative

results. The investigators could have saved themselves the trouble

of doing the experiment if they had bothered to draw an equivalent

circuit.

AA/WVWV
Fig. 1. Elementary equivalent circuit for a test tube containing

a cell suspension between two d.c. electrodes.

It would be difficult to ovei'emphasize the importance of drawing

a complete eciuivalent circuit for each measuring problem under con-

sideration and then assigning values to as many of the components

as possible. Indeed very little confidence could be placed in meas-

urements imless this had been done before the measurements were

imdertaken. For these reasons, the present chapter will be developed

entirely from the point of view of equivalent circuits.

B. POTENTIAL MEASUREMENTS

1. Origin of Bioelectric Potentials

It has been known for a great many years that electrical potential

differences exist between the C3'toplasm and the surrounding fluid

of all living cells. Further it is found that for many tissues a poten-

tial difference exists between the two different sides of the tissue, for

example, the inside and outside of the intestinal mucosa or inside

and outside of frog skin. These potentials are not invariant quanti-

ties but depend upon the physiological state of the material and es-

pecially upon the concentration and composition of the salt solutions

in contact with the cells and tissues.

A complete discussion of the origins of these potentials is beyond

the scope of this book. For a more complete treatment the reader

is referred to Bayliss (3), Ilober (16), or Maclnnes (19). However,
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• before any measurements in this field are attempted it will be neces-

sary to know something of the possible sources of potentials in bio-

logical systems.

There are in general two sources one could think of as the origin

of these potentials. The first is static or frictional electric charges

arising at an interphase between solid and liquid, solid and air, etc.

That such potentials exist in biological systems can be shoA\Ti in a

number of ways. For example, if a suspension of living cells is

placed between two electrodes and a direct current passed through

the suspension, it will be seen that the cells will move under the in-

fluence of the electric field. This means that there must be a surface

charge on the cell membrane. A measurement of the speed of migra-

tion of the cell gives a measure of the electrophoretic mobility, from

which it is possible to compute the surface potential under certain

conditions. The importance of these potentials has been discussed

by Abramson (1) and by Abramson, Moyer, and Gorin (£) (see also

Chapter IX).

The second source of bioelectric potentials is quite distinct from

the surface charges and is probably ionic in origin. If an electrode

is placed against the cut surface of a living muscle and another placed

on an uncut portion of the muscle, a potential difference will be found

to exist between the two electrodes. Moreover, a current will flow

between the electrodes for long periods of time. This fact shows con-

clusively that the potential cannot be of static origin, since if it were

it would be rapidly dissipated. This potential is also probably not

directly due to a chemical reaction, since the electromotive force is

roughly proportional to the absolute temperature. Most chemical

reactions have temperature coefficients much larger than this.

The dissociation of an electrolyte into positive and negative ions

cannot of itself give rise to a potential, since the ions are always pres-

ent in equal numbers. However, under certain circumstances the

two kinds of ions may become somewhat separated from each other,

giving rise to local potential differences. This is probably the origin

of most bioelectric potentials usually measured. It remains to be

considered how th's separation takes place.

Suppose that the ions are free to diffuse away from their point

of origin after they are formed. In general one ion will diffuse faster

than the other and in this way they will become somewhat separated.

For example, if a tube containing a strong sodium chloride solution is

dipped into a beaker containing a weak sodium chloride solution in
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such a way that the two sohitions come in contact with each other, a

potential will be found to exist between the two solutions as long as

the difference in concentration persists. These potentials are known
as liquid junction potentials. In 1889 Nernst derived an equation

expressing the voltage, E, obtained from a liquid junction:

E = -— In --
(1)

n u -\- V C 2

where Ci and C^ are the concentrations in the two solutions, u and v

the mobilities of cation and anion, respectively, R the gas constant,

T the absolute temperature, and n the quantity of electricity carried

by one gram equivalent. It will be noted that the voltage depends

on the difference in mobility of the two ions. For example, in the

case of hydrochloric acid, the hydrogen ion can diffuse about five

times as fast as the chloride ion. At a liquid junction both ions

would tend to diffuse from the concentrated solution to the dilute,

but the hydrogen going faster would make the dilute solution positive

with respect to the concentrated solution by an amount given by
equation (1). If the mobilities of the two ions are practically the

same, as is the case with potassium chloride, the liquid junction po-

tential practically vanishes.

Equation (1) has been found to be very nearly correct for the poten-

tial between two solutions having practically the same activity coef-

ficient. If this condition is not fulfilled, equation (1) must be some-

what modified.

The question arises as to what part, if any, these liquid junction

potentials play in the potentials commonly measured in biological

systems. As we proceed with a discussion of methods of measuring

these potentials it will become evident that, in any actual measuring

set-up, liquid junctions play quite a prominent part in determining

the measured potential. However, whether liquid junction poten-

tials normally exist in and around normal single cells is quite

doubtful. The distances involved are usually small and diffusion

equilibrium could take place quite rapidly. Thus it is usually felt

that except for special cases liquid junction potentials as they nor-

mally appear represent measurement artifacts.

If, however, one ion of an electrolyte is constrained so that it can-

not move, while the other is free to migrate, it is clear that an appre-

ciable potential could develop. Such a situation exists when two

solutions are separated by a membrane that will allow only one of
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the ions of an electrolyte to pass thi'ough. This can be created in the

laboratory by separating two different solutions by a membrane hav-

ing pores so small that one of the ions in one of the solutions cannot

pass through—for example, a solution containing an ionized protein

separated from a salt solution by a cellophane membrane. Even

after equilibrium has been established, a potential difference will exist

between the solutions. This has come to be known as a membrane

potential, and Nernst proposed the equation

:

^ = ^ln^^ (2)

as a measure of this potential. It will be seen that the equation is

identical to equation (1) for the case in which the mobihty of one ion

is very much larger than the other, so Nernst's view of the membrane

potential would merely be a special kind of liquid junction potential.

On the basis of this equation the membrane potential would amount

to about 0.057 v. at room temperature for a 10 to 1 difference in con-

centration of the diffusible ion between the two sides of the membrane

at equilibrium. Whereas this formula has been verified in a general

way, it is certainly not completely correct. A number of efforts

have been made to place it on a more quantitative basis, none of

which has been completely successful.

Certainly the best explanation of the potential difference that

exists between the inside and outside of living cells is to be found in

this theory. Due to measurement difficulties, which will be discussed

later, there has been very little actual verification of this. However,

such measurements as have been made tend to verify the general

concepts of the Nernst hypothesis, but leave many details unexplained.

According to this hypothesis, the living cell contains quite a high

concentration of large organic anions that cannot diffuse through

the cell membrane. Further, of the common cations found in bio-

logical systems, the cell membrane is presumed to be permeable

only to potassium. Under these conditions, equilibrium will be es-

tablished only when the concentration of K+ inside the cell is higher

than the concentration outside. Then the tendency of the K+ to dif-

fuse out and ecjualize the K+ concentration inside and out will be

balanced by the tendency of the K+ to diffuse in and neutralize the

excess anions inside. On this basis the membrane potential would be

given })y equation (2), where Ci and C2 represent the K+ concentra-

tions inside and outside the cell. And if one were to plot the log-
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aritlim of the K+ concentration outside the cell as a function of the

membrane potential, a straight line should be obtained. Figure 2

shows the results of a set of measurements taken on the giant nerve

cell of the squid. Here the membrane potential is plotted against

the logarithm of the K+ concentration outside the cell. When the

K+ concentrations inside and outside are equal, there is no membrane

potential. However, as the K+ concentration outside the cell is

reduced, the negative potential of the cytoplasm of the cell increases

in a straight line until cjuite a low value of K+ concentration is

reached, and then this relationship breaks down. Why the Nernst

-20

Fig. 2. Membrane potential

from the squid giant axon, meas-

ured between one electrode in-

side the cell and another out-

side. The potential is measured

as a function of the relative K "*"

concentration outside the cell

compared to the normal K"*"

concentration of sea water (12). + 60.
0.1

RELATIVE
1.0

POTASSIUM
10 100

CONCENTRATION

relation is not followed beyond this point is not known, but presum-

ably some of the postulates are no longer valid. Experiments such

as these give us considerable confidence that the above explanation

for cell potentials is correct in a general way.

2. Electrodes

In making potential measurements in biological systems it is al-

ways necessary to make an electrical connection between the meas-

uring device and the electrolytic solution of the biological system.

This in\()lves a metal-to-liquid junction. Ideally one could think

of finding a metal that would show no potential difference between it-

self and an aqueous solution. This appears to be impossible and the

pi'oblem has resolved itself into one of finding an electrode that will

give constant and repi()ducil)le potentials when placed in contact

with any salt- solution.

When a metal is placed in water there is a tendency for some of

the metal to go into soltition. This is known as the solution pressure
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of the metal. Thus if copper is placed in water some Cu++ will mi-

grate from the metal into the water, leaving the metal negatively

charged with respect to the water. Ions will continue to leave the

metal until the negative potential developed is strong enough to pre-

vent further escape. This potential is very unstable, and any move-
ment of the water, addition of foreign ions, etc. would upset the

equilibrium. However, if the metal is in a solution of one of its

salts, for example, copper in copper sulfate, the Cu++ will tend to de-

posit on the metal, tending to increase the positive potential of the

metal. Thus there would be a tendency for the Cu++ to leave the

metal and go into solution and also a tendency to be deposited on
the metal from the solution, and so an equilibrium would be estab-

lished. This causes a potential between the metal and the solution

that is quite stable and depends only upon the metal, the salt con-

centration, and the temperature. It is known as a reversible elec-

trode since, if current flows from the copper to the solution, copper

goes into solution and if the current is reversed the reverse is true

quantitatively.

There have been many theories and a good deal of experimental

work attempting to determine the absolute potential of an electrode.

Whereas some of the theories have been quite successful, the problem

is still not in a completely satisfactory state, and the reader is referred

to a text on physical chemistry for a complete discussion of the basic

theory of electrode potentials.

In any real system it is of course necessary to have two electrodes,

and it is never possible to do more than measure the potential dif-

ference between two electrodes. For practical reasons the standard

hydrogen electrode has been taken as a zero of potential, and all un-

known electrode potentials referred to it. It is not customary to

think of a gas as an electrode, but it can function very satisfactorily as

such under proper conditions. The standard hydrogen electrode

(see Glasstone, 15) is made by placing an electrode of platinized

platinum half in an atmosphere of hydrogen gas and half in a solution

of sulfuric acid of such a concentration that it contains 1 g. of H+ per

liter. Hydrogen gas is bubbled through the solution until equilibrium

is established. There are a number of precautions that must be

taken in using this electrode, which will not be treated here, and when
these are taken it makes a very good standard electrode. However,

for practical reasons it is usually more convenient to use a calomel

electrode for everything but very precise chemical work.
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The Calomel Electrode. This typo will maintain a constant

and reproducible potential if only reasonable precautions are taken

in preparing the electrode. For this reason, it has been extensively

used for potential measurements in biology. It will even maintain

a reasonably constant potential during current flow, which is a

very stringent requirement.

There are a number of different satisfactory forms of the calomel

electrode, one of which is shoAvn in Figure 3. A platinum wire sealed

into tube A makes contact with the mercury at the bottom of the

tube. This is covered with a paste made by grinding mercurous

Fig. 3. Calomel reference electrode ma)-

chloride with mercury together with a small amount of molar potas-

sium chloride in a mortar. This is covered with a molar solution of

potassium chloride saturated by prolonged shaking with mercurous

chloride. Contact is made to the liquid under investigation by means
of tube C. The potential of this electrode is +0.282 v. at 25° re-

ferred to the standard hydrogen electrode as zero. The plus sign indi-

cates that the electrode is positive to the solution.

If it is necessary to maintain a constant potential in the face of a

current flow, the success achieved will be roughly proportional to the

area of the mercury in contact with the solution. Electrodes as

large as 8 cm. in diameter have been used.
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Silver-Silver Chloride Electrodes. The calomel electrode is

rather bulky and inconvenient, so silver electrodes in the presence

of a saturated solution of silver chloride are often used. Silver is

usually electroplated on a gold electrode of any convenient shape

to insure having a pure silver surface. This electrode is then made
the anode in an electroplating cell using a pure solution of sodium

or potassium chloride. Current is passed slowly over a consider-

able period of time until a thick adherent coating of silver chloride

covers the entire electrode. The electrode is then ready for use,

and it may be placed directly in the liquid in question or against the

tissue, or may be placed in a potassium chloride solution and con-

nected to the solution in question by means of a salt bridge. The

electrode should never be allowed to dry out, and if accurate abso-

lute values are desired the electrodes should never be exposed to the

light. It will be clear that in use the silver electrode will be sur-

rounded by a saturated solution of silver chloride, since the silver

chloride coat will very slowly dissolve and it takes only a minute

amount to form a saturated solution. This then fulfills all the re-

quirements for a reversible and reproducible electrode.

It is possible to make these electrodes so that they will give very ac-

curate results. However, the requirements that must be met are more

stringent than in the case of calomel electrodes. Therefore it is not

recommended that these electrodes be used as reference electrodes

except in special cases. Their greatest usefulness is as working

electrodes.

Working Electrodes. In many biological investigations there

is no interest in the absolute values of electrode potentials, but the

electrodes are used in pairs of identical electrodes so the electrode

potentials, being equal and opposite, cancel out. It is only neces-

sary then to make sure that the two electrodes are identical. It is

customary to make electrodes in pairs some days before they are

needed. They are then stored in approximately the same solution

in which they will be used, and short-circuited. Usually shght dif-

ferences of potential are equahzed in this way. These electrodes

will remain quite constant even during the passage of current.

However, the larger the current to be passed, the larger the surface

area of the electrode should be.

A very convenient form for these electrodes is shown in Figure 4.

The electrode itself is in the form of a helix of silver wire (silver plat-

ing is unnecessary here) immersed in a tube completely filled with a
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solution of potassium chloride isotonic with the sohitions to be meas-
ured. The tube is sealed with a rubber stopper and contact is made
through a camel's hair brush or cotton wick. Chloride is plated on
after the electrode is finished. These should always be made and
used in pairs. They are very convenient to use and may be stored
for months or even years and used on a moment's notice.

Silver wire

Rubber
^ stopper

Glass
tube

Camel's hair

brush

Fig. 4. Convenient work-

ing electrode for biological

investigations.

/?, £-,

r-^VAA/VM|-

L^WW^—

I

-O £ O-

Fig. 5. Equivalent circuit for po-

tential measurements, showing magni-

tude of error when leakage is present.

3. Salt Bridges

It is usually desirable to isolate the electrode itself from the solu-

tion being measured, and this is done by means of a salt bridge. It is

merely a means of making electrical contact between two solutions

without introducing electrodes and their accompanying complica-

tions. It usually consists merelj^ of an inverted U tube filled with

molar potassium chloride solution, with one end dipping in each of

the solutions. It will be seen from equation (1) that under these

circumstances there will be a licjuid junction potential between the

solution of the salt bridge and the other solutions. However, it will

be seen that the potential is proportiijnal to the difference in mobility

between anion and cation. The mobility of K+ and ('1~ are almost

identical, so a jjotassium chloride solution can add nothing to a li(iuid

JLUiction potential. Thus if two solutions are joined electricall}' by a

potassium chloride salt bridge, they will have no more of a potential

between them than they would have if it were possible to place the

two solutions in direct contact.
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It is sometimes convenient to make these bridges out of a potas-

sium chloride sokition in an agar gel. This is permissible except

where very exact measurements are required. There may be small

spurious potentials, probably introduced by impurities in the agar,

which cannot be predicted and in general will be different at the two

ends of the bridge.

4. Insulation

When making potential measurements in aqueous systems one

must exercise extreme care to make sure that there are no leakage

currents. Such currents often give rise to measured potentials much
larger than the potentials being measured. Many apparently

startling discoveries have been found to be due to this cause. Proper

insulation is not difficult, but certain precautions must be taken from

the start and constantly checked

.

In making such measurements it is necessary to so arrange things

that the resistance through the desired path is low relative to that

through any other path. In most cases the equivalent circuit for

such a system can be reduced to that shown in Figure 5. Here the

circuit under investigation is represented by RiEi and the object of

the measurement is to measure the magnitude of Ey. In general

there will be some leakage between the two electrodes. The leakage

resistance, R2, will in general have a potential associated with it,

represented here by E^. The potential measured at the measuring

instrument, E, will be

:

E = E,- ^'^^' - ^'^
(3)

Ri + R2

If R2 is very much larger than Ri, E = Ei and the measured value

will be correct. However, if R2 is the same size as Ri, as may well be

the case in an actual experiment

:

E = {Ei + Eo)/2

and the spurious potential will play as large a part as the potential

being measured. Under such conditions the measured potential

would be meaningless.

It is not always easy to make sure that the spurious potentials

are not significantly influencing the measured potential. A common
practice is to short-circuit the measured potential with a salt bridge
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from one electrode to the other, and assume that any potential meas-

ured then is due to electrode differences or to spurious potentials,

and then to use this value as a zero point for the actual measurement.

The fallacy of this procedure can be seen by glancing at equation

(3). The salt bridge merely changes the value of Ri and eliminates

part of El, whereas the important consideration is the relation be-

tween the actual value of Ri and R2 of which this short-circuiting

procedure may give no indication.

It is impossible to outline any procedure that can be used to in-

sure elimination of these errors in all cases. The investigator must

be fully aware of the possible sources of error, draw an equivalent

circuit for the particular set-up being used, and show from this that

all sources of error have been removed. Until this is done, it is im-

possible to have any faith whatever in the measurements.

5. Insulating Materials

When using insulating materials for biological work it is usually

necessary to develop criteria of excellence different from those used

in the physical sciences. In the latter, volume resistivity is usually

rather important, since surface conductance can be kept small by

keeping the insulator clean and dry. However, this is very difficult

if not impossible in biological work, so volume resistivity is of very

little importance. An}^ insulator impervious to water will in general

have a high enough volume resistivity to be acceptable for biological

work. Glass and quartz, for example, have a high volume resistivity

but are readily wet by water and so are bad from the biological point

of view, especially if they are clean. Perhaps the best substance

knowTi is paraffin, which has both a very high surface and volume

resistivity and is not wet by water. However, it is rather inconven-

ient to use in many cases. Paraffin-coated glass has often been used,

but extreme care must be used, since in the course of time a film of

water will work between the glass and the paraffin and cause trouble

while the coating appears to be in good condition.

Glass coated with petroleum jelly or other heavy mineral oil is

very good, although the coating must be renewed from time to time.

This can be done merely by wiping the glass with a cloth saturated

with petroleum jelly. Some of the plastics such as Incite or poly-

styrene are quite good by themselves, and very good when coated

with petroleum jelly.
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C. EQUIPMENT EOR POTENTIAL MEASUREMENTS

The problem of equipment for measuring these potentials is as old

as the science of electrobiology, and still continues to be a pi'oblem.

Each time there has been an impi-ovement in electrical measuring

equipment in phj^sics or engineering, someone has been quick to ap-

ply it to problems of potential measurements in biology. In some
cases new types of electrical measuring equipment have been devised

by biologists to meet the stringent demands of particular biological

problems. For example, Einthoven developed the string galvanom-

eter solely for the purpose of measuring the electrical potential

changes associated with the heart beat.

Prior to the development of the radio tube, a number of instru-

ments were used for the measurement of biological potentials.

Among these can be mentioned the quadrant electrometer, the string

galvanometer, the moving-coil galvanometer, and others. All have

been important in the development of electrophysiology, but only

the moving-coil galvanometer retains any degree of importance.

For a general treatment of these older instruments, the reader is re-

ferred to Bayliss (3)

.

In general, it is now customary first to amplify the potential being

measured by means of an electronic amplifier and then apply the

amplified potential to some electrical measuring instrument. The
apparatus can then be discussed in two parts.

1. Electronic Amplifiers

A complete discussion of electronic tubes is far beyond the scope

of this chapter. However, these tubes are extremely useful devices

in biological research, and the biologist can use them intelligently

without knowing the complete theory behind them in much the

same way that he uses a microscope without knowing all of the

theory of optics that went into the construction of the instrument.

The biologist is advised against taking a course in communications

engineering since the material presented there does not fulfill his

needs. Instead, he is referred to a book by Muller, Garman, and

Droz (20), which contains the elements of experimental electronics

as they are needed by the biologist.

With a relatively elementary knowledge of electronic tubes and

circuits it is possible for the biologist to construct and use this equip-

ment from published circuit diagrams. As he becomes more profi-
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cient in their use he can make changes to fit hi« particular needs, and

later will not find it difficult to design his own equipment. With this

in mind, several electronic circuits will be reproduced here without

elaborate explanation.

Electronic amplifiers are used in measuring bioelectric potentials

for two reasons : first because of their very high input resistance, and

second because of their speed of response. When a measuring in-

strument or amplifier is connected to the electrodes in an aqueous

system, the instrument becomes an integral part of the equivalent

circuit and may significantly alter the potential distribution and thus

cause considerable error. It will be realized from the above discus-

sion of measurement errors that errors can be avoided only if the resist-

ance of the measuring instrument is very much higher than that of the

circuit being measured. The resistance of many biological circuits

can be thousands and even millions of ohms, so in general the input

resistance of a satisfactory measuring instrument must be many

megohms. Electronic amplifiers and electrometers are the only in-

struments satisfying this condition. The latter is extremely difficult

to set up with the requisite sensitivity, and even so is a very sluggish

instrument, difficult to use and extremely sensitive to moisture. On

the other hand, the electronic amphfier can be constructed with al-

most any desired input resistance and sensitivity, and can be made

to actuate almost any desired recording instrument.

Amplifiers may be put in three general classes for bioelectric

potential measurements: (1) Very high resistance (electrometer

type), in which the primary consideration is a high input resistance;

(3) general purpose, direct-coupled amplifiers
; (3) capacitor-coupled

amplifiers for measuring rapid changes in potential. Each of these

will be briefly considered.

2. Electrometer Amplifiers

An electronic tube has often been described as a valve in which the

flow of electrons between cathode and plate is regulated by the poten-

tial on the grid. Accorchng to this view, there would be no flow of

current in the grid circuit at all, and indeed this is true to a first ap-

proximation. Howevei-, some of the electrons in the tube adhere to

the grid, causing some grid cutrent, and this can become quite large

if the grid becomes positive wit h i-espect to the cathode. Also, there

are always a few positive ions present in the tube due to electron

bombardment of the i-osidual gas of the tube, and these will be at-
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tracted to the grid provided it is negative. Thus the grid current

will be positive or negative depending on the magnitude and sign of

the grid potential. It then follows that at some grid potential the

grid current will be zero and the grid resistance (input resistance) will

be infinite at this potential. This cannot be fully achieved, but some

very close approximations can be made.

Actually, of course, there are many causes of grid current, many
of which can be minimized by careful tube design and construction.

Such tubes are manufactured, and are known as electrometer tubes.

In such tubes all other characteristics are sacrificed in favor of a low

grid current.

A large number of circuits have been published for use with these

electrometer tubes, each desirable for a particular application. How-
ever, there has been a large demand for such circuits to be used in

connection with glass electrodes. A number of commercial com-

panies now manufacture these glass electrode amplifiers, and they

function very satisfactorily. It would therefore be inadvisable for a

biologist to attempt to build one of these amplifiers, since their de-

sign and construction are quite critical. The commercial glass elec-

trode amplifier can be adapted readily to almost any use requiring a

very high resistance input. For special applications it may be neces-

sary to construct such an amplifier, and for this the reader is referred

to articles by Turner (22), DuBridge and Brown (13). Penick (21),

and Bearden (4)

.

3. Direct Current Amplifiers

It is seldom necessary, in biological work, to resort to the use of

electrometer type amplifiers, and a general purpose amplifier will

usually suffice. With almost no precautions such amplifiers draw

an input current of 10"'^ amp. or less and with reasonable precautions

will go down to 10 ~^ amp. or less. If it is necessary to go below 10 "^"^

amp., an electrometer circuit should be employed.

A curve of grid current versus grid voltage is shown for a typical

triode in Figure 6. It will be seen that if the grid voltage is always

less than — 1 v., the grid current will never be more than about 10 ~^

for this particular tube. However, if the grid voltage becomes more

positive than about —0.5 v., the grid current may be relatively large.

This curve shows the fallacy of the statement one often hears that

the grid current will he negligible as long as the grid voltage is nega-

tive. From the curve of Figure 6 it will be seen that at about —0.75
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V. the grid current is zero. Thus, if provision is made for running

the tube always exactly at this voltage, the grid current can be kept

extremely low. This principle forms the basis of several instruments

designed for biological work in which it is desirable to keep the grid

current low. However, these circuits are somewhat awkward to use

and are not recommended.

It should be emphasized that the curve of Figure 6 is for one par-

ticular triode, operating at one particular plate voltage. Other

tubes show curves of the same form but the magnitude of current and

voltages may be quite different. If there is any question as to how

XIO
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Fig. 6. Grid current vs. grid voltage for a typical triode.

low the grid current is in any particular amplifier, it should be meas-

ured directly. This can be done conveniently by placing a high re-

sistance (100 megohms or more) of known value in series with the grid

and noting the plate current. Then the resistance is replaced by a

low resistance potentiometer and a potential applied that will give

the same plate current. The grid potential must have been the same

in both cases, which means that the potential drop across the resistor

is known. From this, and knowing the value of the resistor, the

grid current can be computed from Ohm's law. If a very low grid

current is necessary, it is desirable to plot out a grid current versus

grid voltage curve for the particular tube being used and the par-

ticular way in which it is used.

One of the most troublesome features of direct current amplifiers

is drift. It is practically impossible to eliminate drift completely,

but a few simple precautions will enormously reduce it. The first

thing to do is to use a balanced amplifier throughout, so the drift of
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one tube is balanced by the drift of another. The second is to use

constant voltages, especially in the first stages. This can be done

moderately well by the ase of batteries, but even these drift some. A
much better way is by the use of an electronically i-egulated power

supply (see Sect. C6). The third precaution is the selection of tubes.

The best tubes for this purpose ai-e of course the electrometer tubes.

However, they are expensive and have characteristics that are not

always suitable for particular amplifiers. The author has found that

it is reasonably satisfactory to use tubes such as the type 12SJ7, run

as triodes in the first stages and as pentodes in subsecjuent stages.

It is best to purchase a number of these tubes all at the same time

and from the same dealer, rim them at a moderate plate current for

Input Output

Fig. 7. Diagram showing common mode degeneration.

100-300 hours, and then carefully match them in pairs. Put the

best pair in the first stage, the next best pair in the second stage, etc.

There are a number of other things that can be done to minimize

drift. The plate voltages and currents should be kept as low as pos-

sible; voltages as low as 20 v. are not unreasonable. Filament cur-

rent on individual tubes can be carefully adjusted. Precautions

can be taken to keep the temperature changes the same on both tubes

of a pair. Wire-wound resistors can be used throughout. Indeed,

there is almost no end to possible refinements, most of which are un-

necessary for biological work.

Another troublesome feature of amplifiers is pick-up. Very

elaborate precautions have been taken in the past to prevent induced

currents from being amplified along with the potentials under study.

These precautions usually consisted of extensive shielding, and even

elaborately shielded rooms. However, the use of amplifiers with

common mode degeneration has made the use of such shielding com-
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pletely iinnece.ssary. Tlie principle of the balanced amplifier witli

common mode degeneration can be illustrated best by means of a

diagram such as shown in Figure 7. It will be seen that the cathode

current of both tubes flows through the resistor Re causing a potential

drop that tends to make the cathode positive with respect to ground.

The value of Re should be such that the potential drop across it is

greater than the value of Ei by the desired grid voltage. This means

that the grids will be at ground potential. The variable resistance,

Rd, should be very low compared to Re and is used merely for Ijalanc-

ing the two tubes. Let us assume that a potential is applied across

the input terminals such that the grid of Ti is made negative with

respect to the grid of T^. Then the current through Ti will decrease

and that through T2 will increase by exactly the same amount. The

current through Re is unchanged and therefore the potential of the

cathodes will remain unchanged. The potential across the output

will be an amplified version of the input potential. However, sup-

pose now that the potential of both input terminals is raised relative

to ground. The current through both tubes will tend to increase.

This will tend to increase the current through Re and consequently

the potential drop across Re and thus raise the potential of the cath-

odes. If Re is large enough, the cathodes will increase practically as

much as the grids, leaving the effective grid potential practically un-

changed. This would mean that the plate current would remain

almost unchanged and the output would remain unaffected. Thus a

signal common to both grids (common mode) is degenerated prac-

ticall}'' to zero, while signals applied between the two grids (differen-

tial signal) is amplified.

Set-ups can always be arranged so tliat stray induced currents

are applied common mode but the potential in question is applied dif-

ferentially. With careful adjustment the ratio between the effect

produced by a common mode and a differential signal can be made

as high as 25,000 to 1. However, a ratio of a few thousand to one is

usually ample for most situations. This simple principle of common
mode degeneration is of inestimable value in measuring bioelectric

potentials.

One of the diffi(;ull features of direct current amphfiers has been

the problem of coupling the plate of one tube, at a potential of a

himdred volts or so, to the grid of the tube in the next stage, which is

usually run at ground potential. Many ingenious devices have been

worked out for doing this, most of which are unsatisfactory for one
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reason or another. By far the best method, in the author's experi-

ence, is to allow the potentials to cascade. If the plates of the first

stage are at a potential of +25 v. (with a plate supply voltage of +50
v.), the grids of the second stage should be connected directly to them
and run at +25 v., with the cathodes of the second stage slightly

higher, say, +26 v. Such an arrangement is illustrated in Figure 8.

The cathode resistor (Re) in the second stage should be variable so

that it can be varied until the proper potential on the cathode is se-

cured. The potentials can be checked by means of a commercial

vacuum tube voltmeter, which is an indispensable aid in the con-

struction of electronic equipment. When this amplifier has been

balanced, the deflection of the meter, M, will be proportional to the

differential input voltage.

Knput

Fig. 8. Diagram showing cascade method of interstage coupling.

The cascade method of interstage coupling can be used for almost

any number of stages. It is only necessary to have a voltage increase

of 30 to 60 V. per stage so a four stage amplifier can be run from a

single 300 v. power supply. However, in using an amplifier with low

plate voltages, care must be taken not to allow the signal to overload

the last stages.

4. Capacitor-Coupled Amplifiers

If it is only necessary to measure relatively rapid changes in po-

tential, such as the action potential of nerve or muscle, capacitance

coupling between stages is quite satisfactory, and indeed is much
more convenient to use than direct coupling. Direct coupling should

never be used unless it is absolutely necessary. The balanced ampli-

fier with common mode degeneration should always be used even for

capacitor-coupled amplifiers. The advantages gained are worth

many times the slight extra cost.

Almost the only special precaution necessary for a capacitor-

coupled amplifier is to be sure to use good capacitors for interstage
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coupling. Either oil or mica capacitors .should be used, and only the

best grades of each. This is necessary because a very slight leak

from the high potential plate of one tube through the coupling capaci-

tor can cause a large change in the grid potential of the next tube.

The size of the capacitor depends on the frequency pass required.

If a steady potential is suddenly applied to the input of a capacitance-

coupled amplifier, the potential on the grid of the second stage, in-

stead of rising suddenly to a new value and staying there, will sud-

denly rise but then decay exponentially to its former value. The

rate of decay will be a function of the size of the capacitor and the

value of the grid resistance. Its time constant, /, is given by the rela-

tion:

t = RC (4)

where R is the value of the grid resistor in ohms and C the value of

the coupling capacitor in farads. The time will then be given in

seconds, and represents the time required for the potential to fall

to 1/e of its initial value (e = 2.718). The potential on the grid of

the third stage will fall correspondingly faster, and so on for suc-

ceeding stages. From these facts it should be possible to determine

how much error will be committed in any individual problem by using

a capacitance-coupled amplifier.

From this discussion one might infer that it is best to use as large

a capacitor as possible. This is true from the standpoint of accu-

racy, but is certainly not true for ease of operation. The larger the

capacitors the longer one has to wait for equilibrium to be established

in the amplifier, and, with 4 yd. capacitors in a four stage amplifier,

this can be very annoying. For the recording of most action poten-

tials from nerve or muscle, 0.1 /if- capacitors are large enough.

5. Limitations of Amplifiers

It might be inferred from the above discussion that there is no

lower limit to the potentials that can be measured with electronic

amplifiers. But such is certainly not the case. The ultimate limit

of sensitivity is imposed by "tube noise." This can be defined as

random spurious changes in plate current of a tube, and may be due

to a variety of causes. The chief ones are irregularities of electron

emission from the cathode and changes in resistance of resistors in the

circuit. There are a number of things that can be done to reduce this

artifact. The first is to use only wire-wound resistors in the first
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stage of the amplifier. The next is to keep the plate potential and
plate current as low as possible. If carbon potentiometers are used

in the first stages they should be kept very clean with an organic

solvent, while wire-wound potentiometers should be oiled on the rub-

bing surfaces with petroleum jelly. The tubes should be insulated

from noise and vibration, although this precaution is necessary only

in extreme cases with modern tubes.

When these precautions are taken, and using a type 12SJ7 tube

as a triode, the noise in the plate circuit of the tube is roughly of the

same magnitude as is caused by an applied potential in the grid cir-

cuit of 3 /xv. Thus we speak of the equivalent noise level as being

3 (XV. It is obvious from this that if a potential of less than 3 ^uv. were

applied to the grid of the tube, it would not be possible to detect it,

since it would be lost in the noise of the tube. If additional stages of

amplification are added, they amplify the noise as much as the signal,

so nothing is gained. The situation is analogous to that of empty
magnification with a microscope—where an object possesses struc-

ture too small to be resolved by the objective, no amount of magnifica-

tion will help.

This limitation can be partially overcome in special cases. If

alternating current of a special frequency is amplified by an amplifier

tuned to that particular frequency, only that fraction of the noise

having that particular frequency will come through and the equiva-

lent noise level can be drastically reduced. Again, if only direct cur-

rents need be amplified, it is convenient to put a capacitor across the

output to short-circuit the high frequency components of the noise.

Another troublesome feature of direct current amplifiers is drift.

As indicated above, this can be minimized by a number of precau-

tions but never eliminated. A careful selection of tubes in the first

stage of a balanced amplifier is probably the most important single

factor. It will usually help, in a balanced amplifier, if there is a

separate control on the filament current of each tube, and a value for

each tube can usually be found by trial that will very considerably

reduce the drift. It is not difficult to construct a d.c. amplifier in

which drift is not troublesome provided potentials of a few hundred

microvolts are to be measured. If the potentials are only slightly

larger than the noise level, it is quite difficult to construct an amplifier

in which drift is not ver3^ troublesome.

It should be realized that there are certain situations in which a

galvanometer can be used more a(:lvantageously than an amplifier.
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This is true,when tlie resistance ot i\w. source is ((uite^ low so an ap-

preciable current may be drawn from it. This is true in such devices

as the barrier layer photocell oi- the thermocouple. HeTe 1 iiv. will

produce a current of about 10 ~^" amp. through a high resistance gal-

Fig. 9.

are:

Electronically regulated power supply (see text p. 258) . The components

Li

L2

Ti

T2

Ts

T4

T5

Ci

C2

C3

C4

C5

Ce

R.

Power transformer: pri = 110

v., 60 cycles/sec; seci = 5 v.

at 6 amp.; sec2 = 860 v. at

450 amp.

450 ma. filter choke

5U4
6L6
VR-105-30

VR-150-30

6SF5
lO^f. 1000 v., Dykanol

8 fiL, 600 v., electrolytic

8 /uf-, 400 v., electrolytic

4 ixi., paper

0.25 Mf., 150 V.

0.25 /xf-, 200 V.

50 fi, 1 w.

R2 500 fi, 1 w.

R3 Power resistor (use only if cur-

rent is over 250 ma.) =
150

load (amp.) — 0.25

R4 5 megS2, 1 w.

R5 0.5 megi], 1 w.

Re 0.1 megJ2, 0.5 w.

R7 15,000 fl, 10 w.

Rg 10,000 n, lOw.

R9 0.15 megfi, 2 w.

Rio 0.10 megfi, 2 w. potential

Rii 0.05 megl^, 2 w.

A 0-500 milliammoter

CTi connect to center tap of 6L6

filament transformer

CT2 connect to center tap of 6SF5

filament transformer

vanometer, which will be easily registered if the galvanometer is quite

sensitive. As has been indicated, 1 nv. is well below the limit of

resolution of the best amplifier. Further, one does not need to worry
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about drift in a galvanometer. On the other hand, for hieh resistance

sources a vacuum tube amplifier has a tremendous advantage over

the galvanometer even for d.c. measurements.

6. Power Supplies

Batteries are certainly the easiest satisfactory means of supplying

power for an amplifier. However, they are expensive, awkward, and
are continually running down, so that battery-operated amplifiers

require constant attention. The usual type of power supply is not

stable enough for most work, but electronically regulated power sup-

plies have proved to be eminently satisfactory. One such power
supply is shown in Figure 9 (p. 257). Here the four power tubes (6L6)

in parallel act as a variable resistance in series with the filtered power

supply. Any changes that take place in the output voltage are

amplified and applied to the grids of these power tubes to change their

effective resistance by the amount necessary to bring the output po-

tential back to normal. This power supply will deliver up to 450 ma.

at 300 V.

The author has recently built a high gain d.c. amplifier in which a

single regulated power supply furnished current for both plates and

filaments of all tubes. The tubes had filaments requiring 12 v. and

0.15 amp., and all filaments were run in series. Operation was as

stable as if the first stages were run entirely on new batteries.

7. Recording Equipment

A wide variety of different instruments has been developed for

recording bioelectric potentials. Most of the present day instru-

ments were originally developed either for the purpose of obtaining

an instrument with a faster response, or a greater sensitivity than was

previously possible. Since vacuum tube amplifiers are now so satis-

factory, sensitivity is no longer a major consideration except in special

cases. So speed of response and convenience have become the major

factors in the choice of instruments.

For either visual observation or photographic recording w^here

speed of response is a consideration, the instrument of choice is a

cathode ray oscillograph. For practical purposes the instrument has

no inertia whatever and recordings thus represent a true pattern of

the potential changes applied to the instrument. There are a num-

ber of very satisfactory instruments on the market, complete with all
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power supplies and some auxiliary amplifiers. In general these are

useful only for measuring potential changes, since the amplifiers are

usually capacitance-coupled. It is possible to modify these instru-

ments, or build one from parts, in which the plates are coupled di-

rectly to the amplifier o-itput so both direct currents and potential

changes maj'' be measured. A description of these instruments and

hoAV they can be constructed is beyond the scope of this book, and

the reader is referred to such books as the one by Muller, Garman,

and Droz (30) for further details.

It is often convenient to record potentials on moving paper, either

photographically or by other means. Of these, the photographic

methods are by far the most accurate but not the most convenient.

Recording oscillographs are available which use a mirror galvanometer

that will accurately reproduce an alternating current up to 5000 cycles

per second. They give a linear displacement on the moving paper,

and may have a total displacement of 12 cm. However, they all have

the disadvantages of a photographic method.

The direct-recording oscillographs do so either by a moving pen

(ink writers) or some other marking device such as a heated stylus

marking on paraffin paper. These are definitely limited in fre-

quency response, usually being able to record frequencies only up to

about 100 cycles per second. Also, they record over the arc of a

circle and for a width of only about a centimeter. In general they

are more satisfactory for qualitative than for quantitative work.

However, they are very convenient to use, and this feature offsets

their disadvantages for many applications.

For very slow changes, or for measuring direct currents, an ordi-

nary milliammeter is satisfactory for most purposes. A permanent

record may be obtained by using a recording milliammeter.

D. BIOELECTRIC POTENTIALS

1. Membrane and Action Potentials in Nerve and Muscle

As indicated in a previous section, an electrical potential exists

between the inside and outside of living cells that gives a clue to the

function of the cell, and for this reason has been extensively studied

in the past. It is known as the membrane potential and can be

measured either directly or indirectly. In the direct method an elec-

trode is inserted inside the cell and a measurement of the potential is
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made between this inside electrode and one on the outside surface of

the cell directly opposite it (see 12). Here there can be no question

but that the true membrane potential is being measured, provided

elementary precautions are taken about insulation, input resistance

to the amplifier, etc., as discussed above. However, this method suf-

fers from the disadvantage that the manipulative procedure of getting

an electrode inside a cell is very difficult, and indeed has been ac-

complished for only two cells, the giant nerve fiber of the squid and

the large single plant cell Valonia.

This measurement can be made indirectly in the case of certain

cells as the injury potential. Consider, for example, a nerve cell

that is a cylindrical cell in which the length is very much greater than

the diameter. It has been found that one end of a nerve fiber can

Fig. 10. Equivalent circuit showing relation between membrane
potential E,,^ and the injury potential, Vo, m a single nerve fiber.

Shaded portion of the fiber represents injured region. Ri represents

the inside resistance and Rn the outside resistance.

be destroyed without affecting the other end, at least for many hours

and even days. This destruction breaks down the membrane re-

sistance at one end and allows a current to flow freely between the

cytoplasm and the extracellular fluid. Contact can thus be made to

the inside of the cell by placing an electrode on the injured portion of

the cell. If now an electrode is placed on the iminjured portion of

the nerve fiber, a potential will exist between the two electrodes such

that the one on the uninjured portion is positive. This is known as

the injury potential. Whereas it is due to the membrane potential,

it certain!}'' cannot be taken as a measure of it with any degree of ac-

curacy.

The relation between the injury potential and the membrane po-

tential is best understood in terms of the equivalent circuit, shown in

Figure 10. A simple calculation will show that the injury potential,

Fo, is given by the relation

:
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where Rg is the resistance along the outside of the nerve between the

two electrodes and Ri the internal resistance, which includes the

resistance along the inside of the cell between the two electrodes as

well as the membrane resistance. E^ is the true membrane potential.

It will be seen that Vo = E^ only in cases Ro ^ Rp This condi-

tion is very difficult to fulfill. Ri is the internal resistance of the cyto-

plasm and cannot be altered. The outside resistance, Ro, is normally

very low due to the large bulk of electrolytic solution outside the cell.

This resistance can be increased some by decreasing the bulk of fluid,

but it is difficult to make it even as high as Ri. For this reason, in

nerve bundles it is practically impossible to measure an injury poten-

tial that is more than a fraction of the true membrane potential. In

single nerve fibers it has been found possible to dry out the nerve

enough so that Ro is apparently considerably higher than Ri. Under

these very special conditions the injury potential probably approxi-

mated the resting potential (17).

In measuring these potentials it is especially important to make
sure that the measuring device is not affecting the potential being

measured. It will be seen from the equivalent circuit of Figure 10

that, if the effective input resistance of the measuring instrument is

too low, Ro will effectively be made still smaller, thus increasing the

inherent error of this method. It is necessary to check this very

carefully, especiall}' when working with single nerve fibers.

The action potential of nerve or muscle is the electrical indication

of the passage of an impulse down the nerve or muscle. It can be

measured by the same method as is used for measuring the mem-
brane potential, i.e., either directly by means of an internal electrode

or by the injured-end technique. In addition, the "diphasic" action

potential may be measured between two electrodes placed at different

points along the uninjured nerve fiber.

A measurement of the magnitude of the action potential is sub-

ject to the same limitations and errors as have already been discussed

for the resting potential. In addition, the potential changes take

place very rapidly and it is necessary to make siu-e that the recording

instrument responds rapidly enough. In careful work, it cannot be

assumed even that the electronic amplifiers are responding rapidly

enough, and the response time must be carefully checked in this case.
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If one is interested only in the action potential, it is of course unneces-

sary to use a direct-coupled amplifier.

2. Electrical Potentials around Tissues

Electrical potential differences exist around single cells and tissues

under special conditions, and they have been rather extensively

studied by a number of investigators. No interpretation of these

potentials has been agreed upon by the various investigators, but it

seems clear that they must be interpreted on some basis different

from that used in the case of the membrane potentials in nerve and

muscle.

In general these potentials exist between different parts of a tis-

sue, which is composed of a group of small cells. The potential must

then normally exist between different sides of the single cells of the

tissue. One can think of this situation in the case of skin, a gland

cell, or a growing plant, where there is a definite polarity to the cells

and where one would expect the two sides to be in contact with dif-

ferent solutions. It is well known that the membrane potential is a

function of the concentration and composition of the fluid in contact

with the cell membrane, so that, if two sides of a cell are in contact

with different solutions, in general one would expect a potential to

exist between the two sides. This is a possible explanation of these

potentials in terms of quantities that are reasonably well understood.

It is by no means the only possible explanation (see Lund, 18).

Here again it would be necessary to draw an equivalent circuit of

the particular system under investigation and assign at least approxi-

mate values to the circuit elements before an amplifier could be con-

structed intelligently for measuring these potentials. However, in

general it could be said that, the higher the input resistance of the

amplifier or measuring device, the less would be the possibility of in-

troducing errors due to measurement.

E. IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS

1. Introduction

Not long after Ohm formulated the law that has come to be

known by his name, it was recognized that the electrical resistance of

any substance is one of its fundamental properties, and consequently

this measurement was made on all manner of compounds and solu-
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tions. AVhen the measurement of the resistance of a biological ma-

terial was made, however, many difficulties were encountered that

had not been met in physical systems. The resistance of a tissue

was found to depend upon the magnitude of the current, the time it

had been flowing, and even upon the direction of flow. Further, if an

electromotive force were applied to a tissue and then removed, a po-

tential difference would persist for a long time thereafter. The situa-

tion was further complicated by the fact that all these phenomena de-

pended upon the composition and previous history of the electrodes

used. All this was completely contrary to Ohm's law and to the be-

havior of electricity in physical systems, so it was felt for a time that

a completely different set of laws would have to be used for biological

systems.

These difficulties did not prevent a number of investigators from

making measurements in an effort to obtain some empirical correla-

tion between resistance and structure or function. The effects of

such things as salts, injury, narcotics, physiological activity, etc.

were tried. In general it was found that the resistance of highly or-

ganized and oriented tissues such as skin or muscle is different in dif-

ferent directions, but that the resistance is decreased and is the same

in all directions when the tissue is dead.

In the latter part of the nineteenth century Kohlrausch intro-

duced the practice of using alternating currents for measuring the re-

sistance of electrolytic solutions in order to eliminate the electrode

difficulties. When this idea was tried on biological materials it was

found that the resistance was independent of the type of electrode

used and, for small currents, independent of the strength of the cur-

rent. Under these conditions. Ohm's law could be considered valid

and a logical interpretation could be attempted.

These measurements Avere made by means of a Wheatstone bridge,

and it was found that a true balance of the bridge could not be ob-

tained unless a capacitor was placed in an arm of the bridge adjacent

to the tissue. This meant that there was a capacitance associated

with the tissue, which disappeared with the death of the cells.

It was next found that the resistance of biological material, unlike

physical substances or electrolytic solutions, depends upon the fre-

quency of the alternating current which is used to measure it. Hober,

in 1912, showed that the resistance of blood is very much lower at

very high frequencies {ca. 10,000,000 cycles per second) than at low

frequencies. Further, he showed that, when the cells are killed, the
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resistance is independent of the frequency and equal to the high fre-

quency value. He interpreted these findings in terms of the Bern-

stein model of cell structure, and these arguments had a good deal to

do with the acceptance of Bernstein's hypothesis as we know it today.

Bernstein postulated that cells consist of an ionized solution sur-

rounded by a thin impervious membrane. Hober reasoned that at

low frequencies the cells offer a very high resistance to the flow of

current because of the high resistance membrane, and all current flow

is through the electrolytic solution surrounding the cells. However,

the cell membrane acts as a capacitance, which allows high frequency

current to flow through it, so at high fi'equencies the current flows

both through the inter- and intracellular fluids. This supposition

also accounted for the capacitance known to be associated with

cells. Since this work, a great many refinements of both measure-

ment and interpretation have been added, but the fundamental con-

cepts have not changed markedly.

2. Equivalent Circuit

The term impedance is used to designate the generalized form of

resistance. The term resistance applies to direct currents and by

Ohm's law is defined as the ratio between voltage and current. Like-

wise for alternating currents the impedance is defined as the ratio

between the voltage and current, and may change as a function of the

frequency. If the system contains no inductive or capacitative ele-

ments, the impedance is independent of the frequency and equal to

the resistance. Thus the resistance is merely the zero frequency im-

pedance of any system.

A living cell may be regarded as an impermeable membrane

surrounding a conducting fluid, with the cell itself immersed in a con-

ducting fluid. Thus two conductors are separated by an insubtor,

and this constitutes an electrical condenser. It has a certain capaci-

itance, known as the membrane capacitance. However, the mem-
brane is not a perfect insulator and some ions can pass through under

the influence of an electric field. Thus there is a certain ionic con-

duction across the membrane. Since ionic conduction is independent

of frequency, it is customary to speak of the ionic conduction phase of

the membrane impedance as the membrane resistance.

Thus in general there are three paths that an alternating current

can follow in flowing through a suspension of cells: (1) It can flow
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through the intercellular fluid. (2) It can flow through the intercel-

lular fluid to the cell, through the cell membrane by ionic conduction,

through the intracellular fluid, through the membrane on the other

side, and on to the other electrode. (3) It can flow through the inter-

cellular fluid to the cell, across the cell membrane by induction by

virtue of the membrane capacitance, through the intracellular fluid,

out the other side by induction, and on to the other electrode. On
this basis it is possible to, draw the equivalent circuit, and this has

been done in Figure 1 la. It will be seen that the circuit of Figure 1 la

can be reduced to that of Figure 116 by simple combination of series

and parallel elements. This latter circuit is a i-easonably close ap-

proximation to the impedance of all cells and tissues at all frecjuencies.

_J

^o

f^i

^n,^

(a) (Z>)

Fig. 11. Equivalent circuit of a suspension of cells:

(a) complete circuit; (6) reduced circuit.

The object of all impedance measurements then is first to assign exact

values to the three elements of Figure 116, and then to interpret these

values in terms of the structure of the cell. Neither objective is by

any means simple, and each will be considered separately.

3. Methods of Measurement

Complete discussion of the apparatus used for making impedance

measurements is beyond the scope of this book, and it will be possible

here only to indicate some of the major requirements that must be

met before impedance measurements are attempted.

First it is necessary to have a very accurate alternating current

Wheatstone bridge. If only low frequencies of about a thousand cy-

cles are needed, it is possible to purchase a conductivity bridge, since

several good ones are available commei'cially. Such measurements
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may be quite useful for some limited studies. However, if at all

possible the frequency should be variable over at least a limited range.

Electrode troubles are best diagnosed by varying the frequency.

In order to obtain a complete and accurate measurement of the

impedance of biological systems it is necessary to have a bridge with

auxiliary oscillators, amphfiers, etc. capable of making accurate im-

pedance measurements over a frequency range from a few cycles per

second to several million cycles per second. Further, it must be

capable of covering an impedance range from a few ohms to several

hundred thousand ohms. No commercial equipment is available

that will begin to do this, and the investigator must build his own.

A complete description of a satisfactory bridge, oscillator, and ampli-

fier has been published by Cole and Curtis (6). The impedance sen-

sitivity of this bridge can be made 0.001% with an absolute accuracy

over the entire frequency range of 0.1%. Such measurements

should not be attempted with a bridge inferior to this, since often

important quantities occur that are measured as small differences

between much larger quantities.

In addition to the bridge it is necessary to have carefully designed

conductivity cells for the particular application in question. At

least one conductivity cell must usually be constructed for each

problem undertaken. In general there are two problems involved

in the design of a conductivity cell. First the conductivity cell must

be of the proper size and shape so that current will flow through the

tissue in a way such that the data obtained will be susceptible to anal-

ysis. Second, it must be designed in such a way that electrode ef-

fects are kept to a minimum.

Electrode effects are probably the most troublesome feature of

these measurements and certainly at low frequencies place a definite

limit on the accuracy attainable. There is always a certain resist-

ance encountered in going from the electrode into an electrolytic

solution and this resistance has a capacitance associated with it.

These are known as electrode resistance and capacitance, respec-

tively, and both are inversely proportional to the frequency. For this

reason they are known also as polarization resistance and capacitance.

At low frequencies it is easily possible to have the polarization capaci-

tance far larger than the capacitance of the biological system. At

higher frequencies the electrode effects become negligible. Polariza-

tion effects will be smaller the larger the resistance between the elec-

trodes and the greater the area of the electrodes.
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The type of electrode is enormously important here, and one

electrode may exhibit polarization effects a thousand times greater

than another. The best electrodes are made of platinum and cov-

ered with a dense layer of platinum black. This will minimize elec-

trode effects but by no means eliminate them. These electrodes are

not reversible except under special conditions and therefore they may
have a d.c. potential difference between them. This causes no trouble

for impedance measurements but means that in general it is not pos-

sible to use the same electrodes for potential and for impedance. If it

is necessary to use the same electrodes for both, silver-silver chloride

eiecfcrodes are about as good a compromise as can be found.

4. Cell Constants as Measured by Impedance

The impedance of cells or tissues depends upon a good many dif-

ferent characteristics of the cells or tissue, and therefore we may use

impedance measurements to determine some of these characteristics.

Volume Concentration of Cells. This can be measured quite

accurately by the impedance method provided the cells are of a

known geometrical shape and are reasonably uniform. It is ob-

tained from the extrapolated zero frequency resistance, and the

necessary equations have been worked out for the case of suspen-

sions of spherical or spheroidal cells such as blood by Fricke (14),

and for suspensions of cylindrical cells such as nerve and muscle by

Cole and Curtis (11). For these special cases, the accuracy for de-

termination of volume concentration would probably be better than

any other known method, up to volume concentrations so high as to

cause deformity of the cells. However, there are some inherent er-

rors such as effects of stirring, surface conductance, etc. that limit the

accuracy at the present time. For tissues in general it can be said

that the zero frequency resistance would be proportional to the vol-

ume concentration of cells but no quantitative relations have been

worked out and indeed it is not to be expected that any great accu-

racy could be obtained by this method.

Thus by using a single low frequency, the impedance method

can be used for the routine determination of volume concentration

of blood or other cell suspensions, the fat content of milk, etc. It has

also been used for measuring the moisture content of soils, wood,

etc. A frequency of about 1000 cycles is high enough to minimize

electrode errors in most cases and low enough to be practically equal

to the zero frequency resistance of most cell suspensions or tissues.
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Membrane Capacitance. This is a fundamental property of

all cells and can be determined quite accurately by the impedance

method. It has been worked out for a large number of different

cells and surprisingly enough it amounts to about 1 /jlL per square

centimeter of cell membrane for all cells so far measured, and seems

to be independent of the condition or state of functional activity of

the cell {9).

Resistance of Interior of Cell. This can be measured quite

accurately for cells of known geometric shape, and is computed
from the extrapolated infinite frequency resistance. This is of

course one of the important cellular constants and, in those cases in

which it has been possible to check this method with other methods,

the agreement has been very good.

Membrane Resistance. This is one of the most important

properties of the cell, since it is presumably proportional to the

ionic permeability; many attempts have been made, some success-

fully, to measure it by this method. Unfortunately, this measure-

ment is very difficult. The reason for this can be seen from Figure

11a. The membrane resistance is relatively high and is shunted by

the very low resistance of the solution and by the low reactance of the

membrane capacity. In the case of a cell suspension the fact that

there was an actual ionic flow of current through the membrane
would become evident only as a discrepancy in the computed volume

concentration. In order to measure the membrane resistance then,

the volume concentration would have to be measured by an independ-

ent means, and, if there is a difference between this and the volume

concentration as computed from the impedance data, the membrane
resistance could be computed. However, since the best volume con-

centration measurements are good to only about 1% even in the most

favorable circumstances, the membrane permeability would have to

be relatively enormous before the impedance volume concentration

would be appreciably smaller than that measured by other methods.

For this reason the membrane resistance has never been directly

measured by this method on a suspension of cells.

In one instance, that of a single nerve fiber from the squid, a change

of impedance was observed to accompany the propagation of the

nerve impulse, and this was interpreted as being due to a change in

ionic permeability of the cell membrane (8). Even here no accurate

absolute measure of the membrane resistance was obtained, but

changes in resistance were recorded Math considerable accuracy.
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The membrane resistance has been measured with reasonable ac-

('ura(\y for several single cells. Cole and Ilodgkin (7) measured the

longitudinal impedance of the single nerve fiber from sijuid when im-

mersed in mineral oil and Hodgkin and Rushton obtained reliable

values in much the same wa}' for a single nerve filjcr from the crab.

Blinks (J) has obtained values of the membrane resistance of single

plant cells by impaling them on a microelectrode and measuring the

resistance directly across the cell membrane. Thus impedance meas-

urements can be used in very special circumstances for the estimation

of ionic permeability.

Membrane Inductance. Under very special conditions it has

been possible to measure an inductance associated with the cell

membrane of the giant nerve fiber of squid. Whether inductance

is associated with other cell membranes is not known. Even if it

were, the problem of measuring it would present such difficulties

that it is doubtful if it could ever be measured except in very special

instances {10).
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A. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE METHOD. DEFINITIONS

The migration of particles, when suspended in a Hqiiid, that is

due to the influence of an imposed electric field is termed electro-

phoresis. The phenomenon is not essentially different from that of

the migration of any ion in an electric field. It is dependent, funda-

mentally, upon the existence of an electric charge on the surface, or

within the body, of the particle that is neutralized electrostatically

by an equal charge of opposite sign, in the form of ions, distributed

within the fluid adjacent to the particle, but at such a distance that,

when placed in an externally imposed electric field, some degree of

relative motion of these regions of opposite charges is possible against

the viscous resistance to shear within the layer of the fluid that sepa-

rates them in space.

The charge carried by a particle can arise from either of two

sources. The material of the particle may contain chemical group-

271
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ings that are ionizable when brought into contact with a liquid.

For example, sodium proteinate in contact with water will ionize

just as w^ll any electrolyte in solution but the anions, in this case, are

an integral part of the protein molecule (or particle) and constitute

point charges on the surface of or within the body of the particle.

The sodium ions, however, will be kinetically independent of the par-

ticle and, while held in the region of the particle surface by electro-

static forces of attraction exerted by the anions, will diffuse into the

body of the liquid to a distance determined by the relative magnitudes

of the forces of diffusion and electrostatic attraction. Other materi-

als, examples of which are quartz or cellulose, which do not contain

ionogenic groupings, will nevertheless acquire a charge when placed

in contact with a liquid due to a differential adsorption by the solid

surface of the electrolyte species present in the liquid. The hydroxy 1

ions present in water are more surface-active (more highly adsorbed)

than the hydrogen ions. Surfaces of such ionogenically inert solids,

then, usually bear a negative charge when in contact with water be-

cause of the statistically oriented state of the ions derived from water,

wherein the 0H~ ions are more strongly attracted toward the solid

surface while the H+ ions distribute themselves toward the water

phase in the interface region.

As a result of this oriented distribution of the various ionic con-

stituents at the particle surface, an electrical potential difference will

exist between two layers of the fluid in the region of a particle-fluid

interface. One fluid layer is considered to be fixed on the surface of

the particle together with the fixed electrical charges of the surface,

while the other, containing the counter electrical charges (counter-

ions or gegenion), exists parallel to and a short distance normal

to the particle surface and is considered to be free to move mider any

applied shearing force with respect to the fixed layer. This potential,

which may exist in the region of any interface, is called the electro-

kinetic or zeta-potential. Its magnitude is dependent upon the net

charge density per unit area of the layers, upon the distance apart in

space at which the electrical centers of gravity of the layers exist,

and, as a corollary to the latter, upon the dielectric constant of the

medium occurring between the charged layers. The velocity of mi-

gration of a particle will be directly proportional to the magnitude

of the electrokinetic potential at its inteiface and to the magnitude

of the imposed field.

Helmholtz (1879-1888), in his early treatment of the theory of the
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elect rokinetic potential, considered both layers of the electrical double

layer to be planar layers of charges existing at a fixed distance apart

in the region of and parallel to the surface of the particle. Guoy
(1910), and later Debye (1924), orhphasized the necessity of consider-

ing the outer layer as an atmosphere of ions in which the density of

charge decreases from a large value near the surface to zero at a point

beyond the maximum distance that a counterion can reach kineti-

cally, while still being attracted electrostatically by the fixed charges

on the surface. The effective thickness of the double layer is there-

fore to be considered as the distance of separation of the fixed charge

on the surface (including any charge elements within the layer of

fluid that is immovable with respect to the actual particle surface)

and the electrical center of gravity of the charged elements consti-

tuting the diffuse outer layer. The distance from the particle sur-

face at which the change in potential with distance becomes zero will

be a function of the density of population of ions in the body of the

liquid, this distance decreasing in proportion to the ionic strength of

the solution bathing the particle surface. The effective thickness of

the double layer, charge density on the particle remaining constant,

will decrease similarly with increase in the ionic strength. On the

basis of this definition of the thickness of the double layer, the equa-

tions of Helmholtz may still be used in the interpretation of the

phenomena. The thickness of the double layer and the magnitude

of the electrokinetic potential, however, cannot be regarded as fixed

and invariable at constant charge density but must be expected to

vary as a function of the ionic strength of the solution with which the

particle is in contact.

The displacement per unit time interval that one layer of the

electrical double layer in the region of the interface will experience

with respect to the other when an externallj^ applied electric field is

imposed on the system in a direction parallel to the planes of the

double layer will be a function of the forces, electrical and frictional,

acting upon the system. When the volume element containing one

layer of the double layer is not capable of displacement in space,

while that containing the other layer is displaceable, all relative move-

ment observable will occur as a spacial displacement of the latter.

For example, if the double layer is one existing in the region of the

interface of a solid ca])illaiy filled with fluid and an external potential

is applied through the fluid in a dii-ection parallel to the lumen of the

capillary, all relative movement of the two layers of the double layer
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will occur with respect to the fixed wall of the capillary and will be

observable as a flow of the liquid through the capillary. This phe-

nomenon is called electrosmosis. If, however, the double layer is one

existing in the region of the surface of a particle suspended in a fluid

contained in a vessel in which no net displacement of the fluid can

occur, all the relative movement observable between the two layers

of the double layer will be imparted to the particle and it will migrate

with respect to the liquid or any fixed point on the vessel containing

the system. This phenomenon is called electrophoresis.

B. ELEMENTARY THEORY
The force that acts to cause displacement of a particle in electro-

phoresis is determined by the magnitude of the charge carried by the

particle, and by the strength of the applied electrical field. If the

field strength is taken in terms of the voltage drop per centimeter (E)

and the net charge on the particle is taken in coulombs (Q), the force

of acceleration (/) acting on the particle will be equal to the product

of these quantities, i.e., f = EQ. As the particle is accelerated by

the action of this force, it will meet a resistance to its motion through

the liquid that is a function of the hydrodynamic flow characteristics

of the region within the liquid in which viscous flow occurs as the

liquid moves around the particle. Two limiting conditions may be

treated in describing the magnitude of this force of viscous resistance

that the moving particle will encounter within the liquid and with

which the force of acceleration will quickly attain equilibrium to de-

fine the steady state velocity of the particle.

If the particle is described as a small sphere of radius r such that

r is greater than the dimensions of the molecules of the medium of

suspension (condition for validity of Stokes law) but small compared

to the thickness, d, of the double layer (r <C d), the particle may be

treated as a charged sphere suspended in a uniform field and the force

of viscous resistance, /', that it will encounter will be given by Stokes

law, i.e., f = Girrjru. At the steady state, f = f and EQ — Qir-qru.

Thus u — EQ/QiT'nr, where u is the velocity of the particle (cm./sec),

77 is the coefficient of viscosity (poise) of the fluid through which the

particle moves, and r is the radius of the particle. The mobility

(w) of the particle (cm./sec./v./cm.) is equal to u/E orm = Q/6irrjr.

From this relationship it is apparent that for sufficiently small par-

ticles suspended in solutions of constant viscosity and of constant but

very low ionic strength (where d ^ r) the mobility of the particle
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is a function only of its net charge and of its radius, if spherical.

With small particles and low ionic strength of solutions it is to be

expected that shape of particle will also be a factor in determining

its mobility.

If the particle is of such dimensions that its radius of curvature is

large compared to the thickness of the double layer then, independent

of particle shape, the double layer may be considered as parallel

plates of zero curvature with respect to the api)lied field (i.e., curva-

ture will be parallel to the contour of the applied field in the neigh-

borhood of the particle surface) . The net charge carried by the par-

ticle, Q, can be resolved into the net charge density per unit of surface,

0", by the relationship a = Q/A, where A = the area of the particle

surface (cm.^). The force of acceleration (/) experienced per unit of

surface by the particle under field strength E will then be / = Ea.

All relative movement between the particle and the fluid must then

take place in the fluid existing between the planes of the double layer,

and a resistance to this movement will exist determined by the vis-

cosity of the liquid, the velocity of the particle, and the distance in

the liquid between the point of maximum motion {i.e., that of the

layer fixed on the particle surface) and the point of no motion {i.e.,

beyond the outer layer of the double layer). If the viscous flow

of the liquid between these regions can be considered linear, as be-

tween two parallel plates moving with respect to each other, the

frictional resistance, per unit of particle-liquid interface, to relative

motion of the particle and the fluid phase will be given by the expres-

sion/" — Tju/s, where 77 is the viscosity coefficient (poise) of the liquid

in the region of the interface, u is the velocity of displacement (cm./

sec.) of the particle with respect to the liquid, and s is the distance

(cm.) between the regions of maximum motion and no motion. At

equilibrium, when the steady state is reached, wherein the force of

acceleration and force of resistance to motion are equal, Ea = tjw/s

or u = Eas/r] and m = as/rj. Since the entire force of resistance is

exerted within the volume of liquid existing between the two layers

of opposite charge {i.e., within the double layer) it can be assumed

that s will be equal to or proportional to the thickness of the double

layer and will vary with the ionic strength of the solution in the same

manner as will the thickness of the double layer. It is evident from

this relationship that the electrophoretic mobility of a particle sus-

pended in a solution of a given viscosity and ionic strength is a func-

tion only of its net charge density when the particle is large enough
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and the ionic strength is high enough so that the thickness of the

double layer is small compared to the radius of curvature of the par-

ticle. Under these conditions shape of the particle will not affect

its mobility.

It is understandable that, in order to calculate the value of the

net charge (or the net charge per unit of interface i.e., charge density)

carried by a particle and the value of the electrokinetic potential

existing in the region of the interface from mobility measurements,

considerable knowledge must be available as to size and shape of the

particle and as to the theoretical relationship existing between the

thickness of the double layer and the ionic strength of the solution.

Such relationships are complex. Fortunately, electrophoretic mo-
bihty measurements can yield much valuable information without

the necessity of obtaining values of net charge or of the electrokinetic

potential therefrom. In solutions of variable environment (variable

pH, ionic strength, etc.), for example, particles that migrate always

with equal mobilities may safely be considered to possess equal

charge density and zeta-potential characteristics and, therefore, can

to a high degree of probabihty be considered as identical in shape,

size, and surface characteristics, generally. Particles that show dif-

ferent mobilities in contact with a solution of common environmental

characteristics must, in contrast, possess different surface properties

and cannot be of identical surface compositions It is in this regard

that electrophoresis experiments have proved most useful in bio-

physics ; this method constitutes one means of characterizing a given

biochemical preparation as to homogeneity or heterogeneity. Thus,

from comparisons of the electrophoretic mobility alone, as obtained

imder standardized experimental conditions, considerable informa-

tion can be obtained as to the physical nature of the charged particu-

late material being studied. As a corollary, electrophoresis can serve

as a means of separating, in solution, materials of different surface

properties and can thus serve as a preparative method for substances

that might be difficult to sejoarate from impurities by other means.

There are two methods in general use for the determination of the

electrophoretic mobility of charged particles dispersed in a liquid,

namely, the microelectrophoresis method and the macroelectrophore-

sis, U-tube, or moving-boundary method. Each method has certain

advantages over the other and also certain limiting conditions under

which it may be most successfully employed.

As the name implies, the microelectrophoresis method employs a
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microscope for following the movement of particles in the electric

field. This method is primarily restricted to studies on particles

that are large enough and possess a refractive index sufficiently dif-

ferent from that of the suspensions medium to render them visibly

detectable, under light- or darkfield illumination, with a microscope.

In the moving-boundary method the displacement of the particles

in an electric field is observed, in the legs of a U tube, as a change in

position with time of a boundary existing between a solution contain-

ing the particles and another solution of, ideally, the same comi^osi-

tion with respect to all components except the particulate component

being studied. This method finds its greatest usefulness in the study

of the mobilities of substances in solution of such particle size and re-

fractive index value as to be undetectable under the microscope,

though it may be employed on stable suspensions of larger particles if

desired. The two methods may be regarded as supplementary with

respect to the size range of particles that may best be studied by each

but this is not necessarily the only or even the most important crite-

rion upon which a choice of method will be based.

C. MICROELECTROPHORESIS METHOD

1. Applications and Relative Advantages

Measurement of the mobilities of particles such as blood cells,

bacteria, oil droplets, and of finely particulate solids, such as quartz,

glass, collodion, etc. can best be made with the microelectrophoresis

method. The relative advantages of the technique, whenever it can

be applied, may be listed as follows:

(1) It is the only way in whicli the electrokinetic properties of certain

biological systems (e.g., microorganisms) can be accurately investigated.

(2) The environment in which the particle is observed does not change

(lurmg the observation. This eliminates a condition of uncertainty associ-

ated with the moving-boundary method in which the values of pH, ionic

strength, and individual ion concentration may vary considerably across the

boundaries, i.e., the very point in the system where mobilities are being fol-

lowed in the U tube.

(S) Mobility measurements may be made in solutions of very low ionic

strength, a condition that vastly ampUfies the uncertainties of the moving-

boundary method. On the other hand, mobility measurements at ionic,

strengths above about 0.10 should not ordinarily be attempted with the mi-

croelectrophoresis method because of convection current disturbances in the
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solution within the cell caused by the heat effects of the large electric currents

that will pass at higher conductivities of the solution.

(4) The shape, size, and orientation of the particles may be directly

observed and the mobilities of the various particles may be compared by
watching them move simultaneously.

(5) Small quantities of disperse phase are required for a determination;

in fact too high a density of particle population must generally be avoided in

order to prevent confusion in the microscope field.

(6) It may be adapted to electrophoresis measurements in nonaqueous

mediums.

(7) Measurements may be made through a wide range of pH, with a

minimum of time consumed.

(8) A very distinct advantage lies in the fact that individual determina-

tions require only a few minutes.

(9) The apparatus is inexpensive and relatively simple to set up and to

use.

An important extension in the applicability of the microelectro-

phoresis method occurs in the case of soluble materials of such small

dimensions as to be microscopically invisible themselves but which,

being surface active, will accumulate on the surfaces of visible par-

ticles and impart to the surfaces of such particles the electrophoretic

properties of the adsorbed substance. Particles of nonionogenic

solids, such as finely ground quartz or finely dispersed collodion,

which show a relatively high interfacial tension in contact with water,

will adsorb many water-soluble, surface-active substances such as

albumins, gums, soaps, etc. to such an extent that the electrical prop-

erties of the original solid-water interface are completely masked
by those of the newly formed, adsorbed substance-water interface.

The mobihties of such covered particles can then be determined micro-

electrophoretically and have repeatedly been found to agree closely

with the mobilities of the same materials when in solution as measured

by the moving-boundary method. This is an experimental fact that

is not easily explained on the basis of electrokinetic theory, but it is a

fortunate situation insofar as the experimenter is concerned since it

makes possible the determination of the mobility properties of many
substances by use of the relatively simple micro technique which

otherwise could only be studied by the moving-boundary method,

notably a more time-consuming operation. Isoelectric points of

soluble, purified protein preparations are usually determined by this

procedure. The investigator should be warned, however, that where

mixtures of materials of varying degrees of surface activity are being
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studied, the mobility properties observed ma,y apply to only one (the

most surface-active) component present or it may apply to no one

component but to the equilibrium mixture of components (if all are of

comparable adsorbability). The relative effectiveness of the various

components may well vary also with such conditions as pH and ionic

strength or with the nature of the solid particle employed. Such

possible limitations of the method must always be considered in

drawing conclusions from observations made on native mixtures.

2. Method of Observation

For the above reasons the microelectrophoresis method will usu-

ally be preferred for the study of the electrophoretic mobilities of

solid or liquid particles of microscopic size, of monocellular organisms,

or body cells. It will find frequent application in studies on purified

preparations of proteins or other soluble high molecular substances

that are strongly adsorbable on microscopically visible particles. A
variety of apparatus has been devised for this purpose. The essen-

tial features, which are common to all, of these apparatus, are:

(a) an observation cell in which the solution containing the particles

is placed and which is of such construction that a microscope can be

focused upon the particles contained therein
; (6) the ends of this ob-

servation cell are connected to electrodes through which an electric

field can be introduced to the solution in the cell ; and (c) some pro-

vision is usually made by which the cell can be filled and emptied

without disturbing the assembly after it is mounted on the micro-

scope stage. These apparatus vary primarily as to shape (flat or

cylindrical) and size of lumen of the cell, in the nature of the electrode

systems employed, in the manner of assembly, and in the manipula-

tion required during measurements.

In choosing a cell for microelectrophoresis work, a number of im-

portant characteristics that will determine the ease and accuracy

with which measurements may be made need to be considered. The

mobility (cm.Vv. sec.) of a particle is obtained from the simultaneous

measurements of two quantities: (a) the velocity (cm./sec.) of the

particle and (6) the field strength (v./cm.) acting on the particle.

The velocity of the particle is obtained by observing with the aid of a

calibrated eyepiece micrometer the displacement experienced by the

particle in unit time as caused by the applied electric field. It is es-

sential, however, that this measurement of particle velocity be made
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at a depth within the cell where the motion of the particle with respect

to the liquid is the only motion observed. Usually, in order to elimi-

nate movement of the fluid in the cell from chance vibrational dis-

placements, one end of the cell is tightly closed at the time of measure-

ment. Whether this is the case or not, when an electric field is ap-

plied along the lumen of the cell there will occur an electrosmotic

displacement of the fluid along the interface between the cell wall and
the fluid and, in order to maintain hydrostatic equilibrium in the ves-

sel, a counterflow of fluid must take place in the center of the cell

hrnien. Particles present will be carried along with these layers of

moving fluid as well as be themselves displaced by electrophoresis in

the electric field. The result is that at only two regions within the

cell, and, along the line of focus of the microscope, will the observed

movement of particles be due only to electrophoretic displacement.

In a flat cell these regions of static fluid wih be found at 0.211 and
0.789 of the depths of the cell. In a cylindrical cell the static layer

occurs at 0.147 of. the diameter from the wall of the cylinder. Meas-
urements of particle velocity must be made at these depths in the cell.

Because of the lenslike action that occurs at the wall of a cylindrical

cell it is difficult to know accurately at what depth in the cell the

microscope may be focused (but see alternative method on page 282).

This is not so with the flat cell. For this reason, the flat cell gen-

erally is preferred to other cell shapes. The depths given as the ones

at which measurements should be made in this shape of cell, however,

are correct only if the width/depth ratio in the cell is greater than 20.

Even then measurements should be made near the center of the width

axis and not near the edges of "the cell. The movement of the fluid

in the flat cell due to electrosmosis will follow a parabolic curve where

displacement is a maximum in one direction at the walls and in the

other direction at the center of the cell. If the parabolic displace-

ment curve is to be symmetrical in the cell and the 0.21 and 0.79

levels are to be correct, the electrosmotic displacement of fluid at each

wall (top and bottom) of the cell must be equal. Hence it is neces-

sary, for the sake of simplicity in making measurements, that the top

and bottom sheets of glass be of identical electrokinetic properties,

i.e., be constructed of glass of identical composition.

The thinner the cell the greater will be the rate of change in veloc-

ity of liquid flow due to electrosmosis with depth in the cell and the

thinner will be the lamellae of liquid in which a minimum of motion of

the fluid in either direction occurs. It is necessary to be able to focus
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sharply at the correct depth and to realize that the greater the di-

ameter of the particle being observed the greater the probability that

it will overlap above or below this exact depth and thus be given a

plus or minus viscous drag by the moving lamellae of liquid above or

below that of zero liquid flow. The larger the diameter of the parti-

cles being observed the thicker should be the lumen of the cell for

greatest accuracy.

The proper cross-sectional depth of the flat cell lumen and the

optimal thickness of the glass plates making up the top and bottom of

the cell will be determined roughly by the size range of the particles

to be studied. It is always necessary to be able to focus the micro-

scope both on the top and on the bottom of the cell lumen in order

that the 0.21 or 0.79 depths can be found. The maximum optical

distance from the bottom of the cell lumen to the top of the top plate

must be less than the focal length of the microscope objective that

may be required to resolve the particles. Where very small particles

are being followed and water or oil immersion objectives are needed,

the lumen depth and cell wall thickness must be held at a minimum.

Cells made from polished glass slides 0.5 to 0.6 mm. in thickness and

assembled with a cell lumen depth of the same order of magnitude

will be found usable with the smallest visible particles and will ap-

proach the limits for construction of such cells. The cell should be

of one piece of glass in order that the cleaning (with the alkaU and

chromic acid solutions) needed to render the cell walls free of contam-

inants may be easily carried out. The all-glass cell also eliminates

troublesome movements of liquid in the cell due to the vibrational or

otherwise chance disturbances resulting from elastic distortions of rub-

ber or other flexible tube connections.

The electrodes through which the electric field is applied across

the ends of the cell must be nonpolarizing and of sufficient current-

carrying capacity so that no gassing will occur. The cell must be so

constructed that no contaminating electrolyte from the electrodes

will reach the point in the cell where measurements are being made,

since even infinitesimal amounts of such electrolytes by changing the

ionic strength of the solution will have profound effects in reducing

the mobilities of particles, particularly when measurements are

being made at low ionic strengths. The cell should be so constructed

that quick and easy change of the contents (of the flat portion of the

cell where actual measurement is to be made) can be accomplished

mthout danger of washing in electrolytes from the electrode regions.
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3. Choice of Apparatus

Microelectrophoresis apparatus with observation cells of the

cylindrical type (8) have the advantage of being simplest to construct.

A simple capillary tube of 0.5 to 1.0 mm. bore, with an area ground

and polished flat at the point where observation with the microscope

is to be made, can be sealed to electrode chambers and to inlet and
outlet tubes to complete the construction of the apparatus. The dif-

ficulty of focusing at the proper depth for observation, however, seri-

ously limits the accuracy of results obtained with the cylindrical

cell. A cylindrical cell {9) that employs two capillary tubes bearing

definite ratios to each other both as to radius and length offers some
improvement with regard to this criticism of cylindrical cells gener-

ally. In this instrument back-flow of fluid resulting from electros-

motic displacement along the walls of the tubes is taken care of to

Fig. 1. Flat horizontal microelectrophoresis cell of

Abramson and Moyer (2).

such an extent by the larger capillary (not the one in which observa-

tions are made) that there exists a static condition of the fluid in the

center of the observation tube. Under these conditions velocity

measurements of particles made in the center of the small tube will

be due to electrophoretic movement alone. The greater increment

of cell depth at which focus will be approximately correct allows for a

higher probability of accuracy of measurement with this cell than is

the case with a simple cylindrical cell.

"V\Tiile these and a number of other cells {10-13) have been used

more or less successfully over the period of the last few decades, the

flat cell instruments illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 have, in the experi-

ence of the writer and of many others who have used them, proved

most amenable to routine laboratory use and approach most closely
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the several requirements outlined above. That shown in Figure 1 is

the Abramson cell* {5,6) and is constructed of Pyrex glass, the flat

portion being made of polished Pyrex slides 0.6 mm. in thickness and

spaced 0.6 mm. apart. The cellf in Figure 2 is one devised by Briggs

(7) and is also constructed of Pyrex, the flat portion {A) being made
of polished Pyrex slides 1.0 mm. thick and spaced 0.8 mm. apart.

The Abramson cell employs Cu-CuS04 electrodes. These are

connected to the flat portion of the cell through the lumens of right

angle bore stopcocks, which can be turned to other positions to allow

filling of the cell with the suspension to be studied. Care must be

taken to wash fluid through the stopcock lumens in such a direction

as to carr}^ away any electrolyte that may have diffused into them
during preceding measurements, before fresh suspension is allowed

to pass into the flat cell.

Fig. 2. Flat horizontal microelectrophoresis

cell of Briggs.

The Briggs cell uses Hg-HgNOs-KNOg electrodes {B, Fig. 2),

which can be removed easily and cleaned and are connected to the

cell proper by standard taper, ground glass joints. This cell is so

constructed that fresh fluid containing the particles can be introduced

at any time (through D) without danger of contamination by elec-

trode electrolytes since the movement of this fluid will always be past

the electrode connection in a direction away from the flat part of the

cell. Flow of the test fluid past each electrode is governed by opening

or closing stopcocks (C) at the ends of the cell, and the outlets are so

arranged that, once the cell is filled, opening the outlet stopcocks can-

not result in complete evacuation of liquid from the cell proper.

* Obtainable from Hopf Glass Apparatus Co., 192 Third Ave., New York
City.

t This cell may be obtained from the University Glass Blowing Shop, Uni-

versity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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The supporting frame used for mounting the Abramson cell on the micro-

scopic stage is shown along with the cell itself in Figure 1. A simple frame

for supporting the second cell can be made from two 1" X 7" X H" brass

strips arranged parallel to the length of the cell and spaced and held 13^2"

apart by Bakelite blocks (1" X H" X 33^"). The latter are attached to the

brass strips near their ends with screws and in such a position that these

blocks can be shaped to fit, as saddles, the bends in the glass tubing of the

cell (F, Fig. 2) on either side of the flat portion. These saddles are shaped

to such a height that the flat cell portion is held in a horizontal position at the

level of the bottom of the brass strips and the cell is anchored with thin metal

straps to the support at the points of contact with the saddles. The whole

assembly will set flat on the microscope stage with the flat part of the cell

flush with the stage. Pins, put through one of the brass strips in such posi-

tions that they will fit into the holes in the microscope stage (usually occupied

by sHde clamps), will aid in keeping the cell and mount always in the same

position on the stage and prevent accidental shifting from position after

the proper depth in the cell has been attained for correct electrophoresis

measurements. {Note:\" = 1 inch = 2.54 cm.)

The Abramson cell as described has the advantage that somewhat

higher degrees of magnification can be employed than is possible with

the other cell because of the greater optical distance from the top of

the upper glass plate to the bottom of the cell lumen in the latter.

Each cell has some advantages over the other in ease of manipulation.

Each will, in most circumstances, prove itself to be free of fnany tech-

nical disadvantages associated with most other cells described in the

literature.

4. Measurements and Calculations

The mechanics of measurement of the electrophoretic mobility of

particles by this method involves the observation of the motion of the

particle at the proper depth in the cell, the measurement of the time

required (using a stopwatch) for the particle to move a chosen dis-

tance, as indicated on a calibrated eyepiece micrometer, and a deter-

mination of the field strength acting upon the particle. The latter

is best obtained from a measurement of the specific conductivity (X)

of the solution containing the particles, a measurement of the cross-

sectional area (A) of the fiat cell at the point of observation and a

measurement of the current (7) passing through the cell at the time

of measurement. The current is usually measured with a micro- or

milliammeter placed in series with the electrophoresis cell in the circuit
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supplying its electromotive force. Batteries of the "B" type supply-

ing 45-90 V. can be used as the source of applied voltage. The field

strength, E (v./cm.), acting on the particle will be given by the rela-

tionship, E = I/AX, where / is in amperes, A is in s(iuare centimeters,

and X is in mhos. The mobility of the particle will then be m =
{d/t)/E, where d is the distance (cm.) the particle travels in time t

(sec), m will have the dimensions s(iuare centimeters pei' volt sec-

ond.

The value of X, the specific conductivity, must be obtained for

each suspension to be studied. This may be measured with a stand-

ard 1000 cycle Wheatstone bridge conductivity apparatus. The area

of cross section of the cell, A, must be determined carefully for each

new cell at the point along the length of the cell at which subsequent

observations of mobility will be made. The average cell lumen depth

is obtained by measuring the distance between top and bottom of the

lumen at several points along the wide axis of the cell (at the correct

position along its length) with the microscope micrometer focusing

adjustment. The width of this axis is obtained by measuring with

a microscope cathetometer.

When a new cell is put into use, it is desirable to test it for uni-

formity of construction by introducing into the cell a test suspension

of quartz or collodion particles in a dilute solution (about 0.01%) of

some surface-active substance such as a soluble protein (at some pH
away from its isoelectric point) and measuring the velocity of dis-

placement of the particles (under constant field strength) at a number
of depths in the cell. When the observed particle velocity is plotted

against the fractional depth in the cell at which the observation is

made, a parabolic curve, symmetrical about the center, should be ob-

tained. Because the walls of the cell will be coated with the protein

just as the particles are coated, the electrosmotic displacement of

fluid along the wall should equal the electrophoretic displacement of

the particles there (but in opposite directions) and it should be found

that u, the observed velocity of the particles, at the wall will be zero.

Also under these conditions u at the 0.21 and 0.79 levels in the cell

should be equal to % u observed at the center of the cell (at the 0.5

level). If these relationships are found, the construction of the cell

(width to depth ratio, parallelism of the top and bottom plates, etc.)

is correct and the cell should yield dependable mobility measurements.

As a further check on the dependability of the mobility measurement

(which will be dependent upon the accuracy with which \, A,I and u
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have been made), which the experimenter is able to obtain, a freshly

made dilute suspension of human erythrocytes in 0.067 M phosphate

buffer of pH 7.4 can be observed in the cell. At 25°C. the observed

mobility for these cells should agree very closely with the value 1.3 X
10 ~^ cm. 2 per volt second.

Since the microelectrophoresis cells are not readily constructed in

a form susceptible to thermostatic control, it is always necessary to

keep the wattage dissipation within the fiat part of the cell at such a

low value that convection currents are not generated. This is not

difficult to attain when the electrical conductivity of the solution is

very low but, as the ionic strength approaches 0.1, disturbances from

this source will be encountered and measurement may become impos-

sible. Heating of the contents of the cell from the microscope lamp

must be avoided for the same reasons. Such heating can usually be

avoided by placing a cell filled with water in front of the lamp so that

heat rays will be absorbed before reaching the microscope system.

While a mixture of visible particles of varying mobilities can be

recognized and, perhaps, statistically analyzed as to mobility distri-

bution, this method cannot give any information as to the number or

relative amounts of components in a nonmicroscopically visible mix-

ture of disperse components (such as blood serum). It is in this re-

gard, particularly, that the microscopic method loses preference to

the moving-boundary method.

5. Some Recent Accomplishments

The microelectrophoresis method of measuring the mobility prop-

erties of microscopically visible particles has been applied to a wide

variety of substances ranging from inorganic suspensions and emul-

sions to living cellular materials. Only a few examples need be re-

ferred to in order to illustrate the diversity of systems upon which such

studies can yield important information. Red blood cells of humans

are found to be remarkably constant in mobility (independent of sex

or race) and to present surfaces not affected by other soluble proteins

in the blood {14)- Soaps are shown to impart mobilities (and surface

charges) to dirt particles that are proportional to the detergent power

of the soap (15). Latex particles are shown to be covered by proteins

in some species and by Hpides in others (16). Isoelectric points of

soluble proteins and their change in charge with pH can be studied

by this method (17). The nature of the surface membranes of micro-
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organisms (18) and the effects thereon of various surface-active agents

(19) can be ekicidated by such methods. The interaction of proteins

with high affinity anions such as that of metaphospiioric acid can be

studied and the nature and extent of the interaction with changing

pH and anion concentration can be followed by microelectrophoresis

(20).

D. MOVING-BOUNDARY METHOD

1. Applications and Relative Advantages

The mobilities of substances that are submicroscopic in particle

dimensions and are not dependably adsorbable on larger microscopi-

cally visible particles may be studied only by use of the moving-bound-

ary technique. Examples are the many lyophobic colloidal sols such

as gold sol, arsenic trisulfide sol, etc. The moving-boundarj^ method
is unique also in that it can yield information on the mobility charac-

teristics of mixtures of substances such as native solutions of proteins

(e.g., blood serum). Some of the advantages and realms of best ap-

plication of this method may be summarized as follows

:

(1) Of greatest importance is the capacity of the moving-boundary

method, used in conjunction with the refractive index methods employed for

the detection of the boundaries, to yield information as to (a) the electro-

phoretic homogeneity or heterogeneity of the disperse phase in an unknown
solution, (b) the number of components in a heterogeneous disperse system

that are electrically separable, (c) the degree of homogeneity of each compo-

nent, (d) the moMity of each component, and (e) the relative concentration of

each component in such a mixture.

(2) This method is applicable to a wide variety of high or low molecular

substances that form solutions in which there are no microscopically visible

particles.

(3) Electrophoresis measurements can be made in solutions of consider-

ably higher ionic strength than is generally feasible with the microscope

method. The upper limit of ionic strength that can be employed in either

method is governed by the wattage dissipation in the region in the cell where

measurements of mobility are being made and the efficiency with which the

heat so generated is removed, i.e., the efficiency with which convection cur-

rents are avoided in that region of the cell. In the U-tube method the cell

can readily be thermostated.

(4) Mobilities of a given substance as a function of pH may be studied

throughout the whole aqueous pH range.
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(5) Interactions of one disperse component with another in solution

may be detected and studied by this method.

(6) An advantage this method has to offer the biochemist is tlie possibil-

ity of separation in the pure state (or a purer state) of electrophoretically dif-

ferent components of a mixture.

Some disadvantages of the moving-boundary method as compared
to the microscopic method are

:

(1) The method requires a mucli longer time for individual measure-

ments.

(2) Larger quantities of disperse substances are usually required. Gen-

erally the concentration of disperse phase should be 0.5 to 2.0% and ordinarily

about 25 ml. of such a solution is needed to wash out and fill the U tube.

This is distinctly a limiting factor in many cases of substances obtainable

only with great difficulty. Newer cells and methods will tend to reduce this

requirement. (Cells requiring not more than 20 mg. of disperse phase are

already in use.)

(3) Conductivity and pH differences that exist across the boundary be-

tween the buffer and the solution containing the disperse phase to be studied

lead to boundary uncertainties and anomalies that are not always resolvable.

This is particularly true when the buffer solution employed is of low ionic

strength (0.05 or less), and may lead to considerable difficulties in the inter-

pretation of observations both as to the true mobilities of the components and

as to their relative concentrations in the mixture. This constitutes the pri-

mary limitation of this method at the present time.

(4) The moving boundary method apparatus is more expensive than the

microelectrophoresis apparatus.

2. Essential Requirements

Many variations of apparatus of the U-tube type have been de-

vised from time to time {21-23) for the purpose of measuring the elec-

trophoretic mobilities of a variety of coUoidally dispersed substances

by the moving-boundary method. Since the measurement of the

mobility of a given component by this method is obtained by obser-

vation of the displacement, under the influence of an electric field,

of a boundary between two solutions within the fluid system, only

one of which contains the component in question, it is necessary that

the following requirements be fulfilled in order that quantitative

measurements can be accomplished : (a) The composition, pH, con-

ductivity, density, etc. of the fluids in the region of the boundary

must be unaffected during the course of the experiment by any elec-
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trotysis products that may form at the electrodes through which the

electric field is introduced into the system containing the boundary.

Also any disturbances that could be transmitted to the boundary due

to gas formation at the electrodes must be avoided. (6) The appara-

tus must be so designed that a sharp boundary can be formed initially

between the solution containing the component to be followed and a

solution that does not contain this component, (c) Disturbances of

the boundary due to convection currents in the boundary region

arising from wattage dissipation in the fluid column containing the

boundary must be obviated, (d) It must be possible to detect ac-

curately^ the position of the boundary, visually or otherwise, both

initially and after a measured lapse of time during which a constant

electric field is maintained throughout the column of fluid containing

the boundary, (e) A means must be available for measuring and

maintaining constant the imposed electrical field strength under

which migration of the boundary occurs. (/) The electrolyte compo-

sition, pH, and specific conductivity of the two solutions that meet

at the boundary must always be as nearly identical as possible while

still maintaining the disappearance in the boundary of the component

to be studied. As shall be shown, this requirement is the most dif-

ficult to approximate and is the source of the major limitation to the

use of this method.

3. Modern Apparatus and Technique

The series of moving-boundary apparatus that have been devised

actually constitute progressive stages of development in which the ob-

jective has been to meet more and more effectively the various re-

quirements for quantitative measurements by the method. An ap-

paratus devised by Tiselius (24,^5) represents such a great improve-

ment over earlier instruments that these are now primarily of historic

interest only. Tiselius introduced the use of the refractive index or

schlieren method for the detection of the position of the boundary in

the U tube and also emphasized the importance of avoiding convec-

tion currents in the regions of the boundaries; he recommended

methods by which these currents can be minimized. The use of the

refractive index method for characterizing the boundary has made
possible also the analysis of the contours of the concentration gradients

occurring in the boundary region and the analysis, therefore, of the

electrophoretic homogeneity or heterogeneity of the material that

disappears in the boundary. Tiselius incorporated in his apparatus
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many of the improvements that had appeared in earUer apparatus.

His original apparatus has been further improved by Longsworth and

Maclnnes {26). Modifications in the manner of detecting and re-

cording the refractive index changes that occur through the boundary

have been made by Longsworth (27), Svensson {29), Philpot {28), and

others. A description of the Longsworth-Maclnnes modification of

the Tisehus apparatus will serve to illustrate how and to what extent

the requirements enumerated above have been met in modern moving-

boundary electrophoresis apparatus. A detailed description of the

installation and use of this instrument has been given by Longsworth

{30).

3

Fig. 3. Moving-boundary electrophoresis cell

of Tiselius with supporting frame, electrodes, and

electrode vessels, showing mechanical devices for

moving segments of the cell as required during fill-

ing of cell and formation of boundaries.

Fig. 4. Analytical cell

showing sectional con-

struction that makes
possible formation of

sharp boundaries.

In Figure 3 is shown, diagrammatically, the construction of a

modified Tiselius U-tube apparatus (with supporting frame) and

Figure 4 is a drawing of the cell proper, i.e., the U tube in which the

boundaries are formed and allowed to migrate electrophoretically. As

illustrated in Figure 3, this cell (TF) is connected through rubber
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sleeves (0) with large electrode chambers (Z) that contain silver-

silver chloride electrodes {S) which, when surrounded by a potassium

chloride solution, will allow the electric current to enter the system

without any accompanying polarization of the electrodes and attend-

ant evolution of gas. These electrode vessels are filled with a buffer

of the same composition as the overlying liquid at the boundaries.

This arrangement, and the long path existing between the electrodes

and the boundaries in the U tube, will give adequate protection against

the possibility that the products of electrolysis that accumulate in the

regions of the electrode will ever reach the region of the boundaries.

Requirement a is thus adequately fulfilled in this apparatus.

The cell proper shown in Figure 4 is one employed for analytical

purposes and consists of three sections. These sections are contacted

through ground glass plates lubricated by a grease that prevents leak-

age out of or into the cell (when the instrument is placed in a water

bath) and will allow horizontal displacement of parts of the cell with

respect to each other. This is necessary in order to obtain a sharp

initial boundary between the buffer and the solution containing the

material to be analyzed. Mechanical devices (V) are attached to the

frame and accomplish this required displacement of the center and

bottom portions of the cell when the cell is connected to the electrode

vessels through rubber sleeves attached to the static top portion of the

cell.

Filling of the cell may be accomplished as follows: With the cell and

electrode vessels assembled in the frame and the glass parts X and Y (Fig.

3) removed, protein solution (for example) is introduced into the U tube in

an amount sufficient to a little more than fill the bottom part of the U tube.

This bottom section is moved to the left, let us say, sufficiently to close the

lumen of the U tube. Then the right hand leg of the U tube is filled with

protein solution. Next, the left hand leg is washed with buffer and filled

with buffer. The center part of the U tube I3 now moved to the right closing

the connection of the lumen with the top portion of the cell. Both sides of

the top portion are washed with buffer, then filled with buffer together with

the electrode vessels. The glass parts X and Y are replaced, the electrodes

introduced, and saturated potassium chloride solution is passed into the

bottom of the electrode vessels, through the hollow tubes leading down to

the electrodes, until the electrodes are surrounded by the potassium chloride

solution. The electrode vessels are filled to an even level (top of piece X)

with buffer solution and the whole assembly is placed in a constant tempera-

ture bath. After the contents have i-eached bath temperature and with the

stopcock on part Y closed, the parts of the U tube are brought back into line.
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This results in the formation of sharp boundaries between the protein solu-

tion and the overlying buffer at the top of the right hand leg and at the bottom

of the left hand leg of the U tube. Gravitational equilibrium is attained

between the solutions because the heavier protein solution occupies the bot-

tom portion of the tube. The boundaries are displaced into view by slowly

pumping buffer into the right hand half of the apparatus through the stop-

cock of part y. After bringing the boundaries by this method into a conven-

ient position in each leg, the riglit hand side of the apparatus is again closed,

the current source is connected to the electrodes (making the left hand elec-

trode that of opposite sign of charge to the sign of charge carried by the pro-

tein), and electrophoresis is allowed to proceed.

Thus requirement h is neatly accomplished with this apparatus.

In order to reduce convection currents due to wattage dissipation

to a minimum, Tiselius recommended that the legs of the U tube be

made thin in one dimension and that the temperature at which the

electrophoresis is carried out be below the temperature of the maxi-

mum density of the solutions involved. For pure water this tempera-

ture is about 4°C. and for most salt solutions (buffers) it will be

above 0.5°C. up to concentrations of 0.2 M. A convenient tempera-

ture to keep the water bath is 0.5° C. With this arrangement and

for a U tube of approximately 2.5 mm. diameter in the thin dimen-

sion, a wattage dissipation of about 0.2 watt per centimeter of tube

length per square centimeter of tube cross section has been found to

cause no convection disturbance when the density difference at the

boundary is that due to a change in protein concentration of 0.5%.

Requirement c is thus adequately fulfilled by this apparatus for

aqueous systems of ionic strengths below approximately 0.2.

The method introduced by Tiselius for observing and characteriz-

ing the boundaries is the most novel feature of the apparatus. While

a boundary may be detected visually in the case of colored sols, such

as gold sol or AS2S3 sol, there are many colorless colloid systems. By
using U tubes made of quartz, under ultraviolet light, the boundaries

in such systems as those containing proteins may be rendered visible

by fluorescence or detectable photographically through absorption

by the protein of the ultraviolet light. Often the boundary can be

made visible by differences in the Tyndall effect. None of these

methods has proved as versatile, however, as the method based on

the refractive index changes that occur at the boundary between an

overlying buffer solution and a protein solution, for example, equili-

brated through a dialyzing membrane against the buffer. When light
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passes through such a region of changing refractive index, its path

will be bent toward the region of higher refractive index. The index

of refraction of the protein solution will be greater than that of the

overlying solution by an amount ])r()poi'lional to the concentration of

the protein and to its refractive iiicremenl.

Figure 5 shows diagrammatically the manner in which this prin-

ciple may be applied to the detection of the i)()sition of a boundary in

the Tisehus cell. A horizontal slit, source of light (S) is allowed to

pass through a long focal length (schlieren) lens (L), which forms an

image of the slit at point P. If the light in passing from the lens to

point P encounters no region of refractive index change (existing in a

direction perpendicular to its direction of propagation) all the light

will be brought to focus as a simple image of the slit at P. If, how-

Fig. 5. Schlieren method for detecting position of a boundar}^ (refractive i

dex gradient) in the macroelectroplioresis cell.

m

ever, an electrophoresis cell (E) is placed in the path of the beam from

L to P and this cell contains a boundary at X across which there is a

refractive index change in a vertical direction, that fraction of the

light passing through this region of refractive index change will be

bent down and will be brought to focus in the same plane as P but at

a point vertically below P. If a camera of long focal length is focused

on the electrophoresis cell with the camera lens (C) placed just beyond

the point P in the path of the light beam, all the light passing the cell

will be brought to focus on the camera plate. When a diaphragm

(D) is raised in the plane of P to a point where it will intercept the

light thrown down but not the main beam, there will appear on the

camera plate a shadow (X') in the image of the cell (E') corresponding

to that region containing the refractive index gradient, i.e., the region

of the boundary. Thus the position of the boundary in the cell can

be determined from the position of the shadow in its image. (See

also Figure 6 of Chapter III.)

The degree to which the light beam passing through the boundary
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region is thrown down at point P will be proportional to the rate of

change of the refractive index, n, with distance, x, within the cell.

This rate of change of the refractive index, dn/dx, will be proportional

to the rate of change of protein concentration, dc/dx, in the region of

the boundary, varying as we pass from pure buffer through the bound-

ary into uniform protein-containing solution, from zero up to a maxi-

mum and down to zero again. Thus, as the diaphragm {D) is raised,

the width of the shadow iX') will increase. If we plot the rate of

change of n with distance, dn/dx, in the cell, against the position, x,

in the cell, a graph of the form shown in Figure 6 will be obtained for

a symmetrical boundary. Such a figure is obtained automatically if

Fig. 6. Curve showing change of refractive index {n)

with distance {x) in the cell, i.e., dn/dx, plotted against

position along the cell, x.

the photographic plate of the camera is moved uniformly across the

cell image as the schlieren diaphragm is raised. This scanning

method for obtaining dn/dx versus x patterns was introduced by

Longsworth. Such curves describe the total refractive index change

across the boundary and thus the total concentration change in pro-

tein across the boundary. The area under the curve is, therefore,

proportional to the protein concentration change at the boundary.

In the region of the boundary, dn/dx increases to a maximum (at the

center of the boundary, if symmetrical) and decreases to zero in the

region away from the boundary. If more than one electrophoreti-

cally different protein is present, a scanning picture taken after the
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electric current has been allowed to pass for a time will indicate, as

separate peaks in the pattern, the presence of more than one bound-

ary. The number of boundaries observed corresponds to the number

of electrophoretically different components present in the prepara-

tion. The area under the curve for each boundary compared to the

sums of the areas for the total boundary will yield the relative

amount of each such component in the mixture. Thus, this method

can be used to analyze a protein preparation as to the number and

relative amounts of electrophoretically different and independent

components present and as to the electrical mobility of each. Re-

quirement d, above, is very adequately met in this apparatus.

Requirement e in the above list, i.e., the means for estimating the

voltage drop per centimeter or field strength under which the bound-

ary is migrating, can be approximated best by the method already re-

ferred to in the discussion of the microelectrophoresis method. If the

legs of the U tube are of uniform cross section and the area, A (cm.^)

of cross section is measured, the voltage drop per centimeter, E, in the

cell will be given by the relationship E = I/(\A), where / is the cur-

rent density (amp.) passing through the system (which can be cal-

culated from the voltage drop occurring across a standard resistance

placed in series with the electrical circuit to the cell) and X is the spe-

cific conductivity (mho) of the cell contents in the region of the bound-

ary. It is here, however, that an important uncertainty associated

with the moving-boundary method arises.

4. Limitations

Because the two solutions that meet at the boundary cannot be of

identical composition, it is to be expected that the two will vary to a

more or less marked degree in conductivity, pH, and buffer salt con-

centration as well as in the concentration of the component that dis-

appears in the boundary and whose electrophoretic properties are

being investigated. These circumstances give rise to certain bound-

ary anomalies such as (a) the nonmoving concentration gradients

that appear at the site of the initial boundaries (the so-called 5 and €

peaks in the electrophoresis patterns), (6) a difference in the distance

traveled, in unit time by the rising boundary and by the descending

boundary, and (c) differences in the shapes (sharpness) of the rising

and descending peaks.

That the mobilities calculated from the distances moved by the

rising boundary (where the colloid component is moving into the
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region originally occupied by the overlying liquid) and by the descend-

ing boundary (where the colloid component is moving into a region

originally occupied by this component and leaves behind a region,

devoid of this component, originally occupied by the colloid solution)

were often of quite different magnitudes has long been recognized.

The question as to which, if either, constitutes the true mobility has

been the subject of considerable discussion. It was not, however,

until the refractive index method was used for characterizing fully

the concentration gradients that develop in the boundary region that

these gradients could be well enough characterized so that a possible

quantitative treatment of the phenomenon could be given. At the

descending boundary, where the colloid component is moving into a

region of identical composition, these boundary uncertainties appear

to be of less importance than at the rising boundary. It is a common
procedure, therefore, to calculate mobilities from the boundary dis-

placement observed in the descending boundary, using the value of

X obtained on the colloid-containing solution in the calculation of E.

The question as to what should be the proper or most suitable

overlying solution for making contact with the colloid-containing

solution at the boundary is still somewhat a matter of conjecture.

Burton early suggested the use of an overlying solution adjusted to

the same specific conductivity as that of the sol. This procedure

eliminates, initiall.y, the potential gradient that would otherwise occur

at the boundary but it may prove only a momentary advantage due

to diffusion and other adjustments that must subsequently take place.

Kruyt and van der Willigen advised the use of an ultrafiltrate of the

sol as the overlying liquid. This or its approximate equivalent, the

equilibrium dialyzate of the sol against its buffer, is the solution that

seems preferably employed in that it approximates most closely the

desired minimum of environmental change for the sol component as

it moves from the original boundary regions. In general, the higher

the ionic strength of the buffer used, the lower will be the extent of

occurrence of the anomalies rising from this boundarydilemma. Longs-

worth and Maclnnes (36,37), Dole (38), and Svensson (39) have dis-

cussed the behavior of some typical systems with respect to these

boundary uncertainties.

When mixtures of substances are being anah^zed by the moving-

boundary method it is sometimes found that the relative areas under

the various peaks (denoting electrophoretically distinguishable com-

ponents) may vary with conditions of the experiment such as pH, ionic
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strength, type of buffer salts, and concentration of colloid compo-

nents. Such variations will probably be due to interactions of the

colloid components with each other or with salt components in the

solution. In order for the analytical patterns to yield true values,

i.e., in order for the aieas under the various peaks to truly denote

relative concentrations of the various components, it may be neces-

sary to search for conditions under which such interactions are mini-

mized. While no generalizations concerning this phenomenon can

be given as yet, it is mentioned here as a precaution against a too

ready acceptance of any given pattern as representing a definite and

invariable analytical relationshi]) for the mixture involved.

In view of the importance of electrosmosis effects in the micro-

electrophoresis method, in which measurement of electrophoresis must

be made at a definite depth in the observation cell in order to avoid

errors due to electrosmotic displacement of the liquid along the wall

of the cell, it might be expected that some precautions would be re-

quired in the moving-boundary method in order to take similar elec-

trosmotic effects into account. While such displacements of the

fluids along the walls of the U tube undoubtedly occur, experiments

all seem to indicate that they cause no observable effects upon the

positions of the boundaries. This probably results from the circum-

stance that the density differences that exist across the boundary

serves to make this plane in the fluid system limiting with respect to

electrosmotic movements that will occur within either solution meet-

ing at the boundary. That is, circulation of the fluid in either solu-

tion arising from electrosmosis does not penetrate into the body of

the other solution but is stopped there, the return flow in each being

restricted to that solution. This circulation, with the boundary as

the limiting plane, may promote a slight mixing there so that both

rising and descending boundaries broaden out faster under the in-

fluence of the electric field than would result from the diffusion process

alone. It is probable, also, that in any case in which the difference

in density of the two solutions is small {e.g., dilute colloid solutions)

disturbances due to electrosmosis would cause inordinately high de-

grees of mixing of the solutions and could entirely invalidate the

method. Experience has indicated that for this reason, as well as

for the reason that the refractive index method for boundary detec-

tion requires appreciable concentration differences at the boundary,

the moving boundary method should not be employed on solutions of

less than about 0.25% of colloid component.
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5. Some Recent Accomplishments

The perfecting of the U-tube method for electrophoresis measure-

ment has enormously increased the usefulness of this electrokinetic

technique in the study of materials of biological origin. Since this

method constitutes a means for analyzing proteins and other colloid

electrolytes for electrophoretic homogeneity of components as well as

for the number and relative amounts of such components present in

mixtures, it can be used to characterize naturally occurring prepara-

tions, such as the proteins of the blood, in which variations from nor-

mal have proved of diagnostic value in some cases (2). Proteins

previously considered as single entities, such as casein, have been

shown to be mixtures (40). Even crystalline egg albumin has been

shown to consist of two electrophoretically slightly different compo-

nents (4i)- The interaction of proteins and detergents can be studied

by this method (4^). Some phases of the denaturation reactions of

proteins are being elucidated by this means (45). The usefulness of

this method in helping to better characterize biocolloids becomes in-

creasingly evident with each new system on which it is employed.

The moving-boundary method has been adapted for use as a prepara-

tive procedure for the separation of electrophoretically distinct com-

ponents from complex mixtures of natural occurrence (31-85).

Successful purification of cytochrome c and the yellow enzyme are

examples of the application of this method.

A complete analytical and preparative apparatus of the moving-boundary

type employing the refractive index methods for boundary detection and

analysis is obtainable from Klett Manufacturing Company, New York City.

At the present time (1949), several more compact and simplified analytical

instruments, designed primarily for clinical laboratories, are becoming avail-

able from various instrument manufacturers.
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A. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

The term "ultrasonics" is used in acoustics to denote those sound

frequencies that are bej^ond the up]>er frequency Hmit of the human
ear. Generally speaking, ultrasonic frequencies range from about

17,000 cycles per second upward, the upper Hmit being determined

solely by the equipment used. Recent investigations have produced

frequencies as high as 500,000 kilocycles per second.

It is important to keep in mind that the laws of sound valid for

the audible range are also true for ultrasonics although in the latter

case other effects appear that had not been observed in the audible
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range. While these new effects are due primarily to the higher fre-

quencies (or smaller wavelengths), many—particularly the biologi-

cal, metallurgical, and chemical actions—have become evident only

because of the relative ease of producing extremely large amplitudes

of sound at those frequencies. While the wavelength undoubtedly

plays a role in biological reactions, a direct correlation has not yet

been established, and the mass of evidence today indicates that one of

the most important parameters is the sound intensity.

1. Frequency, Wavelength, and Amplitude

Whenever a sound wave travels through a given medium, the

individual particles of the medium, in the simplest case, execute

simple harmonic motion. That is, each particle vibrates back and

forth in a manner similar to a mass on a spring. If the direction of

vibration of the particles is in the direction of propagation of the

sound, the vibration is said to be longitudinal. If at right angles to

the direction of propagation, the vibration is transverse. Liquids and

gases can support only longitudinal vibrations while solids may sup-

port both. If the motion is simple harmonic, the maximum dis-

placement of each particle from its rest position is called the amplitude

and the number of total excursions per second is known as the fre-

quency.

For simple harmonic motion, the time dependence of the particle

displacement is said to be sinusoidal and may be represented mathe-

matically as

:

X = A sin (27r/0 (1)

where A is the amplitude or maximum displacement, / the frequency,

t the time at which the particle is observed after having passed through

a rest position, and x the displacement of the particle from its rest

position. The usual units are time in seconds, frequency in cycles

per second, and amplitude in centimeters. From the above, it also

follows that the particle velocity and acceleration are:

V = 2TrfA cos (27r/0 (2)

a = -iTT^fA sin (27r/0 (3)

In the discussion above, consideration was given only to the mo-

tion of each individual particle referred to its rest position. When a

sound wave traverses a medium, each particle affects the others so
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that, if the first particle in a given medium is disturbed, this disturb-

ance is transmitted through the medium by virtue of the coupUng

between the individual particles. In addition to this, the form or

shape of the disturbance is also transmitted as long as the medium is

linear (i.e., obeys Hooke's law). If the disturbance at the one end

is sinusoidal and if the motion of the particles is sinusoidal, it is easily

seen that, for a finite velocity of propagation of this disturbance,

there will be for any given particle a series of particles all with the

same displacement in the same direction at regularly spaced intervals

throughout the medium. The distance between two particles with

the same magnitude and direction of displacement is known as the

wavelength. Note here that wavelength has significance only for

repeating phenomena while frequency is defined only for sinusoidal

motion. If V is the velocity of propagation, X the wavelength, and

/ the frequency, it follows then that V = f\. For ultrasonic fre-

quencies of 20 to 100,000 kilocycles per second, the corresponding

TABLE I

Sound Velocity, Acoustic Resistance (pV), and Density (p) of Various Materials

Temp., Density, Velocity, pV X 10"'
Material °C. g./cc. m./sec. g./cm.Vsec.

Acetone 20

Benzene 20

Carbon tetrachloride . . 25

Chloroform 20

Ethyl alcohol 20

Ethyl ether 20

Glycerol 20

Mercury 20

Methyl alcohol .

.

20

Oil, transformer. . . 25

Oil, castor 25

Water 25

Heavy water 25

Xylol 22

Brass 20

Glass 20

Nickel 20

Steel 20

Quartz 20

Aluminum 20

Rubber

0.790
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wavelengths in liquids (V ~ 1200 m./sec.) range from 6 to 0.0012 cm.
and in solids (7 ~ 4000 m./sec.) from 20 to 0.004 cm.

It is important to remember that the velocity of propagation is

a physical constant of the medium while the wavelength and fre-

quency are not. For example, if a sound wave travels from one

medium with a given velocity and to a second medium with another,

only the wavelength will change, since the frequency is determined by
the sound source and the velocity by the physical constants of the

media. Other phenomena, such as reflection, occur at boundaries

between media but these will be treated later. Table I contains a

list of commonly used materials and their velocities of propagation.

More complete lists are in Bergmann (2) and Hiedemann (3a).

2. Pressure

Since a sound wave in a medium consists of the individual parti-

cles in a regular, defined motion, it is possible to treat the wave as an

alternating pressure phenomenon rather than a particle displacement

as long as the physical constants of the medium are taken into ac-

count. By comparison with simple harmonic motion, we may say

that the sound pressure variation with time at any point in a medium
is:

p = Psin (2x/0 (4)

where p is the instantaneous pressure at any time, t, and P is the

pressure amplitude or maximum pressure obtained at a given point.

This pressure variation may be either positive or negative, so that

in a given medium two points one-half wavelength apart have a pres-

sure differential of twice the maximum pressure. It is the large

pressure and pressure differentials that account for many biological

and chemical actions of ultrasound.

To convert particle displacement into pressure amplitude re-

quires a knowledge not only of the physical constants of the medium,

but also of the type of sound wave present.

3. Types of Sound Waves

In general, if a vibrating piston is a source of sound in a medium,

the character of the sound wave is determined by the ratio of the

wavelength of the sound in the medium to the dimensions of the

piston (3, p. 108; 1, p. 147). If the wavelength is very large com-
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pared to the piston, the piston acts Uke a point source and radiates

a spherical sound wave. That is, the sound radiates in all directions

with the same amplitude at any given distance from the source.

As the wavelength is diminished (source frequency increased), the

sound energy tends to become concentrated more and more in a given

direction (or "beamed") and for wavelengths very small compared to

the piston, it apj^roaches a plane wave. That is, nearly all the soimd

energy is then propagated in a unidirectional beam with cross section

of about the same dimensions as the piston. The general sound

pressure pattern of a source is spoken of as the "directivity" of the

source. The photographs in Figure 1 of this phenomenon were made
by Willard {23) utilizing the optical diffraction effects of a 10 mega-

cycle ultrasonic beam. They show:

(A) Reflection of a narrow beam from glass plate G, then from upper

water-air surface of the medium.

(B) Double reflection from the inside corner of a steel block (St) and

subsequent absorption of the beam n a wool pad (P).

(C) Reflection of an ultrasonic beam from a cylindrical brass surface

(Br) giving the familiar caustic curve.

(D) A beam focused at / by means of a planoconcave Lucite lens.

(E) An ultrasonic beam produced by the concave quartz crystal, which

results in focusing.

(F) Transmission of a broad beam through a tapered aluminum plate

(black in figure). Plate transmits for thicknesses that are multiples of

X/2.

(G) Diffraction of beam around a wire 21 X in diameter; note that sound

reappears in the center of the shadow.

It is readily seen that, if thermal and viscous losses are not pres-

ent, the pressure or amplitude of a spherical wave diminishes in-

versely as the distance from the source while there should be no varia-

tions at all wdth distance for a plane wave in a homogeneous medium.

From the wavelengths calculated previously for ultrasonic fre-

quencies and considering the usual physical size of a sound source, it

is obvious that most ultrasonic waves are plane waves and may be

treated as such.

The problem of what happens to a sound wave when it strikes a

boundary or object is also decided by the ratio of the wavelength to

the dimensions of the object (2, p. 299). If the wavelength is small

compared to the dimensions of the object (about 3^f o the object size

or smaller), a reflection takes place that may be treated in the same
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QUARTZ

Fig. 1. Ultrasonic paths in water, pliotographei by virtue of their optical effect

on the medium. The ultrasonic beam (frequency 10 megacycles per second) enters from

the left in each figure except E. (Courtesy Bell Telephone Laboratories.)
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manner as light reflections in optics. Likewise the portion of the

sound energy transmitted through the object may also be treated in a

manner similar to light incident on lenses and prisms since the object

undoubtedly has a different sound velocity than the medium in

which it is immersed (and hence an "acoustic" refractive index).

Such sound lenses and i)risms have been constructed and constitute a

very important tool in ultrasonics. Photograph D in Figure 1 con-

stitutes an experimental verification of this made by Willard (23).

If the wavelength of the sound is large compared to the object

(about twice object size or larger), the object both refracts and reflects

the beam and creates a new type sound field in its vicinity. The

magnitude of the effect is determined by the ratio of wavelength to

object size. The larger this ratio, the less the effect until finally the

object becomes "invisible" to the sound. For intermediate ratios,

the problem is very difficult to calculate.

For plane waves, it is easy to visualize a condition in which the

sound is reflected from a plane boundary back to the source and then

back to the boundary again. If the various direct and reflected

waves present at one point all vary in the same manner at the same

time (that is, if the reflector is an integral number of half wavelengths

away from the source), a "stationary" wave is said to be present. A
stationary wave is characterized by the fact that, as one moves

through the sound path, the amplitude of vibration passes through

well defined maxima and minima. These are known as loops and

nodes when dealing with dust patterns, organ pipes, and vibrating

strings in the audible sound range.

Even when dealing with plane ultrasonic waves, the container (or

boundaries) has a very important bearing on the type of sound field

present owing to these multiple reflections. The results of any given

investigation that did not take this into account might be diflficult

to interpret correctly. (For a more complete discussion, refer to

Section CI.)

4. Intensity

Sound intensity is defined as the energy that passes through a

unit area in unit time. The dimensions are usually ergs per second

per square centimeter, or watts per square centimeter. For a plane

sound wave, the intensity, /, may be shown to be {1, p. 55)

:

/ = (pF/2)(27rM)2 = (PV2py) (5)
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where p is the density of the medium and the other symbols are de-

fined as before. This relation allows the pressure to be calculated in

terms of the amplitude:

P = 2wfpVA (6)

For a source of area S (S large compared to X^), the mean power

radiated becomes:

Power = y2pV{2TTfAYS (7)

For example, consider a typical quartz disc vibrating at a frequencj''

of 500 kilocycles per second and delivering a sound intensity of about

10 watts per square centimeter (10^ ergs/sec./cm. ^) into water. For

water, V = 1.48 X 10^ cm. per second and p = 1, so that we have

from equation (5)

:

P = (2pF/)'/^ = 5.4 X 106 dynes/cm.2

or about 5.4 atmospheres.

In this example then, the pressure alternates from +5.4 atmos-

pheres to —5.4 atmospheres 500,000 times a second. To calculate

the amplitude of vibration of the water molecules, we find from equa-

tion (6) that:

A = {P/2wfpV) = 1.16 X 10-^ cm. (8)

From the laws of simple harmonic motion (see equation 3), we further

find that the maximum acceleration of the particles is:

a = Att^PA = 1.14 X 108 cm./sec.2

or an acceleration about 10^ greater than that due to gravity. These

large accelerations account for much of the coagulating action of

ultrasonics and other related effects. Considering the above values,

ultrasonic fields have been correctly described as ''all acceleration

and no motion."

It is worth while to point out here that, since the density of the

medium appears in the intensity equation, very large amplitudes of

vibration are required to produce a given acoustic intensity in a gas

as compared to a liquid, or solid. This fact coupled with energy con-

version efficiencies means that far different generating devices must

be used in the various media. The magnetostrictive and piezoelec-

tric generators discussed later are adapted primarily to production of
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ultrasound in liquids and solids while loudspeakers and sirens are

used for airborne ultrasound.

5. Reflection and Transmission at Boundaries

Whenever a plane sound wave strikes a boundary between two

media, part of the energy is reflected to the first medium and part is

transmitted through the second. If pi and Vi are the density and

velocity of propagation of the first medium and P2 and V2 those of the

second, then, if the wavelength of the sound is small compared to the

dimensions of the boundary, we have for the ratio of reflected to inci-

dent energy (1, p. 271):

/. jr . T/ \ s

(9)
PiVi + P2V2/

This gives, for the percentage of sound energy reflected from the

boundary, water-glass 66%, oil-glass 70%, water-steel 85%, and

oil-steel 88%. For sound energy incident on an air-water interface

or vice versa, the above relation indicates that 99.9% would be re-

flected.

Consider now a plate of thickness d, density p2 and velocity V2 im-

mersed in a liquid of density pi and velocity Vi. If a sound wave

present in the liquid strikes the plate at right angles, the ratio of re-

flected to transmitted energy becomes

:

'piVi
R =

\P2 V-1

4 . +2
'^

-J-
('^^ Pz^sV

A2 \P2^ 2 pJ^l/ .

(10)

where X2 is the wavelength of the sound in the plate. It is easily

seen that, if the plate is infinitely thick, the above formula reduces to

the one previously given for two media. On the other hand, if d

is small compared to X2, virtually all the sound energy is transmitted

through the plate. Note also that, if the product pV for the plate

is the same as that for the medium, complete transmission results.

This criterion has been used in many instances in the selection of ma-
terials for underwater sound equipment.

For intermediate thicknesses almost complete transmission will

result for d = 71X2/2, where n is an integer. Practically speaking, n

must be confined to small numbers (1 through about 10). This fact

is extremely important in biological work in which the ultrasonic

energy must traverse the glass wall of a beaker or flask in order to
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reach the sample being treated. Figure 2 shows the relationship be-

tween sound transmission and the ratio of thickness to sound wave-
length for a glass plate immersed in water. Since Vz for glass is on
the order of 5500 m. per second, the wavelength of sound in glass at a
frequency of 1000 kilocycles is 0.55 cm. While Figure 2 shows that
for this condition a thin-bottomed flask will suffice for a relatively

large transmission of sound energy, the effect cannot be overlooked
at higher frequencies.

Figure IF is a photograph by Willard (23) showing the selective

thickness transmission of 10 megacycle ultrasonics by an aluminum
wedge.
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6. Absorption and Scattering

Wlienever a sound wave traverses a medium, there is naturally

some loss of energy to the particles of the medium. While these

losses may be separated into various types, it will suffice here to con-

sider all losses together. These losses will generally appear as heat

and raise the temperature of the medium.

In all cases, the sound intensity, 7o, of a plane sound wave de-

creases in a liquid by passage over a distance d to the value

I = he-'"'^ (11)

where a is the over-all amplitude absorption coefficient of the me-

dium. Theory has shown that the absorption coefficient varies di-

rectly as the square of the frequency. Wliile some deviations from

this law have been found, it is the general practice to list the value of

a/P that is more a characteristic of the material than a. A list of

values of oc/P for some common materials is shown in Table II.

These values may be assumed to hold approximately over a fairly

large range of frequencies. The absorption coefficients of many more

materials and mixtures have been investigated and listed b}'^ Willard

(23).

TABLE II

Sound Amplitude Absorption Coefficients of Various Liquids
'

(.a/P) X 10»
Material cm. "'sec*

Carbon disulfide 74

Glycerol 26

Benzene 8.3

Carbon tetrachloride 5.7

Chloroform 3.8

Kerosene 1.1

Toluol 0.9

Acetone . 64

Water (distilled) 0.33

To calculate the distance over which half the energj'' is lost, we

merely place I = 3^/o and then 2adi/^ = In 2 = 0.693 or:

d,/. = 0.693/2« = 0.347/a

In the case of benzene at 950 kilocycles, for example, a/P = 8.3 X
10~^^ a = 0.0075 cm.~' and so d./, = 46 cm. In other words, the
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sound wave would have to travel 46 cm. before its intensity would be

reduced to one-half its initial value.

It is important to note that the coefficients in Table II are for

homogeneous isotropic materials. The presence of foreign matter will

increase the absorption coefficient not only by absorption of energy

by the foreign matter itself, but also by scattering the sound energy

out of the beam. This effect of foreign matter (particularly dissolved

gases) on the absorption of energy is of extreme importance in bio-

logical work. More will be mentioned about this later.

7. Cavitation and Degassing

Whenever a sound wave traverses a liquid in which there are dis-

solved gases, small groups of gas bubbles are formed. For sound of

low energy, it has been found that these bubbles are caused by the

union of microscopically small bubbles as they move toward the

nodes of a stationary wave. For larger energies, the negative pres-

sures involved actually cause the emergence of the gas dissolved in

the liquid and greatly increase the rate of bubble formation. Even
with no dissolved gases, the large negative pressures and hence large

stresses in the liquid w^ll cause small hollows or cavities to be formed,

which then become filled with the vapor of the surrounding liquid.

These hollows of course disappear when the sound beam is turned off.

The formation of these hollows by the literal tearing apart of the

liquid is known as cavitation.

If there are dissolved gases, the local action caused by the gas

filling these cavities is tremendous and explains in part most of the

observed biological and chemical actions of ultrasound. There is not

only tremendous local agitation but also high local temperatures and

possibly electrical potentials due to the frictional losses involved as

the gases escape into the cavities. The absorption coefficient under

these circumstances is very large. Investigation has shown that the

power per square centimeter required to produce cavitation (and

hence bubble formation) depends mostly on the external pressure

while the energy required to produce a given volume of gas depends

on both the external pressure and frequency.

In general, cavitation occurs in a light liquid filled with air when

the sound pressure is on the order of the hydrostatic pressure at the

point in question plus the external pressure on the liquid. For ex-

ample, for water at atmospheric pressure and negligible depth, the

acoustic intensity required to produce cavitation is

:
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/ = PV2py = 0.34 X 10^ ergs/sec./cm.2 = 0.34 watt/cm.^

When liquids are degassed, their natural cohesive pressure becomes ef-

fective and they will stand a negative acoustic pressure. It has been

found that under these circumstances the total negative pressure re-

quired to cause cavitation is equal to the sum of the cohesive pressure

(tensile strength) and the ambient pressure. The cohesive pressure

appears to be a variable quantity and depends to quite an extent

on the previous history of the liquid. Once a liquid has cavitated,

it will cavitate at a lower acoustic pressure. It will also require some

time to return to its previous state.

It has been found that the optimum pressure for pronounced cavi-

tation in water is approximately two atmospheres. This corresponds

to an intensity of 1.35 watts/cm. ^ Briggs, Johnson, and Mason (22)

have attained higher intensities than this without cavitation by puls-

ing or driving the source for very short time intervals. There is

seemingly some time delay in producing cavitation. Briggs, Johnson,

and Mason have formulated a theory of this time delay based on

Eyring's theory of viscosity, plasticity, and diffusion, which agrees

quite well with experiment. Harvey (32) and collaborators have

treated in a similar manner the formation of gas bubbles in blood and

other liquids. Among other interesting phenomena, Harvey has

found that subjecting liquids to a high hydrostatic pressure (1000

atmospheres) prior to investigation results in a condition in which only

very severe blows will cause bubbles to form even when the container

is exhausted to the vapor pressure of water. See also Novotny (36)

and Pease and Blinks (57)

.

For heavy viscous liquids, the power required for cavitation is

approximately two to four times that required for light liquids. This

is explained by the fact that viscous liquids have a high cohesive

pressure. A linear relationship apparently exists between the sound

cavitation amplitude required and the viscosity of the medium. As

far as degassing is concerned, to obtain 1 cc. of air per second from

water saturated with air, Sorensen found that it required 51.2 kilo-

watts at 194 kilocycles, 72.6 kilowatts at 380 kilocycles, and 87.4

kilowatts at 530 kilocycles, a rather inefficient means of degassing a

liquid.

From all the above figures, it is seen that, in order to produce

cavitation and the ensuing biological actions, relatively large amounts

of ultrasonic power are required. Considering the fact that the loud-

speaker in an average radio radiates about 10 ~^ watts per square
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centimeter, coupled with the density effect of the media mentioned

previously, it is obvious that other techniques and sources must be

employed than those usually encountered in air acoustics.

B. PRODUCTION OF LARGE AMPLITUDE ULTRASOUND
IN LIQUIDS

1. Magnetostriction Devices

One of the better methods for the production of large power ultra-

sound in liquids involves the use of magnetostrictive materials.

The phenomenon of magnetostriction is the change in length of a rod

or tube of ferromagnetic material when it is introduced into a mag-

netic field parallel to its length. This change in length, like most mag-

netic phenomena, is reversible. Hence if an initially unmagnetized

TIME TIME

Fig. 3. Relative change in length of a magnetostrictive rod as a function of

time: at left, without a biasing d.c. field; at right, with a biasing field. T is

the period 1// of the alternating magnetic field. K is the relative stretching of

the rod produced by the biasing field.

rod is brought into an alternating magnetic field, it will contract and

expand with twice the frequency of the field. On the other hand, if

the rod is initially magnetized, it will vibrate with the same fre-

quency as the field. This is illustrated in Figure 3. If the natural

period (period = 1//) of the premagnetized rod is the same as that

of the alternating magnetic field, the amplitude of vibration will be a

maximum and since the vibrations of the rod are longitudinal, sound

waves will be emitted from the ends of the rod.

Figure 4 shows typical curves of magnetic field versus relative

change of length for a few magnetostrictive materials. While nickel

shows a relatively large effect and is recommended for ultrasonic

sources, other materials such as Permalloy and Invar have been used

(5). The relative change of length as plotted is for a free bar of the
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material. The actual relative change in length obtained in operation

is determined not only by the material used but also by the method of

clamping the rod and by the acoustic load presented to the rod. Ex-

amination of the graph shows that for nickel the addition of a pre-

magnetizing field on the order of 50 oersteds will not only prevent

frequency doubling, but will also place the operating point of the

rod at a position where the relative change in length is faii'ly large

for a given change in magnetic field. This point is rather critical

Fig. 4. Relative change in length

as function of magnetic field

strength for various magnetostric-

tive materials. Negative values

signify contraction; positive values

denote expansion with increasing

magnetic field.

200 400
MAGNETIC FIELD (W) , oersteds

600

for best operation of the rod. As a general rule, the rods are not

premagnetized to this point but rather placed in a special magnetic

yoke that will allow the superposition of both d.c. and a.c. fields.

It is important to note that the peak a.c. field cannot exceed the bias-

ing d.c. magnetic field without producing excessive distortion of the

sound emitted by the rod. Consider as a simple example a nickel

rod 10.55 cm. in length vibrating at 20 kilocycles with a biasing field

of 50 oersteds. If we assume that the superposed a.c. field has an

amplitude of 10 oersteds, this will produce, as seen in Figure 4, an

amplitude of vibration of the free bar of:

A = (5 X 10-6) (10.55) = 0.53 X lO"" cm.
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If we assume that the effect of clamping and a water load are negli-

gible, it follows then from the previous relationships that this ampli-

tude in water represents an intensity of 0.47 watt per square centi-

meter. By using higher magnetizing fields and operating the bar at

resonance (24 kilocycles), some investigators have achieved intensi-

ties as high as 20 Avatts per square centimeter.

As is well known, the frequency of vibration of a rod depends upon
where it is clamped. Although there are many different modes of

vibration, the rod will vibrate strongly only when it is clamped at a

node, the position of the desired node along the rod being determined

by the harmonic selected. However, since the energy output di-

minishes considerably when a rod is clamped to produce higher har-

monics, it is the general practice to clamp rods in the middle in order

to produce intense vibration at the fundamental frequency. This

central clamp also provides a suitable mechanical support for the rod.

In practice, the position of this clamp may have to be adjusted for

maximum output since the two ends of a rod are often loaded un-

equally; as a result a node will not occur at the exact center. Al-

though magnetostrictive sources of ultrasound have been developed

that utilize rods or tubes clamped at one end, these have not been

generally used or found adaptable to biological research. Tubes

clamped in the middle have proved the simplest to construct and

operate.

The natural frequency of any rod or tube is given by

:

/„. = (n/26)(^/p)'/' (12)

where E is Young's modulus, p the density, h the length, and n the

harmonic for which it is clamped (1, p. 135). Since the frequency is

inversely proportional to the length, one limit to the frequencies

attainable is the physical size of the rod. For example, if a nickel

rod were to vibrate at a fundamental frequency of 50 kilocycles, its

length would be only 5.07 cm. Rods shorter than this become not

only less convenient to handle but also more difficult to excite.

Harmonics may be used, but, as mentioned, there is a resultant loss

of intensity. Pierce (5) has designed some special rods for high fre-

quencies.

When any metal is introduced into an alternating magnetic field,

localized (eddy) currents are generated in the metal and thus part of

the electrical energy is converted to heat. Hence, the presence of

these parasitic currents lowers the efficiency of conversion of electrical
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to sound energy. Since eddy currents are generated in a plane nor-

mal to the direction of the magnetic field and their magnitude is

proportional to the square of the width of the conducting metal in

this plane, it is common practice in magnetostriction devices to use

thin-walled tubes instead of rods and to slit these tubes in the direc-

tion of the magnetic field. The tube need be split only over the

length that is in the magnetic field. The end of the hollow tube that

enters the sound medium is generally sealed over with a fiat plate or

plug to increase the radiating surface and to provide a liquid seal

for the container.

^^in-

6
B-

6
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Magnetic yoke
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6 O
Magnetizing field

Fig. 5. Schematic sectional view of a typical magnetostriction oscillator.

B — , B+, Fil, and C— are the electrical supply voltages.

A schematic diagram of a typical magnetostriction oscillator is

shown in Figure 5. While more complex circuits have been used,

most biological or chemical investigations do not require them as long

as the required power and proper measuring devices are available.

The frequency of oscillation of the simple electron tube oscillator

pictured is determined by the relationship/ = l/[27r(LC)'^'] where

L is the inductance of the coil shown with the magnetostrictive tube

present and C is the capacitance. By var3dng C the frequency of the

oscillator can be adjusted to the natural period of the rod, at which

point the largest amplitude of vibration will be produced. Li is the

d.c. coil necessary to produce the proper static operating field for the
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tube. At high frequencies, the magnetic yoke shown must be of

laminated electrical steel to minimize eddy current losses. In some

cases, L and Li are wound on the same yoke. The power developed

by most oscillators for these frequencies ranges from 500 to about 2000

watts. At these higher powers, care must be taken not to overheat

the nickel tube because of the eddy currents present even though the

tube is slit. Water cooling has been used in some cases.

While it is possible to produce sound at frequencies other than

the natural period of the metal tube, the amplitude of vibration is

extremely low and recourse is generally made to tubes of different

lengths. If the frequency range desired is too large, different a.c.

coils should also be used since the efficiency of the electron tube os-

cillator at various frequencies depends upon the coil construction.

Salisbury and Porter {6) describe a very excellent magnetostriction

generator of this type adapted to chemical and biological investiga-

tions. A 9 kilocycle commercial unit is available (40). Magneto-

striction generators are used primarily because of their ruggedness,

simplicity, and ease of producing high power. Their main disad-

vantages are the limited frequency range, the great dependence of

frequency on tube temperature, and the breadth of the natural reso-

nance curve. The last factor results from the change in elastic con-

stants of the metal tube with magnetization. The effect of clamping

and acoustic loading on the resonance curve will be discussed later.

To produce high sound energies at frequencies above 50 kilocycles,

recourse is generally made to piezoelectric crystals, but a 100 kilocycle

magnetostriction apparatus has recently been described {3d).

2. Crystal Apparatus

Ultrasonic vibrations may also be generated by the production of

mechanical strains in certain crystals when electrical charges are

placed on the proper crystal faces (4). From the viewpoint of elec-

trical, mechanical, and chemical properties, the best crystal today is

quartz, although tourmaline, Rochelle salt, and ammonium dihydro-

gen phosphate have been used. The two latter crystals, however,

because of thermal and cavitation effects at high amplitudes, are not

generally useful in chemical or biological work. Tourmaline would

be satisfactory except that it is not available in large crystals.

There are many ways to cut a quartz crystal and still have it ac-

tive electrically. However, most of these cuts have special proper-

ties that are of little advantage in producing high energy sound.
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One of the best cuts for this purpose is the a;-cut crystal iUiistrated

in Figure 6. The faces normal to the x axis are those to which the

alternating electrical field is applied and the resultant motion of the

crystal is one of alternate expansion and contraction between the two

faces. This means that, if one face of the crystal were cemented to a

solid block, the other face will move up and down with a pistonlike

action. While the amplitudes of vibration are generally small for

^ axis

Fig. 6. Arrangement of crystal axes in an A'-cut quartz plate. An alternating

potential applied to the electrode surfaces will cause contraction and expansion in

thickness d.

the reciprocal piezoelectric effect, the power delivered can be large

owing to the high frequencies involved.

For an ar-cut crystal, the type of vibration set up by an alternating

electric field is similar to that produced in a magnetostrictive rod.

That is, the crystal has a natural period of vibration determined by

its elastic constants and its thickness (in the x direction). The fun-

damental frequency of vibration is:

/ = (c/p)"/y2d (13)

where, for x-cut quartz, c = 85.46 X 10'" dynes per square centimeter,

p = 2.65 g. per cubic centimeter, and d is the thickness in centimeters
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along the x axis. For very low frequencies, some rc-cut quartzes are

cut in the form of rods; however, magnetostriction is superior at

those frequencies.

The efficiency of generation of ultrasound depends not only on
the purity of the quartz but also on the manner in which it is clamped
and the type of electrodes on the faces. As a general rule, the faces

are metallized by evaporation of copper or silver and then thickened

by electroplating. Some investigators have merely laid thin metal

sheets or gauze on the faces but this is not as satisfactory as a metallic

plating. Care must be taken not to have the electrodes too near the

edge of the crystal since the dielectric breakdown strength diminishes

near the edge. Once a breakdown occurs, a conduction path results

and the crystal usually cracks from the heat generated.

At a given frequency the amplitude of vibration of a piezo crystal

is directly proportional to the voltage applied to its faces. For large

\dbrations then, rather large alternating voltages must be applied to

the crystal. Care must be taken not to puncture the crystal nor to

mechanically shatter it by forcing it at too large an amplitude.

Some investigators have used potentials as high as 34,000 v. but

this has been for short time service with painstaking insulation pre-

cautions. The potentials usually range from 1000 to 10,000 v. de-

pending on the thickness of the crystal involved. About 2000 v.

per millimeter is a satisfactory field strength. A special crystal cut

—

Straubel contour {2, p. 24)—has been developed which produces a

more uniform motion of the crystal faces. This in turn allows higher

voltages and hence higher amplitudes of vibration with less danger

of fracture.

The type of mounting and acoustic loading of the crystal play an

important part in the design and use of a crystal generator. Several

different arrangements are shown in Figure 7. In a, the crystal and

the upper thin metallic electrode are merely clamped by a ring to a

metallic block. This block should be of lead since lead is less hkely

to shatter the crystal than a harder metal. The most favorable size

of the upper clamping electrode and clamping electrode pressure

must be found by experience. Electrodes with too small a hole

produce small ultrasonic outputs while large holes lead to irregular

excitation of the quartz. If the crystal is plated, the latter factor is

of little consequence and small clamping pressure need be used. In

h, the crystal is backed by an air space rather than a metallic block.

This means that, since little sound energy is radiated into air, most
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of the energy that previously went into the mounting will now be re-

flected back and out the top face of the crystal.

As a general rule, most quartz crystals are driven under oil be-

cause of its electrical insulating properties. If any other material is

to be irradiated, it is usually introduced into the sound beam in the

oil by means of a thin-bottomed beaker as shown. Salisbury and
Porter (6) have estimated that about one-third the energy radiated

into the oil bath can be transmitted to a liquid inside the glass vessel.

In case the crystal becomes too warm under continuous operation,

(a) id)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7. Quartz crystal mountings as used in chemical and biological research.

the oil may be circulated and cooled by external means. In c, a

bottomless beaker is cemented to the crystal and the one crystal

face drives directly the material in the beaker. Connection can be

made directly to the upper face of the crystal (if it is plated) or to the

liquid if it is a conductor. In this manner, intermediate media and
beakers are avoided; however, the insulation and breakdown prob-

lems remain.

In d, the material under observation is placed on a crystal and ob-

served through a microscope. The crystal plating may be opened

at the point of observation to permit the passage of Ught if desired.

In this case, the crystal cannot be driven too hard because of possible

shattering and no acoustic measurements of the sound field can be

made. Without the latter, the observations become very empirical.
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Figure 8 shows a hand unit designed by Pohlmann (30) for therapeu-

tic purposes. The membrane is pressed against the flesh of the sub-

ject.

As mentioned previously, the type of clamping and acoustic load

determine to a great extent the amplitude of vibration of either a

Matching Transformer

Membrane
Crystal

|i;\s Metallic

&;\ backing plate

\

Fig. 8. Hand ultrasonic unit designed for therapeutic purposes.
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dian plane but this is largely wasted effort unless the crystal radiates

to the same extent in both directions. This is rarely the case and

when the two faces see different loads, the median plane is no longer

a nodal plane.

Consider a crystal (or tube) radiating sound into a medium of

infinite extent. Under these circumstances, the medium offers some

resistance to the motion of the crystal (it must if power is to be de-

livered to the mediimi) and effectively lowers its amplitude as shown

before. Now introduce a reflecting boundary in front of the radiat-

ing surface. The waves reflected to the face of the crystal then act

either to damp the motion or to augment it depending on the phase

of the reflected wave relative to the motion of the vibrating surface.

As is readily seen, the relative phase of the two is determined by the

distance between the generating and reflecting surfaces. If the dis-

tance is adjusted so that the two are in phase (an integral number of

half wavelengths) a standing wave pattern results and the power de-

livered by the source is a maximum. This acoustic loading of the

crystal is reflected back to the electrical circuit and actually causes

the driving currents or voltages to change as the loading is changed.

Use is made of this phenomenon in acoustic interferometrj^ {2, p.

57).

While the sound fields used in most biological work are too com-

plex to be analyzed in terms of simple plane wave reflections between

two surfaces, it remains that the introduction of specimens into the

sound field not only changes considerably the character of the sound

field but also changes the amplitude of vibration of the source. This

should be remembered when measurements of the sound field are

attempted.

To obtain a variable frequency source of sound it is possible to

excite a quartz crystal to any amplitude at any frequency however

far from resonance as long as the exciting voltage does not exceed the

dielectric breakdown strength of the crystal. As far as mechanical

shatter is concerned, it may be said that the danger of shatter Avith

forced vibrations at high voltage is no greater than resonant vibra-

tions at low voltage. However, the forcing of a crystal off resonance

is very uneconomical as is seen from the resonance curves. Even if

it were economical to use high voltage at off-resonant frequencies,

the crystal would most likely be shattered, even with liquid damping,

if by chance the frequency happened to pass through resonance.

Resonant frequencies and a series of crystals are usually employed
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to cover a given frequency range. It should be kept in mind, how-

ever, that a crystal vibrating with a reasonable amplitude at reso-

nance in a liquid will certainly shatter if driven at the same voltage in

air.

For producing very high sound intensities at a point, Greutz-

macher (7) developed a special cut of quartz crystal with a concave

face. In this manner, the energy was concentrated at a focal point

resulting in an increase of as much as 150 times the energy of a small

surface element close to the crystal. This t3^pe crystal cut obviously

allows the production of high sound intensities at relatively low

voltages ^^^th little danger of shattering the crystal. Using a crystal

of this nature, at frequencies from 638 to 1000 kilocycles, Tumanski

(8) produced jets of oil 70 cm. high, projected above the free surface

of the liquid. Figure IE is a photograph by Willard (23) of the sound

field produced by such a concave ultrasonic crj^stal. Other investiga-

tors have used combinations of crystals all aimed toward a focal point,

but under these circumstances care must be taken to assure the cor-

rect phasing of the sound waves at the focal point.

As was mentioned i^reviously, it is possible to construct acoustic

lenses that will focus sound just like glass lenses in optics. While

this has not yet been applied to biological research, it has proved re-

markably useful in other phases of ultrasonics (27).

As long as the wavelength of the sound is small compared to the

dimensions of the lens, the lens laws of optics apply to ultrasonics

(for example, the "thick lens" relationship). However, it is impor-

tant to remember that if the sound velocity in the lens material is

higher than that of the surrounding medium (as is usually the case)

the relative refractive index is less than unity and an acoustic lens

shaped like an optical diverging lens will actually converge the sound.

In ultrasonics, lens materials such as polystyrene or carbon tetra-

chloride in smooth aluminum containers (thickness and imperfections

small compared to X) have been used. In general, such devices

should prove much more economical than special cuts of quartz

crystals if their losses are small. Figure ID shows the sound field

produced by such a lens.

Figure 10 shows two methods of exciting quartz crystals. Both

are simple electronic oscillators of the Hartley type and differ only

in the manner of coupling to the crystal. In a the crystal is connected

directly across the tank capacity, which is a source of high alternating

voltages. The disadvantages of this scheme are that the voltage at-
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tainable is definitely limited by the circuit and also that the crystal is

at a high d.c. potential. The latter factor comphcates the handUng

of the crystal and mount. In h the tank inductance forms the pri-

mary of a high voltage transformer, the secondary of which is con-

nected to the crystal. Very high voltages are attainable if the crys-

tal capacitance, stray capacitance of the secondary, and the secondary

inductance form a circuit resonant at the natural period of the quartz.

As with the magnetostriction oscillator C is varied until the electronic

circuit oscillates at the crystal resonant frequency. In 6, L2 may be

separated from L by a fairly large distance and connected to it by a

Crystal
- - - -\- -I

Crystal

{0)

Fig. 10. Typical electronic oscillator with two methods of coupling to a piezo-

electric crystal: (a) direct-coupled; (h) transformer-coupled. B — , B-1-, Fil, and

C are the electrical supply voltages.

low impedance feeder link. In this manner, the high voltage source

and crystal may be mounted in an oil-filled tank away from the elec-

tonic oscillator and greatly enhance the flexibility of the system.

Other coupling systems have been described in the literature (29).

As with most electronic circuits, there are a large number of varia-

tions, each with different characteristics. The choice remains with

the experimenter as to the type used since this is usually decided by

the material and funds available. Salisbury and Porter (6) and

Smith and Stumpf (29) describe some typical circuits and over-all

generator designs used especially in chemical and biological studies.

Present day sources of commercial ultrasonic equipment are listed at

the end of the bibliography. Current books contain design data

(Sh,c).

While the power outputs of most generators of this type vary from

about 200 to 2000 watts, the maximum acoustic power delivered by

the crystal depends on mounting, frequency, and acoustic loading,
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Wood and Loomis have recorded a value as high as 35 watts per

square centimeter but this is an unusual case. 10 watts per square

centimeter is the usual limit although even here there is danger of

fracture. As a general rule, the sound radiation pressures are suf-

ficient to produce fountains of oil 3 to 20 cm. above the free surface

of the liquid.

Crystal efficiencies range from 75 to 90%. This means that 75

to 90% of the electrical energy supplied to the crystal is actually con-

verted into sound energy. On the other hand, the over-all efficiency

of the system including oscillator and crystal runs about 20 to 40%.
Efficiencies of magnetostriction sources are about the same order of

magnitude.

3. Sound Field Measurements

As with any research, a knowledge of the magnitude of the factors

involved is of paramount importance. Some of the discrepancies in

the interpretation of biological action of ultrasound today is a direct

result of not recording or measuring the character of the sound field

used. To measure the electrical quantities alone is not sufficient.

The three most important parameters in sound fields of the type used

in biological and chemical research are the frequency, amplitude

(either displacement or pressure), and intensity. A measure of any

two allows the calculation of the third.

The frequency is most simply determined by measuring the fre-

quency of the driving oscillator with a standard radio wavemeter.

The amplitude presents, on the other hand, a very difficult problem.

Salisbuiy and Porter (6) developed a special circuit that measures the

amphtude of vibration of a magnetostrictive tube. This method con-

sists simply of arranging the tube to form one plate of a two plate

air-spaced condenser and measuring the alternating voltage produced

when the distance between the two plates is changed in a sinusoidal

motion {i.e., vibration of the tube). An instrument of this type can

be calibrated on an absolute scale. It will only measure, however, the

amplitude of the source and not that at any given point in the sound

field. To measure the amplitude at any point in the sound field, re-

course must be made to devices that convert the sound energy to some

other measurable form of energy (i, p. 373; ^, p. 39; 5, p. 28; 27).

A simple and accurate instrument for this is again a piezoelectric

crystal, but in this case using the converse of the effect discussed pre-
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vioiisly, that is, the production of charges on certain faces when the

crystal is mechanically strained. RochcUe salt, ammonium dihy-

drogen phosphate, quartz, and tourmaline have all been used for this

purpose.

While care must be taken to see that the crystal and holder are

small enough so as not to interfere with the sound field, in most bio-

logical investigations the whole liquid volume is filled with sound

energy and the effect of a small pick-up will be negligible. Rochelle

salt has been used considerably for low sound energy detection while

for high sound levels, quartz and tourmaline have proved the most

useful. Such units may be used for relative sound measurements at

one frequency or calibrated and used on an absolute basis (27).

Magnetostriction pick-ups have also been devised for this purpose

(9). Other sound receivers based on thermal and pressure effects

have been used but have not proved as useful or accurate as the piezo-

electric devices mentioned above.

In some cases, it is desirable to know the total energy delivered

to a given volume. This is done most simply by measuring the tem-

perature rise for a given exposure time and calculating the heat en-

ergy delivered to the volume. The usual precautions should be

taken to insure that no heat is lost by radiation or conduction. This

heat energy will then represent the total acoustic energy delivered

by the crystal since only a negligible amount of. acoustic energj^ is

delivered to the surrounding air.

As a simple example assume that 500 ml. of oil of specific heat

0.5 and density 0.8 is raised 2°C. in one minute by a 2 cm. diameter

quartz disc vibrating at 500 kilocycles. Assuming that all the energy

of the quartz is delivered to the oil, we see that the total energy added

is 400 cal. or 1670 joules. The total power is 28 watts and the inten-

sity at the quartz surface is, then, 8.9 watts per square centimeter.

This value of intensity is only approximate since it assumes that

the surface is vibrating uniformly and that the energy dissipated

within the crystal did not heat the oil. It also assumes that no heat

energy was delivered to the container walls, crystal, and holder. If

the electrical energy delivered to the disc is measured at the same
time, an approximate value may be had for the conversion efficiency

of the crystal. More precise measurements would take into ac-

count the effect of the walls and other objects. Once the intensity of

a sound field is determined at a given i)oint or for a given geometrical

arrangement, it is desirable not only to know its value at anj^ other
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time, but also to be able to preset it to some other intensity. This is

generally done by calibrating the field at the point in question in

terms of the electrical current delivered to a magnetostrictive rod or

the voltage applied to a piezo crystal, whichever source is used.

Once, however, the geometrical conditions or the frequency is changed,

the calibration will change.

C. BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ULTRASONIC VIBRATIONS

Since so many survey articles and resumes {2,3,18,19,24) of the

biological action of ultrasound have appeared in the literature, it will

suffice here merely to mention some of the outstanding experiments

and techniques and to attempt to explain some of the observations.

Unfortunately in some experiments, little if any data were reported

on the sound field used and as a result attempts to determine the

fundamental factor or factors responsible for some biological actions

have met with little success. First, it will be worth while to reiterate

the properties of a high energy sound field. Vibration of this sort is

characterized by extremely high pressures and large accelerations of

the particles of liquid in the field. These in turn produce cavitation

and, if dissolved gas is present, intense local agitation, high local

temperatures, and possibly electrical potentials. The net result is

an exhibition of lethal and sterilizing effects, strong dispersive power,

degassing processes, thermal and oxidizing effects, and coagulation.

1. Lethal and Sterilizing Action

The first biological effects of high intensity, high frequency sound

waves were observed by Wood and Loomis (11), who reported that

protozoa were paralyzed or killed depending on the length of ex-

posure. They advanced the concept that all protozoa did not re-

spond alike since the smaller ones could "ride" the waves and not be

greatly affected. They further felt that rupture of the larger bodies

was probably due to variations in direction and magnitude of the

forces (pressure) applied to different points of the body. Bacteria

apparently were not affected because the entire organism was sub-

jected to the same force. Other investigators have supported the ob-

servation that larger protozoa were affected while smaller ones were

not.

In 1931, Harvey and Loomis (10) made high speed photomicro-

graphs of living cells subjected to ultrasound and found that the de-
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struction of Arbacia eggs occurred in less than 1/1200 second. Their

photographs also showed that the eggs are first drawn out into spindle

or tadpole shapes and then are disintegrated. This suggested that

rapid fluid movement as the result of submicroscopic cavitation was

the main cause of disintegration. A time delay was noted in the

destructive action (-1/300 sec), which recently {22,S2) has been

found to be characteristic of cavitation. They also reported that

strong eddies first appeared in the cells of the plant Elodea with the

final result that the protoplasm or chloroplast became separated

from the cell wall and coagulated in the other places. Algae were

also torn to pieces.

Red blood corpuscles in physiologic saline solution have also been

destroyed by ultrasonic radiation. Counts at the end of fifteen

second intervals showed that the percentage destroyed decreases as

time goes on until no more are affected unless the radiation intensity

is increased. Harvey (82) found that in all cases laking of blood was

associated with the expulsion of gas from a liquid in the form of

bubbles (cavitation) and that the type of gas did not matter unless

it was extremely soluble in water. That is, air, nitrogen, or hydrogen

all worked equally well but carbon dioxide did not. Furthermore,

gas bubbles formed before the sound exposure had no effect showing

that it was the bubble formation itself during exposure that accounted

for the destructive action. He found further peculiarities in the ef-

fect of the dissolved gas tension but these seemed to be associated

with the phenomenon of cavitation rather than with an intrinsic effect

on the organisms. For example, blood was laked under a gas pres-

sure of 100 lb. per square inch as long as the gas was not in equilibrium

with the liquid. However, if, at the same pressure, equilibrium were

established by thorough shaking of the liquid-gas mixture, a much
higher acoustic intensity was required. This supports the general

concept of cavitation phenomena as long as the gas-liquid equilib-

rium tension is considered rather than merely the applied pressure.

In addition to kiUing many different types of small organisms,

larger animals such as fish, frogs, etc., have also been reported killed

or lamed in the sound field. This is to be expected since the sound

field would be present throughout their bodies and the ensuing de-

struction of some critical cell or group of cells would naturally produce

death or paralysis. As regards the death of larger animals, Harvey

(32) has found in the case of fish that the major cause is the destruc-

tion of the gill tissue and the blood corpuscles.
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Concerning the destructive action of ultrasound, a general impres-

sion held by a few is that pressure differences still play an important

role. While cavitation cannot exist without large pressure differences,

it remains that if the pressure differences are largely responsible for the

destructive action there should be a great dependence on frequency

—

that is, the sound could be "tuned" to the dimensions of the undesired

organism. No data on such an effect have yet been reported. On
the other hand, if cavitation is principally responsible for the de-

structive action, the elimination of this phenomenon should greatly

diminish the virulent action. Observations of this sort by Schmitt

and Uhlemeyer {12) were made on protozoa by maintaining the same
acoustic intensity and increasing the external pressure until cavi-

tation and bubble formation ceased. The destruction of the protozoa

was considerably lessened. Johnson {13) and Harvey and Loomis {10)

also made the same observation. Stanley {IJj) used a different tech-

nique when investigating the inactivation of tobacco mosaic virus

by ultrasound. He found no inactivation in the absence of the dis-

solved gases. In this case, cavitation was still present but due to the

absence of bubble formation the local agitation and temperatures

were not. It is important to remember that cavitation also has a

seeming frequency effect (very slight, however) since the cavities are

formed in the trough of the wave. If cavitation is responsible, this

may explain in part the observations of Wood and Loomis and other

investigators concerning the ability of smaller protozoa to "ride the

waves." Harvey {32) has made a rather critical investigation of

these biological effects and has arrived at the conclusion that most of

the lethal and sterilizing action of ultrasound on small organisms is

due to rapid fluid movements as a result of submicroscopic cavitation

in the presence of dissolved gases. He has also shown, particularly

in the case of plant cells, that cavitation and the expansion of cavi-

tated gases within the cells should have little effect.

Further results of his investigations were that none of the phe-

nomena investigated could be connected with local heating as long

as the average temperature of the medium did not rise. This was

prevented b.y cooling the oil above the crystal and by electrically

shielding the medium so that radiofrequency heating (due to the

electrical signal applied to the crystal) did not take place. He further

found that the standing sound wave pattern was quite important

and determined to a great extent the observed phenomena—particu-

larly the movements and distribution of the particles in the medium.
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The general conclusion arrived at from an analysis of all the data

to date substantiates Harvey's observations, namely, that lethal

and sterilizing effects on small organisms occur only when there is

cavitation in the presence of dissolved gases and that cavitation does

not occur within the cells but rather causes external fluid movements
etc., which in turn tear the cells apart.

Bacteria and other extremely small pathogenic organisms are af-

fected in many different ways. Williams and Gaines {15) reported

that Escherichia coli were killed and that the lethal effect was prob-

ably due to violent action set up within the cell. They used a low

frequency source of 8800 cycles per second, which has a wavelength

in water of about 17 cm. Since the wavelength in this case is very

large compared to the cell size, the lethal action of the sound was

probably due to some secondary effect of cavitation—such as local

fluid movements, high local temperatures, local potentials, or the

production of hydrogen peroxide. The latter effect has been shown

to exist by the oxidation of potassium iodide when irradiated in a

solution containing dissolved air. Use of another dissolved gas would

eliminate the latter factor but no data on such an effect with bacteria

have yet been reported. As far as the effect of fluid movements are

concerned, it is well known that a rapidly revolving (2000-3000

r.p.m.) spindle wdth vanes will break up a suspension of cells and

sand. Bacteria are destroyed this way in about five hours and while

it is possible that exposure to a cavitating ultrasonic field is a more

violent exhibition of this phenomenon, it does not explain w^hy some

bacteria remain completely refractory to ultrasonic treatment.

Some investigators have reported increased agglutination and

diminution of virulence when certain bacteria are irradiated with ul-

trasound, while others have reported an opposite effect—for example,

that colon bacilli could not be influenced, no matter how long the

exposure or how high the intensity. Yeast cells have been found to

lose their power of reproduction and luminous bacteria their lumi-

nosity. All in all, the effect on bacteria, because of their small size,

seems to depend on the reaction of the particular organism to the

secondary effects of cavitation. While this represents a promising

field in biology, ultrasound does not seem to have the sterilizing ac-

tion popularly ascribed to it.

Stumpf, Green, and Smith {31) have investigated ultrasonic dis-

integration as a method of extracting bacterial enzymes. They used

a quartz crystal generator {29) with a maximum power of 700 watts
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at 600 kilocycles. The crystal was mounted with an air backing in an

oil bath and the bacterial suspensions were introduced into the sound

field by means of a thin-bottomed flask. After a given exposure time,

the suspensions were centrifuged and analyzed. They found that

the number of bacteria disintegrated increased with exposure time,

leveling off somewhat at 56% disintegrated for ten minute exposure

and 63% for fifteen minute exposure. A ten minute exposure was

accepted as a reasonably standard interval for subsequent measure-

ments and extractions. They further found that the viscosity of the

suspension and the shape of the container greatly influenced the re-

sults. In particular, thick suspensions and pastes showed very little

disintegration even though they became heated. In this process,

heat has no disruptive effects.

While they made no observation of the actual sound pressure in

the suspensions or cavitation conditions, a plausible explanation is

that the sound pressures involved were large enough to produce cavi-

tation in the thin suspensions and not in the much more viscous ones.

As mentioned in the section on cavitation, heavy viscous liquids re-

quire two to four times the sound pressures to produce cavitation due

to their larger cohesive pressures. They also found that the degree

of disintegration was independent of frequency and dependent only

on the intensity—a characteristic of cavitation. If the power were

raised beyond a certain point, denaturation and inactivation of the

labile proteins occurred rapidly so that ultrasonic disintegration

(production of cell-free enzymes) took place only in a very narrow

range of power. Investigation of various types of bacteria showed

that some were easily disintegrated while others were completely re-

fractory.

Recently some patents have been granted (33) on frequency modu-
lating a sound field by moving a reflector back and forth in front of

the sound radiator. Since the moving reflector constitutes a second

source of the primary ultrasonic radiation, it follows that the wave-

length of the sound in the medium will be changed alternately from a

certain maximum value to a certain minimum value due to the Dop-

pler shift in frequency by a moving source. While this was proposed

as a means of irradiating organisms with various frequencies simul-

taneously in case there were critical lethal frequencies, the latter

have not been shown to exist. However, this technique has been

used previously {27, pp. 46 and 112) to ehminate standing waves in a

volume filled with sound energy and might prove of value in biological
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and chemical investigations in which the nodes of standing waves

would produce no action. Stumpf, Green, and Smith (SI) found that

the shape of the container affected the rate of bacterial disintegra-

tion, a direct exhibition of this phenomenon, and it is felt that this

maj^ also explain to a great extent the earlier observations that small

protozoa could "ride the waves" w^hile the larger ones could not,

the "waves" being the nodes and antinodes of a stationary sound

field pattern.

Instead of employing mechanically moving reflectors, which

might be cumbersome to use in any given investigation, it is possible

to frequency modulate the sound source directly by standard elec-

tronic circuits {34)- These should prove much more adaptable par-

ticularly at the higher frequencies. Offhand, it appears that the pos-

sibility of frequency modulating the sound source should provide a

very powerful tool in a more complete investigation of biological and

chemical action of ultrasonics in small containers, where the effects of

the boundaries become important. The influence of the boundaries

on the resultant sound field pattern and the consequent effects can-

not be emphasized too strongly.

2. Thermal Effects

When dealing with investigations of this sort, it is important not

to overlook the heating effects of the sound. There are in general

two main effects: high local temperatures due to cavitation in the

presence of dissolved gases and a general increase in temperature due

to the absorption of the sound energy by the medium.

Porter and Young (16) have reported the conversion of an acid

azide into an isocyanate, which is a known case of readjustment of

atoms within a molecule by vibrational energy or heat. A thermom-

eter immersed in the solution showed a change of 0.3°C. during the

run while a temperature of 90° was necessary to decompose the azide

at the rate measured. It is a plausible assumption that the neces-

sary temperatures were local phenomena generated by cavitation.

These local heats would not appreciably raise the temperature of the

over-all liquid but might increase tremendously the reaction rate at

the points where the local temperatures were high. Marinesco (17)

further proved this by detonating such labile materials as NI3 with

ultrasound. No explosions occurred when the liquids were degassed.

Many organic materials show a large general rise in temperature

due primarily to the absorption of the radiation and not to the effect
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of cavitation. Dognon and Biancani {18} have investigated this

rather thoroughly and have arrived at a general rule for this effect in

fatty bodies and liquid or coagulated proteins. Tables III, IV, and

V from Pohlmann (30) and Dognon and Biancani (18) show the re-

sults of such investigations. Table III shows that the temperature

rise is less in a gelatin solution than in water even though gelatin is

expected to have a higher absorption. This is probably due to the

TABLE III

Rise in Temperature in 2 Ml. of Various Liquids for a Ten Second Ultrasonic

Exposure

Liquid • AT, °C.

Water 2

Alcohol 3.5

Glycerol 10

Liquid paraffin , 10

Gelatin solution 1

Gelatin gel 1

Stearic acid 36

Wax 44

TABLE IV

Temperature Rise in Various Materials after a Thirty Second Ultrasonic Exposure

Material AT, °C.

Agar gel

Brain 9.5

Coagulated egg albumin 2

Egg albumin 2

Egg yolk 11

Fat 25

Liver 9

TABLE V
Absorption Coefficients and Half-Value Thicknesses for Various Tissues

Material

Layer of fat . . . .

Layer of muscle.

Fat plus muscle

.

Fat plus muscle

.

Frequency,
kilocycles
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absence of bubble formation in the gelatin solution, which would re-

sult in smaller absorption even with greater viscosity. One other

interesting point is the change with frequency in a/P for fat tissue

plus muscle (Table V). This does not occur for most pure substances.

Other investigators have found that the marrow of the bone may
be heated without affecting the bone and have proposed this as being

useful in medical diathermy. Pohlmann {SO) has designed a hand

applicator (see Fig. 8) in which the vibrating crystal is held directly

against the skin for sciatic and plexus neiu-algia. He further recom-

mends the use of a contact substance such as paraffin oil or linament

between the massager and the skin. Excellent results have been re-

ported for such treatment.

Regarding production of heat by absorption, Lynn, Zwemer, and

Chick {21) reported interesting results with a focused quartz crystal

at a frequency of 835 kilocj^cles. The crystal w^as ground to provide

a definite focal point for the sound waves emitted by the surface (see

Sect. B2 and Fig IE) and the sound passed out through a Cellophane

diaphragm so that direct contact could be made with the tissue. In-

tense heating at the focal point was shown by exposing blocks of

paraffin and liver to the sound beam. The paraffin melted and the

liver "cooked" white at the focal point. Examination with a micro-

scope showed destruction of the cells at the focal point and in the path

of the beam.

In experiments with living animals, production of lesions is made
difficult by circulating blood. For this reason, the brain of a dog w^as

chosen since any destructive effects would become evident by a dis-

turbed motor activity as soon as the effects of the anesthetic dis-

appeared. Despite the fact that the focus was disturbed by bone re-

fraction and scattering, positive results were obtained. With trans-

cranial application of the focused sound beam to the proper areas of

the cerebral cortex, disturbances in muscular coordination, some

paralysis, and, in one case, blindness were observed. These were

associated with the corresponding brain lesions. Necrosis of the

scalp also occurred where the apparatus was applied.

3. Chemical Effects of Ultrasonics and Secondary Results of

Cavitation

The acceleration of chemical reactions by ultrasonics has been

shown to be due to cavitation in the pi-esence of dissolved gases.

The majority of these reactions are oxidations such as the conversion
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of iodine ions into iodine molecules but depolymerization, inversion

of sugar, and effects on hydrolysis have also been reported. The

most plausible explanation to date is that most of the effects are due

to high local temperatures generated by dissolved gases filling the

small cavities. This, as was mentioned in the preceding section, was

substantiated by the independent experiments of Porter and Mari-

nesco.

The above phenomena, however, can explain neither luminescence

nor the formation of hydrogen peroxide from oxygen and water,

which appears to be the basis of the acceleration of some chemical re-

actions. This has been brought out by the fact that many reactions

are accelerated by the cavitation of certain dissolved gases (air and

oxygen) while they are unaffected by others. In order to overcome

this difficulty, Richards (19) has proposed a balloelectrical theory.

This theory is based on the concept that j ust as spraying a liquid into

a gas produces charged drops, the spraying of holes in a liquid (cavi-

tation) must produce charged bubbles. The high local potentials

might then be the cause of the various chemical reactions. Measure-

ments on cavitating fluids showed large variations in potential at

the points of cavitation and none where the liquid was relatively un-

disturbed. This theory also accounts for the fogging of photographic

plates when exposed to ultrasonic sound. Needless to add, both the

high local temperatures and potentials may be present at the same

time in any cavitating fluid so that an analysis of any given chemical

or biological effect may involve one or both phenomena.

Other physicochemical effects of ultrasonics are the alteration of

sensitive metastable systems such as the yellow to red change in

mercuric oxide at room temperature and the detonation of explosives

by vibrating glass surfaces in air.

4. Emulsification and Dispersion

One of the first things demonstrated -by intense ultrasound was the

transformation of two immiscible liquids into a very stable emulsion

(11). Water and oil, and water and mercury were first tried and

since then a variety of mixtures has been used. Richards (19) has

shown that emulsification is very strong at the boundary surfaces

between the liquid and vibrator and also between the liquid and walls

of the vessel. Other investigators have shown that the emulsions

produced are different depending on whether or not a gas is present
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as a third phase. Emulsions containing gas are not only much easier

to produce, but also much more stable.

In a similar manner, low melting metals and alloys have been dis-

persed in liquids. The particle size averages about 0.5 /x. Another

aspect of this effect of ultrasonics is the decrease in grain size of

metals with treatment of the crystallizing melt. This is to be ex-

pected with all crystallizing substances since the ultrasonic agitation

breaks off small particles of the growing crystals, which in turn act as

nuclei. This dispersive effect is also being used in preparing certain

pharmaceutical compounds. For example, Chambers and associates

(W) have been able to disperse sulfathiazole into such fine particles

that, when suspended in a water or a salt solution, a cream is produced

that can be injected through fine hypodermic needles. The emul-

sions produced by ultrasonics are often much more stable than those

produced by colloid mills or similar devices. There is a series of tech-

nical products appearing commercially, ranging from cosmetics to

photographic plates, that can be produced with higher quality by

ultrasonic emulsification than any other way.

5. Coagulation Effects

While ultrasonics have a strong dispersive effect on emulsions

and liquid sols, they have an opposite effect on aerosols, that is, they

exhibit a strong coagulating action on liquid or sohd particles sus-

pended in a gas. This coagulating action has received impetus lately

in attempts to precipitate fog, smoke, and industrial waste. Since a

new medium is involved, large generators designed primarily for air

operation have been developed. Allen and Rudnick (25) have re-

ported an air siren capable of delivering a power exceeding 2 kilo-

watts over a frequency range of 3 to 19 kilocycles. With the sound

energy from such a siren, they have been able to ignite cotton wads in

six seconds and steel wool in sixty seconds. In the case of the cotton,

only the first inch was burned, showing that the acoustic energy was

almost totally absorbed in that thickness. It was also possible to

heat a beaker of water from room temperature to boiling in about

seven minutes. Paper and cloth were also shredded in this sound

field. When the siren was adjusted to produce a vertical standing

wave field, small objects such as marbles (^ inch in diameter) and

small coins floated at the velocity antinode surfaces.

The sound field also produced a burning sensation in the hand when
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held in the field with the fingers closed. When the fingers were held

open, the sensation was relieved. A temperature increase at the hand
of 45°C. was measured with a thermocouple while glass and rubber

showed only a 1° rise. Their concept is that the heating is due to the

damping (absorption) of vibrations, not necessarily of the same fre-

quency as the sound, that are set up in the fingers by the intense sound

field in the region between them.

A study of the effects of these amounts of power on airborne bac-

terial and larger organisms should prove both interesting and fruitful.

6. Natural Sources of Ultrasonic Sound

The production and use of ultrasonic sound is by no means con-

fined to the laboratory. Fish, shrimp, grasshoppers, crickets, birds,

and bats all produce acoustic energy in the ultrasonic frequencies.

In the case of the grasshopper, for example, energy has been de-

tected as high as 40 kilocycles. As far as fish and shrimp are con-

cerned, while some energy has been detected in the higher frequencies,

most of the energy is concentrated in the audible range at about 2.5

kilocycles. Some birds, the canary is a notable example, actually sing

at these higher frequencies (on the order of 20 kilocycles) , while other

animals such as cats and dogs can only detect and not produce them.

While there is some question as to what benefit most animals derive

from ultrasonic frequencies, the bat actually depends upon them for

navigation in flight in a manner similar to ultrasonic (sonar) and
radar echo ranging devices.

Galambos and Griffin (26) have shown that the bat actually pro-

duces three types of sound. One, a shrill cry of anger, is usually at a

frequency of about 7 kilocycles. The second, a series of clicks, is

associated with the production of the third type of sound—a series

of pulses (sound wave trains) at a frequency of about 70 kilocycles.

Each pulse lasts about 0.01 second. If the bat is at rest, only about

five to ten clicks per second are observed. When in flight, this in-

creases to twenty to thirty per second and, in the \ncinity of objects,

to fifty per second. At these frequencies (70 kilocycles), the sound is

not only beamed from the source (seemingly the larynx), but also is

reflected quite well from nearby objects. The time between sending

and receiving a pulse obviously gives the bat a measure of the distance

to the reflector, while the number of pulses per second increases his

accuracy and speed of detection at close range.
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Some animals, on the other hand, are affected by ultrasonic fre-

quencies even though they do not produce them. Pigeons, for ex-

ample, are repelled by 20 kilocycle sound so effectively that this is

being considered as a means of driving them away from public build-

ings where they have proved themselves a nuisance. The same effect

has been observed in cats. On the other hand, it appears that simple

marine life like the jellyfish is attracted by intense underwater sound.

Man is also not immune. Various investigators (15) have reported

such effects as headaches, loss of balance, loss of the ability to perform

various mathematical computations, and a lowering of the visual light

threshold after exposure to ultrasonic sound (38).

7. Miscellaneous Applications of Ultrasonics

As far as the biological applications are concerned—the physical

applications are another field in themselves {2,3,19)—much has been

proposed and accomplished along the lines of food preparation and

sterilization. In some ca.ses, it has actually been possible to sterilize

inside the can in which the product has been sealed. Dairies use a

simple vibrating diaphragm that homogenizes milk and kills most of

the bacteria in it. The net result is a milk that forms smaller curds

in the stomach and is recommended for babies. Further, the bac-

terial count of milk has been reduced by such treatment to eight per

cubic centimeter while a count of 30,000 indicates a high standard for

pasteurized milk treated in the conventional thermal manner. Bac-

terial disintegration by ultrasonic sound has also been used in the

preparation of endotoxins and enzymes. Further use has been made
of the emulsifying, coagulating, and dispersive properties of sound in

the preparation of pharmaceutical compounds, mayonnaise, peanut

butter, paints, chemicals, and even in the preparation of cosmetics.

It has also been used in the aging of liquor. An ultrasonic process

has been suggested for the aging and curing of meat.

As far as plant life is concerned, ultrasonic sound has been used to

accelerate and stimulate germination. Some investigators have re-

ported that a potato crop flowered a week earlier than control plants,

and with an increase in yield. Peas sprouted earlier also.

One of the more interesting recent developments is a "seeing eye"

device for the blind. This instrument is essentially an adaptation of

underwater echo ranging equipment to airborne sound. Because

of the high "beaming" or directional characteristic of high frequency
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sound, it is possible to send out a short train of sound waves and to

receive a reflection back from nearby objects that are in the same di-

rection as the projected sound. The time interval between repeated

pulses determines the maximum range of the device while the time

interval between pulse and echo determines the distance to the ob-

ject. A crystal transducer in this case produces adequate intensity

and sensitivity. The major problem has been to translate the re-

ceived pulses into some recognizable signal. This has been done in

one system by frequency modulating the sound source in such a

manner that the addition of the received signal to that being trans-

mitted at that instant produces an audible tone proportional to the

distance. Objects and discontinuities such as curbs have been de-

tected successfully up to about fifty feet.
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A. PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS ESSENTIAL
FOR MICROSCOPY

By means of the microscope, the identification of a material or an

impurity can be accomphshed without damage to the material itself

and by the use of an extremely minute sample. Since the nature and

structure of materials can be discovered so advantageously with it,

the microscope is considered a necessary experimental tool in almost

every laboratory. Actually, microscopy comprises many kinds of

instruments and techniques. Since some of these require consider-

able equipment, skill, and training they will be discussed at greater

length, but first some general principles will be established.

The simple microscope, or magnifying glass, may be any spherical

lens thicker at the center than at the edge. Magnifiers are most use-

ful when the desired detail may be seen with 15 diameters (15 X)
magnification or less. For greater magnification the compound mi-

croscope is used. Two lens systems are used in the compound mi-

croscope, one of which (ocular or eyepiece) magnifies the image pro-

duced by the other (objective) and the total magnification is the

product of the two magnifications referred to a plane 10 inches from

the eyepoint. While the image might be magnified further by more

and more lens systems, actually some light is lost and the image de-

teriorated due to residual defects at each lens system. Hence, no

practical gain is derived from a combination of more than two lens

systems.

1. Image Formation—Possibilities and Limitations

The information obtained from the use of a microscope must

come from the examination of the enlarged image formed by it of

the specimen. Therefore it is advantageous to give some considera-

tion to image formation and to the limitations of microscopy in gen-

eral before evaluating the different instruments and techniques.

The limitations of the microscope derive from : the available probing

radiation, the nature of the materials used in its construction, the dif-

ficulties in preparing specimens for examination, the sensitivity of

the observer's eye or other recording procedure, and the difficulty

of interpreting a greatly enlarged image of a specimen.

Electromagnetic radiation is used ordinarily for microscopy, but

electrons behave similarly and may be used {cf. Chapter XII) and

even a proton microscope has been described {15). The fineness of
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detail revealed by brightfield methods depends in part on the wave-
length of the radiation used. Visual microscopy is limited to light of

about 380 to 740 m^u because of the sensitivity of the human eye.

Longer and shorter wavelength radiation can be used with photo-

graphic and other recording mechanisms.

The image formed by a lens of a small point of light is a central disc

surrounded by a series of dark and bright rings. A good lens concen-

trates most of the light into the central disc as shown by the plot of

the Airy disc image in Figure IB. As two such points in the object

approach and gradually merge, their images overlap and separate

ABC
Fig. 1. Light distributions in the object (A), the image

(B), and for the resolution of two objects (C).

identity is lost when there is no dip, as in Figure IC, between the fus-

ing energy curves. The limit of resolution of the microscope is thus

determined in terms of distance. The image of the specimen is the

sum of the image discs from all the points of light from the specimen.

Enough energy must be present in each disc to stimulate the eye or

recording mechanism, otherwise it wall not be perceived. This is

important when the energy distribution is quite different in adjacent

Airy discs in the image. Unless the energies in both Airy discs are

adequate, methods for increasing resolution {16) should be used with

care to prevent incorrect observations.

Resolution, or the minimum separation of two small objects that

still permits them to be observed as two, depends on the wavelength

(X) of the radiation used and the angle of the cone of light from the

specimen accepted by the front lens of the objective. The light-gath-

ering power of an objective is expressed as numerical aperture (N.A.)

which is the sine of the half-angle (JJ), of the above cone, multiplied
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by the lowest refractive index (n) of the medium with which it is

used, e.g., air, water, or oil of the same index as the front lens of

the objective (Fig. 2). The resolving power of an objective is

X/(2n sin U), or X/(2 N.A.), when its aperture is filled with Hght by a

condenser. The resolving power for white light is usually calculated

with X = 555 m/x, the region to which the eye is most sensitive.

This formula gives the Abbe limit of resolution and modern research

indicates that resolution may be better than this value, perhaps 80%
of it. Note that this value is for the separation of two points.

With an objective of N.A. = 0.85, the preceding formula gives a

limit of resolution of 0.47 ju for infrared radiation of 800 m/x, of 0.33 n
for light at the maximum sensitivity of the eye at 555 m^t, and 0.2

DRY OBJECTIVE
N.A. = sin 6/

(/7=1)

ton U^ab/d

IMMERSION OBJECTIVE
N. A.= /72 sin U^

- n^ sin 6^3

tan ^j= cf/d

Level of

focus

Level,

of scale

Oil (/?2)

Fig. 2. Numerical aperture and its measurement.

y. for ultraviolet of 257 m^i wavelength. With N.A. = 1.4 the limit

for 555 m/x light is 0.2 /x. The greatest numerical aperture available

is 1.6, but its use requires not only slides, but also mounting and im-

mersion media of correspondingly higher index than ordinary crown

glass; it has not proved generally useful. Such a high aperture lens

also has a shorter working distance. When the approximate size of

the detail to be examined is known, the above limiting values can be

an aid in selecting the objective to be used and in the decision whether

to use a light or an electron microscope.

While resolution is important and necessary, it is not sufficient

for observation. The image must be bright enough to stimulate the

recording medium, adequate contrast must exist, and magnification

must be great enough to match the resolving power of the observer.

For the eye a magnification of about one thousand times the numeri-
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cal aperture of the objective used is de.siral)le. Much, greater mag-

nification fails to reveal new detail and is referred to as empty magni-

fication. Since the brightness of the image varies directly as the

square of the numerical aperture but inversely as the square of the

magnification, i.e., as (N.A.)VM^ too great magnification may give

so little light as to make the image scar(!ely visible. The same rule is

useful for photomicrography, although the necessary magnification

will depend on the resolution of the emulsion and the viewing distance

at which the print will be examined (7). Some excess or empty

magnification may be helpful in measurement.

Monochromatic light passing through the edge of a simple magni-

fying lens is focused closer to the lens than that passing through the

central part of the lens. This variation from a single focal point is

called spherical aberration. Chromatic aberration arises when long

wavelength red light comes to a focus farther from the lens than

shorter wavelength blue light. To correct these and other aberra-

tions (coma, astigmatism, curvature of field, and distortion) positive

and negative lenses of various kinds of glass or crystalline materials

are combined. Since available optical materials do not permit per-

fect simultaneous correction of all aberrations, each manufacturer

must list many types of lenses. Each type is designed to be the best

possible compromise for some specific application. To be capable,

a microscopist must know which lenses are best for a given problem.

WTien a microscope is focused on a reasonably transparent speci-

men, the object is not all seen at once, but only section by section be-

cause of the limited depth of field of the objective. The structure of

the specimen in depth is comprehended by slowly focusing up and

down throughout its depth. Lenses of lower numerical aperture

have greater depth of field. Lenses of great numerical aperture have

very little depth of field. The latter are useful for optical sectioning

(17).

Few specimens occur naturally in suitable form for examination

with the compound microscope. They must be thin enough to

transmit light or reflect enough light to be seen, and of suitable shape

for manipulation. Many methods have been developed for the prep-

aration of the specimen, e.g., sectioning, staining, isolating, and

orienting the specimen. Some specimens require high skill and special

equipment. Many books give detailed instructions and should be

consulted (6,9) . Unless the specimen has been properly prepared, its

examination with a microscope is likely to be useless.
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2. Nature of Specimen Determines Choice of Microscope and
Method

Knowledge of how the specimen may affect the probing radiation

used for the formation of the image leads to the choice of the appro-

priate microscope and the best method for the most efficient examina-

tion of the specimen. Image formation may depend on one or a com-

bination of the following properties of the specimen: (a) Transmis-

sion: uniform or selective by wavelength. (6) Reflection, (c)

Optical path effects: refraction, retardation, (d) Diffraction, (e)

Scattering. (/) Polarizing, rotation of the plane of polarized light;

pleochroism, {g) Fluorescence and phosphorescence.

Usually a specimen is partially transparent, or may be cut or

ground thin enough to transmit enough radiation for its examination.

Few specimens are uniformly transparent to all wavelengths. Most
specimens absorb some wavelengths of radiation more completely

than others and when this selective absorption is in the region to

which the eye is sensitive (380 to 740 mju) color results. Colored and

gray images are visible and such a specimen would be examined with

the brightfield microscope (Sect. B). Wlien the selective absorption

occurs for shorter wavelength radiation the idtraviolet microscope

should be used and when of longer wavelength the infrared micro-

scope is the instrument of choice (Sect. C). When the absorption is

weak, phase microscopy will be helpful (Sect. I). Opaque and nearly

opaque specimens can be examined by reflected light using vertical

and epi methods of microscope illumination (Sect. D). The hi-

ohjedive microscope (Sect. D2) reveals three dimensional form at

lower magnifications and for the higher magnifications the brightfield

compound microscope is used.

Quite transparent objects usually contain regions of different re-

fractive index and size, w^hich alter the direction and speed of light

passing through them. The product of the thickness (t) of the region

times its refractive index (n) is the optical path, which is sometimes

expressed in w^avelengths (nt/X). When these path differences are

small, phase microscopy (Sect. I) will reveal otherwise invisible detail,

but when the optical path differences are large the darlfield methods

(Sect. E) will be more useful to the microscopist. Surface detail of

some specimens and nonuniformities of optical path in transparent

specimens may be observed with the interference microscope

(Sect. H). Diffraction contributes to most image formation and a
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pure diffraction image is formed when the specimen is smaller than

the limit of resolution of the objective used. If the illumination is

sufficiently intense the bright central part of the diffraction disc (Fig. 1)

may be seen with darkfield or phase microscopes (Sect. El, Sect. I)

and some knowl^tlge gained of the average size and distribution of the

particles, even though the size and shape of the individual particle may
not be measurable.

\Vlien the specimen orients the vibration direction of the light

passing through it, or rotates the plane of polarized light passing

through it, the polarizing microscope should be used (Sect. F).

Some specimens will absorb radiation of one wavelength and re-

emit the energy at another, usually longer, wavelength. This is

called fluorescence. Also, objects may be treated with a fluorescent

chemical, a procedure analogous to staining, and examined hy fluores-

cence microscopy (Sect. G). Phosphorescing specimens continue to

emit light for a short time after the exciting energy is stopped and a

microscope has been devised for work with such specimens (Sect. G).

Rarely is the image seen in the microscope due to a single one of

the above causes. Even so, when one image type predominates, the

kind of microscope indicated becomes the instrument of choice.

WTien the specimen gives several types of image, it may be necessary

to use several or all of the microscopes and methods to fully compre-

hend the specimen. In general these methods are complementary

and the objective of the investigation will assist in the choice of in-

striunent. Since it is impractical to cross-index the interrelations of

all these methods in this section, it is suggested that the investigator

read the entire chapter for a broad over-all concept of the possibilities

of microscopy before selecting the procedure to be used in a given in-

vestigation.

B. COLORED SPECIMENS—BRIGHTFIELD MICROSCOPY

Specimens selectively absorbing or transmitting wavelengths of

light to which the eye is sensitive have color. The image from such

a specimen is likewise colored and the color aids in recognizing the

fine structural detail. Selective staining of specimens with dyes may
differentiate and make possible the observation of detail that would

otherwise not be visible. The ordinary brightfield microscope is used

for the examination of colored objects.

Achromatic objectives are corrected for chromatic aberrations
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(c/. Sect. Al) at two wavelengths or colors and spherical aberration at

one wavelength. They are satisfactory for ordinary microscopy.

The further correction of aberrations in the objective requires the use

of fluorite as well as glass. Apochromatic objectives are corrected

chromatically for three colors and spherically for .two colors. The
fluorite, or semiapochromatic, objectives are of intermediate correc-

tion. Apochromatic objectives give better images and are desirable

for the examination, and especially for the photomicrography, of

colored specimens. Apochromatic objectives require achromatic-

aplanatic condensers and compensating oculars for best image forma-

tion.

Limiting the light with a suitable filter to the yellow-green will

give a better image with achromatic objectives (when this color

limitation is not objectionable), because that is the region for which

the objectives are corrected and also the region of greatest sensitivity

of the eye.

The contrast in the image of colored specimens may be increased

or decreased by varying the color of the light used to illuminate the

microscope with filters. Specimens may be stained with several dif-

ferent colors for greater differentiation of structural detail. The

methods are well known and described in reference books (£,4,^).

Increased color contrast may also be obtained by optical staining and

with phase microscopy (Sect. E3, Sect. I). Color is also visible

when the preparation is observed with the darkfield microscope (Sect.

El) when contrast of the color against a dark background is desirable.

Color filters are available in glass and gelatin to meet most needs

{61,62). Tungsten light contains a greater proportion of the longer

wavelengths than sunlight and may be changed to daylight quality by

filtering it through a blue glass. The nature and thickness of the

filter must be balanced to the color temperature of the lamp and the

lamp maintained at the design voltage. For microscopy, light corre-

sponding to the temperature range 4500 to 5000°K. gives good color

rendition. For natural color photography, color-compensating filters

are usually necessary and the color should be made correct at the

plane of the film or plate (7)

.

The disadvantages of staining specimens for observation arise

from the time and materials required and the fact that most living

organisms are injured or killed, since very few stains are nontoxic

enough to be used on living material. Some specimens cannot be

colored with solutions of dyes while others require mordanting or
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Other chemical pretreatment before staining. Most stains used are

relatively permanent, but even so, the preparations should be stored

away from light, especially sunlight. Some experien(;e and training

are necessary to interpi-et color contrasts and for the preparation and

examination of natural and artificially colored specimens.

C. SPECIMENS THAT ABSORB NONVISIBLE RADIATION

Longer and shorter wavelength radiation that is not visible is

useful for microscopy when absorbed by specimens. Special materi-

als are required for the construction of microscopes that are transpar-

ent to the invisible radiation used, likewise for the mounting of the

specimen. Since the image cannot be seen, it must be observed by

photography, photoelectric cells, or other indirect methods. This

involves understanding the use of special mechanisms for focusing

and recording the image. The microscopist must be familiar also

with the use and maintenance of the equipment required for produc-

ing the radiation used. For efficient use this may require considerable

training and skill. Even so, much useful information has been ob-

tained by the use of infrared and ultraviolet microscopy.

1. Infrared Microscopy

Ordinary microscopes transmit to a considerable extent in the

infrared region (X > 740 m^t). The resolving power of the micro-

scope decreases as the wavelength of radiation used increases. Most

infrared microscopy has been done with radiation of 800 to 1000

m/i. Tungsten lamps produce adequate amounts of this energy.

A filter is required to absorb the visible and shorter radiation and the

photographic film or plate must be sensitive to the infrared radiation

used.

For the near infrared (800 m/x) the microscope may be focused

with a trichromatic red filter (Wratten A) and the Wratten 87 filter

substituted for it when exposing the picture. Other filters and

equivalent filters of other make are listed by Clark (18). Apochro-

matic objectives usually give better images in the infrared than

achromatic objectives. For focusing purposes in the longer wave-

length regions, a preliminary calibration curve may be made by ex-

posing a series of pictures at known positions of the fine adjustment.

Once the adjustment has been calibrated, the correct focus can be set

quite readily. Another method is to note the reading on the fine
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adjustment for best focus in the green and in the red and to continue

to turn the fine adjustment in the same direction for a distance equal

to twice the difference between the red and green foci (18). Since

some wooden plate holders and the hard rubber plate holder slides

are transparent to this radiation, metal ones should be used, or others

tested to make certain that they are satisfactory.

Visual observation is possible by means of the 1P25 converter

tube. The microscope image focused onto the sensitive surface of

the tube releases electrons and the rest of the tube is an electrostatic

microscope which focuses the electrons onto a fluorescent screen.

The fluorescent image can be observed through a magnifier {18a).

Red stained specimens and some natural reddish materials reveal

considerable detail with infrared microscopy. The dark chitin of

many insects and fossil graptolites have been successfully examined

in this manner. Thicker sections may be used than with shorter

radiation. Staining the specimen with kryptocyanine or neocyanine

and using photographic film sensitized with these same dyes makes
good use of the absorption bands to reveal any detail selectively

stained.

Infrared microscopy has also been found useful for the examination

of colored coral skeletons, silver-impregnated nerve tissue, kidney

sections, capillaries and injected capillaries in tissue sections, em-

bryos stained with silver nitrate or with carmine, plant cell walls,

woody structures, calcareous algae, and textile fibers. Too little

infrared microscopy has been done to permit a critical evaluation at

the present time {18, p. 275).

2. Ultraviolet ^Microscopy

Proteins, nucleic acids, and other interesting constituents of bio-

logical materials have absorption bands in the ultraviolet region,

which permit the microscopic identification and quantitative meas-

urement of these substances within single cells. In addition the in-

creased resolution resulting from the shorter wavelength has made
the method useful for examination of those materials that were just

below the limit of resolution with the ordinary microscope in the

visible region.

The source of ultraviolet radiation may be a resonance (cold

cathode) or other type mercury arc, or a metallic spark {e.g., with

rotating cadmium electrodes). Since glass is opaque to short wave-
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length radiation the optics of the microscope and the illuminating

apparatus must be of quartz or other transparent material. Liquid

filters, Christiansen filters, or a monochromator are used to isolate

the desired wavelength. Much of the work has been done at 257

and 275 m/x with monochromatic objectives {20,21), although both

longer and shorter wavelengths have also been used.

Since the eye is insensitive to these wavelengths, focusing of the

microscope must be done indirectly and the results observed from

photographs or from energy measurements on isolated parts of the

image with a photocell or other sensitive instrument. Originally a

fluorescent finder-ocular was used for focusing, or else a number of

pictures were taken by trial and error. The recent improvement of

fluorescent screens makes possible direct focusing in a darkened room

when the observer's eyes are dark-adapted, thus insuring good photo-

micrographs with a minimum of difficulty {22). The mounting

medium, shdes, and cover glasses must be transparent to ultraviolet.

Living tissues are damaged by short wavelength ultraviolet so that

exposures must be kept to the minimum. The eyes of the observer

must be protected from the radiation or a severe conjunctivitis will

result.

Crystals just smaller than can be seen with light have been photo-

graphed for measurement and study of their form with the longer

wavelength radiation at 365 m^t. Since glass is transparent to this

radiation the ordinary microscope may be used {23).

The catoptric microscope has also been used for ultraviolet micros-

copy (Sect. L2) and Brumberg {19) has described the use of a reflect-

ing objective, with revolving filter discs, fluorescent screen, and means

to convert the ultraviolet into visible light so that the object is seen

in color according to the position and nature of its ultraviolet-absorb-

ing bands.

The ultraviolet microscope has been used to examine fine crystal-

loids, silver halide grains, nuclear detail in tissue cells with relation

to the question of genes and enzyme formation, location of proteins

and their concentration changes, regenerating nerve fibers, muscular

dystrophy, bacteria and virus particles, latex, rubber, and emulsions.

Some of the work is done with direct photographs, but the present

tendency is to use the instrument as a spectrophotometer to actually

measure the absorption bands of the specimen. Semiapochromatic

objectives are being designed to focus simultaneously several wave-
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lengths of ultraviolet. Since monochromators are not convenient

sources, research continues toward the improvement of filters for iso-

lating the necessary regions of the spectrum.

Even shorter wavelength radiation could be used for absorption

spectra reasons or to attain still better resolution. Between 200 m.n

and the wavelength region where image formation fails to take place,

however, the radiation is absorbed very strongly, even by air. This

necessitates working in a vacuum; also special photographic emul-

sions must be used. Little exploration has been done in this region

and its possible advantages are unknown, but the difficulties are

rather formidable. A simple X-ray microscope has been proposed

by Hamos and Engstrom {£4)-

This is a specialized field that requires a good knowledge not onlj'

of microscopy but of radiant energy measurements. Ultraviolet

investigations should not be undertaken unless one is prepared to

master a complex and time-consuming technique. The research

program should be planned in advance of procuring equipment.

D. OPAQUE SPECIMENS

1. Direct Illumination

Specimens too dense to transmit any light must be illuminated

from above. When low magnifications are adequate, light can be

reflected onto the specimen with a mirror or prism, or directed onto

the specimen from a small lamp having a focusable lens system to

concentrate the light where it is most useful.

The microscopist of the previous century used a Lieberkiihn mir-

ror surrounding the objective to reflect light from the substage mir-

ror onto the top of the specimen. The Silverman Illuminator added

a Lumiline lamp to the reflector and was very useful. Another help-

ful source has a ring of small lamps that surrounds the objective {58).

A method that is useful for photomicrography of small objects is to

wrap some translucent paper in the shape of a cone around the ob-

jective; by directing the light from one or more lamps onto the out-

side of the cone, a diffused light falls on the specimen and harsh

shadows are avoided. In the case of higher power objectives that

focus so close to the specimens, the methods of Sections D3 and D4 -

become necessary.
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2. The Stereoscopic, Biobjective Microscope

Opaque specimens may be examined to advantage with the stereo-

scopic, biobjective binocular microscope, although it is not limited to

such specimens (c/. Sect. Jl). The microscope (Fig. 3) is really com-

posed of two microscopes, one for each eye. Erecting prisms are

EYEPIECE EYE LENS

Fig. 3. The biobjective, stereoscopic microscope.

included so that the image is not inverted, as with the monobjective

compound microscope, and dissecting operations and other manipula-

tions made on it are normal. Since each eye sees a separate view

from a different angle the microscope shows real stereoscopic depth

and the greatest applications concern observations in which the third

dimension is essential. When the converging angles between the
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objectives and the oculars are the same and the eyes are placed at the

unit plane of the instrument, the image is orthostereoscopic. How-
ever, microscopists often prefer to have the depth emphasized and

the convergence of the objectives is increased to give hj^perstereos-

copy. While in general this is helpful, some distortion does occur

and should be considered in interpreting the image.

The limitation of the instrument arises from the mechanical dif-

ficulty of placing the front lenses of the two objectives close together,

resulting in the numerical aperture's being limited to about 0.12.

With the working rule that for the average eye the useful magnifica-

tion is 1000 N.A., there is no need for greater magnifications than

about 120 to 150 X. In fact they are most useful for specimens seen

at 5 to SOX magnification, because at the lower magnifications more

of the specimen can be seen at one time.

The instruments have means for moving the oculars to accommo-

date the separation of the observer's eyes; also, one eyepiece is usu-

ally separately focusable for individuals with unequal eyes. The in-

strument is focused with a simple rack and pinion since a fine adjust-

ment is unnecessary at these low magnifications. No special skill is

required of the user. It is well to check the instrument occasionally

by looking at a small ruler placed horizontally and then vertically

across the field of view. The edges of the field for each eye (seen when

the other is closed) should be the same. If not, the instrument

should be corrected by the maker or by a competent person. With a

comfortable viewing position and adequate, but not too bright, il-

lumination the microscope can be used for considerable periods of

time without strain.

3. Vertical Illumination

The vertical illuminator (Fig. 4) uses a half-silvered cube or a

coated thin, flat piece of glass mounted at the back of the objective

to reflect light, from a source at the side, through the objective to the

specimen. Light returning from the specimen passes through the re-

flector to the eye. A totally reflecting prism, small enough to cover

only part of the aperture, has also been used. Vertical illuminators

are useful with polished metal surfaces and other specimens of high

reflectivity. Some glare results since the light goes through the ob-

jective in both directions. For best observation antireflection coat-

ings are essential for all glass-air surfaces to reduce the glare. When
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Fig. 4. Light path through microscope with vertical illuminator.

Light from specimen
to ocular

Specime

Fig. 5. Light path for epi-illumiiuition vortical illuminator. (Courtesy Bausch

cfc Loinb OpticaljCo.)
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the surface of the specimen polarizes light, or introduces optical path

differences, polarization or phase equipment assists in obtaining the

best contrast and detail in the image. The vertical illuminator is of

use only with specimens that have adequate reflecting properties

and has attained greatest use in metallurgical microscopy {1,3,4)-

4. Epi-illumination

The epi-illuminator has a condenser built around the objective,

which concentrates the light onto the specimen so that only the light

reflected from the specimen goes through the objective (Fig. 5).

Thus much less glare is involved and specimens with lower reflecting

power can be examined. Special, slender objectives are required and

these may be obtained for all magnifications. For a range of magni-

fications, however, several condensers may be required. Some of the

units are small enough to be used on a revolving nosepiece. Trans-

parent specimens are examined on a black glass or other opaque re-

flecting slide. Insect appendages, tissue circulation, and micro-

organisms have been studied in this way. When the optical appara-

tus is made of materials transparent to ultraviolet, the equipment

can be used for fluorescence and ultraviolet microscopy. Some skill

is required and the method has not yet come into general use {58,65,

66,68).

E. SMALL AND ULTRAMICROSCOPIC SPECLVIENS THAT
SCATTER LIGHT

1. Darkfield Microscopy

Light is concentrated at the specimen by the darkfield condenser

in the form of a hollow cone at such an angle that none enters the ob-

jective unless a specimen is present to change its direction (Figs.

6D, 7A). Small particles that scatter light are readily seen and ma-

terials with large optical path differences show better with darkfield

than those with small path differences.

Two types of darkfield condenser are in general use, the bispheric

and the cardioid. Both have two spherical reflecting surfaces to

control the reflection and concentration of light. A nonspherical

cardioid shape for the outer reflector of the latter type would give

better concentration of light at the specimen, but the difficulties of

grinding such a shape have so far prevented commercial use of the
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design. A simpler, less efficient construction uses a paraboloid mirror

and is useful for less critical microscopy. For elementary work a

center stop having an opaque region of proper diameter {ca. 17 mm.)

can be inserted into the lower part of the microscope condenser.

B

C D
Fig. 6. Comparative cones of light: condenser without

(A) and with (B) immersion oil contact to the sHde; (C) ob-

lique lighting; (D) darkfield lighting.

B

Light from ^Objective

specime
Light from

condenser

Blue 'Objective

Red
Red light from specimenT^-. 3;

Blue light from bockgroundXIi^

Light

Fig. 7. Light path through bispheric, darkfield condenser (A) and through

condenser with optical staining disc (B).

More elaborate condensers have means for focusing the light and

even changing from bright- to darkfield (59). The darkfield con-

denser must have an immersion fluid contact with the under surface

of the slide. With high aperture objectives, it is often necessary to
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insert a stop near the back lens of the objective to decrease its aper-

ture to match that of the condenser.

Parallel light should be used and the condenser must be carefully

centered for uniform illumination. The slides must be very clean

and free from scratches and imperfections and of the thickness for

which the condenser is designed. Colored or stained tissues may be

examined. Particles smaller than the limit of resolution may be

detected when the light is strong enough, although their shape and

size cannot be measured. In fact, the smallness of the particles that

may be detected depends only on the intensity of the light. Very

strong illuminants should be used to make the energy in the center

of the diffraction disc (see Fig. 1) great enough to stimulate the retina

and be seen. Some information as to the number of particles and

their average size may be inferred when the depth of the specimen and

area examined are known. The darkfield microscope is useful for

locating the spirochetes of syphilis in exudates from sores and in the

study of small cellular inclusions and the larger colloidal materials.

Microscopes with built-in, precentered darkfield condensers are avail-

able {57) and most brightfield microscopes can be adapted for dark-

field microscopy by substituting a darkfield condenser in place of the

brightfield condenser. Some practice in centering the equipment and

interpreting the image is required, but the method is useful and not

particularly difficult (4).

2. Ultramicroscopy

The ultramicroscope passes a narrow beam of intense light through

the specimen from one side and the observer sees the specimen by its

Tyndall effect, as with particles in a beam of sunlight. It is useful

for the study of smokes and colloids and requires special equipment

and considerable skill for efficient use (3).

3. Optical Staining

When the central part of the condenser stop is made of a trans-

parent colored material (rather than opaque as in darkfield stops)

and the annulus surrounding it is made of a complementary colored

material (Fig. 7B), reasonably transparent specimens will appear as if

stained by the color of the annulus against a background of the color

of the center stop. Crystals, inclusions, and fairly transparent mi-

croscopic plants and animals may be observed in this manner. Col-
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ored materials have been examined to show the penetration of the dye

and the nature of the parts of the specimen stained. The stops are

available as discs with various color combinations {62), with a metal

form to hold interchangeable colored discs and annuli {58), and as a

complete substage condenser unit {68). The results are spectacular,

but often do not show as much detail as darkfield illumination.

Royer and associates have recently evaluated the method {25).

Optical staining may also be obtained by utilizing the differences

in dispersion of light by regions of the specimen having different re-

fractive indices for colored light of different wavelengths. The speci-

men is mounted in a medium of proper refractive index and illumi-

nated with white light by means of a darkfield condenser. Regions

of different index, or bending power, are then seen in different colors.

Differentiation within tissues and minerals is possible and the method

is useful for locating impurities in pulverized material. The method

is new, although based on known principles, and promises greater

utility with low and medium than with the greatest magnifications

{26). Besides a darkfield condenser, media compatible with the

specimen must be available in a series with small differences in refrac-

tive index, or must be made by mixing as required to bring out the

color differences of the specimen. Both methods permit examination,

of many materials with little or no damage to the specimens.

F. SPECIMENS THAT POLARIZE OR CHANGE
POLARIZED LIGHT

When the direction of vibration of light changes or when the

speed of the light depends on its direction of vibration as it passes

through the specimen, polarization microscopy will be useful. Ordi-

nary light consists of electromagnetic vibrations in all planes at right

angles to the direction of its travel. Some substances polarize the

light that passes through them so that the emergent beam vibrates

in a single plane, or other geometrical form.

Special optical equipment must be added to the ordinary micro-

scope in order to permit the measurement and analysis of the various

changes in light that may be produced by such an object. A polariz-

ing device, called a polarizer, is placed below the microscope con-

denser and another (the analyzer) is placed over the ocular, or within

the body tube of the microscope; at least one of them should be

provided with a scale for measuring angular rotation. The polariz-
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ing material may consist of calcite prisms or a special grade of Polar-

oid. Objectives must be obtained that are free from strain. A rotat-

ing mechanical stage is desirable.

EYEPlEa

SPIRAL FCXUSING RING

FOR AMICI BERTRAND LENS

COARSE FOCUSING ADJUSTMENT

BODY ^E

MICROMETER- TYPE

FINE ADJUSTMENT
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The polarization microscope is used to identify materials, espe-

cially minerals. Materials that possess a single, refractive index are

called isotropic and do not appear different in polarized light. Aniso-

tropic crystals have more than one refractive index and are charac-

terized by having one or more optic axes. From the observation and

measurement of their axes, refractive indices, and crystal habit,

microscopic specimens may be identified by reference to tables of

such data {3,27a,30a).

Birefringent objects, and materials that become so under strain,

can be studied by the polarization colors they form, either with or

without retardation plates, quartz wedges, and other compensators.

The changes in birefringence with function, as the contraction of

muscle fibrils, may also be studied in this way. The membrane sur-

rounding red blood cells has been measured with the aid of a special

comparison polarization microscope {27h). Liquids that contain

asymmetrical particles become birefringent when forced to flow

through a capillary tube, or to move so as to orient the particles.

Solutions of proteins, myosin, tobacco mosaic virus, hemocyanins,

fibrinogen, and other materials have been studied with the polarizing

microscope {28). Skeletal elements of many organisms, fibers, hairs,

and many tissues of plants and animals are birefringent and the polari-

zation microscope is useful for their identification and analysis

{3, 6 (3rd ed.), 29, 30).

A qualitative study of the images formed by anisotropic or bire-

fringent specimens requires only a minimum of equipment and train-

ing, but the use of a polarizing microscope as an analytical tool re-

quires considerable experience and skill.

G. FLUORESCENT AND PHOSPHORESCENT SPECIMENS

Many materials absorb one wavelength of radiation and reradiate

the energy at another, usually longer, wavelength. Such specimens,

when irradiated with invisible ultraviolet, may be seen by means of

the visible fluorescence emitted. Other materials may be treated

with selectively absorbable fluorescent chemicals, which is analogous

to a staining procedure, or a combination of fluorescent chemicals

and nonfluorescent dyes may be used {31a). Proteins and many
materials of natural occurrence are fluorescent. Great contrast may
be obtained with bacteria so that they appear bright and self-luminous

against a dark background, e.g., the identification of tuberculosis and
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other acid-fast bacteria {31, p. 452), and for detecting important

chemicals like riboflavin and vitamin A. Some observers believe

malignant tissues may be identified with the fluorescence microscope

(32).

Since long wavelength ultraviolet is transmitted by optical glass

down to about 310 mju an ordinary microscope may be used. For

work with shorter wavelength radiation a quartz or Corex condenser

is required. The carbon arc is the strongest ultraviolet source, al-

though for many studies the mercury arc or the tungsten lamp may be

used. Filters are used to remove the visible light.

Two methods are used. One method employs a darkfield condenser

so that none of the ultraviolet can pass directly into the objective.

The resulting fluorescence usually is less bright; the observer's eye

must be well dark-adapted and the observations made in a darkened

room. Photographic exposures may require hours.

The other method uses the crossed filter technique. A filter that

transmits only the radiation to be absorbed {e.g., blue or ultraviolet)

is placed over the source; the eyepiece filter {e.g., yellow filter) does

not transmit this direct radiation from the source, but will let through

the fluorescent light. This procedure gives brighter images and

makes possible shorter exposures. When the fluorescence involves

all colors, the filter on the source must not transmit any visual light.

Since some ultraviolet will pass through the microscope, an ultra-

violet-absorbing filter should be used to protect the eye and is required

when photographs are made because many emulsions are more sensi-

tive to short wavelength radiation. The lens of the eye fluoresces

and obscures vision when such a protective filter is not used. Fluo-

rite fluoresces so that apochromatic and fluorite objectives are less

satisfactory than achromatic objectives. The mounting medium

and the immersion oil used must be nonfluorescing, which disqualifies

cedar oil, balsam, and many of the usual materials that fluoresce

strongly. Glycerin is a good mounting medium and some of the

modern synthetic immersion oils are suitable.

The need for a darkened room and dark-adapted eyes restricts

fluorescence microscopy and the observations may be time-consum-

ing, since some of the phenomena are transient. The image is not

too bright and longer photographic exposures are required. The

method offers a promising field for the investigator desiring to work

in a realm with few known rules and guideposts and relatively un-

known possibilities {31-33).
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When the Hght is emitted for a short period after the exciting

radiation is turned off the material is called phosphorescent; a micro-

scope for the examination of such specimens has been designed by
Harvey and Chase {34)-

H. SURFACE IRREGULARITIES AND OPTICAL
NONUNIFORMITY OF SPECIMENS—INTERFERENCE

MICROSCOPY

Two plane-parallel pieces of glass in perfect contact will show only

a uniform color when monochromatic light is passed through them,

but, when the surfaces are not in uniform contact, interference

fringes are seen around any imperfect region ; when the two surfaces

are inclined to each other interference bands become visible. The
fringes are due to the combination of the light waves from the multi-

ple reflections {S8). Brighter fringes are seen when the two reflecting

siu'faces are covered with a partially transparent film of silver, plat-

inum, or other good reflector. Interference methods are useful for

the measurement of surface irregularities, small displacements, and

inhomogeneities in transparent material and are generally used for

precise measurements in the testing of optical elements and with gage

blocks. A special interference microscope has been made for the

examination of metal and other highly reflecting surfaces (68).

Microscope fine adjustments are calibrated with an interferometer

{1; cf. Sect. L3).

A multiple beam method has been used by Tolansky (35) for

the examination of crystal surfaces and extended to biological sur-

faces by Greenham (36), who pictures the cuticular surface of an

apple leaf. Merton (37) reported that it was unnecessary to use

expensive optical flats, since selected pieces of glass or plastic films

could be partially platinized and used. The specimen is mounted

between two pieces of platinized glass, or plastic and glass, and ex-

amined with a brightfield microscope using monochromatic light.

The distribution and shape of the interference fringes indicate the

structure of the specimen. The optical path is 2 tn cos 6 where t is

the distance between the plates, n is the refractive index, and 6 is

the angle made by the rays with the normal. Thickness is obtained

by counting the number of fringes; N fringes denote a thickness of

NX/2. Broader fringes were obtained when the lower side of the sup-

port plate was a ground surface that revealed considerable detail

within the transparent specimens.
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A brightfield microscope without the condenser is used with mono-
chromatic light from a sodium or mercury arc (screened with proper

filters to isolate the line desired) , or tungsten light with an interference

filter {e.g., 555 mn) (63), for the examination of the specimen mounted
between suitable plates with partially metallized surfaces. Merton

states that for practical purposes the method is hmited to a specimen

a few microns thick, but this will actually depend on the transparency

and optical path differences in the specimen. Surface details and

internal detail due to optical path differences may be visualized with

the interference microscope, but it has been too little used with biolog-

ical materials to suggest what will be its ultimate contributions and

limitations.

I. TRANSPARENT AND SLIGHTLY ABSORBING
SPECIMENS—PHASE MICROSCOPY

Phase microscopy utilizes optical path and absorption differences

in the microscope to increase or decrease, or reverse and increase or

decrease, the contrast in the image from transparent specimens hav-

ing optical path differences, or of low absorption contrast (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Wheat chromosomes stained with acetocarmine: (A) brightfield

microscope; (B) dark contrast; (C) bright contrast; (D) bright contrast plus

red filter with phase microscope.

The method is applicable to living unstained cells and tissues, crystals,

colloids, natural and artificial fibers, surface and internal detail of

glass and plastics, minerals, stained or colored materials of low con-

trast, and replicas of surfaces (39,40).
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Light waves passing through an optically denser medium as at C in

Figure 10 are slowed with respect to those not passing through the denser me-
dium, but the difference does not affect the eye or photographic plate. An ab-

sorption difference such as E does not alter the phase relations but changes

the amplitude and is visible. An annular tliai)hragm, K, is placed in the

condenser of the phase microscope and an image of its illuminated opening is

formed at the back focal plane, J', of the objective. At this plane is placed

a diffraction plate which may consist of either {1) a thin layer of metal

and/or dielectric, as at F, of proper size to cover this image of K (conjugate

area), or {2) a complementary area of similar composition as depicted at /,

Annular diaphragm Dielectric

€1^
Diffraction plate / Light waves

k i I HG F / A!/l\/!\/V7VA /?!! '

kMetal ^/WW^'

P CD<<

o'
N P

Fig. 10. Diagram of the phase microscope {57).

or (S) some desired combinations of the / and F type distributions as shown

at G and H. When a specimen is placed on the phase microscope it diffracts

light; this deviated light passes through the entire objective, while the un-

deviated light must pass only through the conjugate area. The diffraction

plate thus has a differential effect on the light. When the image is formed by

the combination of all the separate rays from the specimen and its back-

ground, light vibrations of the same phase and amplitude, R, add to give in-

creased brightness; likewise those of opposite phase and amplitude, S, pro-

duce darkness. Intermediate phases and amplitudes combine to give grays.

Diffraction plates of the A+ and B+ types give bright contrast, as regions

of greater optical path appear brighter than those of lesser path and con-

versely, the A— and B— plates show the regions of greater path as darker.

By changing plates having different thicknesses of absorbing metal and/or

retarding dielectric layers, the image contrast may be changed to optimum

for any given specimen. Further explanation of the theory requires mathe-

matical analysis, which is available elsewhere together with a history of the

method {39).
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The microscope requires no special skill for its use. An auxiliary

telescope is used in place of the eyepiece while viewing the diffraction

plate in the objective for the purpose of centering the microscope con-

denser and the annular diaphragm. On replacing the eyepiece the in-

strument is ready for use. A microscope illuminator with a focusing

lens system is desirable and for greatest contrast monochromatic

light is preferable. For many materials and living cells good bright

contrast is obtained with a 0.2A -f- 0.25X diffraction plate and dark

contrast with a 0.2A — 0.25X plate. Increased contrast can be ob-

tained with the 0.14A + 0.25X and 0.14A - 0.25X plates and greater

contrast obtained with lower transmission plates of 0.07A ± 0.25X,

especially with very small specimens. The IB — 0.25X diffraction

plate is useful with supravitally stained preparations, Feulgen stains,

and with colored or absorbing material of low contrast. Sudan-

black-stained material shows with the greater dark contrast 2.5B —

0.25X plate, as do plant chromosomes and yeast cells. For special

applications plates of other than a quarter wavelength retardation

give better contrast {57). Some specimens show better with bright

or dark contrast, some equally well with either and some show detail

with one not seen with the other. Likewise some observers may pre-

fer to use bright or dark contrast. Dark contrast more nearly re-

sembles stained material and is helpful for measuring. Bright con-

trast seems better for counting. Bright contrast will reveal the pres-

ence of smaller objects when the intensity of the light is adequate and

is useful for stereophotomicrographs UOb). Color contrast may be

added to phase contrast (Fig. 9). Some experience with the equip-

ment is necessary for its efficient use and a proper understanding of the

image.

Specimens with small optical path differences are better than those

with large optical path differences for phase microscopy. In fact

it is often possible to improve the contrast by varying the optical

path with media of slightly different refractive indices. Specimens

with large path differences or with good color contrast are better

examined w^th other microscopic methods. The phase microscope

has made possible the direct examination of both transparent and

low absorption contrast specimens that hitherto could be examined

only by staining and other indirect methods. Even though it has

been used only for a short period of time, advances are being reported

in biology, medicine, and industry (38-40,67,58,60,68).
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J. SPECIMENS THAT REQUIRE MANIPULATION

1. Microdissection, Microincineration, and Radioauto;i^ra]>hs

Equipment for manipulation of materials under the various powers

of the microscope varies from a simple mechanically controlled tool

mounted on a base with three mutually perpendicular rack and pinion

movements to elaborate controls for needles, knives, or pipets. Some
work on a pantograph principle and others have hydraulic controls.

The equipment may be adjustable so that the full movement of a con-

trol may include only the diameter of the field of view at the magnifi-

cation used. The equipment is useful for dissection, exploration of

structure, injecting or placing materials and reagents, and still other

procedures possible only with high magnifications. Special chambers

are required to maintain the proper humidity and temperature for

work w4th living tissues. The simplest equipment may be home-
made and require little skill and practice for isolating bacteria, yeasts,

and spores (4i)- More elaborate equipment requires considerable

skill and experience for its efficient use as well as in making the micro-

needles and other tools used with it {6, p. 62). Microincineration of

tissues on quartz or hard glass slides is possible in a small furnace and

the location and identification of mineral components may be de-

termined with chemical and other micromethods. Owing to the

fragility of the specimens considerable skill and care are required of

the microscopist (4,4^)-

The location of radioactive materials and tagged chemicals in

tissues (see also Chapter XVII) may be accomplished by placing

the tissue section on a photographic emulsion long enough for the

particles, or rays, to affect the plate, developing the plate, and cor-

relating the traces in the emulsion with their origins in the cells of the

tissue. The phase and darkfield microscopes offer promise in this

new and difficult field of microscopy (43) . Useful techniques should

include stereophotomicrographs for the lower magnifications with

sufficient depth of fields, or divided, double exposures on the same
film with part of the exposure at the level of the tracks and part at

the level of the tissue. Nonstereoscopic pairs of tracks and of tissue

can be superimposed with the stereoscope to aid in locating the origin

of the tracks.

The last two methods require that the microscopist be skilled in

preparing and sectioning the material as well as in its interpretation.
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2. Stereoscopic and Inverted Microscopes

The stereoscopic, biobjective microscope described in Section D2
is especially well adapted for manipulation of materials for examina-

tion at magnifications up to about 50 X. Although these instru-

ments are customarily furnished with the usual stand and a large

glass stage, they may also be used either directly on the table by re-

moving the base, or mounted on a long arm attached to a pedestal, or

mounted on a base board.

For the study and microdissection of tissue cultures and for large,

heavy specimens an inverted microscope may be more convenient

(Fig. 11). The specimen is placed on the stage and its underside ex-

Fig. 11. Diagram of an inverted microscope.

amined by the objective, with a prism at the base to reflect the light

from the specimen up through the ocular to the observer. For trans-

parent specimens a mirror and condenser are mounted above the

specimen to reflect light through it to the objective. Special metallo-

graphic microscopes are available for the examination of metal sur-

faces and include a light source with vertical illuminator, inverted

microscope, and camera.
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K. INACCESSIBLE SPECIMENS AND SPECIALIZED
MICROSCOPES

The laboratory type and the more generally used special micro-

scopes have been described. There are other kinds that should be

mentioned with reference to their adaptations to special problems.

Folding pocket microscopes, for example, are convenient for field

work and vary in size and equipment from a simple pocket instru-

ment of limited magnification to folding microscopes with a nose-

piece and three objectives that fit into small carrying cases.

Many kinds of microscopes have been built for such special uses

as the observation of the interior of body cavities. Some endoscopic

instruments with low magnifying power have prisms for seeing around

corners, e.g., gastroscopes, laryngoscopes, etc. Capillary micro-

scopes are used to examine changes in the capillaries of the finger

(65,68) . A cathetometer consists of a microscope mounted on a ver-

tical moving member and provided with a scale and vernier for meas-

uring small distances, e.g., of growing organisms (11a). Other

mountings move the microscope body horizontally and are used for

measuring spectrograms, verifying scales, and measuring short dis-

tances (64)- Some microscopes have elaborate, calibrated stage

mechanisms for holding specimens and turning them for the measure-

ment of angles or distances as in the Toolmaker microscope (64)-

Universal microscopes include built-in light sources and various

special microscope bodies may be used on them interchangeably

(65,68).

Microprojectors consist of a microscope and light source for pro-

jecting the image onto a screen. The smaller ones have tungsten

lights and the larger ones are provided with intense carbon or mercury

arcs. Industrial microprojectors usually have a self-contained screen

and may have scales for use on the image as in contour projectors.

For work at high magnification it is necessary to design the equip-

ment for freedom from vibration and it is desirable to have better

control with slower focusing motions. Notable designs for horizon-

tal microscopes have been described by Lucas (44) and by Graton

and Dane (45). Harvey (46) designed a combined centrifuge and

microscope to observe the specimen during centrifugation.
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L. USEFUL ACCESSORY EQUIPMENT AND RECORDING
METHODS

1. Illumination and Its Importance

No matter how excellent the microscope, detail can be seen only

when the illumination is equally excellent. What may be seen with

the microscope, true or false, depends on proper lighting. Daylight

is too uncertain for microscopy and has been replaced by electric

illuminators. These may be divided into two classes: (1) illumi-

nated surfaces and (2) lens systems for concentrating the light. With

the former, the lamp, mirror, and condenser of the microscope are

arranged so that both the field of view and the back lens of the objec-

tive, seen on removing the ocular, are uniformly tilled with light.

If the microscope has no condenser, one uses the concave mirror and

moves the lamp to the distance from the microscope that fills the

field with light.

Lamps with an iris diaphragm and lens system are essential for the

best illumination of the microscope for comfortable vision and to fill

the aperture of the objective for full resolution without glare. With

the coiled-coil filament lamps {e.g., CC-13 filament), the lamp con-

denser is focused to give an image of the filament coils on the iris

of the microscope condenser; then the microscope condenser is ad-

justed to bring the diaphragm of the lamp condenser into focus on the

specimen and finally the microscope condenser aperture is opened

until the back lens of the objective is just filled with light. This

method of adjustment often is called Kohler's method.

When the light source is large and sufficiently uniform to fill both

the field and the back aperture of the objective with light, the lamp

condenser may be focused to infinity (for practical purposes the fila-

ment is focused on a wall ten or so feet away) and the microscope

condenser adjusted to focus the filament on the specimen. This

method is called "critical" illumination, although it is actually no

more critical than Kohler's and other methods (10,47). This method

should be used for darkfi.eld and fluorescence microscopy and for op-

tical staining.

Tungsten filament lamps are good light sources. The ribbon fila-

ment type gives the most uniform illumination. Since the entire

ribbon may not be imaged on the condenser and usually does not oper-

ate at as high a color temperature, it actually gives less light than the

coiled-coil type filaments. Of the latter, more of the CC-13 filament
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can be imaged in the microscope than of anj^ other shaped filaments

so that its ilkiminating efficiency is higher. Lamps of the same type

of filament with longer lives burn at lower temperatures and give both

yellower and less light than those burning at higher temperatures

with correspondingly shorter lives.

The carbon arc is the brightest artificial source available and

suitable for microscopy. Its disadvantages stem from the frequent

carbon replacement and a certain amount of necessary continuous

adjustment. With automatic line voltage control and dry carbon

arcs much of this difficulty may be avoided. The zirconium arc is

less bright than the carbon arc and brighter than tungsten filament

lamps. The light from it is very uniform but special lenses are neces-

sary to magnify its small area and special equipment is required to

control the electrical supply. Heat-absorbing glass should be placed

between an intense source and the microscope to protect living or-

ganisms.

2. Accessory and S}3ecial Eqiiipnieiit

A back surface plane mirror gives two images, a weak one from

the front glass surface and a strong one from the silvered surface.

When this double image is objectionable in critical microscopy, it can

be avoided by using a prism, or a front-surfaced mirror, mounted in

place of the usual mirror.

The concave mirror, used without a condenser, does not give a

wide enough cone of light to illuminate fully the aperture of other than

low power objectives. A condenser and the plane mirror should be

used with all objectives having a numerical aperture greater than

0.25. Unless the aperture of the objective is filled with light it will

not resolve the optimum detail otherwise possible. The better con-

densers are corrected for aplanatism (coma and spherical aberration)

and for chromatic aberration. Corrected condensers should be pro-

vided with centering mounts, unless these are built into the micro-

scope substage.

Dry objectives of large numerical aperture are sensitive to spheri-

cal aberration arising from cover glasses of other than the standard

0.18 mm. thickness. They should have a correcting collar or be used

with an adjustable draw tube, or with a tube length corrector. Im-

mersion lenses are less sensitive to cover glass thickness because of the

homogeneous oil contact, but the dispersion of the cover glass may
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affect the image and it is preferable in critical microscopy to correct

for any residual aberration.

When a specimen is mounted in a denser medium than air, a

medium of the same refractive index should be used both bet^^een

the condenser and the slide and between the cover glass and the ob-

jective; otherwise, the numerical aperture may be limited to unity

with a corresponding restriction on the resolution. For objectives of

greater aperture, the immersion fluid for which they were designed

(water, glycerin, or an oil of the same index as the glass) must be

used (Fig. 6A-B).

During the early nineteenth century catoptric, or reflecting, ob-

jectives were preferred to those made with lenses. Curved mirrors

were used in place of lenses. At that time achromatic lenses were

not yet available and microscopists probably could do better with the

reflecting objectives. Mirrors do not have chromatic aberration and

so are in focus for infrared light and for ultraviolet. The use of mir-

rors of aspheric shape avoids spherical aberration and wdth a suit-

able metal surface short wavelength radiation may be used with a

corresponding gain in resolution. Some light loss occurs at the open-

ing in the mirror to pass the light on to the ocular, or from the second

mirror used in the system. At present there is a return in interest to

the possibilities of reflecting microscopes (19,48-51).

The binocular body is more comfortable, since the work of seeing

is shared by both eyes, but does not usually give a stereoscopic image,

because each eye sees the same identical image. A stereoscopic ef-

fect of depth may be obtained (1) by setting the interpupillary dis-

tance so that the iris of each eye cuts off half of the light from the ocu-

lar, (^) by placing stops within the prism system to accomplish the

same effect, or (3) by using D-shaped stops over the eye points (Rams-

den discs) of the oculars. Other methods involve placing a prism over

a lateral half of the back aperture of the objective, so arranged that

the light from each half goes to opposite eyes, or by a Polaroid disc

with lateral halves having polarizing axes at 90° to each other and

Polaroid eyepiece filters adjusted so that each eye sees the light com-

ing from one-half of the objective (58). The half-aperture methods

reduce the resolving power by one-half, which may or may not be

significant, depending on the fineness of detail being observed.

Huygenian oculars give a bright image that has distortion at the

edge of the field and should not be used for measuring and drawing of

detail much beyond the center of the field. Compensating oculars
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and positive oculars are practically distortion-free, but often have

too much curvature of field for photomicrograph3^ Special oculars

are available and should be used for projection, photography, and

special applications. A comparison ocular with a split field may be

placed over two microscopes when close comparisons are required.

The demonstration ocular makes simultaneous observation possible

for two observers.

Microspectroscopes have been designed for use with the micro-

scope (3,4,52) and microcolorimetry and refractometry are also pos-

sible {3,4,53).

Once a detail is located on a slide, it may be important to mark its

place so that it may be found another time. This can be done crudely

with a drop of ink just below the object, but better by recording the

coordinates of a graduated mechanical stage, or by replacing the ob-

ject slide with a Maltwood Finder or other slide having numbered

squares on it and then recording its position number; reversing the

process leads one back to the same area on the specimen. Other

useful methods mark the cover glass over the specimen {54)-

3. Counting and Measuring

A ruled scale placed in the eyepiece with the ruled side next to the

top of the diaphragm is seen superimposed on the image of the speci-

men and may be used for counting or measuring. The value of the

scale unit depends on the magnification of the ocular and objective

and is obtained by calibration with a stage micrometer. Any change

of the magnification resulting from substituted optics, readjustment

of the draw tube of the microscope, or of the interpupillary distance

when inclined ocular tubes are present will change the unit value and

require recalibration. With an adjustable draw tube the distance

subtended by the reticule scale can be changed, within limits, to give

convenient integral values. Since the spherical aberration is changed

with the change in tube length, this method of adjustment should not

be used for critical purposes.

Filar, or screw eyepieces may be obtained with movable scales

for precision measuring. Measurement can be made also with a

mechanical stage with graduated scales. A special integrating me-

chanical stage with several movements may be used for estimating

percentage composition of a specimen by means of area and/or vol-

ume determinations.
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Fine adjustments of microscopes are calibrated for measuring

vertical distances, but limitations arise in the depth of focus of the

objective and the precision of the fine adjustment. To avoid hys-

teresis and other errors in the mechanism, the measurement must

always be made in the same direction, i.e., either up or down. When
precision measurement is required, the fine adjustment should be

calibrated with an interferometer {1, p. 194). The additional use of

long levers and protractors to give finer readings or movements may
be misleading in that they can exceed the precision of the fine ad-

justment. When the specimen is in a medium of different refractive

index than air the apparent thickness must be multiplied by the index

of the medium to get the tine thickness.

When a suspension containing particles is placed in a cell of known
thickness, counts per unit volume may be made from knowing the

area of the field of view or with a net ocular reticule. The Whipple

disc is useful both for counts and for estimating percentage composi-

tion. Another method uses a chamber of known depth that has a

scale ruled on its base as in the familiar hemocytometer used for

blood counting. Various rulings are available and the chambers may
be purchased with various depths. Counting and measuring require

care, careful calibration, and proper enumeration and evaluation of

possible errors. Studies on the errors of blood counting are useful in

suggesting appropriate procedures for other types of counts {55).

4. Drawing, Projection, and Records

Good records are a necessary part of any research and those from

observations with the microscope may be made by drawing or photog-

raphy. A prism or a mirror can be mounted over the ocular, the

image projected onto a drawing surface and the outline filled in with

as much detail as desired. The "camera lucida" may be used to

view the drawing surface and the microscope image simultaneously

and is helpful for drawing records. The drawing surfaces should be

level to avoid distortion. It is desirable to test the drawing arrange-

ment by sketching a hemocytometer ruhng, stage micrometer, or

other known pattern to make certain that distortion is avoided.

This is important when the outlines are made on wax plates or other

materials that are to be combined later to give solid reconstruction

models {4,56).

Photomicrographic records can be made usinr; a light-sensitive

plate or film instead of drawing paper and a canun-a or other dark
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enclosure between the microscope ocular and the film. With color

filters and color-sensitive emulsions, c()nsideraV)le flexihility can be

had in photographic records for the emphasis of important details

and the suppression of others. The greater the knowledge of both

microscopy and photography the better will be the records; of the

two a knowledge of microscopy is more important since the usual

principles of photography apply {7,10).
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A. FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY

1. Fundamentals of the Instrument

The electron microscope is an instrument developed by physicists

and electronic engineers as a solution to a long-standing problem of

the designers of optical microscopes. Over seventy years ago Ernst

Abbe pointed out that it was not the lack of perfection in the lenses

of the microscope that imposed the ultimate hmitation on its resolv-

381
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ing power but rather that the light used, being periodic in nature,

obeyed the laws of diffraction. On calculating the diffraction effects

for a microscope, Abbe found that it was incapable of resolving details

in the object separated by much less than half the wavelength of the

illumination used. While there has been much discussion in the

literature as to the precise meaning of Abbe's theory, and as to the

exact method by which it should be applied, the fact remains that his

well known formula d = 0.61X/(n sin a) provides a reasonably ac-

curate estimate of the resolving power of a microscope system (n is the

refractive index of the medium in which the object is placed, a is the

angle subtended at a point in the specimen by a radius of the objec-

tive, and X is the wavelength of the light used) . The common param-

eters for an optical microscope using visible light and a good oil

immersion objective lead to a resolving power of approximately 0.2

M (2000 A.). If we standardize on 0.2 mm. as the resolving power of

an unaided eye at a viewing distance of 25 cm., it is apparent that

the useful magnification of such a system is approximately 1000 X.
It is immediately obvious that there are many structures found

in nature that are beyond the resolving power of such a microscope

—

the finer structures of cells and bacteria, the entire particle in the

case of a virus or a large molecule, have dimensions that lie below

200 m/x (2000 A.). At the same time many of these materials have

heterogeneous physical structures that cannot be investigated at all

successfully by any of the indirect statistical techniques of biochem-

istrj^ and biophysics.

Owing to the natural limitations of refractive materials it has

has not been possible to make any outstanding increase in the resolv-

ing power by increasing the numerical aperture of the objective

system. The remaining possibility, that of using a radiation with a

shorter wavelength, was exploited very shortly after Abbe's work.

Unfortunately, here too the properties of existing refractive materials

have prevented the use of radiation beyond the ultraviolet region.

With the ultraviolet microscope resolving powers of better than

1000 A. or, in other words, useful magnifications greater than 2000X
are not possible. This was indeed a small gain compared to the two

orders of magnitude that were really desirable.

The electronic solution of the problem came through a rather in-

volved series of developments by physicists who were primarily

interested in the study of the properties of electrons and electron

beams. By the year 1924, it was well known that cathode ray beams
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produced in discharge tubes or obtained by applying a high positive

potential to an electrode near the tungsten filament heated to incan-

descence consisted of corpuscles of negative electricity known as

electrons. It was also known that those electrons could be deflected

by a transverse magnetic or electrostatic field and that the electric

fields produced between coaxial cylinders or the magnetic field

produced by a current passing through a coil of wire wound coaxially

with the electron stream would concentrate the beam into a small

point. While the literature contained some casual remarks concern-

ing the striking similarity between the behavior of the cathode ray

streams in such magnetic or electrostatic fields and rays of light

traveling through a lens system, the real significance of the similarity

was not realized until some years later.

In 1924, however, de Broglie predicted theoretically that a moving
electron should have a periodicity associated with it. This meant
that there could be assigned to a moving electron a wavelength

having a value given by the formula X = (150/T^)'^', where X is the

Avavelength in Angstroms (10~* cm.) and V is a measure, in volts, of

the velocity of the electron. Thus, electrons accelerated by 60,000

V. will have a wavelength of 0.05 A., which is only 1/100,000th that

of visible light. This idea was developed theoretically and became
the basis of our modern quantum mechanics. The correctness of

de Broglie's theory was demonstrated experimentally by G. P.

Thompson and by Davidson and Germer around 1927. These

workers also measured the wavelength of the electron stream and

showed that it agreed with de Broglie's calculations.

Almost simultaneously with these developments, H. Busch was
working on the action of a rotationally symmetrical magnetic field

on an electron beam traveling along the axis of symmetry and in

1926 and 1927 published papers demonstrating that such magnetic

or electrostatic fields acted as true lenses, i.e., they were capable

of transforming a beam of electrons diverging from a point on the

axis of symmetry of the system into a beam converging to or diverging

from a second point on the same axis. He also showed that one could

define focal lengths for such lenses and that they could be expressed

in a form identical with that already in use for optical lenses.

In pointing out that a rotationally symmetrical electric or magnetic

field was a true electronic lens, Busch initiated the science of electron

optics. Very shortly afterward other workers showed theoretically

that the analogy between electron optics and light optics was quite
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complete and, in fact, stemmed from the basic analogy between opti-

cal and mechanical systems first published by W. R. Hamilton many
years earlier. The fundamental and practical significance of this

theory is that electron-optical counterparts of all optical instruments

are physically possible. Applied to the microscope it leads imme-
diately to the possibility of building an electron microscope. Sim-

ilarly the theoretical resolving power of such an instrument would be

LIGHT SOURCE

CONDENSER LENS

OBJECTIVE LENS

L

PROJECTOR LENS
(EYEPIECE)

OBSERVATION SCREEN
(PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATE)

ELECTRON SOURCE

MAGNETIC CONDENSER

MAGNETIC OBJECTIVE

INTERMEDIATE IMAGE
PROJECTOR

SECOND STAGE
MAGNIFIED IMAGE

Fig. 1. Simplified diagram showing analogy between

optical systems of light and electron microscopes.

determined by Abbe's formula and hence, because of the short wave-

length of electrons, would be very high. There were, however, in-

numerable technical difficulties to be overcome before such resolving

powder could be realized and even today, when the resolving power of

the electron microscope is as much as 200 times greater than that of a

light microscope, the theoretical possibilities of an electron beam are

by no means fully utilized.

The first attempt to build a high resolving power electron micro-

scope for the examination of materials that were not themselves

electron emitters was made by M. Knoll and E. Ruska in 1932. In

1935, E. Driest and H. 0. Miiller, working with another instrument
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built by E. Ruska, achieved a resolving power somewhat greater than

that possible with the light microscope. The development was con-

tinued until by 1940 resolving powers of 20 A. had been achieved

by a number of workers and electron microscopes were made avail-

able commercially. Further improvements in the resolving power

were not forthcoming until, in the latter part of 1945, the present

writer designed a special objective able to resolve approximately

10 A. (Im/x).

As would be expected from the preceding, the electron microscope

is quite analogous to the light microscope as far as the arrangement

of its lens system is concerned (see Fig. 1). However, in its physical

structure, it is an entirely different instrument. Figure 2 is a photo-

graph of a modern electron microscope, while Figure 3 is a somewhat

simplified schematic cross section of this instrument. The most ob-

vious physical characteristic of an electron microscope is that the

entire lens system including the specimen and the photographic plate

or film is enclosed in a high vacuum chamber. In view of the fact

that it is necessary to align the lenses, to position the specimen, to

manipulate the shutter and photographic plate in the vacuum cham-

ber, and at the same time to be able to gain easy access to the inside

of that chamber for replacing the specimen or replacing a photo-

graphic plate, a very special type of structure is necessary. Fur-

thermore, it is necessar}^ to provide a fast pumping system, which

will exliaust the air rapidly from the instrument after changing the

specimen or plate and keep it exhausted during its operation. As

little as ten years ago, many of the vacuum techniques used in the

electron microscope at the present time were not possible, even in the

laboratory, but fortunately—due to the simultaneous development

of such techniques for many other purposes—they have now become

routine and seldom provide any great difficulty.

A complete description of the electron microscope and the details

of the construction of its various components cannot be given here.

These can be found in any of the general references. There are, how-

ever, a number of points in connection with the operation of the

electron microscope that should be given in order to clarify the

understanding of its use. For instance, the lenses used do not have

fixed focal lengths, particularly in the case of those instruments using

magnetic lenses. Since the focal length of the magnetic lens is

controlled by the strength of the field produced in the lens

and that in turn is controlled by the current passing through
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Fig. 2. Photograph of a modern electron microscope with doors and covers

open, showing actual operating components.

the exciting winding, the operator can vary the focal length of such

a lens over a wide range. This means that it is not necessary to

move the lenses of an electron microscope to focus the instrument.

Nor is it necessary to replace eye lenses or objectives if different
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magnifications are desired. Similarly, the substagc condenser, unlike

its light-optical counterpart, is not usually provided with an iris

diaphragm. Nevertheless, the angular aperture of the illumination

can be controlled over a wide range of values by varying its focal

length. The magnification of the objective of an electron micro-

scope is a fixed quantity determined by the positions of the specimen,

objective lens, and projection lens. On the other hand, the mag-
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Fig. 3. Simplified cross section of magnetic type of electron microscope.

nification of the projection lens can be varied over a wide range by

adjusting the current in the exciting coil. The available range may
be as much as 4 to 1. If a greater range of magnification is desired,

they can be achieved by replacing the polepieces of the projection

lens or through the provision of a third lens, which—when varied

appropriately in conjunction with the normal projection lens—can

provide variations in magnification over a range of 500 to 1.

In the light microscope all of the useful magnification is usually

obtained directly in the instrument. In the electron microscope this

is seldom done for a number of purely technical reasons. The first

of these is that at the highest magnifications the field of view is
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extremely small unless the instrument is provided with a very large

final viewing screen and photographic chamber. Since the intensity

of the image varies inversely as the square of the magnification, it is

exceedingly low at very high magnifications for illumination inten-

sities the specimen can tolerate. This results in poor visibility for

visual observation and extremely long exposures for photographic

work. In the case of magnetic instruments, the latter requires the

provision of power supplies that remain sufficiently constant over

such long periods. For these reasons and other less important ones,

the magnification obtained electronically is usually kept at the

loivest value consistent with the retention in the final micrograph of

the resolving power provided by the objective lens. Practical in-

strumental magnifications in electron microscopes seldom exceed

30,000X and may run as low as 1000 X. Since the finest details of

these images cannot be resolved with the unaided eye, it is customary

to magnify the visible image optically for focusing the instrument.

The photographic recording of the image without loss of details is

accomplished by the use of a fine grain photographic emulsion.

From the known resolving power of the photographic emulsion and
the resolving power desired in the material under investigation, it is

a simple matter to calculate the yninimiini practical instrumental

magnification.

Another important difference between light and electron micro-

scopes is in their depths of field. As can be seen from Abbe's formula,

in the light microscope the angular aperture of the objective is made
as large as possible in order to achieve the highest resolving power.

However, since the depth of field of a microscope is determined by
the expression D = 2f//tan a (D is the depth of field, d the desired

resolving power, and a the angular aperture of the objective) it can

be seen that the depth of field of the light microscope where a is

nearly t/2 radians is extremely shallow. In fact, the depth of field

for high power light microscope objectives is usually less than the

resolving power of the instrument. This means that all the prep-

arations under examination must be very accurately in one plane if

the image is to be in focus at all points. Conversely information

regarding a "thick" specimen can be obtained with the light micro-

scope by manipulating the fine focus control during visual observa-

tion. Such information cannot be recorded in a single photographic

record, a fact that explains the conclusion that a photomicrograph
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is not as satisfactory as direct observation through a lij2;ht micro-

scope. In the electron microscope, however, the angular aperture

of the objective is usually very small, less than 0.01 radian. Thus,

in the electron microscope the depth of field is correspondingly large

and may be several microns for work requiring moderately good re-

solving power. This is actually an important advantage for the

electron microscope since, for any specimen suitable for examination

in the electron microscope, the entire field of view is in focus even

though it may have considerable depth. As a result of this and

because of other technical reasons electron micrographs, that is,

photographically recorded electron microscope images, usually con-

tain more information than the images made visible by means of a

fluorescent screen. This also makes it possible to obtain stereoscopic

images providing three-dimensional pictures of the specimen at the

highest magnifications. Unfortunately, because all techniques in

light microscopy have been developed with these limitations in mind,

it will be necessary to develop new techniques before the full useful-

ness of the electron microscope in this extra dimension can be

realized. Nevertheless, it is a point that the present or prospective

users of an electron microscope should keep in mind, because very

often, even wdth available techniques, it is possible to obtain micro-

graphs with the electron microscope that show a manifold improve-

ment over those obtained with the light microscope, even though the

extremely high resolving power of the electron microscope may be

only partly utilized (Fig. 4).

One of the most important differences in the results provided

by the light and electron microscopes is found in the structures of

the images themselves. In the light microscope the image exists

by virtue of the fact that different points of the specimen are different

in a number of their physical properties—such as refractive index,

selective absorption, and scattering power for light—and is the result

of a superposition of the effects of these differences. In the electron

microscope, on the other hand, the situation is much simpler. The

image is monochromatic and consists only of intensity variations

resulting from differences in the electronic scattering power of differ-

ent points of the specimen. While this simple relationship is seriously

disturbed by the lens aberrations and by the diffraction of electrons

by crystalline particles in the specimen, it leads nevertheless to a

more direct interpretation of the image.
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2. Fimdanienlals of Application of the Electron Microscope

In the preceding section the fundamental principles involved in

the design and operation of the electron microscope have been set

up in the most elementary form possible. To the scientist, whether

he be biologist, chemist, or metallurgist, who wishes to apply the

electron microscope in his own particular research, that description

is of academic interest only. Actually, he needs comprehend only

one fact, namely, that the electron microscope is a device for pro-

ducing a visual image of the microscopic structure of the material

he is studying. In fact, the use of electrons distinguishes this instru-

ment from other microscopes only insofar as it permits the observation

of finer structures in the same way that light microscopy is distin-

guished from ordinary vision by the dimensions of the structure

examined by that method. Thus, in its true sense, electron micros-

copy is merely a term defining the simple use of our ordinary sense

of vision in research involving a very fine scale of dimensions.

To state that our sense of vision is one of our most important assets

in research would seem platitudinous. At the same time our sense

of vision has been so much a part of our environment that we are

sometimes inclined to forget that the eye-brain combination is an

almost fantastic device capable of measuring and recording in the

space of one-tenth of a second the intensity, wavelength, and position

of over a million points of light. By way of comparison consider the

indirect scientific method of investigating, saj^, an everyday scene.

Actually such an analysis is carried on electronically in a television

camera, where the intensity of each point of the scene is measured

and converted to an electrical oscillation of a corresponding ampli-

tude. The scientific data in this case would consist of a long list of

several million numbers representing the amplitude of that electrical

signal at regular intervals, say, every ten-millionth of a second. The

manual conversion of such data into a form that would reveal the

desired information regarding the original scene would, of course,

involve a prohibitive amount of labor. Thus, the data are valueless

unless electronic means are used for reconverting and presenting

them in the form of a visual image, which is then comprehended im-

mediately.

The data obtained by a research worker using indirect methods to

investigate a heterogeneous system on a microscopic scale are quite

analogous to the tabulated data representing the television image.
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In general, however, there has been no device available to convert

that data into a form intelligible to the human senses. Instead, the

research worker has had to content himself with making small num-
bers of measurements on systems that he considers to contain iai'ge

numbers of only a few dif!"erent types of identical particles. Such

methods have been ineffectual as soon as those particles become organ-

ized in complex heterogeneous structures. It is in this range that

the electron microscope provides much of the required information in

the form of a visual image.

We can also use the television analogy to illustrate the funda-

mental research problem of electron microscopy. On the television

screen we see images representing scenes with which we have some

familiarit3\ Within certain limitations they are presented quite

faithfully. If this is not so, the observer's familiarity with everyday

scenes enables him to realize the change immediately and at least

mentally compensate for the deficiencies of the presentation. With

the electron microscope, however, the situation is not the same. The

images presented are of things initially totally unfamiliar to the

research worker. Moreover, he has no experience or information

by which he may judge their accuracy. To obtain that experience

he must then carry on by varying his technique of preparation,

performing other experiments, observing the results, and accumulat-

ing the necessary experience as he progresses. In fact, most of the

preparatory work involved in applying the electron microscope to a

particular problem is concerned with the development of a method

of preparing the specimen in such a way that the images produced

can be considered reliable. Once the research worker has convinced

himself that his images are true representations of the specimen, he

is ready to use his instrument as a means of visually observing the

results of experiments that concern his original research, and electron

microscopy per se plays no further role in his work.

Two of the ideas implicit in the above discussion, which might be

emphasized further, concern the precise definition of the nature

of the information obtained with the electron microscope. It should

be realized that visual information obtained from a monochromatic

image involves only the geometry of an object. As mentioned above,

the intensity differences in an electron microscope image are the result

of differences in scattering power of the individual points of the speci-

men, so that there is some correlation between the intensity of an

image point and the physical properties of the corresponding speci-
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men point. However, this additional information can be used only

with caution since there are many reasons for its being unreliable.

Obviously, the information provided in an electron microscope image

is not statistical in nature. This is in contrast to the information

provided by practically any other kind of scientific instrument.

By its very nature, the electron microscope is an instrument for ex-

amining heterogeneous samples. While it can examine homogeneous

materials, it seldom can provide more accurate information than can

be obtained by other techniques.

B. FIELDS OF APPLICATION OF ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY

1. Introduction

Electron microscopy has made it possible to observe the structure

of solids in the range of dimensions from 1 millimicron to 1 micron.

It is unfortunate that such a direct and simple statement, accurate

though it may be, gives no suggestion of the true magnitude of the

role that electron microscopy can play in any science that involves in

some way the structure of solid materials. In fact, to this writer, it

appears that there are few problems in chemistry, physics, metallurgy,

mineralogy, geology, biology, medicine, etc. in which the electron

microscope cannot be used. At the same time it is obvious that the

electron microscope does not yet play such an important and wide-

spread role in general science. The reasons for this are also quite

clear. The first of these is the lack of information among the workers

who might make use of an electron microscope as to its capabilities

and limitations. The second is the fact that early difficulties en-

countered with the instrument and with some of the associated

techniques have caused the more conservative research workers to

wait until those diflRculties have been overcome. On the practical

side, one of the most important controlling factors in the general use

of the electron microscope has been, as already mentioned^ the lack

of suitable techniques of specimen preparation.

At the present time, a discussion of the general problem of preparing

electron microscope specimens is probably the best means of providing

the reader with an evaluation of the present capabilities of the

instrument.
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2. General Types of Preparations Suitable for Eleetron

Microscopy

Specimens suitable for examination with the electron microscope

must satisfy three conditions:

(fl) The specimen must be sufficiently thin. If a high resolving

power electron microscope image is to be obtained, it is necessary

that the electrons penetrate the specimen without appreciable loss

in energy. This means that the thickness of the specimen, plus its

support, must be less than some definite value. It is difficult to give

an exact value for this permissible thickness since it is determined by

the nature of the problem as well as the properties of the specimen

and the velocity of the electron beam. For instance, the problem

may be the determination of the shapes and sizes of metallic particles.

Since silhouettes only are of interest, the particles may have dimen-

sions from several microns down. If, on the other hand, the problem

is the internal structure of such particles, they must be less than a

hundred millimicrons in thickness if they are to be observed by trans-

mitted electrons. In biological material, where the density is seldom

very great, layers, including the supporting membrane, of less than

a quarter of a micron are usually quite satisfactory.

(h) The specimen must provide sufficient contrast. Since the

electron microscope image exists only by virtue of the differences in

the scattering of electrons by different points of the specimen, it is

necessary that the structures to be observed produce such differences

in the scattering. For instance, isolated bacteria mounted on a thin

collodion membrane will give an image of ideal contrast as far as

the contours of the organisms are concerned, while bacteria mounted

on a collodion membrane but covered by a uniform organic film equal

in thickness, say, to the height of the organism will provide an image

in which the bacteria are hardly distinguishable, if at all. Similarly,

in the first case, structures of nearly equal densities within the pro-

toplasm of the individual cells will be indistinguishable, unless it is

possible to enhance the contrast l)y some technique of specimen prep-

aration or by some instrumental development (Fig. 5).

(c) The specimens must be prepared in such a way that they are

unaffected either by the vacuum or by the electron bombardment.

Since the specimen is placed in a vacuum, it is obvious that it must

contain no volatile liquid. This eliminates the possibility of exam-

ining undried specimens of anj' type. In passing, it is to be noted that
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while this limitation is imposed by the necessity of placing the speci-

men in a vacuum, if this were not the case, it would be imposed by

the necessity of attaining sufficient contrast. Most wet biological

preparations would produce little, if any, contrast when examined

in the electron microscope. The second part of this condition,

namely, the changing of the structure by electron bt)mbardment,

might also be considered as part of condition a, but has been inserted

here because of the nature of the changes observed. As stated above,

the reason for making specimens sufficiently thin is to prevent the

electrons transmitted by it from losing energy, which in that case

introduces aberrations in the image. However, absorption of energy

from the electron beam results in a rise in the temperature of the

specimen and, hence, can result in the changing of the structure by

evaporation of the somewhat more volatile materials or bj^ chemical

or crystallographic changes.

Fig. 4. Electron micrograph of portion of underside of a leaf showing single

stomata. Specimen was prepared bj- a silica replica technique and

because of the very rough leaf surface shows some artifacts as a result of

folding of the replica. In spite of this great roughness, all parts of the

replica are in equally good focus (950 X).

Fig. 5a. Electron micrograph of Bacterium mycoides grown on nitrogen-free

medium to make cells transparent. Made with standard objective lens

operated without a diaphragm (5600 X).

Fig. 5b. Electron micrograph of same field of view as Figure 5a but made with

double objective and with an extremely small diaphragm (5600 X).

(Specimen prepared by Dr. G. Knaysi, Cornell University.)

Fig. 6. Electron micrograph of normal cells of Escherichia coli, strain B,

grown on supporting membrane by technique described in text and

examined with electron microscope using double objective with a small

diaphragm (5000 X).

Fig. 7. Small colony of Escherichia coli grown as described, examined one-half

hour after infection with dilute suspension of To bacteriophage particles.

Titer of bacteriophage inoculum was so adjusted that each colony

would be infected by one bacteriophage particle. Lysis of a single cell

is shown in the micrograph. Several bacteriophage particles are visible

in remains of the cell but surrounding cells appear normal (9500 X).

Fig. 8. Preparation of Escherichia coli similar to that of Figure 6, but ex-

amined eighteen to twenty hours after infection with T2 bacteriophage.

Only a few nonlysed cells can be seen, but field is covered with very

large number of bacteriophage particles and lysed cell debris (7200 X).

Fig. 9. Electron micrograi)h of bacteriophage in a Streptococcus laclis prepara-

tion shadow cast with gold to give a shadow four times longer than

height of the organisms (30,000 X ). (Courtesy Iowa State College.)
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At first sight it would appear that these conditions place quite

stringent restrictions on the range of objects that can be examined
with the electron microscope. Actually, that has not been the case

and while many of the techniques developed have required consider-

able imagination and skill, it has been possible nevertheless to satisfj^

these conditions in a surprisingly large number of cases. After sev-

eral years of seeing the "impossible" problems of specimen prepara-

tion solved by simple means, this writer is convinced that these con-

ditions can be fulfilled for most of the materials that may be en-

countered. The conditions discussed above limit the use of the elec-

tron microscope to the examination of solid specimens. At the same
time it now appears that few, if any, solids cannot be studied with

that instrument. Obviously the field of application is an enormous
one and a thorough discussion is beyond the scope of this article. It

is hoped that the general discussion in the above and in Avhat follows

will allow the reader to judge for himself the utility of the electron

microscope in any particular problem.

Solids to be examined by means of the electron microscope can be

divided into two broad groups-—the particulate and the compact
solids. This subdivision is made almost entirely on the basis of the

method of preparation of the specimen, since the information sought

in either group is the same.

3. Examination of Particulate Specimens

Many specimens to be examined with the electron microscope

are naturally particulate; others are made particulate by fragmen-

tation of a compact structure.

There are many methods of preparing particulate specimens,

which vary according to the material. All of them involve obtaining

a suitable dispersion on or in a thin supporting membrane or on some
other support without changing the particles in any way. For

smokes, soils, pigments, colloids, catalysts, macerated fibrous mate-

rials, etc., we find that condensation from a vapor stage, thermal or

electrostatic precipitation from an aerosol on a plastic membrane,
milling into a membrane-producing solution, centrifugation or electro-

phoretic deposition from liciuid suspension, or the simple evaporation

of a liquid suspension, are the main methods used. For large organic

molecules and viruses, centrifugation or evaporation from a purified

suspension are useful methods. For bacteria or other single cells,
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evaporation from aqueous or saline suspensions has commonly been

used, though more recently techniques of growing these directly on

the supporting membrane have been developed. Since the latter

technique seems to be much less susceptible to the introduction of

artifacts, it will probably soon replace the older technique.

All the above methods of preparation lead to micrographs that

provide two dimensional representations of the specimen. In the

majority of cases this is sufficient, since the three dimensional

representation can be inferred from the appearance of the particles

and from a consideration of the method of preparation. In some

cases, however, the problem requires precise three dimensional in-

formation that cannot be deduced in this way. It is then necessary

to make a direct determination of the three dimensional shape of the

particles. Two methods are now available.

The first is direct stereoscopic imaging of the specimen. Owing

to the great depth of field of the electron microscope it is possible to

obtain high magnification stereomicrographs by the simple method

of making two micrographs of a given field of view, the specimen

having been tilted, between exposures, about an axis that lies in its

plane. Under ideal conditions this method is capable of resolving

approximately 20 m/x in depth.

The second is the recently developed shadow-casting technique

(17), which is more suitable for smaller particles. This involves

placing the prepared specimen, prior to examination, in a vacuum

chamber where a light layer of heavy metal is condensed on its sur-

face. The heavy metal is evaporated in the vacuum chamber

from a small source, usually a heated filament, basket, or foil

boat, so placed that the vapor strikes the specimen obliquely.

The condensed layer of metal has then a distribution on the specimen

exactly analogous to that which would obtain for the illumination

of an enlarged model of the specimen produced by a similarly placed

small light source. However, in a positive electron micrograph—due

to its greater scattering power—the metal appears darkei' in those

regions where it is more heavily deposited. For this reason, such

micrographs are usually printed as negatives whence they take on

the appearance of an obliquely illuminated surface, permitting direct

observation of the relief present in the specimen. The method is

particularly valuable for showing the existence and shape of small

particles that by virtue of their size and density are normally very

nearly indistinguishable from the supporting membrane, for resolving
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the fundamental ambiguity that always exists in the electron micro-

graphs between the density and thickness of a specific specimen

point, and for showing surface characteristics of larger objects Avhere

the thickness of the underlying material has reduced the contrast

or that underlying material has an internal structure that masks the

structure of the surface. See Figure 9.

The last point indicates a major limitation of the shadow-casting

technique, particularly for biological work. Information obtained

through the method of shadow-casting is confined to the infinitely

thin outer surface of the specimen and usually completely submerges

the image of any existing internal structure. It is only in the very

specially prepared biological specimens that the surface carries sig-

nificant information. For this reason, the writer considers the present

practice in some laboratories of shadow-casting all specimens a dan-

gerous procedure leading both to erroneous interpretations and to

an apathy toward the basic problems of structure determination.

4. Examination of Compact Solids

Coincident with development of the electron microscope as a com-
mercial instrument, its inability to examine surfaces was presented

as one of its major limitations. This arose from the fact that suffi-

ciently thin sections could not be cut of most materials and that

electronic images by reflection from a surface could not be made
successfully owing to the wide range of velocities present in the

reflected electron beam. However, this apparent difficulty was over-

come almost immediately by the development of what is known as the

replica technique by H. Mahl in Germany and V. K. Zworykin and
E. G. Ramberg in the United States. Basically, this technique in-

volves the production of a thin plastic replica of the surface to be

examined. The replica is made thin enough to be suitable for exam-
ination in the electron microscope. The geometrical details of the

surface structure are made visible by the fact that at different points

the replica has difi'erent thicknesses and, hence, a different scattering

power for the electrons. At first it seemed unlikely that such a

replica could reproduce the surface structure on a sufficiently fine

scale. At present, however, it has been well established that the

chief limitation in the technique is the molecular size of the material

used in making the replicas. Since this is usually considerably less

than 10 m/x, the method is quite satisfactor}'- for resolving powers of
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this order. Wliile the technique was developed initially for metallo-

graphic problems and, in fact, the early techniques could not be ap-

plied elsewhere, the general technicjue has been continuously varied

and improved so that at the present time it is possible to make replicas

of all solid surfaces except possibly a few extremely delicate and semi-

liquid ones. The study of the external structure of such compact

solids as metals, glasses, ceramics, plastics, paint surfaces, wood, parts

of plants, flowers, seeds, leaves, many parts of insects, colonies of bac-

teria, teeth, hair, skin, blood cells, etc. is now possible. The replica

technique also makes it possible to examine the internal structure

of manj^ of the same objects. This is done by making replicas of

internal surfaces exposed by various methods. Generally speaking,

however, this variation is not applicable to delicate biological struc-

tures; it can be applied to the structure of bones, teeth, etc.

Stereoscopic and shadow-casting methods are very necessary ad-

juncts to replica work since here the three dimensional structure can

seldom be inferred from a single micrograph without a very accurate

knowledge of the nature of the replica and without tedious point-

by-point measurements of the density in the micrograph. Because

all the information provided by a replica is contained in a surface

and moreover in only one of the two surfaces that determine its

point-to-point thickness and hence its appearance by simple trans-

mission imaging, the shadow-casting technique for demonstrating

the relief is ideal. It should be mentioned that direct visual inter-

pretations of replicas made without these aids are almost invariably

erroneous. This is a fundamental limitation due to the normal

tendency of the mind to interpret light and shade in terms of illumi-

nated objects.

To study internal structure of the more delicate biological mate-

rials, it is necessary to use sectioning techniques. While this has been

initiated, it remains one of the potential fields of application of the

electron microscope in which success has been limited. The basic

difficulty at present lies in the fact that nearly all the histological

techniques developed for the light microscope have obvious defects

apparent as soon as the resolving power of the light microscope is

only slightly surpassed. Added to this is the technical difficulty of

cutting sections only a fraction of a micron in thickness without intro-

ducing serious distortion in the tissue.

Very recently, D. C. Pease and R. F. Baker, by the combined use

of very small blocks, double imbedding (hardened collodion followed
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by high melting point paraffin) , and a simple modification of a stand-

ard rotary microtome, succeeded in producing, routinely, sections

only 0.1 M thick and quite suitable for electron microscope studies (18).

C. ELECTRON MICROSCOPES, AUXILIARY APPARATUS,
AND TECHNIQUES

1. Number of Electron Microscopes

It has already l^een indicated that nearly any laboratory interested

in the heterogeneous microscopic structure of solid materials, regard-

less of their nature, can make profitable use of an electron micro-

scope. While it would appear that practically every scientific labora-

tory that in some way was interested in chemistry, physics, min-

eralogy, metallurgy, geology, many types of engineering, biology,

or medicine would have a need for an electron microscope, it is of

interest to note that the total number in the laboratories of the world

probably does not exceed 400, a number that is being increased at the

rate of roughly one per w^eek.

In additi(^n to those already given, a very important factor limiting

the rate of growth of the use of the electron microscope is the shortage

of trained pers(jnnel. AVhile this shortage has existed for several

years in all fields of science, it has been particularly acute in the case

of electron microscopists. Most laboratories that have recognized

their need for an electron microscope have also realized that it will

be applicable to a number of the different problems being investigated

in their laboratories. At the same time, they have been aware that

it would be inefficient and uneconomical—not to mention vmsuccess-

ful—^for all the individuals working on these problems to interrupt

work to learn the techniques of electron microscopy. It has been

shown to be much more satisfactory to set up the electron microscope

in a separate service group with its own trained personnel. This

results in a minimum requirement of at least one trained electron

microscopist for each instrument. Up to the present time, the

necessary training has been available only through actual experience

with the instrument in a laboratory using it. Since the adequate

training of a microscopist in this w^ay usually takes the better part of

two years, the instruments have been delivered at a much higher

rate than personnel to operate them have become available. This

situation should be remedied in the very near future, since a number
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of universities are in the process of arranging graduate courses in

which formal training in electron microscopy -will be given.

Another item of importance that often delays the application of

the electron microscope to a problem is its high cost. Electron

microscopes available at the present time vary in cost between

$7000 and $30,000. To introduce an item of this magnitude in

the budget of any scientific laboratory requires a very considerable

justification. In some cases it is relatively easy to find such justi-

fication. For instance, in industrial chemical laboratories there are

many cases on record in which the use of an electron microscope over

a relativelj'" short period has resulted in annual savings amounting

to many times the original cost of the instrument. In universities,

however, a somewhat different situation has existed. In practically

any school there are a number of departments that have problems

to which the electron microscope can be applied. While it is only

in the rare cases that an individual department is in the financial

position to purchase an electron microscope, it is usually possible

for the university as a whole to purchase an instrument, the expenses

being divided appropriately among the departments that make

use of it. Unfortunately, the co-ordination of research among various

departments of a university is not always such that this possiljility

is recognized.

Another unfortunate situation that sometimes arises in finding

justification for the purchase of an electron microscope is that of

the laboratory which feels it has a need for an instrument but which

bases its decision not to buy one on a discouraging experience of a

similar laboratory at an earlier time, failing to realize that electron

microscopy is advancing at a very rapid rate and that most of the

major difficulties encountered by the early workers have since been

overcome.

2. Electron Microscopes

At the present time a number of different electron microscopes are

available throughout the world. In Europe, Philips in Holland,

Metropolitan \'ickers in England, and a number of other manu-

facturers have designed and either intend to produce or are already

producing electron microscopes. All these instruments have been

designed since the end of the war and relatively few of them are yet

in scientific laboratories. In America, only, has there been contin-

uous production of electron microscopes since before the war. These
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instruments have been made by the Radio Corporation of America

(RCA) since 1940 and have been improved continuously.

These instruments can be divided roughly into two classes; first,

the research instrument, which has rather high resolving power rang-

ing, for various makes, from 10 to 2 irifx, and the smaller instrument,

which is simpler to operate but more suited to routine test work, hav-

ing a resolving power of the order of 10 m/x.

It is not possible at the present time to discuss the relative merits

of the different designs. Only partially complete information is

available in this country concerning the European designs, which

have many novel features that have not yet been tested by widespread

use in laboratories outside those of the designers. From the pub-

hshed micrographs produced by the different instruments, it is quite

apparent that the most recent RCA instrument has the highest

resolving power, though the instrument designed by le Poole as the

basis of that to be produced by Philips compares quite favorably with

it. At present the RCA electron microscope (Universal Model)

appears to have other advantages in the basic nature of its design,

which make it considerably easier to adjust and operate, and in the

advanced design of the power supplies.

3. Electron Microscope Laboratory

At present, and probably for some time in the future, the electron

microscope will be used as a research tool by research laboratories

investigating a variety of problems. It has been the experience

of such laboratories that the best use can be made of the electron

microscope if it is set up as a separate service laboratory operated

by a small group of experienced electron microscopists who at the

same time have interests in common with those of the other sections

of the laboratory. As has already been pointed out, it has been

shown to be unsatisfactory^ to have an electron microscope in a

laboratory available for use by the individuals concerned with the

actual research problems. In the cases in which such a system

has been tried it has been found that none of the individuals using

the instruments obtained sufficient experience with it or understand-

ing of it to obtain the full benefit of its use. Furthermore, the main-

tenance of the instrument itself became a haphazard matter, which

generally resulted in its slow degeneration.

In the following will be described what appears to be a suitable,

if not ideal, arrangement of an electron microscope service laboratory.
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Physical Arrangement. Auxiliary Equipment. A research type

electron microscope is u rather bulky piece of equipment standing

7 feet high and weighing several hundred pounds. There are, in

addition, as separate units, a mechanical pump and usually a line

voltage regulator transformer or some other auxiliary piece of the

power supply equipment. The instrument is somewhat susceptible

to vibration, though not excessively so. This means that it should

be located in a section of the laboratory that is reasonably free

from vibration. It is not usually necessary to provide a special

vibration-free mounting, though this has occasionally been the case

in difficult circumstances where heavy machinery has been installed

in nearby rooms or where peculiar geological formations have trans-

mitted vibrations from nearby roads or railroad tracks. The me-

chanical pump should be mounted as close as possible to the instrument.

Since these pumps are usually quite noisy, it is highly desirable to

enclose them in a soundproof box or to mount them in an adjacent

room or below the floor. It is of course necessary to prevent any

vibrations produced by the pumps from afTecting the microscope.

Usually flexible rubber mountings for the pump are sufficient.

It is essential that electron microscope laboratories include a

conveniently located dark room. The most satisfactory arrangement

seems to be to have the dark room adjacent to the microscope room

and communicating with it through a maze or light lock. The

dark room equipment should include a high quality enlarger, a print

box, an X-ray type negative viewer, print dryers, preferably of the

heater type, and the usual sink with suitable developing trays. The

room itself should be large enough to permit two or three people to

work in it simultaneously.

The electron microscope room need not be too large, since it is

essential that it, too, be arranged so that it can be completely dark-

ened. Generally speaking, the last requirement makes it undesirable

to place any other equipment in the same room with the electron

microscope. It is essential that the electron microscope room be pro-

vided with good ventilation, particularly in those regions of the

country that experience hot, humid weather. Most electron micro-

scopes dissipate somewhat more than a kilowatt of power when in

operation, which is usually sufficient to make a small room very un-

comfortable unless well ventilated. The remainder of an electron

microscope laboratory should consist of at least one relatively large,

well lighted room. In this would be placed a bench for specimen
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mounting and that auxilian- pciuipmeiit peculiar to an electron micro-

scope laboratory. The last includes a good quality light microscope,

perhaps supplemented by a microscope of intermediate quality for

rough work. A comparator should be conveniently available if the

work includes any amount of particle size measurement or electron

diffraction studies. Because of the recent development and M-ide-

spread use of the shadow-casting technique an electron microscope

laboratory is not complete without vacuum evaporating equipment.

The electron microscope laboratoiy should also include ample facilities

for filing negatives and prints, since these generally accumulate with

surprising rapidity.

Personnel. The personnel of the electron'^^microscope labora-

tory can vary to a certain extent according to the organization of

which it is a part. A minimum requirement would appear to be a

trained electron microscopist and a technician or a well trained as-

sistant. The microscopist should be responsible for the mainte-

nance of the instrument and for the quality of the work produced by
the group. The most successful electron microscopists at the pres-

ent time have been individuals who have had education or experi-

ence equivalent to a doctorate degree or better in physics, stressing

optics or light microscopy. Such individuals will find some advan-

tage in having had some experience in electronics, but it is by no

means essential. It is extremely important that the electron micros-

copist have a thorough understanding of the general problems of the

laboratory in which he works. He is then able to discuss intelligently

the results of the electron microscope investigations and its relation-

ship with the research problem of the individuals providing the

specimens. It is obvious that the selection of the appropriate individ-

ual for this position is a major step toward the successful utilization

of the electron microscope by any laboratory. The assistant or

technician, on the other hand, need not have as much experience or

formal training. It is highly desirable, however, that that individual

be able to learn to make high quality electron micrographs of the

specimens provided and also to carry on the photographic developing

and enlarging that is so much a part of electron microscopic work.

Operation. In operation the electron microscope laboratory

will be provided with problems from other research groups in the

laboratory or group of laboratories with which it is connected.

It will be the responsibility of the electron microscopist to comprehend

the type of information required for the problem and to use or develop
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techniques for specimen preparations that will peiinit him to obtain

that information from the electron microscope imafi;('s. Finally, he

will assist in the interpretation of the imajics obtained, his main

obligation in this onnectiou heinj;' the prevention of their being mis-

interpreted.

Expense. It is obxious Iroui (he aboNc that the cfticiciit use of

an electron microscope in\-ol\<'s considerable expense beyond the

initial outlay. While the actual amount of money spent by the

different electron microscope groups already in existence varies

greatly, it appears to this author that prospective electron microscope

users can expect the annual cost of such an organization to be at least

equal to the initial cost of the instrument. It should be pointed out

that this estimate includes all hidden, as well as apparent, costs.

Actually, the total cost is not always the significant one, since in

some organizations much of the money spent for the maintenance of

an electron microscope laboratory would be spent in any case. In

these cases, the major expenditure is that involved in the actual

purchase of the electron microscope and the necessary auxiliary equip-

ment.

4. Skill Involved in Operation of the Inslrunient

In the organization suggested above, the research worker who

has need of an electron microscope does not have to l)e familiar with

the technical details of the operation of the instrument, though ob-

viously he should make himself familiar with the fundamental prin-

ciples involved and with the significance of the images obtained. If,

however, this ideal situation is not possible and the research worker

finds it necessary to operate the electron microscope himself, it is

desirable that he first devote a considerable amount of time familiariz-

ing himself with the general manipulation of the instrument.

Learning to operate an electron microscope is in many ways analo-

gous to learning to drive an automobile. The simple manipulations

necessary to make the device fimction are extremely easy to learn in

either case, particularly if the individual has some fundamental

knowledge of the principles involved. On the other hand, the new

automobile driver is not considered to be a good one until Ixe has

di'iven many thousands of miles on all types of roads and has en-

countered many traffic problems. Similarly an electron microscope

operator does not become proficient at producing high quality micro-

graphs or at recognizing defects and their causes until he has made,
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and studied objectively, many hundreds of exposures. Too much
emphasis cannot be placed on the necessity of taking large numbers

of exposures and correlating the appearance of the image at very high

magnifications with the mode of operation of the instrument. It is

the opinion of the writer that the only really essential prerequisites

to the training of an electron microscopist is that he have sufficient

natural aptitude for the handling of scientific equipment plus the

basic knowledge of the optics of any microscope. Training in physics

and electronics will be helpful but only in that such knowledge will

permit him to discover more rapidly the cause of the improper func-

tioning of any part of the instrument.

5. Skill Involved in Preparation of the Specimen

If a worker considers the possibility of utilizing an electron mi-

croscope in the investigation of the structure of a material he is

studying, it is to be presumed that that worker is quite familiar

with many properties of that material. Because of this it is very

difficult to differentiate between the skill required by the research

worker in the normal execution of his investigation and that required

to prepare that specimen in a form suitable for electron microscopy.

There are, however, a few technical aspects of the preparation of

electron microscope specimens that may require special skill. For

instance, such a preparation almost always involves the handling

of very thin film, which must be produced and mounted on wire

screens or apertured discs. The specimen must be manipulated in

such a way that ultimately it is present on this film and must be thin

and free of extraneous materials. Fortunately, many satisfactory

techniques for handling these materials have been worked out and

are described in the literature. None of them is as difficult as might

be expected. Beyond this the research worker is simply handling, in

perhaps a somewhat different manner, material with which he is

familiar. One might consider, for example, the case of a bacteriolo-

gist. He is quite familiar with the methods of making films and of

fixing and staining the organism for light microscope examination.

Actually, he can carry out identical manipulations for the electron

microscope preparation with the one exception that he covers the

microscope slide with a thin plastic film that is later to become his

supporting membrane. After he has completed his manipulation,

he floats this membrane off the glass slide and onto the surface of

water and picks it up on a wire screen. If, as he would most likely
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find, the treatment he has given the organism, while satisfactory for

the hght microscope, has introduced many fine scale artifacts that can

be detected in the electron microscope, he may then develop new

techniques such as that of growing the organisms directly on the

plastic mpmlirane or of removing the organisms intact from the surface

of a culture. Having developed the techniques so that he is satisfied

with the authenticity^ of the resulting images, he returns to his

original research problem.

6. Analysis of Electron Microscope Results

Research results obtained from electron micrographs take two

forms. The most obvious and direct of these are measurements of

size and shape of the particles and structures recorded in the image.

Of greater importance are the qualitative examinations of the micro-

graphs that provide information regarding the results of an experi-

ment in the form of visual impressions.

Direct Measurements. Direct measurements that can be made

with the electron microscope are limited to those of size and shape,

in other words, to the simple measurements of lengths and angles.

Very often size is an important criterion in an experiment and in

that case the electron microscope is invaluable. The actual measure-

ment, of course, is made with some type of linear scale on the electron

micrograph, the magnification of that micrograph being used to

convert the measurements into the actual dimensions of the original

object. It is, of course, necessary to know the magnification. Us-

ually the electron microscope has been calibrated at a previous time

by the research worker or by the electron microscopist so that the

calibration is available. Furthermore, even if the accuracy of the

calibration is unknown, the magnification can be depended upon

to remain constant over a relatively long period. Hence, relative

measurements can be made with high accuracy. Absolute measure-

ments, when necessary, can be made to within 2%. The methods

for obtaining accurate calibrations are described in the literature (2).

When it is necessary to make measurements to an accuracy that

approaches the resolving power demonstrated in the electron micro-

graph, it is desirable that the worker have some understanding of

those image phenomena that may influence his measurements. ^Vhile

it is not possible to describe these in detail hei-e, it is desirable to call

attention to the fact that the image contour phenomena that exist
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in the electron microscope image vary greatly with focus, and in so

doing change the apparent size of small particles appreciably (6).

Other Information in the Image. At present most research

with the electron microscope depends on its use as an aid to our

vision. In other words, an experiment is performed and the result

carefully but qualitatively observed with the help of the electron

microscope. An obvious example of such an experiment is the fol-

lowing of the growth of bacteria. The method used may be a time

sampling of a large number of preparations in which the organisms

are made to grow directly on the supporting membrane (7). In the

electron microscope the obvious development of the colony can then

be followed, also the time interval of the observations can be narrowed

down so that the morphological changes that occur during the life

cycle of the individual cells can also be observed. Once the investi-

gator has become familiar w'ith these changes he can then extend his

experiment further; for instance, by treating the cells of a certain age

with different chemicals in an effort to observe (jualitatively the effect

on the structure in an indirect effort to determine the chemical changes

actually going on in the life process.

It is obvious from this rather brief example that the information

obtained will be intelligible if the experiments are properly designed

but will be in a somewhat intangible form that defies simple char-

acterization. The realization that the electron microscope is merely

a device to permit the brain to obtain visual information from the

microscopic world is probably the biggest step in the education of an

electron microscopist. Once this realization has come to the in-

vestigator, he will no longer have diflficulty dismissing the complex-

ities of the electron microscope from his own problem.

D. LIMITATIONS OF ELECTRON MICROSCOP\

1. Instrumental Limitations

The electron microscope has two fundamental limitations:

resolving power and image contrast. The first of these, i.e., the

limiting resolving power of the electron microscope, does not need to

be considered in detail in this chapter since it has only a slight bearing

on the results obtainable with the electron microscope in biological

problems. The latter, on the other hand, is quite important since

it is one of the most important instrumental factors determining
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the amount of information. the electron microscope can provide in

any given problem.

Under ideal conditions, including perfect operation of the instru-

ment and with the most suitable specimens, present day electron

microscopes can be expected to yield a resolving power approaching

20 A. (2 myu). In a few special cases instruments have been built

that, under these ideal conditions, will provide resolving powers

approaching the theoretical limit of the lenses in use at the present

time—approximately 10 A. Nevertheless, the resolution actually

demonstrated in an electron micrograph of a biological specimen may
be considerably worse than this; it could be as much as 5 m/x for

viruses and even as much as 50 m^t for internal structure of some of

the larger bacteria. This is due to the fact that the observation of

the structure of the specimen in the electron micrograph is dependent

upon that structure producing differences in intensity in the image.

Such differences in intensity arise only when there are differences in

the electronic scattering power of adjacent portions of the structure

in the specimen. Unfortunately, all organic materials are composed

of light elements—mostly carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen—have ap-

proximately the same density and, hence, show very uniform scatter-

ing power for the electron beam. In a biological specimen it is pos-

sible to have a complex structure of different chemicals that never-

theless appear homogeneous in the electron microscope image. Thus,

very often the electron microscope investigations of biological mate-

rials involve the development of techniques for introducing contrast

in the image. For instance, as might be expected, heavy metals or

compounds containing heavy metals will scatter electrons consider-

ably more than organic materials and, hence, there exists the possi-

bility of using such chemicals as a means of selectively staining the

structures to be examined. Considerable preliminary work has been

done on the use of such stains (e.g., phosphotungstic acid or osmic acid

vapor), though the method has by no means been fully exploited as

yet.

There is also an instrumental method for increasing contrast,

which is analogous to using a diaphragm in the objective of the light

microscope. It consists of inserting a small opening in the objective

lens of the electron microscope so that the effect of the differences

in the scattering powers of various portions of the specimen are en-

hanced. At the present time the theoretical expectations of this

method have been onlj' partially achieved in practice, mainly due
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to the considerable reduction in resolving power that accompanies

the introduction of an aperture. In the electron microscope the

wavelength is so small that the numerical aperture can be as small

as 0.003 before there is any impairment of resolving power due to

diffraction effects. The observed loss in resolving power is the result

of a technical difficulty of manufacturing a sufficiently small aperture

and having its surface uniformly conducting electrically. There is,

in this regard, the additional problem of contamination of the aper-

ture due to electron bombardment and the subsequent charging of

the resulting semi-insulating coating.

2. Limitations Due to Preparative Techniques

In the use of the electron microscope in the field of biology, by

far the most important limitation of the method is the set of condi-

tions imposed on the preparation of the specimen. Of these, the most

important is the fact that the specimen must be dried. Next in

importance is the fact that the specimen must be prepared so that it

is less than a quarter of a micron in thickness. Finally, the specimen

must be able to withstand high vacuum and often high temperatures

due to the electron bombardment.

Desiccation Artifacts. Any microscopist interested in biological

materials is familiar with the disastrous distortion that many speci-

mens undergo in the final stages of drying. At the same time he is

aware that under some conditions it is possible to dry biological ma-

terials without any apparent change as far as the light microscope is

concerned. Generally speaking, the electron microscopist has not

been quite as aware of the serious nature of this problem because the

objects that tended to show the maximum distortion on drying were

in general objects that were too large for the electron microscope in

any case. At the same time, studies on the size and shape of viruses

under natural conditions have agreed remarkably well with those

obtained with the electron microscope in the dried condition, so that

the electron microscopist is reasonably certain that for objects of the

size of viruses drying appears to have little, if any, effect. Inter-

mediate between these extremes lie the bacteria, which to the casual

observer appear reasonably normal in the electron micrographs.

Critical bacteriologists, on the other hand, have realized that most

of the published electron micrographs of bacteria have shown evidence

of considerable shrinkage of the protoplasm away from the cell wall.
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While this problem of distortion due to drying still remains the major

limitation of the electron microscopy of biological materials, there are

indications in recent work that the difficulty is not insurmountable.

For instance, in tissue culture preparations, Porter and others {9)

have greatly decreased the difficulties by careful fixation with osmic

acid vapor. In the case of bacteria, recent work has indicated that

the main reason that a large amount of shrinkage occurs on drjdng is

the fact that the organisms were previously removed from their

natural surroundings and suspended in distilled water. This, as

might be expected, appears to wash away one or more layers of mate-

rial that normally surround the cells, changes the concentration of salt

in the cells through dialysis, and probably causes some other change

due to osmotic effects. When organisms are grown directly on the

supporting membrane and fed only by diffusion through that mem-
brane it has been found that there is very little indication of artifacts

due to drying. In this case the only contact that the preparation

has with distilled water is during a brief interval in the transfer of

the collodion bearing the cells from the agar plate to the wire screen

(7). Since a plastic membrane separates the organisms from the

water, there is no disturbance of the organisms. The elTccts of sur-

face tension and the tendency of the cells and associated material to

go into suspension are completely eliminated. Any changes caused

by the contact with water must occur by diffusion through the

membrane—a relatively mild effect.

It appears at the present time that there is no obvious funda-

mental reason why the geometrical structure or the morphology of

organic materials cannot be preserved through the drying process.

It is also quite apparent that considerable research must be carried

out to understand the action of drying and to determine the best

technique to be used. Certainly' the progress made since the careful

study of this problem was initiated (within the last five years) has

been very encouraging.

Effect of Vacuum and Bombardment. The major distortion of

the specimen occurs on the initial drying in air. It has been well

established {8) that except in special cases there is no further change

due to placing the dried specimen in a high vacuum. It has also been

established that the bombardment by the electron beam also produces

no further change, except in extreme cases. It is known, for instance,

that if the specimen is subjected initially to an extremely rapid in-

crease in electronic bombardment it is possible for large magnitude
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changes to occur in the specimen, presumably due to a release of

bound water that occurs at high temperature and hence, simply

explodes the specimen by steam pressure. A slow increase of elec-

tronic bombardment on the same specimen, however, will seldom

show any effect until extreme intensities are reached. Even in this

case, the change usually is one of slight shrinkage accompanied by a

slight increase of the transparency of the specimen to the electron

beam. It appears that in this case the bound water is released suf-

ficiently slowly so that there is no rupturing of the specimen.

Generally speaking, extremely high intensity bombardment of

biological specimens is to be avoided for a number of other reasons

including the rupturing of the supporting membrane and the sub-

limation of salts and possibly other materials in the specimen.

Thickness of the Specimen. One of the factors restricting the

range of specimens that can be examined with the electron micro-

scope is the thinness required. In the case of examination of tissue

.the problem of obtaining cut sections 0.2 /x in thickness is a difficult

one. First there is the problem of actually cutting such a section.

A reasonably satisfactory solution appears to have been supplied by

Pease and Baker (18), as already mentioned. The problem of ade-

quate fixation still remains. However, with the means for cutting

the sections and the means for observing them at hand, workers in-

terested in this problem will be well equipped to discover a solution.

E. OUTSTANDING ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE
ELECTRON MICROSCOPE

In introducing the electron microscope to their fellow scientists,

it was natural that the early workers, including the writer, should

speak and write enthusiastically of its research possibilities, even

though many of the statements were based more on intuition and faith

than on available scientific evidence. That less than ten years later

the selection of the most important contribution of that instrument

has become a difficult task is probably the most outstanding aspect

of its accomplishments. Future possibilities estimated on the basis

of present work make the predictions of the early workers appear

conservative in the extreme.

In discussing the accomplishments of (lie electron microscope in

biology, a number of different researches could be described in con-

siderable detail. In the present work, however, it seems desirable
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to describe only the application of the electron microscope to the

virus problem, since it is in this problem that the most widespread

intensive studies have been made and a definite measure of success

has been obtained. Nevertheless this section would be very incom-

plete if some of the other resenicli piojocts undertaken were not men-

tioned.

The stud.y of animal and insect tissues has been initiated and in

the case of muscle and other protein fibers the work of Schmitt and

co-workers (^0) has been particularly noteworth3^ Porter (9) on

the other hand, has started the study of the structure of animal cells

by means of a tissue culture technique. Nothing has as yet been ac-

complished in the study of histological sections because the necessary

techniques are still in the early stages of development.

In bacteriology the electron microscope has been used extensively.

However, a large pai't of the (^arly woik was purely exploratory in

nature and as a result there was very little, if any, organization of

the results. Mudd and Anderson ( / / ) with a number of collaborators

have made an initial surv(\v of the morphological characteristics of

different types of bacteria, which is the most complete at the present

time. CI. Knaysi and co-woi-kers, and more recently ('. l^obinow,

have undertaken a more careful study of the cytology of bacteria.

New prepaiation techniques developed recently by the author and

his co-workers are expected to greatly facilitate the latter work by

the elimination of many of the artifacts that troubled the early work-

ers. At the present time the future use of the electron microscope

in bacteriology shows great promise.

The Virus Problem

As soon as the electron microscope had reached the point where

it was established that high magnification images could be obtained,

it, was applied to the examination of various types of viruses. The

main part of the early work was concerned with the verification of

the dimensions of the particles as obtained by statistical measure-

ments, i.e., by electrophoresis, diffusion, and ultracentrifugation. At

this point, its most important contribution was the accurate demon-

stration of the shapes of the viruses. While the indirect methods,

mcluding in particular flow birefiingence measurements, have been

able to differentiate qualitatively between rodlike and spherical par-

ticles and provide some estimate as to ratio of width to length, it
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remained for the electron microscope to provide accurate pictures

of the shapes of the particles. Since most of the smaller viruses are

spherical, the electron microscope was not able to contribute very

much beyond this verification of shape and size. In fact, the statis-

tical methods of working with these viruses were more accurate and

at the same time permitted the study of the viruses under more nor-

mal conditions.

In later work, however, this situation changed considerably.

For instance, Wyckoff (12,13) and co-workers have studied the de-

tails of the crystallization of spherical virus particles. By evapo-

rating aqueous solutions of purified plant viruses, Wyckoff found that

the elementary particles were left in quite regular arrays over small

areas. The arrangement was the normal close packing that one

would expect from spherical particles. However, when he studied

replicas of the surfaces of small crystals of the elementary particles,

the crystals being formed from concentrated salt solutions, he found

that the arrangement was quite different. In fact, the same particles

now became arranged in a rectangular network and, moreover, the

individual particles were seen to be considerably distorted. Such

results could hardly have been obtained by any other method than

by the electron microscope and they have obvious extensions in the

study of the structure of other protein or macromolecular substances.

Another problem that recently has been given considerable

attention is in connection Avith the length of the tobacco mosaic

virus particles. It has been known for some time that old purified

solutions of tobacco mosaic virus have particles that show a rather

wide range of lengths. On the other hand, the particles examined

in dried films of the juice of a hair cell from an infected leaf are

remarkably uniformly 280 m/i in length, a result which Oster and

Stanley (14-) consider conclusive evidence that the infective unit of

the tobacco mosaic disease is a particle 15 m/i wide and 280 m^t

long. To obtain the distribution of lengths for a large number of

particles in a given preparation is a direct and relatively simple matter

with the electron microscope. To obtain similar measurements in-

directly and by statistical methods is, of course, exceedingly difficult

if not impossible.

In the virus problem some of the most interesting work has been

done in connection with the infection of bacteria by the bacteriophage.

Here the electron microscopist has been fortunate because many of

the known bacteriophages have a very characteristic morphology
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consisting of a relatively dense head between 50 and 100 mju in diam-

eter, though it is not always spherical, and a tail, which is usually

60 to 100 m/x long. The fact that most bacteriophages had such a

structure could never have been proved definitely with the existing

indirect methods of investigation. With the electron microscope a

single direct examination of the particles in a purified suspension was

all that was necessary. On the other hand, the fact that the bac-

teriophage particles have such a characteristic morphology has made

them ideal subjects for electron microscope examination since they

can be identified wherever they occur. There seems to be no other

type of particle or material in their size range that has a similar

structure.

The first examination of bacteriophage was made by H. Ruska

in 1940. However, he had rather poor preparations in which there

was a large amount of salt. The first clear observation of the bac-

teriophage was made by Luria and Anderson in 1942 {15). The

latter workers were also able to show the adsorption of the bacterio-

phage particles on the whole cell and to show the ultimate lysis of the

cell with the production of new bacteriophage particles {16)

Since that time progress has been rather rapid. Bacteriophage

particles for staphylococci and actinomyces as well as a number of

different strains for Escherichia coli have been examined with the

electron microscope. A concentrated effort is being made to observe

the mode of growth of the bacteriophage particles in the bacterial cell.

The operation of the instrument is now better understood, with the

result that it is possible to adapt it to obtain much better images of

internal structures of the bacteria. In addition to this, the techniques

for preparing bacterial specimens have been improved, so that it is

now possible to examine the organisms at any definite time after

infection by the bacteriophage, and under such conditions that there

has been no disturbance of the specimen and that no material of

interest in the specimen is lost or displaced. (See Figures 6-8, made

in collaboration with Dr. Stuart Mudd, University of Pennsylvania.)

At the time of writing, there appear to be no fundamental tech-

nical limitations making it impossible to observe the complete life

history of the bacteriophage particle in the bacterial cell, and, unless

some difficulty not anticipated should appear, there seems to be no

reason for not expecting this important problem to be solved in the

near future.
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A. INTRODUCTION

Photochemical reactions taking place in hving systems underUe a

number of phenomena, ^vhich may be classed together as photobiologi-

cal -processes ; some are of the greatest importance to the living organ-

ism, others relatively trivial. Action spectra and absorption spectra,

to the consideration of which this chapter is devoted, are useful tools

in the study of the photochemical reactions concerned in these proces-

ses. To understand their use only the elements of photochemistry

need be understood, although the photochemical reactions themselves

may be quite complicated. The first step in any photochemical

process, in vitro or in vivo, known as the primary reaction, is repre-

sented by:

417
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A + hv = A* (1)

where ^ is a molecule of a given substance that will be referred to as

the light absorber, A* is the same molecule after it has been raised

to an excited state by the capture of a quantum of radiant energy hv,

h is Planck's constant (6.6236 X 10~" erg sec), and v is the frequency

of the radiation. The frequency is related to the wavelength X as

follows

:

V = c/\ (2)

where c is the velocity of light (3 X 10^" cm. sec.~0- The following

calculation, made for the wavelength 500 mju (= 5.0 X 10 ~^ cm.),

shows that the quantum has the dimensions of energy and indicates

its magnitude

:

, //AN rroQrv/in-27 3 X 10^" cm. sec."^
hv = h{c/\) = 6.6236 X 10^^ erg sec.

5.0 X 10~^ cm.

= 3.97 X 10-12 erg = 2.48 electron volts

It is noted that the quanta dealt with in photochemical processes are

much smaller than those of the ionizing radiation, which has been

treated in other chapters. Most photobiological processes involve the

action of many quanta, but this is not universally true, as illustrated

in the values collected in Table I. When, as in scotopic vision of the

human eye, only a few quanta are required to ehcit a response, one

must be very careful indeed about stray light; whereas in other

cases one can be less exacting. Also, it is noted that in destructive

processes, such as damage to cells by ultraviolet radiation, the cell

may absorb many quanta of radiation without being severely dam-

aged.

The primary reaction (1) is the initial event in any photochemical

process, that is, a molecule must absorb a light quantum in order to

reach the excited state from which it may proceed to take part in a

chemical reaction. The reaction may vary from direct splitting of

the light absorber molecule to long chain reactions (4,9). A treat-

ment of the reactions that may follow the primary event is beyond

the scope of this chapter, and for the moment it is only important to

note that photochemical reactions of any kind depend upon the ab-

sorption of radiant energy, a fact often referred to as the first law of

photochemistry, or sometimes, the Grotthus-Draper law.
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Molecules in solution absorb only quanta of certain size ranges,

determined by their internal structure. Hence a given light-absorb-

ing substance can only participate in a photochemical reaction when

exposed to quanta of the appropriate size capable of bringing about

excitation of its molecules. This means that only particular wave-

length regions can cause a given photochemical reaction, quantum

size being inversely proportional to wavelength (equations 1 and 2).

Thus, a means of characterizing any photobiological process is pro-

vided, because a given process is brought about only by those wave-

lengths absorbed in the primary reaction (1) by the specific light ab-

sorber. This is the basis for the use of absorption and action spectra

to identify the light absorber in a photobiological process, which is

obviously one of the basic pieces of information required in the elucida-

tion of any photobiological mechanism. While the elementary prin-

ciple is simple enough, the actual determination of the absorbing and

exciting wavelengths is less so, since there are various complicating

factors that may lead to incorrect interpretation of the measurements

obtained.

TABLE I

Number of Quanta Required in Some Photobiological Processes

Photobiological process and source of data Quanta required"

Photosynthesis: formation of 1 g. carbohydrate by the green plant.

Based on quantum yield of approximately 1/12; see Franck
and Gaffron, Advances in Enzymol., 1, 199-262 (1941) 10"

Scotopic vision: minimal sensation of light in the human eye.

Hecht, Biol. Symposia, 7, 1-21 (1942) 5 to 14

Photodynamic action: hemolysis of the photosensitized rabbit

erythrocyte. Blum and Gilbert (^, Ch. 7) 1 X lO'"

Destructive action of ultraviolet radiation: vesiculation of Parame-
cium. Giese and Leighton, J. Gen. Physiol., 18, 557-571
(1935) 1 X JO'3

Destructive action of ultraviolet radiation: inactivation of Escheri-

chia coli. After Hollaender and Glaus {18) 2 X 10*

Inactivation of one molecule of an enzyme: trypsin. Verbrugge,
J. Biol. Chem., 149, 405 (1943) 50^

Inactivation of one molecule of a virus: tobacco mosaic virus.

Uber, Nature, 147, 148 (1941) 4 X 10^

" All these values are based on ostimat(!S of number of quanta absorbed ; most of

these are approximate and they may vary to a certain extent with conditions.
* Additional values for inactivation of enzymes are summarized by A. D. McLaren,
in Advances in Enzymology, Vol. IX, Literscience, New York, 1949, pp. 75-170.
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B. ABSORPTION SPECTRA

An absorption spectrum represents the absorption of light by a

given substance with respect to wavelength or frequency. Examples

are shown in Figures 1, 2, 5, and 9. The absorption spectrum reflects

the chemical composition of a substance, being determined both by

the kind of atoms of which the substance is composed and the spatial

and energy relationships of these atoms. Thus, each chemical com-

pound has a characteristic absorption spectrum, which may be used

oftentimes to identify the compound or its general type, since similar

280 400
WAVELENGTH, m/i

Fig. 1. Absorption spectra of carot-

inoid pigments (20a). The "specific

absorption coefficient" is t/molecular

weight.
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pally in raising the energy levels of electrons of the outer shells of the

atoms. The size of the quantum absorbed is equal to the difference

in energy between the two levels concerned.

WTien absorption is by isolated atoms

—

e.g., atomic hydrogen

—

there is a relatively small number of sizes of quanta that can be ab-

sorbed, because there is a limited number of energy levels that these

electrons can occupy, and hence a limited numl)er of possible transi-

tions between these levels. As a result the absorption spectra of

atoms may consist of a relatively few isolated wavelengths. Where

the atoms are combined to form molecules the absorption spectrum is

more complex, because the electronic energy levels of the constituent

atoms are modified by the mutual relationships between the atoms,

and, furthermore, the rotation of the atoms about each other and

their vibration with respect to each other increases the number of

quantized energy states. The transitions between rotation states

and between vibration states correspond to smaller quanta than those

associated with changes from one electronic level to another. Because

of the large number and variety of differences in energy levels, the

absorption spectra of molecules are composed of bands covering

ranges of wavelengths instead of the monochromatic lines that char-

acterize the absorption spectra of atoms; and in the case of highly

complex molecules, such as are encountered in biological systems, the

bands may form a continuum over a considerable range of wave-

lengths. Examples of such continuous absorption spectra are shown

in Figures 1, 2, and 9. With proper conditions, e.g., at low tempera-

tures, it is sometimes possible to resolve such spectra into discrete

lines or bands corresponding to the individual quantized states that

compose them; but, for general purposes, absorption spectra of bio-

logical substances may be regarded as being continuous over a char-

acteristic range of wavelengths.

In simpler compounds, a considerable degree of success has been

had in relating chemical stmcture and absorption spectra, certain

structures corresponding to absorption in particular wavelength

regions, as might be expected from the relationship of quantum states

and absorption. However, our knowledge in this respect is still so

incomplete that exact correlations between structure and absorption

cannot always be made, and this is particularly true in dealing with

biological substances.

It is customary to break up into three general divisions the spectral

range considered in this chapter: {1) the visible, that region detected
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by the human eye—wavelength approximately 390 to 650 m^; {2) the

ultraviolet, that region of wavelengths shorter than the visible and ex-

tending down to the longer X-rays; (3) the infrared, that region longer

than the visible and extending as far as the shortest radio wavelengths.

The division into visible, ultraviolet, and infrared is arbitrary, since

the sensitivity of the human eye does not end abmptly at the points

assigned (see Figs. 3 and 4), and these divisions of the spectrum have

no true physical or biological meaning. Since room air absorbs virtu-

ally all ultraviolet radiation shorter than about 180 mju and infrared

radiation longer than about 30 m to such an extent that special meth-

ods of working are required, and also because the absorption by living

organisms themselves sets an even narrower range (see 3) most meas-

urements on biological systems are limited to these extremes. There

are other reasons for limiting the range of biological studies. Wave-

lengths lying in the infrared beyond about 1 /x represent small quanta,

which correspond only to the quantized states of rotation and vibra-

tion of the atoms in the molecule, changes in electronic energy level

requiring larger quanta. Longer wavelengths than this produce no

photochemical or photobiological action, because excitation of the

molecule that will permit it to take part in chemical reaction requires

such a transition in electronic energy level. Thus, so far as biological

action spectra are concerned, there is a wavelength limit, somewhere

in the near infrared, beyond which no such effects are to be expected.

The more distant region of the infrared in which only rotation and

vibration spectra are represented is of interest in another way, because

such spectra represent intramolecular forces characteristic of the

structure of the molecule. Their exploration with modern instru-

ments is becoming more and more useful in the study of the structure

of organic compounds, but this is a subject outside the scope of this

chapter (see 5,8).

1. Quantitative Measurement of Absorption Spectra

The complete determination of an absorption spectrum requires

measurement of the relative extent of absorption at various wave-

lengths. Methods of obtaining and of measuring monochromatic

radiation are treated very briefly in Section CI ; here only the meas-

urement of absorption of monochromatic radiation is discussed.

Absorption Laws and Units. It is essential to consider first the

so-called absori^ion laws. The intensity of a parallel beam of
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monochromatic radiation may be defined as the number of quanta

incident in unit time upon unit area of a surface normal to the beam
(see also last paragraph of this subsection). If the beam enters a

homogeneous absorbing medium, a given fraction of the incident

quanta is absorbed in passing through a given thickness of the me-

dium, the fraction being determined by the number of absorbing

molecules presented by the medium per unit thickness. This means

that intensity is always decreased by a given amount in passing

through a given thickness. Thus, if dl is an infinitely small unit of

thickness, and dl is the change in intensity of a monochromatic beam
in passing through this thickness:

dl/dl = -kl (3)

where / is the intensity at any point and kissi constant. Integration

of equation (3) yields:

or, in exponential form

:

In (I/h) ^ -kl . (4)

I = h e-^ (5)

where /o is the intensity of the incident beam, and I is the intensity

after having passed through thickness I. The constant, k, in equa-

tions (3-5) is usually called the absorption coefficient.

Either equation (4) or (5) is an expression of the Bougeur-Lambert

absorption law, which is often written with common logarithms and

in the reciprocal form

log ih/I) = k'l (6)

where k' is a constant, usually called the extinction coefficient. When
based on the same unit of path length, /, k' = /c/2.303. The corre-

sponding exponential form is sometimes used

/o// = 10*'' (7)

The relationship may be found expressed in any of these forms (equa-

tions 4-7).

Since the fraction of the quanta absorbed is directly proportional

to the number of absorbing molecules, we may also write

:

log (/o//) = tCl (8)
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where C is the concentration, and e the molecular extinction coefficient.

This is the common form of expression of Beer's law, which is the

general basis for absorption spectrophotometry of solutions. An-

other term in common use is the density, D, which is defined as:

log {h/I) = D (9)

The length of the absorbing path is not specified. In equations (3-8)

the numerical value of k, k' , or e depends upon the unit in which the

path length, I, is measured; this is usually the centimeter. The
molecular extinction coefficient is generally defined as the value of D a

solution must have if the concentration is 1 mole per liter, when the

absorbing path is 1 centimeter.

The nomenclature for expression of the absorption laws is by no

means uniform, nor are the symbols or the units. It is therefore

necessary in absorption spectroscopy to understand the basic rela-

tionships clearly, and to ascertain the units used by a particular

author; it is equally important to be sure that your own results are

clearly and completely expressed. While the Bougeur-Lambert

law holds for any homogeneously absorbing medium, Beer's law some-

times fails when applied over wide ranges of concentration. Thus, it

is well to state the approximate concentrations at which measure-

ments are made.

The numerical values of k, k', or e apply to monochromatic radia-

tion of a specific wavelength for which they have been determined.

Hence an absorption spectrum may be expressed by plotting k, k', or

e against the wavelength measured in mju (Figs. 1 and 2) or some other

unit. Sometimes, however, they are plotted against the frequency v

in sec.~^ or against the wave number (= 1/X, when X is measured in

centimeters) . For purposes of comparison it is sometimes convenient

to plot the logarithm of the absorption coefficient as in Figure 2;

this is particularly useful when dealing with solutions of unknown
concentration.

In biological experiments, the concentration of a substance is often

unknown, and hence data cannot be expressed in terms of molecular

extinction coefficients or Beer's law; but absorption coefficients, ex-

tinction coefficients, or, in some cases, density may be used. In much
of the discussion of action spectra that follows, it makes no difference

which of these units is used, because only relative values are important

.

The intensity, /, was defined above as the number of quanta per

unit area per unit time. Measurements of radiant energy are usually

-^.
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made with a thermocouple or bolometer, or are referred to these in-

struments, which measure radiant energy flux per unit area in terms of

energy units. Hence it is general practice to express intensity in

terms of energy units per unit area per unit time; and herein /'

will be used to designate the intensity when expressed in these units.

Since the absorption coefficient is determined from the ratio of intensi-

ties, the numerical value is the same whether / or /' is used, i.e.,

numerically Iq/I = Iq /I' . However, when one wishes to compare

the effectiveness of radiation of different wavelengths, as in dealing

with action spectra, the definition of these terms becomes important

(see Sect. C2).

Measurements. In biochemistry, absorption spectroscopy is

applied extensively in the identification and estimation of compo-

nents of biological systems; in most cases the material is removed
from the living system, and its absorption spectrum measured in

some solvent. The absorption spectrum of a substance may differ

considerably according to the solvent in which it is dissolved, and

identification is therefore made by comparison of the absorption spec-

trum to those of known compounds in solution in the same solvent.

Since certain structures have characteristic absorption, such studies

may assist in determining the chemical structure of substances of un-

known constitution although advances in this direction are somewhat
limited {6,7,2Ji). The determination of absorption spectra under

conditions where one deals with homogeneous substances in known
solvents and where scattering of light is usually not an important

factor is quite straightforward, since appropriate equipment is avail-

able for this type of measurement (see 5,8,9a). Thus in biochemistry,

methods of extraction and problems of organic structure may out-

weigh those of absorption spectroscopy. The biophysicist and

physiologist, on the other hand, are more commonly presented with

the problem of measuring absorption spectra of substances inside liv-

ing systems, and here new factors enter, for example, light scattering.

Particular difficulties are encountered in attempting to determine the

light absorber in a photobiological process, where the action spectrum

is compared to the absorption spectrum of a substance that must,

as a rule, be removed from the living system to an entirely different

environment, i.e., to some solvent that does not resemble closely the

milieu of the living organism. Before considering some of these dif-

ficulties, methods used for measurement of absorpt ion spectra will be

discussed briefly.
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Most measurements of absorption spectra are made in solutions

that do not scatter light to an appreciable extent, and most modern

methods are adapted to this particular type of measurement. Such

methods have been adequately treated in various places {e.g.,5,8,9a),

and hence only a brief discussion of the general principles of absorp-

tion spectroscopy is needed here. The measurements consist essen-

tially in determining for each wavelength the ratio Iq/I for a sample of

the material of known thickness, l; from this information the ab-

sorption coefficient or extinction coefficient may be calculated.

The most direct method—not commonly used now except for the

rotation-vibration region of the infrared—is to measure the intensity

of a monochromatic beam successively with and without the absorb-

ing material in the beam; the former gives /, the latter /o. The in-

tensity may be measured with an instrument whose response is di-

rectly proportional to the intensity, for example, a thermocouple;

or with an instrument in which correction can be made for any de-

parture from such proportionality. Measurement in absolute units

is unnecessary since only the ratio of intensities is required, and the

instrument need not be nonselective as regards wavelength.

Another method employs the spectrograph. In this instrument

the spectrum of some source, say an iron arc, dispersed by means of a

prism or grating, is arranged to fall on a photographic plate. Photo-

graphs are made with and without the absorbing medium interposed,

and the intensities of the various wavelengths determined by analysis

of the photographic negative. This method has the advantages that

it provides a permanent record, and that a wide range of wavelengths

may be measured with a single pair of exposures. It has the dis-

advantage that the response of the photographic plate is not directly

proportional to the intensity and hence correction must be made in

terms of the blackening characteristics of the plate; this requires

appropriate equipment and is time-consuming. In some of the older

investigations this correction was not made, leading to serious errors

in interpretation. Such mistakes are to be found in the biological

hterature somewhat later than in the physical.

The methods most in use at present employ spectrophotometry in

one form or another. By splitting the monochromatic beam into

two beams of equal intensity and interposing the absorbing material

in one, the reduction in intensity in passing through this material

may be determined by comparison of the two beams photometri-

cally. This gives the ratio h/I directly without determining the
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intensities separately, so that the measurement is made at a single

reading. In the visual spectrophotometer the intensities of the two

beams are adjusted until they match to the eye, whereas in photoelec-

tric spectrophotometers, the difference in intensitj' of the two beams

is measured by the differential response of photocells. By appro-

priate devices the photographic plate may also be used photometri-

cally; two matched spectra are photographed—one with the ab-

sorbing material interposed, the other without—in such a way that

the plate blackening in the two cases can be compared directly without

correction for the characteristics of the plate.

Methods of absorption spectroscopy have been developed for use

with the microscope, particularly the quartz microscope for the ultra-

violet. Here the microscope is focused on a given object in the cell,

and the absorption of a monochromatic beam measured by photo-

electric photometiy or in some other way. This method is limited

to objects whose diameter is about four times the wavelength of the

light employed or greater, and is a function of the angular aperture

{6,25).

Materials in solution are usuallj^ contained in glass or quartz

absorption cells having flat parallel walls placed normal to the beam

in determining / ; and the same or a matched container filled with the

solvent is then used in determining h. In this way the ratio I^/I is

an index of the absorption of the dissolved substance, provided the

solution is reasonably dilute; factors such as absorption by the sol-

vent and reflection by the walls of the chamber cancel out, since they

are the same in both determinations. In measuring absorption by a

solid, say a glass color filter, /o is usually determined with no material

interposed. In this way one obtains the absorption with respect to

air, and may or may not take into consideration the reflection from

the surfaces, depending upon the purpose of the measurement. In

biophysics, various situations may arise in which it is desirable to

treat the question of reflection in different ways.

2. Absorption Spectra of Substances in Living Systems

Living systems provide a complex environment in which it may be

difficult to know the exact physical or chemical state of a given sub-

stance. The greater part of the living cell displays some degree of

organization, i.e., the molecules are at any given moment distrib-

uted in some characteristic pattern, which varies in its degree of
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exactness for different structures. In some parts of cells, and in some

of the fluids outside the cell proper, there are substances dissolved in

simple solution, but this is probably the exception rather than the

rule. In such organized systems the quantum states of a given mole-

cule may be different from those of a molecule of the same kind that

finds itself in a simpler environment, say in an organic solvent.

Close chemical combination with another molecule may alter some of

the electronic energy levels, and even very loose association of mole-

cules may be expected to alter their rotation and vibration states;

changes in absorption spectra must result. Minor alterations, par-

ticularly of rotation-vibration states, would usually not be expected

to affect the absorption spectra of large molecules to a great extent;

and the general character of the absorption spectrum may often be

retained. Thus, one may hope in many instances to find close re-

semblance between the absorption spectra of compounds extracted

from living systems and the same compound inside the living cell,

but one must also be prepared for discrepancies of considerable mag-

nitude. Hydrogen ion concentration is particularly liable to affect

absorption spectra of substances in solution, as witness the case of

acid-base indicators, and hence, when the pH of the extracted solu-

tion differs appreciably from the in vivo condition, wide discrepancy

in absorption spectra may appear.

Another factor that may lead to discrepancy is failure of Beer's

law, e.g., the absorption spectrum of some compounds in solution may

show considerable shift in absorption spectrum with dilution. The

causes for such changes are not clearly understood, and it is well to

guard against disagreement by making absorption measurements of

extracted substances in as nearly as feasible the same concentrations

as those at which they exist in the living system concerned.

With the complex nature of the systems under consideration, it is

impossible to make any general rule regarding the nature of the dif-

ferences to be expected between the absorption spectrum of a com-

pound inside a living cell and the same compound when extracted

therefrom. This is a matter calling for the exercise of careful judg-

ment in interpretation.

3. Effect of Light Scattering

All molecules scatter light to a certain extent; in general, the

scattering increases with molecular size and with decrease in wave-
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length of the incident light, hut there are complicating factors, such

as interference, which make this rule far from universal (see 1,10).

For particles with diameters near the wavelength of the incident

light, the Rayleigh formula is obeyed, according to which scattering

increases inversely with the fourth power of the wavelength. Scatter-

ing by larger particles such as are often encountered in living systems,

e.g., scattering by reflection and refraction at the boundaries of cells,

is usually dependent to a much less extent upon wavelength.

Ordinary methods of al)sorption spectroscopy, like those described

above, succeed because the systems dealt with do not scatter appre-

ciably in the spectral regions studied. Scattering introduces error,

w^hen such methods are used, because the beam that enters the ab-

sorbing medium normal to its surface is scattered in all directions,

more or less at random, so that much of the light does not reach the

measuring element, which is arranged to receive an emergent beam
normal to its surface. When scattering is high, only a small fraction

of the light that has passed through the absorbing substance may
reach the measuring element, and hence the estimated absorption is

higher than the true absorption, since much of the transmitted light

is not measured. The amount of loss by scattering must depend upon

the geometric arrangement of the instrument, as well as upon the de-

gree of scattering by the material. Thus, measurements of absorp-

tion by scattering materials obtained with ordinary instruments usu-

ally have little significance.

There are no standard methods for measuring absorption by scat-

tering materials, and their development is to be desired. Several de-

vices have been used. One is to diffuse the beam before it enters the

absorbing material by interposing a diffusing plate, e.g., a plate of

quartz with a ground surface, so that the entering light is already

completely scattei-ed. This method uses ordinary equipment, but

has the disadvantage that the intensity may be so much reduced

that very sensitive measuring devices must be employed. Essen-

tially the same result is accomplished in the microscope since the il-

lumination enters the material on the stage from a wide angle so that

this instrument is quite satisfactory for the determination of the ab-

sorption of various components of living cells. Another method is to

place the absorbing material very close to a large flat-surfaced receiv-

ing element, or one made in the form of an integrating sphere. Thus

the element receives most of the light scattered over 180° solid angle.

Kirby-Smith {20) developed a method for studying the absorption of
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separated epidermis in which the intensity was measured by an ele-

ment that could, by use of stops, be caused to accept the light from

various solid angles, extrapolation then being made to 180° solid

angle. These methods have been used chieflv for measurement of

transmission (///o) by a scattering layer, e.g., the human epidermis,

rather than for determining absorption by the layer. For the latter

purpose one needs to take into account the light scattered throughout

a 360° solid angle, a more complicated measurement.

Attenuation Coefficient. In a homogeneous scattering and ab-

sorbing medium, the integrated intensity decreases with the dis-

tance traveled, in the same manner as in a nonscattering medium.
Thus, one may write, in form comparable to the Bougeur-Lambert
law (equation 5)

:

I = lo e-"' (10)

where a is a constant, known as the attenuation coefficient, which

recognizes both absorption and scattering. In systems containing

no particles larger than molecules, a relationship corresponding to

Beer's law may be expected to hold, at least within limited ranges of

concentration. Equation (10) should hold for systems in which

scattering is due to particles larger than molecular size, so long as

their size and distribution are homogeneous, but, unfortunately,

living tissues are seldom homogeneous throughout any great thick-

ness, and hence attenuation coefficients cannot be accurately cal-

culated. The concept of the attenuation coefficient is, however, a

useful one in the idealization of such systems for theoretical considera-

tion (e.g., 14).

4. Fluorescence

Many biological substances fluoresce, i.e., the molecule after ab-

sorbing a quantum emits within a very short interval of time an-

other quantum, usually smaller than that absorbed. Hence a certain

portion of the absorbed radiation is re-emitted as radiation of longer

wavelength. The direction of this fluoresced radiation, like scattered

radiation, bears no relationship to the direction of the incident beam.

Thus fluorescence introduces error of the same kind as scattering,

but in most cases the magnitude of loss due to this factor is not

great.
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C. ACTION SPECTRA

The action spectrum for a photobiological process is an expression

of the variation of the effectiveness of the exciting radiation with the

wavelength; examples appear in Figures 3-6, 8, and 9. There is no

generally accepted way of expressing action spectra that corresponds

to the use of the absorption coefficient in absorption spectra. The

reciprocal of the incident energy (1//') required to produce a given

photobiological response is probably the expression most commonly

employed (as in Figs. 4 and 5), but has numerous disadvantages and

its use is by no means universal. In fact, with regard to the whole

\F
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Fig. 3. A number of action spectra (^). The ordinates are I/I'o corrected to

unity at the point of maximum action. (A) Hemolysis of erythrocytes. (B)

Killing of a bacillus, E. coli. (C) killing of a yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae. (D)

Erythema of human skin. (E) Vesiculation of a protozoan, Paramecium multi-

nucronucleata. (F) Vision of an insect, Drosophila. (G) Tropic bending of the

oat coleoptile. (H) Photosynthesis of the wheat plant. (/) Scotopic vision

(rods) of the human eye. (/) Photopic vision. (K) Photosynthesis by purple

sulfur bacteria, Spirillum ruhrum. The curve reaches a maximum about 900

m/n. The original references are cited in Blum {2). Accuracy of some of these

action spectra may be questioned; but wavelength limits are probably nearly cor-

rect, and this alone serves to illustrate spectral range of such effects.

subject of action spectra, the systems studied and the problems of

measurement are so diverse that very few general rules can be laid

down. The purpose for which the action spectrum is obtained may
dictate the mode of expression. For example, in illuminating engi-

neering, and in many other problems involving human vision, one is

concerned with the amount of incident energy required to stimulate

the visual response (Fig. 4), and this is usually measured in ergs or

some other energy unit. On the other hand, if one wishes to deter-

mine the nature of the light absorber, i.e., the photosensitive retinal

pigment in this case, a mode of expression is desirable that permits

one to deal in terms of the number of quanta absorbed. To estimate

the absorption, indirect measurements are often required, sometimes
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involving problems that are essentially biological rather than physi-

cal.

1. Sources and Measurement of Radiation

The exact determination of action spectra requires an appropriate

source of monochromatic radiation. However, as may be judged

from inspection of the action spectra shown in Figure 3, the purity

(monochromaticity) of the monochromatic radiation required may
depend upon the detail of the particular action spectrum and the
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Sources of radiation are of two types, presenting somewhat dif-

ferent problems with regard to the isolation of monochromatic radia-

tion. ''Line" sources, such as, for example, the mercury arc, emit

only a limited number of wavelengths, which appear in the spectrum

as discrete lines. The wavelengths correspond to the sizes of quanta

emitted when electrons jump from higher to lower energy levels in

the atom, and since the levels are characteristic of the emitting atom,

1.0

>
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number of lines in the ultraviolet below 334 m^u for most purposes,

but only scattered lines in the longer ultraviolet and visible. A mer-

cury arc operated at very low pressure may emit most of its energy

(about 85%) in the resonance line, 253.7 m/x; this is a useful source

of nearly monochromatic radiation for some purposes, but is obvi-

ously of little use by itself for determining action spectra.

"Continuous" sources, of which the tungsten filament lamp is an

example, emit all wavelengths over a wide spectral range. To isolate

approximately monochromatic radiation from such a source requires

a very efficient monochromator. Monochromators of prism type

are the more commonly employed, but gratings that concentrate most

of the energy in a single order may be satisfactory. The latter have

the advantage that the dispersion is the same for all wavelengths.

Increased purity may be obtained by combining two prisms or two

gratings into a ''double" monochromator. Even with the largest

monochromators available the area that can be successfully illumi-

nated is limited to a relatively small size, inadequate for many biologi-

cal studies.

Filters, on the other hand, permit much larger areas to be irra-

diated, but the older types of "monochromatic" filters (e.g., glass or

gelatin film) transmit wide spectral bands, and cannot be compared

to monochromators as regards purity. However, they may, if

properly chosen, serve well enough for isolation of monochromatic

radiation from line sources when the lines are not too close together.

During the past few years interference filters have been developed

that isolate narrower spectral bands than is possible with the older

types, and these will no doubt prove of considerable value for photo-

biological studies. As much as 45% of the incident radiation may be

transmitted, the width of the transmitted band being usually less

than 20 m/x, for half peak transmission. This makes them appro-

priate for use with line sources, although they may not provide suf-

ficient purity for successful use with continuous sources. At present

such filters are available only for wavelengths in the visible region,

but they may soon be produced for the near infrared and ultraviolet.

As is the case with older types, these filters may transmit elsewhere

than in the principal band of transmission, and this possibility must

be kept in mind. Further remarks about the use of filters will be

found at the end of Section C3.

Generally, no matter what the object of the study, the principal

physical measurement that has to be made is the determination of the
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incident radiation. In practice it is usual to ari-ange the apparatus

so that the measuring element can be interchanged with the surface

of the biological material under stud3^ The measuring element of

choice is a thermocouple or a bolometer, since these are nonselective

with respect to wavelength, but other, more sensitive instruments,

e.g., photoelectric cells, may be used if their spectral sensitivity is

known and can be taken into account. One usually measures the

intensity of the incident beam, and then allows the beam to impinge

upon the biological material for a certain length of time; the incident

energy being determined in energy units per unit time (/'), the dose

received by the biological system can thus be calculated in energy

units. It is not strictly necessary to measure the intensity in abso-

lute units, for in man\' cases only relative values are needed to inter-

pret the results. However, important information can sometimes be

gained by estimating the number of quanta absorbed, and for this

purpose energy values are required in absolute units. Moreover, the

reproduction of measurements l)\- other investigators may be facili-

tated if the intensities are accurately known; so these values should,

be presented in absohite units when feasible.

2. Photochemical and Photobiological Aspects

Any photobiological process is, generally speaking, a photochemi-

cal reaction; it may be an involved one, in which some of the com-

ponents are complex biological responses, based themselves on chemi-

cal reactions but about which relatively little is understood. In most

cases the intermediate steps between the primary photochemical act,

represented in equation (1), and the final measured response are vir-

tually terra incognita, which one attempts to explore by various ex-

perimental means. The interest in action spectra focuses on the

primary act—the absorption of quanta by the light absorber—and

although, as a rule, this can be studied only in terms of the final re-

sponse, one has the advantage that the intermediate steps can be

disregarded as long as the relationship between these initial and ter-

minal events is known.

Reciprocity Law. The simplest relationship is a direct propor-

tionahty between the number of quanta absorbed in the primary act

and the final step in the photobiological reaction. In this case, a

given number of quanta produce a given measurable end response,
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and the process is independent of the intensity. This is general^

expressed by the relationship:

intensity X time — a constant (11)

which is called the reciprocity law, or sometimes the Bunsen-Roscoe

law. It is obvious that such a relationship must hold for the primary

act (equation 1) but it should be equally obvious that it may or may
not hold for the over-all process, because, if any intermediate step is

dependent upon the intensity, the end response must also depend upon

the intensity, e.g., a reversible intermediate reaction may depend

upon the rate at which some substance is formed in the primary reac-

tion, and hence upon the intensity. As a matter of fact, reciprocity

is displayed by many photobiological processes over a wide range of

intensities, and it is probable that numerous instances of failure that

are described are apparent rather than real; but failures are never-

theless to be anticipated.

One cause of apparent failure of reciprocity is that the time re-

.
quired for a given biological end point to be reached includes the time

required for processes set off by photochemical reactions, but which

are not themselves dependent upon light. For example, photosensi-

tized red blood cells hemolyze after sufficient exposure to light. If

the exposure is terminated at the proper time, before the cells have

begun to disintegrate, they will, nevertheless, hemolyze in the dark

later on. Obviously, if one continues the exposure until, say, 50%
hemolysis, one includes, in calculating the dose, a period during which

the process is more or less independent of the light impinging upon

the system. In this case departure from reciprocity is observed.

On the other hand, if one exposes the cells to a small dose, such as will

cause hemolysis to occur at some later time, say 24 hours after ex-

posure, the magnitude of the dose can be accurately calculated, and

when this is done reciprocity is found. The determinations in the

latter case require that a series of hke samples of cells be exposed to

various doses, at various intensities, and then left for 24 hours, at

the end of which time the minimum dosage that has produced hemoly-

sis is determined {2, Ch. 4).

We have here an example in which the end point is a specific

biological response set off by a dose of radiation delivered at some

earlier time. This is a common type of criterion. Other examples

are the killing of bacteria by ultraviolet radiation {18,22) and the

induction of tumors by repeated doses of ultraviolet radiation, the
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tumor appearing only after the lapse of several months during which

many doses are delivered (12). In all these effects reciprocity holds

at least over wide ranges of intensity, but the experiments must be

properly designed to demonstrate this point.

In order to obtain an interpretable action spectrum, it is necessary

in most cases to know that reciprocity is obeyed, or to know the in-

tensity dependence so that appropriate correction can be made. The
tlependence uj)on intensity may also give important clues regarding

other aspects of a photobiological mechanism, and hence the reciproc-

ity relationship is one of the first that should be explored in the in-

vestigation of a photobiological process. It is possible in some in-

stances, however, to compare minimal (threshold) stimulating inten-

sities, as in investigations on the human eye, and so to obtain action

spectra without reference to reciprocity.

Quantum Efficiency and Quantum Efifectiveness. Measure-

ments of intensity or dosage are usually made in terms of energy

units, whereas photochemical, and hence photobiological, efficiency

must be reckoned in terms of the number of quanta absorbed. The
efficiency of a photochemical reaction is measiired by the quantum

yield, which is expressed as follows

:

number of molecules changed chemically
quantum yield = 7

—
number 01 quanta absorbed

The quantum yield for the primary act, as described by (equation

1) would be unity; but for a reaction involving several steps it may
range from a small fraction to a value much larger than unity in the

case of chain reactions. In photobiological processes the quantum

yield can seldom be calculated, photosynthesis being an exception.

Thus the term effecliveness is more appropriately applied to most

photobiological processes than ifficiency, the more specifically defined

term.

In comparing the effectiveness of different wavelengths it is neces-

sary to take into account the relationship between incident energy and

incident number of quanta. From equations (1) and (2) we see that

the niim ler of quanta, N , is related to the energy, Q, as follows:

^ .V - Q/hv = Q\/{hc) 02)

and since h and c are constants, we may write;

Af oz Q\ (13)
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We have defined /o as the incident intensity in terms of number of

ciuanta per imit time, and /o' as the incident intensity in terms of

energy vmits per unit time. It follows from ecpiation (13) that, for

unit time

:

.V = /o cc /o'X (14)

In comparing the effectiveness of diffeient wavelengths, when one

has no means of estimating the actual munbers of cjuanta—as is most

often the case— it is convenient to use either of the reciprocals,

1 (QX) or l/(/oA) as the index oi relative effectiveness. Over short

wavelength ranges this correction may be relatively unimportant

but, when the action spectrum covers a wide spectral range, as for

example in photosynthesis, considerable error may be introduced if

the correction is not made.

3. Estimating Absorption

In photochemical experimentation it is common practice to ar-

range the apparatus for "complete" absorption of the incident radia-

tion, that is, the dimensions of the i-eaction chamber and the concen-

tration of the light absorber are chosen so that the entering beam is

reduced to a negligible intensity in passing through the system.

Provided scattering is negligible or can be corrected for, the ab-

sorbed radiation can be, in such cases, taken as equal to the incident

radiation. This greatly facilitates the measurements; and efficiency

can be calculated in these terms. The success of this sort of arrange-

ment depends upon, among other things, the maintenance of vir-

tually uniform concentration of the reactants throughout the system,

usually by stirring. It is sometimes possible to use the same device

in studying a photobiological process, for example, in photosynthesis

by a microscopic organism such as the alga Chlorella, since the or-

ganisms, suspended in an aqueous medium, may be stirred in the re-

action chamber in the same way as more simple chemical reactants,

maintaining for them a homogeneous environment (15). Suspensions

of bacteria have been treated in the same way (IS). In such cases

stirring must be adequate. The process of photosynthesis lends itself

further to study by photochemical methods, since one can measure

the oxygen production, from which may be calculated the amount of

carbon dioxide reduced to carbohydrate.

The situation is not quite the same when one measures photosyn-
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thesis by the leaf of a higher plant, where stirring is not possible

(compare Figs. 3H and 6). Here, one meets a situation comparable

lo that found in the majority of photobiological processes, where the

photochemical reaction goes on in a given part of an organism, whose

i-elationship with other parts is fixed, and one cannot assume that

the incident energy is a measvu-e of the absorberl enei'gy, nor that the

chemical environment is homogeneous. In systems of this type, it is

possible when the conditions are appropriate to use an approximation
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Fig. (i. A comparison of absorption by cells of Chlorella to "active absorp-

tion" (action spectrum) calculated on the basis of quantum yield 0.084 {17).

in estimating the effectiveness from the incident energy, or intensity

required to induce a given biological end ]ioint. Let us assume an

ideal photobiological process in which the reciprocity law is obeyed,

so that the end point corresponds to the absorption of a given number

of quanta. Let us write Beer's law in a slightly different form, by

assmning that I and /o are measured over the same given interval, so

that we deal with corresponding numbers of quanta instead of intensi-

ties:

.V/iVo = e-<"^' (15)

where iVo is the incident, A^ is the emergent number of quanta pei'

unit area for a given interval of time, ^ is a constant corresponding
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to the molecular extinction coefficient as ordinarily expressed in

equation (8), and C and I are, respectively, the concentration of the

light absorber and the thickness of the sj^stem.

Now, if Na is the number of quanta absorbed by the light

absorber

:

Na = No- N •

(16)

We may substitute in (15) and rearrange:

Na = No(l - e-^'^') (17)

Expanding the exponential:

If the absorption is less than, say, 10%, no important error is intro-

duced by neglecting powers higher than unity, and:

Na = A^o^C^ (19)

Now, if C and I are constant, as may be assumed to be the case in

many photobiological processes, and if their values are such that ab-

sorption is small:

A^. ^ N,g (20)

Since g is proportional to the absorption coefficient, k, the extinction

coefficient. A-', and to the molecular extinction coefficient, e, any of

these quantities can be substituted in the proportionality (20).

Assuming that the mmiber of quanta required is the same for all

wavelengths, the relative effectiveness for a given wavelength may be

represented as the 7eciprocal of the relative number of quanta ab-

sorbed, so l/(QoX) or l/(/oX) may be plotted as the measurement of

effectiveness (equations 13 and 14), as has been done in Figures 5,

8, and 9. This permits a direct comparison with the aosorption spec-

trum of a substance suspected of being the light absorber; the choice

of expression of the absorption being immaterial, since:

l/((?0 X) cc (7 cc A^ oc // oc e oc Z) (21)

We note that the analysis above is based on several assumptions,

and that close agreement between absorption spectrum and action

spectrum is to be regarded only as the ideal case. Actually the agree-

ment is sometimes very good as is illustrated by the action spectrum
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for scotopic vision which, as shown in Figure 5, agrees nicely with the

absorption spectrum of visual purple when proper account is taken

of absorption by nonparticipating substances. In most cases, how-

ever, there is departure from such agreement, although the action

spectrum reflects the character of the absorption spectrum to a greater

or less extent. Obviously, all the assumptions employed in the

analysis cannot always apply. For example, the light absorber

probably absorbs much more than 10% in many instances—hence

thin layers should be used when feasible—and, even if all the as-

sumptions are fulfilled, there are still numerous other sources of error,

some physical, some biological. The same conditions applying to

rigid layers may apply to inadequately stirred suspensions of cells,

leading to errors in the calculation of photochemical efficiency and in

the interpretation of action spectra.

Numerous reasons have been mentioned above for expecting the

absorption spectrum of a substance when measured outside the living

system not to agree accurately with the absorption spectrum of that

substance when inside the living system. There is also the possi-

bility that a part of the incident light is absorbed by nonparticipating

substances that absorb selectively with respect to wavelength. A
good example of this is found in the erythema of sunburn, where the

photochemical reaction takes place in the Malpighian layer of the

epidermis beneath the horny layer (corneum), which strongly ab-

sorbs some of the wavelengths that elicit the erythema (5). Ab-

sorption by the corneum shows a strong maximum at 280 niju, which

no doubt accounts for the sharp minimum in the action spectrum at

this point (see Fig. 3) . A similar case is that of the action of ultra-

violet radiation on pollen grains, where the pollen wall absorbs

strongly the wavelengths that affect the living protoplasm within

(35). Still another example is the absorption of shorter wavelengths

by the lens of the human eye, which is illustrated in Figure 5. It is

also possible for a nonparticipating substance inside the cell, in close

association with the light absorber, to act as an internal filter; a still

more difficult effect to estimate quantitatively.

It is obvious that the scattering of light by structures in the living

organism may affect the absorption spectrum, since the proportion

of the light scattered may vary greatly with the wavelength. Fluoies-

cence is another possible source of difficulty, since not only does it

serve to diffuse the light but introduces chromatic impurity, as the

fluoresced light may have a considerably different wavelength from
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that of the incident. These factors, particularly the latter, are prob-

ably small in many cases, but they are possible sources of error in

some.

For any photochemical process there must be a limiting size of

quantum that supplies the necessary energy of activation or—in the

case of the endergonic photosjaithetic process—the energy of reaction

as well. This may limit effectiveness at the long wavelength end of

the spectrum, causing failure of agreement between action and ab-

sorption spectra. It has already been pointed out that no photochem-

ical processes are to be expected in the pure rotation-vibration region

of the infrared. In the case of inactivation of enzymes by ultraviolet

radiation, the quantum yield is not independent of the wavelength.

This may also be true in other cases, resulting in discrepancies be-

tween action and absorption spectra.

In addition to the "physical" sources of discrepancy just de-

scribed, there are "biological" sources. One finds frequently, par-

ticularly in the older literature, descriptions of the "antagonistic"

effect of radiation from different regions of the spectrum. While it is

possible that in a simple nonliving system certain wavelengths may
have a modifying action on that of other wavelengths—since different

parts of the light absorber molecule may be involved in different reac-

tions—it is probable that most if not all cases of "antagonism" in

living systems result from the complexity of these systems. We may
cite the case of the germination of lettuce seeds studied by Flint and

McAlister (S, Ch. 3), in which the over-all effect was found to be

resolvable into three separate action spectra. A somewhat different

example is that of inhibition of the er3^thema of sunburn by massive

doses of ultraviolet radiation. The erythema is the manifestation of

the dilation of minute vessels in the dermis, in response to a dilator

substance elaborated in the more superficial ]\Ialpighian laye)' as a

result of the action of radiation of wavelengths shorter than about

320 mn. The Malpighian layer itself contains no vessels ; the shorter

of the erythema-producing wavelengths fail ^'irtualIy to pass through

this layer, but a certain portion of the longer wavelengths penetrate

more deeply and reach the vessels of the dermis, which they appar-

ently inhibit from responding to the dilator substance (13,14).

Another instance of participation of more than one light absorber

is that in the blue-green alga Chroococcus, where Emerson and Lewis

{16) found that in addition to chlorophyll the pigment phycocj^inine

acts as a light absorber in photosj^nthesis.
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Color vision offers problems of considerable difficulty in studying

the spectral vision of animals lower than man ; failure to understand

these seems often to have led to imtenable conclusions. In photopic

vision (cones) in man, one finds that, above the threshold, the matching

of different hues is a function of factors other than the magnitude of

the exciting radiation. For example, if two monochromatic beams

from different parts of the spectrum fall upon the same area of the

retina, the color sensation evoked differs from that evoked by either

beam alone and the threshold of perception for this color may be

quite different from those for the separate beams. As a result it is not

possible accurately to determine an action spectrum for human pho-

topic vision bj^ matching monochromatic beams unless the wavelength

differences are very small. In animals other than man, there is no

direct waj^ of knowing whether colors are perceived as such or not.

Thus, if one attempted to determine the action spectrum by matching

the effect of monochromatic beams in eliciting some end point, he

might expect to obtain in the case of animals that detect colors

an action spectrum that did not accurately reflect the absorption

spectrum of the light absorber. In fact, he might anticipate that

quite different action spectra would be obtained when different

methods of measurement are used. This seems to be the case with

regard to the honey bee, about which there exist two different sets of

determinations giving spectral sensitivity curves differing almost

completely except for the spectral range {11,23). A clue to the dis-

crepancy appears when one examines the biological criteria used;

in the one case the measurements consisted in the differential deter-

mination of the bee's response to two monochromatic beams; in the

other, the response to a monochromatic beam was measured in a

comparable manner against a polychromatic beam that was not spec-

trally homogeneous (black body radiator).

When one reviews the many factors that may affect the action

spectriim and may interfere with an exact interpretation of its mean-

ing, he may be inclined to wonder at the value of such determina-

tions, for the few instances of close agreement between action and

absorption spectra that may be cited are certainly the exception

rather than the rule. But, nevertheless, such measurements con-

stitute a necessary part of the study of any photobiological mecha-

nism. The question is not whether attempts to measure action spectra

should be made, but how carefully it is profitable to make tliem in a

given case. Sometimes the nature of the system under study is such
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that careful measurement of the effectiveness of incident monochro-

matic beams of high purity cannot yield direct information unless

many factors that are not feasible to measure are taken into account;

whereas in other cases, exact measurements may yield valuable infor-

mation more directly. Thus, enthusiasm for very exact physical

measurements should be tempered according to the problem in hand,

particularly when the desire for perfection may inhibit obtaining less

exact but more feasible measurements.

Some, but not necessarily all of the above mentioned errors, may
be avoided when dealing with photochemical reactions in extracts

from living organisms. Many useful applications of action spectra

have involved such systems, e.g., the identification of enzymes by

Warburg and others.

It must be admitted that in some instances very rough determina-

tions of the limits of the action spectrum may be almost as valuable

as more exact ones. These can often be obtained with cut-off filters,

by simply determining the effectiveness of an appropriate source

through short wavelength and long wavelength cut-off filters. Choice

of filters and source depends upon the part of the spectrum concerned,

and the intensities required. When very high intensities are needed

to elicit a biological response, and also when it is necessary to expose

more than small areas, the use of monochromatic radiation may not be

feasible, and in such cases determinations with filters are particularly

useful. When the incident radiation consists of a series of discrete

lines, as in the case of the ubiquitous mercury arc, filters may yield

as accurate estimates of action spectrum limits as a monochromator,

in some cases possibly more accurate because they permit greater

intensities to be used.

When a substance of kno^vn absorption spectrum is suspected of

being the light absorber, an approximate test may be made by esti-

mating the relative effectiveness to be expected when different filters

are used. For a given wavelength, X:

S = IsTeS.
'

(22)

where S is the relative effective intensity, h is the relative intensity of

the source, and T the transmission of the filter. The molecular ex-

tinction coeflacient might be replaced by k or k' . The relative ef-

fectiveness Sx through a given filter transmitting wavelengths Xi to

X2 is:
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S. = A^' IsTeX d\ (23)

Values of Sz cnn be ol)tained graphically from curves such as those

sho\\Ti in Figure 7. This is a useful method where experiments have

to be done out of doors with sunlight as the source, for example, when

400
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ings. For example, wavelengths shorter than about 320 m/x may
cause damage to any living material. This is often attributed to

the fact that these wavelengths are absorbed by, and cause changes

in, two extremely important components of living systems, proteins

and nucleic acids. Action spectra for these effects have been very

carefully measured in numerous instances, yet they often leave much

to be desired as regards interpretation because of factors that are

unknown or cannot be taken quantitatively into account. In some

200 250 300 350
WAVELENGTH, m/i.

Fig. 8. Action spectra for killing of a bacterium (B) and a fungus (F) com-

pared to absorption spectra of nucleic acid (.V) and of a protein (P). Ordinates

(units chosen arbitrarily to bring the maxima to a common value) for action

spectra are 1/h and for absorption spectra log (T/la). Original references are

cited in (12a).

cases there is good agreement with the absorption spectra of the

above-mentioned substances {e. g., Fig. 8); but unfortunately for

the clarity of the picture, there are a great many substances that

absorb in this same region, e.g., almost any compound containing a

phenolic ring. Moreover, precursors of the antirachitic vitamins (D)

absorb here and are activated by the same wavelengths, although the

action spectrum for antirachitic action shows characteristic cUfferences,

consistent with the differences in the absorption spectra of these sub-

stances, from those of proteins and nucleic acids (compare Figs. 8
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and 9). I'hiis one cannot say definitely on the basis of action spectra

alone that the universally destructive effects of wavelengths shorter

than 320 m/x are due to the action of these- wavelengths on proteins

and/or nucleic acids, although this is probably true in some cases.

Mutations are also produced by the same wavelengths, and there

is reason to believe that the light absorber in this case is nucleoprotein,

as action spectra suggest (19), because of the close association of these

substances with the genetic mechanism of the cell.

When photosensory responses are concerned, whether phototropic

bending of plants or visual mechanisms in animals, one may on various
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Adtlenthini

Since this chapter went to press there have been two important

developments which should be mentioned briefly:

Reinvestigation of the quantum efficiencj^ of photosynthesis by
Bui'k, Hendricks, Korzenovsky, Schoken, and Warburg (Science, 110,

225-229 (1949)) has yielded maximum values near 4 quanta per

molecule of oxygen liberated, in good agreement with the values

reported by Warburg in 1923. This calls for some modification of

^'alues cited in this chapter.

Enhancement of recovery from effects of ultraviolet radiation by
exposure to light from the short end of the visible and long end of the

ultraviolet spectra has been demonstrated: in fungi by Kelner

(Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U. S., 35, 73 (1949)); in bacteriophage

(in the presence of E. coli) by Dulbecco {Nature, 163, 949 (1949));

and for the sea urchin by Blum, Price, Robinson, and Loos {Biol.

Bull, 97, 232 (1949)), and Marshak {Biol. Bull, 97, 244 (1949)).

This may call for revision of our ideas on the effects of ultraviolet

radiation.
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Three broad categories of investigators are interested in the bio-

logical effects of X rays. First are those who wish to photograph oi-

register on fluorescent screens abnormal structures deep within the

tissues. In this manner abnormalities are brought to view and suit-

able action taken. The second group is interested in the effect of

radiant energy on abnormal growths within the organisms. It

seemed possible that, through differential absorption of radiant

energy, abnormal growths could be immobilized, and eventually

regress and be replaced by normal tissue. Some success in this direc-

tion has led to a broad study of X-ray effects. The third group is

451
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interested in the effect of radiant energy on normal cells and cell

structures. These studies first investigated the effects of radiant

energy on the cell lineage pattern in the unfolding of embryological

developments. The studies were confined to particular tissue cells,

as for instance the sperm and egg, nucleus, or cytoplasm. The micro-

scopic changes observed in these tissues as the exposure progressed

were used to measure the radiation effects. Different effects in par-

ticular tissues pointed to a selective action of the X rays. The need

for understanding radiation effects in the regeneration of particular

organs became evident and such investigations soon paralleled those

on embryological development. Somewhat later, geneticists became

interested in the more intimate phases of X-ray effects within individ-

ual cell nuclei. X rays furnished the means for penetrating into the

nucleus and exciting particular elements, with the consequence that

genes and chromosomes were changed and the course of heredity

modified.

The three types of investigators want very different results from

the radiant energy. The first, by using X rays simply as a means of

differential diagnosis of abnormal structures, wish X rays to penetrate

without producing any obvious effects on the tissues under observa-

tion. All that is required is an accurate, contrasting photograph of

the normal and abnormal structures. The second group of investi-

gators, on the other hand, require the X rays to penetrate to the ab-

normal tissues and be absorbed in them to a sufficient extent to cause

their death and regression without affecting the normal surrounding

tissues. Finally, those who wish to follow the embryological un-

folding of organisms through changes produced by radiation, or

those in the genetic field who wish to alter genes or chromosomes re-

quire the X rays to penetrate to the cells under observation, cause

changes in these cells that will lead to the sought-for structural

changes in the adult, and yet leave the cells in sufficiently normal

condition so that they will go on and reproduce, either to form the

complete new body phenotype or to be carried by the germ cells to a

following generation, when the altered genes would produce a dis-

tinguishable change.

Besides these main biological interests, X rays have been used

for the elucidation of molecular structure. X-ray diffraction photo-

graphs of crystals have given information on the arrangement of the

atoms within molecules. Similai-ly, in larger molecules it is possible

to estimate the geometrical shape and size of molecules from crystal
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or powder X-ray patterns. To the biologist this information has been

most important in the study of viruses or biologies, as penicillin,

when crystals may be formed, or in the analysis of elastic fibers.

Summary volumes covering some of these points are listed in the

general bibliography (Z-^)-

A. SOURCES OF X-RAY RADIATION

It is presumed that the readers of this volume will be interested

primarily in investigating the biological effects of X irradiation rather

than in the construction and maintenance of X-ray apparatus.

Many will depend on hospitals or physical laboratories, where regulai-

X-ray equipment is being maintained, for their source of radiation.

Consequently, only a minimum acquaintance with X-ray tubes will

be needed. Where possible, the irradiations had best be made in a

ph^^sical laboratory. The biological material will then have the

benefit of trained specialists in both the biological and irradiation

fields. The necessary conditions of tube operation will be assured

and proper measurement will be made of the dose of X rays applied

to the tissues. But, since investigators are not equally fortunate, it

is well for all to be aware of some of the necessities of X-ray exposure

and protection. A few major points may be mentioned.

The early X-ray tubes were gas-filled types operating at rela-

tively low voltages. These tubes delivered radiant energy of rela-

tively long wavelengths and, therefore, had low penetrating power.

The biological effects were largely surface effects. With further de-

velopment and water cooling these gas-filled tubes became highly ef-

fective generators of X rays in the wavelength region from 8 A. (an

angstrom unit = 10"^ cm.) to 0.3 A. Owmg to their long wave-

length, the X-radiation dosage rate in ionization units (roentgen or

r. unit, defined later) delivered by these tubes can reach very high

values.

The constructional features of a gas X-ray tube are reproduced

in Figure 1. For contrast, Figure 2 shows a vacuum type tube of a

closely similar design. The cathode (C) focuses the high speed elec-

trons on the target or anode, thus generating the X rays, which are

emitted from the window at K (47). The low gas pressure in this

tube, about 10 ~* mm. of mercury, is controlled by vacuum pumps

and an adjustable air leak. The water-cooled anode may be com-

posed of any suitable metal desired. An anode metal is often
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selected for the intense characteristic radiation that it emits in a

limited wavelength region, e.g., a copper anode has characteristic

wavelengths near 1.5 A. Gas-filled X-ray tubes can be made self-

rectifying, thus requiring only a transformer in their electrical cir-

cuit, but the difficulty of maintaining satisfactory air pressure makes

Fig. 1. Self-rectifying gas type X-ray tube. (Courtesy L. E. Pinney, 47).

COOLING WATER INLET
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Fig. 2. Filament type X-ray tube, evacuated and sealed {56). (Courtesy

Marhlett Laboratories, Inc.)

gas tubes undesirable for occasional laboratory work except where

very large dosage rates are essential to an experiment. Gas tubes

have a further limitation in that they will not operate at voltages

higher than 50-60 kilovolts. This restricts their use in experimental

work since the operating voltage determines the short wavelength

limit of the X rays emitted.

Coolidge type X-ray tubes (see Fig. 2) with sealed vacuum have

almost entirely replaced gas-filled tubes for most laboratory work as
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well as for diagnostic and therapeutic uses. Their advantages are

better control, lower maintenance, and constant readiness for use.

The thermionic emission of electrons from the cathode, which consists

of a filament heated to incandescence by an electric current, pei-mits

convenient control of the X-ray output. The electrons are focused

by the cathode to strike the anode at a small spot. The X rays pass

out through the thin wall of the tube or through a special window

.

The Coolidge type tubes are now available in a wide range of designs

and power ratings. Water-cooled models are preferred for heavA-

duty continuous operation. They permit higher dosage rates in thai

the samples can l)e placed closer to the anode, thus avoiding much loss

in intensity from the inverse square law factor. The form of the

radiation intensity versus wavelength curve depends on several fac-

tors besides the applied voltage to the tube. These will be discussed

later. Ordinarily, voltages are confined within the range of 30 to 250

kilovolts. Lower voltage tubes with especially thin windows are

also available for special purposes.

For higher voltages special type equipment is available in some

laboratories and hospitals, as, for instance, the Sloan tube and genera-

tor. These tubes are capable of delivering 850 to 1000 kilovolt X
rays. The radiation is general, covering all wavelengths up to the

limit of the exciting voltage. The Sloan apparatus (5, p. 85) in-

volves an oscillator circuit with auxiliary tubes similar to those of a

short wave broadcasting set. For still other tvpes of tu})es, see Clark

Betatrons and synchrotrons are two of the newer types of equip-

ment from which it is possible to obtain X-ray radiation of 10-100

million volts. Their use in biological experiments is just beginning.

Current physics periodicals must be consulted for details. Theii*

widespread use is expected, at least for industrial piuposes.

When X radiation is obtained from a qualified physical labora-

tory, there probably will be no difficulty in the operation of the ap-

paratus or in obtaining the energy output. For the investigator

who wishes to do experimental work using hospital equipment the

difficulties may be greater. In general, he must acquaint himself

with the type of X-ray machine and its suitability for the purpose he

has in mind. One point to be carefully taken into consideration is

that for the treatment of biological materials the machine should be

capable of continuous operation over the necessary time without

damage to the tube or its power supply. This requirement precludes
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the use of such X-ray equipment as is often found in dental chnics,

where it is intended for intermittent operation only, with separate

exposures limited to a matter of seconds.

The protection of the operator from the X rays generated by the

X-ray machine is of first importance. Lead shields are normally

provided for this purpose. It is well to read the bulletins of the

Bureau of Standards on suitable protection of the operator from X-
ray effects {55).

B. DOSIMETRY

1. Units of Measurement

Since the discovery of X rays, the measurement of their intensity

has been conducted along two quite different lines. For biological

measurements the unit has changed as increasing information became

available on the biological effects of this energy. One of the first

noticed effects of X rays was an erythema or a reddening of the skin,

occurring either immediately or as a delayed reaction appearing

after some days or weeks. To the clinician this effect was obviously

the beginning of cell changes that weie rather serious to the tissues.

The "erythema dose," defined as the minimum X radiation to pro-

duce an erythema after ten to fourteen days, became a biological

measure of X-ray dosage. It suffered the disadvantages that people

varied in their susceptibility to radiation and that the unit differed

according to whether radiation was delivered to the skin continuously

or intermittently.

A second biological unit used for X-iay measurements is the sur-

vival of such objects as Drosophila eggs. These survival tests were

found to be remarkably constant in eggs from rapidly laying Dro-

sophila exposed two hours after laying. The unit was the X radia-

tion necessary to cause the death of 50% of the eggs exposed under

standard conditions (43). The biological measures of X radiation

are handicapped by lack of trained personnel and easily available

material, as well as from the time elapsed between the radiation ex-

posure and a knowledge of the dose administered.

The physical measurement of X radiation, on the other hand, can

be made in a very few minutes with easily standardized equipment.

Until the biological and physical methods were brought into agree-

ment, however, no common ground for the use of one method over the
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other existed. This gap has been filled through the work on Droso-

phila eggs (4-8,44) followed by that of genetics workers on gene muta-

tion and on survival of Drosophila sperm (26). The measurements

are in agreement and show that the total energy absorbed in the tis-

sues as the X rays pass thi-ough them is the important element in

producing the effects. The physical unit of X radiation, r. unit or

roentgen, is the quantity of X rays "such that the associated corpus-

cular emission per 0.001293 gram of air produces, in air, ions carrying

1 electrostatic unit of quantity of electricity of either sign." The

dose in r. units, therefore, is not a measure of the total energy in an

L M N

Fig. 3. Sectional view of an X-ray dosimeter oi' r. meter (courtesy

Victoreen Instrument Co.): A, chamber tube containing condenser

and chamber; B, chamt)er tube cap (for end opposite chamber); C,

ionization chamber; D, insulating button to cover insulation at E;

F, discharge switch; G, static charger wheel; H, scale; I, objec-

tive; J, ocular; L, lamp; M, battery; N, light switch.

X-ray beam, but only that fraction which can be dissipated by the

ionization process in a thin layer of air. This can be related to the

energy dissipated in tissue by ionization. For a further discussion,

the reader should consult the following chapter.

A diagram of a small dosimeter based on this ionization principle

is shown in Figure 3. The ionization chamber is a small thimble-

shaped structure at the end of the tube. Its walls are easily pene-

trated by X rays, the charge being taken by the wire to the electro-

scope. The current causes the electroscope to discharge ; the amount

of the discharge is measured on an r. unit scale, which is read by look-

ing through the microscope. This type of dosimeter must be cali-

brated for the quality of X rays absorbed, however, by comparison
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with a standard ionization chamber. The whole box is heavily

shielded against X rays entering at any place other than the thimble

chamber.

The threshold erythemal dose is equivalent to about 500 r. since

this dose delivered at one sitting to a local skin area is capable of

producing perceptible reddening in 80% of patients within four weeks
of treatment. Similarly, the dose necessary to kill 50% of the Dro-

sophila eggs under the standard condition is 180 r.

2. The Depth-Dose Problem

The close relation between the biological effects and the X-ray

dose in r. values in quantitative experimentation justifies the meas-

urement of X-radiation doses in r. units. For actual dose measure-

ments in r. units to correspond to the absorbed energy in the experi-

mental tissue, certain conditions must be satisfied. If the layer of

material to be treated is thin, as, for instance, a film of virus on Cello-

phane, the experimental arrangement must be such that the film is

treated with a sufficient layer of air between it and any other more
dense material to prevent the return of scattered radiation from the

dense substances to affect the virus.

This "back-scatter" effect becomes particularly important in

treating deep tissues. Problems are presented not only by the scat-

tering characteristics of the tissues that surround the object of inves-

tigation but also by the absorbing power of intervening layers of tis-

sue. For example, if a bone is located close to deep tissue, scattered

radiation from the bone would change the dose from that expected

if the bone were not present. Computations of such an effect are

very difficult because the X rays are not monochromatic and the

several materials present of different atomic number contribute in

various amounts to the back-scattered radiation. With an appro-

priately constructed "phantom" (see 5, p. 179), dosage measurements

to take such effects into account are not too difficult to make. At the

same time it can correct for the layer of material over the treated ob-

ject, which is likewise important in order to find the dose incident on

the object under investigation. The total "absorption" in this

layer depends on several physical phenomena, including photoelectric

effects and two types of scattering. These different phenomena af-

fect the absorbing power of a substance with respect to its atomic

number in different ways. The photoelectric absorption, for example,
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varies approximately as the fourth power of this mnnher. Since the

atomic mimber of lead is high, a comparatively thin lead screen may
give effective protection against X rays {55). In tissue, the absorp-

tion can be represented b}^ a weighted averaging of the atomic num-

bers of the atoms composing it.

Another complicating factor in this absorption correction is that

of the wavelengths of the X ra3^s. It is not practical to obtain high

intensity monochromatic radiation with X rays for irradiating the

large areas encountered in most biological work. X-ray tubes give

out a continuous band of general radiation having wavelengths rang-

ing from 10 A. to some limiting value dependent upon the voltage put
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on the tube. A graph showing the absolute intensity as a function

of wavelength for general radiation is shown in Figin-e 4. General
radiation shows a continuous spectrum of wavelengths from a low
intensity value in the long wavelengths, rising to a modal value, and
then dropping more sharply to zero intensity at the short wavelength
cut off. This limiting wavelength in A. is given by 12,395/ F, where
V is the voltage. With 20 kv. on the tube, the wavelength limit

would be about 0.6 A. ; with 200 kv., 0.06 A.

Besides general radiation there is superimposed radiation charac-

teristic of the metal used as target m the X-ray tube. Characteristic
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radiation occurs in a series of peaks, K, L, M, etc., which correspond

to the various electronic energy levels in the atom. For copper the K
peak is at 1.5 A. ; for silver, at 0.49 A.

Interposing a sheet of metal between the object and the X-raj^

tube has the effect of filtering out the radiations of the longer wave-

lengths, but it also results in the emission of secondary X rays which

are characteristic of the atomic number of the metal used as a filter.

These secondary X rays are always longer in wavelength than the

original X-ray beam. In case they are absorbed by a filter of still

lower atomic number, perhaps aluminum, characteristic X rays of

aluminum are emitted, but of course are still longer in wavelength.

The significance of these facts to the investigatoi' comes in empha-

sizing the experimental arrangement that must be made for critical

experiments and the care with which the measiu'ements of the X rays

received by the specimen must be taken.

It is not always possible to meet these conditions exactly. An
investigator interested in irradiating Drosophila sperm and then utiliz-

ing them for fertilizing Drosophila eggs requires sperm irradiated in

the intact adult male fly. X radiation incident to the fly can be esti-

mated in r. units, but absorption in the chitinous body wall that sur-

roimds the abdomen of the fly and back-scatter of the tissues to the

sperm become diflScult to measure. The dosage measurements could

be made from two positions, i.e., at the body surface before any X
radiation has passed through the fly's tissue and after the radiation

has passed through the fly's body. The difference between these

measurements shows the amount of radiation absorbed in the fly's

tissues. Neither of these measurements is what the investigator

wants. He wishes to knoM^ the radiation incident to the sperm. Two
assumptions might be made to facilitate this estimate : that the sperm

are in some definite position within the body (as at its center) and

that the laj^ers of tissue above and below the two surfaces are absorb-

ing uniformly and with negligible back-scatter. X-radiation ab-

sorption proceeds exponentially as follows:

/ = he -fix

where /o is the intensity of the radiation incident to the fly, and / is

the intensity that passes through the fl.y; x is the thickness of the fly

and ju is an "average" absorption coefficient of the fl}^ Then Ic =

/oe"""^^^ — /o(///o)'^', where Ic is the intensity at the center of the

fly.
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For sevenil different flies the ///o value for silver X radiation was

0.894; for copper, 0.530; and for chromium, 0.246. The square

roots of these values give 94, 72, and 49%, respectivel}^, of the incident

surface radiation reaching the center of the fly. The respective X
radiations from these three metal targets Avere filtered through palla-

dium, nickel, and vanadium windows. The dose incident to the fly

must be corrected by these percentages to get the estimated dose to

the sperm.

3. Monochromatic X Radiation

The difficulties attached to studies of wavelength effects bring uul

other points for consideration. For these studies one would like

monochromatic X radiation. Unlike visible light, an X-ray beam
cannot be readil.y separated into its constituent wavelengths. Mono-
chromatic X radiation thus far has had to be obtained by diffraction

from crystals or gratings. This results not only in a great reduction

in intensity at each wavelength but also in a very small area ovei'

which the X rays are monochromatic. These facts make this method

impractical for most biological work. As the next best alternative

the experimenter attempts to restrict the radiation to particular

bands. This is accomplished largely through filtering out the X rays

of long wavelength and through the use of particular metals as win-

dows. The filters for the long wavelength components are generally

made of aluminum or copper. The general radiation reaching the

tissues is therefore restricted in some degree to the short waves of the

spectrum.

Besides this general absorption effect, there is a characteristic

absorption effect. Every element has a characteristic absorption

curve; these curves are marked by discrete peaks or discontinuities

at specific wavelengths. Use is made of this fact in the choice of

filter materials for X-ray windows. In using a copper target tube,

for example, the continuous background of general X radiation has

imposed upon it ladiation characteristic of copper. The "/v''-

characteristic radiation of copper occurs at a wavelength of approxi-

mately 1.5 A. The presence of this characteristic radiation has the

effect of making a large peak in the radiation curve when intensity is

plotted against wavelength (c/. Fig. 4). A thin sheet of nickel em-

ployed as a window in the X-ray tube thus possesses the imiciue prop-

erty of transmitting nearly all of this copper peak radiation at 1.5 A.
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while filtering out much of the general radiation on either side of this

peak. Consequently, the radiation after this filtration is more nearly

monochromatic. The actual choice of a filter depends largely on its

atomic number. In general, the element of choice is one or two

atomic numbers below the metal used as the anode of the X-ray tube.

Palladium is used to filter X rays from silver anode tubes, zirconium

for molybdenum, nickel for copper, manganese for iron, and vanadium

for chromium. The short wavelength limit of this method of filtra-

tion occurs at about 0.1 A.; it is applicable, then, only to X rays of

medium or long wavelength. Graphical representation of the effects

is shown in Figure 4.

A further difficulty in obtaining monochromatic X rays is the

alternating potential ordinarily used to operate the tubes. The al-

ternating rise and fall of the high voltage supply (c/. 5, Fig. 57) re-

sults in a consequent shortening and lengthening of the wavelengths

of the X rays produced. Various schemes are used to reduce this ef-

fect, but some voltage ripple is almost always present. If adequate

rectification is not available to eliminate this effect, then, at best,

filter techniques will lead to a rather broad band of wavelengths.

Direct current sources could be used, of course, especially for low

voltage studies.

For some biological investigations, the Ross {4, P- 532) double

filter technique might prove useful. It is based on differential ab-

sorption by metallic filters.

C. THEORIES OF X-RAY ACTIONS

1. The ''Point-Heat" Concept

Historically, the first general theoiy designed to explain the re-

sults observed in the treatment of tissues by X rays was that of Des-

sauer {15). It was recognized that radiant energy, in passing through

gases or tissues, was subdivided into discrete units as it underwent ab-

sorption in these substances. A particulate or quantum theory of

X-ray absorption was evolved. At the point of release of the energy

of these quanta, two types of effects were conceived. The first

looked on the absorbed energy as generating a considerable amount

of heat at the small focus of the release. This theory was developed

into the "point-heat" theory of X-ray effects by Dessauer. The

theory accounted for the very specific and localized effects of the X
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rays on the tissues. The survival curves, observed when bacteria

or other forms were irradiated, could be explained by a rationalization

of the Poisson equation (see Sect. G). The X rays were visualized

as distributed over the bacteria or, in general, the target as discrete

particles and in a random manner. Absorption of these X-ray par-

ticles was regarded as causing point-heat lesions in the tissues. For

MEAN LETHAL DOSE {7)

60 120 180 240 50 100 150 200 250

DURATION OF EXPOSURE TO CHROMIUM X RAYS, sec.

Arithmetic scale Aritti.- log. scale

Fig. 0. Effect of irradiating Drosophila spfrm with X rays from chromium

target tube: at left, survival data are plotted on linear percentage scale with doses

of X rays in r.; at right, the ordinate is logarithm of survival. Actual data curve

is irregular line. Best fitting Poisson equation is smooth curve. Advantage of

arith.-log grid at right is immediately evident in that Poisson equation on this

grid gives straight line plot.

a given organism the chance that one of these absorptions would

fall in a spot vital to the organism was constant for the same amount

of X rays applied under the same conditions. Similarly, this chance

was identical with that of another bacterium of the same species

and imder the same conditions. For a unit dose of X rays, the chance

of death would be the percentage receiving these point-heat absorp-
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tions or "hits." For a second unit of X rays the percentage receiving

the point-heat absorptions would be identical with that of the first

unit. However, this percentage would be distributed over organisms

that had already received one such point-heat absorption and there-

fore were already incapable of surviving, and over a second group

that up to that time had escaped such hits. The observed percentage

of deaths would be less for the second unit than for the first unit of

X rays. For a third unit of X rays on the treated organisms there

would again be the same percentage number receiving a point-heat

absorption as for the initial or second group. Again, however, these

point-heat absorptions would be distributed at random over the

organisms that had received such absorptions from the first or second

units of X rays and so could not show the effects of absorption from

the third dose of X rays. Only organisms that had thus far escaped

receiving a "hit" could affect the subsequent death rate of the bac-

teria. The number dying on the third dose would be, again, less

than that of the second dose and still less than that of the first dose.

This would lead to a series of survivals having the general form of

Figure 5. These results may be expressed generally by the successive

terms of the Poisson distributions, where we can calculate the proba-

liility for receiving any of these point-heat absorptions and therefore

the chance that the bacteria survive any dosage. The general form

of these curves for actual data is as shown in the figure.

The interpretation of the effects of X rays as terms in a Poisson

series is frequently used toda.y. The point-heat concept, however,

has been radically modified.

2. The Sensitive Volume Concept

A second development came in the work of Crowther {10,11).

He showed that a large number of X-ray quanta must be absorbed

by a protozoan in order to produce death. This led to the concept

that the protozoa were composed of volumes vital to their functioning

and volumes that could be destroyed without seriously injuring the

organisms. The size of these vital structures was much less than the

size of the organism. The organism was visualized as having a sensi-

tive spot within it. This concept did not modify the Poisson inter-

pretation put on the survival curve. But the observed data did add

to the complexity of the interpretation, for the protozoa did not die

according to the simple one absorption type of Poisson series. 40
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absorptions in the vital spot were assumed to produce death. These

data required a Poisson distribution that allowed organisms to sur-

vive a large amount of X rays before any deaths were noted. When

deaths started they increased rapidly and then later decreased at

about the same rate after they had passed the midpoint. The form

of the survival curve was explained by the necessity of multiple ab-

sorptions of radiation in the sensitive spot before any observed ef-

fects were noticed. Figure 7 shows this and other curves plotted on

the arith.-log. grid.

Condon and Terrill (9) extended the theory by pointing out that

the size of the X-ray quanta increases with decreasing wavelengths.

The energy of the X-ray quanta incident to the tissue is inversely

proportional to their wavelength ; on an energy basis a given biologi-

cal effect might require several ciuanta of long wavelength X rays

in the sensitive spot, where but one quantum would be necessary

with short wavelength X rays.

3. Current Ionization Concepts

Further developments came with more detailed examination of

how X-ray energy is released within tissues and gases. The absorp-

tion of a quantum in tissue may generate a photoelectron that carries

nearly the full energy of the quantum. This photoelectron progresses

through the tissues, occasionally colliding with electrons of atoms in

its path, until all of its excess kinetic energy is dissipated in the forma-

tion of positive and negative ion pairs. The track or path of the

photoelectron is very crooked and irregular. The length of any elec-

tron's path is dependent upon its initial energy and on how much

energy is lost in each collision. The ion pair density along an elec-

tron's path becomes greater as the residual energy of the electron de-

creases. With X rays generated at potentials to 10 kv., their ab-

sorption by matter gives rise to photoelectrons almost exclusively.

AVhen the initial energy of the quantum becomes larger, say 50

e.kv. (electron kilovolts), the energ}^ distribution takes a somewhat

different form. Then about 68% of the energy is distributed as

photoelectrons, the rest as recoil electrons (Compton effect, see 4)-

A recoil electron is formed when an X-ray quantum collides with an

electron in an atom, causing the electron to fly off at an angle from the

initial path of the quantum. Recoil electrons ionize in the same

manner as the photoelectons, but on the average have much less en-
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eigy. The average length of these recoil electron paths is short com-

pared to that of a photoelectron from a quantum of the same original

energy; a recoil electron, for instance, from a 50 e.kv. quantum has

an average energy of onl,y 11 e.kv. Recoil electrons are visualized

as distributing the energy obtained from high voltage quanta to many
discrete spots in the absorbing tissue, in a manner similar to that of

photoelectrons with the same amount of energy. Quanta with 100

e.kv. energy have about 72% of their total energy dissipated as recoil

electrons, the mean electron energy being about 17 e.kv. With 1000

e.kv. quanta, onlj^ recoil electrons are formed; their average energy

UNMODIFIED
SCATTERED COMPTON

X RAYS SCATTERED
PHOTON

CHARACTERISTIC
X RAYS

INCIDENT PHOTON '//^ UNABSORBED
PRIMARY
X RAYS

HEAT

PHOTOELECTROMS RECOIL ELECTRON

Fig. G. Sketch to indicate multiple mechanisms of en-

ergy dissipation from an X-i'ay beam traversing tissue.

is about 435 e.kv. The recoil electrons, except for directional charac-

teristics, behave essentially as photoelectrons in that their energy is

dissipated by creating secondary electrons of still lower energy and

by creating ion pairs along their path. The degradation scheme of

X-ray energy is graphically represented in Figure 6.

The conversion of the energy of large quanta into recoil electrons

rather than photoelectrons obviously could result in a very great dif-

ference in the observed effects of the X rays. For example, a theoret-

ical basis for wavelength effects in biological investigations will tend

to disappear. Work of Packard (43) on Drosophila eggs gave experi-

mental support to this viewpoint since he was unable to detect any

differential quantitative effect from the various wavelengths of X
rays used.

Wyckoff (52) observed that colon bacteria were killed by X-ray
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wavelengths lying between 4 and 0.5 A. Since semilogarithmic sur-

vival curves were obtained, he interpreted this to mean that the ab-

sorption of one energy unit in the vital volume of a bacterium was suf-

ficient to kill it. On this assumption, only 1 ciuantum in 4 with the

0.5 A. X rays was necessary for death, whereas it took 60 quanta for

one to be deadly with the 4 A. X rays. Instead of being more effective

as a killing agent the longei- wavelength X rays turned out to be some-

what less effective. On the basis of these and other experiments,

the quantum does not appear to be the primary agent in the causation

of the biological effects of radiation.

Another model for explaining the effects of radiation was fur-

nished by Glocker (20). This model attempts to take into account

the spatial distribution of the energy within the tissues as well as the

quantum absorption. The photoelectron path through the tissues

is an irregular one in which the ions per unit length of path are few in

its initial stages, becoming greater as the energy of the electron drops,

until at the end of the path the ionizations are close together. With

this model a hit is considered to occur when the ionizing particle

passes through the target (see also 3, p. 88; and 40).

More recently consideration has been given by Lea (3) to the

fact that ion pairs are apt to form in clusters along the radiation

track. Either one or several of the ions within a cluster may be con-

sidered sufficient to produce a given effect of irradiation. Different

energy particles have differing clustering effects along their ionization

paths. Clustering tends toward more than one ionization in a sensi-

tive region if that region is large. It follows that, if the volume of

the sensitive region is calculated on the basis of the total ion pairs

formed, the size of the region is underestimated. If, on the other

hand, the sensitive region is small, a single ion from a cluster may be

sufficient to produce the observed results and at the same time lie

outside the effective range of the other ion pairs in the cluster. This

will lead to the correct size of the sensitive region. For small targets

the method of Crowther (10), in which the ionizations are considered

to be distributed at random, each ionization being capable of produc-

ing the observed effect, would lead to approximately correct results

as far as size is concerned.

Where the biological material irradiated consists of several dis-

crete parts. Lea has sho\\'n that it is possible to estimate the number

of these parts as well as the volume of each from the X-ra}^ results.

This is accomplished by using irradiation with widelj- spaced ion
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clusters, as, for instance, 7 rays, as contrasted with densely spaced

ion clusters found in a rays. This method may be used to supplement

other means of estimating the number of the sensitive volumes within

an organism. The estimate is subject to considerable error; both

square and cube terms are introduced into the calculations.

Another means of producing biological effects by X rays is that of

raising the energy level of an electron in an atom or molecule. In this

unstable state chemical reactions may occur that would not occur

otherwise. With small molecules excitation is often as effective as

ionization, but with large molecules excitation appears to be much
less effective. Biological material offers possibilities for both types of

reactions.

X-ray energy differs from ultraviolet energy in the manner in

which it is absorbed as well as in the type of effects produced. Ultra-

violet energy is absorbed selectively by certain cell constituents,

whereas the X-ray energy is distributed at random along ionization

tracks but in a more homogeneous manner over the tissue irradiated.

The X-ray energy may produce either ionization or excitation,

whereas the effect of ultraviolet probably is confined to excitation.

D. MATERIALS FOR STUDY OF IRRADIATION EFFECTS

Experience has shown that for the adequate interpretation of X-

ray effects it is frequently necessary to follow the exposed cell and

its progeny through many cell generations so that various delayed

effects of the X rays may appear. For critical quantitative experi-

mentation the irradiated material should be composed of single self-

reproducing entities. With the wealth of genetic information and

the development of the different techniques, Drosophila sperm has

become one of the most useful materials for quantitative irradiation

work in which the real mechanism of irradiation effects is sought.

This material allows observation on the lethal effect of the X rays

and also on carry-over effects of radiation to succeeding generations.

These effects have been sho^vn to be due to the capacity of the X rays

to alter the inheritance units, the genes, and to break and rearrange

chromosomes. These effects in Drosophila may be studied by both

genetic and cytological methods {26,41). Other material as, for in-

stance, corn pollen has equal advantages in that the cell structure is

well understood from a cytological viewpoint and each pollen grain is

separate and can be followed through as a separate entity. But
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corn has the disadvantage of a longer generation time and a less

easily handled C3''tological technique. Materials like the pollen

grains of Tradescanha (4-8,50) have proved particularly useful in the

stud}'' of chromosomal rearrangements due to radiation. These pol-

len grains have the advantages of being good cytological material;

the cytological patterns of cell division, as in mitosis and meiosis, are

well understood and standard. The disadvantages appear when the

results require progeny studies.

Other materials, like bacteria {24,25,27), have the advantages of

being single cells, of discreteness, and of high rate of reproduction.

They are quite useful for studying the effect of radiation on survival,

provided the species is such that the cells do not form chains or clumps.

They may be used for the study of problems of frequency of pheno-

typic mutations, but they have the difficulty that very little is known
about their method of chromosome reproduction, with the conse-

quence that interpretation of the results on a comparable basis with

those in other forms, in which cytological behavior is known, may
lead to false conclusions. Viruses, as the plant viruses of the tobacco

mosaic group {23), are very useful for X-ray study in that, like bac-

teria, they may be plated out as individuals and the changes observed

in them noted and carried on as genetically different strains. They
are useful for the study of the lethal effects of different types of radi-

ant energy and for determining size of entities in the organism and

comparing the sizes to those obtained through other methods. The
\'iruses, however, have the same difficulties as bacteria, in that their

mode of reproduction is not understood sufficiently to interpret

many of the results. In the study of nuitations, both natural and

due to radiant energy, the bacteriophage types have been useful {16).

They have given real light on the mechanism of mutation through the

changes of successively mutated strains. Again, the difficulty is

lack of knowledge of the mechanism involved in the transmission of

their inheritance from one indixidual generation to the next. In the

study of mutation frecjuencies and the types of mutations produced

by radiant energ\', ihc different fungus forms have proved useful.

This is particularl}' true of the bread mold Neurospora {7,37), and of

yeast {38), in which the cytological arrangements of the reduction

division are such as to return all of the products of the maturation

divisions for evaluation of the inheritance they receive.

Radiation studies on multicellular organisms have been useful

for examination of particular physiological problems, for instance.
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the effect of the selective destruction of given types of tissue or tissue

cells on immune reactions. Thus, the mouse of a particular genetic

strain may have its resistance lowered considerably if it is irradiated

with X rays. Such observations throw light on immune phenomena.

On the other hand, the experimental material is defective for the

study of the mechanism by which the X rays produce their effects,

for this mechanism ultimately goes dowTi into single cells, which

would be nearly impossible to isolate and study genetically. The
elucidation of such problems requires the types of studies involved in

such work as that on Drosophila. The same consideration holds for

the irradiation of tumor cells or cell tissues. The observations are

interesting from a physiological point of view, but for a critical under-

standing of what the X rays really do, are defective in that effects of

the X rays may be on a minute constituent of the cells, as, for in-

stance, the gene, which is in itself really responsible for the observed

physiological result. Similar considerations are important to the

study of the effects of radiation on either embryological development

or the regeneration of host tissues.

Choice of the material for irradiation is of prime importance. By
preference this material should be well marked b}'^ genes so that the

effects of these genes on the embryological unfolding of the develop-

mental pattern could be studied. Experiments of this type have

led to interesting results in Drosophila, in which it has been possible

to time the separation of tissues, as those of the eye (22,46), from the

rest of the track. X-ray absorption is discrete even to particular

parts of the cell. This discreteness becomes quite evident in tissues

undergoing rapid and slow multiplication, the cells multipljang most

rapidly being those that express the effects of irradiation soonest.

Embryological and regenerative studies utilizing X rays may ma-

terially aid in the solution of problems of immune body production,

phagocytosis, hormone production, and other such vitally important

physiological phenomena.

E. TYPES OF DATA ACCRUING FROM X IRRADIATION
OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS

In the past, and, no doubt, in the immediate future, because of

the interest surrounding it, many of the observations on X-ray effects

on biological material have dealt with the survival of the given or-

ganisms under known doses of X rays and specified environmental
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conditions. These observations have been made on such biologically

different materials as plant and animal viruses, bacteria, Dros^ophila

sperm, sunflower and mustard seed, mold spores, yeasts, and pnj-

tozoa. The graph presented in Figure 7 shows some of these data,

together with literature r(>ferences. The logarithm of the per cent

survivors is sho\\Ti as the ordinate of the graph. The abscissas repre-

sent the X-ray doses in roentgens. It will be noted that the survival

curves for each species are quite different, both in their form and in
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the number of genes not affected is equal to y, the original number of

genes is N, the X-ray dose in r. units is d, and 6 is a constant, this

equation becomes:

y = Ne-"'^

The exposure of the blood cells of an organism to X rays is known
to change the frequency of the leucocytes in the blood. These
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Fig. 8. Effect of X radiation in lowering the resistance of different mouse

strains to given doses of typhoid organisms.

changes have pronounced effects on the resistance of the organisms.

Radiant energy has been used as a tool, for example, in altering re-

sistance to mouse typhoid disease. Mice of resistant and susceptible

strains have been irradiated and then inoculated with the disease

organisms. A plot of the results is sho^vn in Figm^e 8. The data are

quite irregular because of the difficulty of getting sufficient material

for test. A general linear trend downward in resistance is evident

wdth increased- irradiation. This would be expected if the X rays
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were randomly destroying the blood-forming cells of the body and

thus lowering the number of leucocytes available for opposing the

disease organisms.

Much interest has been attached recently to the combination ef-

fects of X-ray irradiation with other types of energy, as ultraviolet

and infrared (33-35,50-53). These combination effects have been

studied quantitatively in Tradescantia and Drosophila. Other forms

of energy combined with that of X-ray irradiation lead to results that

are pronouncedly different from those when X rays are used alone.

These illustrations of the use of X rays in experimental work de-

pend for their interpretation upon the accurate measurement of ir-

radiation dosages and quantitative estimation of the biological effects.

The gathering of the data, their statistical analysis, and their inter-

pretation form the keynote to research advance.

F. METHODS OF MEASURING BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
OF X RAYS

I. Virus Materials

Some plant viruses may be irradiated either dry, in water, or in

physiological salt solutions. If the,v are irradiated dry on cello-

phane, the layer (^f material is so thin that the difference in absorption

between the surface and the cellophane may be so slight that no cor-

rection of the dose for differential absorption need be made. On the

other hand, when irradiated in solutions, the absorbing power of the

solution must be taken into consideration and, if possible, the depth

of the solution made so small that its absorption does not become
great. The solution for carrying the treated material should be one

in which the radiation will not produce a toxic substance. There are

some chemicals that on irradiation materially affect bacteria and
viruses. In fact, water itself may release oxygen, which can become a

source of error in the experiment.

After irradiation and proper measurement of the dose as it is re-

ceived by the organism, it is necessary to separate the individual

bacteria or virus particles so that a count can be made of the original

number and also the number that survive the X-ray treatment.

Bacterial species should be chosen that do not form chains or clump
and thus completel}^ vitiate the X-ray experiment. Similarly, virus

particles must be capable of being distributed separately over the test
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material for individual counting. The number of bacteria may be

determined by smearing a measured sample of the initial solution on

suitable agar media in ordinary bacteriological plates. The separate

bacteria then grow into small colonies, and at the end of 24 to 48

hours may be counted. Comparison of the numbers of organisms in

the untreated sample with the number in the various exposed samples

results in estimates of the effect of the X rays.

Certain plant viruses, as the necrotic type of tobacco mosaic

(30,31), may be plated similarly on the leaves of a susceptible plant,

e.g., bean seedlings. The solution containing the unirradiated or

irradiated virus is spread on the surface of the bean leaf by moistening

a small pad of cheese cloth in the virus solution and lightly passing

this moistened cloth over the surface of the leaf with one stroke only.

More than one stroke is undesirable. At the end of three days to a

week, depending upon the kind of test, small necrotic spots will ap-

pear on the leaves and may be counted. The number of these spots

gives an estimate of the number of virus particles within the original

solution. On the face of it the methods seem quite crude, but when

a comparison between samples of the same solution is made the results

are in good agreement. This gives confidence in the method, although

some of its success must seemingly be due to the cancelling out of a

variety of errors that could arise in the technique. These results

demonstrate the desirability of a careful statistical design to eliminate

as many of these errors as possible or to measure their effect and take

them into account statistically (see Snedecor, 49).

One of the main errors is the difference in the genetic and physio-

logical susceptibility of different plants of the same species. These

differences can be overcome by what is called the half-leaf method,

where on one side of the leaf one solution is placed and on the other

side of the leaf another solution is inoculated. As the two sides of

the leaves are quite similar, both environmentally and genetically,

the difference between the two lesion covmts on the two halves gives

a more accurate measure of the ratio of virus particles in the test

solutions. A great variety of these design techniques have been

worked out and should be investigated by anyone who intends to use

this material. The design chosen should be as simple and as free of

possible technical error as is adequate to do the work.

With most animal viruses and many plant viruses no known tech-

nique is available by which we can plate out individual virus parti-

cles. To obtain results for such viruses it is necessary to depen(l
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upon a dilution technique (see 17,28,29,4-5). Work with vaccinia

VH'US is of this type. Vaccinia virus for irradiation is extracted from

an infected rabbit testis, generally preserved in glycerin, by grinding

the testis in sand and diluting it with a 1/10 physiological salt solu-

tion, as, for instance, Locke's. iVfter centrifuging this ground solu-

tion a portion of it, say, 0.75 ml. of the supernatant, may be trans-

ferred to suitable dishes and exposed to the effects of X rays. Dishes

for this exposure have been very satisfactorily made out of ordinarj^

Parawax by simply boring out a flat hollowed depression in the wax

and putting the virus solution in this depression. The area irradiated

should be sufficient so that the depth of solution is slight and correc-

tion for absorbing energy reduced to a minimum. Since X rays are

more lethal to bacteria than to viruses, the technique if properly

handled will keep the material essentially biologically sterile for other

organisms than the vaccinia. The reduction in the virus particles

due to irradiation may be determined by titration experiments, in

which 0.1 ml. of the irradiated or controlled virus suspension is inocu-

lated intradermally into rabbits in separately marked spots.

The rabbit is first shaved, then the body surface marked off in

squares; as many as thirty or forty squares may be possible on a

good-sized rabbit. In the center of the square, 0.1 milhliter of the

virus suspension is inoculated into the corium. Negative and posi-

tive takes will be noted. The virus will not spread but will cause a

swelling and reddening of the area for a positive take. Negatives

will show^ little swelling. The different treated solutions and con-

trols should be distributed over the surface of the rabbit, either at

random or with some prearranged design capable of easy statistical

evaluation, so that there is no place where infection interaction inter-

feres with the interpretation of the data. Positive tests show that

virus particles are present. Negative tests show that all the virus

particles have been destroyed in the sample inoculated. Only this

type of data can be obtained from such material. An estimate of

the number of virus particles in the treated and control solutions

can be obtained by diluting the solutions and getting the dilution at

which approximately 30-50% of the inoculation tests are positive

and the rest negative. The dilution factor, the percentage of

positives, and the assumption that the particles are distributed as in

the Poisson series make it possible to estimate the number of virus

particles in the original solutions undei- test. Comparison of these

numbers for differently treated solutions gives the X-ray effect.
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2. Drosophila Genetics

In determining the effects of irradiation on the germ cells of

higher organisms, as, for instance, Drosophila, the following points

are worthy of consideration. Eggs should be from a strain that lays

fertile eggs rapidly, at the rate of something like an egg every ten

minutes. The hatchability of the untreated eggs should be 95%
or more. Eggs should be laid in a limited period of time which is

standard for each test. Packard's standard method for such tests

is as follows:

Fifty to one hundred females are allowed to lay their eggs on small pieces

of black filter paper wet with the juice of fermented bananas and spread

thinly with a little banana substance mLxed with yeast. In two hours they

will usually la_y enough for an experiment. At the end of the two hour

period the pajjers containing the eggs are removed and arranged in a conven-

ient way for irradiation. One hour after removal they are exposed to accu-

rately measured dosages ofX rays and then placed in a moist chamber at room

temperature. These time intervals should not vary. Three hours after the

laying period commences, the eggs are in a most sensitive condition. As they

grow older, they become more and more resistant to irradiation, so that

three hours later they are approximately half as sensitive. This rapid change

in sensitivity makes brief exposures necessary. The eggs should be exposed

to X-ray beams having a relatively large number of roentgens per minute.

About eighteen hours after exposure the eggs are examined under a binoc-

ular microscope with a 15X magnification in order to count the number

hatched before the majority. These early hatched eggs were old when laid,

and therefore should not be included with those subsequently hatched, since

their sensitivity is very much less than that of the young eggs. The error in-

troduced by not subtracting these early hatched eggs is not large when the

dose is light, but it maj^ become quite important with a heavj^ dose. Two
days after exposure the sample is again counted and the proportion of the

hatching eggs determined. The corrected percentages are obtained by di-

viding the actual percentage observed by the per cent normal for tlie con-

trols, this l)eing the normal fertility of the strain under consideration. This

percentage should be 95% (jr better. If it is not, the material and fly strain

should be discarded and another one sought. This is not often necessary as

an inbred line of Drosophila varies little from year to year in its fertility and

hatchability. It is important to keep the fly strains used for these experi-

ments in stock bottles having a large excess of food and witliout overcrowd-

ing, as this ari'angement makes for good laying females.

Experiments should be repeated on some good statistical design
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SO that the different factors affectinj^ variabiHty of th(> results may be

measured and taken into account.

Some experiments require the irradiation of only the female in-

heritance. This may be done by irradiating the eggs just after the

last oogonial division when they are still retained within the body of

the virgin Drosophila female. The mature virgin female has 100 to

150 of these egg cells in her ovary. These eggs are in the diploid con-

dition, as reduction division in the Droi^ophila takes place only after

the sperm have entered the eggs. Immediatel.\' after irradiation, the

females should be mated to active males. The results will be biased

by effects produced by gene or chromosome rearrangements on the

maturation divisions. Comparison of the hatchabilities and other

changes induced by the different treatments with those of the controls

will give a measure of the X-ray effects.

Treatment of the haploid male gametes is fairly easy in l)oth ani-

mals and plants, i.e., in Drosophila the sperm may be irradiated as

ihej are contained in the adult males; in plants the pollen may be

irradiated after it is shed. The effects of these irradiations may be

observed in a variety of ways. Number of eggs hatching, number

of larvae that develop to a given instar, and number of adult flies that

hatch are all measures that have been used in the past. For the

more direct effects of the radiant energy, gene mutation, chromosome

aberrations, etc. offer good quantitative measures of the changes pro-

duced.

With pollen the viability may be determined by the growth of

the pollen tube on suitable artificial media or by the number of seeds

produced when the pollen is used for fertilization on a standard, ge-

netic type female. Chromosome and chromatid changes in the pollen

tube cells may measure the effect on the chromosomes. Seed and

plant characteristics present opportunities for gene mutation studies.

In much of the earlier work multicellular seedlings were irradiated

and the effects of the irradiation determined by the growth of the

seedlings in the various treatments. The composite character of this

material made interpretation of the X-ray effects difficult.

One of the most satisfactory methods of determining X-ray ef-

fects on vital cell stnictures is that of detecting so-called sex chromo-

some recessive lethals in Drosophila. This category includes several

radiation effects, such as gene mutations, small deficiencies in which

a vital gene or a series of genes is destroyed in the chromosome, trans-

location of a particular kind, etc. The detection of these chromosome
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and gene changes is facilitated by special matings and genetic tech-

niques (26,4-1). Special tester stocks are desirable for the test. A
genetic diagram of four generations of matings is shown in Figure 9.
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detecting autosomal sterility factors, gene mutations, lethals, and

translocations. Again special Drosophila stocks are necessary for

making these tests. The general pattern for the test is schematically

drawn in Figure 10.

Another method for studying irradiation effects is that by which

a loss in the chromosome or a specific gene change at a particular
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Fig. 10. Genetic diagram for detection of X-ray effect on autosome. For list

of symbols, see Bridges and Brehme (8).

locus is detected. Such a test may be carried out by irradiating the

dominant allele of a gene and mating it to test organisms that carry

the recessive allele in homozygous condition. The appearance of the

recessive allele indicates either a deficiency, chromosome rearrange-

ment, or a mutation to another gene in the allelic series. For tech-

nique, see Fryer and Gowen 08).

3. Cytological Methods

Cytological methods for the study of X-ray effects depend upon

the material exposed to radiation and on the objectives sought. Two

general methods are available—one is a paraffin technique, in which

tissues for study are imbedded in paraffin, sectioned to a given thick-
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ness, placed on slides, stained, and studied microscopically. The
process is not simple. Texts on histological technique describe the

methods {19).

A more rapid method is the smear method (74). in which the tissue

for the study of the chromosomes is dissected out, placed on a slide

in a small drop of acetocarmine or aceto-oi'cein, and then pressed to a

single cell thickness by pressure on a cover glass. Such preparations

may be made permanent by replacing the water and acetic acid in the

acetocarmine mount by alcohol, xylol, and balsam or euperol.

Since cytological studies have generally sought the chromosome
changes produced by the X rays, the tissues studied for these X-
ray effects have been confined to those showing good chromosomes.

These tissues are the germ cells—in plants, the pollen mother cells,

pollen tube nuclei, etc.; in animals, the testis or ovaries (one sex

or the other being preferred in a given species), ganglion cells, and

salivary gland cells. Detecting such chromosomal changes as chro-

mosome breaks and rearrangements necessitates familiarity with the

geometrical figures formed by these chromosomes when they are so

rearranged. The extensive nature of these changes makes it neces-

sary to refer to text diagrams (see 3).

Drosophila chromosomes as found in the salivary glands have the

important advantages of large size and consistent arrangement of

some 5000 bands along these chromosomes. These bands accurately

locate chromosome breaks within the chromosomes. The types of

breaks may be identified (32) . Chromosomes show loss of small sec-

tions as deficiencies in the bands. The deletions of large sections are

generally lethal, so that these figiues are not observed cytologically,

although they do contribute materially to the deaths of the irradiated

Drosophila. Inversions of chromosome sections are observed by the

fact that in the inverted sections the chromosomes do not pair

properly. Similarly, the intei'change of chromosome parts from one

chromosome to another is obser\'ed as (crossed figures where breaks

occur. By classifying the data into these categories it is possible to

specify the X-ray action as due to one, two, three, etc. absorptions

of the X-ray energy to which the material may be exposed.

4. Bacterial Mutatioiis

X-rays are frecjuently used to speed up the mutation rate of the

genes affecting particular characters in the hope of obtaining favor-
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able changes. Two factors are important for success in the study of

this question—the irradiation of fairly large numbers of individuals

and the methods of selecting from a very large population of normal

individuals those few that have the genetic effects sought. There

are various Avays of accumulating mutations in a species. In Dro-

sophila a balanced lethal technique w ith inversions to prevent crossing

over allows a chromosome to accumulate and hold large numbers of

mutant genes. After the accumulation process has been carried on

for some time, it is possible to separate the genes by outcrossing the

chromosomes to normal stock and analyzing them for the gene changes

that have taken place.

Another method of considerable importance is that of isolating

desired bacterial mutations produced through radiation effects (36).

On culture media bacteria of a given species tend to be selected for

those mutants that are favorable to this saproph3^tic life. If the

organism studied is a disease-producing type, this means that the

introduction of these nonpathogenic variants will lower the average

pathogenicit}' of the bacterial strains. On the other hand, when the

organism is in its normal host only those bacteria that have virulence

will survive (54), and l)e selected to continue the strain. These selec-

tion effects can be used in picking out the particularly desirable

types of organisms that may result from irradiation changes in the

genes.

The significance of l)acterial mutation to the effect oi various

drugs in controlling pathogenicity has been studied in this manner

(4^). The bacterial strains are made uniform for a given type by

micropipet techniques in which one organism is picked out, placed on

suitable culture media, and allowed to grow into a colony fioni which

the strain is started. The progeny of this single bacterhmi are

considered genetically alike. The bacteria may then be treated

with the drug, i.e., any sulfa drug, and sho\\ii to be all susceptible.

The object of study may be to establish bacterial strains resistant to

these drugs through mutations produced in them by X rays. The

original bacterial culture is subdivided into many lines by selecting

individual organisms through micropipet methods or ])y plating and

isolating single colonies if the species under investigation normally

has only single cells. A subsample from eacli of these strains is

plated and examined for mutations (51). If the treatment is adap-

tive, the different strains should show constant, similar variations.

If, however, segregation of the original bacteria has taken place or
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if rare mutations are occurring in a random manner, the difference

between the different strains should be highly significant. This

analysis will be useful in determining the prior condition of the culture

under irradiation. Bacteria from the different strains may now be

irradiated with a selected dose. If a given dose of X rays, e.g., 5000

r., is producing the mutants, the bacterial strains should be similar

in the number of mutants observed. Furthermore, if irradiation is

given in increasing doses the increase in number of mutants should be

similar for the different strains for each successive like increase in X-
ray dosage. Experimental methods of this general design allow the

investigator to contrast the hypothesis of so-called adaptive response

of bacteria to the environment with that of randomly occurring muta-

tions.

Radiation experiments may have as their objective the production

of mutated strains that will be more efficient in the formation of end

products. Such experiments were illustrated in the necessity for

better penicillin. Starting from the typical culture of the fungus

producing but few units per milliliter of penicillin under standard

conditions, successive radiations and collection of mutant types vary-

ing in the right direction raised the imit production of penicillin to

761 units per milliliter.

5. Embryological Studies

X-ray techniques have proved useful in many embryological

investigations. Two with somewhat different purposes will be men-

tioned: investigation of the nature of the alterations produced by

radiation within the cell, and plotting the course of embryological

development by means of changes induced by radiation in the develop-

ing organism. Observations on the effects of X rays largely depend

on microscopic stucty of living cells as radiation progresses. A tiny

beam of radiant energy is directed on the cell. Progressive changes

in the cell occur as irradiation is increased. The first noticeable ef-

fect is an increase in visible fat droplets. This change is not fatal if

radiation is stopped at this stage. The protoplasm becomes turbid

and granular, evidence for denaturation. This stage is, also, not

necessarily fatal if radiation is stopped. Further radiation increases

cell permeability to neutral dyes, e.g., neutral red. Then coagulation

of the proteins actually begins. Protoplasmic streaming is increased,

and then decreased. Viscosity of the cell decreases, and then in-
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creases. The cells commence vacuolization, and the mitochondria

break up. Chromosomes become fragmented or sticky and clump to

form pyknotic nuclei, and cell divisions do not occur. The pH of

the cell turns to the acid side, and death, as measured by further cell

divisions, occurs.

Observations on X-ray effects on cells have been further refined

by using embryological material in the two cell stage and shielding

one of the cells from radiation, leaving the other exposed. These

techniques have sho^^^l that the nucleus and its contained chromo-

somes are the primary cell structures affected by the X rays. Critical

periods in the development have been established. Gastrulation is

one in which the organism is sensitive. Similarly, in organ develop-

ment, the blood-forming system, the nervous system, and the repro-

ductive system are highly susceptible to irradiation effects. On the

other hand, tissues that are not in division, as for instance, fat cells,

do not show pronounced changes. As development proceeds to the

adult, the effects of the radiant energy become less lethal to organ

systems with reduced cell division, i.e., the nervous system and the

skin.

X-ray techniques ha\'e furthered cell lineage studies. Either the

sperm or egg may be irradiated to such an extent as to destroy the

nucleus but still permit normal fertilization and development to take

place. If the sperm receive the nucleus-destroying dose this may

lead to parthenogenetic development in which the female inheritance

contributes all the future characteristics to the individual. Similarly,

by irradiating the eggs before fertilization, fertilizing them, and then

allowing development to take place, it is possible to obtain individuals

that receive their inheritance from the male parent.

Radiation combined with genetic methods offers further possi-

bilities. Cell lineage studies have been aided by use of an irradiated

embryo heterozygous for gene pairs affecting that tissue {22,46) . The

heterozygous individuals may be irradiated at different stages of the

embryological developmental period. The effects sought are those

destroying or mutating by X rays the dominant gene to the recessive

condition at some particular stage in development. When this oc-

curs, the cells derived from the mutated cell will express only the

recessive characteristics. The organ will become a mosaic of two types

of cells that may be differentiated by their phenotypes. By this

means it has been possible to time in development the stage at which

particular anlage are separated from tlic lest of the developmental
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tract, i.e., the eye of Drosophila was shown to be laid down as early

as twelve hours after development started. The uses of such methods

are yet in their infancy.

X-ray effects on regenerating tissues have quite similar uses.

Regeneration studies have one advantage in that if one limb is left

intact it acts as a control on the irradiated tissue (2, Chapter 12).

G. STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF RADIATION DATA

The statistical methods required in evaluating irradiation data

include most of the kno^\Ti methods in the field (49). Three quanti-

tative expressions for the effects of X rays have been adopted.

Where the X-ray effect is measured by survival of the organisms, the

doses of X rays that cause 50 or 63% of the organisms to die have

proved convenient measures. Where the effects are measured as

gene mutations or chromosome rearrangements, a popular means of

expressing X-ray action is the percentage of these mutations or

chromosome rearrangements per chromosome for a dose of 1000 r.

units. The curves expressing the full range of X-ray effects are of

several different shapes depending upon the material irradiated (see

Fig. 7). From an interpretative standpoint one class of these curves

is outstanding. This curve occurs when the relation between X-ray

dosage and biological effect follows a Poisson distribution in which a

single absorption act is sufficient to produce an observed change (see

Fig. 6). When such data are plotted on the grid, logarithms of the

numbers of organisms showing no effect plotted against the increasing

X-ray doses, this curve takes the form of a straight line. Data on in-

activation of viruses or bacteria and on gene mutations or certain

chromosome rearrangements frequently take this form of curve.

The equation representing these results is:

n = no e"""

where a is the probability that some specific energy absorption event

occur per unit dose in the vital volume, and d is the dose or the num-

ber of such energy units to which the biological material is exposed.

The survivors are represented by n, the original number by no, and

e is the natural logarithm. The mean lethal dose, the dose that will

inactivate all but 37% of the material, may be determined directly

from the graph. If a semilogarithmic plot of the X-ray data does not

turn out to be a straight line but is a curve showing no changes for a
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small X-ray exposure, and finally results in an S-shaped inactivation

curve, the single hit or absorption event concept will no longer hold.

This means that it takes more than one absorption event in the vital

volume of each organism to produce the results. A Poisson equation

of moiT terms will be needed to fit such results, depending on the

specific iiumbor of absorption events that must occur in the vital

volume before the observed effect is produced. Biologically, the

niunber of X-ray absorption events necessary for different materials

have been observed to range all the way from one to forty or fifty.

The general e(}uation is of the form:

n = no e-<^ fl + arf + ^
{aciy + ...

]_ ^^,
(aJ)^-iJ

The first term in this equation determines the number of organisms

that have not received an absorption event in the vital volume ; the

second term, those receiving just one; the third term, those receiv-

ing just two, and so on to those receiving exactly r absorptions. The

biological interpretation of a multiple hit curve is not so satisfactory

from a philosophical standpoint as that when only one radiation ab-

sorption is sufficient to produce the biological effects.

The Poisson equation has other uses in X-ray research. For cer-

tain materials it is impossible to count by customary plating methods

the particles affected by the X rays as against those which are not.

Dilution methods offer the only easily available means of estimating

the number of organisms surviving the different treatments. The

radiation experiments yield untreated control and irradiated sus-

pensions of the organisms. The problem is to estimate the number of

organisms for each of these treatments. The solution under test

is diluted in geometrical series, fre(|ucntly by multiples of ten, but

possibly better for some materials by multiples of five, three, or two.

Tests on these diluted samples are run. The place where the most

dilute sample shows no lesions represents the case where no self-repro-

ducing virus particles were included in the test solution. The next

higher dilution may show positive takes. This represents the case

in which one or more virus particles survive in the test solution. By
repeated tests the percentage of sterile cultures out of the total

number tested is established. The percentage of sterile samples, p,

is related to the average number of living organisms as p = e~'",

where m is the average number of living organisms in the sampling
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unit. By plotting these m values a measure of the X-ray effect is

obtained and the equation for survival of the biological material

against dosage may be calculated. The method is not very precise

but is the best available in many instances.

Another method of interpreting X-ray investigations is the analysis

of variance (49), where the experiment is analyzed as a whole. Statis-

tical design of the experiment frequently adds greatly to the precision

of these interpretations. There is a necessary word of caution, how-

ever. X-ray experiments very generally do not meet the require-

ments of variance analysis, in that the variance of the individual

treatment is generally greater for the control and successively less

until it reaches its lowest value at the highest radiation treatment.

The coefficient of variation rather than the standard deviation tends

to be a constant. Such complications make the variance analysis

inapplicable. Special methods for transformation of data will be

necessary.

H. INTERPRETATION OF RADIATION EFFECTS

In what has gone before, the emphasis has been on the physical

effects and viewpoint in radiation experiments rather than on the bio-

logical variabilit}^ of the material. Different schools of thought have

interpreted X-ray experiments from either one of these viewpoints.

Some have looked on the progressive nature of irradiation effects as a

selection of the innate variability of the biological material to the

radiation, such that the weakest are killed off early and the strongest

survive for the longest times. As the reader has already noticed, the

physical viewpoint is that the radiation is distributed more or less

at random over the biological material and that it is this random

variation that produces the progressive X-ray effects. Evidence is

accruing for the importance of both these elements in the interpreta-

tion of biological data.

The biological variation of the material has, until recently, been

largely postulated rather than proved to exist. The postulate seems

good because of the known biological variability of the treated mate-

rials as exposed to many other agents. The presumption is that

similar variability exists for X rays despite the fact that they pene-

trate more readily than do the other agents. Recently there has

been rather definite evidence indicating that certainly a small amount

of biological variability to X-ray radiation does exist. Intraspecies
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variability, even though smaller in amount and often negligible in

many experiments, would correspond with the interspecies variablitiy

already known.

The physical effects of radiation and the hypotheses that may
explain the effects have been rather well worked out. There are

some criteria by which the logic may be tested for its applicability

to the experiment. For the one absorption type of exponential

X-ray effects the data, when plotted on the arith.-log. grid, will have

to be a straight line if the hypothesis is suitable. The accurate deter-

mination of such a line is strong evidence that the effects of irradiation

are along physical rather than biological lines. It hardly seems prob-

able that the biological effect of the irradiations would create such a

simple mathematical curve. However, a further means of proving

the physical interpretation exists in the fact that, if the dose is frac-

tionated instead of given continuously, the same biological inactiva-

tion occurs. This should follow on the physical hypothesis but not

necessarily on the biological hypothesis of innate variability. A
further test of the effect of radiation is to treat the material with

radiations of different types. Radiation over the X-ray band should

behave in a similar manner due to the fact that the larger quanta

yield recoil electrons that, in effect, reduce the short wavelength

radiation to the long wavelength type before the production of many
ions occurs. This reasoning will not hold for densely ionizing par-

ticles, as a rays, which produce distinctly different quantitative re-

sults from those of X rays of medium wavelength. These effects

would not be expected on general biological grounds.

The fact that inactivation curves do not behave strictly according

to the simple exponential relation is not necessarily evidence against

the physical theory that a single absorption act is sufficient to produce

the observed biological results. Several factors are significant in

X-ray experiments. If the bacteria or viruses should be treated

and be clmnped so that it is impossible to get survival values on single

organisms, there will be some divergence from the linear relation

expected. A second factor that may produce results discrepant

from those expected is the shielding of biological material from the

radiation by other substances that may surrovmd it. The effect of

such shielding could be particularly marked with long wavelength

X rays. Another important factor in causing this curvilinearity is

that the X rays may create toxic products in the solution irradiated,

and these products in turn affect the particles in solution, rendering
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the observed results different from those expected from direct X-ray

absorption. Careful purification may sometimes avoid these diffi-

culties or at least trace them do\Mi to substances in the solution ir-

radiated other than those of the biological material under investigation.

It was pointed out earlier that one of the important effects of

radiation is that of altering the inheritance substances, the genes.

These changes occur at low doses and are impossible to detect micro-

scopically when cells are viewed as the}^ are irradiated. It is well to

have these facts in mind when interpreting microscopic investigations,

for the microscopic symptoms of irradiation effects may be secondary,

induced by the genes and their changed chemical reactions within

the cells rather than as a direct effect of the X rays. The effect of

the gathering of fat droplets, the denaturization of the protein, etc.

may be a secondary reaction instead of the sought-for primary effect

of the radiation.

The particulate nature of the irradiation effects seems quite clear

when one examines the genetic chromosome data. These changes

are either visible or not, as the case may be. However, the inter-

pretation of just what these changes are and how they are caused is

not very clear. As mentioned earlier, it has been known for some
time that some disinfectants will give the simple exponential curve

for the inactivation of bacteria with an increasing dose of the dis-

infectant. This is presumably a chemical process. So, too, is the

action of radiant energy in the last analj^sis. The importance of

these chemical changes to the observed effects is becoming clearer with

the demonstration that certain chemicals may also produce gene

changes and chromosome breaks and have these gene changes and

breaks follow the exponential trend with increasing dosage of the

reacting agent (6). Mustard gas and dibenzanthracene (12) just

recently have been shown to produce mutations and to cause chromo-

some breaks and deficiencies. The biochemical specificity of these

changes makes for even greater interest in the relation of X-ray

irradiation to the biological effects and their interpretation.
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A. PLACE OF IONIZING RADIATIONS IN NATURE AND
RESEARCH

1. Ionizing Radiations

Electrons that have passed without loss of energy through a

medium having some degree of periodicity in its molecular arrange-

ment may, by the diffraction pattern of the emergent beam, yield

information concerning the structure of the medium. This very im-

portant biophysical application of electron beams is closely allied

to the study of X-ray diffraction. More frequently, electrons lose

energy when they are deflected from their path, and this energy

which is transferred to the medium is very effective in bringing about

both chemical and biological changes. In this chapter we shall dis-

cuss certain features of the loss of energy by electrons and other

ionizing particles that have an important bearing on the interpreta-

tion of these changes, and describe techniques and procedures for their

study.

a particles and swiftly moving electrons, or /3 particles, as they are

usually called, are capable of ionizing and exciting every kind of atom
through which they pass. The particles are referred to as ionizing

radiations because they are generally detected and measured by

means of the ionization they produce, but it is important at the outset

not to overlook the possible biological significance of the excited

molecules, which in fact, outnumber the molecules that are ionized.

Neutrons are incapable of interacting either with atoms as a whole

or with individual electrons, and are therefore not primary ionizing

particles. In the course of their passage through matter of all kinds,

however, neutrons give rise to ionizing particles by collision with

atomic nuclei that they either set in motion or disintegrate. When
matter as rich in hydrogen as the living cell is exposed to a beam of

fast neutrons about nine-tenths of the total ionization is produced

by hydrogen nuclei or protons, recoiling from the simple impact of a

neutron. From the point of view of biophysical research, fast

neutrons are therefore in a broad sense analogous to X rays. Each is

a nonionizing radiation that gives rise to an ionizing radiation

throughout the bulk of the irradiated medium. The energy of the

X-ray quantum is converted into electronic energy and that of the

neutron predominantly into the energy of recoil protons, which, in

the classification of ionizing particles to be discussed presently, occupy

a position between electrons and a particles.
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Neutrons that have an energy equal to the mean energy of agita-

tion of a molecule at room temperature are called thermal neutrons.

Nuclei recoiling from impact with such neutrons have of course in-

sufficient energy to ionize or even to excite other atoms. Each ther-

mal neutron, however, ultimately becomes incorporated into the

structure of a nucleus, which it renders unstable. The subsequent

nuclear readjustment is accompanied by the emission of 7 radiation,

by nuclear disintegration, or both. Such interactions are highly

specific and therefore their biological effect may depend critically on

the composition of the tissue irradiated. Moreover, special means

have to be adopted for the production of beams of thermal neutrons

in sufficient intensity for biological research. The unscreened nu-

clear fission "pile" is one such source. Thus, although the passage

of thermal neutrons through living matter does not give rise to ioniz-

ing particles essentially different in any respect from electrons, a par-

ticles and the particles generated by fast neutrons, it will be conven-

ient to consider them separately.

Neutrons that have an energy of a few electron volts are more

energetic than thermal neutrons and are often referred to as epither-

mal neutrons. From the biophysical standpoint their distinguishing

feature is that they generate recoil atoms, which would be expected

to give rise to an abnormally high proportion of excitation relative

to ionization in the molecules through which they pass. For this

reason, it would be of great interest to investigate the biological ef-

fects of such neutrons. No such investigations have so far been re-

ported, doubtless on account of the technical difficulties that would

be encountered in planning such an investigation.

In this chapter the term fast neutron will be reserved for neutrons

of energy greater than about 500 e.kv. (electron kilovolts). It will

be understood that what is said of these neutrons will require pro-

gressively increasing modification as the energy of the neutrons under

consideration falls from this value to that of thermal neutrons through

the intermediate regions of slow or epithermal neutrons.

2. Effects of Ionizing Radiations on Living Cells

For the most part electrons, neutrons, and a particles have been

used in order to obtain a better understanding of the mode of action

of ionizing radiations on living cells rather than applied as tools for the

investigation of purely biological problems. If delivered in sufficient

dose these radiations interfere with almost every known function of
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the living cell. Change in cell morphology, and particularly changes

in chromosome structure, which are brought about by relatively

small doses of all types of ionizing radiation in both plant and animal

tissues, have been intensively studied. Much less is known of the

influence of ionizing radiations on the chemical processes that take

place within the living cell. Nevertheless, within limited fields of

study there are certain well understood broad principles, very abh'

expounded by Lea (1), so that a worker taking up this study may
reasonably expect to enlarge his knowledge of fundamental processes

in normal cells. In certain respects radiation may now be reckoned

as an agent capable of producing a controlled disturbance of vital

processes, and since its entry is unimpeded by cell membranes it has

some advantages over all chemical agents.

In this section it will only be possible to touch upon a few aspects

of radiobiology that may be of interest to those not primarily con-

cerned in the investigation of the mode of action of ionizing radiations.

3. Ionizing Radiations as Part of the Environment of Living

Organisms

Living organisms of all kinds are continually exposed to ionizing

radiations arising from a number of sources. These include trace

concentrations of radioactive substances contained within the organ-

ism, from the radioactive content of the earth's crust, the ocean, or

the atmosphere, or from cosmic radiation that enters the earth's

atmosphere from outer space and penetrates to great depths through

earth and water.

Radioactive elements are very widely dispersed in minute amounts

throughout the whole of nature. They are derived from the parent elements

uranium and thorium, and to a lesser extent from protactinium, which are

present in measurable amounts in all types of rock. The y radiation from

this radioactive material present in the earth's crust produces about 3 ions

per cubic centimeter per second in air over land areas. The y ray intensity

over the sea is negligible by comparison, since the radioactive content of sea

water is in general about a thousand times smaller than that of an equal mass

of the earth's crust. The radioelements from the rocks very slowly pass into

solution in the soil moisture and then into plants. The gaseous radioele-

ments, radon and thoron, diffuse into the soil air, and are carried into the

lower atmosphere. Thoron, having a half-life of less than a minute, remains

very localized. Radon, which has a half-life of 3.5 days, is carried by winds

for immense distances over land and sea. The ionization arising from the
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radon and its decay products in the atmosphere at sea level averages nearly

double that due to the radiation from the earth's crust, and is rather more

than the combined effect of 7 radiation and cosmic radiation. This ioniza-

tion is mainly produced by a radiation. The radon content of stagnant

underground air or soil air is very much higher (2).

All the types of ionizing particle under consideration in this chap-

ter contribute to the total ionization, but the proportional contribu-

tions will vary greatly from one organism to another depending on its

size and location. For example, over the land a rays will contribute

most to the ionization of unicellular airborne organisms, or the most

superficial cells, either on the body surface or in the respiratory tract

of larger organisms. Roots may be irradiated about equally by a

particles and electrons. In general, electrons will contribute most of

the ionization to the deeper layers of large organisms, but in addi-

tion there will be some ionization due to neutrons and to other rays

that are so far only known to us as components of cosmic radiation.

Since the discovery of cosmic rays there has been speculation as

to the possible biological effects of continuous exposure to this

radiation. In open air at sea level the majority of cosmic ray ioni-

zation is probably produced by electrons of very great energy, but

from time to time there occurs a local release of enormous amounts

of energy in the form of a "shower" of particles of many different

types. The frequency with which an organism will be exposed to

such particles will be greatly increased if it is placed immediately be-

neath a 2 inch slab of lead, more especially if the experiment is carried

out at high altitudes. Figge (5) observed that the latent period re-

quired for tumor induction in mice injected ^Adth methylcholanthrene

was significantly shorter in mice placed beneath a thick slab of lead

than in controls not kept beneath lead, and concluded from these ob-

servations that cosmic ray showers are cocarcinogenic. The experi-

ments touch upon a subject of such immense importance that they

need to be repeated and extended.

The total effect at the surface of the earth of all the components

of cosmic radiation, of which the "showers" are only a small part, is to

produce 1 or 2 ion pairs per cubic centimeter per second. When
contributions from radioactive substances in the air are included the

total is only around 10 ion pairs per cubic centimeter per second.

This is an extremely low rate of ionization. It corresponds to an X
ray dose rate of 5.10~^ r. per second and to the production of only 1

ion pair in a cell 12 ii in diameter once a day. Cosmic rays alone
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would only ionize such a cell about once a week. Bearing in mind

that some changes in the living cell, including the production of gene

mutations, are almost certainly produced by all types of ionizing radia-

tion, and as regards each individual radiation in strict proportion to the

administered dose, whatever the duration of exposure, it remains a

matter of the greatest interest for future research to establish whether

or not these infrequent ionizations of the cell have played some part

in the course of organic evolution.

4. Ionizing Radiations as a Health Hazard

In recent years, particularly in America, many investigations

have been directed to discovering what changes are produced in ani-

mals exposed for long periods of time to very low dose rates of radia-

tion of various kinds, in order to ascertain the hazards to which those

working with ionizing radiations may be exposed. The lowest dose

rates so far investigated have been about 100 times as great as those

referred to in the last paragraph. y rays, jS rays, neutrons, and a

particles were used in some of these investigations (4) . The various

species of animals examined showed characteristic types of response.

In most cases some significant departure from the normal, e.g., de-

crease in life span, decrease in testicular weight, increase in body

weight, and hematological change, was observed in animals exposed

throughout life to 2.2 r. per day of 7 radiation. Carcinogenic effects

referred to in the next section (A5) were observed at still lower dose

rates.

It is of great importance to those engaged in research with ioniz-

ing radiations to know what is the maximum intensity of radiation

to which they may be exposed without incurring serious risk of injury

to health. The only recommendations of international standing re-

garding the maximum permissible daily exposure to personnel refers

to X and y radiation. It is that adopted by the International Con-

gress of Radiology in 1928 and is to the following effect: "The evi-

dence at present available suggests that under satisfactory working

conditions a person in normal health can tolerate with impunity ex-

posure to X rays and radium 7 rays to an extent of about one inter-

national roentgen (r.) per week."

The evidence referred to in the recommendation has been dis-

cussed by Henshaw {5), who outlines the confused subsequent history

of the subject arising out of pronouncements by national committees
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and by individuals. The latest recommendation of the British X-

Ray and Radium Protection Committee (1943) is identical with that

given above, which was essentially a British recommendation in origin.

Assuming a five day work week, the maximum permissible ex-

posure is 0.2 r. per day. In the 1936 report of the United States Ad-

visory Committee on X-Ray and Radium Protection and permissible

daily exposure is reduced to 0.1 r. per day and this figure has been in

force in United States atomic energy projects. In the Canadian

atomic energy project the figure has been further reduced to 0.05 r.

per day.

The following are the maximum permissible doses of other ionizing

radiations received in any one day, which have been adopted at one

American atomic energy station as being, to the best of available

knowledge, consistent with a daily exposure of 0. 1 r. of X or 7 radia-

tion.

Alpha particle 0.01 r.e.p.

Beta particle 0.1 r.e.p.

Ganima ray 0.1 r.e.p.

Fast neutron . 02 r.e.p.

Thermal neutron . 05 r.e.p.

The r.e.p. (roentgen equivalent physical) may be defined as the dose of

radiation that will result in dissipation of 84 ergs per gram of tissue

(Sect. Dl). These figures are given only as a guide. They have no

international authority and their validity would probably be ques-

tioned by some of those who have studied the subject most deeply.

All that can safely be said is that any revision is likely to be in the

direction of a further reduction in the allowed exposures.

5. Ionizing Radiations as Carcinogenic Agents

Recent investigations (4) have provided abundant evidence of

the power of ionizing radiations to produce tumors. Single exposures

to the skin of rats of about 4000 r. of radiation from P^^ were found

to induce a multiplicity of skin tumors including almost every known
pathological type varying from papillomas to the most malignant

kind of carcinoma (6). The incidence was less in mice and not sig-

nificant in guinea pigs and rabbits. Repeated small daily exposures

did not produce tumors in any of the experimental animals l)ut it is

well known that in man chronic exposure of the skin to /3 radiation

is carcinogenic. Whole body exposure to both 7 rays and neutrons
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significantly raised the incidence of lymphoma in mice (7). Whole

body exposure to 7 radiation also resulted in a raised incidence of

lung tumors, ovarian tumors, and tumors of the mammary gland in

mice (8). Radiation-induced tumors were also observed in guinea

pigs and rabbits, two species in which spontaneous neoplasms are

rare. The incidence of ovarian tumors in mice was particularly

striking as this was already evident when the dose received each

day was only 0.1 r.

It has long been known that bone sarcomas in man, as well as in

experimental animals, may result from the fixation in the skeleton of

quantities of radium of the order of a few micrograms and it has also

been suspected that lung cancer among the workers in the uranium

mines at Joachimsthal is an industrial disease resulting from exposure

to the radiations from inhaled radioactive material. In neither of

these cases is it possible to say with certainty whether the a rays or

the j8 rays are the effective agent.

Lisco, Finkel, and Brues (9), however, have demonstrated that a

high incidence of osteogenic sarcoma may result from chronic ex-

posure to the iS rays of Sr^^ and that Pu^^^, which emits only a rays,

frequently gives rise to malignant fibrosarcomas at the site of injec-

tion. There can thus be no doubt that both types of radiation are

carcinogenic but little is known regarding the relation between the

radiation dose and the tumor incidence. It is noteworthy, however,

in the experiments in which Sr^' was administered, that although

there was a latent period during which no tumors were seen, there was

no evidence of the existence of a threshold dose rate below which

tumors were not produced at all. Moreover, the proportion of ani-

mals in which tumors were produced was found to increase as the

square of the time from the end of the latent period. If the same is

true in man, significant tumor incidence may result from chronic

exposure to very low dose rates. For this practical reason, if for no

other, the subject is one that requires much more investigation and

it is highly desirable that both a and jS radiation should be employed

for such investigations, and that sources of radiation should be used

that deliver well defined doses of radiation to the tissues under inves-

tigation.

6. Ionizing Radiations as ]Mutagenic Agents

Exposure to X rays and other ionizing radiations may cause mu-
tations at a rate greatly exceeding the spontaneous rate. This was
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first clearly demonstrated l)y Mullcr in 1927 {10) in Dmsophtla

melanognder (see Chapter XIV).

This mutagenic action of radiation has been observed in all the

organisms investigated, namely, viruses, bacteria, fungi, liverworts,

flowering plants, a variety of insects, and mice. X rays have com-

monly been used as a source of radiation but sex-linked lethal muta-

tions have been produced in Drosophila by exposure to neutrons

(11-15) and to a radiation (16,17). The chance that a given dose

will produce a visible mutation is not only of the same order for a

variety of transitions between different allelomorphs at the same locus

in Drosophila, but, as Gowen (18) has pointed out, it is not greatly

different in organisms as dissimilar as viruses, bacteria, and in-

sects (Drosophila), which contrasts with the fact that estimated

spontaneous mutation rates in different species are roughly inversely

proportional to life span.

It is estimated that in Drosophila an exposure of something like

200 million r. is needed in order that there should be produced in half

the irradiated genes a mutation whose phenotypical expression is a

change in eye color from "white" to "eosin," and about 10 million

r. for that corresponding to the change from ''wild" type to "forked

bristle." These are the extremes listed by Lea (i). The average

value for three bacterial mutations affecting colony appearance is 18

million r. The figure for delayed development of bacteriophage re-

sistance in Escherichia coli is 300 million r. In Drosophila the induc-

tion of sterility by the irradiation of the gonads limits the dose to

which the germ cells may be exposed by existing techniques to around

3000 r. A similar Hmitation would obviously apply to any other

type of cell that is rendered completely inviable by irradiation. Bac-

teria have the advantage in this respect not only of being among the

more resistant organisms but also in that up to the highest X-ray

doses examined the proportion of survivors is exponentially related

to the dose. For example, in strain B/r of E. coli used by Demerec

and Latarjet (19), 1 in 100,000 bacteria survived a dose of 100,000

r. and among the survivors there were 0.02% that showed mutation

to bacteriophage resistance. Several hundreds of new strains of

bacteria, Neurospora, and various other fungi have been produced in

this way, manifesting changes in color, enzymic systems, biochemical

characteristics, resistance to bacteriophages, drugs, and antibiotics

(30). This relatively recent application of radiation has led to a

wealth of new information resulting in considerable advances in our
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understanding of the genetic control of biochemical processes. X
radiation is convenient for producing these mutations, but it is only

one among a number of agents including ultraviolet light, the ordi-

nary mustards, the nitrogen mustards, and other chemicals. Al-

though ultraviolet radiation generally produces more mutations than

an equally lethal dose of X radiation it is of the two a less quantitative

agent on account of the fact that the absorption of ultraviolet energy

depends critically on chemical structure. It is usually impossible to

estimate at all accurately the amount of ultraviolet energy that must

be absorbed per cubic micron of the material of the gene in order to

produce a mutation. Ionizing radiations, on the other hand, dissi-

pate an amount of energy per unit mass that is almost independent

of chemical structure. Thus, X-ray experiments of Demerec and

Latarjet show that 2.5 X 10^° ergs per gram, of energy in the form of

ionization, is needed to produce the mutation that leads to bacterio-

phage resistance in E. coli. Since at least ten times this amount of

ultraviolet energy is required, and probably much more, even at wave-

lengths near the peak of mutagenic efficiency, it seems safe to conclude

in this case at least that ionization has a much higher mutagenic ef-

ficiency than excitation. Since, however, the efficiency of ionizing

radiation relative to ultraviolet light for killing the organisms is still

greater, a larger proportion of survivors carrying mutations can gener-

ally be obtained by the use of ultraviolet light.

We shall endeavor to make clear in subsequent sections how the

use of several different ionizing radiations, for example, fast electrons

and a particles, in addition to X rays, can throw light on the question

of the size and disposition of the material that has to be transformed

—

questions that cannot be answered if only one ionizing radiation is

employed. Lea and Salaman {21) by this means have been led to dis-

tinguish bacteriophages such as S 13, which behave as macromole-

cules, from others such as C 36 and Staphylococcus K, in which the

genetic material appears to occupy only part of the whole virus, and

to be distributed, thus resembling, though on a simpler scale, the

structure they had previously postulated for vaccinia virus.

B. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DIFFERENT
IONIZING RADIATIONS AND THEIR RELATION TO

EFFECTS PRODUCED IN LIVING CELLS

1. Available Sources of Ionizing Radiation

Table I (p. 502) lists some seventeen different sources of ionizing

radiation, all of which have been employed in radiobiological investi-
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gations. The overriding consideration in the design of any experi-

ment that aims at discovering the processes involved in the action of

ionizing radiations must be that the biological structures under in-

vestigation should be exposed to a known dose of radiation, expres-

sible in terms of ergs of energy absorbed per gram of irradiated tissue.

Problems associated with the measurement of dose and the choice of

irradiation techniques that enable this condition to be fulfilled will

be discussed in subsequent sections. In general there will remain

some choice as to the source of radiation to be used. The kind of in-

formation that can be derived from an experiment will depend greatly

on the exercise of this choice, which governs the manner in which a

given total number of ions formed by the radiation are disposed in

relation to biological structures of various shapes and sizes. In this

section we shall discuss the way in which one type of radiation differs

from another in regard to the distribution of the ionization it produces

within an irradiated cell.

2. Classification of Ionizing Radiations According to Mean
Spacing of Ions along Tracks of Ionizing Particles

Referring again to Table I it will be seen that while there are

seventeen types of radiation listed these give rise to only four classes

of ionizing particle, namely, electrons, protons, a particles, and

nuclear particles. The ionization track of positively charged elec-

trons, or positrons, is indistinguishable from that of negative elec-

trons. Remembering that particles and protons are the positively

charged nuclei of He and H atoms, respectively, it is evident that

we are really concerned with only two principal classes of particle,

the light, negatively charged electrons, and the massive, positively

charged nuclei. Very detailed information about the distribution

of the ions formed by these radiations in air has been obtained by

means of the Wilson cloud chamber. By means of this instrument

a supersaturated condition is produced in moist air just prior to

the passage of the ionizing particle through the chamber that re-

sults in the condensation of water vapor in the form of a single

droplet around each ion. The droplets may be photographed to ob-

tain a permanent record of the position occupied by the ions at the

instant of formation. When scaled down approximately in the ratio

of the densities of tissue and air, such pictures enable us to visualize

the distribution of ions formed by different types of particle within

living cells. A few examples will be given (Figs. 2-8) but it will be
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found most informative to study some of the very beautiful original

pictures taken by Wilson and others (22).

Characteristically, electron tracks are thin and tortuous, indicat-

ing that the ions are widely spaced and that the electron is easily de-

flected from its path, while proton and a-particle tracks are thick and

straight. The difference between the degrees to which the light and

heavy particles are deflected from a straight path is an intrinsic prop-

erty associated with their mass but is not usually important, since in

all but the slowest electrons large changes in direction are infrequent

on the scale of cellular structure. The remaining difference between

the light and heavy particles—the spacing of the ions along the

track—is not an intrinsic property of the particles at all but a func-

tion only of their speed and of the total charge of either sign that they

carry. Physically both primary ionization and excitation produced

in air by a proton and electron of the same speed are practically

indistinguishable. The reason for this is well understood in terms

of the forces of attraction and repulsion that exist between the charged

particles and the orbital electrons of the atoms through which they

pass, and justifies the treatment of these two particles as entirely

equivalent from the radiobiological standpoint. The a particle,

which carries two positive charges, produces four times as many ions

per micron of track as a proton of the same speed. Fission fragments

that are multiply charged are more densely ionizing still. The aver-

age energy lost by fission fragments per ion pair formed in air, how-

ever, is practically the same as for protons and a particles (23). It

appears, therefore, that even in the case of these very densely ionizing

particles the proportions of ionization and excitation remain un-

(!hanged, so that from a biological standpoint we have only to take

account of the compression of much more ionization and excitation

into a given length of track.

Evidently, these considerations introduce an immense simplihca-

tion into the analysis of radiobiological problems for, from the stand-

point of the physical and chemical processes taking place within the

cell, we can forget the multiplicit}- of radiation sources and fix atten-

tion on a single parameter—the mean linear ion density of the ioniz-

ing particles—which is a measure of the spacing of the ionization and

excitation along the track of the particles that traverse the cell. This

parameter varies with the speed of the particle. It is least for very

fast particles and greatest for particles traveling slowly and nearing

the end of their range. The lower cui'\'e of Figure la shows this varia-
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tion for protons and electrons. The upper curve, the ordinates of

which it will be seen are at each speed (except at the lowest speeds)

four times as great as that of the lower curve, represents the variation

with speed of the much greater linear ion densitj^ of an a particle.
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this period is less than two units. Four scales of abscissae are given.

The uppermost is particle speed and is common to all particles.

The remainder are scales of particle energy. From a study of these

it is at once evident that the reason we customarily think of protons

as densel}^ ionizing particles and electrons as only producing a sparse

disti-ibution of ions is that an electron having even a few electron

kilovolts of energy is a much faster particle than the most energetic

protons and a particles usually encountered.
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types of X radiation and for neutron radiation the points lie on a

smooth curve, the dose ratio for neutrons closely approximating that

for 1.5 kv. aluminum K X radiation, establishing the equivalence for

this particular biological reaction of proton and electron ionization.

One has always to bear in mind, however, that the full range of a

1.5 kv. electron in tissue is only about 0.1 m (Fig. 11) and this may
impose a limitation on the effectiveness of the radiation. For ex-

ample, such an electron could not be expected to break each of two

chromatic threads 0.1 /x in diameter even if these were lying side by

side. This was verified by Lea and Catcheside (26) , who found indeed

not only that exposure of Tradcscantia pollen tubes to aluminum K
X radiation resulted in a negligible proportion of cells in which both

sister chromatids were broken at the same locus, but also a very low

yield of simple chromatid breaks compared with that resulting from

exposure to higher voltage X radiation. On the other hand, neutron

radiation giving protons of the same mean linear ion density as 1.5

kv. electrons is very effective in producing both types of chromosome

aberration. The cloud chamber photographs reproduced in Figures

2-7 illustrate the spacing of the ions along the tracks of different par-

ticles in relation to the size of biological structures.

Figure 2 shows the track of a /3 particle having an energy of about

1 m.e.v. and traveling with approximately the speed of light {22).

It will be noted that ionization is in the form of clusters separated by

gaps in which no ions are formed. Each cluster contains an even

Fig. 2. Wilson cloud chamber photograph of a 1 m.e.v. /3 particle {22). Length

of arrow indicates corresponding scale in microns of tissue in this and

subsequent figures.

Fig. 3. Same /3-particle track as in Figure 2 superimposed on an electron micro-

graph of Escherichia coli and l^acteriophage {22). Some bacteriophage

may be seen at the right.

Fig. 4. Wilson cloud chamber photograph of secondary electrons generated by

22 kv. X rays {22).

Fig. 5. Wilson cloud chamber photograph of recoil protons and electrons re-

sulting from exposure to a mixed beam of neutrons and y rays from a

cyclotron {28).

Fig. 6. Wilson cloud chamber photograph of an a-particle track at high magni-

fication {22).

Fig. 7. Same a-particle track as in Figure 6 superimposed on appropriately en-

larged electron micrograph of tobacco necrosis virus (/).

Fig. 8. Wilson cloud chamber photogra]ih of electron tracks sufficient in immbcr

to represent the conditions within a nucleus 10 ^ in diameter irradiated

by 2.5 r. of X rays {22). Same total ionization would Ik' i)roduced by

one a particle passing at random through the nucleus.
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number of droplets, as would be expected, since the droplets occur in

pairs condensed on the positive and negative ions. The lateral sepa-

ration of the ions is out of proportion, having been artificially increased

fivefold, by means of an electric field, and will be discussed later.

The separation of clusters along the track is about half a micron and

we speak of this radiation as producing an average of two ion clusters

per micron in tissue. The frequent occurrence of clusters of more than

two ions is noteworthy. This is true of all ionizing radiations and is

due to the fact that the ionizing particle may expel an electron from

an atom with all speeds from zero to that with which it is itself mo^^-

ing. We have to remember also that it may transfer energy to an elec-

tron without removing it from its parent atom, i.e., it may merely

excite the atom through which it passes. These events are, in fact,

considerably more frequent than the events leading to ionization, so

that between each pair of ions we should, to complete the picture,

visualize two or three excited atoms, some of which may or may not

contribute to the biological effect. The ratio of the number of atoms

excited to the number ionized may well vary considerably from one

medium to another, but it is not dependent to any appreciable extent

on the nature or speed of the ionizing particle, provided this exceeds

that of the orbital electrons of the atom traversed by the particle.

Sometimes an electron may be expelled from the parent atom with

sufficient energy to produce ions in its turn. Thus, the clusters of

ten ions on the extreme left and also third from the right in the figure

each represent one pair of ions produced by the swiftly moving /3 par-

ticle and four pairs produced by the ejected electrons. On the aver-

age a total of three ion pairs are formed for each atom ionized by the

primary particle.

These rules cease to be valid when the maximum energy that may
be transferred to the orbital electron is comparable wth its ionization

potential. In practice, therefore, some deviation may be expected

for electrons, protons, and a particles having energies less than about

100 e.v., 200 e.kv. and 1 m.e.v., respectively. The expected devia-

tion is in the sense of an increase in the proportion of primary to sec-

ondary ionization, and an increase in the ratio of excitation to ioniza-

tion.

In Figure 3 the same /S-particle track as in Figure 2 is shown

superimposed on an electron micrograph of Escherichia coli and bac-

teriophage taken by Luria and Anderson {27). It will be observed

that only rarely are more than two or three clusters formed, within an
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object even as large as a bacillus, and, further, that a bacillus will

frequently be traversed by a /3 particle (either primary, or produced

by high voltage X or 7 radiation) without being ionized at all. It is

also evident that an enormous number of /3 particles, that is, a very

high dose, would be needed in order to be sure of leaving a single ion

pair in, say, half the bacteriophage particles.

Figure 4 shows tracks produced by 22 kv. electrons resulting from

photoelectric absorption of silver K radiation. It will be seen that,

although the magnification is five times less than in Figure 3, the

ions are much closer together, and hnally, as the electron is slowing

down, cease to be resolved. This illustrates the general rule that the

slower the particle the closer together the clusters and the greater the

specific ionization or linear ion density.

Figure 5, reproduced from a paper by Lawrence (28) illustrates

the ionization produced by the radiation from a cyclotron. The con-

trast between the ion density along the recoil proton tracks produced

by the neutrons and along the electron tracks produced by 7 rays,

which accompany the neutrons, is very striking.

Figure 6 shows a-particle tracks at effectively very much higher

magnification than in the previous photographs. The bulges on the

tracks are some of the larger clusters of ions; a number of 5-ray tracks

are visible (see below) (39).

Figure 7 shows one of the a-ray tracks of Figure 6 superimposed

upon an appropriately enlarged electron micrograph of tobacco necro-

sis virus, reproduced by Lea {1). It will be seen that the a particle

leaves many clusters inside even such a small particle, by extreme

contrast with the faster )3 particle, which frequently fails to leave a

single cluster inside the very much larger Escherichia coli (Fig. 3).

The difference between X-ray and a-ray ion distribution is also

rather strikingly shown in Figure 8. This figure shows actual cloud

chamber tracks of 20 kv. electrons sufficient in number to amount

roughly to an X-ray dose of 25 r. in a nucleus 10 /jl in diameter. The

same total number of ions would be produced by a single a particle

passing at random through this nucleus.

3. Irrefjularities in Ion Spacing and Their Biological

Significance

The tendency of ions to be formed in clusters was cA'ident in the

j8-ray photograph (Fig. 2). It is less evident in the other photo-
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graphs because the separate droplets are not resolved, but the propor-

tion of clusters of a given size is believed to be much the same at all

linear ion densities and has been estimated by Kara-Michailova and

Lea (30) to be as shown in Table II.

TABLE II

Size Distribution among Ion Clusters (30)

Number of ion pairs per cluster
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with the Poisson distribution. The chance that a particle of virus

protein 25 m^u in diameter will be ionized by 10^ r. is thus:

1 _ e-««« = 0.49

The chance that the virus particle is ionized is less than the aver-

age number of clusters per particle with the large dose chosen because

more than one jS particle will ionize the same virus in a proportion of

cases.

The chance of ionizing the virus would be almost the same with

7 radiation or high voltage X radiation as with /3 radiation. It

would be very different if the virus were exposed to the same dose of

(X radiation. Table I shows that about 4000 ions per micron are

formed along an a-particle track in w^ater. The mean number of

clusters per micron is therefore about 1300, so that each a particle

will leave some twenty-two clusters within a sphere 25 mju in diameter.

Those virus particles that are ionized at all will be heavily ionized,

and correspondingly, for exposure to the same total dose, many more

virus particles will be unaffected than w^as the case with jS radiation.

a. radiation is thus clearly inefhcient with respect to any effect that

requires only the production of a single ionization mthin a small

spherical volume of virus dimensions. This has been demonstrated

by Lea and collaborators {!), as the figures in Table III show. The

TABLE III

- Inactivation of Phage S 13 {1)

X rays or rays
Radiation 7 rays (1.5 A.) (4 m.e.v.)

Inactivation dose" 0.58 0.99 3.5

Target diameter 15.5 15.9 16.3mM

Unhydrated virus diameter = 16 m/j (hydrated, 18 m^)

" Unit = 10" r.

a-ray inactivation dose is seen to be six times the 7-ray inactivation

dose. The figures in the last line show the calculated size of the

sphere which is such that there is a chance of 0.63 {i.e., 1 — 1/e) that

such a sphere contain at least one ion cluster. The diameters esti-

mated by the use of each of the three types of radiation agree re-

markably well with the estimated size of the phage particle, which

makes it possible to assert with some confidence that inactivation

results when almost any part of the bacteriophage particle is ionized.
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An interesting situation arises when the volume to be ionized is

not roughly isometric but is, for example, a spherical shell, a thin disc,

a rod, or its equivalent, a large number of smaller spheres. The /3-

and 7-ray inactivation dose depends only on the total volume mthin
which an ionization is to be produced. The extent of the inefficiency

of the a-ray ionization depends on the average path of the particle

within the region to be ionized, which is obviously less for the cases

cited than it would be for a sphere of equal volume. Such a result

was found by Lea and Salaman (31) for the inactivation of vaccinia

virus. The 7-ray inactivation dose for this virus was found to be

80,000 r. If the exponential relation between virus inactivation and

dose, the observed independence of radiation intensity, and other

circumstances are interpreted as indicating that inactivation is

brought about whenever a certain region of the virus is ionized, the

volume of that region is about 1% of the whole virus and equal to

that of a sphere 31 ran in diameter. If the region were in fact a

sphere the o;-ra,y inactivation dose should be eleven times this, or

880,000 r. instead of 211,000 r. as determined experimentally. Lea

and Salaman (31) concluded that the sensitive material is nonspheri-

cal and probably in the form of some 100 regions each ~ 7 m/x in

diameter.

An alternative way of regarding the difference between j8 and a

radiation is to consider that since an a particle produces nearly two

ion clusters per millimicron of track it is virtually certain to ionize

any structure of dimensions greater than 1 m/i that it actually trav-

erses. If, therefore, one ionization suffices to produce the effect

under consideration the a-ray dose measures the cross-sectional area

of the ''target," by contrast with /? and y radiation, which measure

the volume. Lea has treated this problem in very great detail in his

papers and in his book (1 ) , where all the necessary physical data are

given for the analysis of results obtained with a wide range of ionizing

radiations.

It is very interesting to note that the discovery by Freer (98)—
that the material "kappa" (which is responsible for the killer proper-

ties of certain paramecia) consists of microscopically visible par-

ticles—was the direct result of irradiation studies. Finding that

kappa was exponentially inactivated, and that the inactivation dose

was about 3500 r., Freer concluded that the kappa particles should

be at least as large as the largest viruses, and was thereby encouraged

to undertake the cytological investigations which lead to their identi-
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fication as particles in the size range 0.2-0.5 /i. Using Lea's analysis

we should conclude that, if the sensitive material is in the form of a

single sphere, it would have a diameter of about 0.15 yu. If the sensi-

tive material were distributed as a number of smaller spheres through-

out a kappa particle of diameter 0.5 fx, the total value of sensitive

material could be greater than that of a single sphere of diameter

0.15 /i. The disposition of the sensitive material could be decided

by the use of a second ionizing radiation, probably most conveniently

by the use of neutron radiation.-

4. Low Velocit} Secondary Electrons, or Delta liays

Referring again to Table 11, it will be seen that on about 12%
of the occasions on which the primary particle ionizes an atom the

ejected electron has sufficient energy to be counted as a separate

ionizing particle (8 ray). Although for all types of ionizing particle

these 5 rays account for only about 20% of the total ionization, there

are a variety of circumstances in which they may play an important

role in radiobiology. as the following examples will show.

First, the 5 i-ays constitute spurs along an a-particle track that

effectively treble the length of the track with respect to any biological

effect that requires only the production of a single ionization. Thus,

the agreement between the size of the phage S 13 as estimated by

7 rays, X rays, and a rays, is only obtained when the 8 rays are al-

lowed for. In the case of the protons generated by fast neutrons,

e.g. (D-D) neutrons, the 8 rays only add about 25% to the effective

length of the tracks. In the case of jS radiation there is no appreciable

increase in effective track length but here other considerations arise.

There are many biological effects, including the breaking of chromo-

somes in Tradescantia, Vicia, and many other species of plant and

animal, that are brought about with greater efficiency by neutrons

and a radiation than by /3 oi- y radiation. From the trend of the

variation in efficiency in passing from a radiation to neutrons and X
rays it would have been anticipated that fast /S rays, which will

rarely produce more than one ion cluster in crossing a chromatid

0.1 M in diameter (c/. Fig. 2), would practical^ never break the chro-

matid thread. Kotval (33), however, found no great difference

between the efficiency of y and X rays, and there is little doubt that

this was correctly ascribed by Lea and Catcheside (S6) to the fact

that the 6 rays, ejected by the fast electrons, maintain a constant
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proportion of ionization in a more effective form. In this instance

the 8 rays are more effective by virtue of being more densely ionizing

than the primary radiation. Conversely, in radiochemical reactions

the 8 rays along an a-particle track may be more effective by being

less densely ionizing than the primary radiation. An interesting

example of this is provided by the recent work of Dale, Meredith

and Gray (33). The ionic yield for the inactivation of the enzyme

carboxypeptidase is ten to twenty times smaller for a than for X
rays, a result that may be ascribed to the fact that the highly concen-

trated radicals formed by the ions along the a-particle track are in-

accessible to the enzyme, particularly at low enzyme concentrations.

However, contrary to expectation, the a-ray yield did not tend to

zero at low enzyme concentrations but to a constant value of about

5% of the X-ray value. This result becomes intelligible when ac-

count is taken of the fact that 5% of the total a-ray ionization is pro-

duced not along the track of the a particles but along 5-ray tracks,

which are not sensibly different in ion density from the secondary

electron tracks resulting from exposure to X rays.

For a fuller discussion of the significance of 5-ray ionization in the

interpretation of radiobiological experiments Lea's book should be

consulted (1).

Lea has computed the energy distribution along 8 rays generated

per micron of path of the primary particle for electrons, protons, and

a particles, using the theoretical formulas of Bethe (34), which de-

scribe the loss of energy by charged particles. The experiments of

Hornbeck and Howell (36) and those of Shearin and Pardue (36) indi-

cate that the theory is correct for the production of fast 8 rays by fast

primary electrons. The computed emission of 8 rays by fast a par-

ticles agrees fairly well with the experiments of Alper (57) but in the

case of slow a particles the agreement is poor, the computed emission

being greater than that observed. In view of the obvious radiobio-

logical importance of 5-ray ionization it is unfortunate that there

should be so little detailed experimental evidence available.

5. Relative Positions Occupied by Positive and Negative Ions

at Moment of Formation and Their Subsequent Movement

Ionizing particles very rarely indeed eject an electron from an atom

through which they do not actually pass. The primary positive ions,

therefore, lie strictly along the geometrical path of the particle. The
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particular atoms ionized are picked out at random but the numbers of

each kind are roughly proportional to the proportion by weight of this

element in the medium.

The figures for the actual number of atoms that would be ionized

by a 1 m.e.v. proton crossing a chromatid thread, regarded as a fila-

ment of hydrated nucleoprotein 0.1 /x in diameter, are: H, 14; C,

49; N, 16; 0, 25; and P, 1, respectively. A sulfur atom would be

ionized on an average once in every two transits. The location of

the primary positive ions may, therefore, be specified rather pre-

cisely. We are much less well informed about the negative ions.

Wilson chamber photographs by Klemperer (38) show that in

moist hydrogen gas the negative ions, formed by the attachment of

the ejected electrons after they have been brought to rest, are situ-

ated at a distance equivalent to about 15 m/j. of tissue from the posi-

tive ions. Jaffe, from electrical measurements in compressed air

and in liquid hexane, arrived at comparable figures for the mean dis-

tance separating positive and negative ions in each of these media.

No data are available for water but it seems likely that it is at least

on the order of magnitude of 15 m/x.

It is important not to overlook the fact that the picture presented

of the location of the ions formed by the various types of particle

refers only to the state of affairs at the instant of ion formation.

Many facts, such as, for example, the reversal by a second irradiation

of a gene mutation, itself produced by irradiation, suggest that either

the potential energy acquired by a molecule when it is ionized, or

the ion itself, can travel considerable distances within a macromole-

cule. The movement of such energy would certainly repay careful

experimental investigation.

When the molecules ionized are small, such as the water molecule,

and are formed free in an aqueous medium, their subsequent move-

ments up to the moment of neutralization will be the result of electri-

cal attractions and repulsions, and of diffusion. Since, from the

point of view of the interpretation of the biological effects of radia-

tion, we are mainly interested in aqueous solutions, it may well be

found necessary to take account, also, of the spontaneous ionization

of the medium and the electrical condition at the surface of the larger

solute molecules, whose inactivation is of special interest.

The inactivation of pure solutes in aqueous solution has revealed

a number of striking differences between the radiochemical yield ob-

tained with j8, 7, or X radiation on the one hand and protons or a
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radiation on the other, which undoubtedly reflect a dependence of the

yield on the linear ion density of the ionizing radiation. The twenty-

fold smaller yield in the inactivation of the enzyme carboxypeptidase

when irradiated in dilute aqueous solution bj' a radiation as com-

pared with X radiation has already been mentioned. The ionic yield

for the destruction of tyrosine observed by Nurnberger {S9) using a

radiation was nearly thirty times smaller than that observed by

Stenstrom and Lohman UO), who used X rays. Again, very early

in the history of the subject Duane and Scheuer (4i) made most care-

ful measurements of the decomposition of gas-free water by a radia-

tion and observed a large initial production of hydrogen peroxide

and hydrogen, which gave way at larger dose levels to decomposition

into oxygen and hydrogen, whereas it now seems clear from recent

French work, reviewed by Frilley (4^), confirming the much earlier

observations of Fricke (4-3), that the yield of hydrogen peroxide

obtained when air-free water is irradiated by X rays is very low.

Evidence is steadily accumulating in support of the view ad-

vanced by Weiss (44) that the active agents in most radiation-in-

duced reactions in dilute aqueous solutions are radicals of hydroxyl

and atoms of hydrogen derived, respectively, from the positive and

negative water ions formed directly by radiation along the tracks

of the ionizing particles. Thus:

H2O+ > OH + H+ H2O- » H + OH-

We may presume that this transformation will take place rapidly

compared with processes of diffusion so that the initial distribution of

OH and H radicals will be sensibly that of positive and negative ions,

respectively, at the moment of formation. Thus radicals of both

types will be initially found within a cylinder of radius about 15 m/u

around the track of the ionizing particle. The subsequent movement

of radicals jnay be calculated by the application of the equations of

diffusion and of chemical kinetics, as has been done for certain simple

cases by Lea (i). In this connection it is important to distinguish

two ways in which the linear ion density of the radiation may influ-

ence the chemical changes brought about. In the first place, since

the radius of the cylindrical column of radicals is independent of

linear ion density the average initial concentration of radicals will in-

crease with increasing linear ion density, so that interaction with so-

lute that takes place in competition with the recombination of the

radicals to form water would, on this account, be expected to de-
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crease with increasing ion density as observed in the case of tyrosine

and carboxypeptidase.

It is, howevei', only legitimate to consider both types of radical

randomly distributed throughout the column as long as the distance

between successive OH radicals (always formed near the axis of the

column) is comparable with the column radius. Figure 9 shows that

while this is true for fast electrons it is of doubtful validity for a 1

kv. electron and is certainly not the case for a. radiation. Lea has

TRACKS OF IONIZING PARTICLES

a PARTICLE I kv. ELECTRON

= 8 X lO"* p.

a/a = I 06 in 10"" sea

6=^1.5 X 10"^^

i)'/6 = l02 m 10"' sec

e ih)=9xio-3m
® [OH] = 3 X 10"' M
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Dale, Meredith, and Gray (33) suggest that herein Hes the explana-

tion of the high yield of hydrogen peroxide production and of de-

composition, observed when air-free water is irradiated with a rays

but not observed with X rays and other less densely ionizing radia-

tions.

On the other hand, Allen (103) has concluded from studies of the

influence of hydrogen gas pressure on the equilibrium concentration

of H2O2 that results from the exposure of water to intense beams of

electrons and deuterons that, at any rate under the conditions of his

-0.08 -0.04 0.04 0.08
DISTANCE (r) FROM CENTER OF COLUMN IN MICRONS

Fig. 10. Curves showing progressive diffusion of hydroxyl radicals

derived from positive ions and hydrogen atoms derived from negative

ions formed by an a particle (104).

experiments, the poor yield obtained with electrons is mainly due to a

back reaction involving molecular hydrogen, which takes place

throughout the bulk of the solution and not specifically along the

tracks. Since important constants in Lea's calcvilations are very im-

perfectly known at present, the relevance of initial combination of

radicals to the interpretation of particular radiochemical reactions

cannot yet be properlj^ assessed. Nevertheless, the differences de-

picted in Figures 9 and 10 represent a second and distinct aspect of

ion density dependence relevant to the interpretation of radiochemical

studies. Furthermore, evidence is accumulating in favor of the view

that, even in cases, as for example chromosome fragmentation, in

which the visible damage to a particular structure has correctly been

ascribed to the action of a single ionizing particle, the damage may
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be mediated through radiochemical change either within the structure

or in the immediately surrounding fluid. In such cases differences

in radiochemical efficiency as between one radiation and another

must contribute to the over-all efficiency of the radiation in causing

the damage under consideration; indeed, the similarity between the

curves relating biological efficiency to ion density for chromosome

damage, and some other effects, in widely different organisms, may
well result from the fact that these particular biological effects result

from the same, or closely related radiochemical changes, brought

about with characteristic efficiency by each type of ionizing radiation.

C. SOURCES OF IONIZING RADIATION FOR RESEARCH

From what has been said in the previous section, it follows that

the quantitative interpretation of anj^ particular radiobiological ex-

posure will be simplified if the ionizing particles to which the cells are

exposed all have the same speed. On account of the limited range of

a particles and protons, and of electrons of less than about 100 e.kv.

of energy, this is in general possible only if the biological specimen is

a unicellular organism that may be exposed in a thin film or on the

surface of a culture medium. Cells irradiated within a mass of tis-

sue, whether by a or j3 radiation from radioactive material present in

the tissue or by an external source of X rays, 7 rays, or neutrons, are

inevitably exposed to inhomogeneous ionizing particles. In this

section we shall present data as to the velocity distribution among
the ionizing particles from which the mean linear ion density of the

radiation may be estimated, as well as of the intensity and penetrat-

ing power of the radiation from available sources.

1. Electrons

Electrons of Uniform Energy. The only natural sources that

emit electrons of constant energy are a few I'adioactive isotopes such

as Te^^^ that undergo a nuclear isomeric transformation. The charge

and mass of the nucleus are unchanged and no particle is emitted from

the nucleus but only energy in the form of a monochromatic 7 ray,

which in a proportion of disintegrations may undergo "internal con-

version," i.e., the whole energy of the quantum is transferred to an

orbital electron of the disintegrating atom, which is therefore emitted

with an energy that is constant and equal to the difference between

the energy of the quantum and the orbital energy of the electron. It
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has been suggested (4^) that the distribution of such elements in tis-

sue might be investigated by an obvious adaptation of standard elec-

tron microscope techniciue. Whether or not this use of nuclear iso-

meric transformation proves of value in biological tracer research,

it appears extremely doubtful if sources could ever be prepared in suf-

ficient intensity free from isotopes that emit (3 rays of continuous en-

ergy distribution to be useful in radiobiological research.

In principle, the artificial production of electron beams of con-

stant energ}^ requires only a source of electrons, which may conven-

iently' be a heated tungsten filament, a source of high potential, and
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stand atmospheric pressure without imploding, if mounted on a grid

so that the area of unsupported film is very small (48). The t\v(j de-

signs of apparatus referred to deliver electron current densities of

0.2-0.5 na,. per square centimeter to exit slits 0.35 X 6.3 mm.^ The
resultant maximum dose rates to the superficial micron of exposed

tissue varies with kilovoltage from about 5 X 10'' r. per second at I

kv. to 5 X 10* r. per second at 15 kv. with the smaller apparatus,

from 10^ r. per second at 10 kv. to 2 X 10* r. per second at 100 kv. with

the larger apparatus. The dose rate is related to the current per unii

area by the following general formula, which is applicable to l)()tli

electrons and protons:

dose rate = 3.88 X Wii/A) A r.e.p./sec.

= 3.49 X 10^ ('i/A)A energy units/sec,

where (i/A) is the current density in milliamperes per square centi-

meter and A is the ion density of the radiation in ions per micron of

tissue.

No essential difference in principle is involved in accelerating

electrons to voltages between 100 kv. and 2,000,000 volts. A number
of forms of high tension supply are commercially available up to 200

kv. Apparatus to supply higher voltages at constant potentials may
be bought but is to be regarded as a special reciuirement (49, p. 1391).

The electrostatic generator is a convenient and flexible apparatus for

generating a variety of radiations, including constant potential elec-

tron beams at 1-2 m.e.v. Currents of 300 /xa. may be obtained with-

out great difficulty at 2 m.e.v. and focused to a window 5 cm.^ in

area, giving a current density of 60 jua. per square centimeter and an

average dose rate of over 10,000,000 r. per second throughout a depth

of about 9 mm. of tissue. The extent to which the dose rate varies

throughout this depth of tissue has been measured by Trump, Van
de Graaff, and Cloud (50) and is shown in Figure 12.

Apparatus generating electron beams at high voltage should (jm

no account be approached except under conditions in which everj'

part of the body surface is protected by sufficient absorbing material

to stop the /3 rays completely. It is not alwaj^s appreciated liow

easily /3 rays are s(;attered even by air; and in at least one instance

several observers were seriously burned by looking for less than hali'

a minute and at a distance of several feet at the electron beam as it

emerged into air from a 1.2 m.e.\-. generator (51).
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Biological specimens should never be placed in close proximity to

the window of the tube in which the electrons are accelerated. Not
only is the window apt to become warm on account of the electron

beam energy it absorbs, but it also is a source of slow secondary elec-

trons. These electrons are the 8 rays discussed in the preceding sec-

tion, but characteristic of the passage of an electron through the ma-
terial of the window, and since all 8 rays commence to travel in the

forward direction at the moment of ejection, a cell placed in immediate

contact with the window would be exposed to more than half this

total 8-ray emission. The complementary proportion of 8 rays will,

of course, come from the material that supports the cell. Although
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more convenient source of very high voltage electrons. Both sources

deliver pulses of electronic radiation.

It is always of interest to extend the range over which a particular

variable in any investigation may be studied and, no doubt motivated

by this common scientific curiosity, a number of experiments have

been carried out with radiation delivered in impulses of extremely

short duration. Thus Kingdon, Zahl, Haskins, and Tanis (53) ex-

posed Drosophila eggs, Aspergillus spores, and wheat seedlings to

impulses of 0.3 to 3.5 r. of X radiation delivered in five microseconds,

and repeated once a second, but noted no significantly different re-

sponse from that to the same total dose of X radiation delivered at

ordinary dose rates. To produce these X rays an "impulse generator"

of the kind used by electrical engineers for testing the strength of

dielectrics exposed to electrical surges, and consisting of a bank of

condensers, applies the desired voltage to a special design of tube in

which instantaneous electron currents of the order of 400 amperes

are obtained by autoelectronic emission. If, instead of allowing the

electrons to fall on a target, they pass out of the tube through a thin

window, much higher radiation doses per impulse can be obtained.

Thus, Brasch and Huber (54) report having obtained a variety of

unusual biological effects when using electron beams derived from a

nominal 3.6 m.e.v. genei'ator giving impulses of 1 microsecond dura-

tion and mean current during the impulse of 40,000 amp. The dose

of radiation delivered per impulse was not stated but in some cases

the specimens may well have been exposed to as much as 100,000,000

r. in one microsecond. Unless steps are taken to expose specimens

only to electrons generated during a fraction of the total duration of

the discharge, very inhomogeneous electron beams are obtained in

this way since the condensers are completely discharged at each im-

pulse.

Since doses of 100,000 r. and upward are generally convenient for

radiochemical studies, impulses of high voltage electronic radiation

may prove of considerable value in the field of chemical kinetics.

Clearly in those cases in which a biological effect stems from a par-

ticular ionization or excitation and is independent of changes in the

surrounding molecules, impulse radiation will show no characteristic

effects. It may well be, however, that some biological changes that

are correctly interpreted as derived from the effects of a single ion

cluster are nevertheless brought about with greater probability by

large clusters than by small. Effects such as chromatid break produc-
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tion, which vary Unearly with dose and are independent of intensity

for high ion density radiations, and for which biological effectiveness

increases with ion density, may be suspected a priori of belonging to

this class. In such cases impulse radiation may be expected to show

enhanced efficiency. There is doubtless a limitation both in space

and in time for the cooperative action of ion clusters. The spatial

limitation will define a minimum dose per impulse, the temporal a

maximum duration of the impulse.

Inhomogeneous Electron Beams. Almost all our knowledge

of the biological effects of electron ionization has been gained by

exposing specimens to electrons having a continuous distribution of

energies from zero to a maximum value. This is, of course, true of

tissues exposed to the secondary electrons generated by any kind of

X radiation (see Chapter XIV) and all tissues exposed to the rays

from radioactive sources. The great variety of artificial radioactive

sources now available makes it possible to choose continuous j8-ray

distributions having almost any desired mean energy. In almost

every case so far investigated the mean energy, E^, with which the

electron is emitted from the disintegrating atom lies between 30 and

45% of the upper limit £"0 of the /3-ray spectrum, which is the quan-

tity generally listed in tables of radioactive isotopes.

The values of E^ for 23 isotopes have been calculated by Marinelli,

Brinckerhoff, and Hine (55) and lie between 120 kv. (Fe^^) and 1.39

m.e.v. (CPS). S35 and C^* for which E^ would be about 50 kv. and

tritium (H^) for which it is probably of the order of 4 kv. are not

included in the fist. The value of E^ is the mean value of the energy

of the electrons with which a thin biological specimen would be- ir-

radiated when exposed to a source in which both self-absorption and

back-scatter from the source support were negligible. The corre-

sponding mean Hnear ion density may be read from Figure 1. When
a thick layer of tissue is irradiated by an external jS-ray source, or

when the radioactive material is incorporated in the tissues the mean

energy of the electrons by which each volume of tissue is ionized is, of

course, a good deal less than the value of E^ for the source in question

because each electron contributes ionization at all energies below

that with which it is emitted. In this case the mean in which we are

interested can only be properly evaluated when the form of the /S-ray

spectrum is knoA\Ti. A very rough value of the mean ion density may,

however, be found by dividing E^ expressed in volts by the product
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of 32.5, the energy required to produce a pair of ions, and tlie full

length of track, in microns, of a particle of energy E^.

Radon contained in a glass or metal l)ulb of just sufficient thick-

ness to stop all the RaC a rays provides a very convenient source

of /3 rays, which come from the RaB and RaC, which attains c(iuilil)-

rium with the radon about four hours after the bulb is filled. When
specimens about 1 mm. in thickness are irradiated, the 7 rays from

RaB and RaC may contribute a few per cent of the total dose.

Lea has given useful particulars about the energy distribution

among the /S rays from such a source. The dose rate at 1 cm. from

a point source due to the /S rays emitted by RaB and RaC in equilib-

rium with 1 millicurie of radon may be taken as about 20 r. per min-

ute. The dose rates from other radioactive substances will be about

half that from radon. They may be calculated from the following

general formula for the dose rate at 1 cm. from a point source of 1

millicurie

:

dose rate = 1 . 10 A r.e.p./min.

= 0.99 A energy units/min.

where A is the mean linear ion density in tissue of the particles

emitted by the source.

Radium is sometimes mounted on flat plaques of small area cov-

ered by very thin Monel metal as a source of jS radiation. Though pri-

marily intended for medical applications, such plaques may be found

useful for biological research. The energy distribution among the

/3 rays falling on a thin biological specimen irradiated by such a source

will be intermediate between the distributions given by Lea for the

irradiation of thin and thick specimens. The /3-ray dose rate from

such plaques and the absorption of the radiation in tissues has been

measured by Neary {56) under a variety of experimental conditions.

Typically the dose rate was 100 r. per minute at the surface of a

plaque, 1.25 cm. in diameter, containing 6.2 mg. radium covered by a

0.05 mm. Monel metal foil. When the plaque was covered by very

thin rubber and placed in contact with an extended surface of water

the dose rate at depths of 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 mm. was found to be 70,

49, 25, and 8.5%, respectively, of the surface dose. Variation of dose

with depth depends critically on the geometrical arrangement em-

ployed since )3-ray scattering rather than energy loss is the controlling

factor.
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2. Protons

If a source of polonium is placed immediately behind a film of

paraffin wax about 40 m in thickness, which is sufficient to stop all the

a particles emitted by the polonium, a few protons resultmg from

headon colhsions between an a particle and a hydrogen nucleus will

be emitted by the wax. The maximum energy of such protons will

be 2.7 m.e.v. If aluminum foil is used instead of wax foil rather

more protons are obtained as a result of the disintegration of the

aluminum by the polonium a particles. These protons will have all

energies up to 7 m.e.v. but slow protons will predominate. It ap-

pears that a source consisting of 10 miUicuries of polonium on a 5

mm disc mounted 3 mm. behind a 25 ju aluminum foil gives a proton

dose rate of about 60 r.e.p. per day at 1 cm. from the foil surface.

With increasing thickness of specimen the dose rate falls roughly ex-

ponentially and is reduced to half value by about 30 m of tissue.

Proton beams of sufficient intensity for most biological experunents

can only be obtained with the help of high tension equipment, either

directly as a result of the acceleration of hydrogen ions or indirectly

by the irradiation of tissues by fast neutrons.

A minimum of 1 milhon volts energy will generally be needed for

the irradiation of biological spechnens by protons [cf. Fig. 13). Pro-

tons of this energy may be obtained by accelerating hydrogen ions

supphed from a low voltage arc or other suitable source, by means of

a high voltage generator and allowing them to pass through a very

thin window at the end of the evacuated accelerating tube. Expo-

sure to 5 rays from the window must be avoided as described in the

case of electron beams. The apparatus is considerably more com-

phcated than that required for the acceleration of electrons and will

be referred to again m connection with neutron sources. Protons

have not hitherto been accelerated in this way to greater than 4-5

m e V but 10 m.e.v. may be achieved. Proton beams capable of

penetrating about 3 cm. of tissue may be generated by means of cyclo-

trons of the ordinary type operated by continuous wave high fre-

quency supply. It should be possible to obtain proton beams having

a penetrating power of the order of 12 cm. by means of cyclotrons

having pole diameters of 90 inches or more operated on the tre-

quency-modulated" principle {57,58). Wilson {59) has pointed out

that the sharp rise in ionizing power of protons during the last lew

miUimeters of their range might be appUed to advantage m the radio-
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therapeutic use of this radiation. Applying the formula given in

Section CI, it will be seen that only extremely small proton currents

are needed in order to deliver doses of a few thousand roentgens.

If, in a 2-A m.e.v. proton accelerator, 20 na. of protons were focused

onto an area of 1 cm.^, and 10% of these emerged through a thin

window, the remainder being absorbed in the supporting grid, the
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greatly exaggerated in the frequency-modulated cyclotron, in which

the radiation is delivered in pulses, probably about a microsecond in

duration, and repeated 250 times per second. The mean currents

obtained with such instruments will probably not exceed 1% of those

obtained with ordinary cyclotrons.

3. Fast Neutrons

Two years before the identification of the neutron by Chadwick

{60), Bothe and Becker {61) had investigated some of the properties

of neutron radiation resulting from the disintegration of beryllium

by the a particles of polonium under the mistaken impression that it

was a very high energy 7 radiation. This original method still pro-

vides the strongest source of neutrons available to laboratories not

equipped \\dth high voltage apparatus, but for biophysical investiga-

tions it suffers from the twofold disadvantage that the total neutron

emission is low and that the neutrons are accompanied by 7 rays.

The neutron ionization produced in tissue at 1 cm. from a source con-

sisting of 10 milhcuries of polonium mixed with beryllium would only

be about the same as results from exposure to 12 r. per day of 7 radia-

tion. There would, moreover, be the problem of filtering out the

7 radiation resulting from the disintegration. For physical investi-

gations radium or radon may be substituted for polonium as the a-

ray source, thereby increasing the neutron emission about fivefold,

but this is inadmissible for radiobiological experiments on account of

the strong 7-ray emission from RaB and RaC in equilibrium with

radium or radon.

Except in rare circumstances, therefore, neutrons for radiobio-

logical research must be obtained from nuclear reactions in which the

bombarding particle is accelerated by some form of high voltage

equipment. The following nuclear reactions may be utiHzed

:

j)2 _|_ D2 > He' + »i + 3.18 m.e.v. (1)

J32 4_ Li' > He^ 4- He^ + ai^ + 15 m.e.v.

or less frequeutly > Be* + n' + 14.9 m.e.v. (2)

Q2 _(. Be« > B'" + n^ + 4.2 m.e.v. (3)

JJ2 _|_ c'2 > N'» -{- n^ - 0.28 m.e.v. (4)

Reaction (1) above has been used by Gray, Read, and collaborators

for a variety of radiobiological investigations. The deuterium ions
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were accelerated l^y means of a 380 kv. constant potential generator

(62). The measured total neutron emission (63) was 10^ neutrons

per second per milliampere of 380 kv. deuterium ions incident on a

target of "heavy wax." The apparatus was usuallj' operated at ion

currents of 0.5 ma. giving 2 r.e.p. per minute at 1.5 cm. from the tar-

get (r.e.p. unit is defined in Sect. Dl). No y radiation is emitted

in this nuclear reaction, and all the neutrons emitted in a given direc-

tion have the same energy. At the voltages used bj^ Gray and Read

this energy is only slightly dependent on the accelerating voltage since

most of the energy with which the neutron is expelled is derived from

the energy released in the reaction listed to the right of the equation.

The recoil protons generated in tissue by these neutrons have a mean

energy of about 1.2 m.e.v. and a mean linear ion density of 1000 ions

per micron (o/. Table I), whicli is greater than the corresponding figure

for the other neutrons used hitherto; on this account the biological

results obtained have been more sharply distinguished from those

produced by X rays.

On account of the sharp fall in neutron emission with decreasing

ion-accelerating potentials a minimum of about 300 kv. is required to

give useful dose rates for most biological work. As the accelerating

kilovoltage is increased there is a slow steady rise in neutron output

(Fig. 14) but above 800 kv. this is almost entirely due to the increased

penetration of the deuterium ions into the wax target and may be

estimated from the known relation between range and energy' of the

deuteron.

The 3'ield of neutrons from the other reactions listed rises much
more steeply with voltage {cf. Fig. 14). The (D-Li) and (D-Be) re-

actions have both been used as a source of neutrons for biological re-

search (11,24,64)-* The yield from both reactions is about the same

as from the (D-D) reaction at 700 kv. and exceeds it at all higher

voltages. There is little accurate information regarding the yields

at voltages above 1 m.e.v. but the curves of Figure 14 may serve as

a guide in the choice of reaction and voltage best suited to particular

needs. The apparatus used by Lea, Haines, and Bretscher (24) was

such that biological specimens could most conveniently be exposed

to neutrons emitted at 90° to the deuteron beam. When lithium

was bombarded by 100 hsl. of 900 kv. deuterons the dose rate at the

specimens 4 cm. from the center of the target was about 15 equivalent

* The earliest investigations of biological offocts of neutrons were made with

the (D-Be) neutrons generated in the 37-iri. Berkeley cyclotron.
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roentgens per minute. The difficulty of preventing the evaporation

of the Hthium under intense ion bombardment is a factor that has

generally weighed in favor of beryllium targets at the highest ener-

gies. The distribution of initial energy among the recoil protons

generated by 900 e.kv. deuterium ions bombarding lithium and for

8 m.e.v. deuterium ions bombarding beryllium has been calculated

by Lea {1, p. 21). Though the energy spectrum extends to 15 and

1000

100

10 -
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of lead effectively eliminated the 7 rays from the source. In the

article referred to, Aebersold gives very useful practical information

concerning the manner in which the (D-Be) neutrons from a 37 inch

cyclotron may be collimated so as to give well defined neutron beams
suitable for the exposure of parts of large animals, or for therapy.

This requires essentially that a wall of wax or tanks of water at least

60 cm. thick be erected close to the cyclotron target to slow down
and absorb all neutrons except those passing through the defining

channel. This channel has to be lined, preferably with lead, to ab-

sorb the 2.2 m.e.v. 7 rays resulting from the combination of slow neu-

trons with protons taking place in the wax or water. These 7 rays

are in fact more troublesome than those coming from the target

(see above) . With an arrangement that defined a neutron beam 7X7
cm. at 70 cm. from the target the 7-ray ionization in an amber cham-
ber of 1.75 cc. volume was about the same within and outside the neu-

tron beam, and was about 5% of the neutron ionization within the

beam. The neutron ionization fell to 3, 2, and 1%, respectively, at 5,

10, and 20 cm. from the edge of the beam. When a second arrange-

ment was used that permitted a neutron beam in a direction of the deu-

teron beam, instead of at 30° as previously, to be employed, the neu-

tron dose rate in the beam was doubled, but fell off rather more slowly

outside the beam. The 7 ray dose rate was unaltered and so was
only 2.5% of the neutron dose rate within the beam.

The ionization in the amber chamber at the outlet, which was

70 cm. from the target, was observed to be 5.4 electrostatic units per

cubic centimeter per microampere hour of 6 m.e.v. deuterons. Since

the ordinary operating current is stated to be 60 fxa. the normal values

of the dose rate at 70 cm. may be reckoned as 5 equivalent roentgens

per minute.

In 1942 Stone and Larkin (66) reported upon the treatment of

120 cancer patients by neutrons from the 60 inch Berkeley cyclotron.

The collimation sj^stem was similar to that described by Aebersold.

The energy of the deuterons was 16 m.e.v. and the neutron energy

spectrum extended up to 21 m.e.v. The neutron dose rate in the

beam at 100 cm. from the target was about 12.5 equivalent roentgens

per minute. The increase in deuteron energy from 6-16 m.e.v,

made possible by the use of the larger cyclotron, thus increased the

actual yield of neutrons under normal operating conditions about

fivefold, and considerably improved the penetrating power of the neu-

trons so that deep lesions could be more easily reached. At the same
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time, however, the problem of protecting personnel was increased.

Moreover, the mean energy of the neutrons, and therefore of the recoil

protons that ionize the tissue, has increased so that the mean linear

ion density of the ionizing particles has decreased, and is therefore

less sharply contrasted with that for the 200 kv. X rays used in ther-

apy (c/. Table I).

Microorganisms that do not require a collimated beam could

obviously be exposed to neutron dose rates of the order of 10,000

equivalent roentgens per minute if placed 3 cm. from the target of a

60 inch cyclotron. The whole body exposure of animals is lethal at

relatively low doses. For mice the acute lethal dose of fast neutrons

has been found by Zirkle (67) to be of the order of 250 equivalent

roentgens and such exposures only yield a limited amount of informa-

tion. The exposure of tumors or individual organs in small animals

requires a collimated beam and presents a new problem. Aebersold

gives no data for beams of less than 7 cm. in cross section. Without

using collimation. Gray and Read {68) exposed tumors implanted in

the thighs of mice to neutron doses equal to four times the mean
body dose by placing the tumor very close to the target of their

(D-D) generator, so that by comparison with the tumor the rest

of the body was in a relatively weak radiation field.

•1. Slow and Thermal Xeutrons

When a neutron collides with a hydrogen nucleus energy and

momentum are conserved and any amount up to the full energy of

the neutron may be transferred to the hydrogen. It has been shown

experimentally by Bonner (69) for (D-D) neutrons, in agreement with

theory, that the neutron loses on an average half its energy at each

collision so that the average speed of a beam of neutrons rapidly falls

as the beam passes into a hydrogenous medium. In the case of water

or wax most neutrons are ultimately reduced in speed until their

energy is equal to the mean energy of thermal agitation of the me-

dium. They are then referred to as ''thermal neutrons." As they

approach this condition, however, the probability rapidly increases

that at any given collision the neutron and hydrogen nucleus will

react to form deuterium with emission of a 2.2 m.e.v. y v&y. This is

the mechanism by which water and wax shields offer protection

against fast neutrons. If it is desired to obtain high fluxes of thermal

neutrons, however, it is better to use heavy water or graphite, since,
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allli()uj>;h llicsc nuclei ahsorl) less energy ironi liie rKnitron at each

coliisicni, they do not react to any appreciable extent with theiinal neu-

trons. For this reason they are used as "moderators" in nuclear fis-

sion piles. The recommended way of providing beams of thermal

neutrons for biological experiments is therefore to allow a beam of fast

neutrons to pass into a mass of very pure graphite or heavy water.

Prior to the construction of "piles" only two biological experiments

with slow neutrons were reported (70,71). In each case the fast

neutrons from a cyclotron were slowed down by passage through wax
or water. Specimens impregnated with lithium or boron were ex-

posed with the object of looking for a biological effect due to ionizing

particles resulting from the disintegrations:

Li« + ?!' (slow) > H''* + He* + I. .5 m.c.v. (5)

B'o + /(.' (slow) > Li^ 4- He' + 2.r) in.c.v. (.see 72) (6)

Thermal neutrons will in general be accompanied by rather more
energetic neutrons. Fortunately, however, the thermal neutrons

are strongly and selectively absorbed in cadmium so that an effect of

the thermal neutron alone can be looked for as a difference. It seems

that, at least in the experiments of Kruger, a biological effect of the

disintegration particles was established.

Very little indeed has been published concerning the biological

effects of thermal neutrons on untreated tissues. Practically the

whole of the ionization produced in biological specimens a milli-

meter or so in thickness exposed to pure thermal neutrons will be pro-

duced by protons resulting from the disintegration of the nitrogen

content of the tissue:

X'4 + n> » ('" + /> + 0.()2 (7)

When, however, thermal neutrons fall on a layer of tissue a few centi-

meters in thickness the reaction with hydrogen, referred to above,

namely

:

II' + «' > H' + III' + 2.2 (8)

will generate 2.2 m.e.v. y ra\^s, which will produce more ionization in

the tissue than the disintegration of nitrogen. For many types of

biological reaction, particularly the types leading to the gross in-

jury of somatic cells, the proton ionization, being of high linear ion

density, will be much more effective than an equal amount of 7-ray

ionization. Allowing a factor of ten for this intrinsic biological ef-
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fectiveness, Mitchell (73) calculates that when a large animal is ex-

posed to a beam of thermal neutrons disintegration of nitrogen will

account for about 60% and the y rays for about 40% of the total bio-

logical effect in the superficial cells.

The nuclear fission pile provides larger fluxes of thermal neutrons

than any other source; Zirkle {67) has estimated the acute lethal

dose of thermal neutrons for mice by exposing animals in a pile. The
animals were introduced through a tunnel in the pile shield to a posi-

tion at which they would be exposed to a large flux of slow neutrons.

The exposure chamber was made of bismuth to absorb y rays, and

bismuth partitions were arranged so that each animal was shielded

from the y rays emitted from its neighbors as a result of the slow neu-

tron capture by hydrogen (reaction 8). Half the irradiated animals

survived three weeks after exposure to a slow neutron dose of 4.2 X
10^^ slow neutrons per cm.^ under the conditions of this experiment.

Other radiations were present and it is interesting to note that the

contributions to the total ionization in the tissues were estimated

to be: fast neutrons 45 "n" (units) (defined in Sect. D4); y rays

84 r.; protons from the disintegration of nitrogen 54-68 n; radio-

activity induced in the tissues by neutron bombardment 10 r. Since

previous work had shown that as regards acute lethal effects in mice 1

n of neutrons was about as effective as 9 r. of j8 or y radiation, the

four contributions to the total effect of exposure in the pile were as-

sessed as equal or equivalent to 45 n, 10 n, 54-68 n, and 1 n, respec-

tively, totaling 109-123 n, in fair agreement with the measured acute

mean lethal dose for fast neutrons, which had been found to be 91 n.

The conclusion was drawn that the results exclude the possibility

and the fear of the existence of some unknown mechanism that creates

a hazard far greater than that due to the known mechanisms. It will

be seen that the contribution of slow neutrons to the total effect was

only estimated to be 50% and, judging by the figures given for the

slow neutron flux, may barely have exceeded 30%.
These figures serve to emphasize the extreme technical difficulty

that at present attends an investigation of the biological effects of

thermal neutrons obtained by the passage of fast neutrons through a

moderator. It is possible that slow neutrons could more easily be

obtained from the (D-C) reaction (reaction 4, Sect. C3). This reac-

tion has not hitherto been used for biological work. The yield is

much less than from the (D-D) reaction even at 1 m.e.v. and the

product nucleus, N^^, is radioactive with a half-life of ten minutes.
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The decay is by positron emission and the positrons by annihilation

give 0.5 m.e.v. 7 radiation. A nuclear 7 ray is also emitted. By the

end of relatively short bombardments, therefore, each neutron will be

accompanied by more than 1 m.e.v. of 7 radiation. Despite these

disadvantages neutrons from this reaction may have a place in bio-

logical research as providing neutrons of uniform but low energy.

For example, when the accelerating voltage is 800 kv. the neutrons in

the forward direction have about 350 kv. energy (74); at 600 kv.

and 90° to the beam the neutrons have about 150 kv. energy. The
mean energy of the recoil protons will be half these values, which, as

pointed out in earlier sections, is an interesting energy region since the

protons are too slow to form any 8 rays and the ratio of excitation to

ionization may be different from that characteristic of faster particles.

5. Alpha Particles

Polonium with a half-life of 13G days emits a particles having a

range of 4 cm. in air and about 40 n in tissue unaccompanied bj' ^ or

7 radiation. A small disc on which polonium is deposited is therefore

an extremely convenient source of a radiation for the irradiation of

bacteria {75), spores (76), and other small objects {cf. 29). All the

a particles are emitted with the same energy (5.3 m.e.v.) and all are

slowed down to approximately the same extent by foils of mica or

other material placed in front of the source. Zirkle {76) took ad-

vantage of this fact to study the relative effectiveness of a particles

of different speed in inhibiting division in fern spores. The a-ray

dose rate at 1 cm. from a point source of 1 millicurie is given by a

similar formula to that for jS radiation {cj. page 546), namely:

dose rate = 1.20 A r.e.p./min.

A — ion density of a particles in ions/ju tissue. Thus for a parti-

cles emitted by polonium the dose rate is about 2700 r.e.p./min. ris-

ing to 3100, 3800, 5000, and 7500 r.e.p. per minute as the energy is

reduced by foils successively to 4, 3, 2, and 1 m.e.v. RaC sources,

prepared by exposing a metal disc to radon and allowing half an hour

to elapse for the decay of RaA, emit a particles of 7.68 m.e.v. energy.

Although /3 and 7 rays will also be emitted from the source prepared

in this way the ionization per unit volume due to the /3 radiation in any

specimens small enough to be traversed b}^ the a particle will be only

about 1% of the a-ray ionization and the effect of the 7 radiation will
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be negligible. The millicurie activity of such sources after decay of

RaA will be perhaps a quarter that of the radon used in their prepara-

tion, and the activity decays with a half-life of somewhat less than

half an hour (^P).

The exposure to a radiation of specimens larger than the a-ray

range may sometimes be accomplished by immersion in a solution

containing radon. This method has been used for the irradiation of

root tips (77), microspores contained within the intact anther (2),

and tadpoles (78) . Radon solution has also sometimes been used for

the irradiation of viruses (79) and bacteria {80, Chapter V) in sus-

pension, and in a variety of radiochemical studies. When a specimen

is uniformly perfused by radon in eciuilibrium with its decay products

RaA and RaC, which emit a rays, the a-ray dose rate is 810 C
r.e.p. per minute, where C is the concentration of radon in milli-

curies per gram of tissue. If required, therefore, many thousands

of roentgens can conveniently be delivered in this way. The speci-

mens will be exposed in addition to |8 radiation from RaB and RaC
to an extent that depends on the volume of the radon solution in

which the specimen is immersed. At most the jS-ray dose will be

5% of the a-ray dose. The 7-ray dose will generally be negligible.

Application of this technique to the irradiation of roots was in-

vestigated by Gray and Read (77) in some detail. They found that

when the root was introduced into the solution the radon entered at

roughly the rate to be expected for simple diffusion of an inert gas of

high molecular weight, and at equilibrium the concentration was the

same in the root as in the solution. When the root is transferred

again to pure water the radon diffuses out at the same rate. In each

case half equilibrium concentration is reached in the root tip in about

1.5 minutes. The atoms of RaA and RaC formed in the solution do

not enter the root and those formed in the root do not leave. In these

circumstances, the total dose is related to the radon concentration in

the root in the manner given above even when the exposure is too

short for radioactive equilibrium to be established between radon,

RaA, and RaC, provided the radon concentration reaches its equilib-

rium value at the center of the root. The dose is, of course, spread

over a longer period than the duration of immersion because it is de-

livered in part by the RaA and RaC remaining in the root. The

RaA and RaC formed in the solution were found to accumulate on

the surface of the root thereby very greatly increasing the dose to the

superficial cells. This effect can give rise to entirely misleading re-
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suits when small organisms having a large ratio of surface to volume

are irradiated. It may be minimized by dissolving the radon in

2% gelatin solution instead of in water. The RaA and RaC atoms

apparent!}'' then become attached to protein molecules and are much
less mobile. In the experiments of Kotval and Gray (2) shoots

bearing inflorescences, stripped of their bracts, sepals, and petals

were immersed in radon solution. Even with the modification of dis-

solving the radon in 2% gelatin the absorbed activity on the surface

of the anthers increased the mean dose to the microspores by 10%.
When tadpoles were allowed to swim freely in radon solution the

attainment of an equilibrium concentration throughout the animal

was aided by imbibition and a blood circulation, so that the time

taken to reach half equilibrium concentration was not much greater

than in the case of roots. If diffusion alone were operative the time

would be proportional to the square of the linear dimensions. In the

case of larger animals the uniformity of radon distribution should be

carefuU}^ investigated. Radon is very much more soluble in many
organic substances than in water. Radioautographs showed slight

evidence of inhomogeneity in the distribution of radon in the tadpole.

Studies on radioactive xenon (99), which probably closely resembles

radon as regards solubility, have shown verj^ large variations indeed

in concentration in different organs of the rat. In view, however, of

the importance of comparing wherever possible the efficiency of high

and low" ion density radiation it is worth while to take some trouble

in the design of an experiment so as to permit the use of a radiation,

more especiallj^ in laboratories not provided with neutron sources.

D. MEASUREIVIENT OF IONIZING RADIATION

In the preceding sections numerous instances have been given of

the way in which the same total dissipation of energy in tissue by
ionizing radiations may affect vital processes to a different extent ac-

cording to the distribution of ions within the cell, the duration of ir-

radiation, and other factors. These differences were only brought

to light after means had been devised for estimating the total energy

dissipated by the ionizing particles in all forms—ionization, excitation,

chemical change, and heat—per unit mass of tissue.

The quantity of energy with which we are concerned is 93 ergs or

2.2 X 10~^ cal. per gram of tissue per roentgen. For technical reasons

it would only be possible to attempt to measure this energy calori-
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metrically when the dose is large and the duration of irradiation short,

and even in such cases it would be unwise to attempt to measure the

rise in temperature of the biological specimen itself since this might be

seriously disturbed by an alteration in cellular metabolism initiated

by the radiation. The rise in temperature of an object representing

the biological specimen in size and composition might be measured,

but here again care must be exercised with regard to thermochemical

change.

1. Units of Dose

The Roentgen. Since it is impossible to measure small doses

calorimetrically alternatives have to be sought. The problem first

became urgent more than 25 years ago in connection with the meas-

urement of X-ray dose in radiotherapy and the most practicable solu-

tion was found to be to attempt to measure the ionization produced

by the X radiation in air under conditions that made it possible to infer

the amount of X-ray energy that would be absorbed per unit mass of

air in the position occupied by the portion of tissue under considera-

tion. The quantity measured is therefore the ionization produced in

air under standard conditions, and the unit of X-ray dose, the roent-

gen, is defined as "that quantity of X or 7 radiation such that the

associated corpuscular emission per 0.001293 gm. of air produces, in

air, ions carrying 1 electrostatic unit of quantity of electricity of either

sign."

The usefulness of the roentgen as a unit of X- or 7-ray dose de-

pends on three things. First, that the total number of pairs of ions

formed by X rays per unit mass of air bears an approximately constant

ratio to the total X-ray energy absorbed per unit mass of air over prac-

tically the whole range of X and 7 radiation. Secondly, that at least

to a first approximation the absorption of X and 7 rays per unit mass

of air is equal to the absorption per unit mass of tissue, and even a

rough knowledge of the quahty of the X radiation and the composition

of the tissue enables the ratio of the two to be estimated with accu-

racy. Thirdly, the range of the secondary electrons that actually

ionize the tissue is only a few millimeters even when generated by 7

radiation so that the ionization is produced in tissue at a point not

far removed from that at which X- or 7-i'ay energy is absorbed. The

pattern of actual energy absorption throughout the bulk of tissue is

thus not greatly different from the pattern of the distribution of dose

measured in roentgens.
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This state of affairs is, of course, not even approximately true in

the case of megavoltage X radiation, and future work with this radia-

tion derived from betatrons, synchrotrons, and microwave hnear

accelerators will call for a reconsideration of the manner in which

dose can be most usefully defined. This problem has only just be-

come acute.

Much earlier the use of neutrons in research and in therapy called

for a reconsideration of the problem of radiation dosimetry, on ac-

count of the fact that in the case of neutron radiation the second con-

dition upon which the usefulness of the roentgen hinges is completely

invalid. The absorption of neutron radiation per unit mass of tissue

is generally about five times that per unit mass of air and depends

critically on the hydrogen content of the tissue.

More recently, in connection with the use of radioactive isotopes

in research and therapy, problems have arisen connected with the esti-

mation of the dose received by tissues on account of their radioactive

content. Although such cases may be covered by an obvious exten-

sion of the definition of the roentgen, this unit cannot properly be

applied as at present defined.

Analyzing the present situation we see that the immense practical

value of the roentgen is that it specifies a quantity of energy too small

to be measured calorimetrically by the ionization that would be pro-

duced in air by the expenditure of this amount of energy by ionizing

particles; its present inadequacy arises from the fact that the

quantity defined is X- or 7-ray energy absorbed in air, whereas the

quantity in which we are interested is the energy expended by the

ionizing particles in tissue. There can hardly be any doubt that the

wise course is to define dose in terms of the energy lost per unit mass

of tissue by the ionizing particles that traverse the element of tissue

under consideration. Dose may then be expressed in the fundamental

units of physics, namely ergs per gram, for all types of ionizing radia-

tion. This introduces a great simplification into our conception of

dose. If it is desired to maintain a numerical correspondence with

dose expressed in roentgens, a new unit must be defined which is a

multiple of the natural and fundamental unit of 1 erg per gram. This

thought prompted the definition of the "energy unit" of dose by

Gray and Read {81) and of the "equivalent roentgen" (e.r.) or

"roentgen-equivalent-physical" (r.e.p.) which is attributed to Parker

(82). The energy unit and the equivalent roentgen only differ in

the quantity selected as the unit of energy.
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The Energy Unit. The unit proposed by Gray and Read adopts

the amount of energy lost by the ionizing particles per unit mass of

water exposed to 1 r. of 7 radiation, so that on the basis of currently

accepted physical data

:

1 energy unit = 93 ergs/g. tissue

This unit has the advantage that the dose received by tissues exposed

to hard X rays and 7 rays has the same numerical value whether ex-

pressed in roentgens or energy units, so that if the unit gains general

acceptance the doses employed in earlier X-ray and 7-ray work, ex-

pressed in roentgens, would be strictly comparable, without numerical

adjustment, with later doses expressed in energy units.

The Roentgen-Equivalent-Physical. The roentgen-equivalent-

physical adopts as the unit of energy the energy lost by fast electrons

in producing in air ions of either sign carrying 1 electrostatic unit of

charge, so that the accepted data lead to:

1 r.e.p. = 84 ergs/g. tissue

Tissue exposed to 1 r. of 7 radiation receives a dose of 1 energy unit

or 1.1 r.e.p.

2. iMeasureuieut of Ionization

Figure 15a shows diagrammatically one method of measuring

ionization currents, which has proved convenient (83). The passage

of ionizing particles across the air volume defined b}^ the ionization

chamber gives rise to the formation of pairs of ions that, in the ab-

sence of an electric field, rapidly recombine. If the chamber wall is

charged to, say, 100 v. positive with respect to the collecting electrode,

which is at earth potential, the positively charged ions move toward

the collecting electrode and the negative ions toward the walls; and

if the electric field is sufficiently large virtually all the ions of one sign

will be collected by the inner electrode and none will be lost by re-

combination with ions of opposite sign. It is, of course, of cardinal

importance to an absolute measurement of dose that no appreciable

fraction of the ions should be lost. The ease with which this condi-

tion can be fulfilled varies with the nature of the gas being ionized, the

gas pressure, and the type of ionizing particle. Difficulties are

greater at high pressures than at atmospheric pressure, and increase

with increasing linear ion density, i.e., generally with particle type in
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the order jS rays, protons, a rays. Much detailed information on this

subject is available (30,84) •

The collecting electrode is connected with the measuring instru-

ment bj^ a highly insulated wire traveling inside an earthed tube.

If the dose rate to be measured is 1 r. per minute and the volume of

the ionization chamber is 1 cc, the current to be measured is roughly

5 X 10~'^ amp. The current-measuring instrument must therefore

be some form of electrometer (85, Ch. IV), electrometer valve, or

similar device (86,87), and special attention must be given to the

quality of the electrical insulation.

Ionization
chamber

100 V.

battery
T 3 -way
J_ X switch

p^lir-liO/i/ifd. W
I—I li
—

I conaenser
(air or vacuum)

Electrometer
~ valve

Standard
cell

Potentiometer Ebonite

bushing

Amber

Metal

guard
ring

Fig. 15. (a) Diagram of Townsend balance method of measuring ionization

current. (6) Representative diagram of an ionization chamber.

The diagram shows the collecting electrode connected to the con-

trol grid of an FP 54 electrometer valve. It is possible to measure

the current by noting the rate at which the potential of the grid rises,

as judged by the change in anode current. There are several ad-

vantages, however, irrespective of the nature of the measuring in-

strument, in keeping the collecting electrode near earth potential by

some system that balances out the ionization current. The method
illustrated in Figure 15a accompHshes this by gradually changing the

potential of one plate of the fixed condenser (83) . If such a measur-

ing system is employed there should exist a negligible difference of

potential between the collecting electrode and the earthed cylinder

which enters the base of the ionization chamber, thus imposing a

minimum electrical strain on the insulator which supports the collect-

ing electrode. The critical insulator is preferably made of amlK-r, not

only because amber is an excclleiil insulator but V)ocause its insulating
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properties are less affected by ionizing radiations than those of most
other substances. The insulation between the earthed cylinder and

the chamber wall is less critical. The actual ionization chamber
should comprise the components shown in Figure 15&, namely, an

envelope to define the volume of air ionized (the inner surface of

which at least must be conducting), insulation, an earthed cyhnder,

high grade insulation, and the central wire supporting the collecting

electrode. The shape and material of the wall and electrode will be

varied according to the type of ionization to be measured.

The apparatus described is suitable for the measurement of dose

rate. If it is desired to measure total dose similar apparatus may be

employed but with an integrating circuit following the electrometer

valve, or the "condenser dosimeter" method may be used {85, Ch.

l\;88).

3. Energy Equivalent of One Electrostatic Unit of Ions

Formed in Air

Denoting the average energy lost by an ionizing particle in pro-

ducing a pair of ions in the gas within the chamber by W, the total

energy lost by the ionizing particles per unit mass of gas (-E'm)gas is

given by:

(^TO)gas = 7] r— (9)
(density) gas

where J„ is the number of pairs of ions formed per unit volume.

The quantity W has been measured experimentally under various

conditions for electrons, protons, and a particles. It is nearly, but

not quite independent of particle type and particle speed in the case

of air (c/. Table V). It is different for different gases, and is not

necessarily an additive property in the case of gas mixtures, so that

the value of W must be ascertained if gas mixtures not previously in-

vestigated are used in the chamber.

Reviewing the literature. Gray {23) concluded that there are good

grounds for believing that the average energy expended by electrons

in producing a pair of ions in air is independent of electron energy

above about 300 kv. and is equal to 32.0 e.v. Below 300 kv. there

was a steady rise in W with decreasing electron energy, which is

slight at first and steeper at very low energies until at 1 kv. the value

is probably about 37 e.v. Neglecting finer details, it would seem that

the general mean value (TFe)air = 32.5 e.v. or 5.17 X 10~" erg may
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be adopted for most purposes as representing the energy expended

per ion pair formed by electrons. Consistent with the rise in We
with decreasing electron speed is the fact that the value of W for the

more slowly moving protons and a particles is greater than that for

electrons. The best experimental values appear to be (TFp) ^ir
=

36 e.v. for protons of energy between 2 and 8 m.e.v. and (IFa)air =
35.1 e.v. as the mean over the whole range of RaC a particles, and

(TFa)air = 35.6 e.v. for polonium a particles.

4. Design of Ionization Chambers and Choice of Conditions

of Irradiation for Experiments with Particular Sources

External Beta-Ray Sources. Thought given to the choice of the

conditions of irradiation will often greatly facilitate the accurate

measurement of the dose received by the specimens. For example,

when using j8 radiation it is necessary to bear in mind not only the

ease with which slow /3 particles are scattered through large angles but

also the fact that the extent of the scattering varies with the atomic

number of the scattering medium. If specimens such as bacteria are

irradiated in thin films of gelatin, the dose is probably most accu-

rately estimated by means of a very shallow ionization chamber having

top and bottom walls made out of the thinnest obtainable paper or

nylon, rendered conducting by graphite, and an open grid collecting

electrode. The chamber is situated beneath a stop, as in Figure 16a.

The stop is made of low atomic number elements and defines the /3-

ray beam. By using stops of different diameter, reflection from the

edges can be allowed for. Only the depth of the chamber needs to

be accurately defined.

If I is the total measured ionization in electrostatic units per

minute, R the radius of the upper surface of the stop, d the perpen-

dicular distance of this surface from the source, t the depth of the

chamber, the dose rate to the specimen placed on the level of the

upper surface of the stop is given by

:

H
1 ^

(10)

[1 + (R'

which, when R/d <C 1, reduces to:

kl/nRH (11)
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where k is the ratio of the mass stopping powers of tissue and air for

the electrons in question if the dose is expressed in r.e.p. per minute

and the ratio of the electronic stopping powers if doses are expressed

in energy units per minute.

{a)

T Source
\

\

d \

Material of low atomic number

^\\\\N\\y

To electrometer

V"\ ; -Xxx^ Thickness not les:

V ' .N\N\Ni ttian electron ran
ess

ge

Thin paper

Metal guard ring

(A)

(C)

To electrometer -G

Thin paper

Metal guard ring

To electrometer

-- Source

icf\

Metal guard ring

-^
About 500 V.

0.01 mm. nylon

Fig. 16. Arrangement of ionization chambers for measming (a) the dose of

i8 rays when the biological material is irradiated in a thin film, (b) the dose of

/3 rays to the superficial cells of a portion of tissue, and (c) the dose of a rays

delivered to unicellular organisms.

If the specimens are more conveniently irradiated on the surface

of agar, or if we are interested in the superficial layer of cells of a mass

of tissue, a small c.ylindrical chamber may be arranged somewhat as

shown in Figure 166 to measure the dose. Lateral scattering, which

will occur in the irradiation of the specimen, is provided by wood. If
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the agar is contained in a metal dish, the thickness of agar should be

comparable with the maximum |8-ray range so that there is no am-

biguity as to the nature of the scattering medium.

The dose rate with this arrangement is simply J„ r.e.p. per minute

where J» is the ionization per unit volume at 0°C. and 760 mm. of

mercury. Since it is difficult to know the volume of a paper chamber

accurately it is generally more convenient to calibrate the chamber

by covering it with a 4 mm. thick graphite cap and to measure the

7-ray ionization produced by a radium source of known strength. It

may be assumed that the ionization produced under such circum-

stances due to the 7 rays of radium filtered through 0.5 mm. platinum

is at the rate 8.3 electrostatic units per cubic centimeter per hour at

1 cm. from a point source of 1 mg. For further details, several recent

papers should be consulted (56,89,100).

External Proton and Alpha-Ray Sources. Scattering is negli-

gible in the case of protons and a particles but a technical problem

arises in connection with the collection of the ions, particularly in the

case of a-ray ionization. A field of 500 v. per centimeter fails to

collect about 20% of the ions formed in air by a rays traveling in the

direction of the electric field (84,90). The same field collects all but

about 2% of the ions when the particles are traveling perpendicular

t o the field. It is therefore advisable always to define the beam to be

used by a stop, as in the first method described for /3 rays, but to use

a transverse collecting field between parallel plates, which define the

depth of the volume from which ions are collected, as, for example, in

the manner shown in Figure 16c. The dose rate to specimens at the

level of the upper surface of the stop will be given by the same formula

as for the jS-ray dose rate but with the inclusion of a factor / to allow

for the different value of T^air for protons and a particles. Thus

:

(lose rate =
fk'I

(12)

or, when R/d is small

:

fk'I/irRH (13)

where/ = 1.11 for protons and 1.09 for a particles; and A;' is the

mass stopping power ratio of tissue and air for either protons or a

particles if the dose is expressed in r.e.p. per minute or the electronic
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stopping power ratio if the dose is expressed in energy units per min-
ute.

If the source is quite clean and not covered by any kind of film

so that the energy of the a particles is accurately known, it may be
easier to count the number of a particles emitted within a known
small solid angle and apply the general equation given on p. 525:

dose rate at 1 cm. = 1.10/A r.e.p./min. (14)

= 0.99/ A energy units/min.

for a point-source of 1 millicurie strength, i.e., a source emitting 3.7

X lO'^a particles isotropically, where A is the ion density of the par-

ticles in water and/ as above is 1.09.

Nonionizing Primary Radiation. Fast Neutrons. The diffi-

cult problem that arises by virtue of the fact that the absorption of

neutron energy per unit mass of air bears little relation to the ab-

sorption in tissue was met in America by recording always the reading

of a particular commercial X-ray ionization chamber, the Victoreen

100 r. chamber, when exposed to the neutron beam, but expressing

the fact that the ionization was produced by neutrons and not by X
rays by substituting the symbol n for the symbol r. This was recog-

nized as a temporary expedient that might at least enable particular

conditions of exposure to be reproduced pending further research on

neutron dosimetr3^ Owing to the fact that the Bakelite walls of the

Victoreen ionization chamber contained hydrogen the measured

ionization is in part due to recoil protons and bears a closer relation

to the absorption of neutron energy in tissue than would the ioniza-

tion produced in free air. As a result of a very careful subsequent

study of the problem, Aebersold and Anslow {91) concluded that

under most of the conditions that obtained in the previous biological

investigations carried out in the United States with fast neutrons,

the energy dissipation in tissue could be reckoned to have been just

about double that employed by exposure to 1 r. of X radiation. Thus
it was concluded that for fast neutrons

:

1 n = 2 to 2.5 r.e.p. = 168 to 210 ergs/g. tissue

The problem of the measurement of fast neutron dose is that of

measuring as accurately as possible and in absolute units, with the

aid of ionization chambers, the amount of energy lost by ionizing par-

ticles per unit mass of tissue when that tissue is exposed to a beam of
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neutron radiation. The problem has been discussed in some detail

by Zimmer (92), Aebersold and Anslow {91), and Gray (23). In es-

sence, the problem is the same as that of measuring the energy ab-

sorbed by tissue exposed to X radiation or which is uniformly per-

meated by a radioactive substance, and the solution depends on the

fact that, if into any solid medium in which ionizing particles are

being uniformly generated a small empty cavity is introduced, the

number and speed of the particles crossing any small area of the cavity

in any given direction will be the same as for the particles crossing an

equal area similarly situated in the solid. This is self-evident in the

case of protons for the particles moving in such a direction as to enter

the cavity, for it is clear that since there is no appreciable scattering

of protons removal of solid material to the right of area A in Figure 17

Figure 17

to form the cavity can have no influence on the protons crossing the

boundary into the cavity. It may be shown to be the case, also, for

particles moving in the opposite direction. It is, in fact, true gener-

ally for all types of particle, including particles that are easily scat-

tered through large angles, such as electrons.

Suppose the cavity to be filled with gas. A group of particles

crossing area A in any given direction will lose a certain amount of

energy in the course of ionizing the gas. The same group of particles

passing across an equal and similarly shaped volume of solid (Fig.

17) will lose very much more energy. The ratio of the two energy

losses may be denoted by p. This ratio is known as the stopping

power of the solid relative to the gas for the particles in question.

The ratio is to a first approximation equal to the ratio of the densities

of the solid and the gas. The same will be true for all groups of par-

ticles crossing the cavity and the equivalent groups moving across an

identical volume of the solid. Thus, if p is taken to denote the mean
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value of the stopping power of the soHd relative to the gas for all

groups, the energj'^ lost by the ionizing particles per unit volume of

solid is equal to p times the energy lost per unit volume of gas. The
energy lost in the gas is equal to the number of ions formed multiplied

b}^ the average energy, TFgas, expended in the production of a pair of

ions in the gas. We have, therefore:

(£'r) solid = P X TFgas X (J.) gas (15)

where E^, is the energy lost by the ionizing particles per unit volume

of solid (JtOgas is the number of ions formed per unit volume of gas

and p is the linear stopping power of the solid relative to the gas. Al-

ternatively :

(Em) solid = Pw X TFgas X (-/to) gas (16)

where the energy and ionization are expressed per unit mass and p^

is the mass stopping power.

If the solid and gas have the same atomic composition, then it is

generally assumed (23)* that, irrespective of the state of chemical

combination of the atoms, pn is unity, so that

:

Em = TFgas X J,n (17)

The ideal method of estimating E^ is therefore to measure Jm in a

small ionization chamber of which both walls and gas have the same

atomic composition as the tissue to be irradiated. The dose in

equivalent roentgens is by definition E^ divided by Eo, the X-ray

energy absorbed per unit mass of air exposed to 1 roentgen of X raj'^s.

The X-raj^ energy absorbed in 0.00129 g. of air exposed to 1 roentgen

generates, hj definition, ions of either sign carrying 1 electrostatic

unit of charge. If, therefore, ionization is expressed throughout in

electrostatic units of charge collected:

Eo = (1/0.00129) X 32.5 = 32.5/d. (e.v./g.)

where d. = density of air at 0°C. and 760 mm. of mercury. There-

fore the dose received by any material in equivalent roentgens follows

from equation (17); thus:

-l^m " gas X i* TO '' gas X »/
»1

— in

dose = -— =
Eo Eo density of gas X Eo

and inserting the value of £"0

:

* Recent experiments by Appleyard (105), however, reopen the question.
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d W
density of gas used 32.5

where Je is the observed ionization in electrostatic units per cubic

centimeter. When the ionization chamber is filled by a gas having

the same atomic composition as the walls, the only limitation on its

size is that the neutron intensity should be sensibly constant through-

out the volume. Neutron ionization measurements have been made
in chambers containing gases approximating the walls in atomic

composition bj' Gray and Read (93) and Aebersold and Anslow (91).

In a private communication, Prof. Failla informed the author that II. H.

Rossi, working in his laboratory, has found that tissue having the composition

H = 9.75%, O = 70.98%, C = 15.71%, and N = 3.55% may conveniently be

represented by walls composed of: gelatin, 20.15%; glycerin, 5.18%; water,

66.23%; sugar, 8.43%; and a gas mixture having the following composition

(partial pressures in cm. of Hg): methane, 29.22 cm.; hydrogen, 50.12 cm.;

ox5^gen, 48.96 cm.; aii-, 3.53 cm. The gas mixture, however, is explosive.

It is always more convenient, however, if air can be used in the

chamber instead of a special gas filling. If the results are to be

readily and quantitatively interpreted, two conditions must be ful-

filled. The dimensions of the chamber and the air pressure must be

such that the particles generated in the walls lose a small fraction of

their energy in crossing the chamber, and it must be possible to esti-

mate the value of p,„, the mass stopping power of the walls relative

to air.

A knowledge of the quality of the neutron radiation being meas-

lued and reference to tables of ranges (Table IV and Fig. 13) would

generally'' indicate whether the former condition is likely to 'be ful-

filled, but it can also be tested experimentally, for, if it is fulfilled,

the observed ionization will be strictly proportional to pressure for

all pressures up to the working pressure.

Many interesting tests of this kind were made by Aebersold and

Anslow with a variety of gas pressures and wall materials. Provided

the chamber wall is made of a material about as rich in hydrogen as

tissue, the condition is well fulfilled for gas volumes of the order of 1

cc. and for netitrons having upward of 2 m.e.v. energy.

The mean stopping power of the wall material, p„, varies with the

energy of the recoil protons and therefore with the neutron energy.

Data given by Aebersold and Anslow and by Gray {S3), reproduced

in Table IV, enable p,„ to be estimated with sufficient accuracy for

neutrons of energy between 0.1 and 15 m.e.v.
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The expression for the neutron dose, in equivalent roentgens, de-

Hvered to the material of the walls of the chamber or to any material

having the same atomic composition as the walls, when the ionization

produced in the air in the chamber at 0°C. and 760 mm. of mercury-

is Jj, electrostatic units per cubic centimeter, is given by

:

dose = Pm X ^l I" Jv r.e.p. (19)
61.D

where pm and (IFp)air are mean values for the particular energy distri-

bution of recoil protons generated by the neutrons.

TABLE V
Computed Variation of TFair with Particle Energy for Protons and a Particles

a particle energy, m.e.v. 12345678
Proton energy, m.e.v.. 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5 1.75 2.0

^^'air for an a particle

of given instantane-

ous energy 36.9 35.8 34.8 34.5 34.3 34.2 34.1 34.0

Wair relative to that for

an 8 m.e.v. a particle. 1.085 1.053 1.024 1.015 1.009 1.006 1.003 (1.000)

Wa.\T for an a particle of

given initial energy . . 38.6 37.3 36.5 36.0 35.7 35,4 35.2 35.0

PTair relative to that for

an 8 m.e.v. a particle. 1.103 1.066 1.043 1.028 1.020 1.011 1.006 (1.000)

Table V shows the manner in which W probably varies with en-

ergy for a particles and protons, as computed by Gray {23) from a

survey of experimental data. The mean initial energy of the protons

may be taken to be half that of the neutrons under consideration.

In attempting to match the atomic composition of the chamber

wall with that of the tissue being irradiated the important element to

consider is the hydrogen, since this usually gives rise to rather over

90% of total energy absorption. It will generally be impossible to

obtain an exact match but, when interpolating between two sub-

stances, one more rich and one less rich in hydrogen than tissue, ad-

vantage may be taken of the fact that the energy absorption increases

linearly with hydrogen content. Aebersold's observations showed

that neutron energy absorption in amber is very close to that in tis-

sue. The figures given in Table VI are taken from Aebersold and An-

slow's paper {91). It is clear that the wall thickness of the ionization

chamber must be at least equal to the range of the most energetic

recoil protons, and similarly that in the biological irradiations the
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specimen must be surrounded on all sides by material having the same

hydrogen content as itself.

TABLE VI
Relative Dose in Equivalent Roentgens of Various Materials Exposed to the Same
Beam of Neutrons Generated by 8 m.e.v. Deuterons Bombarding Beryllium (91

)

Energy
absorbed per g.

material
exposed to
8 m.e.v.

Material Composition neutrons"

Tissue (Aebersold and Anslow) Co.sHgOs.sNo.u

Tissue (Gray and Read) C0.8H8O4

Paraffin CH2

Amber CsHgOo.s

Bakelite CjHsOo

Celluloid Ca.sHgOa.sNn.T

Air O0.4N1.6

Aerion (Zimmer) C10.9H8O2.7

" Arbitrary units.

1.00

0.94

1.34

1.03

0.70

0.64

0.195

0.53

Since the neutron output of a source is usually quoted in the physi-

cal literature in terms either of the total number of neutrons emitted

in all directions or of the neutron flux at a given distance from the

source, it may be convenient to note the follo^ving relation between

the energy absorbed per unit mass of a medium, E^, and the number,

N, of neutrons incident per unit area, namely:

Er„, = NE-^rii (Ti

2Ai

(1 + A^y
(20)

where E is the energy of individual neutrons, fit is the number of atoms

of type i per unit mass of the medium, o-j is the atomic scattering

cross section of atoms of type i for neutrons of energy E, and Ai is

the atomic weight of atoms of type i. The sign S indicates that the

contributions of all types of atom are to be added together. The

formula implicitly assumes that the scattering of neutrons by all

types of atom is isotropic, which is not strictly true. It is, however,

true of hydrogen, which contributes about 92.5% of the energy ab-

sorption in tissue. Indeed a good approximation to the energy ab-

sorption for neutrons of any given energy may be obtained by multi-
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plying the hydrogen term in the energy absorption by 100/92.5 =
1.08. Thus, very simply, we have the approximate relation

:

Em = l.OSNEnnau X 0.5 = 0.54:NEniiaii (21)

If we wish to convert to dose in equivalent roentgens, the expression

(21) must be divided by 84 if energies are expressed in ergs or

5.23 X 10^^ if measured in electron volts. To convert energy units,

divide by 93 or 5.81 X 10^^, respectivel}'.

Table VII gives the dose in equivalent roentgens due to a flux

of N neutrons per square centimeter of the stated energy, calculated

from published experimental values of an for neutrons (23).. The
dose per unit neutron flux evidently varies relatively slowly with neu-

tron energy.

TABLE VII

Approximate Dose Received by Tissue Exposed to Neutron Flux of 10^ Neutrons

per Square Centimeter as a Function of Neutron Energy

Neutron energy, m.e.v 0.9 2.-14 2.88 4 25

Dose, r.e.p 2.03 3.39 4.15 4.23 5.95

Slow and Thermal Neutrons. So little is known about the ioniza-

tion and excitation caused by neutrons having less than about 0.2

m.e.v. energy, which we have classified as slow neutrons, that their

measurement must be regarded as a research in itself. It is fairly

clear, however, from a consideration of alternative modes of absorp-

tion of thermal neutrons in tissue that when neutrons of energy less

than about 0.05 m.e.v. fall on tissue the energy associated with the

disintegration of the nitrogen content of the tissue, which is produced

by some 8% of these neutrons, will contribute at least as much energy

as is contributed in all other forms in the course of the gradual slowing

down of the neutrons. Thus, in the case of very slow neutrons and

thermal neutrons, we may concentrate attention on the disintegration

of the nitrogen in the tissue element under consideration and the

irradiation of this element by the 2.2 m.e.v. 7 rays which come from

the absorption of thermal neutrons elsewhere.

The relation between energy absorption per unit mass of tissue,

Em, and thermal neutron flux, A'', is given by an equation analogous

to equation (21), namely.

Err, = Nn^a^E^ (22)
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where Wn is the number of nitrogen atoms per gram of tissue, a^ is

the atomic cross section for disintegration, and £'n is the energy re-

lease per disintegration. Assuming 2.5% by weight of nitrogen in

tissue, (7N = 1-7 X 10-24 cm.^ and E^ = 0.62 m.e.v. (94), the

dose is related to the neutron flux by:

dose = 2.18 X lO-^i N r.e.p. (23)

The most direct method of measuring the dose due to slow neutrons

is to measure the ionization produced in air in a chamber large com-

pared with the range of the disintegration protons

—

i.e., large com-

pared with 1 cm. The ionization observed will be a measure of the

energy loss in a medium in which the percentage of nitrogen by

weight is the same as in air, namely, 75.5%. The dose received by

tissue is therefore related to the ionization per unit volume of air at

0°C. and 760 mm. of mercury by:

dose = 1.11J, X (p/0.755) r.e.p. (24)

= l.OJ,, X (p/0.755) energy units

where p is the proportion by weight of nitrogen in tissue. The factor

1.11 is the ratio of the energy expended per ion pair formed in air by

disintegration protons relative to fast electrons. When the dose is

expressed in energy units, this factor is exactly balanced by the ratio of

the electron densities of tissue and air.

Mixed Radiations. The measurement of the dose in equivalent

roentgens received by tissue exposed to mixed 7-ray, fast neutron,

and slow neutron beams presents no new problem in principle. It

requires only that a chamber be constructed in which the elements

vital to the correct recording of neutron dose, namely, hydrogen and

nitrogen, should be present in the chamber wall and in the gas in cor-

rect proportions. If this is accomplished, the chamber (with appro-

priate allowance for W, the average energy expended in the produc-

tion of a pair of ions in the gas mixture) will correctly record the dose

due to all three types of radiation together in equivalent roentgens,

except for the energy dissipated by epithermal neutrons, which has

no proportional ionization associated with it. ^his omission is not

likely to be serious in practice.

It unfortunately happens, however, that, in the practical problem

of monitoring research establishments to ascertain that the permis-

sible dose levels are not exceeded, the total effect as regards injury

to health of the ionization due to fast and slow neutrons is weighted
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ten times in relation to 7-ray ionization. No way has so far been

devised to accomplish this weighting fully except by analysis of the

observed ionization into the components due to 7 radiation on the one

hand and fast and slow neutron ionization on the other. With care

this may usually be accomplished by the use of at least two different

ionization chambers, the one of which has true tissue composition

and responds to all radiation proportionately, and the other having

no hydrogen or nitrogen content and therefore heavily weighting 7

ray as compared with the other forms of energy absorption. Inas-

much as hydrogen, which is present only to the extent of 10% (Table

VI) contributes over 90% of the neutron energy absorption in tissue,

it is clear that the neutron energy absorbed per gram will be ten times

greater in hydrogen than in tissue. Gamma-ray energy absorption

per gram is twice as great in hydrogen as in any other element. A
large ionization chamber containing hydrogen gas at high pressure

therefore automatically weights neutron ionization relative to 7-ray

ionization in the ratio of about five to one. Boron might be added

to make an appropriate slow neutron contribution. The experimental

separation of 7-ray and fast neutron effects was studied by Lea {95)

and by Aebersold and Anslow {91).

Beta Radiation and Alpha Radiation from Radioactive Material

Uniformly Distributed in Tissue. If the concentration of radio-

active material in tissue is known and also the mean energy of the

jS particles emitted at each disintegration, it is obviously easy to cal-

culate the average |S-ray energy expended per unit mass of tissue in

which a radioactive element is uniformly incorporated, and if this

energy is divided by 84 ergs per gram we obtain the dose in equiva-

lent roentgens. The total dose resulting from complete decay of the

radioactive material has been given in a convenient form as follows

{55) :

Dp = 88 Ep TC r.e.p. (25)

= 79 Ep TC energy units

where E^ is the mean energy in m.e.v. of the /3 rays emitted by this

source, T is the half-life in days, and C is the concentration of the iso-

tope in microcuries per gram

Correspondingly, the initial dose rate is given by:

dose rate = 2.54 E^C r.e.p./hour (26)

= 2.29 EffC energy units/hour
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The same formula maj^ be used for a source that emits a single a

particle at each disintegration if the full energy of the a particle is

substituted for E^. E^ has been evaluated {55) for a considerable

number of radioelements so that if C, the concentration of element in

microcuries per gram is kno^vn, the dose rate in the tissues may be

evaluated.

Unfortunately, there is still much disagreement among different

laboratories in the estimation of the strength of a given source, and

the method of estimating source strength by jS-7 coincidences is not

applicable to one of the commonest elements, P^-, because this iso-

tope emits no 7 rays. It is therefore worth noting that if a radio-

element is uniformly incorporated in the material of the wall of an

ionization chamber the ionization recorded is related to the energy

absorbed per gram of wall material in exactly the same way as X-ray

ionization and neutron ionization are related to the absorption of pri-

mary radiation energy in the chamber wall material. As is the case

with X rays it is almost always possible to choose the size of chamber

and the gas pressure so that air maj^ be used, and the necessity' for

special gas fillings avoided. Failla {^9, p. 637) has investigated the

possibiUty of using the "extrapolation ionization chamber" for the

measurement of the concentration of radioactive material in solu-

tions, and Gray {101) has measured the rate of emission of /3-ray

energy by a number of isotopes by cavity-type ionization chambers.

The ionization method may well prove to be one of the most satis-

factory methods of estimating dose in those cases in which uncertainty

exists concerning the form of the jS-ray spectrum, for estimating con-

centration of radioactive material, and even for determination of the

absolute strength of sources, in millicuries, by the appUcation of equa-

tion (26) in those cases in which the form of the /3-ray spectrum has

been well established by /3-ray spectroscopy.

5. Ionization in Tissue

In the earUer sections of this chapter we frequently spoke of the

number of ions formed in tissue by a given dose of radiation and of

the number of ions per micron of track. This was done because it is

very helpful to our understanding of the biological effects of radia-

tion to visualize the approximate position of the ions, and because there

are experimental grounds for believing that at least in some cases

(c/. the discussion of the production of mutations to phage resistance
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ill Escherichia coli, Sect. A6) the ions are the effective agent. On a

number of occasions it has been emphasized that excitation should

not be overlooked.

From the considerations advanced in this section, it is clear that

the quantity we are able to estimate by the appropriate use of ioniza-

tion chambers is not the amount of ionization produced in the tissue

but the total energy in all forms—ionization, excitation, chemical

change, and thermal agitation—transferred by the ionizing particles

to the tissue. So far no one has even demonstrated that the ions

H2O+ and H20~ are in fact formed by the irradiation of liquid water,

though on theoretical grounds there can be no doubt as to their forma-

tion. These ions are demonstrable in the gaseous phase and the

minimum energy of an electron capable of ionizing water vapor is

known to be 13 e.v. The presence of water vapor in ionization

chambers is usually studiously avoided for the sake of maintaining

the essential high grade insulation between collecting electrode and

earth so that until recently no measurements had been made of TrH20,

the mean energy expended in the production of a pair of ions in water

vapor. Appleyard (102) finds TFwater vapor/ TFair = 0.88 ± 0.02

for a particles of 4.5 m.e.v. initial energy. Since the value in other

gases is usually about double the ionization potential, the value of

^HzO for electrons would be expected to be about 26 e.v.

It would seem that, whereas dose may appropriately be specified

in some quantity such as roentgens, equivalent roentgens, or energy

units directly related to ergs of energy absorbed per gram of tissue,

it is useful to recognize that there are probably formed about two

ions in each cubic micron of tissue exposed to 1 equivalent roentgen

of any kind of ionizing radiation.
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A. FUNDAMENTAL BASIS OF STABLE ISOTOPE
METHODS

1. Principles and Underlying Assumptions

Nearly three hundred different Stable atoms have been discovered

and classified on the basis of their mass. Since there are less than a

hundred chemical elements in the periodic table, many elements must

comprise atoms with two or more mass types. Atoms that differ in

mass but not in their ordinary chemical behavior are called isotopes.

Substances that possess only one stable isotope each are not generally

useful for our present purpose. Some representatives of the twenty

odd elements in this group are : sodium of mass 23 (usually written

as Na^'), Al^^, P'^, and P". Biologically important elements that

consist of two stable isotopes each are hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen,

and chlorine. Among other elements useful in biological investiga-

tions, mention must be made of oxygen, which has three stable iso-

topes, and of sulfur, which has four.

When one of the two or more stable isotopes of a chemical ele-

ment occurs naturally with a very low concentration, the possibility

exists of employing this rare isotope as an atomic marker or label.

It is necessary, however, that its natural concentration first be in-

TABLE I

Natural Concentration of the Stable Isotopes Most Commonly Employed in

Biological Studies

Element
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As an example, let us suppose that we wish to investigate the

source of the oxygen in the water obtained when ethyl alcohol reacts

with acetic acid to form ethyl acetate. For one possible approach,

ethyl alcohol in which the oxygen isotope of mass 18 occurred in ex-

cess of its normal concentration could be synthesized and then al-

lowed to react with ordinary acetic acid. An analysis of the water

derived from this reaction would then be made to determine its O^^

concentration. If its 0^^ content were found to be normal, one would

conclude that the oxygen in the water came from the acetic acid and

not from the ethyl alcohol. A confirmatory analysis could be made
on the ethyl acetate. In this case, it has been established (15) that

the oxygen in the water splits off from the acetic acid and the reaction

is written as follows:

C.HsO'^H + CH3COOH ;=± CH3COO'8C2Hb + H2O

The biological use of the least concentrated isotope of an element

as a tracer is based on the assumption that organisms are unable to

distinguish between the two or more isotopes of a chemical element.

The plausibility of this assumption is favored by the relatively late

discovery of isotopes and l)y the extreme difficulties encountered in

their concentration in the laboratory. It has now been established

that organisms in the course of their normal metabolic processes are

incapable of discriminating between the various isotopes of an element

within rather wide limits (24)- The only noteworthy exception oc-

curs in the case of hydrogen. This is not surprising in view of the

fact that the heavy hydrogen isotope is just twice the mass of the

lighter one. Even with hydrogen no appreciable differential effect

is shown biologically except in high concentrations. When it is

realized that the stable isotopes used as labels are everywhere present

in nature, only in somewhat smaller concentration, it is clear that

nothing is being introduced that is essentially new or foreign to a

normal living organism. A theoretical discussion of the validity of the

use of tracers to follow chemical reactions recently appeared {24a) •

2. Theory of Measurement

With the possible exception of the hydrogen isotopes, whose mass

ratio of two is great enough to permit accurate determinations of

concentration by means of density measurements, the instrument of

choice for determining isotope concentrations is the mass spectrome-

ter. When electrically charged particles enter a uniform magnetic
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field perpendicular to their direction of motion, each particle experi-

ences a deflecting force. This force is perpendicular both to the direc-

tion of the magnetic field and to the trajectory of the particle. As a

consequence the charged particles are forced to move in circular paths

(see Fig. 3). For a constant magnetic field and for particles of the

same kinetic energy, the radius of curvature of any particle's path is

determined by the ratio of its mass to its electrical charge. Hence,

a mass spectrometer is an instrument for segregating ionized parti-

cles according to their mass-to-charge ratio.

When a sample of a gaseous compound is subjected to electronic

bombardment in a mass spectrometer, usually several different ionized

particles are produced (see Table II). All of these ions are acceler-

ated by the same constant electrical potential and are then permitted

to pass between magnetic poles. Each particle will be deflected by

an amount characteristic of its mass-to-charge ratio. Consequently

the various particles may be segregated into groups by having them

pass through narrow exit slits to appropriate collectors {4, P- 398).

Since each particle carries a charge, the electric current through each

collector is a measure of the isotope concentration. Usually only one

collector is employed and measurements on the various isotopes are

obtained by altering the electrical accelerating potential. In this

manner, ions having any desired mass-to-charge ratio may be de-

flected at will through a single exit slit into the collecting chamber.

3. When Should Stable Instead of Radioactive Isotopes

Be Used?

Isotopes of several important tracer elements are available in

both stable and radioactive forms. This is true of hydrogen, car-

bon, nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur. Therefore, a decision must be

made as to whether to employ a stable or a radioactive isotope for a

particular problem. Some factors to be considered are: access to

measuring equipment, relative cost and technical skill required, dura-

tion of the experiment, possibility of interference from radioactive

radiations, relative difficulty of making measurements, and finally,

but often most important of all, the dilution factor that may be en-

countered.

If apparatus is already in operation for making measurements on

one type of isotope, for example a mass spectrometer used for N^^, a

propcjsed investigation involving isotopic carlion might be made more
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readily with the stable C^^ than with cither the radioactive C^* or

C'^ On the other hand, if studies in progress with radioactive car-

bon were to be supplemented by some investigations with isotopic

nitrogen, it would proliablj' be necessary to secure a mass spectrom-

eter so that N^^ could be used rather than the radioactive N^^. The
decisive factor here is the very short half-life of N^^, whi(^h is approxi-

matelj" ten minutes. It should also be borne in mind that shifting

from one type of equipment to another involves learning a diiTerent

technique and represents a loss of time unless it serves some useful

purpose.

Some conception of the cost of equipment for measuring stable

isotopes mil be gained from a later section of this chapter; and for

radioactive isotope equipment, from a separate chapter. A mass

spectrometer will certainlj^ cost more initially than equipment for

radioactive isotope measurements. On the other hand a mass spec-

tometer is useful for the several isotopes of greatest interest to the

biologist without any additional modification or expense. Where
only deuterium experiments are contemplated, the concentrations

can be determined bj'^ density measurements on water so that the

cost of the apparatus is almost negligible (i, pp. 51 and 61). For

measurements on some of the perhaps most useful radioactive iso-

topes, namely, H^, C^'*, and S^^, special apparatus must be constructed,

owing to the very weak radiations emitted. Requirements with re-

spect to apparatus and technical skill for measuring the radioactive

isotopes characterized by more penetrating radiation are lower than

for the three elements mentioned above or for the operation of a mass

spectrometer. Both types of equipment may require the services of

an electronic expert when difficulties develop; and they will develop.

A distinct advantage that attaches to the stable isotopes is their

stability. Where experiments must run over long intervals of time

or where they invohe time-consuming organic syntheses, it is com-

forting to know that the isotopes employed are not disintegrating.

For example, the rapid decay rate of N^^ and C" practically eliminates

their use for numerous experiments, although a few valuable studies

have been made with the latter. C^^ with a half-life of about 5000

years is essentially stable, while S^' (half-life S8 days) and IP (half-

life 11 years) have decay rates suitable for mf)st experiments.

Although the radiation of energ}^ that attends the spontaneous

disintegration of radioactive isotopes constitutes a necessary event

from the standpoint of concentration measurements, it is conceivable
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that the radiation itself may be a distinctly harmful factor biologi-

cally. This may well be true of genetic experiments or where one is

dealing with cells that are actively dividing and therefore relatively

sensitive to radiation. In many studies with tracers, the concentra-

tion of radioactive material need not be so high that great concern

must be felt about the biological effects of the radiation emitted.

Nevertheless, the matter must always be considered in relation to

each individual experiment and a decision made on the merits of the

several factors involved.

The technical skills involved in concentration measurements of

both stable and radioactive isotopes have been discussed elsewhere.

It will be noted that measurements on stable isotopes normally re-

quire a qualitative extraction of the biological material so that test

samples of the various constituents can be obtained in a high degree

of purity. While this is often true of radioactive isotopes also, there

are some instances in which the path of transportation or the site of

deposition of radioactive isotopes may be studied in a living organism

without resorting to any chemical segregation of the material. Ob-

viously this represents a time-saving simplification, which may well

weight a decision in favor of a radioactive isotope for a given type of

study.

Permissible dilution factors for the various stable isotopes have a

limiting value in the neighborhood of 10,000. This is adequate, of

course, for many investigations. However, the principal advantage of

the radioactive over the stable isotopes lies in the fact that a much
greater dilution of radioactive isotopes can be tolerated. Dilution

factors as great as 1,000,000 or even 10,000,000 lie within the realm

of possibility. Clearly this will extend the use of radioactive tracers

to the investigation of compounds that occur in minute quantities

only. Before arriving at a decision as to which type of isotope to em-

ploy in a given experiment, a careful estimate should be made of the

dilution to be expected.

B. POTENTIAL RESEARCH APPLICATIONS

1. Diffusion and Transport Studies

The transport of nutrient materials, both organic and inorganic,

in living organisms has been studied for many years by a great many
ingenious methods. Most of these earlier techniques have been out-
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moded by the wide range of application of isotopic tracers to trans-

port problems. The factor primarily responsible for this ready ac-

ceptance of a new method lies in the incontrovertibility of the stable

isotope evidence when properly obtained and evaluated. Nothing

foreign to the biological system is being introduced, as has almost

always been the case with labels of other descriptions. Nimierous

metabolic precursors and products that formerly were even impossible

to label may now be followed satisfactorily in living systems.

It is to be expected that exploratory investigations by means of

tracer isotopes will confirm many of the conclusions reached earlier

from the use of other techniques. Contributions to date have been

largely of this character. The superior potentialities inherent in the

isotope tracer method should lead soon, however, to more extensive

and detailed studies on the translocation of a multitude of substances,

including important biochemical intermediates. A beginning has

been made, especially with metallic radioactive ions (3,3b, 17), but an

immense field for research involving carbon compounds has barely

been touched.

Transportation of the products of photosynthesis through plant

tissues has been studied by several workers and an introduction to the

literature on the subject may be found in an article by Rabideau and

Burr (26). An initial study on sulfur transport in plants has also

appeared (25). Significant future advances in our knowledge re-

garding the permeability of cells of all types seem inevitable now that

steady state conditions can be studied so readily by virtue of isotopic

labels. Here again, a beginning has been made (17, p. 118).

2. Mechanisms of Biochemical Reactions

Perhaps the most significant contributions resulting from the use

of stable isotopes in biology have been concerned with the intermedi-

ary steps in metabolism. Hitherto proposed mechanisms for bio-

chemical reactions were based primarily on circumstantial evidence

obtained in devious ways. Direct evidence available from reactants

labeled with stable isotopes has not only clarified and confirmed many
of the older conceptions of intermediary metabolism but also has re-

sulted in the introduction of a number of new ideas. The speed with

which hypotheses in this field can be tested has been increased almost

immeasurably and consequently progress can be expected to l)e rapid

in the future.
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Much valuable work has been done recently on the carbon dioxide

metabolism that occurs almost universally in biological systems.

Perhaps because this kind of reaction could not be readily studied ex-

cept after the advent of carbon isotopes, it has enjoyed unusual popu-

larity the past few years. Since the results have been discussed

rather widely elsewhere, it seems sufficient here merely to refer to a

recent review (28)

.

Nitrogen metabolism within the animal body has been investi-

gated extensively by a number of workers, but especially in the long

series of researches by Schoenheimer, Rittenberg, and associates.

Reference must be made to their reviews {23,24) for an adequate ac-

count of this work, which covers not only a great many of the amino

acids but also other nitrogen compounds.

3. Rates of Biological Processes

The use of isotope labels has facilitated rate measurements for

numerous biological processes. A suggestive list of possibilities

could include the following : the rate of absorption of nutrient constit-

uents by various tissues, the excretion rate of waste products either

across permeable membranes or from an organism as a whole, the

rate of metabolic turnover for various elements and compounds, the

rate of deposition or accumulation of specific substances in definite

locations within a plant or animal, and the rate of circulation of body

fluids.

Simple exchange reactions constitute a group of special interest

with respect to the use of isotopes since their rates cannot be measured

by any other method. Further, the presence of an exchange reaction

that involves the isotopic element used as a label will often disqualify

the use of a particular compound for a given investigation. This is

discussed in greater detail in a later section.

Many biological studies are conducted in which the organisms are

maintained in an equilibrium or steady state condition. Isotopes

are particularly applicable in such cases since they permit interesting

reaction rates to be measured quantitatively even in the absence of

any demonstrable net change in chemical constitution of the system.

4. Quantitative Analysis

The quantitative analysis of a multicomponent solution by the

stable isotope dilution technique furnishes an excellent illustration of
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the value of isotopic tracors. The usefulness of this procedure has

been amply demonstratecl by Rittenberg and T'oster {16), who made
quantitative analyses for a number of the amino acids resulting from

protein hydrolysis, and by others (see 20, p. 476). A central feature

is the fact that the isotope dilution method does not require the quan-

titative extraction of the components to be analyzed. It is only nec-

essary to provide a sample containing one or perhaps a few milligrams

of a test substance in a pure state. This circumstance is especially

important in dealing with amino acids, where it is i-elativel}^ easy to

obtain either quantitative fractions of impure compounds or non-

quantitative fractions of pure compounds, but exceedingly difficult

to obtain samples that are both quantitative and pure. However,

before any substance can be determined quantitatively, a pure syn-

thetic preparation of it containing an isotopic marker must be avail-

able.

As an illustration of the method, let us suppose that we have a solu-

tion of hydrolyzed protein and that we wish to determine its glycine

content, X. A synthetic glycine sample of known weight, G, which

contains an N^^ concentration of Co atom per cent in excess of normal,

is added to the hydrolyzate. The synthetic and the natural glycine

form an inseparable mixture with a uniform distribution of the N^*-

tagged molecules. Therefore, the isolation of a small but pure frac-

tion of the total glycine will enable its diluted N'^ concentration, C
atom per cent excess, to be determined. Without resorting to a

quantitative extraction, the weight, X, of the original glycine can be

calculated from the following equation (/7, p. 116).

(1)

The correction factor Mx/Mq represents the ratio of the molecular

weights of the two glycine samples when the actual percentage of N**

present is considered. Most work to date has neglected this correc-

tion; though small, it is not always negligible in a quantitative sense.

In practice the analysis of other amino acids is considerably^ more

complicated owing to the occurrence in synthetic preparations of both

optical isomers. But, even here, analysis is possible {2, p. 563) and

the isotope dilution method must be regarded as a generally applicable

procedure (see especially 22h).

Since concentrations Co and C can be determined with an accu-
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racy of better than 1%, the over-all accuracy of the dilution method

depends primarily on the purity of the individual isolated fractions.

As already pointed out, these fractions need not be quantitative ex-

tractions and consequently greater latitude is permitted in seeking a

higher purity. Where several components are to be analyzed from a

single solution, with all of them having been enriched by the same

isotopic element, all individual errors are reduced somewhat percent-

agewise owing to mutual cross contamination of their respective im-

purities (2, p. 565).

5. Gas Analysis

To date, the use of the mass spectrometer for gas analysis has

been confined almost exclusively to the petroleum industry {7,18).
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1

tainly find biological application. Typical mass spectra for a few

common carbon compounds are shown in Figure 1. Note the charac-

teristic variation in the relative concentrations of different ionized

fragments, especially for the isomers of butane. Although automatic

mass spectrometers for this purpose are admittedly complicated and

expensive, there is a possibility in some cases that access may be had

to one of the many instruments of this type already in operation at

industrial research laboratories (see list in 1, p. 48).

It should be pointed out that quantitative analyses of small com-

plex gas samples usually must rest on a previous calibration for each

of the various components of the sample. This necessary complica-

tion, often readily surmountable with low molecular petroleum sam-

ples, appears formidable for biological compounds of high molecular

weight. To be analyzed in the usual mass spectrometer (see Fig. 3),

all liquid compounds should be appreciably volatile at room tempera-

ture. In specialized types of gas analysis, where one may be inter-

ested in determining the concentration of only one or two constituents

of a complex sample, the problem is much more amenable to analysis.

For example, an impurity of even one part in a million can be de-

tected in commercial cylinders of compressed oxygen. Another

related application of this technique is the location of leaks in metal

vacuum systems. For this latter purpose it is customary to use a

very much simplified form of mass spectrometer {8,12) and to probe

suspected areas of the apparatus for leaks with helium. In this way
leaks may be localized quickly without undesirable contamination

and vexatious delays.

C. DEMANDS ON EQUIPMENT AND TECHNICAL SKILL

1. Availability of Concentrated Isotopes

Earlier workers in this field were forced to concentrate their own

isotopes or to beg supplies from others who did. Several laboratory

methods for the concentration of isotopes have been carefully worked

out and are described in great detail in the literature (see 1,3,6).

Should commercial supplies not be available, it is quite feasible to set

up the necessary equipment and to concentrate a particular isotope

in the laboratory. Usually this is a very involved undertaking. It

should not be attempted with a viewpoint to obtaining isotopes at a
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financial saving, particularly if there is any further reduction in the

conunercial prices. If one were to do so, it is not at all improbable

that a year or more of an investigator's research time would be thus

diverted. So far, the price of isotopic compounds, based on the

excess weight of the artificially concentrated isotope present, has

been quoted in terms of hundreds of dollars per gram. Since experi-

ments can often be made with quite small quantities of starting ma-

terial, the net cost per experiment is not really prohibitive.

Governmental distribution of deuterium through the United

States Atomic Energy Commission (via 32) has recently been an-

nounced. It may also be obtained commercially for research pur-

poses (35) in the form of heavy water (D2O). N^^ has been made

available commercially (33) in concentrations as high as 60 atom per

cent excess. The N^^ occurs in the ammonium radical of ammonium
nitrate or in potassium phthalimide. Since relatively lower prices

prevail for the lower concentrations, it is more economical to order

the desired concentration initially than to obtain it later by direct

dilution. C^^ is also available {33) in concentrations as high as 60

atom per cent excess. No commercial source of stable sulfur isotopes

is known to the writer at present but separation methods have been

developed (/, p. 9). Limited quantities of isotopic oxygen can be

purchased through the Atomic Energy Commission (36).

The number of synthetic organic compounds utilized in the past

has been limited by the nature of the starting materials available

and by the necessity of working on a micro scale. When stable

isotopes become more plentiful and cheaper, it will be possible to pur-

chase a wide variety of organic compounds that already contain one

or more isotopic labels in specified positions. One manufacturer has

already announced an intention to supply such compounds.

2. Synthesis of Isotopic Compounds

For the most part the ordinary synthetic methods of organic

chemistry are utilized for the preparation of compounds containing

isotope tracers. There is often a change in emphasis, however, such

as the calculation of the yield on the basis of the isotopic starting

compound rather than on some less expensive but more customary

raw material. In synthesizing amino acids, for example, the crucial

yield is the one based on ammonia since it contains N^^, rather than

the yield related to the initial carbon chain. For this reason some

N^^ amino acids have been prepared more economically by the
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phthalimide procedure of Gabriel or by the catalytic reduction of

a-keto acids according to Knoop and Oesterlin rather than by more

usual methods (^4, P- 224).

For deuterium compounds, a very useful synthetic method con-

sists of the hj^drogenation of double bonds. Examples of this process

are the synthesis of propionic acid from acrylic acid, stearic acid

from linoleic acid, butyric acid from crotonic acid, etc. {2Jf). These

and other useful syntheses for numerous compounds containing

deuterium are included in a recent bibliography {17, p. 142). Hot

concentrated deuteriosulfuric acid is valuable in introducing deute-

rium on the ct-earbon atom of fatty acids, and it may also be used for

amino acids. For some of the fatty acids it is necessary to use a

platinum catalyst in the presence of heavy water. Examples are

palmitic, lauric, capric, caprylic, and isocaproic acids. But with a

platinum catalyst, the deuterium atoms are equally distributed

among all the carbon atoms.

A widely applicable preparative method consists of feeding plants

or animals simple labeled substances and allowing them to synthesize

the desired compounds. Apart from the fact that the yields obtained

are often quite low, there is also a further dilution of the isotope with

respect to any given location in a molecule, since the atomic label

may appear in many positions. This method defeats its own purpose

in many cases since the label may not be sufficiently specific. Where

animals are permitted to drink heavy water, for instance, practically

all of the chemical constituents of the animal body will contain deu-

terium. But the deuterium may appear in several positions in each

of various molecules. A more direct biological synthesis can some-

times be employed by letting an organism convert one isotopic com-

pound into a second substance that would otherwise be much more

difficult to synthesize in the chemical laboratory. One example of

this is the direct conversion of stearic acid containing deuterium into

deuterio-oleic acid within the body of a mouse {24, P- 224).

Information about the synthesis of compounds containing carbon

isotopes can be obtained from contemporary research articles on

either C", C'^, or C*. Two rather recent summaries have been fur-

nished {17, pp. 153-160; 22a) but only frequent contact with the cur-

rent periodical literature can keep one up-to-date (see 3, p. IGl). A
similar remaik applies to research with sulfur, in which much of the

work has been done with the radioactive S^^. Some syntheses with

isotopic sulfur have also been discussed by Kamen {17, pp. 205-212).
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3. Apparatus for Detecting Stable Isotopes

Measurements on all of the commonly employed stable isotopes,

with the possible exception of deuterium, are best made with the mass
spectrometer. Owing to the fact that the mass of deuterium is just

double that of ordinary hydrogen, pure samples of heavy water (D2O)

possess a density about 10% greater than ordinary water. Inasmuch
as density measurements on liquids can be made with an accuracy of

a few parts per million, it is feasible to deduce deuterium concentra-

tions from the density of water samples. The advantages lie in the

direction of simplicity and economy of apparatus. The latter may
consist either of equipment for falling-drop determinations or of a

gradient tube. The use of the equipment has been described ade-

quately elsewhere {1, pp. 51-65).

There are several disadvantages to the method of density deter-

minations on water as a means of determining deuterium concentra-

tion. Perhaps the greatest difficulty lies in achieving adequate puri-

fication of a water sample, since clearly any trace of impurity might

influence the results very markedly. Purification then, and not

density determination, is the main problem. A disturbing factor is

the possible occurrence of any one of the three oxygen isotopes in a

given water molecule. Since the heavy oxygen isotopes are usually

concentrated in varying degree in commercial heavy water samples,

this problem is one of S3me importance. A third disadvantage to

the density determination method resides in the relatively large test

sample required. Usually measurements are made on drops of 100

mg. This quantity exceeds that required with the mass spectrom-

eter by roughly two orders of magnitude. However, where a re-

search program involves only the deuterium isotope, and where sam-

ples of sufficient size can be made available for analysis, selection of

the density method would seem to be logical.

The type of mass spectrometer employed in most biological studies

to date was developed by Nier (5, p. 80 ; 4) at the University of Minne-

sota and is illustrated schematically in Figure 2.

The gas to be analyzed is contained in the 50 or 100 ml. flask, X, which is

fitted with a stopcock and an interchangeable ground glass joint. (For an

alternative device, see 11.) After evacuation of the capillary connecting

tubes and the reservoir, Y, the test sample is transferred into Y and then

compressed to the desired pressure (a few centimeters of mercury) as indi-

cated by the attached manometer. Air is pumped into V by the rubber

atomizer bulb, Z, if the height of the mercury in Y needs to be raised above
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the barometric level. The evacuated storaj^e flask W has a volume of 10 to

12 liters and is convenient for lowering the mercury level in }'. The gas

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of a Xier type mass spectrometer, including electrical

circuits and auxiliary equipment.

from Y is admitted slowly and continuously into the mass spectrometer

ionization box, A", through the very fine leak, L {13).

Current to filament F is supplied by storage battery Bz and indicated by
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ammeter A3. The electrons emitted by tlie filament traverse box N, as indi-

cated by the dotted line, owing to an accelerating potential of 90 v. supplied

bj^ battery Bt. Most of the electrons are trapped on plate Q, \^•hich is about

90 V. more positive than N. The electron current to Q, perhaps 20 ^uamp.,

is read on meter A5 and the total electron current to both Q and A'', perhaps

40 iuamp-, is read on A 4. A magnetic field in the direction of the electronic

flow, provided by the magnet M2, either permanent or electric, confines the

electrons to a rather well defined beam.

The ionized particles produced by the electronic bombardment acquire

a small velocity in the direction of slit Si from the accelerating voltage sup-

plied by ])attery Bt. But the principal accelerating potential difference of

nearly 1000 v. is furnished by battery Bi or a suitable rectifier (I4), and oc-

curs between exit slit Si in box A^ and entrance slit »S2 of C. In traversing

the length of the long copper tube, C, the ions are deflected 60° by the sec-

torial magnetic field of the electromagnet, Mi, and brought to a focus at

slit S3. Upon emerging from C, the ions are collected on plate P. To pre-

vent scattered electrons from the edges of slit S3 from reaching P, a small

negative potential from battery B^ is applied to an intervening slit plate.

Because of the charged particles collected by P, and the resultant current

through R, the grid of electrometer tube E experiences a change in potential.

The resistor, R, has a resistance in the neighborhood of 10^" ohms. Usually

two or more such resistors having different values are arranged so tliat either

may be used at will in order to change the sensitivity. The calibrated

variable amplifier, //, may include a circuit as described by Penick (9) or

perhaps an inverse feedback type of amplifier {4,6,13). A wide range of

sensitivities is desirable since relative isotope concentrations may vary by a

factor of several hundred. In addition an automatic switching arrangement

(5) should be provided to facilitate altei'uating the observations rapidly be-

tween the two or three mass peaks that characterize a particular test gas.

The operating gas pressure is less than 10 ~^ mm. of mercury, and should

be read by an indicating gage, / {10,12), or by a McLeod gage located be-

tween trap Ti and diffusion pump Di. The trap is kept cold with either a

solid carbon dioxide mixture or liquid air, depending on the material being

tested. Mercury vapor diffusion pumps seem to be most satisfactory. Small

rotary oil vacuum pumps, Oi and O2, precede the diffusion pumps.

Magnet Mi may be wound for operation from either 12 v. storage batter-

ies or a rectifier (4), or it maj^ be replaced bj^ a permanent magnet {6,8).

Electronically regulated power supplies may be substituted for batteries in

any of the indicated circuits. To facilitate baking out the spectrometer tube,

the main magnet. Mi, is mounted on a carriage. It may be rolled to the left

in the figure, thus enabling heating elements to be placed in position around

metal tube C. Kovar collars, K, facilitate copper to Pyrex Vacuum seals.

Most mass spectrometers built have had deflection angles of
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either 60, 90, or 180°. An instrument of the 90° type, but other-

wise closely similar to the 60° design of Figure 2, was once built com-
mercially and has been described by Hippie (^, p. 551). The popular

180° design originated by Dempster has been adopted for the auto-

matically recording commercial mass spectrometer (7,34) dia-
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagrtini of llie 180° Consolidated i^ugineering Company
mass spectrometer (7).

grannned in l^'igure 3 and fui- others {5,12). 1^'igure 3 is probably

selfexplanatory but it appears deceptively simple since the numerous

and complex electronic circuits are not included. Neither is the

magnet, which must produce a uniform magnetic- field sufficiently

large to cover the entire region occupied by the tuV)e and not merely a

small central sector,
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The technical skill required for determining isotope ratios with a

mass spectrometer is not beyond that of most college-trained labora-

tory workers, assuming that the apparatus has been properly ad-

justed initially. Where the batteries shown in Figure 2 are replaced

by electronic rectifying circuits, the services of someone skilled in

electronics will be needed from time to time. Such a person should

be available locally and on short notice if reasonably continuous

operation is desired.

Complete installations of currently available mass spectrometers

will probably cost in excess of ten thousand dollars (34,37,38). An
instrument of the Nier type probably could be built in most uni-

versity instrument shops for somewhat less. But it is almost neces-

sary, even then, to have the complete ion tube assembly of Figure 2

made by someone who has had construction experience wdth them.

The remainder of the apparatus consists of less critical items of

either an electronic or glass-blowing nature. (See also 3a.)

4. Preparation of Samples for Analysis

Isotopic analyses of the complex organic substances that occur in

nearly all biological studies must be made indirectly, since only gases

or volatile liquids possessing suitable characteristics can be introduced

into an ordinary mass spectrometer. Furthermore, it is often neces-

sary to degrade a complex molecule stepwise so that an analysis can

be made for isotopes occurring in the various positions or radicals.

The final measurements, however, in all biological investigations to

date have been carried out on simple gases.

The ultimate selection of a particular test gas rests, for each ele-

ment, on several basic considerations. Low molecular weight is

favored owing to the better spectral separation obtained. Mole-

cules with a tendency to adhere to the inner walls of the evacuated

spectrometer system are avoided since difficulty is experienced in

removing them completely following each analysis. Water vapor

falls in this category. Some substances decompose too readily upon

contact with the hot filament; others furnish a varying yield of ioni-

zation products; still others produce ionized particles subject to

interference from other particles of the same mass-to-charge ratio

(Table II).

Recommended test gases for each of several is 3t opes, based on the

considerations just outlined, will now be briefly discussed. For
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deuterium, the hydrogen molecule itself has been found most con-

venient, even though the analyses are rather complicated (5, p. 99).

TABLE II

Mass Spectra of Some Ions" Usually Observable in Common Test Gases

Mass
no.
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For intermediate concentrations, the ionized particles appearing in

both columns must bo considered. Hydrogen samples for analysis

are obtained by coml)ustion of the biological (compound (/, p. 56)

and subsequent reduction of the resultant water is produced either

by the use of a magnesium amalgam (20, p. 421) or by electrolysis

(17, p. 130).

For oxygen isotopes, analyses can be made conveniently with

molecular oxygen. The ions produced most plentifully are listed in

the fifth column of Table II . Ions resulting from traces of water in the

instrument interfere with atomic oxygen particles at mass positions 17

and 18. Consequently isotopic ratios are preferably based on the

relative heights of the ion current peaks for masses 33 and 32, and

for 34 and 32.

Carbon dioxide can also be used as the test gas for oxj^gen isotope

analyses. Not all of the possible ions produced in carbon dioxide

are shown in Table II. But in concentrated test samples one would

observe peaks corresponding to all mass combinations of C^^ and C^^

with O^^, O'^, and 0^^ that are possible in a triatomic molecule.

Where the O^^ concentration is constant and the O^^ is variable,

abundance ratios can be based on measurements at mass numbers 44

and 46.

Determinations of N^^ can be made fairly satisfactorily with the

diatomic nitrogen molecule as the test gas. The detectable ionized

particles that may be expected to appear will be found listed in Table

II. The use of the atomic ions of masses 14 and 15 is counterindi-

cated, owing to the presence of a peak in the 14^/2 position. This

results from doubly charged N"N^^ ions and obviates the anticipated

improvement in the spectral separation that would otherwise accrue

from the lower masses of the atomic ions compared with the molecular

ions. Other disadvantages of the atomic ions for ratio measurements

have been discussed by Nier (i, p. 21). Accordingly, nitrogen analy-

ses are normally based on measurements of the 28 and 29 ion current

peaks. Some interference at the 28 and 29 positions is to be expected

from atmospheric nitrogen contamination; also carbon monoxide

and carbon dioxide must be excluded. In addition, Rittenberg (1, p.

32) cautions against still another impurity that can be present at

mass 29 unless the Kjeldahl digestion is carried out according to defi-

nite, prescribed rules. To obtain nitrogen gas from biological organic

compounds, the latter must undergo either an alkaline hydrolysis or a

Kjeldahl combustion to yield an ammonium salt. Subjecting the
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ammonium salt to a hypobromite treatment results in the liberation

of nitrogen. Detailed procedures and precautions based on years of

experience in isotope analysis have been published by Rittenberg

a, p. 31).

Carbon dioxide is the gas of choice for the mass spectrometric

analysis of C^^. The numerous ionized particles produced are listed

in Table II. Although the molecular ions have the greatest mass and

therefore the least resolution, their peaks are measured because they

possess the highest intensity. The partial interference at mass 45

owing to 0^^ can be corrected for satisfactorily. Were it not for the

very low intensity of the atomic carbon peaks at the 12 and 13 posi-

tions, their improved resolution and freedom from interference

would recommend them as a basis for analysis.

The preparation of carbon dioxide by the oxidation of organi(;

compounds is quite convenient. Some workers employ persulfate

oxidation (22). The wet combustion method of Van Slyke and Folch

[21) has been used with success by several workers in the field (1, p.

13). A dry combustion process has also been used and a satisfactory

apparatus and procedure have been described {1, p. 40). Decarboxy-

lation methods of obtaining carbon dioxide from fatty acids and from

amino acids {1, p. 41) should prove usefvil in special cases. The latter

technique involves the use of ninhydi'in (1,2,3-indanetrione hydrate)

5. Measurements and Maintenance

Before attempting measurements, the residual gas pressure in a

mass spectrometer should be reduced to about 10~^ mm. of mercury.

This may require heating the main evacuated part of the apparatus

to perhaps 300°C. in a degassing operation. In fact, such baking

may need to be repeated every time atmospheric air is admitted to

the system. It is customary to maintain a vacuum continually in the

apparatus by allowing the pumps to run without interruption. In

that event, trap 7'i of Figure 2 must always be kept cold by the use of

solid carbon dioxide or liquid air. During the progress of a measure-

ment on a test sample the pressure in the body of the instrument may
be approximately 2 X 10"** mm. of mercury, but the gas pressure in

the ionizing box will be still higher, perhaps 5 X 10"" mm. of mer-
cuiy.

Some hints on tlie piai-ticai maiutcuance of a mass spectrometer
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have been furnished by Young {19), who also has analyzed the per-

sonnel and time factors involved in its full time operation.

In order to observe a peak corresponding to a given mass number,

the electrical constants of the mass spectrometer must satisfy the

following equation

:

4.82 X 10-5 r2(cm.) H"^ (gauss)M
^— (mass units) =

e V (volts)
(2)

By "mass unit" we mean the ratio of the atomic or molecular mass to

the number of unit charges on the ionized particle. For example,

M/e for CV^Qieo^'* would be 44 for the singly charged ion, and 22 for

the doubly ionized. The radius of curvature of the path around

which the ions are deflected (15 cm. in the apparatus of Figure 2) is

en
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compute the proper setting of the other variable for the selected

particle by means of equation (2). The final searching, of course, is

done experimentally. Peaks corresponding to water vapor and car-

bon monoxide are helpful here; they can always be detected even

with thoroughly degassed apparatus.

When measurements of isotopic ratios are made with a nonrccord-

ing mass spectrometer, the plotted observations have an appearance

similar to the experimental curve for a carbon dioxide analysis re-

produced in Figure 4. In practice, observations are required on the

top of the peaks only, except for just enough readings elsewhere to

enable corrections to be made for the background. To avoid errors

that may arise from any instability in the electrical circuits or from

gas pressure variation in the ion source, a complete set of data should

include perhaps a dozen observations. These should be taken alter-

nately on each of the peaks and within the shortest time possible.

Hence the electrical circuits should permit an almost instantaneous

shift from one peak to another (see 5). Multiple sets of control

equipment, one for each peak, are required in which provision has

been made for adjusting not only the proper ion-accelerating voltage

corresponding to each peak, but also the correct sensitivity of ampli-

fier H (see Fig. 2). The latter may involve shifting from one input

resistor, R, to another.

6. Calculation of Results

Typical experimental observations for a C^^ determination with a

carbon dioxide test sample are shown graphically in Figure 4. Ion

current readings cover mass numbers 44, 45, and 46. The noticeable

background deflection that appears in this figure must be subtracted

from the various peak heights before their ratios are computed.

Further, the 45 peak has received a small contribution to its height

from the presence of C^^O^^O^^ molecules in addition to the desired

Q13Q16Q16 molecules. This constant 0^^ correction amounts to 0.08%
and may be made either before or after the calculation of the 44/45

ratio. Assuming that the two corrections just mentioned have been

made and that the ratio, \\R, of the resultant ion currents at mass 44

to that at mass 45 has been calculated, then the concentration of C'^

in atom per cent is given by

:

(C'')100 100 ^
^

,„,
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Whenever an isotopic element being studied is lepresented by a

single atom in the ionized test particle, even though one or more other

elements may also be present, the concentration of the element under

test can be calculated usually by means of an appropriate substitu-

tion in equation (3). Of the common stable isotopes encountered in

biological studies, the measurement of sulfur, either as sulfur dioxide

or as hydrogen sulfide, furnishes a second example.

If the isotopic element being measured occurs twice or more in the

test molecule, the calculations are somewhat more involved. For

example, when N^^ determinations are made using the diatomic nitro-

gen molecule, probabiUty considerations indicate the following molec-

ular configurations: WN'S W^W, W"^'', and WW. If the

concentration of N^^ in atom per cent equals P, the complementary

atomic concentration of N^* is (100 — P). The relative molecular

concentrations at equilibrium of the three molecular species with

masses 28, 29, and 30 will be (100 - Py, 2P(100 - P), and P\
respectively. Since the ionization current readings of the mass

spectrometer will be proportional only to the concentrations of the

molecular ions having masses 28, 29, and 30, the ratio of the corrected

peak readings for masses 28 and 29 will be expressed as follows:

28 _ mass 28 peak _ (100 - P)^ ^ 100 - P .^.

'' ~ mass 29 peak " 2P(100 - P) ~
2 P

The solution of this equation indicates that the concentration, P, of

N^^ can be calculated from measurements at only two mass numbers.

That is:

100 ..s
P = —55 atom per cent y'^)

2 llR + 1
^

When the height of the peak at mass 30 indicates a sufficiently high

concentration, the calculation can be based also on either of the other

two ratios, as indicated by the following equations

:

llR = ——-, or P = 29p ^ atom per cent (6)

. (100 - py ^ 100 ^ ^ (^.
R = -: or P = 2^— atom per cent U;'''"

P2
""'^ ~foR+l

Determinations of P by two independent methods serve as a valuable

check on the equilibrium attained by the ionic test particles and help
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to eliminate accidental mistakes in both measurements and calcula-

tions.

With molecular oxygen as the test gas, determinations of low

concentrations of O'^ and 0'^ could be calculated on the basis of meas-

urements on only t wo peaks by modifying equation (5) as follows

:

p (of 0'7) = —
32

- atom per cent

and:

P (of 0^*) = —wr: atom per cent
2 34i2 + 1

^

When 0^* is used as a tracer and carbon dioxide is the test gas, its

concentration may be found from

:

P (of O^*) =
44 atom per cent

Z isK -j- 1

since the contribution to the height of the 46 peak owing to C^^O^^O^^

is a negligible factor.

Before calculating low deuterium concentrations by an analogous

formula based on masses 2 and 3, a preliminary correction of the mass

3 reading owing to the presence of triatomic hydrogen molecules is

considered essential (see 3, p. 99). Intermediate concentrations of

hydrogen and deuterium offer additional difficulties owing to the

presence of several types of ion at both the mass 3 and 2 positions.

The general equation for the concentration, P"*, of an isotopic

element, which may contribute two atoms with masses of either w or

n to the charged particle being measured, is:

[]^p(n+. + .) _,_ p(2m + .)Ji00
atom per cent {o)

p(2n + s) I p(n+m + s) i p(2w+ s)

where each P on tlu; right of the equation represents the measured

ion current corresponding to the mass numbers given by the expo-

nents; s is the sum of the atomic mass numbers for any foreign atoms

common to all of the ionic particles. This equation therefore requires

measurements foi- all three mass numbers. For example, it is directly

applicable to determinations of N^^ for intermediate concentrations.

Measurements of N^', and also of the oxygen isotopes, often must
be corrected for the presence of air that has leaked into the mass
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spectrometer {1, p. 38). Since it is practically impossible to avoid

"having some air in the instrument, such corrections are usually indi-

cated. When N^^ is being measured, air is shown to be present by
the occurrence of an oxygen peak at mass 32 and confirmed if an argon

peak appears at mass 40. Although the ratio of nitrogen to oxygen

in the atmosphere is approximately four, the air nitrogen contribu-

tion to the mass 28 peak by a contaminated test sample is usually

greater than would be indicated by multiplying the height of the

mass 32 peak by four. The ratio as actually measured depends on

instrumental and other factors, including differential ionization prob-

abilities for the two elements. A proper correction factor, charac-

teristic for each mass spectrometer, must be determined so that cor-

rections can be applied to the readings at the various mass numbers,

should air leaks be encountered.

Instead of expressing isotope concentrations in atom per cent as

calculated by the foregoing equations, there is an increasing tendency

to publish results in terms of the atom per cent excess concentration as

compared to the normal abundance or to a laboratory standard.

These excess values are computed by subtracting either the normal

concentration, as tabulated in Table I, or the concentration of an ar-

bitrary, but permanent, laboratory standard. The latter procedure

is preferable for several reasons, including a continual check on the

performance of the mass spectrometer and on any variations in the

concentration of the normal isotope. Some types of calculations,

as used for example with the isotope dilution technique, are simplified

when concentrations are expressed in terms of atom per cent excess.

Since arbitrary standards of some elements prepared from chemical

salts may possess higher concentrations than occur normally in bio-

logical preparations, negative values will be encountered occasionally

a, p. 28).

D. LIMITATIONS AND SOURCES OF ERROR

. 1. Absolute Accuracy of Isotope Concentrations

To achieve high absolute accuracy in stable isotope measurements

with a mass spectrometer is very difficult. The sources of the errors

are inherent in the design of the instrument itself and cannot be elim-

inated easily. Fortunately most of the biological applications of

stable isotopes are based on a determination of their relative abun-
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dance only, so that precise measurement of their absolute concentra-

tion is not essential.

Since the rate of diffusion of gas molecules depends on their mass,

it is to be expected that'the lighter of two isotopic compounds would

enter the spectrometer more readily than the heavier. Unless

counterbalanced, this preferential effect would result in a relatively

higher reading for the concentration of the lighter isotope. As a

matter of fact, a similar but compensatory effect does occur in the

diffusion pump, which is constantly evacuating the spectrometer,

thus tending to reduce the observed concentration of the lighter iso-

tope component. Hence these two factors tend to counterbalance

each other and the net error introduced is probably not large. Dis-

crimination between particles of different masses may also occur in

the ion source of a mass spectrometer (2, p. 539). As a consequence

the concentration ratios may be affected even to the extent of a few

per cent ; the effect is greater for higher mass ratios. While such dis-

crimination can be reduced by employing an ion source with a more
complicated design, it maj^ not be profitable to do so in the routine

analytical spectrometer since an accurate absolute measurement of

the concentration is not necessary in tracer experiments.

A number of other sources of error that affect the accuracy of the

absolute abundance ratio will be discussed in the sections that follow,

since they also influence the relative accuracy of isotope determina-

tions (see also 3, p. 101).

2. Relative Accuracy

Mass spectrometric analyses of biological materials usually com-

prise comparisons between the concentration of an element used as a

tracer and that of its naturally more abundant isotope. As pointed

out in preceding paragraphs, this ratio may not be correct in an abso-

lute sense to within a few per cent. However, if it is used only with

reference to similar ratios all of w^hich are based on the same standard

gas sample, as discussed later (Sect. D8), it yields entirely adequate

information for use in tracer studies. Thus, the relative accuracy of

a pair of ratio determinations may be independent of a number of

sources of error that affect adversely the absolute determination of

either one. Still, the relative ratio does depend on the quality of the

equipment and on the technical skill of the operator in a number of

ways. These will now be briefly discussed.
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To secure accurate determinations of even relative ratios, several

conditions must be maintained constant during the measurements.

One important factor concerns the pressure of the gas in the neigh-

borhood of the ion source. Adequate control of this pressure requires

the use of a mechanism that permits the small gas sample to leak ex-

tremely slowly into the ionizing compartment of the spectrometer, yet

without any time variation. To satisfy this requirement, the initial

sample of gas must be sufficient to enable an adequate and constant

differential pressure to be maintained across the leak mechanism (L

in Fig. 2) throughout the course of the ratio determinations. Like-

wise the pumps, which are continually evacuating the mass spectrom-

eter, must operate uniformly during the measurement period if

pressure fluctuations of the test gas within the ion source are to be

avoided.

In order to create a constant supply of ions, it is also necessary to

control accurately the emission of electrons from the filament wdth

respect to their quantity, speed, and direction. This involves not

only the regulation of the filament temperature and the electron-

accelerating voltage applied between the filament and the electron

collector, but also the strength of the magnetic field, which collimates

the stream of electrons. With available electronic regulators, the

variations in the magnitude of each of these quantities can and should

be maintained within less than 1% during the course of an analysis.

When the current through the principal magnet is stabilized at

some constant value, the emergence from the exit slit of particles

having a particular ratio of mass to charge is determined by the mag-

nitude of the ion-accelerating voltage. It will be noted in Figure 4

that the ion current peaks corresponding to various masses possess

flat tops. The intentional presence of these flat tops makes the peak

readings less sensitive to slight variations in either the ion-accelerat-

ing voltage or the current through the principal magnet. However,

a stabilizer will still be necessary if the equipment operates from an

alternating voltage supply.

The effect of transient fluctuations resulting from instability of

the ion current amplifier or other electrical circuit components, as

well as from the causes just enumerated, can be minimized statisti-

cally by taking an extended series of measurements on the same

sample, with alternate readings on the heavier and lighter isotope

components. Frequent comparisons with the standard sample

serve a similar purpose.
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The different mass peaks in the ionization current curve of Figure

4 must be sufficiently well separated to avoid appreciable interference

with each other. This separation is a function of the slit widths of a

mass spectrometer, but it decreases with increasing mass of the ions.

For cases of insufficient resolution, and particularly where peaks dif-

fer markedly in intensity, an estimated correction may need to be

applied to the intensity of the weaker peak, thus decreasing the ac-

curacy.

3. Natural Variations in Isotope Concentrations

Generally accepted values for the natural concentrations of the

isotopes considered in detail in this chapter are listed in Table I.

Agreement between published values for some of these absolute ratios

has not been very good. The small discrepancies probably result

largely from differences in particle discrimination among the various

mass spectrometers. In addition, it has been demonstrated that

there is a natural variation in the concentration of isotopes depending

on their past history {2, p. 561; 17, p. 8).

"Normal" C^^ concentrations have been found to vary as much

as 5% between carbon obtained from limestone and carbon obtained

from plant cells. Similarly 0'^ from carbonate ores has a concentra-

tion about 4% higher than that found in water generally, but deu-

terium from widely different sources is constant to within a few

thousandths of 1%. There has been little work on variations in the

natural occurrence of N^^, but some analyses made on amino acids

isolated from the protein of mammals have indicated a slight excess

varying from 0.000 to 0.006 atom per cent N^^ over that found in air.

In one study with arginine, an excess of 0.008 atom per cent N^^ was

found. No information concerning natural concentration variations

for the several isotopes of sulfur is known to the writer. It may well

be expected that very small variations in concentration will occur in

some biochemical reactions. "Wliile a systematic study of such varia-

tions could be of interest in itself, perhaps its most useful function

would consist of indicating probable limits of accuracy for investiga-

tions employing isotopes as tracers. Most past experiments have

had such a large margin of safety with respect to concentration

changes that the conchisions have not been jeopardized o\ving to these

slight natural isotopic variations. While selective behavior of living

organisms toward low concentrations of isotopic compounds is ab-
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sent or negligible in most cases, this is not true for high concentrations

of deuterium {2^, p. 220). In fact, deuterium as a tracer should not

be employed in concentrations higher than about 10% unless its selec-

tive behavior is also investigated. Heavy water may be definitely

toxic to organisms when its deuterium content exceeds 25%.

4. Minimum Size of Test Samples

The minimum quantity of gas required for a mass spectrometer

test sample depends somewhat on the particular instrument. Two
frequently stated estimates of a satisfactory volume are either 100

ml. of a gas at 1 mm. of mercury pressure or 0.1 ml. of gas at a pres-

sure of 1 atmosphere. Using either of these criteria for carbon di-

oxide, one arrives at a weight of approximately 0.2 mg. Expressed

in terms of carbon content only, something less than 0.1 mg. should

be sufficient for an analysis. On the same basis hydrogen would re-

quire approximately 0.01 mg. for a minimum test sample. In work-

ing with such small quantities of matter, it is usually necessary to

allow greater tolerances on reaction yields than would otherwise be

considered normal. For example, organic samples to be tested for

C^' or N'^ might well contain approximately 1 mg. of either carbon

or nitrogen previous to combustion.

5. Limiting Dilution Factors

The factor by which an isotope having a specified original concen-

tration can be diluted and still be detected reliably depends both on

the accuracy with which concentrations can be measured and on the

natural abundance of the isotope. The permissible dilution is

greater for isotopes whose natural abundance is smaller. Where

ratio determinations can be made with an accuracy of 1% and where

initial concentrations of the isotope are in the neighborhood of 50

atom per cent excess, N^* can be detected following a 10,000-fold

dilution. An equivalent value for S»^ is 1000-fold, for C'^ 5000-fold,

and for deuterium 5000-fold {2, p. 563). These dilution factors are

more than adequate for numerous types of investigation. They are

not as large, however, as can be obtained by the use of artificial radio-

active isotopes, which are greatly favored in this respect because their

natural concentration is zero. Since, with extreme care, higher ac-

curacy can be obtained than assumed above (/, p. 29), some improve-

ment over the ratio values cited is possible. Most studies to date

have not even approached the above dilution limits.
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6. Exchange Reactions

The application of stable isotopes to biological problems is limited

markedly by the ease with which a number of elements exchange posi-

tions between or within molecules. This type of behavior has been

known for a long time in the case of some elements and suspected for

others. Owing to the fact that this exchange is not usually observ-

able in ordinary chemical reactions, it had not received much atten-

tion prior to the availability of the isotope method for studying reac-

tion rates.

The exchange of hydrogen atoms between the molecules of a solute

and a solvent is a most rapid process for many chemical radicals {15,

p. 62). This unstable condition obtains for practically all polar

groups, but special mention must be made of the carboxyl, hydroxyl,

and amino radicals that are so common in biochemical systems. As a

consequence, deuterium introduced into these labile groups cannot

be used as a tracer. In general, deuterium attached directly to car-

bon atoms has been found to be stably bound, particularly in methyl

and methylene radicals. There are exceptions, however, as in the case

of hydrogen atoms attached to carbon atoms adjacent to keto groups,

since such hydrogen atoms are known to undergo enolization. The
conclusion reached, at least with respect to the use of deuterium as a

tracer is that its stability with reference to any proposed chemical

system must first be confirmed. There has been no evidence to the

effect that an isotope that has been shown to be stably bound with

reference to a given chemical system in vitro, is not stable in vivo also.

Not only the stability of the initial compound to be synthesized but

also of any subsequent compounds to be isolated and analyzed for

the presence of deuterium must be checked.

The ready exchange of oxygen atoms in solution {16) has made the

0^' and O'^ isotopes practically valueless in biological tracer work.

Oxygen exchange in carbonyl groups is particularly rapid, thus elim-

inating studies involving aldehydes and ketones. The oxygen in car-

boxyl groups plays a variable exchange role, depending on the com-

pound and on the environmental conditions, so that individual con-

firmations of its behavior under each given set of circumstances

would be indicated. The oxygen in hydroxyl groups is stable in

many common alcohols, at least under mild acid and alkaline condi-

tions, and may be found useful as a tracer. The same seems to apply

to the hydroxyl groups in pentoses and hexoses but not to the carbonyl
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oxygen. Existing exchange evidence indicates that the use of oxygen

isotopes in the sulfate radical and in the nitro group may be permitted

under some circumstances, but the former does exchange with water

in concentrated acid solution.

Exchange reactions of the sulfur present in various inorganic radi-

cals has also been studied {cf. 15).

Nitrogen atoms attached to carbon appear to be molecularly

stable in biological systems as far as the amino acids are concerned.

In view of their great importance, this is very fortunate. Urea nitro-

gen under some circumstances may imdergo very slow exchange in

solution. Gaseous nitrogen has been shown not to exchange with

molecularly combined nitrogen in solutions of either sodium nitrate

or sodium nitrite.

Carbon has been found to exchange rapidly between the carboxyl

group of sodium acetate and acetic anhydride {17, p. 159). In gen-

eral, one would expect stability of carbon-to-carbon bonds, but it

should not be assumed mthout experimental confirmation.

7, Interfering Particles

Two types of interference are recognized. One type results when

the test gas employed contains one or more chemical elements in addi-

tion to the specific one under investigation. The isotopic constitu-

ents of any accessor}^ elements bring about the interference. An ex-

ample occurs in the use of carbon dioxide for the analysis of C^^.

The peak at mass 45 results not onlj^ from C^^O^^O^^ but also from the

presence of C^^O^^O^^ ions (see Fig. 4). Thus the accessory oxygen

atoms with their possible masses of 16, 17, and 18 give rise to higher

measured ratios than can be ascribed to the excess concentration of

C^^ alone. Corrections for this type of interference can be made

readily if the concentrations of the offending atoms are known; an

illustration of the calculations involved has been given earlier.

A second type of inteiference can be ascribed to the presence of

radicals of the test gas. These may be either singly or multiply

ionized. Reference may be made to the methane spectrum in Figure

1 as an illustration. The peak at mass 15 owing to CH3 radicals is

almost as high as the CH4 peak. Consequently in any analysis for

C^^, nearly half the C^^ atoms would contribute to the mass 16 peak

as C^^Hs ions, together with the C^^fj^ ions, rather than appear at
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mass 17 in the form of C'^H4. Corrections for this type of interfer-

ence are often quite difficult, but even here satisfactory analyses can

be made provided the offending radical is recognized. First, stand-

ardization measurements are made covering each of the various com-

pounds present and also their disintegration products under carefully

controlled conditions of operation (18). Of primary importance is

the energ}^ of the bombarding electrons that produce the radicals

and bring about their ionization. Corrections for the contributions

of numerous molecules and radicals to a given mass peak are con-

sidered routine when mass spectrometers are used for ciuantitative

analyses of organic mixtures such as are encountered in the petroleum

industry (7)

.

It may be well also to mention here the type of self-interference

that may result from leaks in the apparatus. Perhaps the most an-

noying illustration occurs in the use of molecular nitrogen for N'^

measurements; any leak of atmospheric air into the apparatus is

troublesome. The same is true when isotopic oxygen determinations

are made with molecular oxygen.

8. Standard Samples for Comparison

As already pointed out, it is very difficult and quite unnecessary to

determine absolute values of concentration of the stable isotopes with

great accuracy. Biological requirements are amply satisfied provided

accurate relative determinations of isotope ratios can be obtained.

However, it is highly desirable always to relate such measurements to

some permanent standard sample.

For a standard sample in the case of C^^, an adequate reserve of a

carbonate salt should be set aside. For each run, a standard test

sample is admitted to the mass spectrometer so that all calculations

of the isotope concentrations in terms of excess per cent can be based

on the same standard. This procedure serves as a check on the opera-

tion of the mass spectrometer too, not only during each set of meas-

urements but also from day to day and from month to month. With
equipment that is functioning satisfactorily, daily variations in the

recorded ratios for the standard sample should lie within rather narrow

limits. The preservation of a permanent laboratory standard will

permit later comparisons with other laboratories should the occasion

arise. Perhaps eventually all data could be related to the same na-

tional or international standard.
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9. Over-All Accuracy

For the type of biological investigation we have been discussing,

the accuracy obtainable in routine determinations of isotopic concen-

tration is usually quite adequate. There seems to be universal agree-

ment among the workers in this field that such determinations can

be made readily within an over-all accuracy limit of 1%. There is

reason to believe that carefully conducted measurements can reduce

this limit by a factor of two, or perhaps, with extreme care, by a factor

of four. It is very important to realize the limits of accuracy of an

experimental method, even though an investigation may not necessi-

tate pushing a method to its ultimate limit. Wherever possible, it is

preferable to operate at a comfortably safe distance inside the extreme

limits of accuracy. Although the significance of experimental results

in each case must be determined eventually by an adequate statistical

evaluation of the data, one would prefer to know in advance that there

existed a sufficient margin of safety so that the experimental conclu-

sions would not be open to question.

E. ACCOMPLISHMENTS WITH INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS

1. Deuterium and Heavy Water

Since heavy hydrogen was the first stable isotope to be isolated in

quantity, a voluminous literature on its biological applications is to be

expected. The behavior of numerous organisms subjected to heavy

water of various concentrations was observed in early experiments

and the deuterium label was traced to a great variety of body constit-

uents {24)- Much useful information is contained in papers pre-

sented at a 1938 sj^mposium on deuterium (15). A very important

group of researches using deuterium as a label concerns fatty acid

metabolism and the general behavior of fats in the animal body. It

happens that deuterium may be stably bound to carbon in the higher

fatty acids and by rather simple synthetic methods (see 17, p. 139).

Two excellent resumes of this work by the principal investigators

{23,24) stress the complex relationships and interconversions continu-

ally in progress among this important group of body constituents.

The deuterium label has also been used with several amino acids {24).

The transmethylation reaction involving methionine deserves special

mention; so does the discovery of the inert nature of lysine, which is
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exceptional in that it does not react with deuterium in vivo. An ex-

tensive bibhography has recently been published {3 J a).

2. Carbon

Recent isotopic studies in the field of intermediary carbon metab-

olism have emphasized the fixation of carbon dioxide, a reaction all

but inaccessible to other methods of approach. The part played by

C>^ in the elucidation of the mechanism of carbon dioxide fixation has

been presented in an excellent review by Wood (38). Isotopic car-

bon investigations of metabolic mechanisms in general, including fats,

have been reviewed at length recently by several workers {32a;

27; see also 3). The transport of nutrients as well as the products

of photosynthesis has been investigated in plants with C*^ a guide

to these studies occurs in an article by Rabideau and Burr {26).

Only a beginning has been made in attacking the problem of photo-

synthetic reaction mechanisms and the chemical nature of the inter-

mediates {22a; 27, pp. 121-122).

3. Nitrogen

The important role of nitrogen in amino acid and protein metab-

olism has been actively investigated with N^^ ever since this isotope

was made available. Most of the work has been carefully reviewed

from time to time. The early studies are covered in articles by

Schoenheimer, both alone {23) and in collaboration with Rittenberg

{24). Later reviews have also appeared {29). Nitrogen fixation

by plants has also been reviewed recently {31). Satisfactory contact

with current progress in the field can be maintained only by consulting

the most recent annual review or the expanding literature in the jour-

nals. The fact that only a brief space is devoted here to directing

attention to N^^ studies on the translocation and intermediary metab-

olism of proteins, amino acids, and related compounds should not be

construed as an appraisal of their value. The results are regarded

generally as being of tremendous importance.

4, Oxygen .

Apart from numerous studies on oxygen exchange reactions of or-

ganic compounds {15), few biological applications of oxygen isotopes

have been made. Too rapid exchange is the principal reason. The
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direct conversion of oxygen to carbon dioxide in the lungs has been

shown experimentally, and O^* has been employed in an effort to

determine the source of oxygen in the photosynthetic reaction (see 2,

p. 568).

5. Sulfur

Stably bound sulfur isotopes have been employed to follow the

transport of sulfur compounds in plants {25). The synthesis and

metabolic behavior of methionine have been the object of several in-

vestigations, both with radioactive S^^ {17, p. 205) and with the

stable S34 {27, p. 151). In fact both C^^ and S^^ labels were used to

mark methionine. Cystine has also been synthesized and studied

with S35 {30).
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A. INTRODUCTION

The use of radioactive tracers in biological research was begun a

quarter of a century ago in the research of Hevesy (//), who studied

599
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t he uptake of lead by plants using a naturally occurring radioisotope

of lead. During the past 25 years the use of this technique has in-

creased immeasurably. The growth was slow at first since the early

work was confined to the elements at the bottom of the periodic table

for which radioisotopes occur naturally and the biological interest m
these elements is not overwhelming. The early 1930's was a period

of numerous discoveries of fundamental importance in physics. In

addition to the discovery of the neutron and the positron and the

development of "atom-splitting" ion accelerators, it was found that

radioactivity was not limited to the heavy elements, but that radio-

active isotopes could be prepared from every element in the periodic

table. The newly discovered neutron proved to be one of the most

successful tools for the production of these artificial radioactive iso-

topes and the ion accelerators, in particular the cyclotron, were soon

applied to the production problem both by direct action and as the

most powerful neutron producers then known.

It is not surprising that the number of workers using these isotopes

in biological research increased rapidly as soon as the isotopes became

available. A review written in 1940 contains a hundred references to

work published prior to that time (12). Every institution that had a

cyclotron also had active research groups in biological applications of

the tracers it produced, but it was somewhat more difficult for people

outside these fortunate institutions to obtain tracers. With the end

of the war a small part of the nuclear energy reactors was turned over

to the manufacture of radioisotopes for general tracer research use.

In June, 1946, the Manhattan District, which operated the atomic

energy project, announced the availability for sale to accredited re-

search institutions of a large number of radioactive isotopes {13).

This met with vociferous approval })y the scientists of the country

who felt that this techniciue could be used to solve many perplexing

problems. The project as continued by the Atomic Energy Commis-

sion has been eminently successful. In the first year of its operation

a thousand shipments of radioisotopes \\ere made {14)-

With the incomparably more available and less expensive radio-

isotopes that the nuclear "pile" supplies, the urge to do tracer research

spreads out from a few to almost all research institutions. The re-

duced cost puts this approach within the reach of many colleges whose

budget could never have afforded isotopes previously'. It is reason-

able then that many people will wish to do tracer research who have

not had personal contact with other men in the field from whom they
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could learn the technit^ues involved. It is hoped that this chapter

will serve as an introduction to the method and to its rather extensive

literature for such persons.

B. TERMINOLOGY OF RADIOACTIVITY

In the use of radioactive tracers there tue certain ideas and terms

of such basic importance that some time should be spent in discussing

them before proceeding to the methods of applying tracers to bio-

logical problems. For further information see one of the books on

this subject U~10). The term isotope itself has been used with sev-

eral different meanings and for clarification a new term "nuclide"

had been introduced by Kohman {13) to mean any particular nuclear

species, with given atomic number, Z, and mass number, A. The

term isotope is then reserved for its original meaning, that of nuclides

with the same Z and different A. Other terms frequently met are

isobars, nuclides with different Z but the same A, and isomer (in the

radiochemical sense), meaning "with the same Z and A but having

different nuclear properties."

1. Types of Radiation and Decay Processes

Radioactive atoms are characterized by the emission of ionizing

radiation. This ionization is capable of being extremely harmful in

large doses, but the point at which the radiation may affect the bio-

logical sj^stem is not well defined. Since, in tracer studies, it is neces-

sary to avoid affecting the system by the radiation, a consideration

of this subject is essential in planning the experiments. The relative

effects of the various radiations is considered briefly below along with

their other properties, but a much more complete discussion of some

of these points is given in Chapter XV.
The radiations by the emission of which radioactive elements de-

caj'^ are: a particles or helium nuclei; (3 particles, which are elec-

trons if negative in sign and positrons if positive; and y rays, which

are similar to X rays.

a rays are highly energetic, most of them carrying an energy of

4-6 m.e.v. (One million electron volts, 1 m.e.v., is that energy an

electron has after being accelerated by 10*' v. It is equivalent to 1.6

X 10~^ erg.) The "range" or maximum penetration of these parti-

cles is 3-5 cm. of air or roughly 30-50 n of tissue. Since a-emitting
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isotopes are confined to the elements with atomic numbers of 83 and

greater, they are not of wide interest as biological tracers.

Negative 13 rays are electrons ejected from the nucleus. A nuclide

with a greater number of neutrons than its stable isotopes tends to

transform itself, by emitting negative /3 rays, into its isobar of the ele-

ment of next higher atomic number, corresponding to the hypotheti-

cal process

:

• » iHi +on"- i^»

or conversion of a neutron into a proton. In general the energy of

j8 rays is considerably less than that of the a particles, those from the

useful tracers ranging from 0.05 to 2 m.e.v. The /3 rays from a given

substance do not all have the same energy but have an energy distri-

bution, whose maximum value is usually listed in tables, the average

energy being 0.3 to 0.4 of this maximum. A discussion of this, of the

loss of energy by electrons in traversing matter, and of the distribu-

tion of ions along the tracks of /S particles is given in the chapter by

Gray.

en
CO
UJ

X <

< -

=1 1.0 2.0 3.0

f'^XIMUM BETA-RAY ENERGY,m.e.v.

Fig. 1. Absorption of /3 rays

in aluminum—energy of /3 rays

vs. range in aluminum.

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4

GAMMA -RAY ENERGY, m.e.v.

Fig. 2. Absorption of y rays in

lead—energy of y rays vs. half-

thickness in lead.

jS particles from a given radioisotope are considered to have a

range, but this is much less well defined than for a particles. The ab-

sorption curve for j3 rays (the fraction passing through a given thick-

ness plotted against that thickness) is roughly exponential but falls

off more rapidly than exponentially as the absorber thickness is in-

creased. This range is usually listed in terms of surface density or

grams per square centimeter (thickness times density), since in such

units it is nearly independent of the nature of the absorber. Figure 1
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is a curve of /S-ray energy (maximum) versus the range of the (3 rays

in aluminum (16).

7 rays are photons with energies that range from 0.01 to 2 m.e.v.

for the important tracer nucUdes. They have greater penetration

than the usual X rays though the newer high potential X-ray instru-

ments can duplicate and even exceed these energies. Their penetra-

tion is very much greater than that of the jS rays and consequently

their effects are not localized near the source but appear throughout

the entire system, y rays produce effects by means of the secondary

electrons to which they give part of their energy, principally by means

of the Compton process, or collision between a 7 ray and an electron,

in which the electron takes part of the energy of the 7 ray as kinetic

energy and the 7 ray is scattered with the remainder. The absorp-

tion of 7 rays in matter is not characterized by a range but is exponen-

tial and can be considered in terms of the absorption coefficient, de-

fined as ju in the equation

:

/ = he-'"'

in which h is the incident intensity and / the intensity after passing

through a thickness d. The half-thickness, the layer necessary to cut

the intensity to half its original value, is given by the relation:

d,/, = 0.693/)u

The thickness, d, is usually multiplied by the density and expressed

in grams per square centimeter and m is similarly given in square

centimeters per gram. Figure 2 shows the relation between the ab-

sorption half-thickness in lead and the energy of the 7 ray (16).

7 rays, in particular those of low energy, frequently are absorbed

in the atom in which they originate and their energy is transferred

to an electron as kinetic energy. This process, known as "internal

conversion," results in an electron with energy less than that of the

original 7 ray by an amount equal to the binding energy with which

the electron was held in its place in the atom. The electron is ac-

companied by X rays given off when other electrons drop in to fill its

place and usually by some fraction of the original 7 rays that escapes

conversion.

Other processes by which radioactive atoms decay are positron

(or positive /3-ray) emission and K electron capture. These processes

occur in nuclides with fewer neutrons than their stable isotopes and

correspond to the hypothetical conversion of a proton into a neutron.

h.
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The atomic number is thereby reduced by one in contrast to the nega-

tive j8-ray process, in which the atomic number increases by one. In

positron emission the nucleus gives off a positron, which has an energy

distribution Uke that of the electron. A positron does not have a

long life; as soon as it is slowed down by collisions to nearly zero

kinetic energy, it interacts with an electron in some atom to annihilate

the pair and produce two 7 rays, each of which has an energy equiva-

lent to the mass of the electron at rest (0.51 m.e.v.). If a nucleus is

unstable to this type of transition (if it must reduce its charge in its

decay process) but does not have enough energy to create a positron,

it may capture one of the innermost (K) electrons around it. This

process is accompanied by X rays given off when the K shell is re-

filled, and usually by 7 radiation.

An additional type of decaj'^ is found in some of the cases of nu-

clear isomerism (the existence of nuclear species with the same atomic

number and mass but different nuclear properties), in which transi-

tion between isomers occurs. Since no charged particle can be emit-

ted from the nucleus mthout changing Z, such decay is characterized

only by 7-ray emission (but, in addition, electrons may be expelled

from the atom owing to the internal conversion of these 7 rays, and

then X rays would accompany the conversion process)

.

2. Radioactive Decay Law

Radioactive decay is governed by the familiar first order rate equa-

tion:

~dN/dt = XN

in which —dN/dt is the number of disintegrations per unit time, X is

the decay constant, or decay probability, and N is the number of

radioactive atoms present. Integrated forms of this equation are

:

N = Noe-"-' and logio (No/N) = (X//2.303)

in which No is the number of atoms at time t = 0. From this law it

follows that the fraction decaying in time dt is X and is thus indepentl-

ent of the amount present. The rate of decay is usually stated in

terms of the time required for one-half to decay; this time is called

the half-life and is related to the decay constant l\y the equation:

iu^ = 0.693/X
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Measured half-lives of radioisotopes range from 10~^ second to 10'^

years. It is obvious that many isotopes will have decay periods

much too short to allow their use as tracers, while for others the peri-

ods are so long that the radioactivity will be of too low intensity to

measure. The useful range of half-lives is nearly spanned by the

carbon isotopes, C^', with half-life of 20 minutes, and C^"*, 5000 years.

3. Units

The most commonl}^ used unit for comparing quantity of radio-

activity is the curie (17). The unit was originally set up so that

other radioactive elements, including the daughter products of

radium, could be compared to radium, for many years the reference

substance. It is now widely used to mean the amount of radioactive

substance giving the same number of disintegrations as one gram of

radium, namely, 3.7 X 10^" per second. It is hoped that, although

the experimental value of the decay rate of radium may change, this

numerical definition of the curie will be retained. For most work the

fractional units, the millicurie (mc. = 3.7 X 10^ disintegrations per

second, 2.2 X 10^ disintegrations per minute) and microcurie (1 ^uc. =
2.2 X 10^ disintegrations per minute) are closer to the range of activity

being handled.

In some instances the term "milligrams radium equivalent" is

used. One should check each author's definition of this term, since

some use it as a synonym for millicurie while others make the com-
parison in this case on the basis of 7-ray activity as measured by ioni-

zation chamber (see below). The two methods may give completely

different results.

To avoid the conflicting definitions of the curie, a new unit, the

rutherford (rd.), has been proposed (18). It is defined on a purely

numerical basis as that quantity of any radioactive material decaying

at the rate of 10^ disintegrations per second. The new unit is thus

1/37 mc. according to the usual definition of the latter. It has not

had wide acceptance and seems to be considered superfluous.

The differential equation for decay {— dN/dt — \N) relates the

activity, or disintegrations per unit time, to the weight of radioactive

material, since the number of atoms, .V, is equal to the weight of ma-
terial divided by' the molecular weight and multiplied by Avogadro's

number. From these various relations such problems as the weight

of isotope representing a millicurie of substance of any given half-life

can easily be solved.
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C. AVAILABILITY OF ISOTOPES

Radioisotopes can be produced by a number of different nuclear

reactions in which one of a few bombarding particles produces a

change in the nucleus of the atom, yielding either a new isotope of the

same element or of a different element. The former process is termed

activation and the latter is true transmutation of elements. In-

cluded in the projectiles are the neutron, proton, deuteron, and a par-

ticle and in the nuclear reaction one of these particles or a 7 ray will

be emitted. A projectile that is positively charged must have high

energy to penetrate the positive nucleus of the atom and produce a

reaction, but the uncharged neutron gives better yields if its energy is

small {1, p. 16; 2, p. 43; etc.).

1. Radioisotopes Producible by Slow Neutron Activation

The neutron is undoubtedly the most effective of the various bom-

barding particles and the most prolific reaction is that of neutron

capture, in which energy in the form of 7 radiation is all that is emit-

ted. Since the existence of the neutron is highly transitory it must be

produced near the material to be activated. In most instances iso-

topes producible by neutron activation will be available from the

Atomic Energy Commission {19) although it is possible that some iso-

tope of short half-life may need to be made on the spot. If this is

necessary someone with proper experience will be available or should

be consulted before such production is attempted.

Although some of the early work employing artificial radioactivity

was done with tracers produced by neutrons from a radium-beryllium

or similar source, the amounts of activities so producible are quite

inadequate for biological appUcation. A vastly higher neutron inten-

sity can be obtained from a cyclotron by using it to accelerate deuter-

ons and bombarding beryllium with these. Slowing the neutrons

down from theix original high energies to the energy of atoms and

molecules at room temperature increases their effectiveness in induc-

ing the capture (n,7) (neutron in, 7 ray out) process. Such "ther-

mal" neutrons are produced by allowing the original high energy neu-

trons to traverse a few inches of paraffin "moderator" in order to

reduce their kinetic energy by collision. This neutron activation

reaction produces nuclides isotopic with the original element and the

active atoms are thus diluted by a large number of inactive ones. In

other words the "specific activity," in disintegrations per unit time
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per unit weight or millicuries per unit weight, will be quite low. One

way of getting around this is to use the so-called Szilard-C'halmers

process. In nuclear processes such as radioactive decay and the

emission of 7 rays after neutron capture, the atom itself recoils and

chemical bonds holding it in some molecule are broken. If these

bonds are covalent or of other type not permitting exchange with free

atoms, it may be possible to separate the atoms that have been acti-

vated and have recoiled from the bulk of inactive ones. The classic

example of this is the production of radioactive bromine by irradia-

tion of ethyl bromide with neutrons. The bromine atoms recoiling

after activation break the C-Br bonds, and the liberated atoms do not

re-enter the organic molecules (30).

2. Other Important Radioisotopes

Except for short-lived isotopes all those producible by the neutron

capture process are available from the Atomic Energy Commission

{19; 2, p. 56; 3, p. 43). In spite of the fact that the neutron inten-

sity in the neutron chain reactor or pile is much greater than that avail-

able from cyclotrons the specific activities of some radioisotopes from

the pile are not sufficient for some puposes. This is particularly true

if the parent isotope is present to only a small percentage. For ex-

ample the 44 day Fe^^ is produced by neutron capture in Fe^^ the

abundance of which is only 0.33% and the important 180 day Ca**

comes from the 2.1% abundant Ca^''. Unfortunately the Szilard-

Chalmers process does not work in a pile since the radiation intensity

is so great that the covalent compounds necessary for the process are

destroyed. The radioactive atoms are thus diluted by many others

from the decomposed molecules and the expected enrichment is not

obtained.

Certain other isotopes that can be made by the n,p reaction are

also available {19). Among these are Q,^\ P3^ and S^^ In this case

the target and product are not isotopic and production methods have

been devised for some of these to yield high activities undiluted by

inactive isotopes, i.e., "carrier-free." If this were actually attained

the specific activity would be that of the pure isotope, but usually

there will be some dilution by inactive isotopes occurring as impuri-

ties. The products of the fission of uranium are, of course, highly

radioactive and some of them arc quite useful as tracers, though they

are not of greatest interest biologically. In this case also the produc-
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tion method does not put a limit on their specific activity. See

Table 1 for information on the biologically important radioisotopes.

There are a number of important isotopes that cannot be produced

by neutron bombardment, but must be made in a cyclotron {3, p.

52). Some of these are included in Table I. Those producible by

cyclotron have not been applied extensively to tracer research, but

they doubtless would be if they were readily available. Many of

them are not limited in specific activity, if chemical separation can be

devised. For further detail consult the well known table of isotopes

by Seaborg {21,22).

D. DETECTION AND MEASUREIVIENT OF RADIOACTIVITY

The use of radioactive tracers is dependent upon the measurement

of their radioactivity, and the accuracy obtainable by using them is

only as good as the accuracy of this measurement. Fortunately

this is high in comparison to the other variables in biological research

and the method is, in general, capable of results as accurate as the

research requires {2, pp. 105, 141).

Radioactivity is measured usually by the ionization produced by

the radiation. A large variety of instruments has been applied to the

problem and is discussed fairly extensively in the literature. Only a

few of these will be considered here, first as applied to the general

problem of radiation measurement and, second, to the special prob-

lem presented by isotopes whose radiation is of verj^ low energy, par-

ticularly C^"*. Three general principles of measurement are used:

photography, ionization chambers, and counters. The photographic

method does not have high sensitivity, but often it does give the

answer when no other method will. Its present use is largely confined

to two fields: radiation monitoring and radioautographs. Both of

these are considered in later sections.

1. Ionization Chambers

An ionization chamber is a gas-filled space in which two oppositely

charged electrodes collect the ions produced in the gas by radiation.

This collection of ions by what is essentially a charged condenser con-

stitutes a small electric current measured either as a current or as the

rate at which the electrodes are discharged. A number of conven-

tional circuits using various types of electrometers have been widely

used. With the development of electronics it has become possible to
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amplify the minute currents produced by small amounts of radioactive

substances (23) and many instruments employing this method and a

variety of circuits are now on the market.

The most important application of this method is in monitoring

instruments, discussed in Section G of this chapter. A few more ac-

curate instruments using this principle are available (82) and the cir-

cuits of others have been published. Instruments of this type gener-

ally give a reading on a meter which is directly a measure of the rate

at which the radiation is entering the chamber, hence they are (tailed

"rate-meters." Servicing the circuits in these instruments is not ii

job for an amateur, but most of the manufacturers will make neces-

sary repairs on instruments and the newer models are becoming more

reliable.

2. Electroscopes

Though the older metallic leaf electroscopes can still find some

application, they will be found too insensitive for many research

problems. Their use has largely been supplanted by the quartz

hber type of which the Lauritsen electroscope (25) is the most widely'

known example (83). This is an extremely useful instrument, quite

moderately priced, relatively rugged, and very easy to use. Since

it is felt that this is the best all-round instrument for a limited re-

search budget, it will be discussed at considerable length.

The principle of an electroscope of either metal leaf or cjuartz

fiber type is that of an electrical condenser in which the case is one

conductor and the leaf or fiber system the other. An insulator of

sulfur, amber, or a plastic of high resistivity supports the moving sys-

tem within the case. The quartz fiber of the Lauritsen is made con-

ducting by a sputtered metal coat and is connected to and (when dis-

charged) is parallel to a metal wire. An unstable condition is pro-

duced in the fiber system and when it is charged the fiber will be bent

away from the wire; as the charge is neutralized by the collection of

ions, the fiber regains its normal position (see Fig. 3).

Certain other features of the Lauritsen are important. There is a

T on the end of the fiber, which is brought into focus on the scale of

the optical system, and the rate at which this T crosses the scale is

timed by a stop watch and recorded. A charging button outside

the case makes contact between the fiber system and the external

charging circuit that provides the necessary voltage. Though elcc-
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trostatic chargers are available, a small power pack is much more re-

liable for providing thi» potential.

The scale of the electi'oscope is not linear throughout its length so

that it should be calibrated, or only one part of it, preferably the

first third, should be used. In the absence of any radioactive sub-

stance, an electroscope fiber will still discharge at a slow background

rate. The magnitude of this background will depend on conditions

but is usually 0.05 to 0.25 scale divisions per minute. It is caused by

cosmic rays, minute amounts of radioactive substances near and in the

instruments, and by leakage across the insulator. After the produc-

tion of ion pairs by radiation, there is always a possibility that the

ions will recombine and not be measured. This possibility increases

Eyepiece of

opticol system

Adjustment knob
optical system Fiber

\

Window

Objective

Ctiarging button Charging wire

Fig. 3. Lauritsen electroscope. (Courtesy F. C. Henson Co.)

with increasing density of ionization, so that as the intensity of radia-

tion increases the electroscope no longer collects as large a fraction of

the ions. There is then a limit above which the response of the elec-

troscope will not be proportional to the amount of radioactive sub-

stance. One should either staj' below this point or make a correction.

For a particular case the point at which an error greater than 1% was

introduced by this nonlinearity was found to be 60-70 scale divisions

per minute.

Numerous modifications of the chamber of the Lauritsen electro-

scope have been made for different purposes (2, p. 119). The instru-

ments come w4th a cylindrical chamber of sheet aluminum or a similar

shell with a thin aluminum window, to permit the measurement of

low energy j8 rays. Other modifications available from the manufac-

turer include a brass chamber into which the sample can be put.

A chamber, preferable to those on market, can readily be made in

the shop. Its advantages are rigidity, more favorable geometrical
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arrangement, and a drying agent to improve the performance in

humid weather. The latter can cause serious interference since the

backgi-ound in a humid atmosphere can vary as much as tenfold.

The chamber to be described can be machined in any instrument shop

from a 3-3M iii- ciil^e of aluminum (see Fig. 4). A 2-23^ in. square

hole is machined through this cube in what will be its vertical direc-

tion. This produces a square shell with about 3^ in. walls that can

assembled

A^^ . ^<;^^Plate

Slots for shelves.
Additional ones
not shown

Fig. 4. Cubical cast aluiuinuui ionization chamber for LauritHeu electroscope.

also be cast directly if casting facilities are available. At right angles

to this hole are machined a circular hole with the diameter of the elec-

troscope head so that a snug fit is obtained over this head, and oppo-

site to this a }/2 ill- hole over which a piece of etched glass is cemented

as a window for the light source. Through the remaining two walls

two 1 in. holes are drilled and tapped with fairly large threads. Lugs

to fit these holes are made of brass oi- other metal tubing. In these
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lugs are cemented glass bulbs that can be filled with a drying agent.

By means of rectangular retaining rims, made of }/^ in. sheet alu-

minum, aluminum foil windows of any desired thickness can be held

securely on the top and bottom of the case (see Figs. 4 and 5). The

system can be made fairly impervious to air by applying a soft wax

Wooden box

Voltage control for

electroscope fiber

Switch

Wooden light

support

—

-)

110 V. G.c. input

Fig. 5. Lauritsen electroscope assembly.

{e.g., Apiezon) at the places where joints are made and cementing the

aluminum windows in place with Duco cement.

As support for this chamber, two vertical aluminum plates are

made from 3^ X 3 in. strips long enough to reach the level of the table.

Grooves machined in these plates allow an adjustable shelf to be
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placed at various heights thus allowing a change in the solid angle and

providing a much wider range of usefulness. These supports can be

fastened to the chamber with screws that fit into drilled and tapped

holes in the chamber. A wooden box of proper height to bring the

optical system to eye level can also contain the charging power pack,

and a voltage control and switches can be located conveniently on this

box.

A number of other types of quartz fiber electroscopes are now on

the market. In the main these are designed as monitoring instru-

ments and are discussed in Section G of this chapter.

3. Counters

As the voltage on a gas-filled chamber is increased, the chamber

undergoes several distinct types of behavior toward radiation. A
similar effect is observed if the gas pressure in the chamber is gradu-

ally reduced. These changes bring one to the region of counters,

in which individual ionizing events due to single particles can be

counted {26). In obtaining the desired characteristics in the counter,

the separation and form of the electrodes and the composition of the

gas as well as the pressure and voltage are of importance. At volt-

ages around 1 kv. wath air or nitrogen at one atmosphere and with

electrodes that are parallel plates separated by 0.5 to 1 cm., an indi-

vidual a particle will produce enough ionization so that it can be

counted. When the particle passes through the air gap it produces

electrons and positive ions, which travel to the electrodes rapidly and

rapidly reduce the voltage across the gap. This reduction of voltage

constitutes a pulse, which is terminated after the ions are collected.

The system then recharges itself and is ready for the next a particle.

Because of the much lower ionization that they produce within this

short path length, /3 particles do not give enough of a pulse and only

a particles can be counted. Even so, the chamber requires high am-

plification, which can be given by a linear amplifier circuit.

Increasing the voltage on the system brings a region in which the

electrons, the negative half of the ion pairs produced by the incident

radiation, are caused by the electrical field to move so rapidly that

they produce additional ion pairs. This process of gas amplification

(referred to as an avalanche) is aided if the positive electrode is a

straight wire and the negative electrode a cyhnder surrounding it.

With the aid of gas amplification the further electronic amplification
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does not need to be as great and the individual pulses produced by-

radiations of all kinds can be counted. There is a voltage region in

which the size of the pulse given by the counter is proportional to the

original amount of ionization and hence is different for the different

types of radiation. This so-called proportional region is useful for

counting a-active material in cases in which it is desirable to count a

particles above a high background of /S radiation. A satisfactory ar-

rangement {8Jf) uses methane at atmospheric pressure as counter gas,

a wire down the center of a cylinder of 1-2 cm. diameter as counter

with a potential of 2500 v. The samples are placed directly in the

counter. The circuit used with it contains a pulse height selector

along with the necessary amplifier {27) .

An important use of this principle is in neutron counters. The ele-

ment boron is highly sensitive to neutrons giving instantaneously the

nuclear reaction

:

A considerable energy is also given off as kinetic energy of the product

particles. This results in a large amount of ionization, producing a

pulse. This instrument is capable of measuring neutrons in the pres-

ence of high intensities of other radiation, since no other radiation will

yield as much ionization per particle. The boron may be in the form

of a coat of the free element on the inside wall or of a filling of BF3

gas {85).

Geiger-Mueller Counter. A further increase in the voltage or,

better, a reduction of the gas pressure to about 10 mm. Hg, at which

pressure the required voltage is 1000-1500, brings the tube to the

Geiger counter region. Although more properly termed a Geiger-

Mueller counter tube, current usage favors the shorter term ''Geiger

counter'' or the abbreviation "GM tube." The gas amplification

becomes greater, and the avalanche spreads completely along the

wire. This ionization is so extensive that the tube will continue to

discharge if the voltage on the counter electrodes is maintained at

its original value. However, when the discharge occurs, the voltage

across the counter drops below the discharge point, and the avalanche

stops; when the voltage recovers its original value, the tube is

ready for another particle.

This sudden lowering of the potential constitutes the pulse. It is

taken oft' the positive center .wire of the counter and hence it is nega-

tive in sign. The size of the pulse is determined by the amplification
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process inside the counter and is independent of the number of ions

produced by the original particle. Thus no discrimination can be

made among the various types of radiation by the size of the pulse

(38). If one plots a curve of the observed counting rate foi- a given

source vs. the voltage, the curve has the characteristic shape shown in

Figure 6. The level portion, known as a plateau, is the operating

region for the Geiger counters. The length and slope of the plateau

are important characteristics of the tube.

(leiger counters are usualty divided into two types, depending on

the nature of the process by which the discharge is stopped. If the

800 900 1000 1100 1200
POSITIVE HIGH VOLTAGE APPLIED TO TUBE

Fig. G. Counting rate r.s. voltage—"plateau" curve for Geiger counter.

gas contains about 10% of an organic vapor such as ethyl alcohol, di-

ethyl ether, an ester, or a hydrocarbon along with 90% of a rare gas

(argon or neon), the stopping of the discharge is aided by intermediate

steps that lead to disruption of the organic molecules. Such a counter

is said to be self-quenching. If the gas does not contain an organic

vapor no such mechanism will help and an external electronic circuit is

needed to lower- the potential across the counter rapidly after the dis-

charge starts. Such a circuit is the typical Neher-Harper circuit

shown in Figure 7b {29).

In the firing of a Geiger counter the potential drops as a result

of the current carried by the original and secondary ions across the

liigh voltage. This current causes the potential to drop, either

unassisted in llie conventional resistance-capacitance coupling of a

self-quencliing counter (Fig. 7a) or with the help of a Xeher-Harper
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type of circuit. When the potential has fallen sufficiently to stop

the pulse, the counter voltage again is built up to its maximum and a

second pulse can be received. It can be seen that there would be a

time during which the counter is not able to receive pulses. The
"dead time" is quite important in that, as the number of counts per

unit time is increased, the spacing between them decreases and a

larger fraction will occur within spacings too short for the counter

to have recovered. These counts will be lost and their loss should be

corrected for. There is a straightforward way of determining the

dead time and using it in making this correction (40) . An empirical

correction that has found considerable application for counting rates

(a) {i>)

50/i/i fd. 50 fJ-fL fd.

•^ \^\o^ a

+ High voltage ^^^ |0®n

2 xlO il

,|
+High voltage

+ 45v.-4.5 V.

TYPE 57

Fig. 7. Geiger counter quenching circuits. (a) Resistance-capacitance

coupling, (b) Neher-Harper quenching circuit.

under 5000 per minute is 1% per thousand (1% at 1000, 2% at 2000,

etc.).

Mention has been made of the type of gas used to fill counters.

Almost all the commerically available GM tubes are filled with a

self-quenching mixture of about 9 cm. mercury pressure of argon

or other rare gas and 1 cm. of an organic vapor (ethyl alcohol, diethyl

ether, or an acetate ester). The use of a Neher-Harper circuit is,

in general, unnecessary, though counting characteristics may be

improved. The disadvantage of the self-quenching type of tube is

that the quenching mechanism breaks down the organic molecules.

Since a limited number of such molecules can be put into a tube, there

will be a limit to tube life, usually given as 10^ to 10^ total counts.

A non-self-quenching tube without such a complex vapor does not

have this Umited life.

Several different types of construction are used in GM tubes.

One of the sturdiest is the all-glass tube in which the cathode is a
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silver mirror deposit on the inside of the cyHndrical glass jacket and

the anode is a tungsten wire stretched down the center. P>om the

name of an early manufacturer it is known as an Eck and Krebs tube

(see Fig. 8). The minimum wall thickness that can be used in this

type of construction is about 0.15 mm., which will completely

stop /3 radiation of energies less than 0.17 m.e.v. and will absorb

a large fraction of the /3 rays unless their energy is at least 0.4 m.e.v.

Silvered glass cathode^ ^
/

Glass shell Fine tungsten wire

Fig. 8. Cylindrical glass GM tube.

Glass cap

Metal she!

Fine tungsten

wire

Mica window^ Protecting brass ring

Fig. 9. Mica end window counter of bell type GM tube.

There are a number of commerical sources for this type of tube

{86-87) and, since there is much less that can go wrong with this kind

of construction, the tubes are recommended for work with energetic

^ emitters. Holders with adjustable shelves can be obtained {85)

and thick-walled tubes of the same sort that will allow only 7 rays

and the most energetic /3 rays to pass are also available.

For work with emitters of low to average energy /3 rays, the mica

end window counter is. generally used (see Fig. 9). In this type the

cathode is a metal cylinder that may be the shell of the tube or may be
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inside a glass shell. The center wire, usually tungsten, is supported

on one end only and has a small glass bead on the free end to prevent

sparking. The window affixed to a metal or glass flange on the open

end of the cylindrical tube is of high grade mica split to the desired

thickness, which can be anji;hing from 10 m up- The minimum
allowable thickness is that which will support a vacuum and will

depend on the area of the window. The window must be of uniform

thickness and it will be if split along cleavage planes. If not uniform,

lines marking a sharp variation in thickness will be visible.

End wdndow counters are available from a number of commercial

sources {84-87), and additional manufacturers are coming into the

market at the present time. So many different types of construction

are available that various recent catalogs should be consulted. These

tubes are expensive, particularly so since their life is limited and the

windows are fragile. Refilling services are offered by the manu-

facturers, but there may be some question as to the value of refilling

a tube with fresh gas after the quenching gas has been decomposed,

since other effects such as pitting of the anode may also occur. Tubes

similar to these can be machined and built in the laboratory, but there

is a considerable art to the making of good tubes, which needs to be

acquired before any consistent success can be expected. A descrip-

tion of such a tube is given by Copp and Greenberg {30). It is not

expected that the small laboratory entering this field will have the

time or patience to develop the art. Although the commerical cost

may seem high, considerable experience is necessar}- before a reason-

able percentage of homemade tubes will operate successfully. (For

further discussion of Geiger tube construction and action see among
others the follo^A-ing references: i, p. 58; 2, pp. 105. 141; 28,31.)

Counter Circuits and Scalers. Some way of recording the

counts must be available. The pulses from a Geiger counter come

in much too rapidly and are too randomly spaced to be recorded

efficiently by a mechanical counter, however rapid its action. For

this purpose an electronic circuit known as a "scaler" is always used.

Such a circuit is composed of a number of units, each of which

will reduce or scale down the number of pulses reaching it by a factor

of two. A "scale of two" will record the first pulse reaching it by

lighting a neon glow lamp. In receiving the second pulse the glow

lamp is extinguished and a pulse is sent on to the next scaHng stage.

The fraction of reduction in counts ^nll be equal to 2 raised to a power,

that power being the number of scales of two in the circuit. The

most commonly used circuits employ sLx such scaling stages and are,
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thereby, scales of 64 (i.e., 2^) . The pulses up to 64 are recorded on the

neon Ughts and the sixty-fourth count clears the lights and is recorded

on the mechanical register. Decade scaling circuits are also avail-

able, but have not been used as widely (90,91).

Most of the scaling circuits commercially made for use in this

field include, in addition, a regulated high voltage supply for the

GM tube. Regulation is essential since the counting rate varies with

changing voltage even in the region of the plateau. High counting

rates cause a drain on the high voltage supply, which may cause dif-

ficulty if the latter is not well regulated against this. A particularly

annoying source of trouble is an unsteady house supply of electricity.

During periods of overloading, the actual a.c. voltage delivered to the

set may be as much as 20 v. below the rated value. If this situation

exists some form of stabilizer should be added, since the circuit cannot

be expected to operate satisfactorily under such conditions. Elec-

tronic stabilizers now on the market appear to be quite ade(iuate for

both voltage and frequency find nations (96). A small motor genera-

tor set will take care of line voltage changes but will introduce fluctua-

tions in voltage if the frequency of the lin(> voltage is not constant.

Scalers including high voltage supplies and employing the so-

called Higinbotham circuit (32), which is new and yet thoroughly

tested through Atomic Energy Commission use, are manufactured

by several companies and are at present available, with a built-in

mechanical register, for about $400 {84,88,89). If the research

budget can afford these, the problem of counter circuit is nearly

solved—nearly, because these are not perfect and they do require

adjustment and repairs. The latter are usually not serious, but

some one conversant with electronics should be available.

4. Special Measuring Techniques

In some cases f)f particular importance the /3 radiation of the

radioisotope is of such low energy and penetrating power that even

the thin window of the end window counter absorbs a large part of

the radiation. If it is necessary to measure samples of appreciable

weight, the self-absorption of the rays by the sample can be quite

serious. In order to circumvent these difficulties for the three impor-

tant tracers H^, C^* and S^^, various techniques have been developed.

In the case of tritium, H^, difficulties in its production and measure-

ment as compared to the ready availability, low cost, and easy
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measurement of deuterium combine to lessen the importance of

tritium as a biological tracer. Though some instruments for measur-

ing its 0.018 m.e.v. /S particle have been described, they will not be

discussed here. The other two of these isotopes, C^* and S^^ are

more easily made and so readily available that considerable thought

has been given to efficient ways of measuring them, particularly

C (33-37; l,p. 172).

One solution is their introduction directly into the counting cham-

ber as a gas. In the case of carbon, the obvious gas that can be

obtained as the end product in any process is carbon dioxide. This

is fine for ionization chamber measurements since the chemical and

physical properties of carbon dioxide make it easy to handle in a gas

manipulating system. One such instrument described is based on a

Lauritsen electroscope and is reputedly easy to use and trustworthy

(34,37). The current produced across a charged spherical quartz

ionization chamber by the radioactive carbon dioxide put into it is

transmitted to the working parts of a Lauritsen electroscope where

it is measured. Modifications of this idea for H^ and S^'^ measure-

ments are also described. There are reports in the literature on a

number of other ionization chambers into which 0^*02 samples can

be introduced.

A GM counter will not operate in its normal counting region if

appreciable amounts of oxygen, chlorine, carbon dioxide, or any

other gas containing a high percentage of an electronegative element

are present, so that one cannot introduce a C^*02 sample into such a

counter normally. Since a counter has a considerably greater sensi-

tivity than an ionization chamber, it has been a goal to obtain a

counter into which a C^* sample could be introduced. Although this

is possible if the C^'* is present in methyl alcohol or a similar com-

pound, the difficulties in the preparation of the latter from the

material in which the tracer is obtained from the experiment are too

great. It has been found that by adding a small percentage of car-

bon disulfide vapor to the carbon dioxide a stable counting region can

be obtained with voltages in the neighborhood of 3-4 kv. (35,36).

Since the maintenance of such voltages across resistors is a serious

problem and the technique of gas handling is not simple in itself, this

does not appear on the surface to be a solution to the problem that

would appeal to biologists.

C^^ users are coming more to the opinion that the mica window

counter tube offers the best solution to their problems (3, p. 104).
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Commercial tubes with window thicknesses down to 1 .5 mg. per square

centimeter are available (84,85, etc.) at somewhat higher prices than

are charged for those willi thicker windows. The range of the

C^^/3rays is 25 mg. per square centimeter and following a rough rule

that range is about eight times the half-thickness of jS radiation at

the beginning of the absorption curve, ~ 3 mg. per square centimeter

of total absorber would cut the intensity to half, mg. per square

centimeter to one-fourth, and so on. An estimation of the loss to

be expected can be made on this basis.

A rather expensive screen wall counter based on a design by

Libby (33) is commercially available (85). Samples are introduced

into the vacuum chamber and the cathode is a cylindrical screen be-

tween the sample and the center wire. Since only one sample can

be measured at a filling, its use is quite cumbersome. The design

of counters that can measure the tracers while they are in solution

has been undertaken by a number of workers and is common practice

in some laboratories. The case for dipping counters is discussed by

Bale (38) and by Solomon and Estes (39).

E. ERRORS AND CORRECTIONS IN MEASUREMExNTS OF
RADIOACTIVITY

Interpretation of the data from measurements of radioactivity

requires a knowledge of the possible errors, the corrections that need

to be made, and the limits of accuracy of which the method is ca-

pable (40) . Since the corrections need not be made to a degree greater

than the inherent accuracy, a discussion of this point will be given

first.

1. Statistics of Counting

It is important in the interpretation of the data to be able to decide

if a result is statistically significant. Although the subject of statis-

tics is one of considerable complexity and is beyond the range of this

chapter, a brief discussion of this point follows (4-1)

The disintegration of a large number of the same kind of radio-

active atoms is randomly spaced in time. The counts observed from

a source containing such atoms will have a random distribution obey-

ing the Poisson distribution law. To avoid some of the difficulties

in applying Poisson distribution, the normal or Gaussian distribution
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law is frequently assumed to appl}^ If the number of counts is

more than a very few, the two give essentially the same results.

The reliability of a measurement of the strength of a radioactive

source depends on the number of counts observed. The function

involved is the square root of the number of counts, which is mul-

tiplied by a factor that depends upon the accuracy limits one wishes

to set up. According to the distribution laws, a definite probability,

P, exists that the true value of a measured quantity, such as the num-
ber of counts recorded by a counter, is within the limits stated as

the limits of error of the quantity. The probability that the true

value is outside these limits is obviously 1— P. In order that the

limits express a particular probability a factor, K, is chosen by which

the square root of the number of counts is multiplied, the result being

expressed as C ± A' -\/C, where C is the number of counts recorded in

time t. For the standard deviation, K = I and P == 0.683, that is,

there is a probability of 0.683 that the true value will be within the re-

gion C ± \/C and of 1-0.683 (= 0.317) that it will be outside this re-

gion. For the "probable error" P is chosen as 0.5 and A' is 0.6745. If

90% certainty is desired (P = 0.90) A is equal to 1.64 and for 99%
certainty (P = 0.99) A = 2.58. In the following discussion the

standard deviation will be used but any other degree of certainty

could be substituted, by inserting the factor A' l)efore the square root

sign.

Since the standard deviation in the niunber of counts, C, is -s/C,

that of the counting rate, C/t, will be -s/C/t and the fractional stand-

ard deviation in either will be y/C/C or \/\/C- Table II shows the

per cent standard deviation for various total counts observed.

TABLE II

ytandard Deviation

Total counts
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background moasiirement is B and the duration of this measurement

is t\ the background counting rate and its standard deviation will be

{B =t \/B)li' The true counting rate of the sourro. /?, and its

standard deviation will be given hy the expression:

C B C B^^'
K = 7

t t'

•)

or, in words, the resultant standard deviation will be equal to the

square root of the sum of the squares of the standard deviations of

the measured and background rates.

It can be seen from the al)ove that the error may be larger if the

measured activity is similar to the background than if it is consider-

ably greater. For this reason and to reduce the time required for a

measurement it is desiraljle to deal with activities at least of the ordei-

of ten times background. For lower activities it may be well to

consider the length of time that should be alloted to the measurements

of the activity and of the background. If counter time is limited

these should be adjusted so that each measurement has a similar

error. In general, however, counter time is not limited to such an

extent since the background measurement may be taken overnight

when the counter is not in use for other purposes. Such a measure-

ment is applicable to correct the daytime measurements unless the

amount of active material near the counter varies from day to night.

Another point to which statistical reasoning gives emphasis is

that the background should be made as low as possible, if samples of

low activity are to be measured. Since a large part of this back-

ground is due to cosmic rays and to radiation from samples near the

counter, shielding with lead or other dense material will reduce the

background of a GIM tube considerably, frequently to ahout half its

unshielded value. Lead shields, available commerically, include

mounts for the tube and samples and have only the disadvantage of

expense (84,85). Storage of samples and all other radioactive mate-

rials at a distance from the counter, preferably in another room,

eliminates one source of background radiation. Construction of the

counter and allied equipment with materials scrupulously free of

radioactivity is of utmost importance. Counting equipment should

only for very special reasons be used in a room in which radiochemical

operations are done, since this is a rather sure way of contaminating the

counter.

.The statistical approacli is not, in general, applied to measurements
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with the integrating type of radiation meters, such as ionization cham-

bers and electroscopes. Since these instruments are less sensitive,

the number of disintegrations required to give observable measure-

ment is large enough so that the statistical error is less than the

instrumental errors. With the Lauritsen electroscope, for example,

it may be necessary to take the average of five to ten readings in order

to obtain an average that seems satisfactorily to represent the mean
of the individual values. These values frequently fluctuate consid-

erably, which is probably, but not necessarily, due to statistics. If

one attempts to measure the activity of an a emitter by placing a

source of the proper activity directly inside a Lauritsen one finds

very large fluctuations, which are undoubtedly statistical. They are

larger than those from /3 emitters because the ionization produced

by each a particle in the chamber will be very much greater (ten to

fifty times) than that from a /3 ray so that many fewer a rays will

give a similar rate of fall of the fiber.

As the intensity of radiation incident upon it increases each type of

instrument reaches a point at which it no longer responds linearl}^ but

gives a reading that is too low. Discussion of the limits of the

instruments and the necessary correction is given in Section D2
for the Lauritsen electroscope and in Section D3 for GM tubes.

For other instruments calibration measurements should be made.

2. Errors in Sample Mounting

Other possible sources of error are in the lack of reproducibility

in sample mounting, position, distribution, and thickness. The first

three of these can generally be eliminated by standardizing the

mounting procedure and geometrical arrangement. One point to be

examined is the sample mount; samples to be compared should all

be backed by the same thickness of the same material, unless there is

actual experimental evidence to show that, for the particular case

concerned, the backing is unimportant or can be corrected for. The

necessity for this precaution is the phenomenon of back-scattering.

j8 radiation, originally traveling in the direction away from the counter

is reflected by collisions with electrons and nuclei in the mount.

Such reflections send it back into the counter and increase the count-

ing rate over its value on a thin mount or one that back-scatters

less. The back-scattering of electrons (/3 rays) is greater as the atomic

number of the elements in the mount increases. Up to a point it also
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increases with increasing thickness of mount, but this effect Soon

reaches a maximum vahie. For absohite measurements it is impor-

tant to avoid back-scattering completelj'^, but since biological tracer

measurements are always relative the easier alternative of constant

back-scattering will suffice.

Other precautions that should be taken to avoid errors are that

samples should cover the same area and that the counter arrangement

should include a method for obtaining reproducible geometry. Since

holders for GM tubes that include reproducible position sample

mounts are now commercially available, the latter points should cause

no difficulty.

3. Self-Absorption Error

One source of error that cannot ahvaj^s be eliminated is that due

to varying sample thickness. Since the energy of the jS radiation

lij
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differences in sample thicknesses do not have to be large to have a

noticeable effect on the counting rate. For example, a thickness of

about 3 mg. per square centimeter would cut the observed C^^

activity by half (see end of Sect. D4). Only half of those /3 rays

originating from the bottom of a source of this thickness would reach

the top and the net observed activit}^ would be cut by 20-30%.

As the weight of inactive carrier present with a given amount of

a radioactive substance is increased, the measured activity may
increase slightlj^ at first, then decrease fairly rapidly, and then more

slowly (see Fig. 10). The original increase is due to scattering, in

this case scattering of the radiation into the counter by the additional

carrier atoms. The decrease that follows can be approximated by a

mathematically derived equation assuming a logarithmic absorption

of the radiation. Since ^ rays only approximately obey such an

equation and particularly since this equation considers only the

absorption and neglects the scattering, the correction curve obtained

in this way is not completely satisfactory. The ecjuation so developed

is:

in which ijl, the absorption coefficient, is ecjual to 0.693/rfi/2 (see

Sect. Bl). .4n in this equation is the activity in the absence of

carrier, while A is that activity in the presence of cai rier having a

thickness (/. This thickness can be expressed in millhneters, milli-

grams per square centimeter, or other unit provided fx is expressed

in the same units. A simpler correction that may be appUed as an

approximation is to consider that all the radiation comes from a layer

midway between the top and bottom of the sample and then to apply

a correction based on the thickness to which this corresponds. Thus,

if the thickness of the sample is equivalent to 2 di/^, the ratio A/Aa cal-

culated on the latter hypothesis would be 0.5. while from the j^i-evious

expression one would obtain A/Aq = 0.54.

However, since this expression does not lake into consideration

the scattering it is bettei- not to rely upon it but to determine the cor-

rection curve experimentally for the particular activity, carrier sub-

stance, and geometry involved. Such a curve as Figure 10 can

readily be obtained by taking equal aliqu(jts of a solution containing

the activity, adding varying known amoiuits of carrier in solution,

precipitating, drying, mounting, and counting in the manner chosen

as standard for the experiments. The observed activity is then
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plotted vs. sample weight (since the area is the same in all the samples.

the weight and thickness are proportional) and this curve is used to

obtain the corrections, using the weights of the various samples

measured under these conditions. Correction can be made to zero

sample weight (thickness) or to some chosen value.

Another approacli to the problem, which applies <jnly to nuclides

that are solely (S emitters, is to approximate an infinitely thick source.

As the weight of material of a given specific activity mounted on a

constant area is increased, the measured activity will first increase

and then level off approaching a constant value when the total thick-

ness (including air and counter window) is equivalent to the range of

the |8 particle. For C^^, with a range of 25 mg. per square centimeter,

5000

SAMPLE THICKNESS, mg./cm.'

Fig. 1 1 . Increase in measured activity with increasing sample thickness

for material of constant specific activity (4^).

^^^ndow thickness of 2.5 mg. per square centimeter, and 1.1 cm. (1.5

mg./cm.^) of air between source and counter, a sample of thickness of

21 mg. per square centimeter would be an "infinitely thick" source.

The relative measured activity of a number of such thick sources

^vill, it can be seen, be proportional to the specific activities of the

samples and not to their total activities. One technique suggested

for handling such cases when the weight of active material is large is

to have a number of uniform dishes or sample pans and to fill them

to the top with the active material for counting. In this way the

specific activity will be determined directly in the counting operation.

This will only be a relative method, but very little biological tracer

research will involve absolute measurements. If in using this method
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a sample of insufficient weight is obtained, a correction can be made
by constmcting a cur^'e as in Figure 11 of obsen-ed acti^ntj^ vs.

sample weight (specific activity constant) ^^'ith sample thicknesses

less than "infinitely thick."'

A word of caution should be inserted \\-ith regard to any counting

method that makes use of powdered or flaky material in such a wa^-

that the active powder could flake off near the counter. This is

one of the easiest ways to raise the background of the counter and use

of such a method should be avoided where possible; if the method is

unavoidable, extreme care should be exercised. If at all possible the

material should be cemented or covered completely Avith paper. As

cement Zapon lacquer is good, and a dilute solution of Celluloid in

ethyl acetate-acetone or similar organic solvent is probably adequate.

4. Radioactivity Standards

For many research problems, absolute knowledge of the intensity

of the radioactive sources is unnecessarv". However in some cases it

is desirable to know the total number of disintegrations coming from

the source. Although calibration methods using natural radioactive

materials, such as a weighed uranium oxide sample. haA'e been stand-

ardized and can be used AAithout insurmountable difficulties, a prefer-

able method is to obtain standardized sources from the National

Bureau of Standards (4-3) • This bureau has available at a nominal

cost standards for /3-ray counting as well as 7-ray standards, which

can be used for calibrating sur^-ey and monitoring instruments.

Radium and Co^ are both used for the latter purpose. In the meas-

urement of absolute activities, it is probable that the investigator -^-ill

need to determine the absorption characteristics of the element. Pro-

cedure for doing this vdW be found in texts on radioactivity and will

not be discussed further here.

F. UNIQUE PROBLEMS AND TECHNIQUES IN IL\NDLING
RADIOACTIVE TR_\CERS

1. Radiocheuiical Problems

Though the subject of this chapter is the biological application of

radioactive tracers, there are certain topics in the chemistiy of these

materials that should be mentioned. In handling radioactive materi-
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als, particularly if little or no carrier is present, there are rules that

must be taken into account and precautions that must be considered

if the results arc truly to mean what they are supposed to mean.

When dealing with isotopes that are actually carrier-free one is work-

ing in a concentration range far below that of ordinary chemical ex-

perience. For example, it can easily be calculated that a solution of

HsP^^o^^ completely free of stable P^S with an activity of 1 mc. per

liter will have a concentration of 10"^" M. At such concentrations

the tracer may exhibit a behavior quite different from that at ordinary

concentrations.

In particular, one has to guard against removal of the tracer from

solution by adsorption processes. Even the small surface that a

glass beaker presents to a solution contained in it may be enough to

remove an appreciable fraction of the tracer from the solution. The

precipitation of an insoluble substance that is not supposed to carry

the tracer is often likely to do so. According to rules set down by

men working in the field of natural radioactivity, such coprecipitation

is only supposed to occur under certain definite conditions (44), but

if the tracer is truly carrier-free it may and probably will b^ brought

down when least expected. For these reasons it is suggested that the

use of completely carrier-free isotopes be avoided if it is possible to

add enough carrier to bring the concentration of the solution to 10~*

M or greater. If chemical operations at the lowest concentration

range are necessary, each step should be examined carefully to make

sure that the expected behavior is actually being obtained. In gen-

eral it is wise to be skeptical of precipitation processes or other steps

in which a large surface is presented for adsorption. Dry processes

such as volatilization are safe from the standpoint of predictability,

but every precaution must be taken to avoid the loss of the micro-

gram or less of active material and the consequent contamination of

the laboratory. A completely closed system is mandatory for such

operations. The technique of liquid-liquid extraction is well adapted

to the chemistry of carrier-free radioisotopes. In most cases the be-

havior of high and low concentration levels is similar and no large sur-

face is presented for adsorption. Another technique that has had

extensive study as applied to carrier-free substances is that of ion

exchange. In this case adsorption is utilized to aid in the desired chem-

cal separation or process (4-5)

•

Though it may not seem likely, difficulty is frequently experienced

in the simple process of diluting tracer with a carrier isotopic with it.
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The assumption is always made that complete mixing occurs, but this

is only true if the tracer and carrier are in the same chemical form or in

forms that exchange rapidly. For example, iodine tracer in the form

of free iodine will exchange rapidly with iodine in solution as iodide

ion, but not iodate. It is frequently necessary to take the tracer

and carrier together through several chemical processes involving

valence changes before it can be assumed that they are actually mixed.

Once such mixing is obtained it may be desired to purify the tracer

or at least to make certain that it is pure {45) . In addition to the or-

dinary chemical operations that can he used for such purposes, in-

cluding those listed above, certain special methods have been adapted

for this purpose. One of these, which makes use of the adsorptive

ability of some precipitates, is the procedure of "scavenging." Pre-

sumably carrier has been added only for the element desired and an>'

radioactive impurity is still free of carrier or nearly so. A much
larger fraction of the active impurity than of the desired element is

then likely to be removed on an adsorbing precipitate. Care must

be taken in choosing the precipitate. For example, in purifying

strontiunj tracer from less basic elements such as yttrium or zirco-

nium one could precipitate a hydroxide such as ferric hydroxide at a

pH up to about 8 and remove large amounts of the yttrium or zir-

conium impurities by coprecipitation without affecting the stronitum.

If the reverse purification (the removal of strontium from yttrium)

were desired, however, one could not use this reaction since the

yttrium would be more likely to coprecipitate than the strontiiun

impurity. The beauty of radiochemistry is that the progress of such

purification steps can be followed by comparing the characteristics

of the activity separated on a scavenger precipitate with the main ac-

tivity. Such comparison is important since the precipitate may just

carry down some of the main activity and a single measurement of

its radioactivity would not suffice to distinguish between impurity

and product. Two general methods of comparison are by half-life

and by absorptive cliaracteristics. Since the important tracers

usually have long half-lives, comparison on this basis would require

long periods of time. Therefore, the absorptive characteristics, the

ratio of /3 to 7 activity, the shape of the absorption curve of the ^

rays in aluminum, or that of the X or 7 radiation in aluminum or lead

are frequently used for this identification. If such curves are identi-

cal for the scavenged and main activity it can be assumed either that

the tracer is pure or that that particular reaction is not removing the
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impurity. If they differ, repetition of the scavenging operation is in-

dicated to insure removal of all the impurity (5, p. 115).

If the chemical nature of an active impurity is known, it is usually

feasible to add that element in inactive form and make a chemical

separation. The process of adding carrier for the active impurity

and separating can be repeated as often as necessary. For example,

if the chemical separation is only 80% effective, the first separation

will leave 20% of the original impurity, but the second will leave only

20% of that or 4%, and so on. Again the radioactivity enables one

to follow the process both qualitatively and quantitatively.

If the presence of an impurity of shorter half-life than the product

activity is demonstrated, it may be po.ssible to allow the impurity to

decay out before using the tracer or before measuring the samples.

Large differences in absorbability of the radiation may be utilized if

the impurity has soft radiation and that from the product is hard.

Measurement through an aluminum absorber of proper thickness will

then cut out the soft radiation and permit the harder to pass through

and to be a measure of the amount of the product activity present.

If the energies of the radiations are reversed it may be possible to get

the amount of product by difference probably with some loss in ac-

curacy. A recent article on the subject of tracer purity is recom-

mended as a source of further information {45).

In almost all biological work one deals with carrier and tracers

that are isotopic. The chemical yield through any given steps is

assumed to be identical to the yield of tracer or "radiochemical yield."

Thus let us say that in a given purification process it is determined by

weighing that an over-all chemical .yield of 70% of the originally

added carrier was obtained in the sample whose activity is measured.

Then, dividing the activity of the sample by 0.7 is assumed to give

the activity that would have been observed had the chemical recov-

ery been 100%. In those few cases of biological interest in which

isotopic carriers are not available for the tracer, e.g., 7.5 hour astatine

(element 85), no correction can be made for chemical recover3^ Thus,

although iodine can be used as a carrier for astatine it cannot be as-

sured that they behave identically, and indeed they do differ more

than expected {^6).

In summary, it must be said that before engaging in any large scale

program in handling tracers through chemical operations, purifica-

tions, and other processes, a reference work in radiochemistry or, bet-

ter, a qualified radiochemist should be consulted.
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2. Special Problems in Using C 14

The synthesis of biologically important compounds containing

tracers is a research problem of considerable complexity. It is met
most often in the case of organic compounds containing C^^ although

the synthesis of organic sulfur, phosphorus, and iodine compounds
with those elements labeled is also important. One of the principal

difficulties in C^* synthesis (which applies equally well to syntheses

involving C^^) is that of getting the active or labeling atoms in a

proper compound as a starting point for the synthesis. For example,

C^'* was first made available as barium carbonate, which readily

gives C^^02, but this is very difficult to use as a starting material.

In addition, at a somewhat higher price, C^^HaOH, HC^^HO and

some carboxyl-labeled fatty acids are now sold by the Isotope Divi-

sion and other compounds will be available in the future. In addi-

tion, several commercial companies {88,95,97) have been authorized

to prepare other intermediates and to sell them to institutions ac-

credited by the Atomic Energy Commission. Correspondence with

these companies or wdth the Isotope Division is suggested as the

method of finding out what is available and its price.

Once the starting material is obtained, a method of synthesis that

will label the compound in the proper position must be chosen with

some care. For many problems it will be necessary to have the com-

pound labeled in some specific position; for others, the tracer atoms

can be scattered uniformly through the compound. Synthesis has

been discussed in a number of recent review articles in which the ex-

perience using C^^ has been applied to the essentially similar problems

involved in use of C^^ {2, p. 161 ; 47; 48', see esp. 3h). Some of the basic

principles by which this differs from ordinary synthesis are : The reac-

tant containing tracer is vastly more valuable than any other react-

ant and conditions are so adjusted to give maximum yield on the

basis of this reactant. Dilution of the tracer is avoided to keep re-

covered tracer active enough for reuse. Adequate precautions are

taken against accidental loss of the tracer, contamination of the equip-

ment and laboratory, and overexposure of personnel. (Since one can

be much surer of these last points if the system is completely closed,

the use of a closed vacuum line type of apparatus is highly advisable.)

In the use of labeled organic compounds the possibility of exchange

of tracer between its expected position and other molecules or other

positions in the same molecule cannot be overlooked. Experiments
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should be devised so that the chance of such exchange is minimized

and interpretation of results should include a thorough examination

of these possibilities.

Another example in which exchange can introduce error is in the

samples prepared for measurement. If a solid such as barium car-

bonate is adopted as the form in which C^^ will be measured, there is a

chance that exchange will occur between the solid and atmospheric

carbon dioxide. If such samples are stored for later measurement or

checking, low results may be obtained. This problem has been in-

vestigated by several authors whose results appeared originally to be

at variance (49,50). Study has shown that the original disagreement

was caused by difference in mounting methods. It appears that

a barium carbonate sample heated to 160°C. is fairly impervious to

exchange, but a similar sample prepared just by filtering and drying

may exchange up to 40% of its C^"* in a few hours in an atmosphere of

moist carbon dioxide. If it is inconvenient to prepare samples so

that they can be heated to such a temperature they should be stored

in the absence of atmospheric moisture or carbon dioxide. Other

problems and suggestions are discussed by a number of authors

{51,52).

3. Isotope Dilution 3Iethod

The possibility of tagging one kind of molecule by radioactive or

stable tracer has given rise to a new method of analysis, the isotope

dilution method (53). In analyzing a complex mixture of organic

compounds—take, for example, the amino acids liberated on hydroly-

sis of a protein—^it is relatively easy to separate out a particular

amino acid in pure form, but much more difficult to obtain the quan-

titative yield that would be necessary for analysis. If a particular

amino acid is tagged, say wdth C^* in some nonexchanging position,

added in known amount to the mixture in such a way that complete

mixing is obtained, and then separated by the procedure that is

standard for that amino acid, the separated amino acid will have a

lower specific activity of C^^ than that added. The amount of re-

duction in the specific activity, or the dilution, is directly related to

the amount of the amino acid originally present in the mixture.

vSamples of the added and separated amino acids could be meas-

ured directly or one could burn them to carbon dioxide, absorb this

in barium hydroxide, and measure the properly mounted barium car-
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bonate precipitates. In either case the following relations between

weights and specific activities would be true: If Xi and X2 are the

specific activities of the added and separated samples and TFi and W2
are the weights of amino acid added and originally present in the mix-

ture, the relation:

X2 ~
TFi

will hold. Solving this for TF2, the unknown weight , we obtain

:

(Xr - X2)
W2 = Wx

x.

If the weight of added material Wi can be neglected in relation to Wo
or for a tracer available in some carrier-free form that will mix with

the substance in the mixture, the product WiXi can be replaced by the

observed total activity, Ai, of tracer added: the expression then

simplifies to TF2 = A1/X2.

4. Radioaiitographs

The radiations given off by radioactive isotopes permit a unique

scientific use of these isotopes, in that their position in tissue can be

located merely by allowing them to take their own picture. Such a

picture is called a radioautograph or autoradiograph. The method

was first applied to the gross location of the element in the plant or

animal being studied. Some examples of these are the studies by

Stout and others (54) of the uptake of phosphorus and of certain trace

elements in tomato plants (Fig. 12), which show, among other things

that concentration occurs in the seeds of the tomato. Other examples

of the technique are the studies using this method that have given bet-

ter understanding of the plant circulatory system.

The real possibility of the method lies in its application to micro-

scopic studies. A radioautograph prepared in the usual way may
on microscopic study yield information about the location of the

tagged atoms within the individual cells. While most tracers can be

used for the preparation of macroradioautographs, application in

microscopic study places some restrictions on the usable isotopes.

The darkening of the photographic plate is, of course, restricted to

the paths of the various particles. Since the particles differ widely

in their penetrative power the length of their paths in the photo-
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graphic emulsion will also differ, and the longer this path, the more

diffuse will be the spot on the photograph corresponding to a point of

location of a radioactive element in the original. For this reason or

particles with their short ranges and high energies give the best

radioautographs {3, p. 130). If a emitters were biologically impor-

tant they would find wide use for this purpose; since they aren't, it is

necessary to use the /S-ray emitters that are important and to be satis-

fied with more diffuse autographs. An element giving only X or

Fig. 12. Radioautograph of zinc in a single tomato. This technique makes

visible 3 X 10"^ g. zinc present in each tomato seed. (Courtesy P. R. Stout.)

7 radiation, or a very high proportion of such would be useless from a

radioautographic point of view.

Also with a view to obtaining the least possible diffuseness and

the highest possible resolution, one must use tissue slices that are as

thin as possible. Best success has been obtained with a thickness of

5 n, though 10 M has often been used. Contact between the tissue

section and the photographic emulsion should be as intimate as it

can be made. If direct contact cannot be made, intervening material

should be thin; a film of celloidin or similar material has l)een used.
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One of the principal difficulties is the correlation of the radio-

autograph with the microscopic structure of the material. It is

obviously necessary that correlation be made if the method is to be of

value. The use of fiducial marks on the tissue section and the photo-

graph is one way of obtaining such correlation, but with anything but

low magnification, this method is not capable of giving good register.

It should be borne in mind that the tissue itself usualh' must be

stained before histological study can be made. Several techniques

have been experimented with in which the tissue slice and photo-

graphic emulsion are not separated after exposure of the latter. In

one method the tissue slice that contains tracer is mounted on the

photographic plate or film which is then set aside for the proper ex-

posure period, the radioautograph is developed and fixed and the tis-

sue is treated with the proper histological stain {56). In another

technique the section is mounted on a microscope slide and emulsion

in liquid form is poured over it. Exposure and processing of the

photograph are done in the usual manner. Staining in this case is

more difficult since the section is covered by the emulsion, but staining

before the exposure is not a sure procedure since the radioactive atoms

would be likelj^ to move diu'ing the staining procedure.

To go into the subject beyond this brief statement is bej-ond the

scope of this chapter but the following references to excellent articles

will help the beginner {3, p. 122; o4a,o4h,o7-59).

G. MONITORING RADIATION FOR HE,4LTH AND SAFETY

Closely related to the problem of measurement is that of monitor-

ing or personnel protection. In order that the neophyte in radio-

tracer research can have an appreciation of the subject and an under-

standing of the terms used in its discussion, a brief portion of this

chapter is devoted to the subject.

1. Calculations

The accepted unit of radiation dose in tissue is the roentgen or

r. unit (see chapters by Gow-en and by Gray) and others are derived

from it (17). It corresponds to an energy dissipation in air of 84

ergs per gram. Hence the other commonly used units for dosage

measurements, the roentgen equivalent physical (r.e.p.) or equivalent

roentgen (e.r.), are defined as the quantity of ionizing radiation of any

type that may be absorbed at the rate of 84 ergs per gram. Though
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derived for air, the same energy absorption per gram is used for tissue

as well. For many purposes the two units can be considered synony-

mous. One thousandth part of each of these units, the milliroentgen

(mr.) and millirep (mr.e.p.) are frequently used. Another unit re-

cently introduced, the r.h.m. (roentgens per hour at one meter), is

more for the comparison of source strengths than dosages {17).

From the experience of roentgenologists and radium workers it has

been decided that the amount of radiation that can be absorbed by

the body each day without damage is 100 mr. This so-called "toler-

ance value" represents an absolute maximum if the worker is sub-

jected to it each day and a working maximum if the exposure is infre-

quent.* Since genetic effects probably occur at lower levels than

those that produce observable damage, it is well to consider 100 mr.

per day as a maximum even for occasional exposure and to keep the

average exposure to less than 10 mr. per day. On the basis of an eight

hour working day, tolerance is frequently given as 12.5 mr. per hour.

Although these levels were originally proposed for radiation received

by the whole l)ody it is safer to consider 100 mr. as a maximum daily

dose for any part of the body {2, pp. 395, 409).

The estimation of expected radiation dosage from external sources

under given conditions of source strength, type and energy of radia-

tion, distance and shielding is not a particularly difficult problem.

It will differ for each kind of radiation but y rays constitute the only

real hazard from external sources. Since several of the quantities

involved are known only approximately the calculation cannot be

made with any great accuracy, but such accuracy is not necessary for

the purpose, results within 20% being adequate. To this accuracy

the absorption coefficient of y rays in air (mq) can be assumed constant

over the range 0.05 to 2 m.e.v. and the value 3.6 X 10~^ cm.~^ is used.

Below this range the gamma rays are easily shielded and no important

tracers have y rays with energy appreciably above 2 m.e.v.

The formula for calculating the dosage rate in roentgens per hour

from a source of m millicuries at distance d cm. can then be put to-

gether as follows:

^ ^ EefXaA 5.6Em
^,Dosage rate = ^^^^ = ^^ r./hr.

E = 7-ray energy in million electron volts, e = charge on ion pair =
4.8 X 10"^" e.s.u., A = disintegrations per hour = 3.7 X 10^ X

* Recently, many laboratories have reduced their operating limit to 50 mr./day.
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3600 X m, and W = energy required to produce one ion pair = 32.5

X lO"*' m.e.v. in air.

The uncertainties in W and n make this equation only an approxi-

mation. As written it apphes only if each decay process gives one

and only one y I'ay. For a substance with a complex decay scheme it

is necessary to replace E in the above by YlPt^t "^ which pt is the frac-
i

tion of the total number of disintegrations in which a y ray of energy

Ei is given off.

In order to calculate the amount of shielding necessary to bring

the radiation at a given distance down to the desired value, the half-

thickness of the radiation must be obtained from a curve such as

Figure 2. From this half-thickness the necessary shielding can be

calculated or one can determine the safe working distance with given

shielding (60). Calculation of dosage for /3 radiation is less certain.

jS rays do not have enough penetration to constitute a serious hazard

if shielding is provided in the walls of the containing vessel or in the

gloves and clothes of the worker. Only in the case of high energy /3-

ray emitters will additional protection be necessary and it is more

readily provided by heavy-walled apparatus than by a shield.

The same principles apply if a worker, experimental animal, or

biological system is exposed to radiation from an internal source,

whether by accident or design. Again one assumes maximum toler-

ance to be 100 mr. per day for y radiation, but now the day is 24

hours long. Tolerances for other types of radiation have been set at

100 mr.e.p. for ^ rays and 10 mr.e.p. for a particles. Calculations

in this field involve a knowledge of the behavior of the particular

element in the body and its possible concentration in the various

organs, its biological elimination rate and other factors. For these

aspects of the problem, the reader is referred to the chapter by Gray

as well as to several recent articles {62,63)

.

2. Instruments and Methods

Monitoring assumes several aspects. Personnel must be moni-

tored to see that they do not get overdoses while handling the active

material. Surfaces of working areas, apparatus, and glassware must

be surveyed after active materials have been handled and possibly

spilled to reduce the possibility of ingesting and inhaling radioactive

dust and, more serious, to eliminate the danger of contaminating one

experiment with the spilled activity from previous ones. Personnel
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monitoring requires measuring (l(n-i(^es that can be worn or carried

by the worker without interfering with his manipulations. One of the

surest means of determining Iho radiation dosage that a worker has

received is the photographic badge. The film badge technique in-

volves a considerable knowledge of procedure in handling the film and

in preparing standards that the ordinary laboratory is not likelj^ to

have or to wish to acquire. It is gratifying that the isotopes distri-

bution program has been expanded to include on request a film badge

(a) POCKET ELECTROSCOPE ib) POCKET ION CHAMBER
Cutaway view

Cutaway view Outside
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system

«;
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Contact point

hreaded cap'

Window

C

Bakelite

case

Outside

Contact point

Capsule
containing
desiccant
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Fig. 13.

Plug capr

Several types of pocket radiation dosimeters.

service for laboratories to which isotopes have been sent {19). This

cannot be said to give adequate protection since one knows about the

exposure only after it has been received. However, it does constitute

a worthwhile safeguard, since a person who has received an excess

dose as indicated by the badge could be relieved of such duty, or the

work could be revised to reduce the hazard. Some development has

been done on ring film holders to be worn on the hand likely to receive

a much greater dose than the remainder of the body; however, this

phase of the art is not in as advanced a state as that of film badges.

Several types of ionization chambers that can be worn by the
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worker are available. The older of these is a chamber made of Bake-

lite or other plastic about the size of a fountain pen (Fig. 136) {84,87,

92). The inside of the chamber wall is coated with an electrically

conducting film. This film and a thin metal rod down the center, but

insulated from this coating, constitute the two electrodes. The
chamber is charged by plugging it into an a.c.-operated electrometer,

which makes contact with the two electrodes. It is read also by

means of this electrometer {64)-

Another type of pen-sized pocket chamber was one developed

during the war by O. G. Landsverk and now made by a number of

instrument makers. This is truly a pocket electrometer since each

chamber contains its own quartz fiber and optical system and oper-

ates on the general principle of the Lauritsen electroscope described

earlier (Fig. 13a). It is charged by a battery-operated charging box,

which also allows one to view the fiber during the charging operation.

Its principal advantage is the fact that it can be viewed at any time

by merely looking through it at a light source {83,84,92). The sim-

pler chamber is somewhat less accurate, less convenient, a little more

rugged, and considerably less expensive than the latter. Either

should do an adequate job of on-the-spot personnel monitoring for

most laboratories, though at least a few pocket electrometers are

recommended for medium to high level work since the worker can

tell very quickly whether his radiation dose rate is approaching the

dangerous level.

Of equal importance are the nonwearable but still portable survey

meters. These are battery operated and usually weigh 5-10 pounds.

As usual two types are available: GM tube and ionization chamber

survey meters. In the first type the integrated current of the tube

pulses or, in the second, the chamber current is amplified and made to

operate a direct current meter. Since the dose is dependent on the

amount of ionization and not solely on the number of particles, it is

expected that the ion chamber meter, which measures the actual

ionization, will be more accurate than the GM tube, which merely

counts the particles. However, experience favors the GM tube sur-

vey meters for their stability, ease of handling and repair, and more

rapid response to a change in radiation intensity. The circuits of

the ionization chamber survey meters are frequently slow in respond-

ing, having time constants of five to twenty seconds. The GM tube

survey meter responds more rapidly and is usually equipped with ear

phones through which the actual pulses are fed, producing an in-
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stantaneous clicking noise. This lack of delay is of advantage in

that survey measurements can be made much more rapidly if the

meter responds rapidly. In general, choice between types of instru-

ments depends on the particular application. The GM tube meters

should, for accurate work, be calibrated with sources of different kinds

and energies of radiation, while the ionization chamber type gives a

more accurate measurement of the ionization producible by the radia-

tion in air or in tissue.

The GM tube type can be made more sensitive than the ion cham-

ber type. Currently available GM tube survey meters are provided

with three scales: 0.2, 2, and 20 mr. per hour full scale {82,84,87).

Since, in an eight hour day, tolerance is 12.5 mr. per hour these meters

cover the range between tolerance and background, which is about

0.01 to 0.02 mr. per hour in the absence of all radioactive contamina-

tion.

The ion chamber type of survey meter is another wartime develop-

ment originally designed for monitoring contamination by a-particle

emitters. Later modifications were developed capable of measuring

any radiation and were provided with screens to permit discriminating

measurement of the different types of radiation. Several of these are

now available commercially (87,93,94), having sensitivity scales

ranging from 2 to 2000 mr. per hour full scale. Other types will prob-

ably be available in the near future. Of those made available re-

cently several models with fairly good sensitivity toward all radiation

(93) and for 7 raj^s only {87) have proved satisfactory.

There are several a.c.-operated, nonportable instruments that

give a direct meter reading of the radiation incident upon the ion

chamber. These can be made somewhat more accurate than the

portable models but they are useful only for a qualitative or semi-

quantitative measure of the strength of sources since an accuracy of

3-5% is all that can be expected from a reading on the meter dial

{82,85). Experience shows that the instruments should be cali-

brated; this can be done by using the formula developed in Section

Gl if strong enough 7 sources (~ 1 mc.) are available. Operating

manuals that are helpful for a technician moderately experienced in

electronics are furnished by the manufacturers.

H. PLANNING A RADIOCHEMICAL LABORATORY

The potential hazards involved in handling radioactive materials

necessitate serious thought about the construction of the laboratory in
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which they are to be used. Since the widespread use of tracers is just

beginning there is no large backlog of experience to guide the design-

ers of laboratories adapted for this purpose in the various fields of

biology, medicine, agriculture, and so on, in which tracers will be ap-

plied. Interest in the subject resulted in the symposium on the de-

sign of radiochemical laboratories at the April, 1948, American Chemi-

cal Society meeting {65). The difficulty with this and other such
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Fig. 14. Approximate range of radioactivity encountered in various problems {66)

presentations is that they have been largely discussions of practice

in Atomic Energy Commission laboratories, in which the activity

levels have been far above those of the ordinary tracer laboratory and

for which funds are available to a degree unheard of for the small re-

search or educational institution. In fact, it should be realized at the

outset that building and equipping a tracer laboratory may be consid-

erably more expensive than is the case for laboratories for other pur-

poses {66,67).

Opinions on the design of laboratories and the extent of precautions
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necessary are likely to differ and to ('hanfj;e as more experience is ob-

tained. At the present time a national body, the National Commit-

tee on Radiation Protection {68), and sectional bodies such as one rep-

resenting the thirty Midwest institutions that co-operate with the Ar-

oonne National Laboratory are drafting i-egulations on the safe han-

dling of radioisotopes, including laboratory design {61). Since these

regulations are not in a final state anything said now may become ob-

solete. Eventually some such body of regulations will apply to any-

one desiring to work in this field. The consideration that needs to be

given to laboratory design is highly dependent upon the nature and
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Fig. 15. Toxicity levels of selected radioisotopes {68).

Effective radiotoxicity is obtained from a weighting of the following fac-

tors : (a) half-life, {b) energy and character of radiations, (c) degree of selec-

tive localization in the body, {d) rates of elimination, and (e) quantities in-

volved and modes of handling in typical experiments. The slant boundaries

between levels indicate borderline cases and emphasize that there is no sharp

transition between the levels and the associated protection techniques. The

principal 7-ray emitters are indicated by asterisks {e.g., Na^^*).

amount of the particular isotopeS to be handled, in addition to the

type of work to be done. The amounts of activities of various sorts

that will be required for different operations and processes are shown

in Figure 14 {66).
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The provisional bulletin of the National Committee on Radiation

Protection (68) lists isotopes in three categories of danger, depending

largely upon half-life, but also on radiation type and energy and

biological behavior (Fig. 15). Thus if a laboratory is to be restricted

to the low level region of this table, no particularly different features

need be built in or provided other than good ventilation. At the

intermediate level more thought will have to be taken in the design

and for high level work special design is almost imperative. Since

this table is presented on the basis of internal radiation it does not

cover the danger from the external radiation of 7-ray emitters. The

dosage from the latter and the necessary shielding can be calculated

as shown earlier.

Many operations in the usual tracer laboratory can be handled

with temporary shielding, preferably lead because of its density.

Lead

Fig. 16. A useful semiportable lead screen.

Frequently size 2 X 4 X 8 in. lead bricks are used since these possess

a convenient weight (about 25 lb.) and shape. The main difficulty

with such bricks is that a 2 in. wall built with them is not very stable

and a 4 in. width is in many cases unnecessary. A semiportable lead

screen of L shape made of 1 in. lead bolted to an angle iron frame has

proved to be very useful for handting those isotopes whose 7 rays

have energies less than 0.7 m.e.v. (Fig. 16).

The disposal of radioactive wastes is a serious problem. A large

number and several types of substances must be considered. One of
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the most serious is C^*02 which may occur as the respiration product

of animals treated with C^^ in some organic compoimd, or in some

chemical operation. Though this may prove difficult it is considered

much better practice to try to capture and retain such C'*, if present

in amounts greater than a few microcuries, than to dilute it and dis-

perse it. It is because of such problems as these that the apparent

advantage of C^* over C^^ as a tracer on closer observation becomes

less clear-cut. Gaseous wastes from other tracers may include I^^^

as iodine or hydrogen iodide, S^^ in various forms, and any number of

organic molecules containing other tracers. The maximum level of

activity set by the National Committee {68) is 10~^ ixc. per liter of air.

Chemical operations such as organic syntheses involving C^^ (and

other tracers) can be performed in a closed system with much more

safety than in an open system. Thus any C"02 or other radioactive

gas can be absorbed in some chemical trap rather than disposed to the

surroundings. With liquid wastes the problem again depends on the

nature of the isotope. For short-lived materials (half-life less than

one month), storage of active solutions as such until decayed is

highly feasible and is probably the best answer. With those of

longer half-life it is best to precipitate the activity in the form of some

insoluble compound, and store that, being sure to check the activity

of the supernatant before discarding it into the drain. In no case

should active solutions be allowed to get into a public drain without

monitoring or checking of some sort. The level of activity that is

safe to pour into a drain is another matter of controversy and any ex-

isting regulations or suggestions extant at the time should be checked.

Some laboratories may be fortunate enough to be situated so that an

auxiliary drain can be built to carry the active liquid waste to a point

from which it can under no circumstances get into a public water

supply. Such a drain may safely carry a somewhat higher level of

activity but the possibility of concentration of the radioactivity by
plant life to a dangerous point puts a fairly low limit on the maximum
quantity disposable in this way. If a new laboratory is being built

or if one has a possibility for remodelling, a tank to contain the possi-

bly radioactive liquid wastes to allow for monitoring should be in-

stalled.

On the subject of radiochemical laboratory design, the only real

conclusion that can be reached at present is that the subject is not

static and that the suggestions and regulations that appear in the

literature between the date of this writing and the time this is being
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read may supersede or make obsolete any specific suggestions made
here. One thing is clear, it is much better to get experience with

tracers by handling the safe ones at low levels first and after that to

progress to higher levels and more dangerous isotopes (3, p. 169;

69).

I. BIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS OF RADIOACTIVE
TRACERS

To discuss, even briefly, the vast number of applications of radio-

active tracers to biological problems that have appeared in print to

this date would require a chapter much longer than the present one.

It is not possible in all cases to draw a line between stable and radio-

active tracer research. Thus, in the case of carbon, early tracer

work with C^^ and continuing work with C^^ are intimately associated

with the increasing amount of work using C^^, now that it is widely

available. Research using tracers is the subject of a number of re-

views published recently to which readers are referred for additional

information and references to the original literature {70,71).

In the case of the hydrogen isotopes, very little has been done with

tritium because it is unavailable and difficult to measure. The work

with deuterium is reviewed in Chapter XVI on stable isotopes.

There is obviously more interest in tagging carbon atoms than

any others and the availability of the several carbon tracers has al-

ready led to increased knowledge in a number of biological problems.

The basic problems of photosynthesis and metabolism have duly re-

ceived a large share of this research (1, p. 148; ^, p. 182 ff., 3h,72-75).

References to some of the survey articles are given in the preceding

chapter since much of this research was done with C^^. Some idea

of the amount of work accomplished and that yet to be done can be

obtained from these reviews. Typical of other uses of radiocarbon

are the studies of individual biological reactions, as for example that

showing that phenylalanine is the precursor of epinephrine {76)

.

One of the most important radioactive tracers is P^^ by reason of

its half-life and other characteristics as well as its biological impor-

tance {1, p. 184; 2, pp. 209, 261; 71). Since many metabolic processes

involve phosphorus in the form of phosphate esters, P^^ has been

widely used in the study of metabolism of carbohydrates, phospho-

lipides, and nucleic acids. Other studies have dealt wdth other en-

zymic reactions, with the mechanism of insulin action, and with the
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specific behavior of phosphates in the body in normal and diseased

animals. Due to the importance of phosphates in plant growth, plant

physiological and agi-onomic studies using V^'^ have assumed large

scale proportions.

The alkali metal tracers Na'^'' and K'*^ and the halogen tracers

CP^ and Br^^ have be(>n used to study the permeabilities of cell bound-

aries and the rate of transfer of salts across them {1, p. 213; £, p.

261; 77,78). By measuring the extent of dilution of the tracer the

volume of extracellular fluid has been determined. The existence of

sodium in bone, which does not exchange rapidly with plasma sodium,

has been shown with Na^^. Experiments with ground bone showed

this retention to be an adsorption process.

Studies with other isotopes have largely been (concerned with the

biological behavior of the individual elements and the important

compounds of which they are an integral j)art. For example, S-'*

has been used in studies on the sulfur-containing amino acids, cystine

and methionine (/, p. 201 ; 79), their interrelations, metabohsm, and
so on. Fe^^ has been used in studies of iron usage and processes in-

volving hemoglobin (1, p. 235; ^0); by biological synthesis it has

been incorporated into erythrocytes, which have then been used in

studies on the fate of red cells, on V)lood volume, etc. Ca^^ and a

rather inadequate substitute, Sr*^, have been used to study such topics

as calcium metabolism, processes in bone formation, and the like.

Of particular interest are studies using I^^^, most of which have,

obviously, been related to the functioning of the thyroid gland. The
mechanism of thyroid action in concentrating iodine and converting

it into diiodotyrosine and thyroxine, the malfunctioning of the thyroid

in natural and drug-induced pathogenesis, and similar topics have

been widely studied (3, p. 292).

A completely distinct field of tracer application is that of medical

use {2, p. 327). Anyone requesting isotopes for human use is required

to satisfy a special committee set up by the National Research Coun-
cil and the Atomic Energy Commission that he is capable and under-

stands the problems involved. This requirement makes it less likely

that anyone with insufficient training will obtain isotopes for such a

purpose. One application that can be included in this category is

that of diagnosis, of which typical examples follow. In amputations

because of gangrene, Na^* has been injected into the blood stream in

order to determine with an external counter the extent of the active

circulation in the area of the proposed amputation to fix the position
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of the latter as accurately as possible. P*^ has had a number of diag-

nostic applications. For example, since the rate of iodine uptake is

greater in the case of hyperthyroidism, this condition can be diagnosed

by the use of P^' and an external counter. Another application of

I^^^ not related to the thyroid has been reported by Moore (81),

based on the fact that fluorescein and its derivatives are preferentially

taken up by tumor tissue. Diiodofiuorescein containing I'^^ was
injected into patients previously diagnosed as having brain tumors.

In the relatively few cases reported the physician was able to deter-

mine by an external counter the existence and location of the sus-

pected tumor. In all cases in which an operation was performed the

counter diagnosis was found correct.

The other application of radioisotopes in medicine is, of course,

therapy. Radioisotope therapy requires activities several orders of

magnitude greater than those used in tracer work and should be car-

ried out only by institutions that include on their staffs radiologists

familiar with the literature and capable of calculating proper dosages.

The substitution of Co^'' or other long-lived isotope in a capsule or wire

for the usual radium or radon needle in the irradiation of cancer tissue

is not really a different technique but a modification of the old. The
really new technique is the use of a radioisotope that will by reason

of its chemical nature (or the nature of the compound of which it is

made a part) locate itself at the site of the malignancy. Some of the

principal successes of artificial tracers in this field are the use of P^^ for

the treatment of polycythemia vera {S, p. 353) and of I^^^ for inoper-

able hyperthyroidism (2, p. 377). A large fraction of the total ship-

ment of isotopes from Oak Ridge has gone to hospitals that make
such use of them. It is a field somewhat foreign to the subject of

this chapter since it is governed by the rules of medicine and not those

of health physics. In other words, in radium, radon. X-ray, or arti-

ficial isotope treatment of cancer or other malignant conditions, doses

are given to the patient that are as much as a thousand to ten thou-

sand times tolerance. Such doses are allowable only as the lesser of

two evils, the other being the death of the patient if the pathological

condition is not checked.
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SUBJECT INDEX

Aberrations, lenses, 347, 349-50, 374

Abramson cell, 282-284

Absorption, self-absorption by radio-

isotopes, 627-30

X-ray, 458-61, 465-6

Absorption coefficient, 423-5. See also

Extinction coefficient.

Absorption estimation (light), 438-45

Absorption laws (light), 422-5

Absorption spectra, carotinoid pig-

ments, 420

7-dehydrocholesterol, 447

light, 420-30

living systems, 427-8

measurements, 425-7

nucleic acid, 446

porphyrins, 420

protein, 446

rhodopsin, 433

scattering materials, 428-30

Absorption spectrophotometry, 426-7

Abundance ratio (isotopes), 562, 589

Accuracy, isotope measurements, 586-

9, 623-30

research, 29

Acetone, mass spectrum, 570

Achromatic objectives, 349-51

Acoustic resistance, 303

Acoustics, 301-42. See also Ultra-

sonic vibrations.

Action potentials, 259-62

Action spectra, 431-47

antirachitic action, rats, 447

interpretation, 440-7

killing bacteria, 431, 446

killing fungus, 446

various biological phenomena, 431

Adiabatic calorimeters, 184

Adiabatic method (calorimetry), 186-7

Afterperiod (calorimetry), 194-5

Airy disc. 345

Alpha particles, 491 ff. See also

Ionizing radiations.

dose rate, 535, 545-6

ion density, 502-4

sources, 535-7

Alpha rays. See Alpha particles.

Aluminum, penetrability by beta rays,

602-3

Amoeba, viscosity studies, 120, 126

Amplifier(s), capacitor-coupled, 254-5

direct current, 250-4

electrometer, 249-50

electronic, 248-58

limitations, 255-8

in mass spectrometry, 575-7

power supplies, 257-8

Angstrom unit, 383

^Animal calorimetry, 200-3

Aperture, numerical, 345-7, 410

Apochromatic objectives, 350-1

Arcs, carbon, 373

mercury, 352, 433-4

zirconium, 373

Artifacts, desiccation, 410-12

Attenuation coefficient, 430

Autoradiograph, 369, 636-8

B

Background count (radioactivity),

624-5

Bacteria, preservation, 215, 228-9

Bacteriophage, preservation, 216

Beckmann thermometer, 136, 139

Beer's law, 423-4

deviations from, 428

Bernstein's hypothesis, 264

Beryllium targets, 528-31

Beta particles. See also Electrons and

Beta rays.

mean energy, 524-5

Beta rays, absorption in aluminum,

602-3

danger from, 497, 521

penetrating power, 520-2

655
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Betatrons, 455, 522-3

Bioelectric measurements, 233-70

impedance, 262-9

Bioelectric potentials. See also Poten-

tial measurements.

origin, 237-41

Biological applications, isotopic tracers,

566-71, 648-50, 654

Biological effects, ionizing radiations,

470-84, 493-500

thermal neutrons, 533-5

ultrasonic vibi'ations, 328-35

Biological material, choose critically,

19-22

X-irradiation studies, 468-84

Biological variation, 204

Birefringence, 363. See also Micro-

scope, polarizing.

Blood, specific heat, 178

viscosity, 110, 125, 127, 128

Body fluids, preservation, 216-8

Boltzmann constant, 163

Bomb calorimeters, 193-6

Bougeur-Lambert law, 423-4, 430

Boundary, moving, electrophoretic

method, 287-98

Bridge, conductivity, 265-6

potassium chloride, 245-6

Wheatstone, 157-9, 263, 265-6

Briggs cell, 283-4

Brownian movement, viscosity studies,

121-4

Bunsen calorimeter, 186-7

Bunsen-Roscoe law, 435-7

Butane, mass spectrum, 570

Calibration, 18

Calorie, definition, 179

Calorimeters, 184-97

bomb, 193-6

classification, 184-5

electric compensation, 188

isothermal, 184

"labyrinth" flow type, 190-1

micro, 196-7

respiration 188, 192

Calorimetric measurements, 175-209

adiabatic methods 186-7

animals, 200-3

bomb calorimetry, 193-6

differential calorimetry, 189

heat flow through walls, 187

importance in biophysics, 182-3

limitations and errors, 203-6

microcalorimetry, 196-7

prevention of heat leaks, 189-91

principles, 176-81

Calorimetric methods, choice, 185-6

Calorimetry, indirect, 200-3

partitional, 198-9

Capacitance, membrane, 268

Carbon, isotopic analysis, 579-81

Carbon 1^ measurement, 621-3

special problems, 634-5

Carbon arcs, 373

Carbon dioxide, mass spectrum, 582

metabolism, 568, 595

Carotinoid pigments, spectra, 420

Cathetometer, 371

Cavitation and degassing, 312-4, 329-

32

Cells, absorption (light), 427

electrical constants, 267-9

(electrophoresis), 282-4

volume concentration, 267-8

Centrifugation, 67-105. See also

Ultracentrifugal method.

mathematical theory, 83-86

preparative, 98-100

principles, 68-72

Centrifuge method, viscosity measure-

ment, 112, 116

Centrifuges, angle, 99

hand, 116

microscope, 117

preparative, 98-99

Characteristic X radiation, 459-62

Chemical manipulations, low tempera-

ture, 215

Chemistry, radioactive tracers, 630-3

Chlorella, action spectra, 438-9

Chromatic aberration. See Aberra-

tions.

Chromatids. See Chromosomes.
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Chromatographj', 33

Chromosomes, breaking, 513-5

Iragmen tat ioi
i , 518-9

Circuits, common mode degeneration,

252-3

counting, 620-1

equivalent. See Equivalent circuits.

Higinbotham, 621

Neher-Harper, 617-8

quenching, 617-8

Wheatstone bridge, 157-9

Cloud chamber, photograplis, 506-7.

515

Clusters, 509 IT. See also Ions, clusters.

Coagulation, by ultrasonics, 337-8

Coefficient, absorption, 423-5

attenuation, 430

extinction, 423-4

Combustion, in bomb calorimetry,

193-5

Kjeldahl, 580

Compton process, 465-7, 603

Concentration work, 42

Condenser, aplanatic, 373

darkfield, 358-60

microscope, 358-60, 372-3

Conductivity cells, thei-mal, ItiG

Constants, .sedimenlutiun, measure-

ment, 87-89

subject to change, 28

Copper, "K" X radiation, 461-2

Cosmic radiation, 494-6

Counterions (Gegenion), 272

Counters, dipping G.M., 623

Geiger-Mueller. See Geiger counters.

radioactivity, 615-23

screen wall, 623

Counting (microscope), 375

statistical apjjroaoh, ()23-()

Countinji late, backgroutid, 624-6

meter, 642-3

Critical illumination, microscopy, 372-

4

Crystal apparatus (ultrasonic vilna-

tions), 318-26

Crystals, for ultrasonic oscillators, 318-

20, 324-6

mounting (ultiasonics), 320-4

Cunningham factor, 114, 118

Curie, definition, 605

Cyclotrons, 526-8

Cylindrical lens method (ultracentrif-

ugation), 79-83

Cytological [)reparations, by freezing-

drying, 218, 223-4

D

Dark count (radioactivity), 624-5

Dark-field microscopy, 358-60

Data, 26-29. See also Experimental

data.

analj'sis, 29-32

Decade scaling circuits, 621

Decay, processes (radioactivity), 601-5

Decomposition, water by radiation,

516-8

Dehydrating frozen materials, prin-

ciple, 212-3. See also Freezing-

drying.

Delta raj's, 513-4. See also Electrons.

Densit.y, determination for isotope

ratios, 563, 574

(spectrophotometry), 424

Depth-dose, X raj^s, 458-61

Depth of field, microscope, 347

electron microscope, 388-9

Dermalor, 151, 161. See also Resist-

ance thermometers.

Desiccation. See Freezing-drying proc-

ess.

Design of experiments, 25-26, 37

Deuterium, compounds, synthesis, 573

determinations, 563, 574, 585

ions, 530, 579-80

uses as tracer, 594-5

Dielectric constant, effect of tempera/-

ture, 165-()

Ditlraction, effects, 382-3

image, 345, 348-9

plates (phase microscopy), 367-8

Diffusion, rate, effect in mass spectrom-

etry, 587

and transport studies, tracers, 566-7

Dilution factors, isotopes, 590

Dilution method (isotopes), 568-70,

635
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Discovery, approaches to, 2-6

Disintegration, nitrogen, 533-4

by thermal neutrons, 533-4

Distribution curve, Gaussian, 623-4

Poisson, 463-5, 484-5, 623

Donnan membrane equiUbria, 52-55

Dose rate, alpha particles, 535

beta rays, 543-56

gamma rajs, 639-40

neutrons, 530-2, 554

radioactive material in tissue, 555-6

radioactive substances, 525

slow neutrons, 554

units, 538-43

Dosimeters, pocket t3'pe, 642-3

X-ray, 457-8

Dosimetry, 538 ff.

neutrons, theoiy, 546-9

X rays, 456-62

Double layer, electrical, 272-7

Drawing (microscope), 376-7

Drosophila, as irradiation material,

468-71, 499

genetics 476-9

Drying. See Freezing-drying process.

E

Einstein equation, for Bro^Tiian move-
ment, 122

Electrical measurements, 233-70. See

also Bioelectric measurements and
Potential measurements.

Electrical potentials, around tissues,

262

origin", 237-41

Electrodes, 241-5

calomel, 243

hydrogen, 242

polarization, 266-7, 291

resistance and capacitance, 266

silver-silver chloride, 244

working, 244-5

Electrokinetic potential, 272-3

Electrometers, pocket, 642-3

tube, 541

vacuum tube amplifier, 249-54

Electrometer type amplifiers, 249-54

Electromotive force. See Potentials.

Electron microscope, applications, 390-

402, 412-5

cost, 401-5

magnification, 387-8

number of, 400-1

Electron microscopy, 381-416

accomplishments, 412-5

analysis of results, 407-8

auxiliary equipment, 403-4

limitations, 408-12

operational skill, 404-7

particulate specimens, 396-S

principles, 381-91

replica technique, 398-9

resolving power, 409-10

shadow casting technique, 397-8

preparations, suitable, 393-6

Electrons, 491 ff. See also Ionizing

radiations.

accelerating, 520

back-scattering, 626-7

biological effects, 523

inhomogeneous beams, 524-5

natural sources, 519-20

pulsed sources, 522-4

range in tissue, 497, 520-1

recoil, 465-7

stopping powers of tissue and air,

543-5

Electron volt, definition, 601

Electrophoresis, 271-300. See also

Microelectrophoresis.

apparatus, 282-4, 289-95, 299

applications and advantages, 277-9,

287-8

characteristics, 271-4

definitions, 271-4

experimental requirements, 288-9

moving-boundary method, 287-98

limitations, 295-7

theory, 274-7

Electroscope(s), 611-5

Lauritsen, 611-5

Electrosmosis, 274

Embryological studies, 482-4

Emulsification and dispersion, 336-7

End window counters, 619-23
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Energy, distribution, beta rays, 524-5

equivalents (table), 180

excitation, 557

ionization, 551

unit, 540

Environmental control, 26-27

Enzyme, inactivation, 419, 514, 51G

Epi-illuminator, 357-8

Equivalent circuits, 235-7, 264-5

living cells, 264-5

Errors, classification, 31-32

instrumental, 203-4

interpretation, 205

probable, 624

radioisotope measurements, 623-30

sampling, 204, 626-7

self-absorption, 627-30

Erythema, dose, 456

sunburn, 441-2

Escherichia coli, 499-500, 505-9

Exchange reactions, radioisotopes, 632

stable isotopes, 568, 591-2

Excitation, energy, 557

Experimental data, accuracy, 29

analysis, 29-32

choice of units, 27-28

environmental control, 26-27

irradiation studies, 470-3

Experimental limitations, instrumenta-

tion and technique, 17-18

theoretical considerations, 15-17

Experiments, design, 25-26, 37

fruitless, 1-38

negative, 15

timing, 23-25

Extinction coefficient, 423-4

molecular, 424

Eyepiece, 355-6, 374-5. See also

Oculars.

Facts, determined by vote, 32

Film badge technique, 641-2

Filters, color, 350-3, 364, 434

color-compensating, 350

interference, 434

Polaroid, 362, 374

X-ray, 461-2

Fixation, by freezing-drying, 218, 223

nitrogen, 595

Flow method, in calorimetry, 189-93

Fluorescence, 349, 363-4, 430

Fluorescent specimens, 363-5

Fluorite objectives, 350

Fourrier's law, 187

Freezing, biological materials. See

Freezing-driling process and Quick-

freezing.

Freezing-drying process, accomplish-

ments, 226-31

advantages, 212-4

applications, 214-9

equipment, 218-21

limitations, 221-6

technique, 221-6

Freezing point depression, 56-7

Frictional coefficient, 84, 88

Frictional ratio, significance, 94

Fiirth formula, 124

Galvanometers, 256-8

Galvanometric method (thermo-

couples), 144-5

Gamma rays, 512. See also Electrons

and Ionizing radiations.

absorption in hydrogen, 555

absorption in lead, 602-3

Gas analysis, mass spectrometry, 570-1

Gaussian distribution law, 623-4

Geiger counters, background counts.

624-6

end window type, 619-23

gas refilling, 618-20

principle, 616-8

quenching circuits, 617-8

plateau curve, 617-8

Geiger-Mueller counter. See Geiger

counters.

"GM tube," 643. See also Geiger

counters.

Gibbs-Helmholtz equation, 47

Glass, heat-absorbing, 373

Glycerol, immersion fluid, 364

Grid current-voltage curve, 251

Grotthus-Draper law, 418
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H
Half-life, radioisotopes, 604-5

Heat, capacity, 176-8

latent, 179-81

production from fat and carbohy-

drate catabolism, 202

quantity, 178-9

Heat of combustion, nutrients, 200

Heat transfer, dehydration of frozen

materials, 212

practical importance, 20()-7

Heavy water, 574, 594

source of slow neutrons, 532-3

Hemocytometer, 376

Higinbotham circuit, 621

Histological preparations, l)y freezing-

drying method, 218, 223-4

Hydroxyl radicals, 516-8

H.ydrogen peroxide, 516-8

Illumination, epi-, 357-8

importance, 372-3

microscopy, 372-4

opaque objects, 354-8

Image formation, 344-9

Immersion (microscopjO, 346, 374

Immersion oil, nonfluorescing, 364

Impedance measurements, 262-9

cell constants, 267-9

methods, 265-7

Inactivation, mechanism, 515-9

Index of refraction. See Refractive

index.

Inductance, cell membrane, 269

Infrared microscopj^, 351-2

Injury potential, 260-1

Instrumentation, 17-18

Insulating materials (electrical), 247

Interference filters, 434

Interference microscopy, 365-6

Ionization, measurement, 540-2

in tissue, 556-7

Ionization chambers, 541-4, 610-1

design, 543-56

extrapolatior', 556

neutrons, 548-9

shallow 543-4

Ionization chambers {continued):

Victoreen, 457, 546

Ionization current, measurement, 540-

2

Ionizing radiations, 451-560, See also

under specific types of radiation,

carcinogenic agents, 497-8

daily environment, 494—6

effects on living cells, 49.3-4, 497-.500

health hazard, 496-500

measurement, 537-57

monitoring for health and safetj^,

638-43

mutagenic agents, 498-500

physical characteristics, 492-3, 500-

37

soiu-ces, 500-2, 519-537

spacing of ions, 501-9

Ions, acceleration (mass spectrometry),

575-7

clusters, 509-19

size, 510-12

density in tissue, 502-19

detection (mass spectrometry), 564,

579-83

energy equivalent, 542-3

energj- of production, 551

formation positions, 514-9

mass spectra, 579

movement of, 514-9

spacing, along tracks, 501-19

significance, 509-13

Irradiation, conditions, choice of, 54.3-

56

embryological material, 482-4

Isoelectric point, osmotic pressure at,

54-55

Isothermal calorimeters, 184

Isotope concentrations, absolute ac-

curacy, 586-7

calculation, 583-6

Isotope dilution method, 568-70, 635

Isotopes, as tracers. See Stable iso-

topes and Radioisotopes.

Junction potential, liquid, 239
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Kappa pai licles, 512-3

Kata thermometer, 199-200

Kjeklahl digestion, 580

Kohler's method, iUuminatiou, 372

Kovar, 57(5

Laboratory design, ratlioisotopes, ti43-8

Lamm scale met hoi 1 (iiltracentrifuga-

tion), 78-79, 93

Lamps, mercury. See Merniii/ urcti.

tungsten-coil filament, 372-3

Lauritsen electroscoiu', Gll-5

Lead, absorption by gamma rays, 602-3

Leakage, electrical, 247

heat, 189-91

Lens, acoustic, 324

Bertrand, 362

cylindrical, method, 79-83

Light, polarized, 361-3

scattering, 428-30

use in microscopy, 348-9, 372-4

Light filters. See Filters.

Liquid junction potentials, 239

Literature, guides, 14, 38

Low temperature, sources, 218-21

M
Magnetic lens, electron, microscope,

384-8

Magnetostriction devices, 314-8

Magnification, 346-7, 382, 387-8

empty, 347

useful, 356, 382

Magnifiers, 344

Mass spectra, organic molecules, 570-1

Mass spectrometers, 574-8, 596

cost, 578

maintenance, oSl-iJ

schematic diagram, 575-7

Mass spectrometry, accuracy, 586-94

calculation of results, 583-6

gas analysis, 570-1

preparation of samples, 578-81

test samples, size, 590

theory, 563'-4

Master reaction, theory, 170-1

Mechanisms of biochemical reactions,

tracers, 567-8

Membrane(s), capacitance, 268

equilibria, Donnan, 52-55

inductance, 269

osmometer, 61-63, 65

permeability, 42-45, 268

potential, 240-1, 259-62

resistance, 268-9

Mercury arcs, 352, 433-4

Metabolism, carbon dioxide, 568, 595

nitrogen, 568, 595

Methane, mass spectrum, 570

Methyl radicals, mass spectrometry,

570

Microcalorimeters, characteristics,

196-7

Microcalorimetr\-, 196-7

Microdissection, 369

Microelectrophoresis method, 277-87,

See also Electrophoresis.

accomplishments, 286-7

advantages, 277-9

apparatus, 282-4, 299

calculations, 284-6

observation technique, 279-81

Microincineration, 369

Microprojectors, 371

.Microscopes, capillary, 371

choice of, 348-9

electron, 381-416. See also Electron

microscopes.

inverted, 370

polarizing, 361-3

reflecting, 374

special. See Microscop]/.

stereoscopic, 355-6, 370

X-ray, 354

Microscopy, brightfield, 349-51

darkfield, 358-60

electron, 381-416, See also Electron

microscopy.

fluorescence, 363-5

infrared, 351-2

interference, 365-6

limitations, 344

metallurgical, 358
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Microscopy (continued)

:

opaque specimens, 354-8

phase, 366-8

ultra, 360

ultraviolet, 352-4

Microspectroscopes, 375

Millicurie, 605

Milliroentgen, 639. See also Roentgen.

Mixtures, method of (calorimetry).

176-9

Mobility, measurements, 284-6

particles, 274-7

Molecular extinction coefficient, 424

Molecular fragments (mass spectrom-

etry), 570-1, 579

Molecular weight, determination from

osmotic pressure, 42-45

Monitoring ionizing radiation, 638-43

Monochromators, 433-4

Mutations, bacterial, 480-2

Drosophila, 476-9

ionizing radiations, 468 ff., 498-500

Neurospora, 469, 499

N

Neher-Harper circuit, 617-8

Nernst equation, 239-41

Neurospora, as irradiation material,

469, 499

Neutrons, 491 ff. See also Ionizing

radiations.

collimation, 531

dose rates, 530-2

energy absorbed, 552-3

fast, measurement, 546-53

sources, 528-32

ion density, 502-4

relative dose in various materials,

552

slow, measurement, 553-5

sources, 532-5

thermal, biological effects, 533-5

sources, 532-5

tissue dose, 553

yield, 528-30

Nier mass spectrometer, 574-6

Nitrogen, disintegration, 533-4

Nitrogen (continued):

isotopic analysis, 579-81, 584-6

metabolism, 568, 595

Numerical aperture, 345-7, 410

O

Oblique illumination, 359

Oculars, compensating, 374-5

special, 374-5

Ohm's law, 237, 262-4

Optical path differences, phase micros-

copy, 368

Optical sectioning, 347

Optical staining, 360-1

Oscillators (ultrasonics), 314-26

Oscillographs, 259

Oseen's law, 113

Osmometers, 61-64

dynamic equilibrium type, 63, 65

static elevation type, 62, 65

Osmotic pressure, definition, 39

origin 40

Osmotic pressure measurements, 39-66

accuracy, 44, 56-59

direct osmometer method, 61-64

freezing point method, 56-58

importance in biophysics, 42-45

plasmolysis method, 59-61

usefulness, 42-45

vapor pressure method, 58, 59, 65

theoretical considerations, 45-55

thermodynamic considerations, 46-

52

Paramecia, viscosity studies, 120, 126

Permeability, membranes, 42-45, 268

Phase microscopy, 366-8

Phosphorescent specimens, 363-5

Photobiological processes, 417-9

Photocells, 427

Photochemical reactions, 417-9, 435-8

PhotodjTiamic action, 419

Photoelectric photometry, 427

Photographic methods, 27

Photographic recording of radioac-

tivity. See Rndioautographs.
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Photographs, cloud chamber, 506-7, 515

Photosynthesis, action spectrum, 431,

439

quantum yield, 419, 438-9, 449

Planck's constant, 418

Planning research, 1-38. See also

Design of experiments.

Plutonium, 498

"Point-heat" concept, 462-4

Poiseuille's law, 125

Poisson distribution law, 511, 623

Poisson equation, 463-5, 484-5

Polarized light, 361-3

Polarizing filters (Polaroid), 362, 374

Polonium, 535

Positrons, 603-4

Potassium chloride bridge, 245, 6

Potential measurements, 237-59

equipment, 248-59

insulation, 246-7

salt bridges, 245-6

Potentials, action, 259-62

injury, 260-1

liquid junction, 239

membrane, 240-1, 259-62

Potentiometric circuits (thermo-

couples), 145-7

Potentiometric method of resistance

measurement, 158

Power supplies, 257-8

Preservation, body fluids, 216-8

laboratory cultures, 215-6

Problems. See Research problems.

Proteins, protective role during freez-

ing-drying, 225

Protons, 491 ff. See also Ionizing

radiations.

dose rate, 545-6

ion density, 502-4

ranges in tissue, 526-7

recoil, 530

source, 526-8

Protoplasm, viscosity. 111 ff., 126-8

Publications, effective, 32-37

Quantitative analysis.

dilution method.

See Isotope

Quantum efficiency, 437

Quantum yield, 419, 437. See also

Radiochemical yield.

Quartz crystal oscillator, 318-22

(Juick-freezing, and the freezing-drying

process, 21 1-32

of materials for storage, 214-5

principle, 211-2

R

r. unit (roentgen), 457, 496-7, 538-43

r.e.p. (roentgen equivalent physical),

497, 540, 639

Radiation. See also specific types, e.g.,

Neidrons, X rays.

data, statistical treatment, 484-6

hazard to personnel, 494-8, 638-43

sources, light, 432-5. See also Arcs

and Lamps.

Radicals, hydroxyl, 516-8

Radioactive elements, artificial. See

Radioisotopes.

occurrence, 494-6

Radioactive tracers. See also Radio-

isotopes.

radiation emitted, 601-4

Radioactivity, counting time for vari-

ous accuracies, 623-6

measurement, 610-30

terminology, 601-5

Radioautographs, 369, 636-8

of zinc in a tomato, 637

Radiochemical laboratory, planning,

643-8

Radiochemical problems, 630-3

Radiochemical yield, 515-9

Radioisotopes, advantages, relative,

564-6

availability, 606-10

biological applications, 648-50, 654

of biological interest, 608-9

decay law, 604-5

design of laboratories, 643-8

disposal problem, 646-8

errors in sample mounting, 626-7

exchange reactions, 634-5

handling techniques, 630-8

impurities, 632-3
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K adioisotopes (continued):

measurement, 610-30

medioal diagnosis, 649-50

production by slow neutrons, (i06-7

radioactivity levels, 644-5

radioautographs, 636-8

safety precautions, 643-S

self-absorption erroi-, 627-30

special measuring techniques, 621-3

standards, 630

survey meters, 642-3

sjTithesis of compounds, 634

table, 608-9

therapy, 650

toxicity levels, 644-8

units, 605

Radiometers, 152, 162-5

applications, 164-5

calibration, 163-4

dermal, 152, 164

limitations, 165

principle of operation, 162-3

Radium-beryllium source, 606

Radon, irradiation technique, 535-7

Range, ionizing particles in tissue, 507,

520-2

Raoult's law, 47

Rayleigh scattering, 429

Reaction rates, temperature charac-

teristic, 167-71

Reactions, exchange, 568, 591-2

mechanisms, 567-8, 595

Reciprocity law, 435-7

Recoil atoms, range, 550-1

Recoil protons, 550-1

Recording equipment (electrical), 258-

9

Reference standards, calorimetry, 195

isotopes, 593, 630

Refractive index method, electrophore-

sis, 293-5

ultracentrifugation, 78-83, 93

Replica technique, 398-9

Research problems, analysis, 6-10

appraisal, 10

approach, 2-6

selection, 11-13

Resistance, acoustic, 303

Resistance {continued )

:

electrode, 266

membrane, 268-0

Resistance thermometers, l54-(i2

applications, 160-1

(calibration, 160

electrical circuits, 157-9

limitations, 162

metallic types, 155

thermistors, 156-7

Resolving power, electron microscope,

409-10

optical microscope, 16-17, 382, 345-6

ultracentrifuge, 90-91

Respiratory quotient, 201-2

Re,ynold's numlier, 113

Roentgen (r.), 496-7, 538-43. See also

/•. unit.

Koentgen equivalent physical (r.e.p.),

497, 540

S

Salt bridges, 245-6

Scalers, ()20-l

Scaling circuits, 620-1

Scientific literature, guides, 14, 38

Schlieren method, in electrophoresis,

79-83, 293-5

Sea urchin eggs, viscosity, 120

Sectioning, optical, 347

Sedimentation, 68-105. See also Cen-

tHfugation.

centrifugal field, 69-71

constant, definition, 83

measurement, 87-89

proteins, 95

rate, 89

uniform field, 68-69

Self-absorption, radioactivity, 627-30

Shadow-castmg technique, 397-8

Smear method, 480

Sound. See also Ultrasonic vibrations.

velocity, 302-3

Specific heat, 177-8

Specific volume, determination, 89-90

Spectra. See Absorption spectra, Ac-

tion spectra, and Mass spectra.

Spectral vision, 431-3, 443
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Spectrometers. See Mass spectrometers.

Spectrophotometer, 353, 42G-7

Spherical aberration. See Aberrations.

Spirogyra, viscosity, 121-2

Stable isotopes, accomplishments, 594-

8

accuracy of measurements, 586-94

apparatus for detecting, 574-8

applications, 566-71

calculation of results, 583-6

gas analysis, 570-1

interfering particles, 579-81, 592-3

measurements, 581-3

methods, principles, 562-6, 572-86

natural concentration, 562, 589

permissible dilution, 590

jjreparation of samples, for analysis,

578-81

quantitative analysis, 568-70

relative advantages, 564-6

size of test samples, 590

sources, 571-2

standard samples, 593

synthesis of compounds, 572-3

theory of measurement, 563-4

as tracers, 561-98

limitations, 586-94

Staining, for infrared microscopy, 352

optical, 360-1

Standard deviation, 624-5

Standards, in calorimetry, for heat of

combustion, 195

Standard units of measurements, 28-29

Statistical methods, 29-31

irradiation data, 484-6

Statistics, of counting, 623-6

Stokes' law, 1 12-4, 274

Stopping powers, for electrons, tissue

and air, 543-5

for neutrons, 549-50

Sulfur, isotopes, 562, 596

Sulfur ^^, measurement, 621-3

Supersonics. See Ultrasonic vibrations.

Survey meters, 642-3

Synchrotrons, 455

S\Tithesis, of isotopic compounds, 572-

3

Szilard-Chalmers process, 607

Temperature, importance in biophysics,

167-71

low, sources, 218-21

measurement by radiation, 162-5.

See also Radiometers.

miscellaneous measuring devices,

165-7

optimum for deliydrating frozen

materials, 223-4

rise during ultrasonic exposure, 333-5

scales, 132-3

surface, 152-3

Thermal effects of ultrasonics, 333-5

Thermistors, 156-7

Thermocouples, applications, 149-53

calibration, 147-8

calorimetry, 153-4

circuits, 144-7

general precautions, 141-3

limitations, 154

for surfaces, 150-53

theory, 143-7

Thermodynamics, osmotic pressure.

45, 55

Thermoelectric force, 143

measurement, 144-8

Thermoluminescence, 165

Thermometers, alcohol, 134-5

Beckmann differential, 136-7, 139

l)imetallic strip, 166-7

calibration, mercury-in-glass, 138-40

clinical, 137, 139

comparisons, 152

Kata, 199-200

liquid-in-glass, 140

maximum-minimum, 138

mercury-in-glass, 135-6

miscellaneous, 165-7

rectal, 149, 161

lesistance. See Resistance thermom-

eters.

thermoelectric, 141-154. See also

Thermocouples.

Thermopiles. See Thermocouples.

Thermoscopes, 1 67

Time constant, 255
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Time factor in research, 22-25

Tiselius electrophoresis apparatus, 289-

95

Tracers. See Stable isotopes and Radio-

isotopes.

Tracks, ionizing particles, 506-7, 517

Tradescantia, pollen tubes, 507

U
Ultracentrifugal method, accuracy and

limitations, 96-97

applications, 97

experimental requirements, 86-94

frictional ratio, 94-95

homogeneity of boundary, 94-96

interpretation of results, 94-98

light absorption method, 77-79, 93

sampling techniques, 100

significance, 71-72

theory, 83-86

Ultracentrifuges, optical, 72-77

optical, air friction type, 77

Svedberg, 75-77

vacuum type, 72-75

preparative, 98-99

resolving power, 90-91

selection of, 90-94

Ultrasonic vibrations, 301-42

absorption and scattering, 311-2,

333-5

biological applications, 328-39

biological effects, 328-35

cavitation and degassing, 312-4,

329-32

chemical effects, 335-6

coagulation effects, 337-8

concepts and definitions, 301-14

emulsification, 336-7

intensity, 307-8, 326-8

lethal effects, 328-33

measurements, 326-8

natural sources, 338-9

pressure, 304, 308

production, 314-26

reflection and transmission, 305-7,

309-10

thermal effects, 333-5

Ultraviolet microscopy, 352-4

Ultraviolet radiation, 419, 422

sources, 433-4

Undercooling, 56-57

Vacuum-tube electrometer, 249-54

van't Hoff, law, 46, 48-52

Variation, biological, 204

Velocity, sound, 302-3

Vertical illuminators, 356-8

Victoreen ionization chamber, 457, 546

Virus, preservation, 216, 226-8

X irradiation, 473-5

Virus problem (electron microscope),

413-5

Viscometer, Hess, 110-11

Viscosity, blood, 110, 125, 127, 128

coefficient, 274-5

concept, 109-10

correction (ultracentrifugation), 87

definition, 109-10

importance in biology, 107-9, 127-9

protoplasm, HI ff., 126-8

Viscosity measurements, 107-30

Brownian movement method, 121-4

centrifuge method, 112, 116-21

future possibilities, 127-9

gravity method, 112-6

magnetic method, 112

results, 125-7

theoretical considerations, 112-4

Vision, photopic, 419, 431-3, 443

scotopic, 431-3, 443

spectral, 431-3, 443

Voltage measurements. See Potential

measurements.

W
Water, decomposition by radiation,

516-18

heavy, 532-3, 574, 594

Wheatstone bridge circuit, 157-9

Work, concentration, 42

osmotic, 43

X irradiation, 451-90

bacterial mutations, 480-2
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X irradiation (continued):

cytological methods, 479-80

Drosophila, 468-73, 470-9

types of data, 470-3

virus, 473-5

X radiation. See A' rays, Ionising

radiation, and X irradiation.

X rays, 451-90. See also X irradiation.

absorption, 458-61, 465-6

biological effects, 468-88

characteristic, 459-60

depth-dose, 458-61

X rays {continued):

effects, interpretation, 486-8

point heat concept, 462-4

sensitive volume concept, 464-8

theory, 462-8

filters, 461-2

measurement, 456-62

monochromatic, 461-2

sources, 453-6

Zeta-potential, 272




















